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PREFACE

This work is designed to serve as a systematic textbook of animal

behavior for courses in psychology and biology. Part I covers the

behavior of animals below the mammals, a comparative treatment

in which we have endeavored not only to characterize each important

animal type but also to work out certain fundamental principles of

animal adjustment. In Parts 11 and III these principles are devel-

oped further as the major problems of animal psychology are

attacked in connection with the behavior of mammals.

This organization of the parts results from an attempt to represent

the manner in which the subject has developed experimentally, and

also to suggest a solution of the frequent conflict between the

consideration of animal behavior and the treatment of psychological

problems.

It is hoped that a systematic treatment of animal behavior will

stimulate interest in comparative psychology by serving as the

foundation upon which human psychology must rest. Many
problems which cannot be adequately analyzed in human subjects

may be successfully attacked when lower animals are used as sub-

jects. The volume of research in animal psychology has been

increasing rapidly in recent years as science has come to recognize

the fundamental importance of applying concepts to the entire

series of living organisms. Introductory texts in general psychology

express this advance by incorporating more evidence from studies

on infra-human animals. It is probable that in the near future a

training in psychology which does not include a study of lower

animais wiU be regarded as inadequate.

At the end of each chapter a short list of suggested readings is

appended, to indicate some general treatments or important topics

from sources available in most libraries. In order to keep the

general bibliography within bounds, only those titles are included

which are given reference in the textbook.
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PRINCIPLES OF ANIMAL
PSYGHOLOOY

GENERAL INTRODUCTION

The Nature of Organization in the Living Individual.—^The pur-

pose of this volume is to arrive at an understanding of the principles

which underlie the adjustment of animals, as living organisms, to

their environments. Our approach to the subject is based upon the

following interpretation of the fundamental concepts “life” and
“organism.” Life may be defined as that condition in which a
body demonstrates the functions irritability, motility, and reproduc-

Uvity. The organism or living individual is that aggregation of

elements which displays the functions of life in a self-consistent

manner. The physiologist finds that the parts of an organism are

capable of functioning together in a well-integrated manner; and the

psychologist finds this organization expressed in behavior, in the

activities of the organism as it adjusts to its environment.

The unity and organization in the organism are the key to its

behavior as an individual. Our first general task is to consider, for

each outstanding type of animal, the evidence which is essential to

an understanding of the manner in which adaptation to environ-

mental conditions is effected. The “psychological standing” of a

given animal is determined by the degree to which its total organiza-

tion of activities has progressed and by the general nature of this

organization in connection with the overcoming of difficulties which

are encountered in its adjustment to surrounding conditions.

The “interesting things which animals do ” are fascinating material

for study but have been greatly misinterpreted by some who have

been content merely to describe the acts and to draw from this super-

ficial treatment certain general conclusions as to their nature.

This applies particularly to stories of the performances of domestic

animals, which the proud owners usually are loath to evaluate

in the light of all the evidence and in comparison with the abilities of

other animals. A psychological understanding of such abilities is to
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be gained only through a careful examination of the evidence in the

light of a critical and sound judgment gained in a study of behavior

principles. If the path seems to be difficult at first, the student may

assure himself that the game is well worth the candle.

Major Problems and Order of Treatment.—In a study of the

adaptation of animals to their environments, it is necessary (i) to

analyze the behavior of characteristic animal types in relation to their

structural equipment; (2) to compare and to contrast the behavior of

the various types of animal; (3) to trace the development of complex-

ity in adaptation through various animal groups; (4) to analyze cer-

tain problems systematically, without special consideration to animal

forms; and (s) to study individual variations in behavior.

Part I represents a survey of the major types of animal which stand

below the mammals in their psychological position, and that part of

the book attacks problem (i) in particular, as well as problems (2)

and (3). Part II prepares the way for Part III, in which we find it

possible to treat problem (4) and problem (5) in studying the Ijehav-

ior of the highest animals, the mammals. This procedure is made
the most profitable one, and the necessary one, l)y the fact that

psychologists in their experimental investigations of mammals have

directed their efiorts primarily toward the solution of certain prob-

lems and not toward the understanding of a given animal as such.

This fact is probably attributable to a natural tendency to view

results in terms of their eventual application to an understanding

of the psychological propensities of man. When man compares him-

self with other animals, he raalces the basis of evaluation one which

throws into relief his own admirable superiorities and advantages.

The order in which the major animal groups are treated here is

dependent upon their respective psychological positions as indicated

by the available evidence. For instance, the organization of activi-

ties in the behavior of the worm shows certain important advances

over that of the starfish, and accordingly worms follow echinoderms

in our treatment, although often placed before them in zoological

classification. The mammals are treated last of all because it is in

their behavior that the problems of animal psychology reach their

most complex form. The study of lower animals gives us a keen

appreciation of the basic principles upon which complex behavior

rests in higher groups. This prepares us for a more fundamental

understanding of the most involved psychological organization, that

of the mammal, which otherwise defies adequate analysis.
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The Selection of Material for Study.—^In a survey such as the

present one, it would not be possible to treat directly in a compre-

hensive manner the great mass of experimental literature which is

available in this branch of psychology. Therefore we have selected

representative work and have dealt with the results which are

most essential to a S3rstematic study of animal adjustment. Typical

experiments have been given fairly detailed treatment, so that the

student may form a critical attitude while he is gaining a knowledge

of essential methods and types of evidence. Because of limited

space, many important experiments and much valuable evidence

could not be included in the present survey, and at times the selection

of experimental material for consideration has been forced to a some-

what arbitrary basis. We believe, however, that the inclusion of

additional material would verify in further detail the principles

arrived at from the evidence presented.

Since a constructive treatment is desired, evidence has been

critically dealt with in a negative way only when such procedure

contributes to an understaning of method, or when the evidence

concerns an important controversial point. The lessons taught by

inadequate experiments are better learned from the study of other

contributions which compensate for the mistakes.

The specialists wiU note that certain topics have been wholly left

out or briefly treated. Some matters have seemed either unessential

for a treatment of basic principles, or too little known to contribute

substantially to a study of psychological development. However,

problems such as these usually will be found dealt with in other ways.

For instance, although the phenomenon of bird song is not given spe-

cial attention, similar issues are taken up in our study of the develop-

ment of the pecking response in the chick.

Similarly, the book does not include separate chapters on the

structures of animals, on methodology, and on history. Each of

these topics is related in some spedfic way to each major problem in

behavior, and is so treated. Structmres are considered in connection

with the behavior phenomena which they underlie, and new struc-

tures are described only when their importance for behavior can be

demonstrated as essential to the psychology of the animal concerned.

Although methodology is extremely important, it is questionable

whether a general method can be outlined for the entire subject, since

the method employed depends upon the animal under investigation

and upon the nature of the theory which is being tested. " Scientific
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method ” as a general subject constitutes a logical method for arriving

at knowledge. Qualitatively it is not different from any other kind

of fact gathering. A method that leads to new and dependable

information should be used in the investigation of a given problem,

but what method this is can be determined only from experience and

thought. “Training in science” teaches one where pitfalls are

likely to be found, but the nature of the pitfalls and the special means

of avoiding them depend upon the problem and the animal under

investigation. New methods grow out of new concepts, and no

general framework for these can be outlined a priori.

As for a special study of history, the lessons which it teaches are

largely if not entirely embodied in a study of the contemporary

condition of the science. Accordingly, special reference is made to

historical events only when they have some special significance for

the understanding of a problem, and reference is then made in con-

nection with the problem for which the event is of particular impor-

tance. Those who are interested in history as a special subject are

referred to separate treatments such as the excellent one offered by

Warden, Jenkins, and Warner (1934).

The Logical Treatment of Evidence.—^Each phenomenon in animal

behavior represents a problem. The comparative psychologist

first attempts to understand the causal factors which contribute to a

given phenomenon. To take a simple example, an animal may work

for its food at night mainly because of the nature of its sensitivity to

temperature and to light, and because it is able to learn that its

slow locomotion makes food-capture impossible in the daytime.

The experimenter may determine the nature of the causal factors by
observing the phenomenon in the animal’s typical environment

(i.e., its “habitat”) and by investigating it under laboratory condi-

tions. It is to be hoped that the future will bring more studies of

animals under field conditions, as a guide to better laboratory

investigations. It must be kept in mind that an experiment is also

an observation, but one in which the use of apparatus and of more
adequate control of conditions than is possible in the field permits a

thorough investigation of factors which underlie a phenomenon.

By observation and by experiment the scientist obtains evidence,

which must then be interpreted to improve understanding of the

phenomenon and to guide further investigation.

The reader should have the opportunity to evaluate the logical

basis on which the authors have studied and organized the evidence.
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The investigation of animal behavior is of the greatest value to the

science of psychology because it yields an abundance of facts con-

cerning behavior adjustments and permits the thorough testing of

logical interpretations of these facts. The growth of any science is

dependent upon the maturity and quality of its theories. Hence our

selection of evidence for treatment has been largely determined by a
consideration of its importance to systematic interpretation. This

makes it necessary to state our attitude toward theory.

Once the psychologist has studied the variety of phenomena which
are presented in the behavior of different types of animal, and under-

stands the nature of the causal factors in the respective cases, he is

equipped to formulate a general interpretation which constitutes his

theory of animal behavior. Since a theory is an interpretation of

facts, it follows that when facts are patterned to form a unified

account of a phenomenon a theory results. When items of evidence

(i.e., facts) are organized into patterns, the items take on meaning.

It is this meaning which makes the evidence interesting to students

of the subject. Because Uie “meaning” of facts depends upon the

theory which is developed from them, different theories impart

different meanings to the same facts. The student then must choose

that one among the alternatives which teaches him most about the

phenomenon.

One criterion is of the greatest importance. A good theory must

stand the test of consistency. For this reason, in case each of several

alternative theories appears to satisfy this test in explaining a given

phenomenon, the value of all of the theories is necessarily decreased.

When such cases arise scientists work with greater energy to obtain

more facts, since further evidence is certain to disclose inconsistencies

among the alternative lines of explanation and hence to show which

is the most adequate.

The importance of theorizing to science is evident. The theory

produces a number of hypotheses, i.e., assumptions which necessarily

follow from it. These must be subjected to experimental test. In

creating hypotheses, the theory presents suggestions for research, and

thus in one sense may be evaluated in terms of the amount of further

investigation which is inspired by it. The scientist, motivated by

interest in the way his hypotheses lead to the discovery of facts, will

endeavor to make his theory adequate and contributive. As the

scientific study of a given phenomenon progresses the verification of

certain h3q)otheses broadens knowledge and enhances the value of
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some one among the alternative theoretical explanations. In this

manner the science ascertains the most satisfactory theory and

eliminates the unsatisfactory alternatives. A theory which cannot

be tested naturally fails in this respect and is unsatisfactory for

pragmatic reasons.^

When a science has matured in its theories intelligent prediction

of further advances is possible. It is then that the science may make

a distinct social contribution. Immature sciences may contribute to

practical problems, but their contributions are necessarily limited

and specific in nature. The emphasis of practical application at the

expense of theoretical contributions is the long route to scientific

progress and therefore to social progress. It is of course true that an

experiment designed for direct and “practical” purposes may be of

some immediate value, but unless the investigation has been planned

upon the broad basis of theoretical understanding the results arc

almost certain to have a very limited scope of application.

These statements appear justified by the manner in which the

subject of animal psychology has developed, Judging from the

number of highly motivated scientists who are working in this field,

and the quality of work which is being performed, the future of our

subject is a very promising one indeed.

1 This would appear to be the reason why contemporary psychology has largely

discarded the concept “mind” os the basis for a theoretical explanation of the

phenomenon of “awareness.” Since psychology has not yet reached the stage

at which a satisfactory theory of awareness can be formulated (Lashley, 1923),

there is nothing to be gained from a discussion of whether given animals are

"conscious.” To illustrate the point in another way, science has outgrown

mystical theories such as "vitalism,” because they subordinate the critical treat-

ment of facts to the emotionally biased attitude of the observer, which is all too

frequently traceable to an early training in the doctrines of superstition. For

similar reasons, an exaggerated and almost religious attention to "viewpoints”

in contemporary psychology has actually delayed the advance of tlie science.



PART I

PRINCIPLES DISCERNIBLE IN THE BEHAVIOR
OF INFRAMAMMALIAN ANIMALS

The “organism” is the living individual, and the activities of the

organism constitute its behavior. The environment of an individual

being is that totality of energy changes which may stimulate it and

influence its behavior.

In the lowest organisms behavior is dependeirt upon the nature of

the structural equipment possessed by an individual. In conse-

quence the lower animal may be regarded as essentially a creature of

the environment in which it is able to live. Survival is possible only

if that environment elicits responses winch tend to perpetuate the

animal. The appearance of new structures which make possible

different lines of behavior increases the chances that the animal type

will become better adapted to its environment, unless the appearance

of unfavorable characters leads to its extinction.

The reason for the possession of structural equipment which makes

adaptation (fitness for the environment) possible lies in the history

of the race, i.e., in the evolution of the given type of animal, and is not

to be found in a study of the individual member of the species. We
should not be tempted to take the easy-way-out of explaining

behavior in terms of the end it attains, a special and hybrid form of

teleology, unless the facts warrant such an interpretation. For

instance, we cannot say that the “scallop flees from the starfish

because it recognizes an enemy which will devour it.” Rather, we

know only that the starfish presents stimuli which act upon the

scallop in a given manner and produce “flight” as a response. Actu-

ally, it is only among the highest animals that the individual is able to

anticipate the results of its actions and to regulate its behavior

accor^ngly. In any case teleological explanations cannot be

adopted in advance, but each animal form must be described as the

evidence •warrants and dictates.

The environment of the lowest animals plays upon their equipment

in a manner which is directly responsible for the nature of their

7
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behavior. Since the “ environment ” of a given animal depends upon

the nature of the stimuli to which it is sensitive, animals will have

different environments according to differences in their equipment

of receptors. In our study of successively higher animal groups,

we shall find that advance in the scope of sensitivity makes possible

other developments of great importance for the adequacy of adjust-

ment and hence for the psychological standing of various animal

types.

The environment furnishes energy which acts upon a receptor

in the animal, and sets into effect an excitation which is conducted

by a nervous system or some other transmissive mechanism to

parts capable of action, the electors. We must first work out the

fundamental properties of behavior for animals in which these three

agencies are not differentiated or specialized to a great extent. In

the lowest animals the nervous System serves as a simple bridge which

connects receptors with action structures. The nature of behavior

in these animals therefore expresses the stimulus in a fairly direct

manner. Higher in the series, however, the receptors become more

specialized and the environment is correspondingly widened. Then
it is the increase in the structural complexity of the nervous system

which makes possible an advance in the complexity of the relation-

ship between the animal and its environment.

In Part I we shall trace the manner in which the basic behavior

mechanisms expand and become supplemented by new abilities.

For the inframammalian animals the chief task of the comparative

psychologist is to characterize each principal type in terms of the

properties which are essential to its adjustment. If clearly dis-

tinguished in animals that stand low in the psychological scale, the

discovered principles will greatly assist the student in grasping more
difficult phases of the subject in which specialization introduces

greater complexity into behavior.



CHAPTER I

FUNDAMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS OF BEHAVIOR

:

PLANTS AND PROTISTA*

Introduction: The Seed Plant as a Behaving Organism

Growth. Responses.—^The Spermatophyta or seed plants are

distinguished from animals by their lack of locomotion (and by their

Fig. I.—Growth responses o£ a plant to light. The stem has bent toward the

light, while the root has bent away from it and the leaves are turned at right

angles to the direction of its rays. {From Hauft.)

possession of chlorophyll), but they are nevertheless behaving organ-

isms, since they demonstrate irritability and respond to energy

1 Among the Metaphyta (multicellular plants) the phylum Sperimfophyla

(seed plants) is most important for the present subject. The supeiphylum

Protista includes the Protophyta (single-celled plants, such as bacteria, desmids,

algae) and the phylum Protozoa (single-celled animals). Phylum Protozoa

includes the following classes: Rhiiopoda (ameboid form, pseudopods character-

istically present, Fig. s); FlageUala (commonly with flagella, Fig. s); and Ciliota

(ciliated at some life stage. Fig. 7).

9
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changes in their environment. “Growth responses” are observable

in all seed plants, and are brought about by effects which alter the

physiology of the tissues. The rooted plant typically bends toward

light which shines upon it from one side. This response depends

upon a reduction of growth rate on the more intensely illuminated

side, and an increased groyrth of tissues on the darkened side of the

stalk (Fig. i). The position which is assumed by the stalk, leaves.

Table i.—Plants and Protista

Receptor Equipment Peaturbs of Sensitivity

Chemical. No specioliaed receptors. In Metaphyta: Leaves, growing parts affected

protozoa, temporary or permanent anterior by gases in nir; roots by chemicals in soil,

end most sensitive. Protista: Withdrawal from strong anterior

stimulation, approach to weak stimtilation.

Mechanical. Metaphyta: Ectoderm gen- Tendrils of plants coil around roots*, roots

erally sensitive to contact: papillae (protu- push way through soil under influence of

berances) heighten effect in many plants, as contact. Special responses (s.g., in insoc-

do special hairs. Protista: General proto- tivorous plants) depend ux)on touching of

plasRiic iritability. Cilia (ciUatea) and irritublc parts.

flagella (flagellates) may be considored spo- Pro/ contact closely related to chemL
cializcd receptors. cal atinuilatiun in feeding; effects probably

the same, Paeuctupod formation of rhizopod

controlled by ooubaut, as is tho 'Miacking

reaction*' of ciliatoB and flagellates.

Light. Metaphyta: epidermal layers light- Photosynthesis (action of light on chloro-

sensitivo; in some, rounded epidermal cells phyll) important for tnukaboUsm, tho basis of

have lonslike function. Chlorophyll (green nutrition and growth. Light controls turgor

substance) acted upon by light. Protista: responses such as "day-night" movemenbSi
Protoplasm directly acted upon by light, and the direction of growth. In Protista

Spots of light-sensitive x>igment in some light usually controls movement.* controls

flagellates. protoplasmic flow in Ainoeba, whipping of

flagellum in flagellates.

Other Effects. Starch grains in roots of certain plants press diflercntly according to

position of root, thus influencing movements. Pressure of fluids in roots and in stems acts

in similar manner to control position. Temperature exerts a general effect on protoplasmic

activities (p. as), controlling rate of reproducUon, locomotion, and physiological processes.

Optimum differs among groups, s.g.. near 2J*’C. for Amoeba proteus.

Conduction

Metaphyta: Passage of fluids from one region to another; or sap stream may carry chemical

from stimulated zone to another locality, thus influencing response.

Protista: Energy conducted through open protoplasm from the stimulated point, as

diflerenco in electrical potential at interfacial surfaces of protoplasmic globules. In ciliates

a "neuromotor" apparatus described: protoplasmic fibrils leading from ciliated regions to
specially contractile protoplasm ie*g„ retractor strands, membranelles).

Movement and Action

Metaphyta: slow position changes through growth, (stalk-bending), or more rapid turgor
movements, e.g.. closing of leaves at night.

Protista: Pseudopodia formed through open protoplasm in some rhizopods. through
opening in a shell in others. Permanent and specially contractile pseudopodia in some.
Rhythmically coordinated beating of cilia in the dliato movement; local ciliary action

carries particles into gullet in feeding. Whipping of flagellum pulls the flagellate forward,
ciorries particles into gullet.
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and other growing parts of the plant depends upon the manner in

which stimulating agents such as light, moisture and gases in the air,

and temperature changes, act upon the tissues. Mechanical stimuli

(contact with objects) and internal changes (fluid movements attrib-

utable to “gravity" and to growth) cause many types of movement.

A tendril coils around a rod because growth is reduced on the side

which touches the surface; a horizontally held root turns downward
because of pressure and growth changes within it.

Turgor Responses.—Some rooted plants are capable of local move-

ments which occur more rapidly than is possible through growth

changes. Such activities, attributable to rapid changes in the fluid

content of cells, are called turgor movements. In the “Venus’s-fly-

trapV Dionaea, for instance, the closure of the two halves of a barb-

edged leaf when the bristles upon it are touched^ is attributable to a

rapid increase in the fluid content of cells on the under side of the

leaf. In this way the plant entraps insects which alight upon

its leaves, the prey being digested by secretions within the closed

leaf before the leaf is slowly opened by further growth. The leaves

of the “sensitive plant" Mimosa suddenly droop when the plant is

touclied, or when illumination is decreased in intensity. Normally

a given leaf group is held erect by the pulvinus, a little cushion

of cells situated beneath the base of the main stem; but many stimuli

cause the pulvinus cells to lose fluid to surrounding cells, so that the

leaf cluster is not supported. Such responses, as well as slower

movements, may be elicited by means of the rapid intercellular

passage of fluids, a means by which excitation is conducted from the

region flrst affected to other parts of the organism. Devices capable

of more rapid conduction of excitation have been described for certain

plants (Bose, 1926).

Plants Exhibit the Chief Properties of Behavior.—Seed plants are

therefore to be considered behaving organisms, since they display

varying degrees and types of sensitivity, conduction of excitation

from one part of the individual to another, and the ability to respond

in various ways to energy. Understanding of phenomena such

as those cited increases with knowledge of the organicprocesses set up

in the living substance of the plant by external energy. Certain

fundamental problems have been raised here which may be examined

to greater advantage in the behavior of animals.

1 To produce closure of the leaf, the tactual stimulus must be presented by an

object which contains nitrogen in some form.
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A Basic Principle op Adjusi’meni'

The “Optimum” Illustrated in the Behavior of Bacteria.—Organ-

isms in general make most readily those responses which tend to

promote life activities; that is to say, behavior is fundamentally

adaptive. The principle of the optimum is basic to all adaptation.

The optimum is that environmental condition (e.g., a given tempera-

ture) which best promotes the representative physiological processes

(i.e., the metaholism) of the organism. In conditions above or below

this value the normal metabolism of the organism is interfered with,

and general behavior is consequently changed. The manner in

which a representative protophjrte, the bacterium, adjusts to its

environment, illustrates this principle nicely. We may quote the

following typical observation from Jennings (1906a).

If we place water containing many Spirilla on a slide, allowing some

small air bubbles to remain beneath the cover-glass, we find after a time

that the bacteria are collecting about the bubbles. The course of evenls

in forming the collections is seen to be as follows: At first the Spirilla arc

scattered uniformly, swimming in aU directions. They pass close to the

air bubble without change in the movements. But gradually the oxygen

throughout the preparation becomes used up, while from the air bubble

oxygen diffuses into the water. After a time therefore the bubble must

be conceived as surrounded by a zone of water impregnated with oxygen.

Now the bacteria begin to collect about the bubble, They do not change

their direction of movement and swim straight toward the center of

diffusion of the oxygen. On the contrary the movement continues in

all directions as before. A Spirillum swimming close to the bubble into

the oxygenated zone does not at first change its movement in the least.

It swims across the zone until it reaches the other side, where it would

again pass out into the water containing no oxygen. Here the reaction

occurs; the organism reverses its movement and swims in the opposite

direction. . . . This is continued, the direction of movement being

reversed as often as the organism comes to the outer boundary of the zone

of oxygen within which it is swimming. ... As a result of this way
of acting the bacterium of course remains in the oxygenated area. . . .

The finding of the oxygen then depends upon the usual movements of

the bacteria—^not upon movements specially set in operation or directed

by the oxygen (p. 29).

In this situation, the circular zone of water around the bubble

represents the optimum for Spirillum, since it contains oxygen, dn
essential ingredient in the characteristic protoplasmic processes
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(metabolism) of these bacteria. Hence the movement of the

bacteria is not interrupted as it carries them into the zone. When
a given individual within the oxygenated area swims partly into the

surrounding water, which contains less oxygen, there occurs a dis-

turbance of protoplasmic activities which alters swimming activity

so that the direction of progress is changed. Hence a collection of

bacteria forms within the oxygen-saturated zone. This has been

called the trap phenomenon.

The basis of this phenomenon is the fact that the individual

bacterium of this species inherits a type of protoplasm^ the balanced

activity of which is interfered with in deoxygenated water, but not in

an oxygenated medium. Other types of bacteria (anaerobic) are

killed by oxygen, and such bacteria collect in unoxygenated water,

since their forwai'd locomotion is interfered with only when
oxygenated water is entered. It is therefore the protoplasmic consti-

tution of an organism which determines its optimum, and hence pri-

marily governs the nature of its adaptive responses.

Principles oe Behavior in a Representative Protozoan

Amoeba Best Known among the Protozoa.—Nearly 9,000 species

of the phylum Protozoa, hving in a great variety of environments

(fi.g., fresh and salt water; in the bodies of animals), present a multi-

plicity of behavior types. MastProtozoa are microscopic in size, but

for animal behavior, size is often a feature of slight importance in

comparison with the manner in which the parts of the organism coop-

erate in the adjustment of the whole to its environment. The

Amoeba^ serves as an excellent representative of the phylum, partic-

ularly because of the extent to which it has been investigated.

The protoplasm of Amoeba is differentiated into a pellicle (the out-

ermost layer, thin and tough)
;
the plasmagel layer (a thickened wafl

of fairly solid but elastic protoplasm) lying next within; and an inner

mass of plasmasol (relatively fluid protoplasm) which contains

the nucleus and other “inclusions ” (Kg., 2) . The form of the body is

subject to constant change. Amoeba is an organism, and its parts

1 Fiotoplasm is the viscous substance o£ which living organisms are essentially

composed.

’ Amoeba is a member of the class Rhmpoda (order Lohosa), one of tixProtosoa

characterized by the production of blunt fingerlike protuberances of protoplasm

called pseitdopodia.
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function in a well-integrated manner as the ainmal responds to

stimuli. It will be profitable to study the conditions which govern

this organization in behavior, since the principles involved in

the adjustments of tliis protozoan are fundamentally the same as

Pig. 2.'—Schematic view of a moving
Amoeba (from above), aill, anterior

polo at which gelation begins; post,

posterior pole at which solation begins

and plasmasol stream starts to flow

forward. The direction of plasmasol
streaming is indicated by arrows. In
a few moments the portion of the
plasmasol stream now at x in the
interior will have flowed forward to a
point opposite y in the plasmagel layer,

which will then be farther from the
anterior end. Hy. c., hyalin cap;

nuc., nucleus; pell., pellicle; pig.,

plasmagel layer; pis., plasmasol layer;

tliose which account for less

directly approachable behavior in

higher animals.

The behavior of Amoeba at a

given time depends upon tliree

factors: (i) the strength and

localization of externally pre-

sented stimuli; (2) the internal

condition of the organism; and

(3) the general nature of the

sun-ounding medium (e.g., its

temperature). An adequate

understanding of amoelioid move-

ment should be gained first if we

are to study the manner in which

the above three factors liring

about variations in behavior.

An Analysis of Amoeboid
Movement.—^When an Amoeba is

lightly touched in one place the

wall of the organism bulges some-

what in the stimulated region,

and a fingerlike protuberance, a

pseudopodnim, is formed there.

Subsequently the entire animal

may move in the direction of

the stimulated point, with the
[Modijied from Mast, Pantm.) ^ ’

newly formed pseudopodium m
the lead (Fig. 2), The most adequate theory (Hyman, 1917;

Pantin, 1924; Mast, 1926) postulates a reversible chemical reaction

set into effect by the stimulus, which basically involves changes in

the state of protoplasm between the gel (relatively solid) and the sol

(relatively fluid) condition.^ A weak stimulus sets into effect a

' Protoplasm is a colloid, a suspension of particles of one density in a fluid of

different density.
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change in the colloidal state of the protoplasm, a change which is

conducted throughout the organism and which makes possible a

movement toward the stimulated side. For an Amoeba which is

weakly stimulated on one side, the phenomenon may be theoretically

described as follows:

1 . Formation ofaPseudopodiumin the Stimulated Locality.—Energy

furnished by the stimulus causes the protoplasm in that locality

to become more sol (i.e., more fluid). An increase in acidity occurs

in the vicinity, and there is a local increase in the water content of the

protoplasm. This forces a bulge in the outer wall and marks the

beginning of a pseudopodium. If the change continues and even-

tually dominates the entire organism, the process of pseudopod

formation becomes true movement.

2. The Amoeba Becomes a Contractile “Plasmagel Sac.”—^The

Amoeba now may be described as an elongated sac, a plasmagel sac

filled with fluid, the “open” end of the sac (Fig. 2) having been made
very sol by the stimulus. As fluid protoplasm reaches the anterior

clear region, carried by a central cun’ent which has formed, it is

deflected to the walls of the pseudopod. There it becomes gel (more

solid), and builds onto the “rim” of the plasmagel sac. As the

anterior end advances, more protoplasm is constantly added to the

plasmagel rim in this way. A given amount of substance thus added

to the wall in time comes to lie closer and closer to the “posterior”

end of the Amoeba, not because this substance actually moves,

but because plasmasol flows forward through the tube of which it

forms a part. The closer this plasmagel substance lies to the poste-

rior end the more water it loses, and hence the more gel (solid) it

becomes. For this reason the plasmagel sac has the power of con-

tractility, especially near the posterior end, and squeezes its fluid

contents forward in the direction of locomotion.

3. Features Which Complete the Contimwus Gel-sol Cycle.—^From

the central region near the posterior end a stream of plasmasol flows

through the central part of the moving Amoeba toward the anterior

end. This fluid protoplasm apparently is “squeezed” forward by

contraction of the plasmagel, possibly is “ drawn” forward as well, as

the anterior end takes up water from protoplasm in other parts.

The strongly contracted protoplasm at the posterior end begins to

“melt ” in the central part and is then forced forward in the plasmasol

stream. Upon reaching the anterior end, this protoplasm gels as it is

added to the rim of the plasmagel tube.
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The reversible reaction thus set up by the stimulus continues in

force until its pattern {i.e., its operation in different parts of the

Amoeba) is altered by the effect of further stimulation.

Sometimes an Amoeba moves for more than a few minutes without

undergoing major changes in direction, but typically the form and

direction of movement fluctuate constantly (Schwitalla, 1924). As

one activity pattern becomes altered, a side of the organism which

has served as “anterior” may next become “posterior,” and the lead-

ing pseudopod may start to shrink and lose its dominance as a new

pseudopodium forms. We are now in a position to treat the princi-

pal factors which govern the behavior of Amoeba at a given time and

which are responsible for variations in the movement of this organism.

The Principal Determining Factors in Amoeboid Behavior. 1.

Intensity and LocalizaMon of the Sthmihis .—Other things equal, the

energy value of the stimulus determines whether the Amoeba moves

toward or away from the source. Stimuli of loeak intensity charac-

teristically elicit movement toward the stimulated locality, the

so-called “positive response.” A floating Amoeba protcus commonly

“follows up” the pseudopod which first touches the substratum, and

a crawling Amoeba moves toward a small object which brushes

against one side, a response important for food taking (pp. 23/.).

Edwards (1923) used a capillary pipette to introduce a weakly

concentrated chemical close to the Amoeba, and typically a

pseudopod formed in the locality, followed by movement toward the

stimulated side. Schaeffer (1916) reported cases in which individ-

uals moved toward particles of glass without having touched them

and judged that the response was elicited by small quantities of light

reflected from the glass. As described above, weak stimulation

produces movement toward the source by setting into effect a local

liquefaction of protoplasm which determines a new pattern of inter-

nal activity.

Direction of Response as Dependent upon Stimulus Intensity.—^The

more intense the stimulus which is applied to Amoeba the more does

the next movement of the animal diverge in direction from the

stimulated locality. Thus far there have been no experiments in

which contact or chemical stimuli of graded intensities were applied

to Amoeba under adequate observational conditions, but Mast (1926)

has performed such an experiment with light.^ Light of a given

1 Folger (1927) obtained results which led him to conclude that light and

contact of equivalent intensities exert qualitatively identical effects upon the

protoplasm of Amoeba.
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intensity was directed momentarily onto the advance end of a mov-
ing Amoeba, and the observer noted any change in the flow of

plasmasol or any interruptions or changes that might occur in general

movement. Five degrees of intensity were employed, ranging from
I, the weakest, to V, the strongest.

The results were clear-cut. The greater the intensity of the light

which was used to stimulate the advancing end the more widespread

was its interruption of the forward

flow of plasmasol and the more likely

was this flow to reverse in its direction

or the reversal to remain in force.

The four lowest stimulus intensities

interfered with the previous move-
ment in relation to their respective

strengths, but even intensity IV was

not suflicient to force a general change

in locomotion. A still more intense

stimulus, degree V, was effective not

only in completely stopping forward

locomotion, but also in setting up a

reversed plasmasol current which

continued and made possible general

movement in a direction opposite to

that taken when the stimulus was

applied.

The four weakest intensities of

stimulation used by Mast did not

interfere with the resumption of

forward movement in the original

direction, although they did alter

the protoplasmic flow to some

extent. The response in each of these cases might therefore be

called a “positive” one, in contrast with the “negative” response to

the strongest intensity, V. But one doubts the value of such

arbitrary expressions as “positive,” since they poorly express the

important fact that the effect of a stimulus depends upon its intensity

(other things equal). The “positive” and the “negative” in

amoeboid behavior do not represent a mysterious ability on the part

of the organism to diagnose the “beneficiality" of the stimulus but

are only the crude and arbitrary designations of some observers

01 b c

ot b c

01 b c
Fig. 3.—^Reaction of Amoeba

to strong tactual stimulation.

In case i the stimulus is applied
to the posterior end, in 3 to one
side, in 3 to the advancing end.

Stage b shows the resulting gen-

eral contraction in each case, and
c shows the direction of aub-
seQuent locomotion, (Redrawn
from Hyman, 1917.)
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for the different effects exerted upon protoplasmic activity by

stimuli of diSerent intensities.

Localization Most Important when Intense Stimuli Are Involved.

We have established the point that the more intense the stimulus,

the more likely it is to change the general direction of locomotion.

When strong stimuli are used, therefore, the locality of applica-

tion is a very important factor. An experiment by Hyman (1917)

nicely demonstrated this. A needle was applied on each test with

sufficient force to pierce the pellicle of the Amoeba at a given point,

either the “anterior” end, one “side,” or the “posterior” end

(Kg. 3), with respect to the direction of locomotion. In all cases (i)

the stimulated region contracted more or less (depending upon its

previous activity), while the “advance end” contracted powerfully

so that its surface became very wrinkled. In consequence, the

protoplasm flowed toward the middle of the body, which bulged out,

and (2) after a delay, new pseudopodia formed opposite the stimu-

lated point and the Amoeba moved rapidly away toward this side.

Thus a strong stimulus, wherever applied, typically forces movement

in which the stimulated locality becomes the “posterior” end. On
the other hand, when weaker intensities are used to stimulate, the

location of the stimulus often is less important than is the nature of

the previous pattern of movement. The second of our three general

factors is responsible for this difference.

2. The Internal Condition of the Organism: The Temporarily

Dominant Activity Pattern, a Physiological Gradient.—Observation of

amoeboid locomotion encourages the working conclusion tlrat a given

pattern of activity remains in force until it is interfered with by out-

side stimulation. When an Amoeba is moving in a given direction,

the temporary “anterior end” may be considered dominant over

other portions of the body, since it is evidently from this region that

the excitation is conducted which first puts other parts into their sub-

ordinate roles. Physiologically, the dominant anterior portion is the

most active part of the Amoeba, and Hyman (1917) has demonstrated

a decrease in the rate of physiological activity from this part to the

posterior end. At a given time, then, there exists in Amoeba a

“physiological gradient” which corresponds in nature to the

apparent dominance-subordination relationships of the parts in

activity.

Child’s (1934) experiments demonstrated for other organisms that killing

agents such as dyes or strong acids first affect the parts which are physiologically
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the most active, next affect less active parts, and so on. Hyman (1917) intro-

duced such toxic agents as potassium cyanide into the medium of a moving

Amoeba. The advancing end was first broken down, and the disintegration of

protoplasm progressed regularly from that part toward the posterior end of the

organism. If several pseudopodia existed at the time, the most recent and
active one of them was first affected, and others were attacked in the order of

their original formation.

The anterior or dominant end of the advancing Amoeba may be

considered a temporarily specialized receptor, inasmuch as stimuli

which are too weak in strength to be effective elsewhere on the body

bring observable changes in movement when applied to this portion.

For the same reason the tip of a pseudopod is more sensitive than is

its base (Verworn, 1889). In the same sense the plasmagel sac may
be considered a temporarily specialized contractile agent, which is

dominated by protoplasmic changes conducted from the anterior

end.

To repeat, the nature of the existing physiological gradient (the

pattern of activity which prevails at a given time) is of importance in

determining the effect of new stimuli. Weak stimuli may change the

direction of movement somewhat when presented to the sensitive

anterior end, but prove much less effective (or are ineffective) when

presented to other parts of the organism which are subordinate at

the time. Stronger stimuli are relatively more effective in altering

the prevailing pattern of activity.

Weak Stimuli May Become Effective through Summation.—A.

stimulus may be too weak to alter general behavior, but may never-

theless set up protoplasmic changes which summate with the energy

effects of stimuli presented shortly afterward. For instance, a swim-

ming diatom (a protophyte) may brush against the right side of an

Amoeba’s principal pseudopod, without detectably changing the

movement of the animal. But when immediately afterward the

Amoeba comes into direct contact with the side of a filament, it

changes direction somewhat toward the right. The observer

may conclude that the weak contact which just preceded the broad

frontal contact had left an effect which increased the susceptibility

of the right side of the forward end to stimuli presented Portly

thereafter. An experiment by Folger (1937) suggests that such

occurrences account for much of the variability in the normal

behavior of Amoeba, A mechanical stimulus (the dropping of a

300-mg. wire through a glass tube to strike one end of the microscope

slide) was presented first in a typical trial. Then three seconds later
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a light was flashed momentarily onto the Amoeba (by reflection from

the microscope mirror) . Table 2 gives representative results for two

orders of presentation, and for control tests in which the stimrli were

presented at well-separated intervals.

TAsnE 2

Manner of presentation
Number
of trials

Number of

definite

responses

I. Stimuli presented at well-separated intervals:

Mechojiical shock alone 21 2

5

II. One stimulus closely following tlie other:

Mechanical shock, followed by sudden illumination. 6 4

Sudden illumination, followed by mechanical shock. 26 tO

Neither stimulus used by Folger was sufficiently intense to produce

an observable change in behavior when presented alone. However,

the fact that such weak stimuli do affect Amoeba was shown by the

ability of the second stimulus, when it closely followed the first

(series II), to produce a response which otherwise could not have been

elicited by it. Hence slight protoplasmic changes induced by very

weak stimuli may be summated with the effect of stimuli which fol-

low. This fact shows the necessity of taking into account the condi-

tion of the organism when diagnosing its behavior.

Adaptation to Continued Stimulation .
—^The Amoeba is subject to

adaptation in that a steadily maintained stimulus may come to have

a decreased effect. When the protozoan is brought from the dark

into bright light (as when the student begins his observation by
reflecting strong light onto a microscope slide) there occurs a general

contraction of the body which may persist for some time. During

this quiescent period (c/. p. 18) the Amoeha appears incapable

of movement, but after a few minutes the protoplasm begins to

flow again and soon locomotion is resumed. At this time the light,

which at first elicited a defimite response, evidently has ceased to

stimulate the Amoeba. The continued action of the stimulus appar-

ently has set up a protoplasmic change which diminishes the effect

of light for the time. Once the internal change (the adaptation) has

been brought about, the organism gives no further indication of

response to the stimulus until some abrupt change occurs in its
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intensity. The same is true of chemicals, temperature, and other

types of stimuli. This accounts for Jennings’ (1906a) observation

that “change” is the most effective means of stimulation. Change
is sHmulaiion.

It is noteworthy that if the intensity of the stimulus is not

increased abruptly but by degrees, the adaptation of the organism

may be induced so gradually that the observer finds it difl&cult to

detect a behavior change at any time. This important difference in

the effect of gradual and of sudden increases in intensity suggests that

adaptation depends upon relatively slow alterations in the balance of

the opposite phases of a reversible chemical reaction in the

protoplasm.

A suggestive experiment was performed by Mast and Pusch

(1924). A dark-adapted Amoeba was permitted to enter a beam of

bright light which stopped its forward movement. On successive

trials a count was made of the number of small pseudopodia put out

toward the light (and stopped by it) before the general direction of

locomotion was reversed. When trials were made at 3-minute inter-

vals, the number of projected pseudopodia decreased to zero within

10 or 20 repetitions of the test; and an interval of 24 hours did not

remove the protoplasmic change.

It is apparent that the readiness with which Amoeba responds to

external stimulation is not constant. Frequently the animal appears

very sluggish and fails to react readily (if at aU) to stimuli of moder-

ate or of weak intensities. At other times it is very active

in locomotion and very weak stimuli are effective. Schaeffer (1916,

1920) observed that an Amoeba which had ingested a considerable

quantity of assimilable material might remain quiescent for as long

as one hour. The mere intake of substances is not responsible for

such changes, since the ingestion of amounts of carbon or glass par-

ticles did not, in Schaeffer’s observations, greatly alter the condition

of reactivity. However, assimilable (digestible) substances did

induce the sluggish condition. Digestion of the material apparently

changes the protoplasm so that it is not affected by slight external

energy changes. It is evident that this phenomenon is closely

related to “ adaptation.”

The Inherited Constitution of the Protoplasm.—^This factor is basic

to all of the influences upon internal condition, since it determines the

characteristic level of response. Under equivalent conditions stable

and predictable differences appear in the behavior of individuals
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representing various species of Amoeba. For three closely related

species Schaeffer (1920) has described the characteristic differences

in form and in behavior given in Table 3. Such differences, which

Table 3

Characteristic

Species of Amoeba

Amoeba froteus Amoeba discoides Amoeba dubia

Average size during 600 4SO 400

locomotion, microns

Usual number of pseu- S 3 12

dopods during loco-

motion

General resistance to

external conditions

Very great Slight Greater than A.

disco'ides

Effect of mechanical

stimulation

Responsive Slightly respon-

sive

Very responsive

Reaction to carmine Readily ingested, About same ns Platen only ocen-

particles but rejected in

few minutes

Amoeba proieus sionally; often

retained for

hours

become much more striking when widely separated species are com-

pared, depend upon the possession by each individual of a proto-

plasm which is characteristic of its species, a protoplasm which is

directly transmitted to each of the two daughter individuals which

arise from the division of a parent AmoebaA The problem of tlie

manner in which the characteristic species protoplasm is transmitted

from one individual to its descendants has been treated suggestively

by Lillie (1918).

3. The General Nature of the Surrounding Medium.—^The prop-

erties of the fluid medium which surrounds a protozoan have much
to do with its “level of activity” (readiness to respond) at a given

time. A change in surrounding conditions may so alter the internal

condition of the organism that the vigor of movement and of reaction

to stimulation is considerably changed. Individuals taken from
different cultures, the waters of whidi differ chemically, may show
wide variations in sensitivity to equivalent stimuli. Pantin (1924)

^ In binary fission, which is the usual method of reproduction in Amoeba, the

nucleus of the parent individual divides, after which the animal elongates and
finally splits into two new Amoebae. This is a type of “asexual reproduction,”
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reported that in a medium of lower salt content than its normal
one a marine Amoeba became more fluid and formed pseudopodia

which were broader and more responsive to stimulation than the

usual ones; but when salt content was supra-optimal the animal put

out pseudopodia less readily, and these appendages proved sub-

normal in sensitivity. Mast (1931) found that the higher the

acidity of the surrounding medium the more susceptible was the

individual Amoeba to the action of light. SchwitaUa (1924) varied

the temperature of a water bath which surrounded the observation

“well” across which an Amoeba moved, and found that the rate of

locomotion differed correspondingly. Ato°C. theAwoeSowas practi-

cally immobile; at lo^C. the range of speeds was 0.5 to 4.3 mm. per

second; at 2o“C. it was 1.2 to 10.7 mm. per second; and at 3o°C. it

was 5.3 to 6.5 mm. per second. It should be added that under

conditions which increase its general rate of movement the Amoeba

is also more responsive to stimulation.

Feeding Activities and Amoeba’s Adjustment to Its Environment.

We have studied the nature of the factors which determine the

behavior of Amoeba. This study also constitutes a survey of the

adaptiveness of behavior, i.e., its suitability to or its conformity

with the conditions of the environment. This organism, like others

which have long survived, is so constituted that its characteristic

activities promote its life. But this does not mean that the relative

“beneficiality” of an act determines whether or not an Amoeba shall

commit it. The actual reasons for the adaptiveness of behavior are

indirect ones, so far as the contemporary Amoeba is concerned. Such

matters lie beyond the scope of our study, since they necessitate

examination of the colloid chemistry of different species protoplasms,

in relation to the probable nature of the agencies which have influ-

enced the evolution of such protoplasms in the race.

The Three Phases of Food Taking.—Food taking, a strikingly

adaptive feature of norinal amoeboid behavior, is subject to investi-

gation along the lines of our preceding analysis. In this acdvity

three stages may be arbitrarily distinguished: (i) movement toward

the source of a weak stimulus; (2) ingestion, taking the stimulating

substance through the body wall; and (3) assimilation, internally

breaking down the substance (or releasing it through the body wall

after a time).

I. The intensity of stimulation governs whether an Amoeba

approaches a stimulus source or moves in another direction, as we
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have seen. Schaeffer (1916) observed

Amoeba approadiing a grain of soluble

material (tyrosin., an amino acid) at a

distance of 60 to loo/x. The animal

commonly moves toward or extends pseu-

dopodia toward objects which have moved

past it, apparently responding to weal,

contact stimulation furnished by water

currents. A well-fed Amoeba usually fails

to approach an object which does not

furnish a chemical effect as well as a

tactual one, i.e,, summation of stimuli is

necessary when stimuli are very weak.

2. Ingestion of the object is essentially

a continuation of the approach, and the

strength of stimulation is an important

Fig. 4.—The “food-eup”
reaction of Amoeba, (i)

A small organism rests

fairly quietly against tho
bottom. An Amoeba hap-
pens to be moving toward it.

(a) When the Amoeba is

fairly close, its main or

leading pseudopod begins to

determinant of whether the response

continues into this phase. As Schaeffer

(1916) observed, an active Amoeba will

ingest a great variety of substances,

including some which afford only a

mechanical stimulus (e.g., carbon particles.

divide. (3) The pseudopods glass). Such substances, when moving,
flow somewhat to the sides .. a i r-i-L ii

as the Amoeba continues to provide a summative effect. Chemically

move forward, and they effective substances, such as inert
partly surround the organ-

. i t.- -l i m n
ism without actually touch- materials which are soluble, are normally
ing It. (4) The hollowing more effectively ingested than are objects
of the central part of the , , - , i ^ . t

forward end i$ now marked WDlcll prCSCHt Hicrcly d< W63>k tECtuSil

by the appearance of a thm stimulus. Minute Swimming Organisms
upper sheet of plasmagel

. j.i • j. j r n -u- .

which flows domelike over most readily ingested of all objects.

the prey as the pseudopods apparently Owing to the fact that they
continue to surround it. .. . , , . , , , . ,

(s) The pseudopods have furmsh weak contact and a weak chenncal
met and fused with each effect in summation,
other; the upper sheet of -l j
protoplasm has completely Th.6 ©XtCIlt Ol body SUrfSLCC 3>CteQ. tLpOXL

covered the apace enoiroled by the object, in relation to the Strength
by the pseudopods and has : ,

.
' , ,

°

fused with them, os haa the of the Stimulus, would appear to account
floor protoplasm of the food

foj. many of the differences in the mode of
cup. Now the small organ- , . r™ i n
ism is digested during a mgestion. The food cup ” (Fig. 4) appar-
quiesoent period of several gutly is produced by objects which stim-
mmutes. (Redrawn from , , . , , , .

Schaefer, ipso.) ulate relatively intensely a limited amount
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of body surface, so that the outer protoplasm “hollows out”

in the locality as the captor continues to move forward. In

contrast, Amoeba usually “flows around” a large object with

its body surface constantly touching the substance during ingestion.

3. Whether the object is assimilated or is eventually ejected

depends upon its solubility in the Amoeba’s protoplasm. Non-
digestible materials (e.g., soot, sand grains) are ejected sooner or later

in contractile vacuoles, but chemically soluble substances are soon

broken down and assimilated. It happens that most of the sub-

stances which stimulate Amoeba effectively, and thus are ingested

readily, also have the chemical properties which make for ready

assimilation. However, as Schaeffer (1920) reported, there are many
assimilable substances (e.g., gelatinparticles) which are digestible but

usually are not ingested.

This brief survey suggests that the problem of food taking should

not be approached from the misleading standpoint of “food value,”

but that the proper procedure is to ascertain those properties of

stimulation and of protoplasmic activity which produce the observed

results.

Special Problems in Protozoan Behavior

Although the various species of CiHata and Flagellata (see foot-

note, p. 9) vary greatly in form and in behavior, adaptation in

these protozoan classes is subject to the controlling factorswhich have

been demonstrated for Amoeba as a representative of the Rhiisopoda.

A consideration of certain special problems will illustrate this point.

The Signiflcance of Permanently Differentiated Protoplasms.

Amoeiba Compared with More Specialized Protozoa.—In the representa-

tive Amoeba, activity patterns (physiological gradients) are tempo-

rary in nature, and under appropriate conditions external factors

may make any portion of the organism the dominant and controlling

locality. The most sensitive part of the Amoeba is the momentarily

dominant or leading part. In other protozoans, permanent sensi-

tivity gradients exist; that is, the permanently specialized anterior

end is typically most sensitive and there is a regular decrease in

sensitivity toward the posterior end. One of the crucial advances

in animal adaptation is the appearance of permanent physiological

gradients in single-celled organisms. Some important consequences

of this fact for sensitivity and for action may be briefly outlined.
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Flagellum-.^

Sftgmsfi—

^

or ey^ -spot

Permanently Differentiated Sensitivity,—^The stable differentiation

of highly sensitive protoplasms is well illustrated by tire specializa-

tion of sensitivity to light in the flagellate, -Euglena. This special

sensitivity is mediated by the “eyespot,” a reddish spot of oily

pigment which lies near the base of the flagellum, close to the

anterior end (Fig. s). Euglenae which are swimming about in a

dish pass into a lighted spot without change in movement, but

gradually collect in tliis area, since each

individual is whipped around by its

flagellum whenever entrance into the

shaded border zone suddenly decreases the

intensity of light to whiclr the eyespot

has become adapted (Engelmann, 1882).

Similarly, a Euglena remains within an

area of moderately intense light after

having entered by chance from an intensely

illuminated area which surrounds it. In

this case, when the organism reaches the

brightly illuminated border zone, the sudden

increase in illumination sets up an al)rupt

change in movement through its action on

the specialized photoreceptor.

Permanently Specialized Contractility .

—

The permanent differentiation of proto-

plasms similarly makes possible specialized

motor functions. The flagellum of Etiglena

is a specially contractile “Organelle,”

the whipping stroke of which pulls the animal forward with

sensitive end in advance. The fine hairlike cilia which cover

the body of Paramecium, a representative dilate, beat together in

wavelike fashion so that the organism is rotated forward about its

longitudinal axis. Owing to the asymmetrical shape of this organ-

ism, movement is in the form of a double spiral (Fig. 6, 1-6), i.e.,

the anterior end describes larger spirals than does the posterior end.

This fact is of great importance for the manner in which movement is

modified under certain stimulating conditions, as we shall find.

The possession of permanently differentiated action elements

makes it possible for these organisms to behave in a highly varied

and versatile manner under the influence of changing external and
internal conditions, and thereby the predsion of adaptation is

Nucleus-

Fig, s,—

T

he flagel-

late protozoan, Englena.
(.Redrawn from Parker
and Haswell.)
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increased. Among the dliates, in particular, the characteristic

movement (forward rotation) attributable to the action of cilia

becomes the basis for . a diversity of behavior types among groups

that vary greatly in general body form.

In some of the Protozoa, especially the stalked forms (e.g., Stentor,

Fig. 7), there are specially contractile protoplasmic strands which

extend from near the mouth opening toward the posterior end.

When the organism is stimulated efiectively, these “myonemes”
contract suddenly, thereby shortening the body. In normal feeding,

a stream of water carrying suspended particles is drawn into the

mouth funnel by the cilia lining it, but if a large object bumps against

the anterior end, the backward jerk is elicited, and the substance is

whisked off in water currents without being ingested. This permits

a certain amount of “selection” in the feeding of Stentor and similar

organisms.

Specialized ConductUe Protoplasms.—^In the Amoeba, conduction of

excitation occurs through “open protoplasm,” although the direction

of conduction differs according to the pattern of activity in force at

the time. In more specialized Protozoa, the lines of conduction

through the protoplasm (which in Amoeba depend upon the flux of

conditions) are fixed in terms of protoplasmic differences between the

specialized anterior end and other parts. The existence of special •

ized conductile protoplasms is attested by a large body of results.

For instance, Yocom (1918) cut certain protoplasmic fibrils in a

parasitic ciliate and reported interference with irritability and with

movement.

In summary, it may be said that specially irritable protoplasms

increase the range of energy to which the organism may respond,'

while specialization in conductile and action protoplasms increases

the rapidity as well as the variety of response. The differentiation of

a stable physiological gradient, with a specialized dominant anterior,

is the foundation for aU of these factors which make for advances in

behavior. We turn to an examination of the increased variability

in behavior which is a consequence of these structural improvements.

The Significance of Variability in the NormalMode of Locomotion.

Typical Variability in the Forward Swimming of Paramecia .

—

number of observers, particularly Jennings (19060) and Alverdes

(1922), have pointed out the great variability to which the normal

movement of the ciliate Paramecium is subject. The width of the

spiral is constantly changing and its form varies constantly as the
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animal slightly swerves or widely swings in its course. The speed

of swimming frequently changes, as well. Paramecium may glide

slowly for a distance with one side in contact with a surface, and the

Pig. 6.—The normal forward spiraling (1-70) and the reversing reaction
(p-iaa) of Paramecium. At la a chemical stimulus causes the organism to
swivel (70 to 7«) and next to move forward in a new direction {^e-g). At 9,
contact with a filament causes the animal to spiral backward. At the end of its

backward excursion it swivels (isa-iae) and again spirals forward. {Modified
from Jennings, 1906a, and from Alverdes, 1922.) (o) Paramecium. C, cilia; M,
mouth; N, nucleus; T, tentaoulocysts; V, vacuole. {Modified from Parker and
Hasrvell.)

animal often floats gently against an object and comes to rest with

most of its cilia motionless.

Many of these behavior variations may be traced to the intensity

changes of stimulation, or to the manner in which stimuli are encoun-

tered, as the following instances suggest. If a surface is struck at an
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obtuse angle, the Paramecium may ricochet from it without an observ-

able interruption of swimming except an enforced change in its

direction. Circling or veering has also been observed. As the organ-

ism nears a drop of chemical there may occur a slight increase in the

width of the spiral, accounting for an arching in the course which
may carry it around the drop. Sometimes, upon gently bumping an
object in its course or upon entering a zone of chemical stimulation,

the Paramecium slows in swimming so that forward progress ceases

for a short time (Fig. 6, 7 a-e). However, during this moment the

animal continues to rotate, so that when the general ciliary activity is

resumed, the body is driven in a new direction by the beating of its

cilia.

The “Backing Reaction" amd Its VariahUiiy.—^When a contact or

chemical stimulus is fairly intense (as when a rapidly swimming

Paramecium bumps against a surface), a more or less vigorous back-

ing response is given (Fig. 6, g-iae). This reaction may be described

as follows:

1. The Paramecium spirals backward from the point of contact,

carrying through a distance which appears to vary with the strength

of stimulation, but which is usually not much greater than the body

length. Often, as noted above, the stimulus is so weak that the ani-

mal does not give its backing response at all, but swimming is merely

arrested for a moment.

2. Then the animal pauses, but the body continues to rotate, so

that the anterior pole circles widely (Fig. 6, 120-e).

3. Forward movement is promptly resumed, and the Paramecium

moves in a direction which depends upon the position of the front end

in its spiral at the time forward locomotion began (Fig. 6, 12^-13).

Jennings (1906a) observed that, when very strong stimuli were

used, the animal usually backed through a greater distance before

forward locomotion reasserted itself. Alverdes (1922) elicited the

backing reaction by stimulating with various salts, and found that

the distance through which the animal backed was greater when the

stimulating chemicals were more concentrated. In vigorous

responses the eventual change in direction of progress from the

original course is much greater, since the front end of the body

swings through a wider drcle during the backward pause. In con-

trast, when Jennings used a weak stimulus such as water 3 to 4°C.

higher than the optimal temperature, the Paramecium would merely

pause in place, its anterior end swinging in a narrow circle owing to
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the continued rotation, and then would proceed with but a slight

change in direction. As Jennings wrote,

Between this delicate reaction and the violent one first described

there exists every intermediate gradation, depending on the intensity of

stimulation.

The Adaptive Significance of Variability in Locomotion.—^This

raises the question of the adaptive significance of such variations in

behavior. The dose attunement of the Paramecium to its environ-

ment is made possible by an extensive specialization in its proto-

plasmic structures, and it is a fact of great importance for variability

in behavior that the animal is capable of movement in three

dimensions. This ciliate is very successful, ordinarily, in escaping

the locality of a strong stimulus. Two reasons are apparent: (i) The

backing reaction is then stronger, and carries through a greater

distance than in responses to weaker stimuli; and (2 ) the more

strongly irritated animal rotates more widely at the end of its back-

ward movement, and is thus more likely to set off in a very dilTerent

direction. Avoidance of the stimulus source thus depends upon whether

the sHnvulus is adequate to alter the chemistry of the animal’s protoplasm

in a manner that interrupts normal swimming.

It is significant that chemical compounds such as acetic acid or

zinc chloride normally elidt the backing response when in strengths

much less than that capable of destroying tlie protoplasm. Accord-

ing to Jennings (igo6a), potassium chloride produces the backing

reaction at a minimal strength of Mo cent, although it does not

destroy protoplasm below a strength of i per cent. In contrast,

chromic add does not elicit the backing reaction below Mso per

cent, a concentration at which this chemical destroys protoplasm.

Further, Jennings found that Pararmcia collect in solutions of acid

salts (e.g., copper sulphate) after having entered readily from the

surrounding medium, although the “entrapping” substances are

actually toxic and soon kill the organisms. In many cases the

backing reaction appears under these conditions, but only when it

is too late. Such behavior is to be accounted for only in terms of

the action of different values of energy upon the chemistry of

protoplasm, thus affecting swimming, and not by vaguely asRuming
that the FaroweciMW possesses an ability to distinguish “injurious”

substances from others.
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1

The responses we have described adjust the organism to its

environment, i.e., they are “adaptive.” Repeated bacldng reac-

tions are likely to take the ciliate out of the zone of strong (or

supraoptimal) stimulation sooner or later, unless death comes first,

since each repetition of the stimulus interrupts forward swimming

and changes the direction of locomotion. A Paramecium thus

escapes from a close tangle of

plant filaments, since one of the

many backing reactions given

in response to contact with

filaments will so change its

direction that the next forward

progress carries the organism

through some small opening.

Expressions such as “trial and

error” are out of place here,

Or^l ^

cilia'

Ora!
funnel

{confracfHe)

since they encourage the mis-

leading and fallacious teleo-

logical assumption that the f^gg^nucieus

-

animal is “trying to escape ^yonemes .

injury.”
' ‘

“Adaptation,” and Modifi-

cation of Behavior under Con-

tinued Stimulation.—^In the

more specialized Protozoa, not

only may behavior vary con-

siderably under changing
external stimulation, but a

sequence of identical stimuli

may produce successive changes

in behavior. This fact greatly extends the possibilities of adapta-

tion, as the following case will show.

Jmnmgs’ “Carmine Experiment” with the CiHate, Stentor.

—

Stentor is a little trumpet-shaped ciliate (Fig. 7) which is usually

attached to the leaf of a water plant by the base of its stalk, about

which a cup of mucus has been secreted by the protoplasm. The

free funnel-shaped end is equipped with large border cilia, the beating

of which forms a vortex of water in which small particles are carried

into the interior of the animal. Jennings (19060) directed a con-

stant stream of fine carmine particles from a capillary pipette onto

Pig. 7 .—SImtor roeselii aB in Jen-
nings’ cannine experiment. {Redrawn

from Jennings, ipo6o.)
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the funnel of a Stentor. At first there was no observable change in

activity and the ciliary action continued; the stimulus apparently

was below the excitation threshold. But as carmine continued to

drop, the following behavior changes appeared in succession:

1. The anterior part of the stalk contracted, so that the funnel

twisted around as it was jerked a short distance toward the base.

The reaction was repeated as the particles continued to fall upon

the disc and occurred more promptly and vigorously each time.

2. After this response, the direction of the ciliary stroke was

changed for an instant, accounting for a reversal in the direction

of the water current at the funnel. This response was repeated a

few times in rapid succession.

3. The animal then contracted more completely (than in i)

upon its stalk, the body twisting in one direction as it was pulled

back into the mucus tube. Each time Stmtor re-extended, the

following contraction came more promptly, and was more vigorous.

4. As the carmine continued to fall, the animal at last contracted

repeatedly and violently while still in its tube. In the end this

usually broke it free from its attachment to the substratum; where-

upon it whirled off through the water, carried in the typical ciliate

spiral by the beating of its body cilia.

Factors Producing a Sequence of Reactions under Weak Stimulalmt.

Let us analyze this phenomenon, to ascertain the reasons for the

occurrence of successively difiexent responses. First of all, increas-

ingly stronger responses may be elicited if stimuli are presented at

sufficiently short intervals, so that their effects may be summated.

As Jennings (19060) found, a weak tactual stimulus fails to elicit a

response from Stentor after five or six repetitions, if it is repeated at

intervals of i min. Hence the time interval between stimuli must

be short, or summation does not occur.

The work of Danisch (1921) on YorHcella, a related dilate, is significant here.

Mechanical stimuli of controlled and graded intensities were presented to the

normally active organism. If successive stimuli were separated by a sufficient

time interval (25 sec.), the effects of each application were found to “wear off”

so that the next stimulus produced virtuolly the same response. In another

test, however, the summation effect was obtained with stimuli of the same
strength as those used in the first test (i.e., 1,500 ergs energy value), because of the

short time interval of 10 to rs sec. between stimuli. This result held even when
the stimulus intensity was reduced to r,ooo ergs. Hence if the time interval is

short, or the stimulus sufficiently Intense, the effects of each application remain
in the protoplasm and ars summated with those of the following stimulus to
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produce a stronger response. A strong stimulus produces changes which survive

longer, and are therefore more eflectively summated. A single stimulus of

sufficient strength, applied to a stalked ciliale, produces a response closely similar

to the one which is eventually elicited by the repetition of weak stimulation.

But when a weak stimulus is repeated, why is a series of different

responses obtained, instead of an increasingly vigorous repetition

of the same reaction? In the stalked ciliate there is valid evidence

for the existence of an excitation—conduction gradient (pp. i8/.)

between funnel end and attached end.^ The highly irritable funnel

margin is the first part of the organism to respond to the repeated

weak stimulus. As the effects of stimulation are summated the

excitation is next conducted to the highly contractile fibrils arranged

along tlie stalk. Thereby the less irritable parts of the organism

further toward the base are successively brought into play, until

finally the entire organism responds vigorously. It is not diflScult

to understand the fact that if the carmine dropping ceases for a

time, the first response to be elicited on its resumption is less like

the last one of the preceding series the longer the “rest period"

has been.

Jennings’ results are thus accounted for by the phenomenon of

summation of protoplasmic changes, and by the existence of an

excitation-conduction gradient in Stenior.

The Capacity op Protozoa por Altered Behavior

Temporary Alteration of the Backing Reaction in Paramecium.

—

Experiments already reported (Folger, p. 20; Mast and Pusch,

p. 21; Jennings, Danisch, above) show that protoplasmic changes

induced by stimulation may alter behavior during their relatively

short survival time. In the case ofParamecium, attempts have been

made to study the time limit and the nature of such changes.

Smith (1908) found that a Paramecium drawn with water into a

capillary tube too small in diameter to permit the animal to swing

around would initially give repeated backing reactions to successive

contacts with the surface film. After a number of such responses,

however, the animal somehow doubled up and turned around when

the film was touched. Day and Bentley (1911) confirmed him in

finding a decrease in the number of backing reactions that preceded

1 We owe muck to Herrick (1924) and to Child (1924) for having emphasized

the significance of the axial gradient principle for animal psychology.
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the successful reversal on consecutive tests. Within a few trials

(average 8.6) many subjects were able to double and reverse direction

upon the first contact with the film. The experimenters applied

the term “learning” to the phenomenon.

Buytendijk (1919) repeated the work, and attributed the change

in behavior to an increased flexibility of the body wall due to the

accumulation of add in the protoplasm during the activity. ^ Para-

mecia which he made more flexible by immersion in chloroform

doubled and reversed direction promptly upon contacting the surface

fiitYi in a capillary tube. Such a protoplasmic change evidently

survives for some time, since Day and Bentley found that certain

of their Paramecia, after swimming about in an open medium for

10 to 20 min., still showed the efiects of the previous activity upon

being returned to the capillary tube.

Temporary Alteration of the Feeding Reaction in Paramecium,

—

A related phenomenon is of interest. Metalnikow (1912) dis-

covered that Paramcitm takes carmine less readily after having

been in a carmine-saturated medium for a time. He put specimens

into a carmine medium for 24 hr., and then introduced them into a

carmine-free medium for 30 to 60 min. When the vacuoles were

emptied of carmine the animals were again placed in the carmine

medium for i hr. and a record was made of the amount mgested by

them. Using the same method, Losina-Losinsky (1931) has shown

that the tendency to take carmine less readily lasts for three days in

Paramecia which have gotten rid of their supply after having been

surfeited with the substance. More surprising than that, the

behavior change appears to some extent in the next three genera-

tions of daughter individuals. Overfeeding with carmine appar-

ently so alters the protoplasm that while the effect persists, carmine

fails to exert its normal stimulative action upon the organism.

“Primitive Learning” in Protozoa.—Such changes, together with

others we have described (adaptation to light, summation of stimuli)

resemble those involved in the “learning” of higher animals in that

they are attributable to the individual’s own experience and that

while they persist the normal activities of the organism are altered.

However, the behavior changes they permit are very temporary in

1 The accumulation of salts iu the water, as products of the animal’s own
activity, together with a rise in concentration due to evaporation, might partially

hydrolize the protoplasm and thus increase for a time the flexibility of the body
wall.
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nature, and the organism reverts each time to its original condition,

with no trace of the experience being evidenced in its subsequent

activities. Apparently the element that is lacking here is a special-

ized conduction system which may be more permanently altered by
the effects of experience. Nevertheless, these phenomena in

protozoan behavior show certain characteristics which are common
to all learning, and which are therefore of importance for any

study of the origin of the learning capacity in the animal series.
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CHAPTER II

FIRST PROBLEMS IN THE BEHAVIOR OF
MULTICELLULAR ANIMALS

Introduction

A multicellular or metazoan animal is composed of numerous units

or “ cells,” which are arranged in layers. Each unit has its limiting

wall, and in this respect (often in others, as well) is similar to a

protozoan. The cells cooperate in the activities of the whole

organism, but in different ways in correspondence with structural

specializations among them. Our study concerns not the individual

units as such but the properties which determine the behavior of

the aggregate.

The principles that hold in protozoan behavior are also funda-

mental to the behavior of multicellular animals. Plowever, because

of the peculiar structural properties of the multicellular organism,

its potentialities for complex activities and for modifiable behavior

are not limited as are those of the protozoan. The specialization

of groups of structurally distinct units will be found a much more

promising basis for the evolution of higher forms of behavior than

the specialization of protoplasm within a single limiting wall.

The Relatwity or the Term “Organism”: Phylum
Porieera'

The Free-swimming Larval Sponga—^The immature sponge, the

larva, grows by virtue of the dividon of a fertilized ovum (egg),

and escapes from the body of the adult as a sac-shaped two-layered

mass of cells. The ffageUa of its outer cells drive it through the

water, with its closed end ahead. At this early stage the larva swims

near the surface, and moves toward light. Finally it remains near

' The phylum Forifera (sponges. Fig. 8) includes animals with two body layers

and with numerous pores in the body wall. Most sponges live in salt water,

but there are soine fresh-water forms.

36
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TabIJS 4.—PORIFEIIA AND COEISNTEEATA
Cfilla of OBCulum (Pig. 8) and pore cells in body wall directly acted upon by

mechanical (current) and chemical stimuli; adult sponge virtually insensitive to light. No
specialised receptors for types of energy. No response to changes in position. Adult
sponge sessile; osculum closes In qtiiot water. Water drawn in pores, out osculum, by beat-
ing of flagellated interior cells. Nauroid conduction (pp. 38/.); no specialized conduction
elements.

COELEKTESATES

Receptor Equipment
Chesdcal. Pits containing cells located at

intervals around bell margin in many me-

dusae. Hairs project to outside from “pri-

mary-sense cells" in the epithelium of

medusa and hydroid.

Mechanical. Probably same epithelial

cells sonsitivo to both contact and chemical.

Ststocysts, clapporlike structures, in cavities

around margin of bell in some medusae.

Light. Symbiotic nlgoo in green Hydrat

brown Hydra lacks these. Sense clubs or

tentaculocyats at intervals around bell margin

in ScyphotnidusM, contain statocysts, also

ocelli, pigmented pits usually with Ions struc-

ture above. Others have ocelU alone.

Features or Sensitivity

These considered organs of contact-

chemical sensitivity. Tentacles and stomo-
daeum (lips and gullet) in the hydroid;
tentacles, bdl margin and manubrium
(mouth tube) in the medusa, especially

sensitive both to chemical and to tactual

stimulation.

Sea anemone's disc expands in response to

tactual effect of water currents; contracts

in still water. In some medusae, statoryst

hold to have static (equilibrium) function;

in most regulates strength of muscular action

in swimming.

Green Hydraa collect in weak or moderately

strong light; brown JSydrae unresponsive to

li^t. Medusae collect in shaded rogions

of their medium. Many polyps contract in

bright light, expand tentacles and feed in

dim light, a day-night rhythm.

Conduction

In Hydra and lower coelenterates, sensory calls in body wall have branches which extend

to muade cells below (Fig. ii^), these branches serve as conductile dements. "Nerve

net," a network of interwinding cell processes between body wall layers, is typical of higher

coelenterates (Fig. iiC). In some medusae nerve net concentrated near marginal sense

organa, in others it forms "nerve ring" around bdl margin. Nerve net conducts diffusdy,

and with a decrement (p. 50).

Action System

Contractile cells specialized, arranged in sheets. Tentacles contractile in hydroidsi

body bends about, or moves about on base of stalk as in sea anemone. Some medusae

move by means of circular muscle alone, the bell dosing with each contraction; others have

both circular (closing) and radial (opening) muscles; which wort redprooaliy, Nemar

tocysta (barbed thread ejected when capsule explodes) plentiful in tentades and body wall

of most ooelenterates.

the bottom, a change which may be due to the disappearance of a

photosensitive pigment as well as to an increase in weight. The

flagellated cells are turned to the inside in the course of development,

and the sponge becomes an attached adult.
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Status of Behavior in the Adult Sponge. Typical Activity in the

Sessile Adult.—In strong contrast to the larva, the adult sponge is

fixed in position and is incapable of moving actively as a whole.

The simplest adult type resembles a vase with sievelike walls (Fig.

SB). Continuous beating of the flagellated cells (which now line

chambers in the walls) draws a current of water through the inhalent

pores of the walls, circulates it through walls and body cavity, and

forces it out in a continuous stream through a large opening (the

osculum) at the upper end of the animal. Fine organic material

in the water is sifted out in the walls of the sponge and digested by

the individual cells. This is the typical activity of the animal.

A B
Fig. 8,— Sketch of the marine sponge Sycon gelatinosum, showing ohimneys.

(5) Section of one chimney. (Redrawn from Parker and Ilaswell.)

It involves a minimum of active cooperation among the parts; or

considered strictly, no active cooperation among the parts.

A Primitive Basis of Response,—^The osculum is closed in still

water; it also doses when the water contains ether, or when the

temperature of the water is raised (Parker, 1919). These stimuli

act directly upon a drcular sheet of cells (the sphincter) which

surrounds the osculum. Each cell in this sphincter’- is independently

irritable, and contracts when stimulated; hence the individual cell

combines the functions of spedaUzed receptor and specialized elector

(Fig. ii^).”

A sluggish transmission of impulses unites the cells of the osculum

in action. In contracting, a stimulated cell excites others by pulling

mechanically upon them, and these cells in turn excite others in the

> Sphineter: A muscle that surrounds an opening which it closes in contracting.

' Cells that independently combine the functions of irritability and contrac-

tility are found also in the pores and canals of sponges (Wilson, ipro).
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same manner. Thus stimulation of one part of the osculum may
spread throughout the entire sheet of cells which comprises the
sphincter. This is neuroid transmission: a protoplasmic transmis-
sion of impulses, non-nervous in character. The sponge true
nervous tissue,

Neuroid transmission is slightly more efficient in some sponges.
In the marine sponge Stylotella (cf. Sycon, Fig. 8), each chimney of

which has its own osculum, Parker (1919) found that the osculum of
a chimney would close shortly after a cut was made in the tissue

I cm. below it. McNair (1923) reported for a fresh-water sponge
that while a needle prick caused the osculum to close and excited a
contraction which passed from tip to base of the stimulated chimney,

no change was seen in other chimneys as close as 5 mm. to the

active one. Neuroid transmission permits a spread of activity from
part to part of a given chimney, but its coordinating effect goes no
further.

A Limited Functional Organization of Farts.—The parts of the

adult sponge are bound together structurally, but functional rela-

tionships among them are limited. The parts cooperate only in a
fortuitous manner, as when the contraction of certain cells in the

oscular sphincter pulls upon other cells and causes them to contract,

or when the closing of the osculum influences the beating of the

flagellated cells in the wall chambers by altering the pressure of

water currents within the sponge. However, Parker (1919)

maintains that from such sluggish and limited neuroid transmission

as we find in the sponge the true nervous conduction of higher

animals has evolved.

The sponge owes its unity as an organism, feebly developed as

this is, to units which differentiate during development and which

remain together and multiply in the adult. These units cooperate in

total behavior, not because they are functionally united, but because

they are all parts of one “metabolic whole.” The sponge therefore

represents a very low grade organism, and one which is not so

adequately fitted for behavior as a whole as is a representative

protozoan. Nevertheless, it is front this primitive “metabolic unity”

that psychological unity, the product of organized functioned cooperation

among the parts of an animal in its behavior, develops in the animal

series.
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An Improved Cooperation op Parts in Behavior: Phylum
COELENTERATA*

The Coelenterate Equipped for a Wider Adjustment.—^Thc adult

sponge does not truly “behave as a whole,” since dominance-sub-

ordination relationships among its parts have not advanced beyond

the metabolic level. This is animal behavior at its lowest ebb; but

the protozoan ancestor which produced the sponge gave rise to

other metazoa in which closer functional

relationships developed among bodily parts,

thus making possible an adaptation to a

wider environment. In the coelenterate

specialized receptor cells, when excited,

release impulses through a specialized

nervous tissue which lies between the two

body layers and conducts diffusely to the

specialized muscle tissue.* The result of

such structure is a much better integrated

organism, one capable of wider environ-

mental adjustment.

Although the free-swimming medusa and

the stalked hydroid typically occur at

different stages in the life history of the

tentacle. (.Redrawn from individual coelenterate, and are closely
Shipley and MacBride.)

related biologically, their structural differ-

ences make for a very different behavior. Hence we shall treat

them as separate subjects for behavior study.

Characteristics of Hydroid Behavior. The Activities of a Repre-

sentative Eydroid.
—^The fresh-waterHydro (Fig. g) is usually attached

to an aquatic plant near the surface. At intervals of i to 2 min.

the body elongates and the outstretched tentacles wave about.

After a time the tentacles draw back, and after it has shortened, the

body extends in a new direction. When a small aquatic animal

Pig. 9.

—

Hydra. (A)

Contracted. (B

)

Extended. M, mouth; T,

^ The phylum Coelenlerata includes radially symmetrical animals with a two-

layered body wall, tentacles, nematocysts (“stinging cells”), and a single blind

gastrovascular cavity. In class Hydrozoa two body forms, the hydroid (Fig. 10)

and the medusoid (Fig. 12), generally occur in the life history of the same indi-

vidual; class Scyphozoa has the medusoid form alone (large, commonly called a

“jellyfish”); and class Anthozoa has the hydroid form alone (sea anemone).
* A tissue is an aggregation of cells of similar structure which typically perform

in common a special function.
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swims against one of the highly irritable tentacles, this member
contracts about the prey and bends toward the mouth-opening,

which is in the center of the crown of tentacles (Wagner, 1904).

Other tentacles become excited, although they may not have touched

the prey; these wave about, and if they touch the prey they also

grasp it and bend toward the mouth.

Hydra moves to a new place about ten times daily; more fre-

quently if the food supply is sparse in a given area. Its usual form

of locomotion is a “looping” movement, in which tentacles and base

are alternately attached to the substratum. The place in which

the animal finally settles is mainly determined by the light, by the

amount of oxygen in the water, and by the temperature.

Except at extreme temperatures, or when the animal has been

without food for some time, light is the most important factor

(Wilson, 1891; Haug, 1933).

Hydra represents a great advance in sensitivity, conduction, and

reaction, as compared with the sponge. Receptor cells are present

in the outer body layer and are especially concentrated at the

anterior end, in tentacle walls and around the mouth. These cells

are excited by weaker energy than that which excites other cells of

the body. However, there is no evidence that they are specialized

as to the types of energy which will arouse them.^ Thus, in Hydra, a

given receptor cell probably is equivalently sensitive to energy in the

form of chemical, mechanical, and thermal stimuli.

In the feeding of Hydra, the normally effective stimulus is the

combined action of contact and a chemical, a summation of stimuli,

but the threshold of sensitivity may be raised or lowered according

to the animal’s condition. Steche (1911) found that the tentacles of

a Hydra which had not fed for some time readily responded to a

wad of paper which touched them, grasped it and bent toward the

mouth as in “ food taking.” Weak diffusing chemicals readily excite

the hungry” coelenterate, because of the lowered threshold of

sensitivity in the animal. In the poorly fed Hydra, the excitation

of one tentacle promptly leads to Ae activity of others. This and

1 Warden, Jenkins, and Warner (1934) favor the term “generalized receptors”

for these structures, since the relative senativity of the body regions in coelen-

terates is the same for chemical, contact, and other classes of stimuli. The cell

which is specifically sensitive to a given kind of energy (e.g., chemical) is a later

development in the animal series; the “generalized receptor” appears to be the

primitive type.
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Other behavior such as shortening of tentacles and body contraction

in response to a strong local stimulus, indicate the presence of a

specialized conduction system.

The question as to how general unity is achieved in coelenterate

behavior is best answered by the analysis of a complex adaptive

activity.

Feeding Behavior in the Marine Hydroid (Polyp).—In the normal

feeding of the expanded sea anemone (Fig. lo), as in that of Hydra,

substances are grasped by the tentacles and passed by them to the

mouth in the center of the disc. This activity has been studied by a

number of investigators, and in particular by Parker (1917). First

in consideration is the activity of the individual tentacle. Mucus

Fig. 10.—Dissection of a sea anemone, Metriiium marginolum. {Reiravra from
Hegnet.)

secreted by certain of its cells makes the outer surface of the tentacle

sticky, so that small objects readily adhere to it. Cilia which cover

the tentacle beat constantly in such a manner as to sweep substances

toward the tip of the member. These processes are accessory to the

actual capture and ingestion of food, and as such theymaybe grouped
with the explosion of nematocysts (barbed threads) from capsules in

a local part of the tentacle which is intensely stimulated.

The adequately stimulated tentacle (p. 41) first bends outward
toward the stimulating object at the margin of the disc, contracts,

thereby grasping the object, and then bends toward the center of the
disc. The nature of the response of the individual tentacle to given
stimuli is determined by the receptive and neuromuscular equipment
of the tentacle itself. When a tentacle is cut from the disc and
properly mounted, it responds to stimulation just as it does when
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attached to the animal (Torrey, 1904). This is true in general of

local structures in coelenterates.

The excitation is transmitted throughout the tentacle by a

specialized conductile tissue. First, sensory cells in the outer layer

(ectoderm) of the tentacles have branched threadlike prolongations,

which reach the muscles beneath the surface. These cells combine

the functions of sensitivity and conductivity, and according to

Parker (1919) represent the second stage in the evolution of a

specialized nervous system (Fig. iiF). But further, scattered

thickly between the receptor cells and the muscle tissue there are

cells with branching processes which are in simple contact with one

another, the neroe net (Fig. iiC). Basically, the nerve net conducts

^-‘SensiHve

...-• ConfracfHe

Spechlizeol

^/'recep-for cell

Muscle
' cell

Receptor cell

-Nerve net

Circular
muscleABC

Fig. II.—Stages in the evolution of the nenroua system. (X) Stage at which a

single coll performs the functions both of reception and of contraction (e.g., cell in

sponge oaoulum) .
{B) Stage at which a specialized receptor cell and a specialized

contractile cell are directly connected (e.g., in tentacle of Hydra). (C) Stage at

which specialized conduction tissue intervenes (e.g., bell of medusa). {Modified

from Parker and from Hertioig.)

diffusely, without intrinsically determined directionalization, in con-

trast to the conduction of a “s)maptic.nervous system” (see Chaps.

IV and XIV). Hence the nerve net functions as though the proc-

esses of its cells had grown together to form a continuous anastomo-

sis. This transmission system makes the tentacle a unit in action.

Through the nerve net, excitation from the tentacle first aroused

reaches others on the disc. In some polyps the excited tentacles

bend at once toward the mouth, and if the food then chances to fall

upon them it is carried to the center of the disc {i.e., toward the tips

of the tentacles) by ciliary action. Metridium is an example of this

type. In other polyps {e.g., Aipiasia) the secondarily aroused

tentacles first bend toward the locality from which the nerve-net

impulse reaches them, then bend toward the mouth when the food is

touched and grasped. Conduction through the nerve net thus unites

the tentacles in behavior.

The lips and stomodaeum (gullet) are opened by muscles of the

complete mesenteries (Fig. 10), which contract when the nerve-net
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excitation reaches them from aroused tentacles. This response may
be facilitated by direct stimulation of the lips, since Fleure and

Walton (1Q07) found that the lips were capable of responding to

a diffusing chemical so weak in concentration that it failed to arouse

tentacles. Upon reaching the mouth, whether the substance is

carried into the interior of the animal depends upon the action of

ord ciHa. The normal beating of these cilia maintains a constant

flow of water outward from the gullet. If the nerve-net excitation is

adequate (and Pantin, in 1935, has shown that it differs according

to the manner in which tentacles are stimulated), the direction of

this ciliary stroke is reversed, water is drawn inward through the

mouth, and the material transported by the tentacles is ingested.

Changes in the sensitivity of the mouth region account for certain

important variations in the feeding act, variations which Nagel

(1894) attributed to “intelligence.” Allabach (1905) discovered

that, although the tentacles of a fairly well fed Metridium might

carry a piece of filter paper to the mouth, failure of the oral cilia to

reverse their stroke would then force outward bending of tentacles

and transport of the object from the disc. This is in decided con-

trast to the fact that in a poorly fed animal the oral cilia reverse

their stroke readily when the mouth region is gently touched or is

stimulated with a weak chemical. In the gorged animal, even the

touching of crab-meat morsels to the lips fails to reverse the action

of oral cilia. Parker (1919) succeeded in bringing about all of these

phenomena in pieces of dliated membrane cut from the gullet of

Metridium. Hence the described behavior changes are attributable

to increases in the excitation threshold of local receptors (sensory

adaptation), brought about by continued stimulation.

Other important changes may occur in the feeding act. Nagel

(1894) found that the tentacles of the fairly well fed sea anemone
contract only partially when a wad of filter paper touches thpni

^

although they contract about morsels of fish meat or about pieces

of filter paper soaked in meat juice and bend toward the mouth.
The tentacles of the poorly fed animal readily grasp an object such
as a piece of filter paper which affords only a tactual stimulus,

but after having been plied with food for a time the tentacles fail

to take filter paper, and finally they may not even respond to pieces

of meat. The facts suggest that while the tentacular receptors of

the unfed animal have a low excitation threshold and thus are

adequately stimulated by weak contact alone, continued stimulation
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somehow raises their threshold. Hence, in the gorged fl.nima.1 a

summation of contact and chemical stimuli is necessary to arouse

the tentacles, or even this may be ineffective. Let us see whether

the change is local in nature, as this implies, or is a general one as

some have maintained.

In an experiment by Jennings (1905), after tentacles on the

right side of a sea anemone’s disc had been continuously fed with

pieces of crab meat, not only did those tentacles become unresponsive

but also tentacles on the left side of the disc which had not been

directly stimulated during the experiment. He attributed the result

to “loss of hunger,” which affected the animal as a whole. AUabach

(1905) found that the tentacles of the unstimulated left side of the

disc were normally responsive after continuous feeding had made
those of the right side unresponsive, provided that morsels of food

carried by the tentacles of the right side were removed before they

had entered the mouth. Jennings’ result, therefore, was produced

in some manner by food which had been ingested.

Parker (1919) punctured the column wall of an anemone and

injected a quantity of meat juice into the interior with a fine syringe.

All of the animal’s tentacles then became unresponsive. He
explained that the chemical, circulating through the interior of the

body, had passed into the hollow tentacles (see Fig. 10) and had

diffused through their walls to the receptor cells, ultimately “adapt-

ing” these cells as if they had been continuously stimulated from the

outside. In Allabach’s experiment food had not reached the interior,

and so the unfed tentacles were not changed in any respect. Adapta-

tion of receptor cells in the tentacles, by gradually raising their

excitation thrediold, thus is responsible for the progressively decreas-

ing responsiveness of a continuously fed sea anemone.

To recapitulate, the following factors are responsible for normal

feeding behavior in the sea anemone and for variations in its form;

(i) The constant beating of cilia which cover the tentacles, sweeping

Rtnfl.11 objects toward the tentacle tips; the secretion of mucus on

the stimulated tentacle; and the discharge of nematocysts as acces-

sory components. (2) The contraction of a stimulated tentacle

and its bending (in, most polyps) first toward the stimulated side,

then toward the mouth—as dependent upon the structure of the

tentacle itself. (3) The condition of sensitivity of the receptor

cells in the tentacles, as dependent upon preceding stimulation.

(4) The nerve net, transmitting excitation from tentacles first stimu-
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lated to others and to central portions of the disc, thereby bringing

the mouth region into play, (s) Reversal of the stroke of oral

cilia by nerve-net impulses reaching the mouth (and by direct

stimulation), causing transported substances to be swept into the

mouth, (6) The susceptibility of ciliated epithelium of mouth and

gullet to adaptation (“sensory fatigue”).

There is no dominating center in the diffuse conduction system

of the polyp; the general direction of transmission depends upon the

order in which the parts are excited. For example, in feeding the

tentacles are aroused first, and nerve-net impulses from them bring

the mouth region into play. In the expulsion of large undigested

objects from the mouth the tentacles are brought into action

by nerve-net impulses originating at the center of the disc. The

manner in which a given part functions (e.g., the action of

tentacles in feeding, or the action of the column base in locomotion^)

essentially depends upon the structure of that part itself. How-
ever, the fact that the activity of one part may excite other parts

through the nerve net unites the localities in behavior according to

(i) the strength and localization of the stimulus, and (2) the condi-

tion of the animal at the time. The second factor merits further

consideration.

Modification of Behavior in the Hydroid Coelenterate .—We are

familiar with the manner in which the adaptation of receptor cells

accounts for temporary changes in hydroid food taking (pp. 42^.).

There is no evidence that such changes involve the nerve net, but

for other instances of temporarily altered behavior the case may be

different.

Jennings (1905) observed that after an expanded Aiptasia had
been caused to contract by the fall in succession of two or three

drops of water from a height of 30 cm. onto its disc, the animal

re-expanded fairly promptly but usually failed to react to .similar

stimuli within the next 3 min. Parker (1919) attributes the tempo-

rary change to the production of a neuromuscular state which
prevents conduction for a time, and which thus resembles the

“refractory period” of higher animals (Chap. XIV).
^ In sea anemones (Parker, igig) locomotion is effected by means of waves of

muscular contraction which pass across the base from one side to the other.

Any part of the periphery may lead, according to the conditions of stimulation.

Parker failed to observe any change in locomotion when the upper part of an
animal (mth oral disc and tentacles) was cut away from the base. Pantin (5:93s)
has demonstrated the neurophysiobgical basis of this condition.
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The ability to maintain a given position for some time is general

among sea anemones and other polyps. The column of Aiptasia

often bends irregularly when the animal extends from a crevice into

open water^ and Jennings (1906) noted that these irregular postures

persist for some time after the animal is removed from its place.

He caused an individual to bend for some time toward the left, then

stimulated it repeatedly, but this position was resumed each time

until 15 general contractions had been elicited. The animal then

bent to the right, and returned to that posture after an induced

general contraction. The maintenance of a posture presumably is

attributable to the survival of induced tonus in the neuromuscular

tissues of the column. Repeated stimulation is usually required

to remove a posture and induce a new one, but in certain cases a

single strong stimulus (fl.g., an electric shock) which elicits a

vigorous general response will remove the posture which is in

force at the time.

Many sea anemones regularly contract at ebb tide and expand at

flood tide. Bohn (1907) reported that this “tidal rhythm” per-

sisted in Actinia for from 3 to 8 days after specimens had been placed

in a dark laboratory tank. However, Parker (1917) failed to con-

firm this for Cailiactis (Sagartia), and Gee (1913) failed for Cribrina,

although both of these polyps plainly show a tidal rhythm in their

normal habitat.

Under normal conditions the polyp Metridwm shows a well-

marked day-night rhythm which is controlled by periodic changes

in illumination (Hargitt, 1907), but in running water in the dark

specimens remained expanded for more than 36 hr. after their

removal from tide pools and later behaved quite irregularly (Parker,

1917). It may be concluded that the tidal and day-night rhythms,

when they occur in polyps, depend upon rhythmic changes in

external conditions, and that they persist only as long as these

external changes directly present periodic alterations in stimulation.

Problems in the Behavior of the Coelenterate Medusa. The

Control of Movement in Medusa.—The mechanism of movement in

the medusa (or jellyfish) best expresses the basic properties of

behavior in that form of coelenterate. The medusa (Fig. 12) is

moved through the water by rhythmic opening and closing move-

ments of its beU (umbrella). Each contraction forces water from

the bell cavity, and spurts the animal forward; and contraction is

followed by an expansion which slows forward movement as
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the bell is flattened by the elasticity of its tissue. In this simplest

form of medusoid movement, forward propulsion is attributable to

the rhythmic contraction of a band of circular muscles which

borders the bell and behaves like a sphincter (Note i, p. 38).

The bell is contracted in response to impulses which are conducted

through the nerve net spread out below the epidermis next the muscle

layer (Fig. iiC). This excitation originates periodically in the

marginal sense organs which are arranged at intervals around the

periphery of the bell, and spreads symmetrically up over the beU,

contracting the muscle as it passes. Romanes (1885) removed all

but one of the eight marginal sense organs of Aurelia without

, Manubrium

Exumbrelta

Cincutar muscle

y ^^Margina!
--''"sense organ

^-Tentacle

Pig. 12.—Medusa ^Rhopdlonema velalum). {Redrawn from HertvHg's Manual.)

interrupting the rhythmic pulsations of the beH, but contractions

ceased when the remaining sense organ was extirpated.

Mayer (1908) suggested that the impulse for contraction periodi-

cally arises through the accumulation of a chemical substance
(sodium oxalate) in or close to the marginal sense organs. When a
contraction has exhausted one supply of this substance, more is

formed during the relaxation of the bell.'' When a sufflcient

quantity has accumulated the substance interacts -with chemicals
in the sea water, setting free powerful nerve stimulants (sodium
chloride and sodium sulphate). These chemicals excite a nerve-net
impulse which contracts the circular muscles and causes the bell to
pulse, after which there is a relaxation of the musculature while

‘ The rate of bell contraction depends upon prevailing temperature, which
indicates that the process is chemically conditioned. In Cassiopea, Harvey
(1911) recorded 25 pulsations of the bell per minute at a temperature of so^C.,
but only 8 per minute at i6°C.
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the exciting chemical again accumulates. It is probable also that

the stretching of nerve net in the opening of the bell plays a part in

arousing the next contraction.

The manner in which the nerve impulse spreads over the bell from

the margin, where it starts, is dependent upon the fact that nerve-

net tissue conducts diffusely, i.e., equally in all directions from the

point of stimulation. Romanes (1885) and others have shown by
“cutting experiments” that an impulse may pass from one part of

the bell to another so long as these parts remain connected by a

small isthmus of tissue.

Svdmming is a more complicated process in some medusae which have a more
complex neuromuscular structure. Bozler (1926) reported that in certain

medusae which possess both circular muscles (which contract the umbrella)

and radial muscles (which open the umbrella), the two systems of muscles work
antagonistically under a somewhat involved nervous control. In Pelagia, for

instance, the circular musculature has a lower stimulation threshold, a longer

latent period, and a longer phase of contraction than has the radial musculature.

In this scyphozoan the contraction of the radial muscles hastens the normal

relaxation of the circular muscles, a kind of reciprocal inhibition with a nervous

basis.

In certain medusae the ganglion cells and intermeshed fibers of

the nerve net are more concentrated around the bell margin, forming

the neme ring. Such concentrations of nerve-net tissue transmit

impulses more readily from the most sensitive parts (tentacles,

marginal sense organs, and manubrium) to the musculature of the

bell, but they do not change the manner in which bodily parts are

combined in behavior.

The nerve net contains no “controlling centers,” but conducts

according to the manner in which stimuli act upon the receptors.

Herrick (1924) had outlined its role in the following terms; (i) The

nerve net brings a much larger body under the influence of stimuli,

and draws parts closer together in function, than is possible with

a sluggish neuroid transmission (pp. 38/.). However, it does not

improve qualitatively upon neuroid transmission, since it does not

conduct with intrinsic directionalization, as does the “s)Tiaptic

nervous system” of higher animals. (2) The nerve net also permits

summation of impulses. (3) Displacement of one activity by another

may tnlfp place more efficiently through inierjermce of the corre-

sponding nerve-net impulses. Evidence of the importance of these

functions will be found in the following pages.
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External Stimulation and Variability in Behavior .—As we have

seen, the foundation of behavior in the medusa is symmetrical

movement produced by impulses which are rhythmically discharged

over the beU through the nerve net, originating at the bell margin.

Upon this basis is superimposed the altering effect of external

stimulation, or of temporary changes in the metabolic condition of

the animal. External stimuli alter the movement pattern according

to the manner of their presentation. To illustrate, when a tentacle

on one side of the bell is strongly stimulated, in the ensuing response,

the musculature of the locality contracts most vigorously and con-

sequently the bell is turned from the stimulated side (Yerkes, 1902a).

The nature of responses to local stimulation is particularly dependent

upon the localization of the stimulus, since nerve-net tissue conducts

first and most strongly to the nearest part of the action system.

That nerve-net tissue conducts with a decrement {i.e., its impulses

act less effectively upon muscles at greater distances from the point

of stimulation) is a fact of fundamental importance for behavior in

animals which are limited to this type of conduction system.^

Yerkes’ (1904a) studies on reaction time in the medusa show the

direct relationship that exists between stimulus strength and the

promptness and nature of the response, and suggest the importairce

of this fact for the relative dominance of stimuli over behavior.

Dark-adapted specimens of the small medusa, Gonionemus, reacted

to weak daylight in 9.4 sec., to strong daylight in 7.0 sec., and to

strong sunlight in 5.5 sec., on the average. In decided contrast, an

electric shock from a four-cell battery brought a response in the

average time of 0.603 s^c. Strong stimuli exert a much more
prompt and powerful control over behavior, and when two stimuli

of different strength are presented simultaneously to different

localities the nerve-net impulse excited by the stronger must occlude

{i.e., interfere with) the impulse of the weaker stimulus. Mayer
(1906) observed that when two waves of excitation were discharged

from a marginal sense organ in opposite directions around a prepared

circumferential ring of beU tissue, the weaker wave would disappear

1 In nerve-net conduction, repeated stimulation is necessary for the spread of

excitation to more distant regions. Pantin (1935) has shown that a slow series

of nerve-net impulses fs aroused by a continued stimulus, and that succeeding

impulses travel farther through the nerve net by virtue of facilitation from the

effect of earlier impulses (summation). The number and frequency of impulses

are greater the stronger the stimulus.
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when it met the stronger wave on the opposite side of the ring. The
stronger wave, however, would continue to pass around the ring in

its original direction.

The Mechanism ofFeeding in the Medusa .—Feeding activity varies

considerably from group to group, in correspondence with differ-

ences in equipment. Its pattern is particularly dependent upon the

number and length of marginal tentacles, and the length and form

of the manubrium.i Of course, the size of the medusa is also an

important factor. Medusae capture a

variety of prey, and some of them are

able to catch fish without suffering

injury to the delicate umbrellar struc-

tures (Lebour, 1923).

Feeding in the medusa is a con-

tinuous activity once it is set into

motion by the adequate stimulation of

marginal tentacles. These contract

about the object, and their further
. 11 . -1

Fm- 13 -—Schamatic illus-

contraction pulls the object upward tration o£ tentacle reaction

toward the bell. Meanwhile tbe “'i manubrium reaction in

, . , . . , . the medusa (aee text).
manubrium has become excited to swing

over toward the stimulated sector (Fig. 13); it envelops the prey

with its expanding end, and shortly the process of digestion begins.

The first point of interest is the nature of the stimuli which are

adequate to arouse the tentacles. Generally the tentacles are first

excited to bend about by a chemical which diffuses to them from the

object. If the chemical is very weak, or is inorganic, as Yerkes

observed for Gonionemus, the tentacles shorten but slightly, and

their response to weak contact is similar. But w^hen weak contact

is accompanied by a chemical stimulus, or if the touched object

brushes quickly across a tentacle, the tentacular response is “contrac-

tion and shortening” as in the normal feeding act. In the last two

cases summation of stimuli plays an evident part; in one case the

effect of weak contact reinforces that of a weak chemical, while in

the other case the effects of tactual stimuli are summated. The

importance of tactual summation in accounting for the superior

^ The manubrium projects from the center of the subumbrella, and is the

external opening of the digestive tract, «.e., its end is the mouth. In some

medusae it is tube-shaped, in others it is divided into frill-edged arms, and there

are srill other types.
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effectiveness of contact with a moving object has been pointed out

by Kafka (1914)

.

This point is evidently of importance in an interesting variant from the normal

mode of medusoid food taking, described by Orton (1922). The mucus-covered

exumbiellar surface of Aurelia entraps a variety of objects (small aquatic organ-

isms, debris) which in time are carried down to the margin of the umbrella by

the constant beating of cilia. When a mass of material has accumulated at a

given place on the margin of the umbrella, apparently the point of adequate

stimulation of marginal receptors is reached, for the manubrium then reaches

over and envelops the material.

In any species the “food response” has a typical pattern because

it is a reaction elicited from an animal of given structure by stimuli

which lie within a given range of intensity. The stimulus, if too

weak, brings an ineffective local response; if too strong, quickly

turns the animal away; but if adequate, it elicits a tentacular

response which captmes the object, a contraction of the bell margin

which puUs tentacle and prey toward the manubrium, and an

appropriate bending of the manubrium. It is perhaps unnecessary

to say that the medusa does not respond to “food” but to an object

which sets up certain energy changes in its tissues (c/. pp.

The manner in which the individual tentacle responds to stimuli,

and the conditions of its adequate stimulation, depend upon the

sensory and neuromuscular makeup of the tentacle itself. Yerkes

(19026) and others have demonstrated that tentacles cut from the

bell react as do tentacles on die intact animal when equivalent

stimuli are presented.

To continue our analysis of the feeding response, when the nervous

excitation reaches the base of the stimulated tentacle in normal

feeding, it causes a contraction of the nearby bell musculature which

pulls the prey-laden tentacle toward,the center of the beh. Various

explanations have been offered to account for the bending of the

manubrium toward the activated tentacle. The best explanation

was suggested by Romanes (1885) and formulated by Loeb (1900).

It may be stated as follows: From the excited marginal point * the

nerve-net impulses spread diffusely over the bell, i.e., radially in aU
directions (Fig. 14^). Since the wave reaches the manubrium first

at the point xi in the figure, the manubrium contracts first and
strongest on that side, and hence bends directly toward x.

In one of his experiments with Tiarapsis i-ndicans (a species in

which the manubrium touches stimulated marginal points with
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marked accuracy) Romanes made a cut concentric with the bell

margin as along line xty in Fig. 145, so that direct nerve-net con-

duction from any point between 1 and 3 on the margin and part i^-

3o of the manubrium base was prevented. When point 2 was then

stimulated, the manubrium bent from one part of the bell margin to

another, but did not reach 2 with normal precision. Stimulation

of a point closer to 3 gave rise to successive nerve-net impulses which

acted upon 30 more effectively than upon lo, since the distance

3-y-3o was shorter than the

distance 3-K-I0 and since nerve

net conducts with a decrement.

For that reason the manubrium

was more accurate in bending

toward a touched marginal point

closer to 3 than toward 2

Romanes (p. 113) reported

. . . gradations between the
ability of the manubrium to localize

correctly and its ability to localize

at all, these gradations being deter-

mined by the circumferential distance from the end of the cut and the

point of stimulation.

Pig. 14.—(.A) Scheme o£ the manner
in which norve-net impulses, diffusing

across the bell of medusa, cause the
manubrium to bend toward the stimu-
lated point X on the bell margin (see

text). (jB) Illustration of Romanes’
and of B osier's experiments (see text).

This CAudence, together with the results of Bozler's (1926) experi-

ments, shows that the direction in which the manubrium bends

during feeding is dependent upon the relative eSectiveness of nerve-

net impulses which reach its base on different sides.

The neuromuscular structure of the manubrium itself is responsible

for the behavior of that member. A manubrium which Yerkes

(19026) cut from Gonionemus and pinned by its base in a dissecting

dish bent toward whichever side of its base was stimulated, or bent

and engulfed a piece of food which touched one side. Romanes

(1885) proved that, although a large part of the manubrium was cut

away, the remaining section of stump would still bend toward a

stimulated part of the bell.

Recapitulation

We may summarize the facts for coelenterate behatnor in general

by reviewing those for the behavior of medusa. In the medusa, the

manner in which tentacles and manubrium behave is locally deter-
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mined, since the parts respond in their characteristic manners even

when isolated, if adequately stimulated. The responses of a tentacle

depend upon the spe^c effect which energy exerts upon its tissues.

This means that any variation in the stimulus must bring a some-

what different response. Feeding activities represent only a part

of the repertoire. The same may be said for the behavior of the

manubrium, and for that of the umbrella. These parts are not only

bound together metabolically (c/”. p. 39) but also are caused to

cooperate in behavior according to the “strength” and the origin

point of nerve-net impulses conducted to them. The coordination

of parts in the coelenterate is thus dependent upon the manner in

which external stimuli happen to excite the nerve net, and upon the

sequence of excitation of body parts as determined by their spatial

relationship. Control over behavior is centralized in no portion of

the conduction system but depends upon the relative irritability of

parts, upon their accessibility to stimulation,^ and upon the play of

external stimuli.

For the sea anemone there is evidence that the normal irritability

of the parts may be temporarily altered through “adaptation” of

receptor cells, and that during its survival the change in sensitivity

may influence behavior. Further, there is evidence that a section

of the neuromusculature may maintain a posture (i.e., a given

condition of contraction) for a time. These are primitive forms of

“learning,” since they are the product of the animal’s experience as

it temporarily alters the irritable and contractile tissues, and since

the nature of behavior is altered during this interval. However,

such changes lack a related continuity and one is not built upon

another, because the coelenterate returns to its original pattern of

behavior after each change. The evidence we have cited makes the

reason for this statement quite apparent. The facts show that a

nerve-net system connects the bodily parts but does not control

them except in a limited and temporary sense, and that the manner
in which this type of conduction system transmits' energy from part

to part may be altered only briefly. The behavior of an animal thus

constituted is not significantly above the psychological level of the

protozoan.

Because ot their position on the margin of the bell, the tentacles normally
are stimulated first, and therefore control most of the special responses.
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CHAPTER III

A TRANSITION STAGE IN SPECIALIZATION AND IN

BEHAVIOR CONTROL: PHYLUM ECHINODERMATA^

Echinoderms are inhabitants of the sea and many of them are

common along the seaside, slowly moving about at night and resting

in crannies during the day. The psychological status of these

animals is subject to question. They are radially symmetrical, and

it is significant that radial symmetry appears to be the primitive

structural pattern so far as its importance for behavior is concerned.

In few animal groups other than the echinoderms are the peculiarities

of bodily form and equipment as directly and strikingly effective in

determining the nature of behavior. The best known representative

of this phylum, the starfish, has five rays arranged symmetrically

about a vertical axis and displays a corresponding radial symmetry

in its sensory, conduction, and action equipment. These character-

istics suggest that the animal is qualified to occupy a psychological

position closer to the coelenterates than to the bilaterally sym-

metrical animals of higher groups. In other words, the echinoderm

bodily organization of parts about a central axis (radial symmetry)

may limit and determine the nature of functional organization in

behavior much as it has in the invertebrate groups which we have

studied. This possibility will be tested by an examination of the

manner in which echinoderms move about and adjust to typical

environmental difficulties.

Factors Determining the Direction oe Locom:otion and or

Related Behavior

A Limited Permanent Difference in the Dominance of Parts.

—

Although the echinoderms share with the coelenterates the character-

' The phylum Echinodermata includes radially aymmetrical animals with

five equivalent body sections and a body cavity. Class Asteroidea (starfish,

Fig. 19) is characterized by five rays and by tube feet as blind endings of the

water-vascular system; class Ophiuroidea (brittle star, Fig, 15) by slender arms
marked oJf from the disc and by the absence of tube feet; and class Echmoidea
(sea urchin, Fig. 16) by a ball-like body bearing plates with movable spines and
without arms.

56
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Table 5.—Echinodekms
Receptor Equipment Features op Sensitivity

Chemical. Specialized cells in clusters

("buds") or in pits. Thickest at ends of

rays> on ventral surface of disc near mouth.

Mechanical. Primary receptor cells in

epidermis, generally, hairs projecting to

exterior. Tube feet and tentacles have con-

centrations of these, as have bases of spines.

Static. Bipolar cells in muscles of body
wall, may be aroused by muscle contraction,

hence proprioceptors. Starfish, brittle star,

sea urchin lack statocysts proper; someechi-

noderms have them.

Light. Starflah has pigment-lined cups of

sensitive cells at ends of arms, each cup cov-

ered with clear leiislike structure. Others,

s.g., sea urchin, have pigment spots, Sldn

generally contains sensitive calls.

Tentacles, tube feet, and mouth region

especially sensitive. General body surface

sensitive, but ventral surface somewhat
more so than dorsal.

Tube feet very responsive to contact, this

important for locomotion. Contact is basic

for spine responses of sea urchin. Local

contact arouses sensitive iiedicollariae.

Siarhsh walks freely upside-down on surface

film; righting response of overturned animal
initiated by stimuli from tube feet. Sea
urchins cluster on under side of rocks.

Stalked echinoderms (crinoids) maintain

upright position mainly because of fluid con-

tent of tissues in stalk, muscular tension also

important.

Starfish much reduced in sensitivity to

light when "ocelli" removed, skin sensitivity

accounts for remaining effect of light. Bchi-

noderms in general feed in dim light, do
not remain long in bright light.

Conduction

Central nerve ring in disc, containing ganglion cells. Radiol nerve strand extends from

the nerve ring into each ray. Nerve net predominates in body wall, closely associated with

tube feet, pe^cellariae, and layers of large musdes.

Action System

Clumps of pedicelloriae, tiny nippers, on body surface of most echinoderms. Movable

spines on surface of sea urchin and others. Starfish moves by tube feet, hollow bulblike

extenrions of the 'water-vaacular canal, arranged in rows on ventral surface of each ray.

Brittle star "walks" on rays by action of the large ray musdes; sea urchin gets about by
movement of tube feet; when exdted, by spine movement. In feeding, object is held by
tube feet in starfish, while rays often contract under disc, and the stomach is everted around

it.

istic of radial symmetry, their locomotion typically is not in line

with the principal axis of symmetry {i.e., with top of disc forward)

as the medusa moves with the top of its bell forward. In contrast,

the starfish moves at right angles to this axis, with one or two of its

arms in advance. To be sure, among the coelenterates, the sea

s-TipmonR appears to fulfill this condition also by crawling on its base

with any part of the margin ahead. Experiments show, however,

that in echinoderm locomotion one marginal zone is capable of

taking the lead more frequently than do others. We must ascertain

whether this permits an organization of activities which, in part at
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least, overcomes the handicap of radial symmetry. This is an

important point for animals which have a specialized dorsal side, and

a specialized ventral side which is typically in contact with the

substratum, as is the case in this and in higher phyla.

Preyer (r886) reported that certain starfish advanced more fre-

quently with given rays forward, and Jennings (1907) found a certain

pair of rays, that on the side of the madreporite (the entrance to the

water-vascular system), most active in the righting movements of

an overturned starfish. Cole (1913) undertook a study of normal

movement in order to test the matter. The starfish Asterias was

held on the finger tips for at least 30 sec. to insure quiescence, then

was carefully placed ventral-side-down in the center of a dish. On
each trial a different ray was held nearest the experimenter, to

equalize the effects of tactual stimulation. A record was made of

the ray or pair of rays that led each time in locomotion. The rays

were lettered with respect to the position of the madreporite, as

Jennings had done, a being the ray on the right of this opening, e the

ray on the left. Tests with ten individuals gave the following

results.

Ray or rays e a b c d
in advance ea ab be cd de

Number of

times in 86 40 33 64
advance 6i 35 40 43 43

Ray e led most frequentiy, either alone or in combination with ray o,

and the rays b and c took the lead least frequently of all.

The results may be expressed more concisely by adding to the separate total

for each ray one half the number of times that ray led in combination with

adfacent rays. The frequencies then become; e, 137; i, 107; 0, 103; i, 77; c, 73.

One might expect to find a stable anatomical and physiological

difference among the rays which is responsible for the demonstrated

ability of certain ones (e, a, and d) to lead movement most frequently.

Cole found these rajrs on the average somewhat longer than the

others, andwe may believe that a certain difference in sensitivity and
in conduction is also in their favor. That the madreporite side of

the disc possesses a metabolic superiority which contributes to the

dominance of adjacent rays is indicated by Crozier’s (1920) observa-

tions on the Bermuda starfish, in which, following division (asexual
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reproduction), short rays next the madreporite were observed to

lead more frequently in locomotion than did longer rays elsewhere.

However, Cole found a tendency for the lead to rotate among the

rays on successive trials, owing, he thought, to the effects of muscular

fatigue. In some individuals given rays retained their dominance for
longer times than in other cases. While this stable difference aninTig

the rays is an important factor

in determining which rays shall

dominate movement at a given

time, it cannot be of final

importance in determining the

pattern of the animal’s behavior.

So far as dominance at a given

time is concerned, there are other

factors to be considered as well

as this one. An understanding of

the extent to which these addi-

tional influences may supersede in

importance the one already identi-

fied should tell us much about the

psychological limitations of the

echinoderm.

Relative Condition of the “Con-

tending” Rays at a Given Time.—
,

is—Typical locomotion in

. the brittle star. Ray i is held
Although, in the staxnsh, stiffly ahead, rays 3 aad 4 are being

adjacent to the madreporite domi- dragged behind, while rays 2 and S
are moving the animal. In position

nate somewhat more frequently a they are extended forward, in

than do others, observations over a position B they are stroking back-
ward, thus pushing the animal ahead

,

period of time do not suggest {Redrawn from Rmnanes.)

that this difference is a marked one.

In locomotion and in general activity dominance is exchangedamong

the rays, and under appropriate conditions any ray or pair of rays

may be temporarily in the lead. It is characteristic of the starfish

that it may move for a considerable time with any given ray in

advance, and the same is true of the brittle star (Fig. 15).

Survival of the Effects of Recent Stimulation.—The stimulation to

which the animal has been subjected in the preceding interval of

time has much to do with the manner in which the various rays

participate in activities, and therefore is a major determining factor

in behavior. An experiment by Cowles (1910) on the brittle star
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shows that a difference in the action of stimuli upon the arms may

greatly influence the subsequent course of behavior.

On the seashore the brittle star moves about fairly rapidly captur-

ing food at night, but remains out of the light in tlie daytime. If

its sheltering rock is overturned, the animal generally moves in the

direction toward which the covering swings. Suspecting that the

preceding contact with the rock in such cases has much to do with

the movement of the exposed brittle star, Cowles duplicated the

situation in the laboratory by placing the animal in a square dish

with one arm in contact with a corner wall. After a time, when

brought into the center of the dish and stimulated to move by the

light, the animal generally moved off with the previous-contact ray

in the lead. Even when it chanced into a darkened corner of the

dish the subject did not remain long unless that ray was tactually

stimulated. For this reason it did not stop when it entered a dark-

ened area in the center of the dish. Any one of the rays, provided

it had been the one in contact with a surface during the preceding

period of rest, could lead in movement and thus determine the

position in which the brittle star would come to rest. Since Cowles

reported no evidence that the arms adjacent to the madreporite

have a superiority in such behavior, that factor cannot be too

effective in this echinoderm in comparison with the one under

consideration.

Influence of Preceding Activity upon the Righting Response .—Let

us take a further example of the effect that previous stimulation or

the previous condition of activity may exert upon behavior. A
brittle star is able to right itself when turned upon its back. Success

in righting depends, as in the starfish, upon the possibility that one

or a pair of rays will be more active in righting than are others.

Cowles noted that a brittle star which was overtmrned after continu-

ous contact with a wall was generally righted by movements in

which the previous-contact arm was most active. Jennings (1907)

suggested that the direction of locomotion before overturning might

be an important factor in the case of the starfish. This was proved
by Cole (1913). In a thorough test, Hamilton (1922) established

the shift from the rays which were anterior before overturning as

0.6 interradius for 64 observations. Thus, as an approximation, a

temporarily dominant ray would be displaced by a neighbor every

two trials. He concluded from this and other findings that the

previous pattern of locomotion or the state of activity otherwise
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(quiescence, general contraction) is directly responsible for the

manner in which an upset starfish becomes righted (pp. 68/.). The
survival of a condition of activity, or of the effects of previous

stimulation, is a most important factor in echinoderm behavior.

Relative Dominance of Rays May Depend upon Strength of

Stimulation.—^It is a basic property of behavior in these radially

s3Tnmetrical animals that an intense stimulus from any direction

produces movement away from the stimulated part of the body
margin. Thus when the brittle star in Cowles’ experiment was
overturned in light of low intensity, the animal was righted through

the dominant activity of its previous-contact ray, whether this swung

the body toward the light or away from it; but when overturned in

strong directionalized light, the animal was righted away from the

illuminated side in any case. Jennings had reported a similar

observation from starfish behavior, but he also observed that once

the righting reaction had started, a shift in the direction of intense

illumination had little or no efiect upon the activity. This reminds

us that in the determination of any response all three of the principal

controlling factors summarized below must be involved.

We have found that the direction of starfish (brittle star, etc.)

activity at a given time is determined by (i) a permanent physiolog-

ical difference among the rays, (2) preceding stimulation, previous

condition of activity, and (3) the strength of the present stimulus.

As in the case of Amoeba, the third factor is most important when

the stimulus is intense, but normally the interrelations of these

factors make for a highly variable behavior. The constant shift in

the dominance of rays indicates the importance of factors 2 and 3

and suggests the improbability that, in the ray which is most fre-

quently in dominance, there exists a special controlling center which

is absent from other rays. This presents the question of what

mechanism does unite the parts in echinoderm behavior.

The Problem of Organization in Echinoderm Behavior

Local Activities and Their Combination.—In the first place,

certain of the local activities are of no more than secondary and

accessory importance for general behavior. The best examples are

found in the sea urchin (Fig. 16), an echinoid which has mobile

^ines over the horny surface of its ball-shaped body as well as vari-

ous types of pedicellariae (movable stalks bearing little pairs of
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jaws). The distinctive and independent manner which charac-

terizes the responses of these structures to stimulation led von Uex-

ktill (1890), after a detailed investigation of sea urchin activities, to

call the gniTnal a "community of reflexes.” When he cut from the

fm’mnl a single spine or a single pedicellaria, the structure responded

to stimulation in its characteristic manner. The spines typically

bend toward a spot which is mechanically stimulated, but if the

stimulus is intense they bend away. In the strongly stimulated

Fig. 16 .—

K

sea tuohln In the last stages of its righting response. Note tube feet

and spines. {Modified from Romanes.)

animal the spines consequently are involved in locomotion, stroking

vigorously back and forth, although normal movement depends

upon the tube feet (p. 67) alone. Impulses are transmitted from

the stimulated point through a dermal nerve net to these structures;

therefore, as we should expect, the stimulus acts most strongly upon
the spines in the immediate locality, weakly upon distant spines.

This depends upon conduction with a decrement (p. 50) in the

nerve net.

Romanes (1885) cut away the central nerve ring from a sea urchin without
changing the local responses of spines and pedicellariae in the least. But the

spines of such operated animals were not involved in locomotor responses to

strong stimuli, as they were in the intact animal. After a circular section of

tissue above the shell had been isolated by cutting, stimuli within this area could
cause a reaction of its spines and pedicellariae without exciting surrounding
parts at ah.

In. the sea urchin, van Uexklill (1889) found that the three types
of pedicellariae are subject to excitation by different degrees of

stimulation. For the starfish, Jennings (1907) studied the action of
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these structures in some detail. This echinoderm has large pedi-

cellajiae which are called into play by weak stimuli and smdl pedi-

ceUariae (grouped into “rosettes”) which respond to stronger

stimuli. For the latter type very weak contact usually is ineffective,

but if repeated, as by the movements of a small organism along the

back of a ray (summation), the stimulus causes the rosettes to rise

and the jaws of the pedicellariae to open. The jaws close when
further contact is presented. A very strong stimulus, however,

causes the rosettes to shrink at once. Because of structural peculi-

arities of the pedicellariae, the struggles of an object upon which

one of them has closed only increase its grip.

From an excited locality impulses spread through the nerve net

to other pedicellariae, increasing their muscular tonus (readiness to

contract) so that they close at once when the writhing prey contacts

them. Jennings ascertained that a pedicellaria, which was partially

aroused through nerve-net excitation from a distant point, would

respond much more readily when touched than would structures

more distant from the point first stimulated, a decrement-conduction

phenomenon. After closing upon an object the pedicellariae often

remain contracted for some time, and when they open through

muscular fatigue, the released (by this time, paralyzed) capture is

“stepped” toward the mouth by the tube feet (p. 65). The latter

structures, little “suckers” on the ventral surface of each ray (Figs.

17, 18), typically are called into play by chemicals which diffuse

from the crushed prey, and they pull it from the pedicellariae.

The mechanism of the tube-foot action which transports small

objects to the mouth (in the center of the disc on the ventral side)

is much like that of the disc tentacles in the food taking of a sea

anemone. If the stimulus is strong and has extent (e.g., as when a

clam, or a fish, is captured) the large arm muscles are called into

play and the arm bends. In certain cases observed by Jennings

(1907) the pedicellariae held a captured crab until finally, evidently

through summation, the ray or rays holding the object bent toward

the mouth. This raised the central part of the animal, and after

five minutes, in one case, the ray had brought the prey close to the

mouth. The stimulation of the mouth region excited the pro-

trusion of the soft stomach lobes, these pressed around the object,

and digestion began.

The parts of the starfish, i.e,, pedicellariae, spines, tube feet,

rays, and stomach, thus are capable of functioning together in
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behavior. But their cooperation is a sluggish one, and interference

among <-1iRm is frequent, as when pedicellariae tear out tube feet

when both types of structure have taken hold of an object, cr those

of one ray catch and hold the tissue of another ray.

With some understanding of the local activities we are ready to

study their organization in general behavior.

Starfish Locomotion: A Study of Coordination.—^Dominance

of one part over others, however brought about, is the manner in

which organization is introduced into the action of tissues in the

behaving organism. We have ascertained three factors which are

instrumental in bringing a ray or a pair of rays of the starfish into

dominance over other parts of the animal at a given time. To

repeat, these are (i) the stable though slight superiority of one

particular region, when stimulation is equal on all parts; (2) the

surviving effects of previous stimulation or activity; (3) the dif-

ferential effects of present stimulation. If a part gains temporary

ascendancy through a given combination of these factors, the

dominance may be impressed upon other parts so that a measure

of organization appears in the general adjustment of the animal.

A study of the manner in which the starfish comes to move toward

a weak stimulus which has acted upon one ray, with the stimulated

ray in advance, should throw light upon the nature of this organiza-

tion. The animal is moved by the concerted action of tube feet on its

five rays. We approach the difficult problem of how this is brought

about by first examining the response of the ray which is initially

stimulated and thus leads the movement.

Action of Tube Feet on the Leading Ray.—^In his detailed study of

starfish locomotion, Hamilton (1921) carefully suspended a normally

sensitive starfish by strings and l%htly touched the tip of one ray.

The tube feet^ near the end of this ray first extended toward the ray

tip, then bent toward the base of the ray, then re-extended toward

the tip and remained in that position. This action of the individual

tube foot Hamilton called the “step-reflex” (Fig. r7). Meanwhile
the excitation passed along the arm from tip to base, carried by the

radial nerve (Romanes, 1885), exciting tube feet along its course.

* The tube feet are elongated hollow bulbs, blind endings of the water-vascular
(drculatory) system which extend ventrally through a longitudinal groove in the

ray. In the individual tube ioot the longitudinal muscles which shorten the
member work against the circular muscles and the pressure of fluid in the water-
vascular system, which extend it.
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These structures successively gave their step-reflexes, so that shortly

all tube feet on the ray were extended toward its tip.

This type of response depends upon the structure of the stimulated

arm, its radial nerve and tube feet. If all five rays of the suspended

starfish are stimulated lightly at their tips, the above response occurs

independently in each ray (Hamilton, 1921). The tube feet do not

move as in normal locomotion—something is lacking.

When the starfish rests on the substratum, tube feet on a stimu-

lated ray receive tactual stimulation when they extend toward the

ray tip after having executed their initial step-reflexes. They attach

and step again, each is tactually stimulated when it re-extends, and
step-reflex activity thus continues. The step-reflex activity of the

tube feet pushes the ray in the direction of its tip. Hamilton (1921)

demonstrated that the continued stepping of the tube feet on the ray

12 3 4

Fig. 17.—Sohematlo representation of a tube-foot "step-reflox.” (i) A tube
foot on a “following" ray of a etarfiah, pulled in the direction of the arrow by
another ray, is stimulated by contact with the substratum. (2) This tube foot

extends toward the side of its disc which was tactually stimulated. Having
extended, the tube foot attaclies to the substratum (3a), bends back and in the

latter part of its arc (36-1;) pushes against the substratum, releasing with a

slight kick (3c). Then it retracts (4a) and extends in the direction of locomotion

(4»).

which is first stimulated depends upon the manner in which they contact

the substratum when they extend. An excised and mounted tube

foot stepped toward the side on which its terminal disc was stimu-

lated. In another test, a starfish was suspended by threads and the

end of each ray was touched with the inner surface of a hanging

glass tube. The tube feet at the ends of aU rays gave an initial step-

reflex, then bent back toward the tips of their respective rays, but

continued their step-reflexes when the re-extension brought their

terminal discs into contact with the glass surface. This “walked”

a tube onto each arm, and following step-reflexes brought it further

toward the disc, so that tube feet successively nearer the base (which

meanwhile had stepped once and re-extended) were brought into

play. This process occurred on each arm, independently so that

all five arms were at length provided with tubes, as sleeves.
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This shows that the arms are capable of independent movement,

as does Hopkins’ (1927) finding that excised arms are capable of

locomotion. Indeed, Hopkins was able to make the tube feet of

rays on opposite sides of the disc move the rays toward their respec-

tive tips so that the specimen was “locked” for a time, and Hamil-

ton’s experiment was thus duplicated in the crawling starfish.

Crazier (1920) observed that the Bermuda starfish commonly divides

in this manner,

But when the weakly stimulated ray of the normal animal has

begun to migrate toward its tip through tube-foot action, soon

the rest of the animal is following. In this process tube feet on the

“following” rays do not step toward their respective ray tips, but

toward the side of the leading ray. What governs this coordination

among the rays?

Cooperation of the Says in General locomotion.—Oirce forward

locomotion has begun, tube feet on the leading ray (or ray pair)

execute their step-reflexes in the direction of its long axis, while

tube feet on other arms work in the same general direction regardless

of their position on the animal. Thus, in giving the starfish addi-

tional impetus in the direction of the leading ray, tube feet on the

“following” rays work at angles to the long axes of their respective

rays. The tube feet continue to work in the direction of general

locomotion, even though the rays to which they belong may bend

variously during movement, as Mangold (1908) reported for the

slender-rayed starfish Luidia.

Although it is generally believed that the stepping of the tube

feet in a common direction is somehow controlled through the

central nervous system, there is no good evidence for this, and
there is no conceivable way in which such a complex nervous

coordination could be effected in this animal. Following Romanes
(1885) and Preyer (1886), writers on the starfish (Jennings, 1907;

Mangold, 1908) nevertheless have accepted the theory of a specific

nervous control of tube-foot action, on the strength of somewhat
doubtful evidence. Romanes reported that the cutting of radial

nerves at the bases of the rays destroyed "coordination among the

rays,” but he and other experimenters (e.g., Ha,mil ton, 1922) never-

theless have observed slow locomotion with coordination of tube
feet following such operations. The difficulty is that the operated
starfish usually does not move, because of an induced rigidity and a
general contraction of tube feet. Mangold (1908) reported that
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a.ftei the rs^dio/l nerve ha,d been removed from e given ray, local
tonus was greatly increased and the tube feet of that ray were very
unresponsive.

Hamilton (1921, 1922) has presented evidence against a direct

nervous control of tube-foot coordination. He concludes that
the concerted action of tube feet depends upon the manner in which
tactual stimulation is externally furnished them. As we have noted
the excised and mounted tube foot executes the step-reflex when
tactual stimulation is furnished, and steps most readily toward the
stimulated side. The conditions and results of Hamilton’s glass-

tube experiment will be recalled (p. 65). According to his results,

when a weakly stimulated ray is moved tip first by its tube feet, the
animal is pulled along so that tube feet on other arms are stimulated

more strongly on one side of their terminal discs by contact with
the substratum (Fig. 17). Hence the locomotion of the ray (or ray
pair) which takes the lead (pp. 64/.) determines the stepping of

tube feet on the other rays. Hamilton (1921, 19220.) offers evidence

that these tube feet receive their greatest tactual stimulation on
the side of the leading rays, and hence step toward that side regard-

less of the angle that this direction of progress makes with the

principal axes of their respective rays. It is a convincing fact that

during general locomotion the tube feet do not extend, attach, and
step in unison; rather, at a given moment, all possible phases of the

reaction will be foimd among them. This militates strongly against

the possibility that the common direction of their step-reflexes is

nervously determined.

We may summarize as follows the mechanism of the response

which is given by the normally active starfish to a weak, localized

stimulus: (i) Tube feet on the ray or pair of rays first stimulated

extend toward the ray tip, and contact with the substratum causes

them to begin their step-reflexes. The animal is thus pulled toward

the stimulated side. (2) Tube feet on other rays are probably

aroused by nervous impulses from the stimulated ray, so that they

extend randomly. (3) Tube feet on the “following” rays are

forced, by the manner in which they are stimulated by their contact

with the substratum, to step in the direction in which the animal

is being dragged by the ray which leads at the time.

Coordination and the "Negative Response."—In the characteristic

withdrawal of the starfish from the source of strong stimulation we
find another opportu^;^fatca^,|tady the mechanism of movement.
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When the tip of ray a, let us say, is strongly stimulated, a wave

of nervous impulses quickly contracts the tube feet of this ray.

Spreading to the other rays through nerve ring and radial nerves,

the excitation also contracts their tube feet. Hov/ever, by virtue

of conduction with a decrement (pp. 50/-) the nerve .impulses reach

rays c and d, farthest from the point of origin, in diminished strength.

Tube feet on these rays are not so strongly contracted as are those

near the intensely stimulated ray or upon it, and hence these more

remote tube feet are the first on the animal to re-extend after their

less increased tonus has waned. These tube feet soon extend toward

the tips of their rays and begin their step-reflexes upon contact

with the substratum; as a result the animal is pulled in the direction

of rays c and d. When the tube feet on the intensely stimulated ray

a and the adjacent rays b and e recover from their strong contraction

and extend, they are forced by substratal contact to fall into line

with the movement already under way: pushing toward rays c and

d. Therefore, because of the structure of the tube feet and of the

individual rays, and because of the effectiveness of nervous conduc-

tion “with a decrement,” the starfish may reverse its direction of

locomotion when the advance point is strongly stimulated (e.g.,

nipped by a crab). Although the persistence of the general con-

traction of tube feet prevents locomotion for a time and makes this

reaction a sluggish one, fortunately for survival of the animal a

stimulus which is sufficiently intense to induce this stage will also

call the spines and pedicellariae into play.

The Righting Response and Coordination. The Typical Pattern

of Righting .—The righting response of the starfish has been studied

by many scientists, and has been the subject of much controversy.

Loeb (1900) described the act as follows. When a starfish is turned

onto its dorsal surface,

. . . soon the tips of one or more arms turn over and touch the under-

lying surface with their ventral side. The tube feet of these arms attach

themsdves to this surface and the animal is then able to turn a somersault

and regain its normal position. For this reason it is essential that all

five arms do not attempt simultaneously to bring the animal into the

ventral position. ... In normal starfish having five arms, not more than
three begin the act of turning; the other two remain quiet.

As Loeb points out, for successful righting it is essential that not

all of the rays bend around and attach their tube feet. The standard
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case and the primary object of study is the animal which is moving
with two rays definitely in the lead when it is overturned. In this

case the previously leading rays, a and e, let us say, are the ones

which bend dorsally (toward the substratum) and twist so that thpir

ventral surfaces face each other, thereby permitting their tube feet

to attach and right the animal (Fig. 18).

The Origm of the Stimulus which Initiates Righting.—^Various

explanations have been offered to account for the bending of these

rays, the first phase of the righting response. Mangold (1908)

suggested that the stimulus originates from the dorsal tissues, which

are not ordinarily in contact with surfaces. This cannot be the

case, however, since Preyer (1886) observed righting in an animal

hung upside down by threads attached to its rays, and Hamilton

(ig22j) obtained normal righting when an inverted animal was

balanced on the rim of a glass beaker. Irritation of the delicate gill

structures has been suggested as the cause, but the gills may be

removed without significantly altering the response. Fraenkel

(1928) has made a thorough experimental test of the matter. His

records showed that the starfish Astropecten irregularis normally

rights within 30 to 120 sec., and that overtmrning is followed by a

measurable latent period which intervenes before bending of the rays

begins. Fraenkel became convinced that this latent period is

dependent upon the condition of the sensory mechanism responsible

for the arm bending, and that variations in the value of the interval

under different experimental conditions should disclose the source

of the initiating stimulus. Removal of dorsal tissues failed to alter

the value of the latent period, as did removal of the digestive glands;

hence these tissues were excluded from consideration. However,

when the tube feet were removed, the latent time was greatly

increased or the righting response disappeared altogether; so these

structures in some manner provide the impulses which initiate

righting.

Hamilton (1922a) had observed that when overturning inter-

rupts oriented locomotion, the tube feet on the leading rays (and

usually those on the other rays as well) extend in the direction of

previous locomotion (i.e., toward the tips of the dominant arms) and

remain in that position (Fig. 18A). It is conceivable that the

muscular activity involved in this bending of tube feet releases

energy which reaches the large muscles of the rays through the

nervous system, and thus starts the righting response.
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This directionalized extension of tube feet in the overturned

(previously oriented) animal is the first phase of its reaction. The

tube feet remain extended until they receive tactual stimulation,

whereupon they begin their step-reflexes. Thus, asHamilton (1922^)

maintains, righting is a special case of normal locomotion.

. b

Pig. 18.—Successive stages in the righting of an overturned starfish. (A)
Viewed from above, the animal is seen dorsal side down, with tube feet extended
in the direction of previous locomotion. In B (from above) rays a and e have
attached. In C (from side) the animal is almost overbalanced. (Redrawn from
Bamilton, ipaa.)

Action of the Dominant Rays in Righting .—^As Hamilton describes

the typical righting response, the initiating stimulus from the exten-

sion of tube feet causes the tips of the previously leading rays to

bend dorsally and to twist inward so that their tube-foot surfaces face

each other (Fig, i8.d). These surfaces touch the substratum,

permitting the tube feet on them to attach and begin their step-

reflexes. The tube feet twist the rays still more as they step, and
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apply leverage to the rest of the animal so that it is raised from the

substratum (Fig. i&B). As more of the tube feet on these two arms
are attached by virtue of the twisting, and begin to step, the rays

are doubled back further under the disc (Fig. 18C). The animal is

thus finally overbalanced, falls fiat upon its ventral surface, and
righting is completed.

The Action of the Subordinate Rays in Righting.—^Hamilton (19226)

maintains that it is the bending of tube feet on subordinate arms

toward the bases of these arms in the direction of previous

locomotion) which stimulates the arm tips to bend ventrally (i.e.,

upward). Moore (1910) as we shall see, favors the operation of

nervous impulses from the dominant arms as a cause of this response.

At any rate, the upward bending of the subordinate arms continues,

and tends to overbalance the body in the direction in which it is

being somersaulted through the lever action of arms a and e (Fig.

iSB, C), thus assisting the righting.

It is Hamilton’s conclusion that starfish righting is a modified kind

of locomotion whicli is no more dependent upon a complex nervous

coordination than is normal locomotion. The many special modifi-

cations of the righting response (e.g., the six varieties described by

Jennings, 1907) he attributes to the action of a single previously

dominant ray, or to the fact that the animal was quiescent or was not

moving in a definite direction when overturned. It is perhaps

unnecessary to stress the important fact, for which evidence has been

cited, that the ray (or pairs of rays) which dominated previous

locomotion commonly is the one which rights the starfish. Hamil-

ton’s theory of locomotion and righting has been followed in the

main, because it is in keeping with the principal facts and because it

is consistent with the evident limitations of this animal.

The Function of Nervous Conduction in Righting.—^Nervous con-

duction appears to play a secondary role in the activity, a role not

clearly understood at present. Moore (1910) has accepted Loeb’s

(1900) hypothesis that nervous impulses arising through the activity

of the dominant arms are conducted with a decrement through the

nervous system and inhibit the attachment of tube feet on the other

anns. He relies on the results of nerve-cutting experiments (c/.

p. 66). If arms e and a dominate righting, a cut through the nerve

ring at a point between arms a and 6 will, he reports, prevent the

inhibitory impulses from reaching arm 6 directly (from a). Arm 6

therefore cbiitinues in its activity, and attachment of its tube feet
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interferes with the righting. In this instance, Moore believes, h

may be nervously inhibited only from the arm e by a long route

around the nerve ring, which greatly reduces the strength of the

impulses. ‘

These results do not oppose the general conclusion that the primary
mechanism responsible for coordination in starfish locomotion and
righting is that outlined in Hamilton’s theory. Nervous conduction

may well have a subordinate role in controlling activity, (i) by
maintaining a condition of tonus in the tube feet (local nerve-net

activity); and (2) by means of conduction of impulses “with a
decrement” around the nerve ring from the arms wldch first attach.

Such conduction may furnish impulses which facilitate the bending of

the subordinate arms away from the substratum, a response which is

primarily aroused by local tube-foot activity.

Nervous Conduction and Locomotion in Other Echinoderms.—In echinoderms
which lack locomotor tube feet the role of nervous conduction appears somewhat
more essential to locomotion than in the case of the starfish. For instance, the
normal locomotion of the brittle star is effected tluough the stroking of four of the
five rays, von UexktUl (1905) worked out the mechanism of the most frequently
observed action of the rays (Fig. ij). Adjacent rays strike toward a strongly
stimulated point between them, in response to impulses directly transmitted to

them through the nerve ting, and in flexing they lift the body away from the
stimulus. This determines the pairing of the arms in the resulting locomotion.
If the Up of a ray is stimulated, the rays on each side bend toward it and thus are
paired, so that the stimulated ray is “unpaired" and drags behind in the ensuing
movement. However, if the stimulus is applied between two rays the unpaired
ray is the one on the opposite side of the disc, and this ray is held ahead in the
movement in which it is not an important participant.

Generally the brittle star is moved by the stroking of the arms adjacent to
the stimulated point, but sometimes the second pair actively participates in the
locomotion which follows stimulation. Let us theoretically consider such a case.
Nervous excitation spreads through the nerve ring in each direction from the
stimulated point, but in the transmission it loses strength (decrement conduc-
tion)

,
and consequently it arrives at the farther rays so weakened that it contracts

the extensor muscles.’ Hence these rays first lift away from the stimulus.

' It is conceivable that this result was caused, not by the prevention of an
inhibition otherwise exerted by arm o, but by currents 0/ iniury from the cut
surface of the radial nerve which activated the large muscles of arm h so that this
arm bent and twisted excessively. In another experiment by Moore (1919,
Jour. Gen. PhyHol.) a starfish treated with strychnine, when overturned, was not
righted normally, since all arms became very active, all attached, and no
arms maintained the necessary dominance. The action of strychnine is to
mcreaw greatly the readiness of nervous conduction.

» lt is probable that the extensor muscles of the ray have a low threshold of
axatetion and are thus contracted by weak nervous impulses. The flexor mus^
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In thi! ensuing locomotion the members of each pair work together, while the

two pairs of rays work oppositely (e.g., in Fig. 15, rays 2 and 3 are paired and work

oppositely to rays s su'd 4), and for this result two factors appear responsible:

(1) The stroking of a given ray, in which flexion and extension alternate, is

attributable (von Uexkiill, 1905) to the reciprocal innervation of the antagonistic

muscles which bind together the overlapping skeletal elements of this ray.

(2) The flexion of a ray furnishes a strong nervous excitation which reaches the

adjacent member on that side, then finishing its extension, and reinforces the local

process of reciprocal innervation, thus fleang this arm. We may assume that a
difference in threshold of excitation of the antagonistic nmscles of a ray is responsible

for the importance of this summation effect.

In the brittle star, coordination among the rays thus appears attributable to:

(i) antagonistic action of the muscle sets in the individual ray, which is primarily

attributable to a difference in their excitation thresholds; and (2) conduction

with a decrement through the nervous system, into contracting muscles (von

Uexkiill, 190s), which permits tlie rays to function in pairs.

Evaluation of Echinodeim Organization.—Considering the ediino-

derms in general, the evidence suggests that the factors which are

primarily responsible for coordination of parts in locomotion and

related activities operate in essentially the same manner, whichever

part may dominate behavior at the time. Our survey thus has

revealed a very simply constituted animal, so far as its psychological

status is concerned, an animal which does not really evade the

limitations which radial symmetry imposes upon the organization of

its activities. But in connection with the last point a further

question remains to be considered.

The Basis and Limitations or ‘‘Modifiability” in

Echtnoderms

Experiments on “Learning” AbUily.—^Various experiments have

been performed to test the possibility of permanent modification in

echinoderm behavior. In one of Preyer’s experiments (1886) a

rubber coUar was slipped over one of the brittle star’s rays. This

coUar soon was removed by the adjacent rays.*- To Preyer it

appeared that when the test was repeated, both the required time

and the number of variable movements gradually decreased. How-

ever, Glaser (1907) was unable to confirm this observation, and

cles have a higher threshold, and respond only to stronger impulses. In the light

of this consideration, it is interesting to note the opposite effects produced

initially by a strong stimulus on the nearby and on the more distant rays.

^ The adjacent rays strike toward a ray which is strongly stimulated, and push

against it; then bend back, but repeat the movement if the stimulus persists.

We have already treated the mechanism of this response (p. 72).
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shortly afterward Jenniags (1907) had the same expeiience.

Another of Preyer’s tests required a starfish to escape from a circle

of broad-headed tacks driven into the board on which the animal lay,

one tack in each interradial space. The starfish always escaped

after much puUing, twisting, and squeezing of its rays. In this

experiment iso Preyer judged that there had been a reduction of

required time and of excess movements in further trials, but again

a careful repetition by Jennings revealed no evidences of

improvement.

The overturned brittle star is righted by the twisting and flexing

of temporarily dominant rays. Glaser (1907) repeatedly forced

righting in an individual, but found no reduction in time and no

significant change in movements. However, he suggested that the

animal might have the capacity to “learn” without displa3dng it in

such tests. Because of the variety of ways in which it may be righted

(or may remove a collar), he thought, the chances of its establishing

one and eliminating others are slight. To take an analogy, if water

flows from 10 identical holes in a dike, unless some are plugged, the

holes will be worn equally and will continue to let through equal

amounts of water.

Improvement in the Righting Response .—Jennings (1907) observed

that in successive righting responses of the starfish the rays a and e,

adjacent to the madreporite, initiated and dominated the response

more frequently than did any other arms. In view of Glaser’s

suggestion, he set out to test the possibility of training the animal

not to use these arms in the righting response. On each trial the

animal was overturned as gently as possible in a shallow aquarium.

When righting had begun, Jennings released with a glass rod the

tube feet of arms a, d, and e (see Fig. 18A) whenever they attached,

in an attempt to limit the lead to arms 6 and c. Ten trials were made
each day, usually with 2-min. intervals between them.

In five tests after 18 trials with one animal, ray h took hold first

in each case, sometimes with c, but rays h and c acted together “very

awkwardly.” It was still diflicult to restrain arms a and e. Two
days later, 10 test trials showed that the “effects of the training had
been lost.” After 180 trials, during 18 days of training, arms c and

d worked together fairly well, but it was almost impossible to get h

and c to twist ventral surfaces toward each other, and consequently

they paired very poorly. After a 7-day rest period from the last

“training” experiments the change was evident during 10 test
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trials. Arm e was used s times; c, 5 times; 6,4, and o, 2 times. 'I he
pair h-c was used once. In general these results held for other

individuab, although there were certain failures, particularly with
“old, stiff specimens.”

In this experiment the normal dominance frequency of the rays in

righting was somehow altered and the change favored rays which
before the experiment had dominated less frequently. This repre-

sented a reduction in the initiating tendency of the normally superior

ra)^. Jennings concluded that the results proved “habit formation ”

in the starfish, and stressed that the

alteration was evident even after a 7- C

day rest interval. Before evaluating

this phenomenon, however, we should

ascertain the nature of the change upon
which the behavior modification is

dependent. B ^

The Actual Basis of Jennings' Risidts.

Judging from Jennings’ procedure,

local changes in the tissues, and not M
changes in the pattern of nervous con- Jvlr
duction, appear to have been responsible

for his findings. This interpretation is

strongly supported by one of Moore’s k ^
, V »T / j I’m. Ip.—Starfish restrained
(1910) tests. When Nf10 acid was pjns and rubber collars,

applied to rays a and e, or when the »s in Yen’s experiment, m,

tube-foot surfaces of these rays were

rubbed with a glass rod (cf. Jennings’

procedure), rays a and e thereafter figured less prominently in

righting and the untreated rays consequently took the lead

more readily than before the experiment. This change could

be brought about by two or three such treatments a few minutes

apart. Jennings’ results thus may be attributed to local changes

produced by rubbing and irritation of the tissues: reduced sensi-

tivity of tube feet, changes in their muscular tonus, and perhaps

changes in the tonus of large arm muscles as well. Similar local

changes are responsible for the temporary survival of behavior

modifications in the hydroid coelenterate, organic changes which are

essentially peripheral in nature and hence cannot be accepted as

instances of more than “primitive learning.”
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Yen's Test of Starfish Learning .
—^Ven (1931) has reopened the

question, and his results confirm the above conclusion in an interest-

ing way. The starfish was placed (ventral side down) on a board

suspended in the aquarium. Pegs were driven into clay which

covered the center of the board, one in the angle between each two

rays (c/. Preyer), and loops were fastened down over arms a and e

(c/. Jennings) so that the arms could slip out backward but could not

lead the animal forward through the pegs (Fig. 19). The results

were interpreted by the experimenter as proving “learning,” “an
experience acquired by the entire animal.” A critical inspection of

the proffered evidence suggests that this conclusion is not a little

misleading.

To be sure, the reported results for two specimens show an abrupt

initial decrease in escape time, which when plotted resembles super-

ficially the learning curves for some higher animals. This feature

was based upon a rather sudden decrease in the dominance of arms
a and e. At first these arms readily took the lead, but constant

irritation of surfaces from rubbing of the arms back and forth in

their collars and from pulling and scraping of their tube feet (the

first trial of one animal lasted 17 min., that of the other positive

case lasted 78 min. 1) promptly took their toll. “Trials well begun,”
in which rays 6, c, or d, first took hold, apparently showed no signifi-

cant change after the sharp initial decrease in time. The best

specimen averaged 7, 2.5, 3.5, S, 4} 3 ,
and 3.5 min. for its escape

times on successive series of such trials (in lo’s). In contrast its

average times for successive series of “trials poorly begun,” in which
arms a and e took the lead at first, were 1 2.5, 4, 6.5, 4, and S min. An
increase in escape time during the middle of this series was attributed
by the experimenter to a "bad state of health” in the starfish,

evidenced by more prompt fatigue and a greater stiffness in the arms.
We recall that when Moore placed acid on one arm of a starfish,

the other arms took the lead more promptly than before. Closely
paralleling this, arms a and e in Yen’s subjects were rubbed by collars

and the tube feet were subjected to much pulling about and rubbing;
in addition to which, when the specimen lay sluggishly in the appa-
ratus without moving, a pointed stick was applied to these arms,
often repeatedly on a given trial. It is virtually certain that what-
ever changes appeared in the behavior of the starfish during this

experiment were based upon local changes in the rays a and e, causing
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them to lose dominance more readily than did the other arms
which apparently were not altered in any important way.

RECAIITXILA.T10N

The echinoderm is bound by a radially symmetrical body pattern

to a psychological level which is not significantly above that of the

coelenterate. None of the parts is constantly dominant, although a

certain metabolic difference exists among the five otherwise equiva-

lent body regions. This difference is not crucially significant for the

overcoming of structural limitations on behavior, as we have shown.

The starfish and the brittle star may move with any given ray in

advance, according to the manner in which conditions determine a

shift in dominance.

The possession of a fairly well developed nervous system with a

circumoral ring which contains ganglion cells, is an improvement over

the coelenterate system, and some corresponding advances in

behavior are detectable. However, the nerve ring is not a con-

trollmg center: it makes for more efficient transmission of impulses

among the rays, much as the radial nerve of a given ray facilitates

direct transmission of excitation in that part.

The form of movement and of related activities is locally deter-

mined in the parts. In the starfish it depends upon the tube feet

in particular, with nervous conduction secondary in importance.

In the brittle star and some other echinoderms nervous conduction

is more primary in controlling locomotion, the pattern of movement

depending upon conduction “with a decrement” through available

paths and reciprocal innervation in the antagonistic local muscle

systems. There is no evidence for the complicated coordination

in nervous control which frequently has been attributed to the

echinoderm.

Although the component bodily parts are well equipped for inde-

pendent action, with nerve-net transmission its foundation, they are

welded somewhat more efficiently into a behaving whole than is

typical in the coelenterates. Generally, however, unified response

to stimulation is not very prompt, and frequently it is not very

complete.

There is evidence for the temporary survival of a general condition

of excitability (e.g., an active brittle star as compared with a slAiggvsh

one), a fact which is important for adaptation. There arise local

changes in sensitivity and in muscle tonus which may alter behavior
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for a time by reducing or by increasing the dominance of the local

rays over others. But after a time, psychologically speaking, the

animal returns to the starting point. The results of Preyer,

Jennings, Glaser, and Ven show these changes to be local in charac-

ter, and rather limited in the scope of their effect upon behavior.

The dominance of one ray or a pair of rays may be altered for some

time, but apparently it is not possible to reorganize the behavior of

the entire animal permanently about the newly increased dominance

of a given part.

Therefore it must be said that in the echinoderm the action of

each component part is dependent upon the constitution of that

part, and that only temporarily and secondarily do the parts

cooperate with one another in behavior. This appears to be an

inevitable consequence of radial symmetry in bodily structure.

In the bilaterally symmetrical animals, which we are next to con-

sider, the permanent organization of functions about the dominance

of one strategically located portion tends to overcome these limita-

tions and develops new possibilities in adaptive behavior,
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CHAPTER IV

NEW AND SIGNIFICANT ADVANCES IN ADAPTATION :

THE WORMS

The Simplest Bilaterally Symmetrical Animals: Phylum
Platyhelminthesi

Advances Important for Behavior.—In the flatworms there first

appear certain characteristics which are of the greatest importance

for the organization of behavior. These advances are evident in

Planaria (Fig. 20), an elongated ribbonlike animal which moves

with its specialized head end in advance. From anterior to posterior

there is a decrease in the rate of metabolism as measured along the

central axis, a physiological gradient (Hyman, 1919). The anterior

pole of the body is most richly supplied with sense organs, and

sensitivity decreases toward the posterior. In close relationship

with this, the sensitivity gradient, there is a centralization of ganglion

cells at the anterior end in the cephalic ganglion of the nervous

system, which receives impulses from the sensitive elements of snout

and head. The head end leads in behavior, and through its nerve-

ganglion impulses originating in head receptors are conducted in two

principal nerve strands and in their branches to other parts of the

body. The upper (dorsal) and lower (ventral) aspects of the body

differ in sensitivity and in other characteristics, a fact of great

stabilizing influence in behavior.

The right and left halves of Planaria’

s

body are mirrored images

of each other. This condition, bilateral symmetry, is the typical

body pattern in the flatworms and in higher phyla. Bilateral

symmetry is a development which brings with it important changes

in the pattern of behavior, outstanding among which are improve-

ments in orientation. A survey of flatworm locomotion will suggest

the significance of these developments.

1 Phylum Platyhelminihes includes bilaterally symmetrical animals with a

flattened body, three layers of cells in the body wall, and a blind gastrovasculai

cavity (Planaria, Fig. 20).

79
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Locomotion and Katwonn Organization. The Basis of the

Simplest Planarian Locomotion,—^In fresh-water Planaria (Fig. 20)

the simplest form of movement is gliding. The flatworm moves

forward in a track of mucus secreted by its

^^,'Eye ventral tissue. A local portion of the ventral

surface is raised (through contraction of its

"aur. longitudinal muscles), pulled forward and

reattached, and this activity passes along

n.sfr. the body in the form of successive waves.

This form of movement depends upon con-

n, net duction through peripheral nerve-net tissue,

since it appears in a piece cut from any part

of a planarian or in a worm deprived of its

^
cephalic ganglion. Sti’ong stimulation on the

j
°

‘ posterior end generally causes the planarian

I

•. I to move forward more rapidly in a “ hump-
^ ' ing” gait, in which more extensive contrac-

' tion of longitudinal muscles causes the body

j
to loop upward in the center, with subsequent

} advance and attachment of the anterior end.

^
This form of locomotion depends upon more

« rapid conduction of excitation through longi-

i tudinal nerve strands and nerve net, but does

fcp
]

not require the cephalic ganglion.

I
More Complex Movement, Dependent upon

^ I
Nervous Centralization. Olmsted (1922) has

m J described more complicated forms of move-

V ment in certain marine flatworms. In ditaxic

Fig. 20.

—

Planaria do- locomotion, a commou form, waves of mus-

Sar^appendage; cZ Contraction pass alternately along the

cephalic ganglion) «. net, two lateral margins of the body from front

to tear. When Olmsted split the head
Strand; proh., proboscis, of Leptoplana and destroyed the right

drawnZmmCMd^ cephalic ganglion, the animal circled to-

ward the right side, since only the left side

of the body moved ditaxically. So each one of the two cephalic

ganglia, conducting impulses from its side of the sensitive anterior

end, controls movement on its side of the body. Transmission of

on ventral side.

drawn from Child.)

nervous impulses from anterior to posterior through the body
depends upon the longitudinal nerve strands, since when Olmsted
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Table 6 .—Flatwosms and Annelids

Rbcbptor equipment

Chemical. Planaria: Cells on paired

ciliated areas, satnetimes pits, especially con-

centrated on anterior end, also in proboscis

walls.

Annelids: In earthworm, cells scattered in

epithelium; marine worms have aggregations

in palps, tentacles, other anterior parts.

Mechanical. Flatworms: Pine anterior

bristles in many; body surface sensitive in

general, especially snout. Tentaclea, other

parts of annelid anterior contain clusters of

receptor cells. Parapodia, in particular, have

cells at base of bristles. Some datworms,

many annelids, have anterior statocysts.

Light. Paired anterior ocelli in some
marine datworms. Earthworm has only

receptor cells scattered in body wall. Marine

worms have one or more pairs of ocelli.

Pbatukes op sensitivity

Anterior end of planarian most sensitive,

severed proboscis responds to chemicals as
when attached.

Concentration of sensitivity, body wall
also sensitive throughout. Head end, tail

end, middle of body, sensitive in that order.

Most annelids very sensitive to contact,

substratal vibration. Order of body parts in

sensitivity same as for contact. Righting

response attributable to contact sensitivity.

Not certain that contact, chemical, light*

receptors distinct in earthworm. Contact of

anterior segments important for burrowing,

avoiding of objects in crawling.

Breeding behavior elicited by dim light in

some annelids. Light keeps most worms in

burrows or in hiding during daytime, greatly

influences mode of life.

Conduction

Planaria: cephalic ganglion near anterior end, contains ganglion cells: two nerve strands

pass posteriorly from it, discharge into nerve not near body wall.

Annelids: better developed bilobed cephalic ganglion, well-developed nerves from eyes,

tentacles, when present. Ganglionic mass in each segment, these longitudinally connected.

Action Svbtem

Flatworms: stimulated proboscis extends from near middle of planarian, ingests food.

Gliding: controlled by nerve net; ditaxic locomotion in marine forms controlled by brain,

nerve cords.

Annelids: Extensible pharynx in many marine forms, used with strong jaws. Vermicular

movement described (pp. 93/.) : alternate waves of segment-thickening and of segment-thin-

ning, setae of parapodia preventing backwaid-slipping. In some marine annelids paired

parapodia (specialized setae) servo as swimming organs. Setae in earthworm: paired spines

on ventral side of each segment.

cut these through at a point anywhere behind the cephalic ganglion,

only the anterior part of the animal was capable of ditaxic move-

ment. Swimming, a faster ditaxic locomotion which occurs only

when the planarian is excited during ditaxic movement, similarly

depends upon the cephalic ganglia and the longitudinal nerve

strands.

The brain is necessary for ditaxic locomotion and for swimming

because it transmits impulses from the sensitive anterior end which

set the muscles of locomotion into action. Moore (i9'i3) deprived

the flatworm Yungid of its head (and cephalic ganglion), and was

then able to elicit swimming movements by stimulating the
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forward ends of the longitudinal nerve strands either mechani-

cally or chemically. In a medium containing a chemical which

increased nervous irritability (e.g., sodium chloride), swim-

ming movements were readily obtained from the headless animal;

but magnesium chloride, a nerve depressant, prevented swimming.

So while gliding is controlled in a primitive manner, the special-

ized forms of movement show the importance of cephalization

(head dominance), of centralization in the nervous system, and of

’ conduction from the specialized

nerve center through nerve

strands, as related to bilateral

symmetry.

Cephalization and Orientation.

Orientation as Controlled by

Chemical Stimuli .—When a

planarian is excited by diffusing

meat juices, the head is lifted

and is moved from side to side.

Forward movement at first is

somewhat variable, but if it

_ . , . X , x- brings the animal close to the
Pig. ai .—

K

plananan at i ia atimtt-
. ,

latad by juices wbicb have diffused from source of Stimulation the course
a crushed piece of meat at M (zone of

diffusion marked with the circle V).
In orienting with respect to the source of

diffusion, M, the planarian successively

takes the positions i, a, 3, etc. {Modi-
fied from Pearl, 1901.)

becomes a fairly direct one.

Variable movements (" trial reac-

tions,” Jennings, 1905) appear

when stimulation of the anterior

end is approximately equal
on the two sides. The direction of ultimate movement depends upon

which side of the sensitive anterior is stimulated more strongly by
the chemical, as is illustrated by the case in Fig. 21.^ Koehler

(1932) found that Planaria which were deprived of the skin on the

right surface of the head turned to the left when placed in a diffuse

solution of meat juice. However, if the chemical (acid, sodium

chloride, etc.) was strong, such operated animals contracted sharply,

then turned toward the right side.

1 A planarian which reaches a chemically stimulative object' usually crawls

upon it (Fig. ai). Meanwhile the long tubular proboscis (the opening of the

digestive tract) elongates, extending from its attachment near the center of the

ventral surface of the body, touches the object and slowly engulfs it (Kepner and

Rich, 1918).
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OnetiMion as Controlled by Light.—Planaria typically moves
away from light of any intensity. If the light is diffuse, the ariimgl

is excited and continues to move until it is in darkness. When light

comes from above the animal wavers much more in its course than

when it is headed away from horizontally directed light (Parker and
Burnett, 1901). In an experiment by Taliaferro (1920), P. macidata

turned abruptly and moved directly away from the source of strong

light, and repeated this behavior each time the direction of the light

was changed. In contrast, the animal turned from weak light in

a gradual curving course.

Thus the planarian is capable of rather specific adjustments to

diffusing chemicals and to directed light. It is unnecessary to

dwell upon the fact that it is cephalic dominance and bilateral

symmetry in sensitive and locomotor equipment which give tbpsp

orienting adjustments their character. Lest the efficiency of the

flatworm’s behavior be overestimated and the nature of the causal

factors consequently misunderstood, we should be reminded that

the activities of this animal display a considerable amount of

variability.

Conditions Which Make for Variability in Behavior.—Unpredic-

table fluctuations in external stimulation and in internal condition

account for a marked changeability in the flatworm’s behavior.

Bohn and Drzewina (1928) report that the marine flatworm Con-

voluta, in its general behavior, varies in delicate relation to the

chemical conditions of the water in which it is placed, the moisture

content of the air, the stage of the tide, and other factors. Certain

typical influences may be described for the planarian. This flat-

worm is much more responsive to light after a period in the dark,

because of certain chemical changes in its photoreceptors (dark

adaptation). Again, well-fed animals are sluggish, remain under

objects in the dark, and are not very responsive to stimulation; while

the starved animal is very active and responds readily to tactual

stimulation (Pearl, 1903). In Hyman’s tests (1919), starved

Planaria andyoung Planaria consistently showed a higher metabolic

rate^ than did well-fed or older animals. Thus the animal’s reactiv-

ity is a function of its sensitivity at the time, and its sensitivity is

a function of its general metabolic condition.

^ As indicated by higher rate of oxygen consumption, the greater effect of

killing agents, and by other signs.
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The most responsive condition may be induced also by repeatedly

stimulating the animal. Thus excited, the planarian moves ener-

getically (“humping” instead of gliding), and generally does not

react specifically to tactual stimuli which cause the unexcited worm

to withdraw (Pearl, 1903). The manner in which the condition

of the animal influences nervous conduction and thus affects general

behavior is shown in an experiment by Moore (1919). After the

marine flatworm Bdelloura had been placed for a lime in sea water

containing strychnine sulphate, a tactual stimulus applied to the

anterior end brought “ extension and activity” instead of the normal

“stopping and shortening” response. In this experiment, the drug

produced changes similar to those we have described for the starved

animal or for the repeatedly stimulated animal.

An Advance in the Capacity for Modification of Behavior. Learn-

ing a Primitive Capacity of Organisms.—There is no point in the

animal series at which the capacity to learn is first recognized, for

learning, in a more or less primitive form, is a capacity of all living

organisms (Hering, 1896). In the Protozoa certain protoplasmic

changes are accompanied by altered behavior (pp. 33/.), but such

changes are very generalized by virtue of the nature of the substance

in which they are brought about In the multicellular animals thus

far studied, experience may temporarily alter the form of behavior

by inducing local tissue changes (in specialized receptor tissues or in

specialized contractile tissues)
;
but such changes are wiped out by

subsequent events, and have no permanent altering effect on the

nature of stimuli to which the animal may respond or on its repertoire

of activities.

Hovey's Demonstration of Improved Modifiability in the Flatworm .

—

With a better developed and differently organized conduction

system, the flatworms may improve upon the condition described

for lower animals. An experiment by Hovey (1929) tests the possi-

bility. Light excites the marine flatworm Leptoplana to movement
(photokinesis)

;
but contact with an object causes the anterior end to

contract for a time, after which forward movement is resumed.

After 12 hr. in the dark, a worm brought into the light would begin

to creep, and Hovey endeavored to prevent movement by touching

the am'mal on the snout as often as was required. Each s-min.

experimental period in the light was followed by a 30-min. period

in darkness, until 25 test periods had been obtained for each of

37 subjects.
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During the first period of s min. the animals required an average

of loo contacts. This number fell off abruptly in the second and

third periods, then increased somewhat; but after the seventh

5-min. period there was a steady decrease in the number of required

contacts. Toward the end of the series it was seldom that an

animal would require the tactual stimulus, and successions of

two or three consecutive motionless periods were the rule. A
lo-hr. rest in darkness was then given, after which an average of

only 20 contacts was required to keep the worms motionless during

a s-min test. In the next 5-min period one or two contacts suf&ced,

and the former low point was maintained in the following test

periods.

That this ability to inhibit movement in the light did not depend

upon sensory adaptation to light was shown by a control experiment

in which 12 animals were exposed to light during the test periods,

but were not tactually stimulated. After the 21st period the

contact routine was begun. The subsequent record of these animals

was much the same as the initial part of the record for experimentals.

Apparently the behavior modification depended upon the conduction

system; and if so, this represente a decided advance over the local

type of change with which we have dealt in lower phyla.

Phylum Annelida^

A Definite Advance beyond Flatworms.—^The advantages of

bilateral symmetry as we have sketched them for the flatworm reach

a higher development in the true worms. The anterior end is more

developed in sensitivity, with concentrations of specialized receptor

cells (Table 6) from which excitation passes through the cephalic

ganghon of the nervous system and is discharged to bodily parts.

In this phylum there are animals of many habitats. The terrestrial

worms and many marine worms typically bore into the ground,

and leave their burrows only when certain stimulating conditions

prevail. It is possible that the effect of these conditions may be

modified through learning, as we shall find.

1 Phylum Amtelida includes animals with a three-layered, bilaterally symmetri-

cal, and elongated body composed of longitudinally arranged segments. Our

attention is confined to the class Chaetapodo, which includes annelids with largely

amilar segments, each segment with setae.
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The basic annelid behavior pattern is related to the segmentation

of the body and to its elongated form. We may demonstrate this

by surveying the function of some of the principal controlling factors.

Sensitivity as a Determinant of Annelid Behavior. Moisture a

Basic Controller of Earthworm Activity.—Moisture is an important

factor in the behavior of terrestrial worms. At night, or after a

rain, the earthworm emerges from its burrow and crawls about,

mainly under the influence of moisture. When a dry spot is entered

movement is checked by contraction of the anterior part of the body.

This swings from side to side until dampness is encountered, and

then the earthworm crawls off in a new direction.

Parker and Parshley (igii) demonstrated that the essential

receptors are located on the first few anterior segments.' A worm
with anesthetized anterior end would creep readily over dry surfaces,

but in one or two days after the effect had wonr off, the normal

behavior reappeared. Conversely, moisture has a facilitative effect

on movement, bringing the worm from its burrow after a rain and

influencing its behavior in other ways. Smith (1.902) observed that

an earthworm crawling across a dry surface would accelerate some-

what when its anterior end contacted a moist spot. Since its

anterior end recoiled each time it probed into the dry border zone,

the worm would enter the moist area and remain there.

The Role of Chemical SensitivUy.—Chemical sensitivity is of basic

importance in annelid activities. The anterior end of the annelid

is usually most sensitive, and the middle segments of the body are

less sensitive than are those at the posterior end. In most marine

worms the chemoreceptors are concentrated not only in the body

wall of the anterior segments but on special appendages as well.

Gross (1921) showed that the reaction time of Nereis to acids and

other chemicals was markedly increased when tentacles and other

anterior appendages were removed.

Copeland and Wieman (1924) investigated the manner in which the

marine worm Nereis (Fig. 22) locates its food. Placed in a glass tube

simulating its mucus-lined burrow, the worm moved its body in a

rhythmic undulatory manner, thereby circulating water through

^ The experimenters likened the probable stimulating effect to that produced
by drying of the mucous membrane of the human mouth. Dry air extracts

moisture from the tissues, which coagulates (or concentrates) the local proto-

plasm, thereby releasing nervous impulses.
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the tube.^ This suggests the manner in which meat juices are

carried into the tide-pool burrow of Nereis with the stream of water,

exciting the worm and causing it to appear on the surface. Upon
its emergence the worm holds to the burrow with its posterior

segments and stretches its anterior end out toward the source of the

chemical stimulus. It appears able to locate small organisms and to

catch them in its formidable jaws. When the experimenters placed

identical cheesecloth packets 5 cm. from the burrow opening of

Nereis and i cm. apart, one packet containing snail meat and the

other a pebble, the worm extended accurately toward the meat.

Evidently it turned toward the side of greater stimulation, and

Pig. aa ,—The marine worm. Nereis. (.Modified from Shifiley and MacBride.)

extended forward when the stimulus acted equally upon the two

anterior sides. In a flat circular dish of water-covered sand Nereis

located food less precisely than it did in open sea water, probably

because of irregular diffusion of chemicals through the water in the

dish (i.e., as deflected by the walls). When chemicals from nearby

food reached it -virtually in equal amounts from all sides under these

conditions, the worm could reach the source only by chance in its

excited bending about.

Light as a Controller of General Activity.—Light is an important

stimulative factor in the control of most annelid activities. This is

particularly true in the case of the earthworm, which seldom appears

from its burrow during the day. This annelid is commonly cited

as an example of a photonegative organism, since it moves away from

strong light, but the nature of its response actually depends upon

the stimulative intensity of the light, as was sho-wn by Hess (1924.)-

After a period in the dark, an earthworm was placed on moistened

blotting paper and stimulated from one side with light of a given

intensity. As Table 7 shows, the subjects practically always moved

away from the source when stimulated by light above 0.313 meter

candle in strength. When intensities successively lower than 0.313

' In all probability this behavior is controlled by oxygen, content of the water.
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meter were used, locomotion was more variable and move-

ments toward the source occurred more frequently. This helps

us to understand why the earthworm ordinarily does not appear

from its burrow in the daytime unless the light is dim and increased

surface humidity has exerted a stimulating effect.

Organic Condition and the Determination of Behavior.—We have

repeatedly stressed the necessity of knowing the protoplasmic con-

dition of an organism at a given time if its behavior is to be under-

Tabue v.—Vamations in the Dieectiom or Locomotion or Eabthworms

Stimulated by Latekally DmacTED Lioht of Diffeiient Intisnsities

(Hess, 1924)

Condition o£

the worm
Intensity of light

in meter candles

Frequency of

movement away
from the source

Frequency of

movement toward

the source

Dark-adapted 785.00 139 S

0.313 13I) 8

0.0618 99 4.'!

0.001x8 63 81

Light-adapted 0-313 6S 79

stood. For a number of invertebrate animals it has been shown that

the action of a stimulus depends upon the condition of the organism

at the time. This fact accounts for much of the variability in

annelid behavior.

Behavior Varies According to the Annelid’s Sensitivity.—Since

variations in the condition of receptors are important for the nature

of response, for an interpretation of behavior the stimuli effective

during the preceding period should be known, as Hess (1924) has

demonstrated. He subjected some earthworms to the action of

bright light for one hour, then tested the response of each to a
laterally directed light of 0.313 meter candle. These worms moved
toward the light source much more readily than did dark-adapted

worms in laterally directed light of the same intensity (Table 7).

In fact, the light-adapted worms responded to 0.313 meter can^e
much as dark-adapted worms responded to light of o.oonS meter
candle. It cannot be concluded that the change was entirely

restricted to the photoreceptor cells, since the proportionate number
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of turns toward light also increased in earthworms that had been

subjected to strong thermal or tactual stimulation.

Condition of Muscles and Variation in Behavior.—•Sometimes,

because of surviving muscular tonus effects, a response is influenced

Table 8.—Typical Conditions op tee Eakthwomi Qennings, 1906) and
Their Influence upon Response

Condition of

earthworm

Manner or locality

of stimulation
Typical responses of earthworm

Slate of rest (e.g.,

after feeding)

Does not react readily; stimuli of low

intensities not very effective

Moderately active Anterior end: Moves backward

Posterior end: Moves forward

At aide, near ante-

rior end:

Turns away from stimulated side, as a

rule, unless stimulus weak

State of excitement Repeated stimula-

tion

Persists in movement previously

begun, with greater vigor as stimulus

is reapplied

Greater excitement Hastening of movement, regardless of

locality of stimulation

Very great excite-

ment (e.g., long-

continued stimu-

lation)

Anterior end Right-about-face reaction: Sudden

contraction of one side, jerking ante-

rior end around; contraction of

opposite side then jerks posterior end

around as well.

If worm greatly exdted, repetition of

stimulus causes raiting and waving of

anterior end, often alternating with

sudden turns

Posterior end Vigorous movement forward

more by the preceding stimulus than by the stimulus which is next

applied. If the anterior end of a worm has swung to the left in

response to a moderately strong stimulus presented to the right side.
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the next response may be a swing toward the right, even if a strong

stimulus is presented to that side. The involvement of muscular

tmms (readiness to contract) and musciilar fatigue (chemically

conditioned inability to contract) must be reckoned with in most

of the activities which these highly muscular animals perform.

Previous Stimulation and Variability in Behavior .—Other tempo-

rary variations in behavior are attributable to what we must call

the general state of the animal. From the observations of Jennings

(igo66) we may select certain t3fpical conditions under which the

behavior of the earthworm may change. These results are pre-

sented in Table 8. In the various “conditions” described, the

application of the same stimulus elicits quite different reactions.

Summative effects are of evident importance; in fact, it is possible

to take an earthworm which is in the resting state, and by stimulating

repeatedly with light contact to place it successively in the different

“ conditions” represented in the table, so that it gives a succession

of different responses to the same stimulus. Without doubt one

important factor in the variability of behavior is the readiness with

which the nervous tissue transmits impulses.

Other Conditions Responsiblefor Variability in the “Level ofA ctivity.
”

A worm may vary in its general condition not only according to

external stimulation or previous activity but also because of altera-

tions of its internal chemistry in dependence upon digestive condi-

tion and the like. This has already been shown for Planaria (pp.

83/.). Internal chemistry depends to a considerable extent upon

external temperature, a fact which Crozier (1926) and his col-

laborators have shown to be of no little importance for the behavior

of many animals. Kribs (1910) ascertained the mean concentra-

tions of certain chemicals which would just bring a response from

the worm Adosoma. At a temperature of 20°C. responses to these

threshold contractions greatly resembled those elicited by moderate

concentrations of the same chemicals at is°C. That is, at tiighp.r

temperatures these chemicals were much more effective as stimuli

because of a difference in the animal’s condition.

These are conditions which contribute to variability in the activi-

ties of annelids. For an understanding of their relation to the

standard pattern of annelid behavior we must consider some basic

properties of the animal’s inherited equipment.

Characteristic Activity as I)ependent upon. Neuromuscular
Equipment. The Annelid Nervous Pattern in Its Importance for
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Behavior .—The relation of the nervous system to behavior is

probably better known for the earthworm than for any other

invertebrate animal.

Nervous Pattern.—The most anterior part of the nervous system is a mass of

ganglion cells, the cephalic ganglion to which well-developed nerves carry afferent

impulses from the highly sensitive peristome and anterior part of the body (Fig. 23)

.

The infra-esophageal ganglion is the impiortant motor center of the anterior end.

In each of the more than one hundred remaining segments of the body there is a

local ganglion from which three pairs of nerves reach the periphery of that seg-

ment. The segmental gangUa are joined into a linear chain by longitudinal

connectives. All parts of the ganglionic chain, except the cephalic ganglion,

lie near the ventral wall of the body. This is the typical position of the nervous

system in the invertebrate animal.

Fig. 23.—Brain and anterior portion of the earthworm’s nervous system,

seen from the left. A, E, nerves conducting motor impulses from the oircum-

esophogeal connectives to muscles of anterior segments. CG, cerebral ganglion;

M, mouth; P, prostomium; SG, subesophageal ganglion. (Frotn Rogers, after

Hess.)

The cephalic ganglion (Fig. 23) is the afferent center of the

foremost segments, a function of great importance for the assertion

of anterior dominance in normal locomotion. The forward part

of a sectioned worm crawls with accelerated pace (just as though

the intact worm had been touched strongly on the posterior end)

while the posterior part remains on the spot, writhing about in an

uncoordinated manner. When the cephalic ganglion is removed,

no important normal motor activity disappears, but there are

behavior changes which are attributable to the failure of sensory
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impulses from the sensitive anterior end to reach posterior segmems.

In response to external stimuli, the direction of locomotion in the

operated worm is changed in a much more sluggish manner than

it is in the normal worm. The worm readily enters dry areas after

the operation, and moves toward bright light. According to

Focke (1930) the operated worm is still able to burrow into the

ground, but burrows much more slowly than does the normal worm.

The cephalic ganglion of the marine annelid is better developed

than is that of the earthworm and conducts impulses from more

sensitive and specialized sensory structures (p. 81). When this

ganglion is removed from Nereis, the animal is somewhat more

handicapped than is the “decerebrated” earthworm, but in a

similar way, as the following results from Maxwell’s experiments

(1897) show. The operated Nereis crawls about restlessly and does

not burrow unless its anterior end is covered with sand. The

presence of this special tactual stimulation, however, causes it to

burrow much as usual, and the cuticular cells secrete the mucus

which lines its tube. Maxwell observed that in an aquarium the

worm does not turn readily when it crawls into a corner, but pushes

for some time against the glass. These features of behavior in the

operated worm are attributable to the fact tlrat tactual and other

stimuli are not transmitted from the anterior end, and hence anterior

stimulation does not interfere with or modify forward movement as

is normally the case (pp. 86jf.). It is evident that while the

cephalic ganglion is the most important center for normal activities

and for normal anterior dominance, the characteristic properties of

behavior do not depend upon this or upon any other one center of

the nervous system. Primitively, the principal centralized part of

the nervous system functions as a direct transmitter of impulses from
the mast sensitive locality of the body, the anterior, to other parts.

The Typical Vermicular Locomotion,—^In advancing toward a

weak stimulus, the anterior end of the earthworm first thins and
lengthens. The backward directed spines (setae) on the ventral

side then catch into the ground so that as the anterior end next

thickens and shortens the rest of the worm is pulled forward. In

forward movement, which begins in this way, the thinTiihg of a few

adjacent segments passes in wavelike manner from anterior to

posterior through, the segments, and each wave of thinning is

closely followed by a wave of thickening.
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The thinning of segments is produced by the contraction of circular muscles
which lie just beneath the skin; the thickening of a given few segments is attribut-

able to the deeper lying longitudinal muscles (Fig. 25). In normal vermicular
movement these two muscle systems function reciprocally, i.e., antagonistically

(Garrey and Moore, 1915)-

The backward directed setae of each segment hold it in place

until it is next pulled forward by the thinning of segments anterior to

it. These peristaltic waves of muscular contraction originate at

the sensitive anterior end, but the manner of their conduction

through the worm is a difficult problem. Recently Prosser (1934)

has summarized the evidence in an able manner.

A

B
Pig. 24.—(A) FriedUnder's experiment: coordination of posterior and anterior

parts of an operated earthworm through mechanical pull upon muscles. (B)

Biedermann's experiment; coordination of anterior and posterior parts through
nervous Impulses (see text). {Modified from Jordan.)

Factors in the Control and Maintenance of Vermicular Locomotion.

—

The factor of first importance is the conduction of waves of nervous

impulses through the ventral nerve cord. In close connection with

the nervous transmission is a wave of muscular activity which

passes posteriorly at the rate of approximately zj mm. per second

during locomotion. Bovard (1918) repeated Biedermann’s experi-

ment, removing the muscles from the central segments of a worm

and pinning down the skin on both sides of the open stretch of

nerve cord (Fig. 24B), and he, too, found that after the peristaltic

wave had passed through the anterior section of the worm it resumed

in the posterior section. In this preparation, application of the

drug stovaine to the exposed nerve cord prevented the posterior

section from following the anterior section in contraction, hence the

impulse must be nervous in character. But nerve conduction,

although of major importance, is not the only factor, since the

excitation does not cross a muscle-free section of worm as readily
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as it passes through the normal worm. The pull of one section upon

the segments just posterior to it seta up proprioceptive stimuli which

locally facilitate the passage of the neuromuscular wave (Moore,

1923). Friedlander (r894) cut a worm in two and connected

anterior and posterior halves by

Segment
a

Segment iJi 'k,i

Longitudinal a thread hooked into the tissues
muscle

24/!). When the forward

muscle \
/'ganglion movement of the anterior part

1'

I

. caused the thread to pull upon

the posterior segments, the latter

Segment showed coordinated mus-

cular contractions. More recent

I

experiments show that contact

f
i
3^ substratum is a source

J stimuli which facilitate pass-

peristaltic waves, a

”kc Ul third factor in the control of

I
i

i ^ movement.

f
A \\ nervous excitation of nor-

^=r^, tnal vermicular movement is

r I

conducted along the

„ „ „ cord by relatively short neurones

control of earthworm locomotian. ^S)j lunctionillg of
{A) (tm left side). An impulse which is facilitated by contact
relayed from neurone a to b, thence to , , . , »

c and d, etc., is conducted to motor ptOpriOCBpllVC Stimuli 111 C£icll

ueMouM in segments I, II, and lu, segment. The basis of movement
and. thus successively excites the ., x • 1

circular muscles of the respective tneietore IS the segmental struc-
segments. (J3) (on right side). The ture of the annelid. Its elonff-
contraction of a given segment (e.g., . j , , x .

^
II) exerts traction in skin and other Dody form predetermines the
tissues and thus exritra a sensory manner in which the Segments
neurone, 2, from which impulses pass , tt j » ^

^
up the cord (via neurone 3) and down Called into play under

s) to reinforce the influence of the major antero-
contraction m adjacent segments. . ,

**

(Modified from Herrick, Z024.) posterior gradient m excitability

and in conductivity. The indi-
vidual segment is the unit in annelid behavior.

The Giant Fiber Tracts and Reaction.—^There is another nervous
mechanism of great importance for behavior. When an earthworm
is extended from its burrow at night, the posterior segments remain-
ing in the burrow and the anterior part stretching here and there, a
moderately strong stimulus causes the anterior, end to contract
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suddenly backward. Again, if the worm is crawling freely about,

the anterior part may either pull strongly backward when intensely

stimulated or the two ends may swing together promptly, then

apart. Such sudden contractions of the entire worm depend upon
the rapid conduction of excitation from one end to the other. This

is made possible by the five giant fiber tracts, which run the length

of the nerve cord and give off collateral fibers in each segmental

ganglion (Stough, 1926). These conduction elements apparently

have a much higher threshold of excitability than do the shorter

neurones which take care of most normal behavior, and they conduct

at a much more rapid rate (ca. 1,500 mm. per second).

The Two Principal Muscle Systems and Adjustment to Stimulation.

The antagonistic action of the two major types of muscle (longi-

tudinal and circular. Fig. 25) is fundamental in behavior. Extension

of the anterior end and movement toward a weak stimulus depend

upon the fact that the circular muscles (thinning of segments) are

first called into play by stimuli of low energy value, and dominate

the response. In contrast an intense stimulus produces a strong

pull backward, or swinging about of the front end, because of the

fact that strong energy first calls the longitudinal muscles vigorously

into play.

We have cited experimental evidence for the dependence of a

response to light or to a chemical stimulus upon the energy value

of the stimulus (pp. 87/.), and the above facts suggest the reason

for that important relationship.

The Problem of Orientation in Annelid Behavior. The Basic

Problem of Orientation.—K discussion of movement raises the prob-

lem of orientation, which concerns the manner in which an animal’s

spatial position is related to the surrounding field of energy. The

basic problem of orientation is that of the “sign” of response, i.e.,

whether the animal typically passes away from or toward the

stimulus. A specific orienting response to a localized stimulus,

a movement which tends to orient the animal, may be called a

“tropism.” If movement typically is toward a light source (or if

the animal comes to rest in the light), the animal is said to be

positively phototropic. If the animal typically moves away from the

light (or comes to rest in the dark), it is said to be negatively photo-

tropic. The adjectives negative and positive are applied in the same

way to chemotropism, to thigmotropism (contact), to geotropism

(gravity), and to galvanotropism (orientation in an electrical field).
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Conditions Which Determine “Sign" of Orimtation ,—In the sub-

ject of orientation the words negative and positive are not to be used

in an absolute sense. Hess (1924) has shown that the negative

phototropism of the earthworm depends upon the intensity of the

light, for worms move with greater frequency toward a source of

light the lower its intensity (pp. 87/.). The same is true of responses

to chemicals (Kribs, 1910): as concentration decreases, the worm is

more likely to approach the source than to move from it. With

stimuli of medium intensities behavior is more variable, and the

result is more difficult to predict than at the extremes of intensity.

These facts lead us to anticipate the solution of the problem of

orientation only from a close study of the effect exerted by energy

upon the animal.

The reason why the earthworm (other tilings equal) moves away

from the source of fairly intense light is to be found in the action

brought about by light in the typical physiological processes of the

animal. We cannot treat that problem here^ but may show its

weight by recalling the important fact that an unusual physiological

condition of the animal is likely to bring a change from its typical

orienting behavior. The fact that a light-adapted earthworm turns

much more readily toward light than does a dark-adapted worm
(Table 7) shows the importance of knowing the effect that a given

intensity of light exerts upon the photoreceptors of an animal.

In this respect, the receptor may be regarded as a “filter” which

lets through energy (more or less, according to conditions) to be

conducted to the action system. Further, variations in the general

state of excitement may cause orientation to vary from the form

which is typical of the species by influencing the conductivity of

nervous tissues and the readiness of muscles to contract (».e., then-

tonus). Jennings (1906) pointed out how spatial reactions vary

with the general level of the earthworm’s excitement (Table 8).

A dried-out worm turns much more readily toward light than does

a normal worm. In one of Loeb’s experiments (1900) the normally

photonegative marine worm Folygordius became photopositive after

I gm. of sodium chloride had been added to the medium.
Regulation of Orienting Movements by a Localized Stimulus.—

A

problem closely related to that of "sign" concerns the manner in

which the stimulus directs the animal’s movements (e.g., the process

1 See Bavuss, Chap. XIX.
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involved in the earthworm’s turn from strong light) and which
eventually brings the animal into position with anterior end directed

away from or toward the light source. Two principal explanations

have been offered.

The trial and error theory (Holmes, 1905; Jennings, 1906c) holds

that random movements of the anterior portion of the worm’s body
occur when light reaches it from one side, and that movements which

carry this end toward the light are interfered with, while movements
which carry it away from the light are "followed up.” The latter

movements are thus “selected,” and eventually orient the animal.

However, it is precisely this point {i.e., why certain of the random
movements are “checked,” while others are “followed up”) that

the theory should explain, and does not explain. Further, as

Harper (1905) made clear, the “random movements” (the wavering

of the anterior end from side to side) are seldom observed except

in the orientation of a worm which is stimulated by loeak light.

For other fields of sensitivity as well, such movements may be looked

for only if stimulation is weak and diffuse. Hence the trial and error

theory merely describes a feature of orientation in less intense illumi-

nation, but does not point out the factors which are essential to any

orienting adjustment.

The most adequate account of the essentials of orientation is

given by the forced-movement theory of Loeb (1918), which is devel-

oped in the following manner: (i) In the majority of animals, the

receptor, conductor, and contractile tissues are arranged in a

bilaterally symmetrical manner. (2) When symmetrically arranged

receptors are stimulated equally, as by a light directly behind the

earthworm, equally strong nervous excitation is conducted to the

muscles of the two sides, through symmetrically arranged nerve

tracts. The symmetrically placed muscles of the two sides therefore

contract with equal strength, and the earthworm continues to move

forward directly away from the light. (3) When the receptors of

one side are stimulated more strongly, nervous impulses reaching the

muscles of one side (typically the opposite side, as in the earthworm)

cause them to contract more vigorously. The result is a turning

movement, a “forced movement,” the extent of which is dependent

upon the degree of inequality in the stimulation of the two sides.

These forced movements reorient the animal, since they continue

until the animal is again stimulated symmetrically or is moved into

a zone of nonstimulation,
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In weak light other stimuli (e.g., proprioceptive stimuli) cause

the anterior end to swing toward the light as well us away from it,

but owing to the action of the light the muscles that pull the anterior

end toward the source are somewhat lower in tonus than muscles

on the other side of the body. The more diffuse the light {i.e.,

the poorer its directionalization) the longer is the. time required by

the worm to reach its oriented position. Although the worm is

excited by the light in such cases, the nearly equal action of light

on the receptor cells of the two sides makes the anterior wavering a

pronounced feature of locomotion. However, when laterally

directed light is intense, the greater stimulation of one side maintains

the muscles of the opposite side in a state of strong tonus, thus turn-

ing the animal in a continuous curve from the light. In this way,

as we have shown for the planarian (pp. 82/.), bilateral symmetry

accounts for the appearance of a very effective mode of orientation.

MODUIABIlITy IN THE ANNELIDS

Variations in behavior attributable to sensory adaptation, to a

general change in level of excitement, or to a change in muscular

tonus, are evident in the annelid adjustments which we have

described. But there is evidence that modifications of more lasting

nature than these, and somewhat more stably based, are possible in

this phylum.

Establishment of a Conditioned Response in a Marine Annelid.

—

Copeland (1930) flashed on a light each time a Nereis, stimulated by
clam juices diffusing through the water, was attracted to the end of a

glass tube. Within some 60 trials the animal had been trained to

appear when the light alone was presented. Moreover, as trials

were continued, the required appearance time decreased from the

initial value of nearly 30 sec. to less than 5 sec. Later, the same

subject was similarly trained to appear when the tube was darkened.

The performance of the planarian in Hovey’s experiment (pp. 84/.)

resembles this in its general conditions, but appears simpler in that

it involved merely the inhibition of a general movement rather than

the making of a given movement under new sensory conditions.

Learning of the “T Problem.”—^The type of behavior modification

described above was only one feature of a habit first demonstrated

for the earthworm by Yerkes (1912). The experiment has been

repeated by Heck (1920) with substantially the same method, but

with certain modifications in conditions .and with a number of
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subjects. Heck used the T apparatus of Yerkes (Fig, 26) with the

alleys made very narrow in order to minimize variability in move-
ment. When the cover was removed from the starting alley, light

caused the worm to move forward. At the junction, a turn to

one side (e.g., to the left) brought the worm into contact with

electrodes, while a turn to the opposite side brought it into a dark

moist chamber at the end of the other arm. A number of anima lp

learned the problem, some within 150 trials.

The average record of eleven worms and the results for one of

the better subjects are given in Table 9. Three stages may be

distinguished in the learning, I. Following the early trips, the

Pig. 26.—^Yerkea’ T apparatus for studying earthworm learning. D, dark

chamber; E, electrodes; J, junction of alleys; S, sandpaper. The alley walls are

of plate glass; a removable piece of blotting paper covers the floor. {Redrawn
from Yerkes, 1912.)

animal began to turn to the open side of the apparatus directly after

receiving its first shock on a given trial, without hesitantly returning

to be shocked more than once, as it did at first. II. With increasing

frequency the worm, when it turned “incorrectly,” contacted about

hesitantly in the neighborhood of the electrodes, and then turned

toward the other alley without having touched the wires. III. The

direct turn into the open alley became more and more frequent,

and was executed with increasing precision.

The attainment of stage I as described above indicates that the

worm has learned to respond to the shock with a specific movement

(turning its anterior end to the opposite side and moving in that

direction) rather than with irregular movements or with a repetition

of the movement which had led to the shock. Stage II suggests a
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definite weakening of the tendency to turn toward the electrode

side. Without question this change was hastened by the worm’s

Teaming to respond to certain incidental (“advance”) stimuli

furnished by the electrodes: possibly heat, or chemical stimuli from

ionization of air by the current. To term this a “substitution of

stimuli” serves to emphasize the changes that took place as the

subject progressed in inhibiting the “false” turn. Some writers

(e.g., Fischel, 1931) insist that the entire act is nothing more than a

“position habit” (Chap. XV). This, however, artificially isolates

stage III and makes the habit solely depend upon the fact that

attainment of the dark chamber after each “ correct ” turn somehow

facilitated the making of this movement on later trials. The last

fact, that the consequences of an act may influence the efficiency

of its repetition later on, presents a difficult theoretical problem

which will be treated in later chapters (XV to XVII).

TabIiE 9.

—

^The Learning os the Yerkes T Problem by Rartiiwoums (Heck,

1920)

(In Terms of fee Number of Turns toward fee Electrode Alley)

A. General results B. Record of one subject

Initial record Worm I
,
after electrodes

Trials
Average for

for worm I changed to “correct” side

eleven worms
Trials “Errors” Trials

Turns to side

now “incorrect"

I- 40 17.4 I- 40 19 161-165 4
41- 80 14.0 41- 80 8 166-175 7

81-120 13^0 81-120 4 176-185 7

i2r-i6o 9.0 121-160 S 186-195 7

161-200 4.0 196-205 8

201-340 4.0 206-215 3

216-225 2

After the problem had been mastered Heck exchanged the por-
tions of electrodes and dark chamber so that the learned turn now
led into the electrode alley. The actual complexity of the learned

habit was shown by the fact that the turn which had been inhib-

ited through learning now was established in definitely fewer trials

than had been required to learn the original problem. Represent-
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atively this learned reversal of the original habit was accomplished

within 65 to 75 trials (Table 9, B). This certainly shows that the

learned change was not principally dependent upon the nervous
control of any particular group of muscles.

Yerkes (1912) reported that a worm which had learned the con-

sistent turn toward one side was able to perform the habit after

removal of the first five body segments, containing the cephalic

ganglion. Heck confirmed this result. Twenty-four hours after the

removal of the cephalic ganglion under narcosis, a worm repeated the

previously learned habit with consistency. Untrained subjects

were not prevented from learning the habit by the removal of the

cephalic ganglion. The nervous changes brought about by the train-

ing must have involved nervous ganglk of the body segments as

well as the cephaKc ganglion. The worms may have been handi-

capped by a reduction in anterior sensitivity, owing to the loss of the

cephalic transmitting center, since Heck observed a certain abnormal

stiffness and hesitancy in their movements, but this did not appear to

retard their performance of the learned act.

Concluding Remarks

The worms have a definite advantage over animals of lower groups,

in the possession of a specialized anterior and the capacity for head-

first progression. These and related improvements make for adjust-

ment to an environment which is correspondingly more complex.

Such advances are accompaniments of a permanently elaborated

anteroposterior gradient in sensitivity, in conduction, and in

activity. The general threshold of sensitivity is lowered, which

makes it possible for the animal to locate the source of less intense

stimuli. Orientation therefore increases in precision, while both

the approach to weak stimuli and movement from strong stimuli

are brought about more ef&ciently. Bilateral symmetry in structure

and in function is primarily responsible for these more precise

spatial adjustments.

Although nervous centralization has not progressed far in the

flatworms, we find these organisms overcoming the principal limita-

tions of radial symmetry. When local superiority in sensitivity and

anterior concentration of nervous tissue make possible consistent

progress with one pole of the body in advance, the learned inhibition

of forward movement under given general sensory conditions is also

possible. Centralization progresses in the annelid nervous system,
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making possible a greater complexity in normal adjustments and

advancing the nature of possible modifications in behavior.

These advances correlate the parts of the body more closely in

general annelid behavior, so that the independence of the peripheral

mechanism is subjugated more definitely to unification of the

localities than is the case for animals lower in the scale. The sensi-

tive anterior end and its transmission centers, somewhat more domi-

nant than those of other localities, determine what stimuli may
cause the parts to become active. As Herrick (1924) has said

. . . these worms illustrate the general plan of all segmented invertebrates

reduced to the lowest terms consonant with a clear exhibition of the com-

mon pattern, with no highly specialized development of any part of it

(page 141).
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CHAPTER V

ADVANCES IN THE COMPLEXITY AND VARIABILITY
OF BEHAVIOR: PHYLUM MOLLUSCAi

General Features of Molltjscan Behavior

A striking characteristic of behavior in MoUusca is its great variety

among the groups, as the following brief survey will show. Most of

the bivalves lead a very simple existence, creeping slowly through the

mud or attaching to the substratum for long periods (even per-

manently, as does the oyster). However, bivalves such as the clam,

when exdted, may be propelled through the water by the rhythmic

opening and closing of the two valves of the shell. In their simple

food taking, fine material is sifted from a current of water drawn

through the mantle cavity by ciliary action (Yonge, 1928).

The gastropods are more responsive to stimulation, and in general

are more active than the bivalves. The snail glides about slowly on

land by means of rhythmic muscular contractions that pass over its

muscular “foot,” and takes its food actively with specialized mouth

parts. Some of the marine gastropods swim with agility by means

of the wavelike movement of the thin specialized margins of the

foot.

The cephalopods are the most specialized in sensitivity and the

most diversified in behavior of all mollusks. The Octopus may
creep about actively on its arms (the modified foot) or swim rapidly

through the water by strong rhythmic muscular contractions which

expel water from the mantle cavity, The rich sensitivity of the

^ Phylum Mottusca includes three-layered unsegmented animals with modified

bilateral symmetry, with a distinctive locomotor structure, the foot, and a mantle

cavity. We treat the following classes: Gastropoda—mollusks with a head,

bilateral symmetry modified by a single-pieced ^ell (snails); Pelacypoda—
mollusks without head and with a shell of two lateral valves and a mantle of two

lobes (clams, scallops); Cephalopoda—distinctly bilaterally symmetrical, with

foot modified into arms usually with sucking discs, and usually bearing well-

developed eyes (squid. Octopus).

X03
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Table io.—Mollusks

Receptor Equipment

Chemical. Pits on body stirface of some,

containing chemoreceptor cells, Cophalo-

pods have pitted papillae below eye on each

aide of head, with concentrations of cells.

Two osphradia, pigmented cell-clusters, in

many snails.

Features op Sensitivity

Uncovered surfaces generally chemically

sensitive. Plighly mobile tentacles,

in gastropods, very sonsitivc as rule. Suck-

ing discs on arms of cephalopods very sensi-

tive. Chemical sensitivity basic in food

talcing of most; controls actual grasping of

food by octopus.

Mechanical. Primary sense cells in shift, Two pairs of tentacles, foot region, very

also free nerve endings. sensitive to contact in gastropods; arms,

sucking discs very sensitive in cephalopods.

Static. Clams, snails, cephalopods, possess complicated statocysts, typically paired.

Nerve endings in muscles may function as proprioceptors. Statocysts important for main-

tenance of equilibrium; muscle sense, for movement.

Light. Some gastropods have ocelli at ends of tentacles, others have compound eyes at

bases of tentacles. Many cephalopods have Ions eye, capable of nccommodation (Fig> sSB).

Nautilus and others have “pit cyo*‘ (Fig. aSA). Scallop has row of small ocelli around

mantle edge. Clam has photoreceptor cells acaitcrod over inner surface of siphon. Skin

sensitivity to light is common, (See text for behavior signiricance.)

Conduction

Ganglia fused into pairs, with longitudinal connectives (Fig, sq). Cophalio ganglia best

developed, generally, with paired connectives to pedal ganglia and to visceral ganglia.

Pleural and parietal ganglia often present. Ganglion colls present, coiUral system pre-

dominantly synaptic. Nerve-net plexus in foot and other local parts.

Action System

Foot, elongated musiovdar process, is oi'gan of locomotion in gastropods, polecypods.

Many (<,g„ slugs) glide on foot, by waves of muscular contraction acting on a track of

secreted mucus. Modified forms of pedal loconiotiout e.g., swimming in marine snails,

jumping in some clams. Clams swim by rhythmic valve clapping. Cephalopoda move on
arms, or swim by expulsion of water from mantle cavity (Fig. 30). Skin coloration changes

in excited cephalopods, due to chroxnstophore cells. Ink sac in squid and other cephalopods.

cephalopods and their varied activities are in decided contrast to the

relatively sluggish and uniform activity of the bivalves.

The arrangement of receptors and conduction system varies greatly

among the mollusks, but the fundamental behavior pattern is

determined by structural properties similar to those already studied

in the annelids. The complexity of moUuscan behavior, as compared
with that of lower animals, is increased by the somewhat greater

domination of a specialized anterior over other bodily parts. Anterior

sensitivity is thus more influential over general behavior.

The mollusks present greater complication in the structure of the

conduction system. Greater diversity is apparent among the

nervous centers in relation to the differentiation of local parts, i.e.,

head: cephalic ganglion; foot: pedal ganglion; etc. This is responsi-
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ble for a further increase in the variety of an individual’s behavior

since it makes possible the joining of bodily localities into total

activities of very different form. The matter is complicated by
structural factors which make for a considerable degree of local

autonomy (independence in action). For these and related reasons

we may say that the moUusks represent a transition group between

the annelids and the highest invertebrates. A survey of the orienta-

tion process will demonstrate the point.

Oetentation and the Control ojt Movement

Factors Influencing Maintenance of Direction and Change in

Direction of Progress. The Snail’s Locomotion in Directed Light, as

Influenced by Temperature .—^The light-sensitive ocelH at the ends

of the tentacles in many gastropods are essential to the control of

locomotion. In light which comes from one direction, the slug Limax
turns toward the darker side. Correspondingly, with one eye

removed, the animal circles toward the eyeless side when light is

directed from above. This, Crozier (1929) concludes, is because the

inequality in stimulation brings about differences in the contraction

of muscles on the two sides of the body, thereby producing forced

movements (pp. 97/.).

The slug’s orientation has been analyzed experimentally. Loco-

motion in this gastropod involves the action of two principal systems

of muscles: (i) the pedal muscles in the long fleshy foot which are

responsible for straightforward progress; and (2) the parietal muscles

of the lateral body wall which are responsible for the turning of the

foot in locomotion. Normally these two systems function together,

but their separate function has been experimentally demonstrated.’^

Crozier and Federigbi (1925) recorded the circling movement of

the one-eyed slug under diffuse illumination, in terms of degrees

turning in each centimeter of the path. As the temperatiure was

lowered from rs^C., they found that the turning tendency became

less evident, whereas between 15 and 3o°C, the amount of turning in

the path increased with the temperature. It was concluded that

below iS°C. the pedal muscles are in the ascendancy, while above

this temperature the parietal musdes dominate. Near is^C. the

pedal and parietal musdes are approximately balanced in controlling

’ When strychnine is injected at 29*0. the parietal muscles are eliminated

from function, and under diffuse illumination the one-eyed slug forges straight

ahead (Crozier and Cole, 1923, Anai, Rec.).
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movement, whicli accounts for a greater variability in the direction

of locomotion under this condition. The experimenters thus

demonstrated that at temperatures above is“C. the light excites a

different rhemiral process in the animal than is effective below that

temperature, a fact which is of great importance for general behavior,

The results were fitted to the Arrhenius equation for the velocity of a chemical

reaction:

(Amplitude of turning at) Ta** ^ /j i_\

(Amplitude of turning at) Tx” e* vri Ti/

in which Ti and Ta represent diScrent temperature values, e the base of natural

logarithms, and n the critical increment which expresses the velocity of a chemical

reaction involving a catalyzed oxidation. In the slug, the value of the critical

increment it proved to be i6,8ao for locomotion above is“C., while its value for

the reciprocal of creeping rate above is°C. was io,goo.

Cases in Which Locomotion Is Controlled by More than One Type of

Stimulus.—Such processes as those discussed above basically

determine the manner in which these animals move about under the

altering influence of external stimulation. An experiment by

Crozier and Cole (1929) shows the manner in which two important

sensory factors may be involved in controlling locomotion. The

slug typically moves upward on an inclined surface, i.e,, it is nega-

tively geotropic. But weak light coming from one side causes the

animal to diverge somewhat from that side in its upward path.

Thus the light opposes geotropism in its effect. For the slug crawl-

ing upward on an incline, the stronger the laterally directed light

the greater is the angle of divergence from the direct upward path

(Fig. 27), in logarithmic relation to the intensity of illumination.

Thus normally in crawling up the side of a stone the slug’s course is

determined both by the position of its body and by the direction of

illiunination, in addition to incidental stimulus factors (e.g., rough-

nesses in the surface).

The Manner in Which a Geotropism Is Effected.—^The involvement

of geotropism in gastropod orientation is easily demonstrated; but

what is its sensory basis? Hoagland and Crozier (1931) found that

when the inclined plane on which a snail is creeping upward is rotated

through 90 deg. (so that the animal’s head is now directed toward

one side), upward orientation is resumed more promptly the greater

the slope of the incline.^ The experimenters concluded that it is

“•For inclined planes up to SS deg. in slope the time required for the snail’s

readjustment was found to decrease byperbolically with increase in the sine of

the angle of inclination,
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the pull of the body weight upon the muscles of the two sides, a
source of proprioceptive (muscle-sense) stimuli, which enables the
gastropod to resume its direct upward progress after disturbance of
position on a slope. Forced movements are elicited by the asym-
metrical pull, until the proprioceptive stimuli again affect locomotor
muscles equally on the two sides of the body. On steep slopes the
“gravitational pull” is very different on the two sides of the dis-

placed animal, hence readjustment is brought about through more
prompt and vigorous forced movements than are effective on a more
gradual slope.

f'lG. 37 .'—Orientation of the sins under the combined influences of ‘‘graiiity”

and directed light. G, the direct upward course when illumination is not a factor,

i, light directed from the right side. A, C, courses taken with successi'ye
increases in the intensity of illumination. (Modifiedfrom Crosier and Cole, 1929.)

The paired statocysts possessed by many mollusks serve as a

second important source of stimulation in the control of bodily

position (Pieron, 1927, rQsS). This is indicated by the asymmetrical

movement of the swimming gastropod after the statocyst (Fig. 2gB)

of one side has been destroyed.

The Properties and Limixations or Some Receptor

Mechanisms Which Influence the Pattern of Behavior

One of the chief reasons for the great variety of moUuscan behavior

is the nature of the receptor equipment. Some cases may be cited

to show how sensory apparatus is a major factor in the occurrence

of important adjustments in the different classes.

The Nature of the Basic Photochemical Effect.—^In dim light the

clam protrudes its double siphon through which a current of water

is drawn into the mantle cavity by ciliary action. Hecht (19190)
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found that when the animal was again exposed to light, siphon with-

drawal began within a definite reaction time. This interval he

measured by means of a photographic record of the movements of a

small mirror attached to the siphon tip. Determinations showed

that the reaction time is mainly taken up, fii'st, by a very short

sensitization period during which the light acts directly upon the

receptors, and second, by a latent period during which a chemical

reaction occurs within the photosensitive pigment. The nature of

this chemical reaction was ascertained through a study of variations

in the la'-ent period under different conditions.

When the time of exposure to light T was short and constant, the

length of the latent period L varied inversely with the logarithm of

the intensity of illumination 1 . When intensity of illumination was

constant, the latent period varied inversely with the exposure time

(igigi). The results are expressed by the equation i/L = T • log 7 .

Since the length of the latent period was also found to vary inversely

in geometrical ratio with the temperature, Hecht (1920) concluded

that the light sets up chemical changes in the photosensitive sub-

stance. Since the speed of adaptation to light in Mya was found to

depend upon the temperature, he concluded that the chemical

reaction must be reversible in nature. Darkening causes the

formation of a chemical substance in the receptor cells, but increase

in the intensity of illumination causes the dissipation of this sub-

stance (Hecht, igag).

Because siphon protrusion occurs in connection with one phase

of the photochemical reaction, and because siphon withdrawal occurs

in connection with the opposite phase, it is clear that the two phases

of the receptor process set off nerve impulses which are capable of

acting upon different muscle systems (see Chap. XIV). The nature

of the highly adaptive siphon response thus is primarily attributable

to the chemistry of the receptor cells themselves.

A Response Which Depends upon the Darkening Phase of the

Photochemical Process.—The skiopUc reaction, a more or less

inclusive contraction when the body surface is shaded, was reported

by Nagel (1894) as characteristic of animals that inhabit a covering

of some sort or a tube from which they emerge at intervals. The
snail and tube-dwelling worms are examples. For the snail, F6h

(1932) obtained proof that this response depends upon light-sensitive

cells distributed in the skin. Removal of the eye-bearing tentacles

did not.change the nature of the shadow response, but this reaction
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did vary in nature and extent according to which portion of the body
was shaded. The reaction also varied according to the intensity of
light to which the snail had become adapted.

It is significant that this peculiar response is characteristic of a
great many animals that are subject to re-adaptation of their skin

receptors to light at frequent intervals. These receptor cells are so
constituted that a decrease in iilununation throws them readily into

the opposite phase of the photochemical reaction from that occurring
in light, thereby setting up nervous impulses which arouse a specific

system of muscles. In this respect the skioptic reaction is on much
the same basis as siphon protrusion in the clam.

Fic. 38.—Cross sections of (A) the "camerB lucida" eye of Nautilus; and
(B) a typical cephalopod eye. L, lens; N, nerve; R, retina. {Redrawn from
Herter.)

The Significance of Special Eye Structures for Behavior. The

“Camera Lucida” Eye of NauUhis .—Certain principal features of

specialized photoreceptors, i.e., the aggregation of light-sensitive

cells on a surface (retina), the development of accessory structures

(iris, lens) which improve the reception of light, and the arrangement

of these “eyes” on the body, are responsible for some marked dif-

ferences in behavior among mollusks. For instance, NauUhis, a

cephalopod, has a retina which lines the bottom of a spherical cavity

(Fig. 28.4). Light reaches the sensitive cells through an opening

without being altered in direction, since no lens is present. It has

been inferred that this eye functions on the pinhole camera (camera

lucida) principle, that since the external opening is very small only a

fine beam of light may reach the retina from each portion of the
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object. Any slight movement of the object would thus effectively

stimulate the eye, since it would remove from each portion of the

retina its adapted stimulus and present a different one. This may
account for the notable ability of Nautilus to respond to the slightest

movement of an object which is fairly close to its eye, a fact of conse-

quence for the food taking of this mollusk.

The Efficient Lens Eyes of the Cephalopod ,
—^Vision is the dominant

type of sensitivity in the cephalopods, and the structure of the well-

developed lens eye (Fig. 285) appears mainly responsible for the

great activity of the animal and the range of its behavior. The

Octopus’ eye is very large in relation to body size, and its retina is

richly supplied with sensitive cells. The spherical hardened lens is

moved backward or forward through the action of different muscles,

thereby actively accommodating the eye to the movement of an

object within a certain range (focusing on the same principle as a

camera).

Experiments on the importance of this receptor for behavior

have been preliminary in nature. Typically the Octopus springs

only at moving prey. It is able to leap upon its usual prey, the crab,

from a distance of 2 to 3 meters, and the release of this response may
depend upon the limits of effective accommodation. Just how vision

functions in the actual grasping of prey is not certain (p. 113).

Giersberg (1926) reports that a crab which is hanging in the water

at a distance of 25 cm. excites the Octopus so that its arms wave

about and changes appear in skin coloration, but the securing of

food appears to depend upon the chance that one of the arm tips

with its chemically sensitive sucking discs may touch the prey.

Some Functions of Chemical Sensitivity. Typical Distribution

of Sensitivity to Chemicals .
—^We have seen that in some molluscs

light-sensitive organs permit the animal to respond to an object

which is at a distance from its body surface. There is evidence that

chemoreceptive organs may function in a similar though more
limited manner. In an experiment by Jordan (1917) the marine

snail Aplysia bent its head and grasped algae presented within 2 cm.

of the anterior tentacles, but failed to respond when posterior tenta-

cles or the parapodial (foot) margin were tested unless the food

actually touched the body. Following a common practice, we may
call the lappets of the anterior tentacles in this animal distance

chetnoreceptors, since they contain cells which are sufficiently sensi-

tive to be acted upon by juices diffusing relatively weakly from a
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somewhat distant object. Regions like the parapodial margins
^

which are not effectively stimulated unless the object practically

touches the body, may be called proximate chemoreceptors. In a

given moUusk the body regions are differently sensitive to chemicals,

but no sharp distinction can be made between areas which are of

one or the other class. It is not always easy to distinguish between

a response which is mainly attributable to the chemical effect of an

object touching the body, and its contact effect as such (see note,

P- 4i)-

Chemical Sensitivity and Food Taking ,—Let us consider a specific

instance of the function of chemoreceptors in the food taking of a

moUusk. In some experiments performed by Copeland (1918) a

marine snail was observed to extend its siphon and move forward

when fish juice was released into the water from a distance, but this

response was not apparent after the osphradia had been scraped

away. Hence these specialized regions are the distance chemo-

receptors, which are stimulated by chemicals drawn in with sea water

through the siphon.

Copeland found certain marine snails able to locate objects from

which juices diffused to them. In the snail Busycon the siphon

swings from side to side as the animal glides along on its foot. If a

chemical stimulus was presented as the siphon reached the leftward

end of its excursion, the foot next turned in that direction; whereas

if the stimulus was presented at the termination of a siphon swing

to the right side, the animal turned to the right. When Copeland

attached two white doth packets to a snail, one on each side of the

siphon, the animal turned in drdes toward the side of the packet

which contained meat. Similarly, in normal behavior the more

intense stimulation of the osphradium on the side nearer the food

must be responsible for forced movements which eventually result

in location of the food object.

Sensory Integration in the Control oe Behavior

A Basis for Evaluating the Animal’s Psychological Standing.

—

We have been considering factors which are important in deter-

mining whether an animal may respond to given features of its

environment, but which do not themselves determine the com-

plexity of this response. Hempelmann (1926) grants the cephalo-

pods a psychological position close to that of the higher insects,

on the strength of their visual receptor which is as wdl developed
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as that of some vertebrates (Fig. 285). However, it should be

remembered that the use which is made of stimulative effects depends

upon, the organizing capacity of the animal, and this is particularly

a function of its nervous system. The present question should,

therefore, be approached cautiously.

The extent of sensory integration (i.e., the manner in which

the fields of sensitivity cooperate or check upon one another in con-

trolling the nature of behavior) is a most useful criterion in evaluating

the psychological status of an animal. In different instances of

molluscan behavior it is not difficult to recognize the combined func-

tion of receptors, but it is the manner in which the sense depart-

ments cooperate which is crucial for the present discussion. Accord-

ingly we may pass in review some typical interrelationships of the

departments of sensitivity in moUusks.

The Readiness with Which One T'ype of Sensitivity Displaces

Another in Controlling a Response.—Frequently in molluscan

behavior the first phase of an act may be attributed to one type of

sensitivity and the following phase to a different type. The first

response of the scallop Pecten to an approaching starfish is a weak
response, extension of the tentacles, wliich is attributable to stimula-

tion of the numerous lens eyes arranged like decorative beads around

the mantle edge (von Uexktill, 1912). If the starfish comes close, a

strong response displaces the first: the scallop promptly closes its

valves, or claps the valves rhythmically and swims off. The second

response cannot be attributed to vision, since it does not occur if a

glass separates the approaching starfish from the scallop. Dakin

(1910) caused the scallop to close its valves or to swim off by releasing

starfish broth near it. We may therefore conclude that the visual

stimifius induces a weak local response, that of tentacular exten-

sion; then, as the starfish comes dose, chemical stimulation inter-

venes and brings into play a stronger response. In displadng the

first response, the chemically determined activity thus protects

Pecten from its common enemy.

In many cases two stimuli may be presented together, but the

mollusk may not respond to one until its response to the other has

ceased. When the snail’s mouth parts are touched with a lettuce

leaf, characteristic “chewing” movements appear, but these are not

observed when the foot is touched at the same time. The foot

contraction, elidted by local contact, inhibits the mouth response

while it is in force so that for a time the chemical stimulus is ineffec-
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tive. In this way the foot contraction of a “rapidly” advancing
snail that touches a leaf may prevent the snail from eating the food

imtil the foot response has waned. Similarly, a snail which is gliding

toward the surface under the influence of stimuli originating through

the depletion of air in its lung contracts into its shell when touched,

and does not resume its movement until the blocking effect of the

general contraction has waned sufiSiciently for the viscerally derived

stimuli again to become effective.

The Limitations of Sensory Integration in the Highest Mollusks .

—

Is it possible to find a true instance of integrated receptor control

over the same response in moUuscan behavior? The Octopus is

visually excited by a moving crab, and is stimulated to approach

and spring upon the prey. But grasping of the prey with the arms

(where it is held by sucking discs) and its transport to the mouth
occurs whether or not the eyes are present (Giersberg, 1926).

Apparently the grasping of prey depends upon a summation of local

tactual and chemical stimuli. Tactual stimuli alone are not suffi-

cient, as is indicated by the fact that a glass tube is grasped but

is promptly released by the sucking discs. Vision thus controls the

general response (approaching and sprmging), while the contact-

chemical summation controls the local response of arms in contact

with the crab. In food capture, vision and the local arm sen-

sitivity do not appear to be integrated to any extent, since neither

has a modifying effect upon a response produced by the other.

This point may be illustrated by the result of an experiment

which Bierens de Haan (1926) performed. An Octopus rushed

directly toward a glass jar in which a crab was moving about, vivid

changes in skin coloration indicating the height of its visually

aroused excitement. Upon reaching the jar the Octopus continued

to scramble toward the crab, persistently pushing against the glass.

One of the animal’s writhing arms finally chanced over the edge of

the vessel and into contact with the crab; but the Octopus continued

to push against the side of the jar. The general response to visual

stimulation was not modified in any recognizable way by the local

stimulation of the arm, nor was the arm detectably influenced by the

fact that the Octopus could see the prey. Rather, the response of

the arm holding the crab appeared to be controlled by. local stimula-

tion and to occur despite the visual stimulation.

When a crab passes over a rock out of sight of a pursuing Octopus,

and the cephalopod makes its next general movement around that
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side of the rock on which an arm happens to touch the crab, the

temporary absence of visual control apparently is responsible for

the influence of local stimulation on general activity. In the glass-

jar test, however, the local contact-chemical stimulation neither

modified nor displaced the visually controlled response. The

stimulus effects did not cooperate in the sense that they checked

upon each other. (The demands of the

glass-jar problem appear to lie beyond

the natural neurophysiological capacity

for integrated sensory control of behavior.

Very probably they are also beyond the

limits of cephalopod learning, although

this matter remains to be tested.)

Chaeacteristics oe Neuvous Pattern

ANB Function in Their Importance

EOR Behavior

Typical Pattern of the MoUuscan

Nervous System.—^In Molhisca the nerv-

ous system is essentially a series of paired,

connected ganglia, but those paired

ganglia which are present in all groups

(viz., the cephalic, pedal, and visceral

Fio. 2g.--Nervous system ganglia) vary in their positions, and to

(A) schematic view from the some extent in theiT interconnections. It

irft. (H) dorsal view. 4, jg g, matter of Some importance that the
buccal gangUon; c, cerebral ^

. j. .

ganglion; e, eye; o, otooyst; ariangement of the ganglia and of their

pleural ganglion; par, connectives corresponds to general bodily
parietal ganglion; p, pedal . , , • ,

g&Tiglioni Vt visceral gangflioa. toriQy pSirtlCUiBXly tO CCrtSLItX Cil&.r3.ctcr"*

(A, modified from i^ebi B, re- istics of the action, digestive, andrespira-
araitmfrom Herlviig s Manual.) ’ °

, .. .. .

tory systems. The cephalic ganglion is

generally much larger than the others. In all mollusks it is

connected directly with the pedal ganglia of the foot, and in moat

of them it is connected with the pleural ganglia, but only indirectly

with the remaining ganglia.

General Versus Local Nervous Control in MoUuscan Behavior.

Function of a Local Center in the Gastropod,—In gastropods, the pedal

ganglia locally control the rhythmic waves of slight muscular con-

tractions which sweep over the foot (usually from anterior to

posterior) in the creeping or gliding of the animal (Fig. 29^!).
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Removal of tbe cephalic ganglion does not prevent locomotion,

but the sensory conditions under which it may be altered are reduced

by the operation to local stimulation of the foot itself. The relative

self-sufficiency of the pedal ganglion in controlling local activities,

such as forward locomotion, is mainly attributable to the existence

of a nerve net in the foot (Jordan, 1929), a plexus which is con-

nected with the local pair of ganglia. For this reason removal

of the cephalic ganglia causes the gastropod Aplysia to swim in

lively manner through the water by the locally controlled action

of its parapodium, but to stop only with difficulty.

The Unifying of Local Ganglia and Other Functions of the Cephalic

Ganglion.—Fundamentally the cephalic ganglion functions as a

connector of the other ganglia. For instance, when the mantle

margin of the mussel is touched, the foot contracts promptly and

the valves are closed together. Here the excitation (through the

cephalic ganglia) has reached both the pedal ganglia and the visceral

ganglia. These when excited effect their locally controlled activ-

ities, foot retraction and shell closure, respectively. Further,

it is generally concluded from operative studies that the cephalic

ganglia exert an inhibitory influence on the other ganglia. For

example, von Uexkiill (1891) found that destruction of the cephalic

centers in cephalopods results in a strengthening of locally controlled

activities and an increased general excitability.

General Valuation of Nervous Control in the MoUusk.—^The

existence of a well-developed cephalic ganglion in the higher mol-

lusks (gastropods and cephalopods) is responsible for bringing general

behavior under the control of the prindpal receptors. Energy reach-

ing the cephalic ganglia from receptors may be summated there

in such manner as to reinforce and steady a local activity, as Fried-

rich (1932) has shown for swimming in the marine wBAPterotrachea.

The cephalic ganglia also permit the localities of the body, each of

which strongly tends to act autonomously, to function together in a

somewhat organized manner. Through central conduction one

locally determined activity may displace another, as we noted in

the preceding section (pp. 112/.), or one locality may dominate

general behavior at the time another locality is inhibited. In the

normal swimming of Octopus, energy from the cephalic ganglia

paces the local control of rhythmic mantle contractions through the

visceral ganglia, while impulses which reach the brachial ganglia

may inhibit local activity so that the arms are held in a weakly

toned or relaxed position (Fig. 30E).
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The pattern of fiber connections in the niolluscnn nervous system

must account for the limitations which appear in tlie sensory intc-

gration of these animals. Nevertheless, the arrangement of the

local ganglia and the possession of the cephalic ganglia make for a

greater variability and complexity in the interaction of bodily parts

than we have seen in lower invertebrates.

Modifiability in the Contkoi. of Behavior

Difficulties in Ascertaining the Mollusk’s Psychological Status.—

Some writers judge the psychological position of the cephalopod

Rig. 30.—Octopus. (A) Locomotion on substratum. (Modified from Beebe),

(B) Swimming, by means of water forced from mantle cavity through siphon (ss

shown by lower arrow), (Modified from Coohe.)

mainly on the basis of highly developed receptors, the eyes in par-

ticular, and the activity and predaciousness of the animal. For

example, it has been inferred that since the Octopus frequently

sits in the center of a crater of stones, it must possess an ability to

“ build” and have a rather complicated “ sense of form.” However,

Bierens de Haan (1926) has shown that the structure is formed

quite accidentally. The Octopus tends to pick up stones or other

objects and hold them against its body at certain times, particularly

after feeding. Since the stones slip to the ground when the sucking

discs fatigue and lose their hold, eventually a circular heap is formed

around the Octopus where it sits. Bierens de Haan concludes that
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the responsible factor is a temporary change in the skin which forces

restless behavior unless tactual stimulation of the body surface is

maintained. It is this factor which is responsible for the tendency

of the Octopus to crawl into crevices in rocks, and not a desire to

hide, for the animal will crawl between glass plates as readily as

between pieces of slate.

Habituation (“Negative Adaptation”) to Stimuli.—Evidence for

habituation to stimuli is not lacking. Pigron (1909) subjected a

snail to the repeated shading of its

body, and after a number of trials

the animal no longer gave its ski-

optic reaction (pp. 108/,) as at first.

Dawson (1911) observed that a

snail which had been collected from

a pond or other quiet environment

was easily disturbed by incidental

contact stimulation in the labora-

tory aquarium. Slightly jostled by
a swimming tadpole, such a snail

would contract violently, expel the

air from its lung, and drop from the

surface film on which it had been

crawling. Later on, the snail con-

tracted only slightly in response to

such stimuli, and then continued its

feeding or forward movement. As Dawson pointed out, snails

taken from running-stream habitats are already negatively adapted

to incidental contact stimulation when brought into the laboratory.

A Conditioned Response in the Snail.—Thompson (1917) studied

a learned act of which the above type of modification formed a part.

Normally, when the mouth parts of a snail are touched with lettuce,

repeated chewing movements are observed. If the snail is touched

on its muscular foot, the foot contracts, but the mouth parts are not

visibly affected (certainly no chewing movements occur). Thomp-

son’s procedure was simultaneously to present lettuce to mouth

parts and to touch the foot with a metal rake as the snail was crawl-

ing along the surface film of a dish of water (Fig. 31). On alternate

days each subject was given 10 trials, with 24 hr. of starvation pre-

ceding each series. Six animals averaged the following totals of

mouth movements in successive series of 50 trials: o, 12, 82, 44, 71.

Fig. 31.—Method of applying
stimuli in Thompson's experiment.
The instrument is presented to a
snail which is gliding, shell down-
ward, suspended from the surface
film. R, rake touching foot; L,
lettuce touched to mouth parts.

(Redrawnfrom Thompson, 1917.)
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It was evident that at first the foot contact effectively inhibited

mouth response to the lettuce. For instance, during the first loo

trials with a representative snail, mouth movements were observed

on but one test. The buccal ganglia (controlling mouth movement)

slowly recovered from the evident domination of the pedal ganglion,

but even after 250 trials the average number of mouth responses to

foot contact was slightly less than 1.5 per trial. In contrast, the

normal number of mouth movements for stimulation of mouth with

lettuce alone was more than 5.

The training thus not only overcame to a considerable extent the

inhibition initially exerted by the foot response over the mouth

response, but it also brought a modification in the sensory conditions

under which mouth movements might be elicited. That is, after

the training foot contact also would bring chewing movements.

The apparent basis of the habit was a change in the manner in which

the pedal and the cephalic ganglia functioned together when the

foot contact was presented (Fig. 31). After 250 trials with the

combined stimuli, one of the snails was given a test series in which

the foot contact alone was presented. During the first eight of

these test trials the contact produced mouth responses, showing that

it had taken over control of the mouth response, but after 12 trials

it failed to do so. The training effects had not completely dis-

appeared, however, since the snail could be retrained in fewer trials

than were needed initially. Hence the experiment also shows that

training may partially overcome a natural limitation on the nature

of sensory integration in the snail (pp. 112/.).

Learning of the T Problem by the Snail.—^Thompson (1917)

found little evidence that the fresh-water snail Physa was able to

learn a T problem. In her experiment the left turn at the junction

led to a vertical alley that reached the surface of the water (where

the empty limg of the snail could be filled with air), the right turn

was a blind alley.

Garth and Mitchell (1925) performed a similar experiment on the

land snail Ruminia, with positive results. Excited to move by heat,

the snail crawled along the approach arm of a T apparatus similar

to that used by Yerkes for the earthworm (Fig. 26), and at the

junction encountered two alternative alleys, each 7.5 cm. in length.

In the left arm, near the junction, electrodes were in position; the

right alley led to a dark box. Behavior during the, first trials was
marked by variability, highly irregular routes, and failures to per-
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form. Ten snails showed a straightening of their course after some

trials, but only one snail survived until a consistently direct course

into the right alley had been learned. With two trials per day this

point was reached in 70 trials, after which this individual made the

direct turn to the right on 32 successive trials. This evidence,

although preliminary in nature, shows that the snail is capable of

learning the inhibition of one movement on the basis of its drastic

consequences, and of establishing an alternative movement on the

basis of its facilitating consequences.

Concluding Statement

We have examined the factors which account for a more complex

behavior in representative mollusks than exists in lower inverte-

brates. This complexity is due not only to a more diversified sensory

and action equipment, but in particular to further advances in the

pattern of the conduction system. The local action systems, despite

the elaborations which make for a certain autonomy in their func-

tions, are brought together in behavior by the central ganglion.

This permits a certain variability in the sequence of local activities

in total behavior. Although sensory integration is subject to certain

limitations, the ability to learn may permit certain of these to be

overcome to some extent.

Having surveyed the characteristics which give the mollusks a

more complex environment than that of the annelids, we are in a

position to attack problems of behavior in the highest invertebrate

phylum.
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CHAPTER VI

BASIC ACTIVITIES IN THE PHYLUM ARTHROPODAi

Intuoduction

Each of the more than 380,000 known arthropod species is

characterized by certain activitiffi which appear almost inevitably

in its usual environment. These modes of behavior have been

called instincts, because they are typically more or less stereotyped,

because they appear to be influenced primarily by heredity, and

because they are supposedly unlearned. But as recent work with

infant vertebrates has shown, this concept has been a retarding

influence in psychology, since to call a phenomenon an instinct has

been accepted as a,n explanation and so has not encouraged research

into the problem. Vague volumes have been written on the subject

without advancing understanding much beyond the speculative

stage. This is particularly true for the study of arthropod behavior,

which has been a favorite source of incidental cases for speculation

on instinct. It is our present task to see where the problems lie

and, as far as possible, to treat the typical arthropod activities in

terms of the factors which are most responsible for their appearance

and for their form.

The Two Principal Problems of Instinct,—The form of arthropod

activities in the main is characteristically dependent upon heritable

equipment. The phylogenetic problem concerns the manner in wWch
such equipment first appeared in the race, and how it was propagated

from generation to generation, i.e., its evolution or development

through many successive generations. The ontogenetic problem

concerns the manner in which the heritable equipment is related to

^ Fhylaia Arthropada,: thcee-Uyeied aaimals usually with more or less dissimilar

segments, paired jointed appendages, chitinous exoskeleton. Includes class

Myriapodo (tracheae, many similar legs—centipedes, millipedes); class Crustacea

(breathe by gills, two pairs antennae—crabs, shrimps); class Aracknida (lack

antennae, have tracheae, booklungs or book gills—spiders) ; and class Insecta (one

pair of antennae, three pairs of legs, tracheae—^wasps, grasshoppers, ants, bees,

etc.).

ISO
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behavior on its first appearance and on later appearances in the

given individual.

Table ir.—^Asthropods

Receptor Eqtjipment, Sensitivity

Chemical. Crustacea^ insects, have pits and sensillae containing specialized cells, on
month parts and ends of legs (proximate chemoreceptors). Similar receptors over hody suiv

face in spiders and insects. Distance chemoreceptors present in antennules of Crustacea,

club and flask sensillae, and other types of cell in antennae of insects.

Mechanical. Antennae of insects (antennules of Crustacea) contain receptor cells.

Insects have hairs, scales, etc., associated with seusitive cells on antennae and body surface.

Spiders have hairs on legs and over body surface, receptor cells at bases of hairs. Special

organ (Johnston's) in antennae of some Insects may be important as contact and proprio*

ceptive organ.

Static. Statocyats in Crustacea, usually at antennal bases, sometimes open, filled with

sand grains at molting time. Statocyats not known in other arthropods, which are well

equipped with proprioceptors (muscle sense)

.

**Auditory.” Tactual effects through substratal vibrations in most. Chordotonal organa

specifically sensitive to air vibrations, present in many insects (e.g., crickets) at antennal

bases, on forelegs, or on abdomen.
Light. Spiders often have four pairs oerili (Fig. 32A) on cephalothorax. Insects have

a to 3 ocelli on top of head, as rule. Paired compound eyes typical of insects, with 1-30,000

units (Ofnmattdia), Many Crustacea have compound eyes on stalks.

Conduction

"Ladder type" nervous syatem typical (FUi. 36). Large suproresophageal ganglion in

head, receives impulses from head receptors. Connectives around esophagus join brain with

infra-esophageal ganglion, from which motor impulses reach anterior parts. Paired or

fused ganglion in oach remaining segment in rimple arthropods, joined by longitudinal

connectives into chain. These ganglia variously fused together in spiders, insects, Crustacea.

Action System

Crustacea have large pincers on forelegs; walking, swimming legs. Mobile antennae

typical of insects, also antennules in Crustocaa. Running legs in insects; wings typical in

Hymenoplera, Many have stings, poison glands; and special glands which release gases,

fluids, when insect excited. Crushing, biting, other forms of mandibles; sucking and other

special types of mouth parts. Glands yrith air-hardoning secretion, released through special

tubes, typical of arachnids and many others.

General Consideration of the Phylogenetic Problem.—^Although

the phylogenetic problem cannot be treated Twithin our present

space, certain points should be understood. First of all, we cannot

assume that the conditions which were responsible for the evolution

of a given structure in the species have anything in common with

the significance for behavior of the fully developed structure. For

instance, in certain spedes of ants (Colobopsis) the worker individ-

uals have peculiarly flattened heads with which they plug the small

entrance into the hollow stalk inhabited by the colony. To say

that such a structure is “developed for nest protection” describes

its present function, but neither explains it nor tells anything about
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its history in the race. No student of the problem means to suggest

by such an expression that some beneficent deity recognized the

need of the function and supplied the appropriate structure, or that

the ntiimal “saw” the need and “grew” the structure to fulfill it.

No matter how the structure first appeared in the race, there is no

justification for saying that utility was a primary factor in the

matter,^

The evolved structural changes may or may not alter behavior

in adaptive ways, i.e., in ways which adjust the species more ade-

quately to its environment. In any case, the relative utility of an

evolved structural change which may be responsible for significant

alterations in behavior cannot be assumed to have any causal

relationship with the factors responsible for its evolution. The

matter of utility, or adaptiveness, has survival value but has no

demonstrated value for the oiigm of a structural change.

It is generally held that any somatic change, in order to be mherited by

subsequent generations and thus become the property of the race, must be

correlated with changes in the germ plasm. Many attempts to bring about new

and heritable structures (mutations) experimentally in multicellular animals

have pven ambiguous results, or have failed. However, positive results have

been obtained for the fruit fly in that the action of X-rays has produced new

features (e,g,, in body coloration, in bristles) which were retained in subsequent

generations, Jennings (1930) has summarized the general evidence on this

point.

Features Essential to a Study of the Ontogenetic Problem.—^We are

primarily concerned with the ontogenetic problem, the nature and

causes of behavior in the individual organism. A scientific study

of activities such as those which characterize the arthropods should

take particularly into account the following points: (i) the condition

of the response on its first appearance in the individual, and on

later appearances; (2) the organic condition of the individual when
it displays the act (e.g., its life stage, its general metabolic condition)

;

(3) the environmental conditions under which the act is typically

observed, and any changes which may occur in the form of the act

Utility is, of course, a secondary factor of some importance. A species which
comes into the possession of a given evolved character which seriously handicaps
its adjustment to an environment (e.g., the development of “conspicuous”
coloration in the wings of a butterfly edible by birds) may be forced to migrate

and continue its movement until it advances into a different environment in

which the maladaptive character is not a barrier to adjustment; otherwise it

may become extinct.
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under different conditions of appearance; (4) and possible differences

in the act as it appears in different indi\dduals of the species.

Among the lower invertebrates the pattern of behavioi which

characterizes a given group mainly depends upon the inherited

equipment of the animal. Variations in the mode of response are

attributable to the play of external stimuli and to the survival of

internal changes set up by previous stimulation and activities. Our
examination of arthropod activities will continue the survey under-

taken for the earlier groups. The subject is more complex here,

since there exist many influential factors which are interlocked in

a more involved fashion than is the case in lower animals. Hence

it is desirable to treat each mode of behavior (simple or complex,

stereotyped or somewhat variable) according to the nature of the

factor which is of central importance for its typical pattern.

Receptor Equipment and the Ontogenetic Problem

Sensitivity and the Determination of Characteristic Forms of

Activity.—Of particular significance is the great variety of sensitive

tissues and accessory structures possessed by the numerous groups

of this phylum (Table ii). The very fact that receptors of given

type are possessed by an animal accounts to a considerable extent

for the almost inevitable occurrence of certain modes of activity

in that animal. That is to say, an arthropod possessing a given

type of receptor is forced to give a specific response under certain

conditions. For this reason it will be profitable to study arthropod

behavior, first, from the standpoint of the essential receptor and

the importance of accompanying conditions.

Sensitivity to Temperature and Atmospheric Conditions.—^Between

wide limits the temperature of the arthropod’s body varies with

outer temperature, i.e., the animal is poikilothermous. General

activity depends particularly upon the control exerted by tempera-

ture over internal metabolism. This has been experimentally

demonstrated for meuiy arthropod fimctions. Given arthropod

forms are to be found living in environments of the predictable mean

temperature at which their physiological processes occur most

smoothly (the optimum); in part because a variation much above

or below this value produces restless movements which may eventu-

ate in a change of habitat. The value of the temperature optimum

for the water mite, as determined by the temperature in which the

animal swims from end to end of a tube with the smallest number of
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irregular turnings en route, lies in tlie vicinity of i7'’C. (Agar, 1927).

The optimum temperature for many ants lies near

Environmental temperature determines the form of many activi-

ties by controlling the arthropod’s readiness to respond to certain

types of stimuli. By influencing relative sensitivity to light,

temperature figures as an important factor in orientation. It is

a principal item in the control of mating activities. The winged

males and females of many social insects (e.g., ants) take to the air

in the “marriage flight” at times which differ according to the

temperature susceptibilities of the respective species. Furthermore,

temperature is an important conditioner of general activity in the

social insects. Members of a bee colony cluster more closely as

temperature falls below iS^C. (Wilson and Milum, 1927). As the

temperature drops, bees near the outside move toward the greater

warmth in the center of the mass. As temperature rises above

iS^C., on the other hand, the wing vibrating known as fanning

is more and more in evidence within the hive. This response to

supra-optimal values ventilates the hive and reduces its temperature,

and is thus an important factor in the survival of the bee colony.

At low temperatures many arthropods bury themselves, become

inactive, and their metabolism sinks to a low level at which certain

ph3rsiological (enzyme) changes make possible the consumption

of a limited amount of energy. This general response, hibernation,

is essential for the fact that the female may remain with her brood,

an ability which is fundamentally necessary for the development

of social behavior in the higher insects (Chap. VII).

Sensitivity to humidity, to temperature, and to other conditions

are major determinants of the environmental situation in which an

arthropod lives (Kennedy, 1927; Talbot, 1934). These types of

sensitivity indirectly influence the form of behavior, in that a

different environment might well elicit different behavior from a

given arthropod. Certain characteristic activities often fail to

appear in a supra-optimal environment, or unusual activities may
appear under such conditions.

Chemical Sensitivity and the Activity Pattern.—^The diversified

chemoreceptive organs of arthropods are basic for many types of

activity, and particularly for food taking. In aquatic Crustacea,

sensitive cells on the anterior moving parts of the body, especially

on the antennules, are stimulated by juices diffusing from meat
at a distance. The animal is therefore able to locate a source of
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food by turning consistently toward the more strongly stimulated

side (Bateson, 1887). The antennae of insects contain numerous
types of specialized nerve cells which are distance chemoreceptors.

The less sensitive chemoreceptors of arthropods, generally located

on mouth parts (although also variously present over the body
surface), are brought into play only by chemical stimuli furnished

by objects which are very close to or in contact with the body.

Forel (1908) observed that ants could withdraw from strychnine-

treated honey only after having touched their mouth parts to its

surface. This suggests the importance of the role played by the

proximate chemoreceptors in normal feeding.

Minnich (1926, 1931) has demonstrated the presence of such

receptors on the tarsal segments (distal end of leg) in many insects.

The red admiral butterfly extends its proboscis when a needle with

a drop of sugar water is brought dose to the tarsae, and removal

of the antennae does not eliminate the response. Such receptors,

in addition to the distance chemoreceptors of the antennae, appear

of outstanding importance in the finding and taking of food by
nocturnal insects (e.g., moths).

Chemical sensitivity governs the manner in which mating is

elicited in many arthropods, and especially in insects. A number

of experimenters have shown, that male moths find the sexually

mature female of their species by responding to a chemical which

emanates from her body. Riley (1895) reported a case in which a

male ailanthus silkworm moth (marked with silk thread) reached

a female over a distance of miles. Kellogg (1906) proved that

the male responds to the scent-gland secretion of the female. The

isolated scent gland attracts the male as does the intact female, but

a female lacking the scent gland does not attract the male in any way.

The foraging and “communication” of honey bees comprise one

complex activity, the form of which is greatly influenced by chemical

sensitivity, von Frisch (1923) has described the typical behavior

pattern. A nectar gatherer that enters an observation hive is seen

to disgorge part of her load to other bees, after which she executes

a peculiar “round dance.” She drdes repeatedly, first to one side

and then, with a sudden sweep, toward the other side, before she

moves ofi and repeats the dance on another part of the comb.

Other bees become excited and follow closely after her. Soon many

of them leave the hive. If the dancer has found her food in one of

several saucers of sugar water equidistant from the hive, the excited
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bees may visit this particular saucer in greatest numbers. For this

to happen, however, it is necessary that in feeding the fitider shall

have been sufficiently excited to swell out her scent gland, a highly

glandular pocket near the end of the abdomen from which a chemical

substance diffuses onto the food place, von Frisch found that when

the scent gland of the “finder” bee had been shellacked over before

the experiment, the secondary bees arrived at her feeding saucer

only by chance.

Chemical sensitivity may influence flower visiting in still other

ways. In his early work, von Frisch (1919) demonstrated that

bees may learn to respond to flowers on

the basis of their different “odors.” In

P
later experiments (1923) he trained one

group of bees to visit a nectar place

saturated with peppermint oil, and a

second group to visit a different place

which was saturated with polyanthus oil.

Both food places lay 9 meters from the

n. hive, but in different directions. After a
Pig. 3aA.—0 0 0 11 u a nonfeeding period of i hr., one of the

(postenor) of the spider ,, , , ,, , , . ,

Epeira (from Lubbock). L, poIyanthus bees” was permitted to feed
lensj R, retina! o^i. optic jn jtg accustomed place and to return to

the hive. During the following hour, of 13
bees in the polyanthus group ii visited their habituated food place,

while only 4 bees in the peppermint group came to this place. Such
results show that the round dance of the finder bee excites other indi-

viduals, but not in a specific way, unless the chemical (e.g., polyan-
thus) which diffuses from her body as she dances elicits the learned
response of flying out to the food place connected with it. Thus,
one of the most complex and representative activities of bee life

centers around the characteristics of chemical sensitivity.

Sensitivity to Light and the Determination of Behavior,—Arthropods
possess two principal types of eye, the ocellus and the compound eye

(Fig. 32), The ocellus is believed to be especially sensitive to low
intensities of light. The fact that most spiders have four pairs of

weU-pigmented ocelli on the anterior part of the body may account
for the frequency of nocturnal activity among these animals. Many
ants have three ocelli on the top of the head, and evidence has been
presented that these organs permit sensitivity to the positions of
large objects in the vicinity.
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Most crustaceans and insects possess compound eyes (Figs ^28 ,

35). These receptors are generally very well developed in flying

insects, and in some flies they take over almost the entire upper

surface of the head. Each of the cylindrical units (ommatidia), of

which there may be a few or several thousands in the compound

eye, has its individual lens on the outer end and its nerve ending at

Fig, 33J3.—Horizontal section of compound eye and optic ^lobe of worker

honey bee, {From Snodgrass.) Cof, cornea (facets of ommatidia); outer ch..

inner c/i., crossings of optic fibers; Offf, ommatidium; OpL. optic lobe of brain.

the bottom. Pigment on the walls of the ommatidium absorbs

light reflected from all parts of an object, save that directly ahead

of the facet. It appears that in consequence only certain well-

separated parts of a motionless object could stimulate this eye.

The insect is acutely sensitive to movement of an object, since

even a very slight movement changes the ommatidia which are

acted upon by light. The result must be a summated nervous
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excitation mucli greater in effect tlian tlie slight movement of the

object would appear to warrant. The praying mantid does not

respond to a motionless cricket, but the least motion of the prey

causes a prompt head turn on the part of the mantid, and a further

movement releases the pouncing response. Forel (1908) suggested

that a flying insect can have more acute vision when on the wing

than when at rest, since its own motion must bring a constant shift

in the stimuli furnished to the compound eyes.

The nature and relative development of the visual receptor are

evidently responsible for the habitat and mode of life of many

arthropods. Crawford (1934) concludes that features of eye-

structure are frequently of great importance in making an insect

nocturnal. A “night eye” is one which is most sensitive in dim

light, and which readily adapts to dim light. Welsh (1932) reports

that in certain nocturnal Crustacea a layer of reflecting pigment

readily forms behind the retinal cells when the animal is in darkness.

This greatly increases the arthropod’s sensitivity to low intensities

of light.

The Significance of Tactual Sensitivity and of Sensitivity to Mechan-

ical Vibrations.—^Tactual sensitivity is fundamental to many
arthropod activities. It permits walking arthropods to follow a

surface and to avoid objects with great efhciency. The highly

mobile antennae, often covered with fine hairs which amplify their

sensitivity, figure prominently in the intimate control exerted by
contact over movement. The side on which one antenna has been

in contact with a surface beside which the animal {e.g., the cock-

roach) is running is the side toward which a turn is made when a

clear space is reached (pp. 160/). This characteristic behavior

depends upon the general fact that arthropods tend to turn in the

direction of a weak tactual stimulus {positive thigmotaxis). In the

movement of nocturnal arthropods, or of those which inhabit

quarters not reached by light (e.g., subterranean ants, beetles that

live under bark), contact figures more prominently as a sensory

control than it does in the activities of surface forms (Banta,

1910).

Although the bodies of arthropods have a hard exoskeletal cover-

ing, the presence of specialized hairs or scales which have sensitive

cells at their bases makes possible a dehcate tactual sensitivity

over the body surface. Many of the orb-weaving spiders are able to

charge in the correct direction and seize flies which have become
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caught in the web. Barrows (1915) demonstrated the ability of

one species to locate promptly in the dark the tip of a rapidly

vibrating straw (mechanically actuated) which was touched against

the web. His results indicated that the spider was responding to

vibrations of the web strands which acted upon the fine hairs of the

legs, by turning in the direction of the most intense web vibration.

It is apparently the sensitive condition of the soft body covering

which is responsible for the hermit crab’s interesting practice of

living within a snail shell or a similar hollow object (Fig. 33). A
crab which lacks a shell approaches and picks up small objects.

The object is discarded if the fumbling

walking legs do not find a cavity. Even
when the object contains a hallow, the

animal soon drops the object and moves
away if the body is not fairly well covered

(Hertz, 1933). Such behavior apparently

arises from the internal disturbance which

is set up when the soft and sensitive skin

is not adequately in contact with a surface.

The nature of inter-individual relation-

ships in most insect societies and major cfaiM^rikinrabout

behavior modes such as communication and with its snau shell. The

exchange of food depends ultimately upon “heirwhafthe anterto

tactual sensitivity (pp. x6jff.). Social part of the body is held

•
. ii. -u ii. 1 free. When disturbed the

insects arouse one another when the colony amddy withdraws

is disturbed, usually by antennal contact or into the shell. (Redrawn
ij., ^ . .. u'l.. from BertwiEs Manual.)
bodily contact, and in many cases by vibra-

tory disturbance. Emerson (1928) has described the manner in

which the heads of excited soldier termites knock against the wooden

gallery walls of the nest. This sets up a vibration which is conducted

by the wood and soon arouses the entire colony, since other indi-

viduals are delicately sensitive to vibration of the surface on which

they are walking. In similar manner the large-headed soldiers of

some carpenter ants repeatedly knock their abdomens against the

floor when disturbed, thereby exciting other ants of the colony.

These acts are incidental parts of the excitement of the insects

which are first disturbed, and their effect upon other individuals is

also an accidental one, at least insofar as the excited individual is

concerned. Nevertheless, such tactual stimuli represent one impor-

tant means whereby the colony is unified.
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Thus the excitement of one insect may be transmitted to others

of its kind in the vicinity, through direct contact of antennae

or body surfaces, through substratal vibrations, or in scattered

instances {e.g., in crickets) as periodic air vibrations (Regen, igii)

which stimulate specialized chordotonal organs. Frequently,

vibratory effects serve to unite an insect social group, in other cases

they account for the aggregation of the sexes during the mating

period, and they may be of importance in other ways.

We have passed in review a number of arthropod activities which

are particularly influenced in their form by the nature of receptor

equipment. No other animal is so well supplied with sensory

structures in relation to its size. The nature of these structures in a

given arthropod makes certain activities virtually inevitable, or

influences the conditions under which activities otherwise determined

may appear. A consideration of arthropod orientation will afford

a somewhat different approach to the general subject of the chapter.

Sensitivity and the Basis of Arthropod Orientation.—Orientation

is the process whereby the movements of an organism are influenced

by stimulation from a localized source, or by diffuse energy, so that a

bodily position is assumed which bears some relation to the manner of

stimulation. Among the lower artliropod groups (e.g., Crustacea) in

particular the modes of orientation are fairly stereotyped. We
shall study such cases first of all, in order to gain an understanding

of the fundamental properties of orientation in the phylum, and in

order not to be confused later by the additional factors which compli-

cate the phenomenon in higher arthropods. For the sake of clear-

ness, reference will be confined to orientation under the influence of

light.^

Phatokmesis .—^A photonegative arthropod such as the sowbug

(a crustacean), when stimulated by diffuse light or by light from

directly overhead, will be found after a time in a dimly lighted zone.

This phenomenon, photokinesis, depends upon tlie fact that light

excites the animal so that it continues to move until a situation

(darkness, if photonegative) is reached in which the disturbance is

removed. Hence, although diffuse light does not specifically

determine the direction of locomotion, it nevertheless may eventually

orient the animal (Fig. 34^.). However, when there exists a slight

difference in the intensity of light from different quarters, the photo-

'It is suggested that the student review the essentials of the “tropism’^

question as considered in Chap. IV.
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negative sowbug reaches the darker side somewhat more promptly,

since movements toward the light have slightly less vigor than

movements from the light. Thus even a feeble directionalization of

light may exert some direct control over orientation.

In more strongly directionalized light, the animal’s movements
tend to show a consistent relation to the manner in which energy

reaches its receptors. Consequently, the animal reaches its region

of optimal illumination more quickly than it does in diffuse light

(Fig. 34B).

The problem of “sign” (pp. 95/.) in orientation is sometimes cited

as unapproachable. However, the experimental evidence shows that

Pig. 34,—Contrast between photokinesis and directed orientation. (.A)

Sketch of path taken by a photonegative arthropod (sowbug) under diffuse

illumination. (5) Path of photonegative arthropod in light directed from one
side. Bi'oken lines show direction, of light; solid lines show path of animal.

(D) dark corner.

this problem may be studied with profit in terms of the conditions

which cause the typical sign of orientation in a given species to vary.

Conditions Which Make for Variation in Response to Light.
—^The

most important factor in the determination of a characteristic

response to light, photonegative or photopositive, is the normal

metabolic condition of the group. Phipps (1913) discovered that

amphipods from running streams moved into the brighter regions of a

box which was illuminated with light which increased in intensity

from one end to the other (a “light grader ”) . The rate of metabolism

in this species was higher than that in species from rivers and ponds

which moved into the darker regions when tested in the light grader.

The difference in the characteristic metabolism of these two species

apparently accounts for the significant difference in their typical

response to light. This conclusion is supported by the fact that any

effect which changes an animal’s metabolic condition may also
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change the sign of its response to light. Phipps found that when

starved the running-stream amphipods became photonegative,

whereas pond amphipods when starved became photopositive.

Starvation reversed phototropism in both cases.

Temperature, through its control over metabolism, is an important

influence in bringing about such changes. Certain copepods studied

by Loeb (1893) were positive to light in cool water, but became

photonegative in warmer water. Similarly, the chemical constitu-

tion of the medium is important for the sign of phototropism in

aquatic animals. By adding sodium chloride to the medium Loeb

(1893) made copepods photopositive, but the addition of a quantity

of distilled water made them photonegative. Chloretone, or

potassium cyanide (both of which depress metabolism) were found

by Phipps (1915) to cause ordinarily photonegative amphipods to

become positive to light. Holmes (1905) reversed the photo-

positive response of the water scorpion Ranatra by handling the

insect. Mast (1911) has pointed out that the more disturbed a

moth becomes the more persistently it flies toward light, although

when quiet it crawls more readily into the dark.

It may be concluded that the typical “sign” of an animal’s

phototropism depends upon the characteristic metabolic condition

of its species, but that many conditions which tend to alter the usual

metabolic state may bring about variations in orientation or may
even reverse the normal response. It is unnecessary to dwell upon

the fact that the sign of phototropism also depends upon the intensity

of the light, a point which has been treated for other animals. We
have also stressed the dependence of phototropic response upon
the condition of the animal’s receptor {e.g., its adaptation to

light).

These, and other factors which might be mentioned, produce

variations in the phototropic response by influencing the effect

which a given stimulus actually exerts upon the muscular tonus

of the animal. The representative orientation phenomenon may
therefore be studied from this approach.

The Basic Mechanism of Arthropod Orientation.—The lower

arthropods orient fairly directly, as a rule, when strong light reaches

them from a localized source, and the position which is assumed
typically is related to the manner in which the stimulus acts upon
the receptors. The "forced-movement” theory (Loeb, 1918)

offers the most adequate account of this phenomenon. It also
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appears to be the best point of departure for study of more complex

forms of orientation.

To review the theory (pp. 97/.), let us consider a hypothetical

aquatic arthropod which possesses symmetrically placed light-

sensitive areas, from which bilaterally symmetrical nerve tracts

carry energy to the muscles of sjmmietrically placed legs. Let us

say that this animal is metabolically so constituted that it is normally

photopositive. When the two eyes are stimulated equally, the

legs will beat equivalently and sjmchronously, sending the animal

directly toward the light. If an interference causes the a-uiTnal to

veer toward the left, the right eye receives more light than the left.

The stronger innervation which consequently acts upon the legs

of the left side increases the tonus of their muscles and causes

them to beat more strongly. Thus the animal is turned back

toward the right. Inequality of stimulation has forced a movement
which restores the conditions of equivalent stimulation and the

path directly toward the Ught.

The manner in which forced movements are normally produced

when a stimulus source is changed in position is demonstrated in

an experiment by Holmes and McGraw (1913). Alight was placed

at the top of a paper cone so that all portions of the floor were illumi-

nated with equal intensity. A photonegative cricket, which had its

left eye covered with a light-proof mixture of lamp black and shellac,

when placed on the floor of the cone turned persistently toward the

left (away from the strongly stimulated eye) . Photopositive robber

flies circled toward the right when the left eye was coated.

Factors Which Complicate the Mechanism of Orientation.—Many
experimenters are impressed by apparent exceptions or by varia-

bilities in arthropod orientation. They maintain that such cases

violate the premises of the forced-movement theory. To take one

case, Radi (r903) observed that a blowfly larva with one eye covered

was able to move toward light in a path almost as straight as that

taken by a normal animal. When Holmes (1903) blackened one

eye of Ranatra, the insect at first circled toward the normal eye in

progressing toward a light source, but after repeated trials the

path led straight toward the light. Holmes explained this as the

gradual suppression, through “learning,” of movements which

tended to carry the animal from the light.

Clark (1928) repeated this experiment and reached a different

conclusion. One of the two lateral eyes of the water bug Notonecta
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was covered, and the animal was kept in. the dark for 6 hr. When
tested, the animal moved toward the source of a strong horizontally

directed beam of light. At first it took an irregular course which was

characterized by circus movements toward the uncovered eye.

In further trials, however, the circles became larger and decreased in

number, and after 43 trials the animal moved directly toward the

source. After a rest period of ij min. in darkness, the circling

reappeared when a test was made, but subjects which were given a

rest period of i hr. w* light moved directly toward the source.

In another test, after a so-min. exposure of the eyes to light, the

direct path appeared in an average time of less than i min.; after a

30-min. exposure an average of 18 min. was required; whereas

animals taken directly from darkness required on the average 48 min.

of repeated trials in the light to attain the direct path.

The tendency to circle in an animal with one newly covered eye

is attributable to a difference in stimulation of the two eyes. The

above results show that circling largely disappears when the sensi-

tivity of the uncovered eye is reduced through adaptation to light.

Hence this apparently exceptional type of orientation is explained by

the operation of a special factor, light adaptation, and actually

serves as evidence for the forced-movement theory. We shall soon

find that in arthropod orientation which is modified through learning

this theory retains a fundamental explanatory value.

Another important complicating factor in the orientation of

many arthropods is the fact that stimulation of different parts of

the compound eye produces different effects upon movement.

Mast (1923) established the fact that a one-eyed drone fly moves

differently toward light according to which portion of the unblacked

eye is stimulated by light. In his tests, stimulation of the anterior

inner ommatidia brought forced movements toward the side of the

covered eye, but stimulation of the lateral ommatidia brought

turning toward the functional eye. Clark (1928) reported similar

findings for Notonecta (Fig. 35),

These facts support other evidence that different portions of the

higher arthropod’s compound eye are differently connected, by

crossed and uncrossed fiber tracts in the nervous system, with the

locomotor apparatus of the same and the opposite sides of the body.

In such animals the two eyes are much more complexly balanced in

controlling movements of the two sides of the body than is the

case for simpler forms. In a given position, for instance, the
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stimulatioE of a portion of one compound eye may dominate general

movement for a time. Thus an animal may move directly toward
one of two lights if its bodily position prevents the other light from
effectively stimulating the eyes. Consequently there appears to be
no necessary difference between this last case of orientation, which
Kiihn (1919) calls pkototelotaxis, and the simpler case in which the

animal moves toward a point between the two lights, called by Kiihn
tropoiaxis.

A complex case of orientation, not uncommon among higher

arthropods, involves the maintenance of a given visual field as a

Pig. 3S.—Relation between compound eye stimulation and forced movement
in a one-eyed (photopoaitive) Notoneota. Light at A stimulates area Ai of the

eye and the animal turns toward the light; light at B stimulates area Bi but the

animal does not turn; while light at C stimulates area Ci and causes a turn

toward the right aide. Schematic nervous paths represent the theory of H.

Mnller as to how this control is effected. {Modified from Clark, 1928.)

learned reaction. For instance, whirligig beetles collect in a given

locality of their stream environment, gyrating and milling about on

the surface of the water, but each animal maintains its position

within a zone by swimming against the current. The movements

of the beetles are visually controlled, and are not direct responses

to the current, since Brown and Hatch (1929) found that in a

darkened laboratory tank the insects swam about erratically and did

not move against a current. The experimenters considered it probable

that in the nnrmnl habitat the beetles become gradually habituated

to the visual field of a given optimal (i.e., as to temperature or food)

locality. When an animal is carried off by the current, the visual

change excites swimming movements until the former condition of
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Stimulation a gain prevails. This conclusion was encouraged by

the finding that beetles in a stream swarm were excited to swim

{fright reaction) by the sudden appearance of a black spot in a field

which had been plain white during the preceding few minutes

(habituation time). Tested in a large laboratory tank the beetles

were found capable of simpler forms of orientation: movement

toward a luminous part of the visual field, or remaining within a

diffusely illuminated area by swimming back whenever the shaded

border zone was entered. Circumstances therefore determine

whether the orientation process in such insects is to be simple or

complex in nature.

The factors that may complicate the mechanism of orientation

are numerous and often are so complexly interrelated as to produce

variations in movement which are not easily understood. A beetle

released at night flies directly toward a nearby light and may strike

it, but then circles about the light, first in one direction and then

in the other. It may fly past the light into the dark border zone,

then turn about, become reoriented, and fly back toward the source.

Each time it flies very close to the light the excessive intensity inter-

feres with forward ffight, and variable circling movements result.

The observer sees the results of successive and variable stimulations

of the compound eyes as the animal’s position changes. Successive

changes in the condition of the two eyes and in the tonus of flight

muscles on the two sides are also apparently involved.

Degrees of Complexity m Arthropod Orientation.—^In this phylum
orientation is basically a matter of direct control of movement by
environmental stimuli which owe their coercing effect to the animal’s

structure. In the simplest cases, feeding and other activities are

inddental to the overpowering effect of orienting stimuli. A
plankton crustacean feeds near the surface of its lake at night not

because food is more plentiful, but because light and related stimuli

have oriented it there (Ewald, 1910; Kikuchi, 1930), and migrates

to the depths in the morning because stimuli have forced it to move
there.

The forced-movement theory designates factors which function

in all cases of orientation. In the higher arthropods, however, these

factors are not so much the direct tool of external stimulation.

The whirligig beetle illustrates a case in which the attainment of an

optimal zone may determine the nature of the visual stimuli which

control the animal's movements over a given period. In the social
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insects the habituation factor (learning) makes possible a much more
complete dependence upon circumstances of feeding and other life

activities, as improvements in receptor and in nervous equipment
increase the complexity and variety of stimuli which may be involved

in the control of orientation. Later (Chap. VII) we shall return to

this question.

Behavior Characteristics Mainly Attributable to the
Nature oe Nervous and Eefector Equipment

Nervous Structure and Behavior Pattern.—^The activities of

arthropods are basically delimited and molded by the arrangement

of the conduction system. Certain important characteristics are

worthy of special notice.

Head Dominance and the General Nervow Pattern .
—^The representa-

tive arthropod nervous system is of the “ladder type,” with a pair

of ganglia in each body segment and the ganglionic pairs connected

into a ventral chain by longitudinal connectives and by commissures

across the midline (Kg. 36). In the developed arthropod, corre-

lated with the highly specialized receptors of the head there is an

anterior ganglionic mass, the cephalic ganglion (or brain), which

exerts a dominance over other nervous centers. This permits head

sensitivity to play a part, usually a controlling part, in any of the

numerous local activities. Consequently the form of orientation

in a given arthropod is particularly dependent upon the type of head

receptors possessed by that animal. To illustrate, an arthropod with

poorly developed eyes and well-developed chemical sensitivity differs

greatly in its orientation from one with excellent vision (p. 134).

The Insect Nervous System.—^In aats, bees, and wasps, the principal social

insects, the arthropod nervous system is most highly developed and specialized.

The nervous system of the bee is shown in Fig. 37. The supra-esophageal gan-

glion (brain) in the head, which receives impulses from head sense organs (eyes,

anteimae, and in mouth parts), is joined to the infra-esophageal ganglion by a

thick connective on each side of the esophagus. From the infra-esophageal

ganglion motor nerves innervate the action parts of the head: antennae, mandi-

bles, and mouth parts. The head ganglia are joined hy connectives to the ganglia

of the thorax. The local thoracic ganglia are joined by longitudinal connectives.

Each of these centers receives sensory impulses from its level of the body, and

innervates one pair of legs (and wings when present). The continuation of the

chain joins the thoracic ganglia with the next posterior abdominal ganglia.

These receive local sensory impulses, and give rise to rnotor nerves which inner-
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vate action parts of the abdomen (stomach, sting, etc.) . Tliere is also an impor-

tant auxUiaty nervous system, which mediates between central nervous system

and viscera.

Fig. 36.—(vl) Ladder-type nervous system of Caloptenus (a locust), ce.

compound eye; io, infra-eaophageal ganglion; oc, ocellus; so, supra-esophageal

ganglion; ii, Si, 31, thoracic ganglia; 1. 2, 3. 4 i Si abdominal ganglia. (Redrawn

from Packard.) (B) " Fused ganglion” nervous system of Saycophaga (flesh fly).

ant, antenna and antennal nerve; ri-*, single large ganglion into which all

thoracic and abdominal ganglia have fused during development. (Redrawn

from Derrick,)

To a considerable extent, each part of the segmented nervous

system dominates the action parts of its locality. Although the

arthropods have this characteristic in common with the annelids,

they have a distinct advantage in the larger measures of dominance
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Pig. 37.—Nervous system of the worker bee. Anl Nv, antennal nerve; 0 ,

ocellus; E, compound eye; ijBr, supra-esophageal ganglion; Op L, optic lobe of

brain; i Cng, 3 Gng, thoracic ganglia; 3 Gng-f Gng, abdominal ganglia. (From
Snodgrass.)
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which is exerted by the brain over lower centers. When Bethe

(1897) cut the circumesophageal connectiveis between the brain and

the remainder of the crab's nervous system, the animal did not con-

tinue a movement unless further tactual stimuli were applied locally.

The legs of the operated animal tended to swing in pendular manner,

and were constantly rubbing against one another. Such results are

taken to indicate the absence of an inhibition which is normally

exerted over the local ganglia by the brain. In the operated animal

the absence of the brain therefore permits the segments to respond

independently to their respective local stimuli.

The Nervous Basis ofan“Iiistinct."
—^The complicated structure of

the insect nervous system makes possible many serial activities, with

a locally controlled activity as nucleus and the functions of other

body parts superadded. Mating and egg laying are good examples.

These are virtually the only activities of the silkworm moth during

its IS days of adult life, since the animal is incapable of eating and

does not fly. After mating (p, 125), the fernale lays her eggs, 200 to

350 in number, in rows arranged in a single layer.

McCracken (1907) performed various operations upon females,

and studied the effect upon the egg-laying performance. Removal

of the head (containing the brain) prevented the female from mating;

or if she had mated already, made it impossible for her to lay her

eggs upon the mulberry leaf, as the silkworm usually does. These

shortcomings are accounted for by the fact that receptors (particu-

larly the olfactory organs) removed with the head are indispensable

for the reception of stimuli which act upon the mature female with

particular potency and thus determine where the eggs are laid.

When the thorax was removed, depriving the animal of its legs,

eggs were still laid when the abdominal walls were rubbed by the

experimenter, hut these eggs were not deposited in even rows. The
abdomen, however, twisted and bent from side to side more than does

that of the normal female in egg laying. This behavior caused the

eggs to he laid in an irregular heap.

The abdomen of the moth, with its four pairs of fused ganglia,

was the next subject of investigation. While the abdominal ganglia

remained interconnected, the stimulated abdomen moved from side

to side as in normal laying (although with more twisting), and the

ovipositor deposited eggs. When the first, second, and third pairs

of gangha were successively cut free from the last pair, the coordina-

tion of segments necessary for the abdominal twisting was corre-
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spondingly reduced each time. When the last pair of ganglia (the

pair from which nerves reach the actual egg-laying apparatus, the

ovipositor) alone remained, stimulation of walls of this remnant of

the abdomen caused the eggs to be laid in a heap.

Thus the actual depositing of eggs is locally controlled in the last

abdominal segments. The complete act in the normal silkworm

may be theoretically described as follows. The distension of the

ovaries with eggs, very probably accompanied by exciting glandular

effects, puts the animal into a condition which makes it respond

readily to the special olfactory stimulus (c/. p. 146). Transmitted

posteriorly through brain and nerve trunk, this excitation acts upon

the susceptible abdominal mechanism, ovipositor and related

structures. The action upon thoracic centers of secondary nervous

excitation emanating from the activated abdomen causes the legs

to fall into step with the abdomen in the body twisting which

accompanies action of the ovipositor. Thus as Herrick (1924)

points out, the response consists not of numerous discrete “reflexes”

but of a complicated pattern of activity which is built about the

abdominal function as its core.

Local Control and Its Limitations.—^An example of local control is

the movement of mouth parts in the insect larva when the mouth

region is chemically or tactually stimulated. This response is a

"line of least resistance” phenomenon in which the energy set up by

the stimulus is conducted to the nearest action parts, which respond

first and most strongly.^ This is the basis of the feeding response in

many insects, and appears subject to later modification through

learning. In its elaborated state it assumes significance for the

form of social behavior (pp.

A common illustration of autonomy (relative independence) in

the action of local segments is the ability of many lower arthropods

to walk after the head has been removed. Following such an opera-

tion, however, contact stimulation of the thorax is necessary to

arouse continued movement (Rogers, 1929). This activity of the

legs in walking is locally controlled by the interaction of the thoracic

^ The lelativdy small size of the arthropod, in rdation to the rapidity of its

nervous conduction (6 to 12 meters per second in the lobster, much faster in

insects), means that over very short nerve arcs an impulse is transmitted in a

fraction of the time required in other animals. This suggests an intimate

relationship between sensitivity and action, a major reason for the characteristic

stereotypy in arthropod behavior and for the prominence of local activities.
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gangKa, but normally variations in speed and in direction of progress

are attributable to the influence of head receptors.

The manner in which nervous impuises from other centers influence

locally controlled activities is suggested by some findings on leg

activities. In the crab Portunus, Herter (1932) found that weak

stimulation of a leg caused extension, whereas strong local stimula-

tion caused flexion. The opposite nature of leg responses to local

stimulation of high and low intensity rests upon the functioning of

local ganglia and muscle systems. To study the effect of impulses

normally coming from the brain, Herter cut the esophageal connec-

tives and applied electrical stimulation to the stumps. Weak stimu-

lation of the right connective (t.e., excitation from the right side of

the brain) caused flexion of walking legs on the right side and exten-

sion of those on the left side; whereas strong stimulation of the right

connective brought extension of right walldng legs and flexion of left

walking legs. The diametrically opposite effect of locally applied

stimuli and of impulses from higher centers speaks for the manner in

which the dominant anterior normally alters the action of lower

centers in controlling segmental activities.

A difficult problem in local control is presented by the opening and

closing of the crab’s cheliped or pinclier, an act of great importance in

the capture of prey. Tonner (1933) has demonstrated that in the

crab there is no direct central nervous inhibition over the muscles

that close the pincher, but that this action may be inhibited only

through a local nerve plexus in the pincher itself. This represents

the fact that in arthropods, as in other invertebrates, local nervous

control assumes many functions which devolve on central nervous

control in the vertebrates.

The segmental arrangement of ganglia in the arthropod nervous

system draws inevitably together local activities which are peculiar

to a given species. The fusion of two or more local ganglia

(Fig. 3 6.8) unites much more closely the activities which were pri-

marily controlled by the corresponding separate ganglia. United

action of the legs in initiating flight is undoubtedly more efficient in

flies which have hut a single large thoracic ganglion than in flies

which have two or three pairs of thoracic ganglia. However, in aU

insects the activities controlled by the thoracic ganglia are very

well coordinated. Fraenkel (1932) discovered that in flying insects

generally contact of the leg tarsae with the ground somehow inhibits

flight by releasing sensory impulses which reach the wing muscles
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through the local thoracic ganglia. Artificial removal of the tarsal

stimulation (e.g., by lifting of legs) led directly to flight. An extero-

ceptive stimulus (e.g., a light) causes the tarsae to release with a
spring, and this action appears to summate with the initiating extero-

ceptive stimulus in eliciting wing action. However, in good dyers

such as bees or wasps exteroceptive stimulation is usually sufficient

to produce both ffight and tarsal release as simultaneous responses,

the latter reinforcing the former.

Action Equipment and the Inevitable Appearance of Certain

AdjusttnentSi Stmctures Related to Special Modes of Behavior .—^The

Pig. 38.—Dealated queen ( 9 ), male (cf), major worker (soldier, Ql), and
minor worker ( S ), of the ant Pheidole instabUis, c, compound eye; oc, ocellus.

(.Reproduced from Wheeler's Ants by permission of the Columbia University Press.)

possession of given action equipment is generally a basic factor in the

appearance of certain modes of behavior. Just as the nature of

photoreceptors may assist in forcing an arthropod to shun the sur-

face and lead a subterranean hfe, so the possession of strong mandi-

bles or of sucking mouth parts circumscribes its food-taking behavior.

In no other phylum are the action structures and the correspondingly

diversified types of behavior so numerous. A simple example of the

responsibility of a structural character for a mode of activity is

the humping (“measuring worm”) gait of the small green larva of

the geometrid moth. This trait is attributable to the absence of

segmental appendages in the middle of the body. When the muscles

of the body wall contact, the body therefore loops upward and the
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posterior end is carried forward close to the front end before it

reattaches. The locomotion of other caterpillars which have a full

complement of legs takes the typical vermicular form.

In many species of ants there are workers which differ in size and in

structure. In Pheidole species, for instance, certain workers have

huge heads and mandibles, and other workers have smaller heads and

mandibles (,Fig. 38). These ants axe seed eaters. The small workers

forage outside the nest and carry in seeds, while the large-headed

workers become able to crack the husks from the seeds with their

powerful mandibles Such polymorphic differences among the

sexually impotent workers, with corresponding behavior differences

induced by the structural characters, are of the greatest importance

for social life in insects (pp. 170Jf.).

Structural Changes m Development, and Corresponding Behavior

Changes.—Some arthropods, and in particular some insects, come

into the possession of new and distinctive activities when growth

has made a body part functional. The early activities of the worker

bee correspond in a general manner to certain changes which appear

successively in its glandular structure. Later we shall find this fact

of great importance for social behavior in bees (pp. 173/.). Emerson

(1926) has described the manner in which individuals of certain

species of tropical termites at first eat and digest wood and show

other t3/pical worker activities. While they have the worker struc-

ture, they behave entirely like workers. Then two molts occur in

which the former body covering is lost. As a consequence these

individuals look like “nasute soldiers,” and they behave like

soldiers. Instead of running off when the nest is disturbed, as

workers do, they rush forth excitedly and squirt the sticky product

of the now functional frontal gland through a specialized tube on the

front of the head.

Petrunkevitch (igri) reported that the immature male “tar-

antula” behaves as does the female. In the daytime he remains

in the burrow which he has dug (the entrance closed with silk spun

by him), and at night he lingers outside the entrance and pounces

upon prey which chances along. Upon reaching sexual maturity,

however, his behavior undergoes a radical change. He leaves his

burrow for a roving life, and at length fills the enlarged bulbs of his

palpi by a special process peculiar to male spiders, involving the

spinning of a sperm wei. Then, after a day of rest he again wanders,

and mates, with any responsive female with which he chances to
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come into contact. Among the arthropods such abrupt changes

in behavior, correlated with the onset of maturity (probably glandu-

laily based) are very common.

“Instinctive” Activities Dependent upon a Complex of Factors.—We
have seen that many arthropod activities owe their eyis tenpe to the

possession of given structures. However, many such activities are

so involved in nature and so intimately related to other features of

the animal’s behavior that the conditions of their appearance are

not readily recognized. For example, among Eciton species (“army
ants”) of the American tropics, raiding is the most prominent

activity. The ants pass out along collective chemical trails (pp.

151/.), capture the brood and adults of arthropods and other small

forest life, and carry the booty back to their temporary nest site.

Schneirla (1934J) has made a detailed study of the phenomenon,

and finds it dependent upon a complex of factors, some of which are:

the conditions which make a stable nest site impossible for these

ants; the glandularly determined ability of the excited foragers to

lay down a chemical trail; acute chemical sensitivity which permits

ants to follow this trail; the excitability of the workers and the

efiectiveness of their attacking equipment. The vigor of raiding

depends upon the food-consuming ability of the colony. This is

shown by the fact that when voracious larvae are present, raiding

is vigorous and the nest site is changed each evening. In contrast,

when the larvae are enclosed within cocoons and the colony " appe-

tite” consequently is greatly lessened, the colony remains in one

place for as long as three weeks, and raiding is markedly reduced.

To explain raiding adequately it would be necessary to “explain”

the ants themselves!

A further example may be mentioned. All spiders possess glands

the secretion of which hardens into thread form in air. Having

such glands, spiders spin, as do the larvae of insects, and other

arthropods which have similar equipment. But the conditions

under which spiders spin and the manner in which they spin depend

upon many factors, and consequently there are many species

differences in this activity. Certain factors are of evident impor-

tance: (i) the general mode of life of the spider; (2) the sensitive

equipment and general structure of the spider; and (3) the nature

of the spinning equipment.

The problem of web spinning in spiders is largely unworked,

but it is necessary to recognize that for an understanding of the
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behavioral complex as a whole we must gain insight into the several

contributory factors.

Cohcitjsion: General Consideration oe Arthropod
“Instinct”

Reasons for the Appearance of Characteristic Activities.

—

We have treated a variety of activities, in terms of the factors

which lead to their occurrence in the individual. No general

law can be laid down, since each act must be studied in terms of

the setting in which it may be produced, and in terms of the inherited

mechanisms which make its appearance certain in the typical species

environment. Although much of arthropod behavior is predictably

stereotyped and consists of modes of activity which are highly

characteristic of given species, the outer and inner contributing

factors may be quite different in nature from case to case. The

susceptibility of the highly sensitive arthropod to coercive stimulat-

ing conditions, the pattern of the nervous system, and the relative

autonomy of segmental activities in connection with the possession

of certain action structures, all make for the appearance of behavior

which is very t3q)ical of the given speciesi

Many complex acts are formed by the cooperation of sensory,

nervous, and motor equipment. The matter is further complicated

by the possibility that continuity of the individual from one life

history stage to the next (e.g., from larva to adult in the insect) may
be important. For instance, the fertile female of one wasp species

stings a caterpillar and oviposits upon it in her prepared burrow,

the female of another species stings a cricket, while another generally

stings a spider. The adult wasp herself feeds upon nectar, and need

not previously have performed the act of stinging a particular prey.

Her response to the specific prey may depend upon the fact that the

olfactory stimulus, which was constantly with her while she fed as

a larva, is a particulary potent stimulus in arousing the stinging

response when she is in a susceptible condition as an adult (Wheeler,

1928). Her glandular condition at the time would appear basically

responsible for this susceftiUlity. This interpretation suggests a

feasible experimental investigation. To say that the behavior

depends upon an instinctive urge to provide for the larva is not only

misleading, but shrouds the problem in mystery and does not

encourage research.
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Traditional Instinct Theory a Handicap—A certain sphecid wasp
captures and stings spiders which she places in her clay nest. Fabre

(1918 tr.), who made himself the champion of an “inflexible instinct,

unerringly serving specific ends,” reported that the wasp always so

directs its sting as to hit the ganglionic mass which controls leg

action. According to him, the spider is stung accurately and a

sufficient number of times to induce paralysis, but not to kiU, “so

that living food may be available for the larva.” This seems to

encourage the conclusion that somehow the wasp possesses an
instinctive knowledge of spider anatomy. However, the Peckhams

(1905) discovered that

. . . out of forty-five species of solitary wasps only about one third kill

their prey outright. Of those that remain there is not a single species

in which the sting is given with invariable accuracy. To judge from

results, they scarcely sting twice alike, since the victims of the same wasp

may be killed at once or may live from one to six days, or perhaps ulti-

mately recover.

It is probable that the number of stings given to the prey, and

hence the chances that it will be killed, depend upon the character-

istic level of excitability of the wasp species and upon the extent to

which the victim happens to exdte the captor by struggling. It is

evident that if the wasp generally pounces onto the moving spider

from behind, in curling forward beneath the body of the prey her

elongated abdomen must bring the sting to the forward end of its

cephalothorax. This affords excellent chances that the sting will

strike close to the ganglionic mass there.

Ziegler (1910) has pointed out the futility of interpreting acts such

as these in terms of their utility or purpose. The following case is

typical: The female dragonfly normally deposits her eggs as she

skims the surface of a stream, but she may also lay them upon

surfaces such as afreshly tarred roof. In the former case the eggs sink

to the bottom and develop, in the latter case they perish. As

Zipgler shows, there is no justification for the statement that the

dragonfly lays her eggs on the water “so that they may develop.”

It is much doser to the facts, and to dragonfly psychology, to say

that she lays her eggs when she is susceptible and when a shining

surface attracts her. If a human being were governing the act, the

response to the tarred roof would be a "mistake ”
;
but it is a dragon-

fly that lays the eggs and there is no mistake, only an unfortunate
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outcome which has no more to do with performance of the act than

has the normal outcome.

We know all too little about the astoundingly diversified activities

of arthropods, of "tailor ants,” “diving beetles,” “mason wasps,”

and the like. But the way in wWch to increase our knowledge is to

investigate, and not be content with imposing labels which actually

have little meaning.
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CHAPTER VII

SOME CHARACTERISTIC ACTIVITIES OF HIGHER
ARTHROPODS, AND THE ROLE OF

MODIFIABILITY

Although the behavior of all insects is markedly stereotyped, there

are outstanding cases in which it is not difficult to recognize learning

as an important contributant to the nature of an activity. This is

particularly true of the higher insects. We shall find that learning

plays a major part, although not a finally controlling part, in some
of their most characteristic activities. The study of orientation in

the social insects is very profitable in connection with this problem.

The Provisionally Controlled Orientation oe Insects

In the orientation of lower arthropods there exists, as we know, a

gradation from the simple, specifically determined type to more

complicated types of orientation in which the animal is able to

maintain a given field of visual stimulation (pp. 132Jf.). Among
the arthropods this last type of orientation reaches its most complex

development in the sodal insects. This form we may call provisional

(mentation, since it depends upon the nature of the circumstances

which prevail at a given time, and therefore results from the insect’s

habituation to external situations.

The Orientation of the Flying Insects. Examples of Provisional

Orientation.—On their foraging (food-getting) trips, the flying insects

(by virtue of compound eyes which are much better developed than

are those of most other insects) mainly depend upon visual stimuli

which are available along the route. After a number of trips between

her hive and a flower patch, the worker bee takes a direct route, a

“ bee line.” That this depends upon a visual control which is estab-

lished through learning is strongly indicated by the maimer in which

)mung bees (or older bees early in the spring) first cirde about the

hive and fly in the nearby vicinity on short expeditions before

beginning longer journeys.

149
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The predatory wasp learns to locate her very small nest entrance

quite accurately on the basis of vision. Bouvier (1922) took a flat

stone from a position it had occupied for two days close to the nest

opening of a digger wasp, and placed it in a new position 20 cm.

away. Upon her laden return, the wasp alighted at the border of

the stone in its new position and began to dig there. She returned

to this place twice when driven away, but when the stone was

replaced in its original position she flew to it and found the burrow

without difficulty.

The nest entrance of a wasp usually is surrounded by entrances

to other nests, yet she is able to find her own promptly each time

she returns. Is there some specific visible feature on which she

depends? In Tinbergen’s (1932) experiments the bee wolf Phil-

anthus was habituated to a ring of pegs which had encircled her

burrow entrance during numerous departures and arrivals. Upon
her return flight, the wasp would fly to the circle of pegs even if it

had been moved 30 cm. from the actual position of the nest entrance

during her absence. The wasp did not appear disturbed when the

number of pegs was changed; neither did the grouping of the pegs

into an oval instead of a circle prevent her finding the nest. It

was only necessary that the pegs surround the position of the

opening.

Contrast of Provisional and Directly Deterrmned Orientation ,

—

Such behavior as the above involves movement with reference to a

habituated visual pattern, as does the swimming of the whirligig

beetle (pp. 135/.), but there are difierences which mark the wasp’s

performance as a distinctly higher type. The habituated visual

pattern does not continuously control the wasp’s movements but

functions only under given conditions, i.e., when she returns to the

nest. Further, the wasp responds not merely in a generalized

manner to the pattern, as does the beetle to the light-and-shadow

field, but responds to it in a specific manner. The visual pattern is

the dominant factor in the beetle’s behavior which keeps it in a

given locality. For the wasp, however, it is an incidental stimulus

to an act which is based fundamentally upon the factors which

have caused the insect to return with booty to her burrow.

Beyond this consideration, the characteristics of provisional

orientation are best understood in a study of the manner in which
stimuli control the movements of the terrestrial insect along an

established route,
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Orientation in Terrestrial Insects.—Way finding is most complex
in the case of social insects that must run about on the surface and in

underground tunnels. The bee, in successive journeys, readily

establishes a straight course
;
but the ant must learn her path over

terrain which presents a multiplicity of confusing stimuli and more
possibilities for error. We are concerned here with the manner in

which the ant’s movements are controlled once she has established

her route, in order to see the importance of modifiability in the

act.

The first controlled experiments on animal behavior were per-

formed to solve the problem of way finding in ants (Bonnet, 1779-

1783). A number of subsequent investigators have dealt with the

question of sensory guidance of the ant’s movements on her journeys.

The evidence warrants the recognition of two general orientation

types among species of ants: (i) collective foragers, and (2) individual

foragers.

The Basic Role of Chemical Sensitinity in the Orientation of Collec-

tke Foragers.—In the collective foragers, species that typically pass

along a narrow trail which they have established between their

nest and a food place, the ants are able to follow the route by virtue

of a chemical which saturates it. Bonnet demonstrated this by

rubbing one finger across the line of progress: the ants collected on

both sides of the affected area and showed evident disturbance.

Further, Bethe (1898) found that under certain conditions the trail is

chemically different from end to end. Brun (1914) demonstrated

this for conditions similar to those which prevail on the natural

aphid-visiting trails of some ants. Using a method devised by

Lubbock (1881), he permitted a.Lasius colony to establish its trail

between nest and a supply of honey, across a narrow bridge of paper

strips laid end to end. A section of bridge was then turned through

180 deg., a change which caused a definite stoppage of ants on both

ends of the reversed section. To produce this result, the trail on

the two ends of the strip must have been chemically different. The

ants apparently had learned to follow their path in terms of such

chemical differences.

Under other conditions, for example, when large pieces of food are

being carried along the trail toward the nest, the ants are not signifi-

cantly disturbed by reversal or interchange of sections of their

pathway. This Lubbock (1881) found to be true for a paper path-

way over which Lasius ants had been carrying larvae (placed at the
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end of the bridge by the experimenter) back to the nest. When,

however, a light which had been in place on the right side of the path

was moved to the left side, the ants were disturbed, turned around,

and reversed their direction of progress. Response to chemical

stimuli enabled the ants to remain on the trail, but the experiment

shows that the direction of their progress in this case had been chiefly

controlled by the light.

Visual Sensitivity Plays the Major Role in the Orientation, of the

Individual Forager.—^The ants of many species {e.g., Formica species)

may be called individual foragers, since they appear to be practically

independent of one another in their orientation on foraging trips.

This was demonstrated by Shepard (1911). A maze, with its long

central alley complicated by various detours and blind alleys, was

placed between the nest and a food place. After one ant had learned

to pass through the maze without entering blind alleys, newcomers

were not assisted in any way by her rapid and direct progress but

had to learn for themselves.

Shepard found that the individual Formica maze runner was

influenced by the chemical saturation of her pathway, since she was

much disturbed by tlie reversal or interchairge of cardboard alley

linings which had been in place during the learning of the maze.

Under natural conditions, however, as a number of experimenters

(Huber, 1810; and others) have shown, the chemical factor is of

negligible importance in the orientation of the individual forager. It

is seldom that her path on successive trips in the open is super-

imposed as it is in maze alleys and produces a saturated chemical

trail on which she may learn to depend. Even if successive trips

are made to the same place, the ant is very unlikely to cover exactly

the same ground each time, except in places where her route is

canalized (e.g,, where she follows the top of a log or the side of a large

stone).

The orientation of the individual forager is controlled predomi-

nantly by vision. In the daytime the direction of the sun’s ray is an
important sensory cue, although it is often subordinate to others.

Shielding part of the route from direct sunlight, and reflecting light

from the other side with a large mirror, as Santschi (1911) did, often

confuses the individual forager and causes her to proceed in the

opposite direction to that taken before the experiment. Although

trips are usually made in a given general direction, booty is seldom

found in the same place twice in succession. As a consequence, the
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aat usually must change her principal direction of progress more than

once on a given trip. Generally, if food is not found in foraging

about on the first stop, the ant sets out in a different direction;

while if successful, she turns about and starts promptly for the nest.

Laboratory experiments show that the Formica forager may learn

to change her direction successively, with reference to the principal

source of illumination, a number of times on each trip (Schneirla,

1929). She may pass through the first alley of a maze with the light

Pig. 39.—(it) A phototropic response to light. (£) A case of provisional

orientation in the higher insect, in which many successive positions are assumed
with respect to the light in passing through a maze (see Pig, 42).

on her right, through the second with the light behind her, through

the third facing the light, and so on (Fig. 39.B). This is provisional

orientation at its best.

Brun (r9i4) reported evidence that frequently the orientation of

individual foragers may even depend upon the position of large

objects, e.g., a tree behind the nest. With his finger Brun guided a

booty-laden F. sanguinea individual through a series of changes in

direction, and upon being released at any point the ant would set

out directly toward the nest. Figure 40 shows a course of this kind

as it occurred under natural conditions ('Brun, iprd). Cornetz

(1910) made many careful records of foraging routes under natural

conditions, and among them such polygonal courses as the above are
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numerous. Brun discovered that blinded individuals, or members

of a poorly visioned species, could not succeed in such a test but

wandered about upon being released. It is also significant that the

experiment failed with species («.g., Lasius) that lack ocelli and have

oidy compound eyes as visual receptors (p. 139).

Comparison of Different Types of Orientation .—It is apparent that

the relative importance of the different types of stimuli in the orien-

tation of various ant species depends upon differences in sensory

equipment. A poorly visioned species is forced to depend more

Pig. 40.—^Foraging trip of a Formica rufa Individual under natural conditions.

A—B, path of the ant during one hour ; across a sand place, through a garden, and
back toward the nest, an, xi, Xi, successive stopping places, N, nest opening;
T, large tree behind nest. {Redravm from Brun, ipi6.)

extensively upon the other receptors, particularly contact and

chemical sensitivity, than is a species with well-developed eyes. It

is also significant that the relative importance of the fields of sensi-

tivity in controlling the orientation of a given individual may vary

according to external circumstances. The individual forager nor-

mally may learn to depend mainly upon the position of large objects

in given territory, but in the event that no large objects are visible,

she is forced to depend upon other sensory factors.

In the stereotyped, nonprovisional form of orientation to which

most lower arthropods appear to be limited, there exists typically

a specific relationship between external stimulation and the animal’s

movements. The manner in which external energy reaches the

animal primarily determines its orientation, and does so in a con-

sistent manner. The higher arthropod, however, may change its
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position according to a learned dependence upon the energy sources

(Fig. 39). In provisional orientation, the insect maintains a specific

position with reference to the stimulus source only until circum-

stances next in the learned order cause the assumption of a different

bodily position. The movements which will be learned in a given

field of stimulation depend upon special conditions, such as where the

insect finds food and in what places obstacles interfere with her

progress.

Expeeimental Studies on Arthropod Learning

Thus far we have found many evidences of the function of modifia-

bility in arthropod life, but we have been mainly concerned with the

modified activities themselves, after they have become established.

By passing in review certain representative experiments, the nature

and the limitations of the learning capacity in this phylum may be

evaluated more satisfactorily.

The Establishment of a Provisional Orientation Habit in a

Crustacean.—Many experimenters have found the crab able to

learn simple modifications in its movements. Schwartz and Safir

(1915) set up an experiment in which the fiddler crab was made to

find its way from one end of a box to an opposite corner, from which

an opening led to moist sand and the animal’s burrow. With

respect to the starting point thk opening was located so that in

order to reach it directly the animal must inhibit the normally

dominant tendency to turn toward the side of its larger pincher.

First the crab learned not to climb up in the corners of the box.

Then it slowly learned to leave the closed corner promptly whenever

it turned that way, and direct turns from the starting point toward

the open corner increased in frequency. Seven crabs averaged

15.4 turns toward the closed side in the first series of 20 trials, but on

the tenth day (after 180 trials) they averaged only 2.6 such turns in

a series of 20 trials. The best subject made the following record in

successive series of 20 trials: 14, 5, 4, 3, 4, i, i, o, i, o. This crab

perfected the habit in 180 trials. The opening was then changed to

the opposite corner, and in successive series of 20 trials the animal

very slowly decreased its turns toward the previously open side as

follows: 19, 13, IS, 9, S-

A check experiment showed that vision afforded the principal

sensory control of the habit. Yerkes and Huggins (1903) had

reported from a similar experiment that the crawfish learns under
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the control of vision, contact, olfaction, and muscle sensitmty.

Such experiments demonstrate that a crab may learn to return to

its burro'W by turning with reference to its surroundings, but do not

suggest an ability to master very involved situations.

The Learned Inhibition of a Shock Response in the Spider.—In

testing the sensitivity of spiders to tuning fork vibrations, the

Peckhams (1887) found that a strongly vibrating fork held close to

the animal would cause it to fall from its web and remain for some

time about 18 in. below, dangling from the end of a thread spun

during the fall. A vibrating fork was presented 22 times in succes-

sion to an excitable Bpeira female. After the seventh trial, the

spider fell a shorter distance and returned more promptly to the web

each time. After the twenty-second trial the animal responded by
merely holding up her front legs as the fork approached. A female

Cydosa was subjected to daily tests throughout a month, and at the

end of this period was able to remain on her web from the first trials

of each new day. It may be concluded that the change in behavior

was not due to sensory fatigue (t.e., to an actual reduction in sensi-

ti^vity), but to a learned inhibition of the “dropping” response when
a specific stimulus was presented.

The Learned Inhibition of a Phototropic Tendency.—Normally

the cockroach avoids the light, and unless very hungry emerges from

hiding only in darkness. Szymanski (1912) sought to change this

strong avoidance of light. He placed the animal in a long box, one

half of which was glass and open to the light, the other half darkened.

Each time the cockroach ran into the darkened end of the box it

received an electric shock through plates in the floor. Violently

excited, and unable to climb the walls, the roach finally would run

into the lighted part of the box, where the shock ceased.

After a number of trials the animat would stop at the edge of the

darkened zone, energetically clean its antennae (as insects do when
startled), and then turn back into the light. Shortly afterward it

might pass into the darkened end of the box after hesitating at the

border, receive a shock, and hurriedly retreat into the light. Ten
cockroaches finally reached a stage at which each of them was able

to turn back into the light ten times in succession without entering

the dark. One animal was able to remain in the light for almost an

hour, after long training. Thus, even the strong factors which are

responsible for the photonegatmty of this insect may be inhibited

through learning, at least for a time. However, the strength of the
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influences which must be controlled makes the habit a very difficult

one to establish, and a difficult one to maintain.

Visual Discrimination and the Flower Visiting of Honeybees.
Discrimmation Habits Based upon Color Vision .—In testing the

responses of bees to flowers, von Frisch (1915) demonstrated the

ability of this insect to learn a visual discrimination. Two dozen

marked bees were trained to visit a table on which a series of 16 paper

squares (each 15 by 15 cm. square) were arranged as squares on a

chessboard. The bees found sugar water in the watch glass that

covered a square of “blue” paper, but the watch glasses on the other

IS squares, “grays” of different brightness values, were empty.

‘

During the training period the papers were constantly changed in

position, to prevent the bees from depending upon a given position of

the “food color.” Then a test experiment was conducted in which

new papers were supplied, again one “blue” and 15 “grays,” but

with all of the watch glasses clean and empty. However, the bees

gathered over the “blue” paper and crawled about on it, largely

neglecting the other patches. Von Frisch concluded that the dis-

crimination habit depended upon the characteristic wave length of

the “blue,” and not upon the intensity (brightness) of this stimulus,

since otherwise the bees would have been disturbed by the presence

of “grays” close to or identical with the “blue” in intensity value.

In other experiments, bees were unable to discriminate “blue”

from “violet” or from “purplish-red” patches. They could, how-

ever, discriminate a “yellow” patch from the “blue” and from

“grays.” This was taken as proof that the “yellow” and the

“blue” regions of the spectrum could be differentiated by the bees

on the basis of wave-length differences. As is typical of insects in

general, the bees were unable to discriminate “red" from “dark

gray.”

This question is not yet closed. Bees and other insects are very responsive

to the idtraviolet rays which are reflected from the petals of a great many flowers,

as Lutz (1924) has shown. Bertholf (1931, Jour. Agr, Res. Wash.) found that

spectral light near 350 mju in wove length was greatest in stimulating efficiency

for the bee, and that the bee responded to rays as low as 250 m/i, far below the

lower limits of the human visible spectrum. Further, although the upper limit

^ It is preferable to name a visual stimulus in terms of its physical charac-

teristics, intensity (amplitude), wave length, and complexity, rather than in terms

of its effect upon the human visual system. The quotation marks will serve as

reminders of thus fact.
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of spectral sensitivity ha^ been found to lie near 550 mu for the bee and other

insects, which show themselves practically Wind in red light, Lotmar (1933)

found that some flowers (e.g., the poppy) which reflect light of the long-wave

values are nevertheless readily visited by bees on the basis of the ultraviolet

which they also reflect.

Visual Discrimination Habits and Orientation .—The work of

Opfinger (1931) disclosed a very interesting characteristic of bee

learning. During the arrival flight of the bee she presented a “ yel-

low” square beneath the glass plate of the feeding place; a “white”

square was quickly inserted as the bee landed and began to feed;

and a “blue” square was inserted at the beginning of the circling and

departure flight. Having presented the stimuli separately in this

manner during several visits, the experimenter then placed the

squares together on the feeding table. Practically all of the sub-

sequent visits of the bees were paid to the “yellow,” the “arrival

color.” In one case, the landings were as follows: upon “yellow”

58 times; upon “white” (“feeding color”) i time; upon “blue”

(“departure color”) o times. If the “arrival color” was not pre-

sented, the arriving bees would respond to the other patches as to

new stimuli.

This shows that the visual appearance of the feeding place during

arrivals in the course of training comes to control subsequent arrivals

in a highly specific manner. On the other hand, the visual appear-

ance of the place during other phases of the trip {i.e., during feeding,

during the departure flight) apparently does not influence dis-

crimination on arrival flights during or after training. This militates

against the common belief that the circling flight of a bee, wasp, or

other flying insect on its departure from the nest is an important

factor in permitting the insect to find the place again. It is much
more probable that in the “orientation flight” the insect receives

sensory cues which are necessary for the start on her flight from the

nest, but function only in connection with that act.

The Learning of Terrestrial Insects.—In the case of the bee, the

wasp, and other flying insect foragers, a swooping approach to the

food place from the air makes possible the learning of visual dis-

criminations which govern later arrivals. Similar visually con-

trolled habits are learned in connection with the arrival at the nest.

Although Rau (1929, 1931) has reported convincing evidence that

the bee line is established through learning, the difi&culties of studying

orientation in flying insects have withheld knowledge as to the
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manner in wMch the direct flight is learned.* In any case, the

learning of a route cannot be so diflScult a problem for the flyer

(because of the extensive scope of visual control) as is orientation

for the terrestrial insect.

The Maze Method Used to Study Terrestrial Insect Orientation .

—

Our previous treatment of orientation in the ant has opened the

problem of how the foraging route is established. That this involves

learning was first demonstrated by Lubbock (1879); ^.nd Fielde

(1901) reported that ants were able to straighten their path in

carrying larvae to the nest through a simple maze. Shepard (1911)

showed the usefulness of the maze as a means of essentially dupli-

cating the natural foraging situation so that learning of the route

might be studied with the sensory factors under experimental con-

trol. The maze was placed so that the ant must pass through it in

order to reach the nest with food carried from a food place. A
record was taken of the subject’s errors: her retinns toward the start-

ing point, or her detours from the true (shortest) path into blind

alleys. Both types of error are observable in foraging under natural

conditions, but the maze method permits a detailed study of the

manner in which the subject eliminates them from her maze run.*

The General Course of the Ant’s Maze Learning.—^During her first

trips the ant improves greatly, particularly reducing the frequency

of her returns to the starting point, back tracking less in maze

alleys, and running less on walls and ceilings of alleys. The rapid

decrease in the frequency of such “general errors” during the early

runs accounts mainly for the abrupt descent of the “error curve”

(Fig. 41S). In learning the maze pattern shown in Fig. 4^A, the

Formica individual’s record after her first 8 to 10 trips is largely one

of progress in avoiding the blind alle3rs. The relatively crude habit

that was easily and rapidly learned during the early runs now

* Young carpenter and mining bees were seldom successful in returning to the

nest when liberated at a distance of one half mile from it, whereas middle-aged

bees were more successful in returning, and older bees seldom failed to return

when liberated at a distance of nearly three miles from the nest.

® Illumination may be dlrectionalized (from one side of the maze) or may be

diffuse (equal in all parts of the maze), according to whether vision is to be an

important sensory factor in the learned orientation or is to be reduced to minimal

importance. The involvement of chemical stimuli may be controlled by means

of bristol board linings for all alleys of the maze.

Ants other than the experimental subject are excluded from the maze. The

subject is permitted asmany consecutive maze trips as she will make.
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becomes slowly modified, since learning to avoid a given blind alley

requires a much more precise running of the adjacent true path-

way than was learned initially, as Schneirla (1929, 19330) has

demonstrated.

The Course of BUnd-alley Elimination, and Factors Which Influence

It .—In studying maze learning, it is important to recognize that

original behavior in the problem is not “chance” in the sense that

errors are made unpredictably. Rather, the subject enters some

blind alleys much more readily than others, and this difference in

35 trips. (B) Sample " error curve" representing the learning of this problem.
{Redrawn from Schneirla, 1933.)

their “difficulty” depends upon the arrangement of the just pre-

ceding alleys in the maze. Fox instance, the Formica ant generally

requires fewer than 40 trips to learn the maze pattern shown in

Fig. 4.1A, which has six blind alleys, but in learning the pattern

shown in Fig. 42, which has four blind alleys, 150 trips are the mini-

mum (Schneirla, 1929). , In the latter pattern, each of the blind

alleys 4, 6, and 8 is preceded by a U arrangement of alleys, requiring

two successive turns toward the same side (e.g., from 3^ into 3J,

from 3i into 3c). This serves to “throw” the ant strongly toward

the outside wall of the last alley (e.g., toward the “4” side of alley

3c) so that she is forced to turn to that side at the next junction
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(see p. 128). This phenomenon depends upon the combined
influence of momentum and of centrifugal force in running, as deter-

mined by (i) the running speed of the ant and (2) the length and
arrangement of the maze alleys. Consequently it has been termed

centrifugal swing. This is the most important factor in determining

the initial difficulty of blind alle3rs in the maze learning of other

animals as well as in -that of ants (Schneirla, 19336). We cannot

hope to understand the process of learning unless we know the nature

Food

of the factors that oppose modification of movement in the problem

(Chaps. XVI and XVII).

In learning the maze pattern of Fig. 41A, Formica ants have their

greatest difficulty in connection with the elimination of blind alleys

4, 6, 8, and 12 from their route. Starting at about the tenth trip

(in this case), blind-alley elimination typically follows this course,

(a) After 15 trips the second arm of the blind alley {e.g., 4a) is no

longer entered, but the ant turns around each time upon touching

the end of the first arm. (6) Then, on occasional trips, the ant turns

around after having entered the first arm a very short distance.

This bdiavior becomes more frequent, while activity a decreases,

(c) At first occasionally, then more frequently, the ant turns directly

into the true pathway alternative, without entering the blind alley

at aU. (d) Finally, the ant turns consistently into the true alley at

each of the junctions.
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The Unity of the Maze Habit.—As progress through steps a, b, and c

leads to the avoidance of the blind-alley turn at a given true path-

blind-alley junction, the movements of the ant in passing throu^

just preceding true path alleys are gradually transformed in con-

nection with the appearance of improvement d, the consistent turn

into true pathway. This change in true pathway behavior {e.g., in

alleys la and 3, preceding junction 4-5) under the influence of learned

avoidance of the blind alley which comes next in the maze (e.g.,

alley 4) speaks for a close relationship between the successive parts

of the maze habit. Learning of more efficient passage through true

path alleys, and progress in avoiding blind alleys, shorten the ant’s

path toward the end point of the maze. That the carrying of food

into the nest at the end of the path is responsible for the directional-

ization and unification of the learning in the maze alleys themselves

is suggested by the manner in which the pace of the somewhat

advanced learner quickens on each trip once the first half of the maze

has been passed. The manner in which the consequences of a maze

run influence behavior on subsequent runs will be treated as a special

problem in Chap. XVII.

Motivation and the Demonstration of Its Function.—^If one group

of ants. A, is made to run the maze in passing from tlie nest to a

food place, and a second group, B, runs a maze of the same pattern

in carrying food from the food place to their nest, the B ants behave

differently in the problem and learn it more efficiently than do ants

of the A group (Schneirla, igasa). After the eighth or tenth trip,

in what we may call the second phase of learning, ants of the B
group show consistent and efficient progress in eliminating crucial

blind-alley errors, while the progress of A ants is less marked. The

retarded error elimination of theA ants is much less like the standard

progress described above (p. 161) than is that of subjects in the B
group. It may be concluded that the orgailic condition of the ant

that runs the maze {i.e., her “motivation") is important for the

efficiency and the manner in which she learns the problem, and

particularly for the elimination of difficult errors.^

The Complexity of the Ant’s Maze Habit.—The receptors (visual,

chemical, tactual, and muscle sensitivity) function in close coopera-

tion in directing and controlling the orienting movements of higher

insects, in definite contrast with the state of affairs in mollusks

* “Motivation” may be defined tentatively ae the totality of factors, directly

or indirectly dependent upon organic condition, which impels a given activity.
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(pp. 1 1 1j^.) . The complexity of this sensory integration is shown by
the ability of the ant to master a change in the sensory setting of a

problem which she has learned. A Formica individual that has

learned her way through a maze which is illuminated from one side,

(e.g., the east) is disturbed if the light is moved to the opposite

(the west) side of the maze. However, she adapts to such a change

within relatively few trips, in the course of which the unchanged

sensory factors appear to play a greater part. Contact is one of the

temporary substitutes for unreliable -wsion; the increased importance

of its role being evidenced by significant features of behavior such

as the more frequent touching of walls, especially at difi&cult turns.

Once this visual change has been mastered, the source of illumination

may be shifted to successive new positions (e.g., to the north side,

next to the south side), and each time the subject wiU be able to

adjust to the changed sensory circumstances (Schneirla, 1929).

When a change in a learned maze pattern makes a former blind

alley a true pathway turn, the ant learns to turn consistently into

the former blind alley within fewer trips than were required for

original learning. There is also a change in the running of the ant

through the preceding sections of true pathway, in conformity with

the new state of affairs at the junction of true path and blind alley.

The ability to change certain parts of a previously successful act

when an experimental change makes the movements “inadequate,”

and to learn other movements in their places, represents motor

adaptability of a high order. Hiis e£6cient movement control,

together with a facile sensory control of the habit, indicates the

possession of a complex nervous system which is susceptible to

extensive changes in its function of conducting sensory impulses to

the action system.

The Specificity of Sensory Control in Insect Learning.—^In the

food foraging and “homegoing” of the insect we find modifiability

in its major role. However, there is evidence for the ant, as Opfinger

(1931) has found for the bee (p. 158), that what is learned may be

performed again only in the presence of the specific sensory and

organic conditions of original training. Schneirla (1934) has

reported that after an ant has learned to run a maze pattern in

successive trips from nest to food place (returning to the nest each

time through a straight pathway), the maze pattern must be learned

virtually as a new problem when the ant is then forced to run through

it on her trips from food place to the nest. Apparently, what is
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learned when the ant is in a given organic condition (that in effect

during the trip from nest to food place) cannot be performed except

under conditions very similar to those of original learning. These

results suggest why, despite tlie ability of social insects to learn diffi-

cult discrimination problems and complicated orientation problems,

their general behavior under natural conditions shows the typical

arthropod stereotypy. As we shall see (Chaps. XVI, XX),
for rather fundamental reasons this contrasts definitely with the

manner in which the mammal learns.

We are now in a position to consider the most complex phenomenon

in msect behavior.

SoaAL Organization among the Insects

General Definition of the Insect Society. Social or Nonsocial;

“Society" or “Association"—^The gathering of individuals is a fairly

common phenomenon among the arthropods, and indeed among all

animals. Temporary groups are commonly formed by the accidental

assembling of members of the species within a restricted area in

which optimal conditions (illumination, temperature, humidity)

prevail. Allee (1931) has demonstrated that the principles which

underlie the formation of this type of animal group are of importance

for the appearance of true social organization in many animals (e.g.,

in birds). Alverdes (1931) terms this incidental type of aggregation

an association, in order to stress the fact that the group owes its

existence to extraneous factors, which alsokeep its members together.

The point is that in such a gathering each individual is oriented

primarily toward its external environment and not toward other

members of the group as such. In contrast, a society shows a closer

and more adequate unity in its membership.

The true social organization may therefore be defined as an

aggregation of individuals inio a fairly well integrated and self-

consistent group in which the unity is based upon the interdepend-

ence of the separate organisms and upon their responses one to

another. The insect social organization (the colony) typically is

based upon the grouping of parents and offspring, and displaj^ a

complexity and stability of organization which are not found in any

arthropod association.

However, no sharp distinction can be made between the association

and the type of aggregation which we have called a society. As

Espinas (1877) has pointed out, associative life does not arise
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fortuitously in certain groups only, but all animals form simple or

complex groups at some period in their life history. Those who
restrict the term society as we have done, stress the complexity of

the individual relationships in the (insect) social group, and the

important difference in its origin as compared with that of the

arthropod association.

The Probable Phylogenetic History of Ant Societies.—^The insect

social organization reaches its highest condition of development and
its greatest complexity in the ants, therefore our treatment will

center about conditions in that group. A close study of eviatiTig

insects has led Wheeler (1928) to the view that the complex social

pattern of ants had its origin among a group of wasplike ancestors.

The state of affairs among existing wasps presents the following

gradation toward the true social organization, which is found only

in the highest groups: (i) A fertile female finds her prey, stings it, is

stimulated to lay an egg upon it, and leaves it on the spot (MutilUdae)

.

(2) The female stings her prey, then carries it off and stores it in a

natural cavity or in a cell which she digs or constructs. Then she

lays an egg upon the prey, closes the burrow or cell, and does not

return. Roubaud (1910) called this mass provisioning {Sphecoidea).

(3) The female remains in the cell with the egg which she has laid

upon the prey, and as the egg develops into a larva and the larva

grows, she leaves the cell from time to time and brings in further

prey. The captures are fed to the growing larva from day to day,

and consequently the phenomenon has been termed progressive

provisioning (Bembecidae).^ (4) In the true social wasps (PoUstis,

Vespa) the female not only stays with heryoung during their develop-

ment, but also remains with them in a constructed nest after they

hatch into adults, and a rudimentary family thus comes into

existence.

Two factors appear of importance in the evolution of a true social

behavior from conditions in the "solitary wasps” (stages i, 2, and 3)

:

(i) the ability of the female to oviposit upon prey (Nielsen, 1932);

and (2) the appearance of important metabolic changes which pro-

long the life of the female and make it possible for her to remain with

her young (p. 1 24). Now we may study the result of this evolution.

^ An excellent description of behavior in Sphex and in Bembix, “mass provi-

sioner” and “progressive provisioner,"- respectively, will be found in a book

by the Raus (19x8).
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Colony Founding in Ants.—First, a word about the personnel of an

established ant colony. The appearance of castes, or different types

of individual, is a feature of fundamental importance in the insect

social group. Males and females exist as separate types (sexual

dimorphism), but generally the males (Fig. 38) are found only

during the mating season. There are two principal types of female

ant: the fertile female, or queen, who loses her wings and becomes an

egg-laying machine after she is fecundated by the male; and the

worker type of female (Fig. 38), incapable of being fertilized and

ordinarily unable to lay eggs. The worker is the active individual

of the colony; she tends brood and queen, gathers food, excavates or

builds, and otherwise busies herself about the nest. The workers of

many species of ants are polymorphic (present two or more structural

types, as do Fheidole species), a fact of great importance for colony

behavior, since corresponding differences appear m the behavior of

these individuals (pp. 173/.). The organization of the colonyusually

is further complicated by the presence of insects other than ants,

as parasites or as “guests” (p. 168).

The chief methods of colony founding in insects are: (1) swarming,

in which sexual forms leave the parent colony accompanied by a

number of workers (as in honeybees and a few ant species); and

(3) independent colony foundation, which is prevalent among
the ants. We may describe the founding of a colony in the latter

way.

The male ants and the fertile females are winged and develop in

numbers during the spring, or later in the summer, according to the

species. They remain in the nest for a time. Then, evidently in

response to meteorological conditions, the entire population of the

colony becomes excited on some warm day as the winged forms come

out in numbers and take to the air. The males fertilize the females

in the ensuing “marriage flight.” The fertilized female promptly

descends to the ground, now shuns the light and hides beneath an

object, or makes a small closed burrow. Her wings fall off, or she

bites them off. Hibernating in her burrow, she may survive the

winter.

As the first eggs are laid, the queen licks them, gathers them into

a packet, and also eats some of them. When the larvae develop,

she feeds them upon a salivary gland secretion which contains energy

derived from her degenerated wing musculature and abdominal

fat-body, and from eggs eaten.
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Wheeler (1933) finds a significant similarity between the behavior of the

female in certain species of ponerine ants (a primitive group) and that in progres-

sive-provisioning wasps. The female Myrmeda (Australian bulldog ant) remains

in the cell with the eggs she has laid, but unlike other colony-founding female

ants she leaves this burrow from time to time and brings back pieces of insect,

although she herself feeds upon nectar. The significant point is that these

females are small and lack the reserve tissues of the portly females in other

species. This \tickforces them to obtain food by leaving the burrow, as do wasps.

In attending to her first brood the queen behaves much as would a

worker in the normal colony, but she ceases this for the life of a

timid egg-laying machine as soon as the undersized workers of the

first brood become active. These new individuals soon busy them-

selves with caring for further eggs, enlarging the burrow, and shortly

they are bringing in food.

Particular attention may be called to the marked change in the

queen’s behavior after fertilization. She flees from the light, to

which she is generally positive before fertilization, hides, and removes

her wings. Such changes, all closely associated, appear to depend

upon the alteration of her physiological processes by the chemical

changes involved in fertilization. Secondly, there is the fact

that during the development of the first clutch of eggs she fondles

them in a packet, and later feeds the larvae much as would a worker.

It is recalled here that the queen is a female, as are the workers, but

that she differs particularly in having enlarged, functional ovaries.

The appearance of worker behavior in the queen, if for a short time

only, must depend upon structural and physiological characters

which the worker and the queen possess in common. Thirdly, there

is the important change in the queen’s behavior as soon as the first

workers begin to give her food.

The Factors Responsible for Colony Organization. Trophallaxis.

Now we may summarize in chronological sequence some of the inter-

individual relationships which are important in the life of the

normal ant colony: (r) licking, eating, handling of eggs by the queen;

(2) lickmg and feeding of larvae by the queen; (3) newly hatched

workers feed the queen, as do other workers thereafter; (4) the

workers, in turn, lick a fatty secretion from the queen’s body;

(s) the workers pick up eggs as they are laid, lick them, gather

them into a packet, and bundle them off from excessive moisture or

warmth, or from any condition which disturbs the workers them-

selves
; (6) the growdng larvae are fedby the workers with regurgitated

food, and from the body surfaces of the larvae the workers lick fatty
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exudates; (7) adult workers are constantly feeding one another

with regurgitated food (Fig. 43), licking one another’s bodies, and

tapping and stroking one another with antennae.

It is noted that all of these activities involve the exchange of

substances between participants. This fact, as Wheeler (1923)

shows, accounts for (i) the queen’s care for eggs and larvae; (2) the

attentions of workers to the queen, the eggs, and developing indi-

viduals; and (3) the unity of the colony in general. The process

which is responsible for these reciprocal activities he designates as

trophallaxis, a concept signifying the exchange of food, or of stimidi

rdated tofood in their e£ect, among adults, between adults and developing

young, or between adults and other insects present in the colony. Con-

PiG. 43.—A Lasius worker Is reffurgitating a droplet of fluid to a nost mate
(on the right), but a predatory beetle is about to snatch the food. {Redrawn froia

Janet, 1897, Note 13.)

cerning trophaUaxis, the following points are of importance: (a) The

exchange need not be in kind. The adult worker feeds the larva,

but licks fatty exudates from the larva’s body. (6) Trophallaxis is

not a process which is merely superadded to the care of young, but is

itself responsible for such activities, (c) Olfactory, tactual, and

other stimuli which have accompanied feeding or the receiving of

exudates in the past, may acquire through learning the ability to

elicit the effect which is at first brought only by the substance itself.

(d) The contribution of a participant need not be food, but may be

the stimulation of sensitive zones, a stimulus which has an evident

soothing (or erogenous) effect. Wheii another colony member is

“cleaning” her, the ant stands immobile, with slowly oscillating

antennae as when feeding.

Interindividual Stimulation and Colony Unity.—^An ant touches

antennae with a member of her own colony that enters the nest, but
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attacks an ant of another colony, even though she may belong to the

same species. That this ant has learned to respond positively to

the specific chemical of her own colony, a chemical which surrounds

her constantly in feeding and in other activities, is suggested by the

following experiments. Fielde (1904) took cocoons from the nests of

different species and hatched the pupae artificially. Raised in a

common nest, this heterogeneous collection of ants lived together

peaceably. On the other hand, adult ants taken from the original

nests and put together attacked one another at once.

An. experiment first performed by Bethe (1898) demonstrates

clearly enough that the differential responses to nest mates and to

“enemies” depend upon the existence of a chemical which is specific

to the given colony. An ant of species A, normally attacked by

species B ants, was bathed in alcohol, in water, and then in the body

juices of species B. The treated A ant was not attacked when

introduced into a group of species B workers, although the latter

were restless when near her. Introduced into her own nest, she

was attacked and killed.

The facts suggest that the newly hatched ant, entering a situation

in which a specifically stimulating chemical predominates, becomes

habituated to it as a constantly encountered feature of feeding and of

other colony adjustments. Since exudates and food are continually

being exchanged among members of the colony, it is not dif&cult to

see how the specific metabolism of workers, of queen, and of larvae

could produce a chemical which would cling to the bodies of all.

Olfaction is therefore a basic factor in the development of colony

unity.

Communicaiion."—^We have dted evidence (pp. 125/.) from the

experiments of von Frisch on honeybees which clearly shows that

the behavior of the returning food finder excites other bees, but not

necessarily in a specific way. If any of the aroused bees go to a

particular food place on leaving the hive, they do so as a learned

response to a chemical stimulus.

The phenomenon is somewhat more complicated in ants. When a

food-finding ant meets another individual upon entering the nest,

there is usually an excited and rapid exchange of antennal taps on

antennae, head, and thorax. If the “finder" ant is very excited, the

exchange is very energetic and each ant may bring her front pair of

legs into play as well. Differences in these taps have been described

by some imaginative writers as conveying “information’ concerning
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the nature, the amount, and the whereabouts of discovered food.

Although popular writers talce for granted the existence of an

"antennal code,” the practice is not based upon evidence, but upon

a desire to make the ant "interesting.”

In principle, communication occurs in ants much as in bees.

Santschi (1930) permitted a Tapinoma ant (a collective forager)

to find food, and then to cross an area to the compartment in which

the colony was located. Other ants soon appeared and were able to

cross the area in the very path followed by the first ant, so they

promptly reached the food. Santschi pointed out that when excited,

members of this and some other species release from the anal glands a

substance which forms a trail, and that other ants in the colony are

able to follow this trail. To account adequately for the results, we

need only assume that the finder aroused ants in the colony by

excited antennal tappings and by rushing about, and that upon

emerging from the compartment these individuals were able to follow

the chemical trail. Eidmann's results agree with these (1925, 1927).

He found that a Myrmica worker tliat had found a large piece of food

would return to the nest and excite other individuals. Exchange of

the paper floor of the area for a fresh one just after the finder ant

had entered the nest and beiore the secondary ants emerged, pre-

vented tlie latter from finding the food except by chance, although

otherwise they found it readily.

Schneirla has found that if the ants of a Formica colony have

learned to get food in one certain corner of a large table, they will

visit this corner in greatest numbers when a finder ant returns to the

nest and excites them after having discovered food anywhere on

the table. Thus, for ants in general, the facts show that the return-

ing ant arouses the others, but the behavior of secondarily aroused

ants depends (in trail formers) upon the existence of a chemical trail

laid down mcidetitally by the excited finder, or depends (in individual

foragers) upon the manner in which members of the colony have

learned to forage in the vicinity.

Development of the Worker as a Unit in the Social Group.

Investigations upon newly hatched wasps (Steiner, 1932), bees

(Rosch, 1925, etc.), and ants (Heyde, 1924) show that the worker

assumes her colony duties gradually, rather than by displaying the

abilities in fuUy developed form at the start or by having the “teach-

ing” of adult workers, as Bfichner (1880) suggested. Heyde (1924)

artificially removed a number of worker ants from their cocoons and
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kept them in a separate group, under observation, as they were

reared free from adult influence. She found that typical activities

such as fighting, caring for the brood, nest excavating, and the like,

appear in these segregated ants. Any one t)^e of behavior first

appears only in very simple and limited ways, the initial activities

being forced by certain local structures (see pp. 143/.). The devel-

opment of such activities into the adult types requires more time in

the segregated callows than when behavior develops in the midst

of an adult colony. In either case, incidental stimulation furnished

by other individuals accounts for a sequence of changes in the

responses of the new individual (the callow).

The Basic Process: Elaboration of the Feeding Response through

Learning.—^To understand this succession of behavior changes, let

us give our own interpretation of Heyde’s observations on feeding;

selecting this activity because of its fundamental importance for the

unity of the social group. Events are pictured as they occur within

a normal colony.

1. When food is presented to the newly hatched worker, she

opens wide her mandibles, and by action of the mouth parts the

liquid is ingested. (It is recalled that as a larva the individual was

fed by adults.) As the callow feeds, her antennae quiver and usually

the front legs vibrate rapidly. This suggests that nervous excitation

spreads directly through the brain to the nearest motor centers (in

the infra-esophageal and first thoracic ganglia), directly arousing

action parts supplied by these centers.

2. A few hours later, if she has not received food for a time, the

callow moves about restlessly.*- She soon encounters an older ant,

and is fed by regurgitation. After a few such feedings, the original

quivering movements of the antennae and the rapid front leg move-

ments are to be observed only at the outset. Then, during the actual

feeding, the antennal vibration is replaced by a slow oscillatory

motion of these appendages, and the front legs remain on the ground.

3. Somewhat later, the young ant responds -with quick move-

ments of antennae and front legs when she encounters another individ-

ual. The same response is gi-ven by the “hungry” adult ant that

Without much doubt this excitemeut is attributable to -visceral tensions set

up through depletion of food in the digestive tract. Bjr means of the pressure-

balloon technique, Patterson (1933) has demonstrated the existence of rhythmic

gastric contractions in the fasting crab, Cancer. He seems justified in his

conclusion that the significance of this activity for general behavior in arthropods

is much the same as that proved for higher animals.
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meets a returning food carrier (Fig. 43). Without question this

response, the basis of “communication” (pp. 169/.), is the survival

form of the general “head-end movements” of the callow’s feeding

response.

4. Heyde found that when raised in the colony with adults, the

young worker first feeds other indirdduals on the second day after

hatching, but in the segregated group of callows feeding of others

does not appear until the fourth day. Another worker persistently

stimulates the young one with quivering antennae and jerking front

legs, and this finally forces regurgitation from the young individual.^

Later the regurgitative response is elicited more promptly; it has

been trained. Then, too, on first occasions the callow must continue

to disgorge liquid for some time once the act is begun, and thus gives

up a considerable amount of food to the same ant; but in time she is

able to discontinue the response shortly after it has begun. This is

another mark of a learned control.

5. The young ant next begins to find food herself, and soon she is

able to forage at a distance from the colony site.

We may briefly review the facts in the light of their significance

for the socialization of the individual. At first the feeding behavior

of the newly hatched worker is the larval response plus incidental

excitation of new anterior action parts (antennae and front legs),

but this reaction is changed through learning so tliat its later form

depends upon the circumstances of stimulation. The susceptibility

of the regurgitative response to stimulation from other individuals

makes for a fairly even distribution of food throughout the colony,

and is indirectly responsible for the fact that a foraging worker

returns to the nest and gives up any food which she may have found.

Thus, not only foraging, but also “homegoing" (without which, as

Descy (1925) says, the insect colony could not survive), depend upon

the elaboration of the original feeding response. The social training

of the newly hatched worker is a complex process in which direct

determination and learning closely cooperate.

The Motivation of the Socialized Individuai .
—^The motivation of the

individual worker presents an interesting problem (p. 162). It is the

^ ReguigftaUon is the return of food to the mouth from the highly muscular

crop when a pumping action is reflesiy set into play by stimulation of sensitive

contact receptors. Forel (1928) calls the crop the “social stomach,”- since

its contents are truly the property of the colony. Once food has seeped through a

strong valve into the “individual stomach,” from which regurgitation is not

postible, it becomes the property of the iniiviiml.
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chronic hunger of the colony, as Wheeler (1923) says, which causes

some of the workers to run forth and forage. ^ The readiness with

which workers forage from laboratory nests is almost directly depend-

ent upon the amount of food which has been given the colony during

the preceding week. As for the acquisition of food, the act must be

assisted by the immediate olfactory and gustatory stimuli involved.

Such stimuli appear important for the return trip to the nest as well

(Schneirla, 1934), since if the worker is carrying solid food and drops

it she circles about in the vicinity, and if it is not found she makes a

wandering return to the nest. In species that acquire liquid food

outside the nest (e.g., aphid visitors), the return to the nest must be

greatly assisted by visceral tensions arising from the stretching of

abdominal walls by the well-filled crop. Once in the nest, this

replete worker rushes about, regurgitating food to workers she

meets, actively hunts other individuals, and may even force her

food upon them. In contrast, a less-filled worker gives up food only

when stimulated energetically.

These considerations show the fundamental importance of

Wheeler’s trophaUaxis (p. 168) for the socialization of the individual

worker. The function of learning is evident at every stage of the

process, but what the worker may learn to do in the social group is

determined and restricted by her equipment.^ Learning may expand

her activities but cannot deprive them of their arthropod stereotypy.

This accounts for the fact that the general pattern of social behavior

in a given species is highly constant from colony to colony.

Division ofLabor in the Insect Colony.—Structure delimits activities

in the insect colony, and thus accounts for “ division of labor ” among

the workers. This is clearly to be seen in species which have poly-

morphic workers (p. 143/-), in wiiich a close correspondence is found

between function and structural peculiarities (Goetsch, 1930).

Division of labor also may dep)end upon structural changes that

come with growth, as Steiner (1932) has shown for wasps, and ROsch

(1925) for bees. Between the third and fifteenth days after hatch-

ing, when the salivary glands are functional, the young worker bee is

1 In an experimental Formica colony some of the workers appear much less

frequently from the nest, and when they do, carry back little food and make

poorer records in learning problems than do the workers that are regularly

active in foraging (Schneirla, 1933 c). It is possible that the poorer learners

in a natural colony, less successful in learning their way about in the open,

automatically settle to larva-feeding and other activities within the nest.
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most active in feeding larvae. Then these glands atrophy and brood

feeding ceases. From the fifteenth to the twenty-fifth day the wax

glands are in their most active secretory phase and the young bee

busies herself within tlie hive in comb building and also in receiving

materials (nectar, pollen) brought in by foragers. Generally before

the end of this period orientation flights outside tire hive have begun.

After the twentieth day and until death (at about fifty-five days) the

bee is most active as a forager outside the hive. The time at which

these changes in function appear differs greatly among individuals,

and may vary according to hive amditions.

Concluding Remarks

Although the capacity to learn is important for the development of

activities in higher arthropods, the direction in which a given

activity expands is fairly rigidly determined by the equipment

factors. The fact that all arthropods in a given group will have

virtually the same environment contributes to much the same

behavior in all cases, even though certain modes of this behavior

are subject to a measure of change through learning.

To illustrate, let us consider the factors wlrich contribute to social

behavior. The evolution of certain changes in equipment permits

a female to remain with her offspring. It is virtually certain that

she will care for the young, because of the inevitable trophallactic

relationship. All fertile females of a given species have the same

t3q)e of equipment which contributes to this result; are caused by
their physiological makeup to take the same type of environment

after mating; and have essentially the same capacity for learning.

Consequently the pattern of colony founding is highly constant for

the group.

In the same sense, although learning appears to be involved in

every phase of the worker’s growth into the social organization,

highly stable factors (stable environment; sensory, conduction,

motor equipment) determine what may be learned and the extent to

which modification is possible. Foraging outside the nest, which is

essential to the survival of the insect colony, is made possible by
the ability of the worker to learn a route. The more successful

orientation of one worker, permitted by the learning of a path

which represents an impossible problem for others, benefits the rest

of the colony only through adding to its food supply. The manner

in which such problems are solved is highly constant for a given
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species, since the pattern of provisional orientation depends particu-

larly upon the receptor equipment possessed by the worker.

In the arthropods, “learning” is therefore the tool of stable

factors which themselves determine the nature and extent of typical

activities in the given group. While, in the social insects, the well-

developed capacity for learning may extend given modes of behavior

to degrees that are scarcely possible in lower arthropods (not to speak

of lower invertebrates)
,
it does not change the “directly determined ”

pattern of behavior.
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CHAPTER Vni

BASIC FEATURES OF VERTEBRATE BEHAVIOR;
CLASS PISCES!

Introduction

Distinctive Vertebrate Characteristics.—In the lowest vertebrate

classes, as in the invertebrates, behavior is characterized by activities

which are directly enforced by inherited mechanisms. In the fishes

and Amphibia, in particular, the possession of a repertoire of domi-

nantly stereotyped activities may be attributed to factors which are

on the level of those outlined in Chap. VI as determining the arthro-

pod’s status. In fact, the social insects are superior to fishes and in

many respects to Amphibia in the extent to which the natively

determined behavior patterns (Chap. XII) may be modified through

experience. The mere fact that these vertebrate classes stand

"higher” in the taxonomic scale does not warrant placing them above

the highest invertebrates in psychological standing.

The properties of behavior in the lower vertebrate classes bear a

significant relation to the structure of the nervous system. Pri-

marily, the nervous system of the vertebrate may be regarded as a

bridge between receptors and the action system. However, the

vertebrate conduction system is not dominated in its function by
the segmentation of the body, as is the "ladder system” of the higher

invertebrate animals (Fig. 36). On the contrary, the nervous tissue

of the vertebrate forms a continuous tube which is distinguished

from the arrangement of the invertebrate system by its position

along the dorsum or back of the body. Such a conduction system is

capable of unifying the action of parts of a larger body in a way that

is scarcely possible for the ladder type of system. As the conduction

1 The phylum Chordata includes animals with a dorsal nerve cord and a sup-

porting skeletal axis or a vertebral cclumn. The subphylum. Cephalochorda

contains Amphloxus, the lancclet. The subphylum Vertebrata includes the

following classes; ElasmobranchU (fishlike vertebrates with cartilagenous skele-

ton,—sharks, rays); Pisces (true fishes); Amplnbia (frogs, toads, salamanders);

ReptUia (snakes, lizards, turtles, crocodiles); Aves (birds); and Mammalia
(rodents, carnivores, primates).

iy6
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Table 12.—^Fishes

Receptor Equxpmbht Peaturbs of Sensttivity

Chemical. Free nerve-endings in skin, “Common chemical sense,*’ permits
generally over entire body surface. responses to fairly concentrated chemicals.

Distinct nerve supply.

Grouped cells with heirlike projections, in Gustation (proximate chemorcception),
and around mouth, on barbels, often over permits responses to chemicals (acids, alka-

body surface. lies, salts) from objects close to body surface.

Ciliated cells in sacs opening to exterior. Olfaction (distance chemorcception)
;

re-

connect with olfactory bulb cells, ist cranial sponse to weak chemicals from distant

nerve. objects. Food location, response to chemical

gradient in water, etc.

Contact. Feceptor cells in skin, thickest Most fishes "positively thigmotactic"

at fin bases, on barbels when present, gill (swim against pressure) .orient to tide, bottom
allte, borders of mouth. feeders orient with reference to substratum,

etc.

Lateral line. Ciliated cells clumped at Probably stimulated by streaming move-
intervals in mucus-filled canal along body ments of water, possibly slow oscillations of

aides, often branching on head. Sndm- water. May permit orientation with refer-

bladder permits responses to pressure differ- ence to objects, s.f., through deflection of

ences. water from objects. Sensitivity to move-
ment of objects.

Static. In pars superioris of vestibular Direct control over portion, equilibrium,

apparatus (three canals and sacculus, latter Important in controlling bodily orientation,

with statoliths) lined with hair cells, contain Cooperates with visual, tactual sensitivity, in

endolymph fluid. controlling movement.

Auditory. Pars inferiorU of inner ear con- Borne evidence that rapid water vibrations

tains poorly developed "primitive cochlea," stimulate. May permit orientation to

the lagena, small pocket at base. vibrations reflected from surface, from the

shore.

Light. Flattened cornea, lens of fixed Vision predominantly monocular, owing to

shape, accommodated by muscle pulling it position of eyes, nervous limitations. Dia-

toward retina. Large optic nerves, total tance accommodation limited. Evidence

crossing of fibers in chiasma. Elongated for color vision in some (e.g., dace),

cells, "rods. " characteristic in retina.

Conduction

Brain much like remainder of cord in Amphiwfus^ only two pairs cranial nerves. In fishes

olfactory system dominates basal forebrain. Dorsal forebrain non-nervous. Ten poirs

cranial nerves: afferent, efferent functions of anterior body, viscera. Well-developed cere-

bellum, lateral-line lobes.

Action Equipment

Body form, type of tail and fins, air bladder, determine swimming. Pour longitudinal

muscle bands in body wall. Respiration (aeration of blood) by gills* Circulation more

sluggish than in higher vertebrates. Chzomatophore cells in skin, coloration changes;

phosphorescent organs (secretory cells) in many deep sea fishes. Th3rroid, adrenal, thymus,

other endocrine glands.

system increases in complexity in higher vertebrate classes, the

tubular structure readily permits new combinations and types of
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This occurs particularly in close connection with the elaboration of

one part of the central nerve tube under the influence of the sensory

systems of the dominant head region. Correspondingly, significant

changes appear in the external aspect of the anterior part of the

Fig. 44.—Representative vertebrate brains, sketched from above, (o) Dog
fish, (6) trout, (c) frog, (d) alligator, («) pigeon, (/) dog. cb., cerebellum: e.br.

end brain; Fb., forebrain; l.l., lateral-line lobe; Mb., midbrain; med., medulla;
Np., neopallium (approximate location); olf.l., olfactory lobe; o.l., optic lobe;

pall., pallium; Sir,, striatum (approximate location). {Modified from Herrick,

Ziegler.)

nervous system, as will be noted in an inspection of the brains of

different vertebrates sketched in Fig. 44.

It is true that in the nerves which connect the central system with

the sense organs and action system, a segmental arrangement is

primarily responsible for some of the stereotyped behavior patterns

which are fundamental in the lower classes. However, this is not a

basic feature of nervous function, so far as its general contribution

to psychological organization is concerned. In a general sense, the
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vertebrate is an animal which, by virtue of a new departure in the

form of its tubular conduction system, finally is able to overcome
the specifiic determining influence of its inherited sensory and action

equipment.

The Fundamentally Stereotyped Vertebrate Behavior Pattern

Represented in the Fishes. Sensory Systems Dominate Behavior ,

—

In primitive vertebrates such as Ampkioxus the lancelet, anterior

dominance is relatively feeble, and in this sense behavior is on the

annelid level. In the Ashes, however, behavior is dominated by the

exteroceptor systems, particularly by the olfactory and visual

systems, and hence is basically dependent upon anterior supremacy.

As Herrick (1925) has shown, the brain of the fish is monopolized

by sensory systems (by different conduction systems which belong to

one or another of the principal receptors). The olfactory system

dominates the forebrain (Fig. 44a, b), and the visual system domi-

nates the optic lobes in the midbrain
;
while the remaining exterocep-

tors have their particular conduction centers in other parts of the

anterior nervous system. The structure of the spinal cord also

makes for a direct determination of behavior, but on the primitive

basis of bodily segmentation rather than on the characteristic

vertebrate basis of sensory systems.

Homogeneous Environments Contribute to Simplified Behavior.—The

fish has a highly homogeneous environment as compared with

terrestrial vertebrates, a difference which is an important clue to

some of its characteristic psychological limitations. Various fishes

live at different levels of the sea which correspond to differences in

their physiological makeup, and at a given depth the water medium

represents an environment of minimal variability. In a somewhat

more variable environment, a given species of fresh-water fishes

presents a larger repertoire of activities. Among fishes in general,

however, the relative uniformity of the water environment corre-

sponds to a behavior which is simpler than is that of terrestrial

animals in the higher vertebrate classes.

Species Habitats Dififer Greatly among the Fishes.—^Notwithstanding

the above fact, we find a great variety of habitats among the more

than 20,000 species of fishes. Some species live a roaming existence

near the surface of the sea, others remain close to shore, others live at

intermediate depths of the sea, and still others live at great depths.

Furthermore, the great variety of fresh-water habitats also must be

taken into account.
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To illustrate one factor that may figure in the determination of

habitat, species in which the air bladder generates an enormous inter-

nal pressure are forced to remain in the depths of the sea throughout

life. In contrast, the herring is able to vary its environment to some

extent. Owing to a peculiarity in its air bladder (an opening to the

exterior) which permits the intake or release of water and hence

makes possible an adjustment to different external pressures, this

fish may live at the surface of the sea or at depths as great as loo

fathoms (ICyle, r926). Although we cannot enter into a considera-

tion of the wide variety of structural and physiological characteristics

which determine differences in habitat, it must be remembered that

(as pointed out for the arthropods) the inhabited enviroirment stamps

its character upon the behavior of the given species.

In the constant environment of a given species, the pattern of

behavior is to a considerable extent a direct expression of the receptor

equipment possessed by the fish. Hence it will be profitable to

treat the animal first in terms of the importance of sensitivity for its

characteristic behavior.

Sensitivity as a Primary Determiner or Behavior

The Coercive Effect of Stimuli on Action.—The close relationship

between the receptor equipment and the characteristic behavior

pattern of the fishes is viewed to advantage in a study of their feeding

activities. Jarmer (1928) emphasizes the fundamental role of the

exteroceptors in pointing out the general fact that under given com-

manding visual or olfactory conditions “the fish must bite.” The

power of a given stimulus over behavior is closely related to its

intensity. Either the visual system or the olfactory system domi-

nates the others, depending upon the species. While the com-

manding type of sensitivity may be supplemented at a given time

by other modes, there is good evidence that in the fish the secondary

systems (e.g., the lateral-line system, pp. 185/-) do not remold the

activity in cooperation with the primary system, but either support

the latter or displace it according to conditions. Sensory integration

in the fishes is therefore on a primitive level (c/. Chap. V).

The “Sensory Systems” and Species Differences in Food Taking.

Fishes differ widely as to the type of food taken or captured by them.

These differences correspond to the relative importance of various

anatomical and physiological characters, among which are gross

size, sensory acuity, swimming speed, and structure of mouth and
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digestive canal. An outstanding difference is that many fishes take

their food more or less passively, as do the species of bottom feeders,

while others actively hunt it down.

Species Classified According to Characteristic Food Taking.—It is

apparent that species diSerences in the receptors and in related

equipment have much to do with the determination of characteristic

modes of food taking. Evans (1931) has reported differences in the

structure of higher nervous centers (the medulla, in particular) which

appear to be important in accounting for the occurrence of corre-

sponding species differences in feeding activity. Therefore it is well

not to limit our consideration to differences in end-organ equipment

alone.

Fishes have been grouped by some writers according to theii

characteristic ways of taking food. In one group are placed quick

and lively species such as codfish, dace, and trout, which pursue

rapidly moving prey in daylight. Among other prey, these fishes

feed upon flies which they snap up at the surface of the water, and

upon agile minnows. Their capacity for rapid movement is impor-

tant in permitting the capture of such prey, but a well-developed

vision is even more essential, as Scheuring (1921) has shown.

The bottom feeders comprise a second group to which species such

as the carp, skates and rays belong. These fishes generally have

poor vision {e.g., many of them have small eyes, placed low on the

head) but have well-developed chemical and contact sensitivity.

The group therefore contains many carrion feeders, fishes which can

extract organic matter from mud, and many species which feed

predominantly at night.

Chemical Sensitivity and Food Taking. The Role of Olfaction in

the Activities of Bottom Feeders,—^In the bottom feeders, chemical

sensitivity is clearly the dominant sensory modality in fixing the

nature of behavior. When the fish nears a food object, water which

passes through the nasal cavity in respiration carries chemicals which

stimulate sensitive cells in the epithelium lining this cavity. From

these cells nervous impulses pa^ to the cells of the large olfactory

bulbs and thence reach the forebrain, which, as we already know, is

dominated by excitation from olfactory receptors. The work of

Parker and Sheldon (1913) and of others shows that the olfactory

bulb apparatus is a true distance chemoreceptor in certain fidies,

since it mediates sensitivity to weak chemicals diffusing from objects

which may lie at a considerable distance from the animal.
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Parker and Sheldon kept specimens of Ameiunis, the catfish,

without food for a few days. Starved individuals became markedly

excited when pieces of earthworm were dropped into the water at a

distance from them. They would seldom fail to turn toward a

cheesecloth packet containing earthworms when they passed near

it, whereas a packet containing waste was not molested. In contrast,

catfish in which the olfactory nerves had been cut (thus

preventing impulses from the nasal epithelium from reaching the

forebrain) would pass by earthworm packets without any change in

behavior.

In normal feeding, olfactory stimuli may not specifically orient

the fish, but they may cause it to move about excitedly in the vicinity

of the stimulus source. This activity eventually carries the fish

close to the food, where a more specific diSerence in the intensity of

chemical stimulation on the two sides of the body may direct its

movements more effectively. That olfaction may serve in this way

is shown by the manner in which a fish with one olfactory nerve

severed turns toward the normal side when meat juice comes to it

from a point directly ahead. We may conclude that in addition to

its principal role of "general exciter,'’ olfaction serves as an orienting

sense, so that it is of essential importance in tlie adjustments of the

fish to its environment.

Gustaiim and the Control of the Snapping Response .—The final

stage of the feeding act, the snapping response, is touched off by the

action of more intense chemical stimulation upon the proximate

chemoreceptors, the gustatory endings or taste buds. When a piece

of meat is brought close to or in contact with one side of the catfish’s

body, or in contact with one of the barblets, the animal turns

promptly and snaps up the object. The response may be elicited

even' after contact sensitivity has been eliminated, which shows its

essential dependence upon gustatory sensitivity. Herrick (1903)

repeatedly stimulated the catfish with cotton wool, to which the fish

ceased to respond by snapping, after a few trials. Fish that had been

habituated to contact in this way would turn and snap at meat which

touched the body. Strong localized chemical stimuli then presented

almost anywhere on the body surface produced the snapping response

ind^endently of contact. Such stimuli were particularly effective

when- applied to the barblets. Sectioning of the olfactory nerves

did not impair this response in the tomcod. These results show

that when close to the fish, the prey stimulates taste buds which are
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distributed over the body surface, on barblets and on mouth parts

in these fishes, thereby releasing the snap.

Vision Dominates Feeding in Many Species.—The catfish, a

bottom feeder with a rich supply of taste buds in the skin of the

body, snaps much more readily when these receptors are adequately

stimulated than when visual stimuli are presented. Fishes of many
other species, however, snap with far greater readiness at the sight

of a moving object, and these are the ones that typically hunt

living prey. For instance, in the food taking of the killifish, vision

is definitely the dominant modality. Parker (1911) observed that a

killifish would dart toward a small moving piece of meat much too

quickly for chemical stimulation to have played any part. So

effective is the stimulus, and so promptly does such a fish move
when stimulated in this manner, that the darting approach and the

snap may represent one response if the object appears close by.

The powerful and directly coercive role of vision in the behavior

of many species is well shown by Scheuring’s (1921) description of

food taking in a predatory fish such as the cod. As the fish is

swimming slowly about, a moving piece of food or a prey animal

which appears elicits a prompt response. Simultaneously with a

movement of the eyes toward the side on which the prey appears

there is a quick twist of the body which turns the long axis in the

direction of the object. Then a play of fins swiftly brings the fish

closer to its prey, and at a certain distance the snapping response

occurs, usually within a second or two after the first appearance of

the object. The trout is capable of responding in this manner to

small objects which move within a panoramic horizontal field of

160 deg.; whereas in the flatfish, whose two eyes lie on the same side

of the head, the snapping response is elicited by stimuli from an

object moving within a so-deg. field.^ In a given species, the snap-

ping response may appear only when the fish is at a certain distance

from the prey, this distance varying somewhat according to the size

of the object. This last fact suggests that the response comes about

within the limited distance of effective visual accommodation and

that the booty must stimulate a certain extent of the retina before

the snapping response may be elicited.

In certain species the visual control of snapping is subject to at

least a small measure of learned modification. In the spring the

1 In panoramic vision, which is characteristic of lower vertebrates, the visual

fields of the two eyes are continuous and essentially different.
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very hungry trout snaps at almost any moving small object; but later

in the year-, when food is plentiful, its feeding snap is given most

readily to the movement of the particular insect which is plentiful

at the time and is otherwise somewhat inhibited. That learning

may reduce the readiness with which the’ response appears under

certain -visual conditions is also indicated by the finding of Buyten-

dijk and Remmers (r923). Early in the course of their experiment

fresh-water fishes would snap with equal readiness at bread and at

chalk falling through the water, but after more than 170 trials the

subjects became able to inhibit the response to chalk, apparently on

the basis of a difference in its motion.

The Sensory Systems Compared in Their Influenceupon Behavior.

The group of fishes in which vision is dominant may be contrasted

with the group in which chemical and contact sensitivity are domi-

nant. In general, the visual determinant appears more rigid and

specific in its control than does the olfactory. The role of the eyes,

with their impulses conducted through specialized centers in the

nervous system (the optic lobes and thalamic centers), is that of

direct enforcer and coercer of behavior. Olfaction, which dominates

the forebrain, is a general exciter which accounts for less specificity

or stereotypy, although it is a modality which has a wide scope of

influence in behavior. In this respect, the less specific behavior

controlled by olfaction may be contrasted with the role of vision as

described above, and with the effect of localized gustatory and

contact stimulation. As Herrick (1924) points out, it is through

the evolution of the forebrain, and hence through mechanisms primi-

tively under the dominance of olfaction, that higher vertebrates

become less subject to the specific enforcement of stereotyped

behavior.

Some Important Factors in the Control oe Movement

Maintenance of Position thxough Response to Change in a Visual

Field.—Fishes that live in running streams are able to maintain a

given position by actively swimming in the upstream direction.

Although tactual stimuli from the current are of importance for this

response in many species, this is not the principal factor in most

cases. Lyon (1904) placed killifish in a long bottle filled with water

and corked to eliminate the current effect, and when this bottle was

moved in one direction beside the algae-covered wall of a large tank,

the fish promptly swam to the opposite end. They were not oriented
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by a current but by “apparent motion” of the wall. Similarly,

when the experimenter permitted this bottle to float in the current of

a small tide stream, the fish shut within it quickly swam to

the upstream end. In another test, minnows swam in the direction

in which a surface of transverse black and white stripes was moved
beneath the glass bottom of their aquarium, and reversed their

direction when the movement of the artificial substratum was
reversed in direction. Most of the species tested by Lyon showed

this ability to move in such a manner as to retain a given field of

visual stimulation.

The Control of Posture and Equilibritun.—Since fishes move in a

tridimensional environment, the maintenance of position is a

complicated matter. In experiments on the dogfish by Maxwell

(1923) and others three sense modalities have been shown to cooper-

ate in this function. Destruction of the entire labyrinth of the right

ear in a dogfish resulted in depression of the right eye, elevation of

the left eye, and an inclination of the body toward the right by virtue

of an opposite bending of fins on the two sides of the body. Conse-

quently, in locomotion the body rolled toward the operated side.

Dogfish deprived of the semicircular canals and utriculi in the ears

of both sides were able to swim toward objects, and to turn toward a

moving object, although near the surface they swam without good

control of bodily position. This shows that visual control is of some

importance in the normal maintenance of posture. The role of

contact was shown by the way in which the operated animals righted

themselves promptly when they happened to touch the bottom of the

tank in which they were swimming. However, the primary function

of the inner ear apparatus in the normal maintenance of an upright

position and in movement control was shown by the frequent failure

of operated animals to compensate for disturbances of position,

and by the frequency of swimming back-downward or on one side.

Hence the semicircular apparatus, vision, and contact may be con-

sidered supplementary senses in the control of equilibrium and

posture.

The Lateral-line Organs and Movement.—Contact sensitivity

is of eAudent importance in the responses of fish to currents and in

their reactions to other movements of the water or to a surface near

which they are swimming. Movements of water also stimulate the

lateral-line organs, which are cells grouped in pits at intervals

in subdermal canals along the sides of the body. Hofer (c/. Watson,
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1914) presented water currents differing in direction and force to

fish deprived of lateral-line sensitivity by operation and found these

animals unable to respond as did normal fish. By means of the

extirpation method, and by testing trained fish, Dykgraaf (1933) has

recently shown that the lateral-line organs are stimulated by weak

currents and by changes in water pressure. He finds that this

sensitivity not only permits the fish to localize motionless objects

(from which water vibrations are reflected), so that it may avoid

obstacles in swimming, but also to respond to moving objects, as in

food capture or avoidance of predatory animals.

The Cerebellum, and Integration of Receptors in the Control

of Equilibrium and Posture.—^The preceding treatment has dis-

closed the fact that in the control of equilibrium and posture a

number of receptors commonly function. About the semicircular

apparatus as chief controller, vision, the lateral-line reception, and

contact are combined. We note that while the brain (forebrain

and midbrain) of the fish permits no great amount of interaction

among the important sensory systems (p. 180), these systems do

cooperate in a general function such as the control of posture and

equilibrium. For this cooperative control the cerebellum is respon-

sible. Herrick (1924) has compared the role of the cerebellum in

general behavior with that of a gyroscope on a moving steamslup.

The cerebellum does not determine the nalure of movements made

nor are its connections responsible for the initiation of new move-

ments, but rather this nervous center is essential for the regulation

of the strength and timing of movements which are aroused and

directed by other nervous means. Following the analogy, the

quartermaster steers the ship by controlling the rudder, while the

function of the gyroscope is to hold the vessel steady and on an even

keel.

In the movements of a vertebrate animal the integration of sensory

impulses (p. 209) by means of the cerebellum maintains the animal

in a steady posture and insures a condition of activity which is

gained by other means. Movements which are specifically initiated

and controlled by one sense department (e.g., by olfaction through

forebrain centers) may be reinforced and supported by other sense

departments through cerebellar connections, without thereby having

their essential nature altered. The cerebellum does not combine the

sense modalities in a manner that permits them to check or to

counterbalance one another. It is restricted to combining or inte-
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grating them in making for postural adequacy, a fact the importance

of which is shown by the comparatively large size of the cerebellum

in vertebrates that adjust to a tridimensional environment (e.g.,

fishes, birds). The reasons for this decided limitation in the

psychological importance of the cerebellum may be found in its

tract-and-nucleus structure. A cooperative and counterbalancing

integration of the fields of sensitivity in controlling the appropriate-

ness of environmental adjustments necessitates the functioning of

conduction mechanisms which are but feebly forecast in the nervous

system of the fish.

Important Modes op Behavior in Fishes

Among the fishes and other lower vertebrate classes we find modes

of behavior which, like those of some of the higher invertebrates,

may not express the influence of any one mechanism alone, but rather

show the result which is inevitable when a constant environment

plays upon an animal of complex structure. The principle, and the

way in which it makes for adaptive behavior, will be illustrated in

terms of two behavior modes which characterize the fishes as a group.

Migration.—Some fishes are mainly sedentary and the movements

of others are very irregular, or if regular are dependent upon periodic

changes in available food; but the migratory movements which are

most common in the class bear a significant relation to the breeding

cycle. The case of the salmon is best known.

The Typical Migratory Pattern in the Salmon .
—^The yotmg Pacific

salmon develop from eggs which are laid in some fresh-water tributary

stream. During their second year the young salmon begin to move

downstream by easy stages, and finally they pass from the main

stream into the sea. As adults they live in salt water during their

next two years. Commonly during their fifth year the adults become

sexually mature, and now begin to move into fresh water and

to migrate up the river to its tributaries. They move rather slowly

at first, tarrying at the mouth of the river and dropping back for a

distance at each ebb tide, but once started against the current, they

move steadily toward the river’s source. Many of them fail to pasc

obstacles such as falls and rapids which are encountered on the way,

and die on the rocks. The mortality is decreased when artificial

“ladders” are provided, up the stages of which the salmon may flip

themselves against the current. Finally the mature adults reach
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some tributary of the river and spawn there, after which they float

tail-first downstream and die.

Factors Inwlved in the Control of Salmon Migration .—Let us

attempt an understanding of this behavior. Roule (1928) attributes

the downstream passage of the young salmon to the fact that near the

end of their second year they begin to lose pigment from their skin.

As more pigment is lost there is an increase in the irritating effect of

the strong sunlight which floods shallow water, and this sets up an

organic disturbance which starts the fish on its way along the line of

least resistance, i.e., downstream. It continues to move until the

Pig. 4$.—A Labrador aalmoiv Burmounting an waterfall In the course of

its upstream migration, ^’holograph by Dr. R. T. Morris. From Jordan and
Kellogg.)

new optimum, deep water, is reached. Very probably this is not the

only factor in bringing about the movement. However, it appears

significant that the trout, a close relative which loses much less

pigment than does the salmon, remains in fresh water.

After its life of two or three years in the sea, the adult salmon

migrates into fresh water, and hence upstream, under the influence

of physiological changes which come with sexual maturity. Accord-

ing to Roule (1928) one factor in forcing the move is that when
swollen with developing eggs (female) or with sperm (male) the

individual’s respiratory rate is greatly increased, and the oxygen

content of sea water thus falls considerably below the new optimum.

The fish then responds more readily to water which has a greater

quantity of oxygen mixed with it, i.e., to water from a river system.

Unfortunately, at present there is no direct evidence for this factor.
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Other factors may be suggested. Greene (1926) has described

rather extensive changes in the chemical composition of the Ifing

salmon’s tissues just before and during its upstream migration. It is

important that a great increase in the size of the female’s ovaries

comes about during the months that precede spawning. Then too,

at migration time there are changes in muscle tissue and in the salt

content of the blood, as well as a destruction of stomach tissues

which soon prevents feeding. There are many indications that the

sexually mature salmon is more highly sensitive to slight differences

in salinity and temperature, a fact which may be attributed to

internal changes at the time. One study suggested to the experi-

menters (Shelford and Powers, 1915) that the fish is oriented into the

river mouth by virtue of its ability to respond to a gradient of

decreasing salinity. Responses to temperature differences may be

influential in controlling behavior at the river mouth, and current

pressure undoubtedly is important.

It is now known that migrating adult salmon generally enter the

river from which they came as young individuals. Jordan (1907)

held the opinion that, while in most cases salmon return to the same

river system, the reason is that few of them ever go far from the

river mouth. Consequently, in view of the known fact that a river

such as the Columbia affects temperature, current, and chemical

conditions of the ocean at considerable distances from its mouth,

most of the salmon would be within the scope of its influence at the

time when they were becoming susceptible to fresh-water conditions.

Rich and Holmes (1928) reported extensive tagging experiments in

which none of the salmon marked on the Columbia river were

recovered as adults in any other river system, although some of

them had moved far up the coast to a point near Alaska during their

life in the sea.

It is possible that the factors which control entrance into the

river mouth have much in common with those which operate during

the upstream movement. In any case, the persistent movement

of the adults upstream is an interesting and perplexing problem.

Once on their way the fish swim doggedly against the current, ascend-

ing rapids and surmounting other obstacles until the headwaters

are reached (Fig. 45). The upstream progress appears to be based

mainly upon a response to the pressure of the water, but how this

factor operates is not clear. It is not improbable that the strong

tendency to move against current pressure represents a phenomenon
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of counterirritation; that the nervous effect of internal distension

and the actual degeneration of tissues accompanying sexual maturity

is counterbalanced only by strong external stimulation and hence

forces the maintenance of such stimulation.

The particular route talceii by the salmon in their upstream passage

remains to be explained. Although there is a lack of evidence that

pressure differences are important for the movement into one

tributary rather than into another at places where the river branches,

Ward (1921) has pointed out the great importance of temperature

sensitivity in determining the upstream route. His records show

that when migrating adult sockeye salmon encounter a fork in the

stream up which they are passing, they turn into the tributary

from which flows water of lower temperature. Similarly, upon

reaching the headwaters, they are most likely to build nests and to

spawn in places where the water is below 4“C. in temperature. This

suggests one reason why salmon which migrate at different times of

the year may differ in the routes they follow.

Although temperature is important, other factors may bo involved in account-

ing for the fact that salmon of diHerent species, under appropriate conditions,

eve able to return to the identical tributary stream which they left ns young

individuals. Rich and Holmes (igaS) found tliat when the young of Chinook

salmon were transplanted as eggs to a different Columbia river tributary from

that of their hatching, and pennitted to develop in the “foster stream," the

majority of them succeeded in returning as adults from the sea to the tributary

in which development had occurred. Surprisingly enough, wliile this held

for the fall hatch of salmon, it did not hold to any extent for spring hatches.

Somehow the fish may become acclimated to the specific nature of the waters in

which it develops, so that as an adult it is fitted to respond more readily to the

chemical effect of these waters than to that of other waters. Although definite

proof that chemical discrimination is involved in this particular phase of migra-

tion is still lacking, we must not forget the ingrained importance of chemical

sensitivity in the life of the fish.

It may be concluded that the upstream migration of the adult

salmon depends upon a change in responses to outer stimuli when
progressing sexual maturity has brought certain important intfernal

changes. These internal changes represent the core of the phe-

nomenon. However, it may be said that the factors which cause

the young individuals to leave fresh water are responsible for the

occurrence of migration in the life cycle of salmon.

Behavior Associated with Reproduction.—^The breeding behavior

of most fishes is so rapidly accomplished and so complicated that
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only by observing it many times with special attention to important
items, as was done in Reighard’s (1920) study, is it possible to obtain

a clear picture of events. This observer carefully pieced together

the following account of breeding activities in a common fresh-water

£sh.

Breeding in the Sucker .—^The male suckers congregate on the rapids

during breeding season, when they are sperm-laden. Occasionally

a female appears from deeper waters and remains quietly in place

until males approach her. As they come near she darts forward,

then pauses with belly touching the stream bed, and swims quickly

away as they reapproach. This flight is repeated a number of times,

but finally the female does not swim off. Now attention shifts to the

approaching male. When close to the female he stop>s, with spread-

ing pectoral fins, dorsal fin coming erect, and with protruding jaws.

Changes in the body coloration of the male now appear, and his eyes

redden. For a second his head vibrates from side to side, disclosing

the tension of his entire body.

The males now press close against the female, one on each side of

her (as a rule), and all three individuals head upstream. The
pectoral fins of the males are spread beneath the female, and their

downward spreading anal fins press against her tail, so that she is

held in a tight grip between their bodies. There now occurs a

shuddering vibration of the three bodies, and although the heads

move in little more than a tremor, the wide and vigorous excursions

of the tails are sufficient to stir up gravel from the stream bed. This,

together with the sperm-containing milt which spurts from the males

at tills point, clouds the water so that the eggs cannot be seen as

they are shed from the female. This is the climax of the

mating act, and requires only about two seconds of time.

After it the female moves upstream, subsequently mating with

other males.

The distinctive features of this behavior depend upon the general

excitability, for which the glandular condition of the fish is responsi-

ble when sexual maturity is reached, and the increased excitement

attributable to bodily contact at the time of actual mating. This

pattern is typical, and although the mating of other fishes differs

somewhat from it (particularly in the behavior of the male before

and after the spawning act), the elemental features are much the

same in many species.
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The Place oe Learning in Fish Behavior

The Intelligence of the Fish.—^Judgments of tlie comparative

intelligence of different species of fishes, or even of the general

psychological position of the class, frequently are not based upon

dependable criteria. For instance, although there would be general

agreement that the trout stands higher in this respect than d,oes the

herring, the reasons for this judgment have not been clearly stated.

The ability of a species to avoid traps may depend upon general

agility or upon acute sensitivity, upon boldness or timidity, or upon

capacity for learning. A given species of fish may be more able to

learn than larger species but may become excessively timid because

its small sise automatically creates for it a host of enemies. Then

too, special advantages oftentimes permit behavior that is misjudged

easily. One writer has called the eel clever because it is able to

escape from tanks, to climb slippery posts, and to wander over fields.

Again, adaptation of the sldn to surroundings depends uiion factors

which have nothing directly to do with ability to learn, but these and

similarly based occurrences have been cited as proof of the intel-

ligence of certain fishes.

There is, also the popular desire to tell a good fish story: the anecdotal

tendency. We cull an example from the correspondence columns of the

London Evening Standard;

In answer to the question, “Do Fish Think?” an experience of ours some

years ago is interesting. We kept several large gold and silver fish in a

glass tank, which became frozen over. One day the frost formed delicate

fern-like leaves of ice, which shot down to the bottom of the tank, and

enclosed the fish in frozen cells. They became so still and lifeless that

we were alarmed. My father broke the ice, and, lifting the fish out,

poured a few drops of brandy down their throats, replacing them in the

tank in a more lively condition. Next morning, which was milder, we
were astonished to find them aU in a row, motionless, pretending to be

frozen in.

It is evident that our question can be answered only by the use of

criteria which have experimental dependability.

Learning a Simple Series of Orienting Movements.—Many
fishes (e.g., the trout) are able to orient successfully within a given

locality of considerable area, and to return to the same places in their

daily feeding. Most aquarium fishes readily learn their way about

the container.
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A simple test of this ability was performed by Churchill (1916).

Oace goldfish had learned to swim through an open tank and be
fed on the farther end, two mesh-wire partitions were inserted which
required the fish to swim to the first opening A near one side wall

(Fig. 46), then downward toward the second opening B near the

opposite side, and thence upward to reach the feeding place C. The
openings were each 2.5 cm. square. Visual distinction of the open-

ings from the squares in the wire mesh apparently was not involved

in controlling the movement, since a fish would repeatedly swim past

the door and get through only “by playing about the netting and
thrusting the head through the interstices until the opening was hit

upon ...” On further trials the exploration was confined more

Pig. 46.—ChurchUl's apparatus for testing learning in the goldfish (see text).

X, starting point; C, feeding place; A, B, apertures in the partitions. (Modified

from Churchill, igi6.)

closely to the vicinity of the opening. Apparently this change

depended upon an increase in the accuracy with which the fish

moved toward the first partition, since at length there was much

less nosing about near A and the fish swam directly toward the

opening. The fish improved more rapidly in getting through the

opening B, apparently on the basis of a specific orientation obtained

in passing through A.

A second group of subjects was presented with wooden partitions

in the tank, with openings cut in the corresponding places. The

goldfish did not contact about the surface of these partitions, as with

the mesh-wire partitions, but when a subject happened to come

directly in front of the opening and an inch or two away it usually

would pass directly through. This response, as well as subsequent

improvement in finding the opening, apparently depended upon

visual control alone.
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In this Study, one test shows no evidence for the modification of a

idsually controlled movement by tactual stimulation which the

situation also affords. The other test, discussed first above, shows

that tactual (probably with kinesthetic) sensitivity may dominate

independently without the essential involvement of vision. The

results contribute to an understanding of the manner in which the

sensory control of a simple movement series may differ according to

circumstances, and yet may be fairly specific for any given type of

situation.

Learning Which Is Distinguished by Sensory Discrimination.—We
are familiar with the results of Herrick (pp. 182/.) and of Buytendijk

and Remmers (p. 184), which demonstrate the ability of certain

fishes to inhibit snapping in sensory circumstances which at first

elicit the response. A number of experiments have shown that for

each of the major sense departments it is possible to train an indi-

vidual to respond specifically to a stimulus which at first did not

produce such response. This has been demonstrated by coupling

the (at first) ineffective stimulus with one which forces the response

in question from the outset.

Establishment of Conditioned Responses .—Frol off (1925) employed

the strong “starting response” to electric shock. Five seconds

before the shock was given, a light would flash in front of the fish.

Within s to 30 trials a subject would give the starting response when
the light was presented alone. Training thus attached a response to

light which had previously been limited to other stimuli. Fewer

trials were required to bring the response when the shock was

preceded by the actuation of a telephone receiver under the water

than when the new stimulus was the ringing of an electric bell above

the surface. Bull (1928) used a somewhat different method, and

successfully trained the blenny to rise to a feeding place in response

to a momentary increase of 4‘’C. in the temperature of the water, or

to an increase of 3/1,000 in the salt content of the water. When these

changes were introduced after training, the fishes swam up to the

feeding place even though no food was presented.

Sears (1934) used a current of water as “unconditioned” stimulus,

the typical response to this being an easily identified movement of

fins and tail. When this stimulus was presented together with light

as the “conditioned” stimulus, the response was conditioned to

light in nine subjects within an average of 50 trials (see Chap.

XV).
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In Sears’ tests electric shock proved very undependable as an
"unconditioned” stimulus. After 45 shocks had been applied in

series to one subject the electrical shock response could be readily

elidted by presenting either a "white” light or a vibratory stimulus

alone, although neither of the latter stimuli had been applied before

that time. This phenomenon, not a “conditioned” response, was
named by Ufland (1929) “ a dominant.” The apparent explanation

is that repeated response to the relatively strong electric stimulus so

lowers the animal’s threshold of reaction that stimuli of other types,

although presented then for the first time, will bring that response

rather than their own usual reactions.

A Discrimination Habit Based upon Visual DiJJerences.—Some-

what more complicated is the change produced when the fish is

trained to react to one sensory feature but at the same time is trained

not to react to a similar feature, i.e., the “discrimination habit”

(Chap. XIII). Reeves (1919) obtained evidence for color vision

in the fish by means of this method.

Two colored filters were placed in lamp boxes so that light passing

through the filters would fall into spaces separated by a partition in

the aquarium below (Fig. 47). The light from each of the filters

passed through a slit which could be varied in width in order to

control the intensity. A white surface placed at an angle in each

compartment reflected the light from the filters so that a fish swim-

ming toward the compartments would be exposed to two lights of

different wave lengths, one on each side: a “blue” light (wave

lengths between 460 and 524 mp) as against a “red-orange” light

(wave lengths above 598 mf4).

Food fastened to a rod was lowered into the water when the fish

swam into the compartment illuminated by “blue” light, but no

food could be obtained in the “red-orange” compartment. Since

the “correct” light was sometimes to the right and sometimes to the

left, it became necessary for the fish to learn a discrimination between

the lights if food was to be obtained consistently.

Horned dace required about 400 trials and sunfish about 900 trials

to learn to turn toward the “blue” stimulus and to avoid the “red-

orange.” To test whether the discrimination was based upon a

brightness difference. Reeves began to change the intensity of the

“red-ofange” light. After this light had been reduced to a certain

intensity value the discrimination broke down and the subject made

a chance score. However, training was continued and after a time
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the ability to discriminate reappeared, Apparently the fish had

first learned to discriminate on the basis of intensity, but when

changes were introduced so that the “red-orange” was sometimes

more and sometimes less intense than the “blue,” the fish learned to

react on the basis of wave-length difference alone. Other tests in

which “white” versus “blue” and “white” versus “red-orange”

Pig. 47.—Reeves' apparatus for testing color vision in the fish, Fb, food bar,

now down in right compartmentji, light sources; SI, alit for controlling intensity

of light; St, stimulus plates, from which light is reflected into starting compart-
ment SC, (Modified from Reeves, 1919.)

were used as stimulus pairs substantiated the conclusion that the

animals were capable of learning to discriminate on the basis of

differences in the wave length of lights.

Modifiability and Conduction Equipment.—^Although fishes are

capable of simple modifications in tbeir responses to stimuli of a given

sense department, and show by an acquired distinctiveness in

response that certain energy effects act upon the receptor in different

ways, we find no indication of important learned integrations among
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the sensory systems. This is a fact of some importance, in view of

the apparent fact that the basic structure of the conduction system
contributes to a virtual independence of the major exteroceptive

departments in controlling the nature of behavior. Some experi-

ments involving destruction of nervous tissue are of interest in this

connection.

Nolte (1932) trained sticklebacks to discriminate a given patch of

“colored” paper from other patches, after which he bilaterally

destroyed part or all of Ihtforehrain in given subjects. He reported

that after the operation these fish reacted just as efficiently to the

training stimuli as before, avoiding the nontraining patches and
snapping only at the training patch or at those close to it in wave-

length value.

However, in the nervous system of the fish the forebrain is pre-

empted by olfaction, which was not involved in the control of this

learned response. The visual system dominates the optic lobes;

and it is there that we should test for traces of whatever ph3rsiological

changes were produced by this training. Destruction of optic lobe

or thalamic tissue, but not of forebrain tissue, might be expected to

impair or remove the habit. Unfortunately Nolte did not operate

upon the visual complex.

We have mentioned the conditioned response to light which Sears

(1934) established in the goldfish (pp. 194/.). He destroyed a large

part of the optic-Jobe tissue (in the outer cell layers) without impair-

ing ability to acquire this conditioned response. Animals subjected

to the operation after the conditioning had been established were able

three days afterward to equal the performance of normals. There

was some evidence that the habit was less stable in operated cases

than in normals, but in general it was concluded that the extensive

(although not complete) destruction of optic-lobe tissue interfered

neither with the establishment nor with the performance of this

conditioned response. However, it is by no means certain that these

operations would not have impaired other types of visuomotor habit

which make greater demands upon the animal (Chap. XIII).

Conclusion

The fishes are subject to limitations prescribed mainly by a virtual

independence in the control exerted by the major exteroceptive

systems over behavior, since there appears to be a lack of any impor-

tant intersensory correlation in the qualitative control of adjustments
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to the environment, For this reason in particular, the behavior of

the class is characterized by directly determined activities and by a

lack of plasticity. The discovered capacity for modification of

behavior apparently contributes only to alterations in given specific

activities (e.g., response to a light of given wave length or to an open-

ing in a certain position) rather than to the broad recombination

and selection of activities which appear in the highest vertebrate

groups.

Segregation of the major sensory systems in the qualitative control

of behavior thus is a primitive vertebrate character, which is some-

what improved upon in the Amphibia.
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CHAPTER IX

IMPROVED INTEGRATION IN THE CONTROL OF
STEREOTYPED ACTIVITIES: CLASS AMPHIBIA*

Introduction

The Importance of a Shift in Typical Environment.—The am-
phibians mark a crucial transition in vertebrate life, the change from

an aquatic to a terrestrial environment. Although most of them
develop in the water, the larger part of the adult’s life typically is

spent on land. The frogs and toads are significantly different in

their sensory and other equipment, as compared wiA an aquatic

amphibian such as the salamander. The terrestrial amphibian

possesses the vomeronasal organ as an auxiliary to the olfactory

apparatus. This development evidently increases sensitivity to

chemical stimuli received from food in the mouth and may make
possible a control of the snapping response through learning. Cer-

tain significant changes appear in the conduction system in correla-

tion with this receptor.

Another difference is notable: terrestrial amphibians lack the

lateral-line organs which they possessed in the aquatic (tadpole)

stage of their life history. This makes for an important difference

in the feeding of adult anuxans and urodeles. Schairer (1932)

showed the outstanding role of the lateral-line receptors in the food

finding of the larval salamander. Amblystoma larvae were deprived

of both vision and olfaction by operation, but could still readily

locate small moving prey by responding to water currents from the

objects, which were then snapped up.

The possession of lung respiration in the terrestrial stage, instead

of the gill type of breathing which is characteristic of aquatic animals,

is significant for the rate of metabolism and therefore makes for a

more active life. An important related possession (which, however,

* Amphibia are vertebrates distinguished by their smooth, slimy skin which

typically lacks scales, and by gill breathing in the larvai form. The two am-

phibian orders with which we deal are the Urodda, with long cylindrical bodies

and flattened tails (e.g., salamanders, Fig. 49); and the Anura, which in the

adult stage have broad flattened bodies without tails (e.g., frogs, toads).
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represents a similarity to aquatic animals) is the moist skin of the

terrestrial amphibians, which makes them delicately sensitive to

—AmphibiaTable 13.

B.ECBPTOIL BqUIPMBKT

Chemical. Free nerve endings over body
surface.

Taste buds in mouth, pharynx; none on

skin.

Ciliated cdls in epithelium of nasal cavi"

ties, which open by nostrils near snout end*

connect with mouth at back.

Contact. Koceptor cells over body sur-

face, especially head. Moist sldn sensitive

to humidity changes. Separate temperature

endings probable.

Lateral line. Organs present only in

aquatic Amphibia.

Static. Somewhat better developed semi-

circular apparatus than in fishes.

FEA.TUUES oif Sensitivity

Moist skin sensitive to concentrated chem-
icals. Reaction time differs for acids, salts,

alkalies.

Gustation of some importance for feeding

of torrestrial forms.

Olfaction functions in aquatic forms much
as in hshes. Tracking of chemicals demon-
strated for newts. Anura much less sensitive.

Important reRcx responses controlled

tactually. «.g.i respiration, clasp response.

Determines male^s carrying eggs. Humidity
conditions dotermino habitat; place where
eggs are laid.

Sensitivity to movements of prey animals.

Similar to fishes.

Aquatic amphibians similar to fishes.

Head orientation in torrestrial forms

attrlbutablo to utrlculi.

Auditory. Tympanum embedded in akin No evlclonco for auditory sensitivity In

of head, middle ear present (Anura). aquatic forms. Effects general bodily

hagena improved. changes In terrestrial forms. Important in

mating.

Light. Lens fixed in shape, eye focused Sensitivity to movement important for

by pulling of lens forward from retina, feeding. Typically orient toward light, but

Fovea, central area, absent. Skin receptor gather in dark places. Skin coloration con-

cells in some. trolled by brightness of background, tem-

perature, humidity. Scattered evidence for

color vision.

Conduction

Olfactory lobes smaller than in fishes. Thick-walled forebrain, dorsal part nervously

developed (archipallium). WeU-dov^oped optic lobes, thalamus. Small cerebellum. Ten

pairs cranial nerves. In terrestrial Amphibia spinal cord most extensivdy developed on

level of fore and of hind limbs.

Action System

Extensive development of reciprocally innervated muscles (flexors and extensors)

attached to parts of bony skeleton which are moved as levers. Hind-legs furnish motive

power, front legs mainly steer in locomotion. Webbing of rear legs in some important for

swimming. Front of tongue attached in Anura, tongue quickly extended in feeding..

Sound production' two vocal cords across larynx, inflated throat as resonator. Chromo-

tophorea in skin of some. Secretions of mucous glands keep skin moist. Skin respiration

important; adults breathe mainly by lungs, larvae by gills. Oviparous: Eggs fertilised after

extrusion from female.

humidity changes in air. To instance one importance of this charac-

teristic, upon their appearance from hibernation in the spring, frogs,
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toads, and salamanders move toward ponds and streams where they

breed. These migrations are particularly frequent after heavy
spring showers, owing to the fact that enlargement of the sex gla.nHs

(gonads) has made the animals very responsive to any sudden
increase in humidity (Cummins, 1920; Blanchard, 1930). Amphib-
ians also possess, as do fishes, the common chemical sense, a general

skin sensitivity to acids and other chemicals in fairly strong con-

centrations. In higher vertebrates this type of receptor generally

is restricted to interior mucous-membrane surfaces.

In the action equipment of terrestrial amphibians, the possession

of legs is responsible for certain important developments in the

organization of local activities in behavior and also accounts for an

increase in the number of specific modes of action (burrowing,

swimming, leaping, hopping). To dte another difference in action

equipment which is responsible for departures from the piscian

behavior pattern, the amphibian tongue (absent in aquatic

forms) functions in connection with the snapping action of the

jaws and thus provides the basis for a modification in the feeding

response.

The differences we have noted are accompanied by some important

changes in conduction equipment and forecast an advance from the

dominance of specifically enforced and stereotyped activities. This

suggests an inquiry into the adequacy of sensory control in amphibian

behavior.

Advances in Sensory Control.—^The external environment of the

amphibian largely commands its behavior, and hence the animal

displays a fund of rather specific and distinctive activities. Although

the number of items in the amphibian’s behavior repertoire appears

greater than in the fish, the separate activities of the amphibian

more readily lend themselves to organization, and the manner in

which a given response appears is somewhat more influenced by

other responses. Hence the amphibians appear superior to the fishes

in the unity of their behavior.

Although the control of the sensory systems over behavior is

similar to that in fishes, it is difficult in any amphibian to find one

system that dominates consistently, in the manner that olfaction

controls the behavior of some fishes and vision the behavior of others.

Then, too, a given sensory system more readily brings another

system into play. Kiley (1913) observed cases in which a toad,

previously quiescent in continuous weak light, was aroused by sudden
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contact with another individual to respond definitely to the light

(usually hopping toward the source).

However, at any given time the amphibian’s behavior is directly

dominated by one of the exteroceptive fields; most frequently by

vision (except in cave-dweUing forms). The frog is so strongly

compelled to snap at any small moving object that in an experiment

by Abbott (1862) an individual severely injured its jaws by repeatedly

lunging and snapping at a fly pinned in the center of a ring of

needles. In such cases the fly does not stimulate as “food,” but as a

small moving object, a visual stimulus of powerful coerciveness.

There are, however, certain features in the feeding of other am-

phibians, and even of the frog, which suggest some improvement

over this stereotypy.

We have pointed out that the primitive vertebrate characteristic,

specific sensory control over behavior, is prominent in the feeding

of these animals. As Schaeffer (1912) put it, a frog might starve

to death through its failure to snap at motionless flies strewn around

it. For most amphibians, as for fishes, the object must be small and

must move in order to elicit the snapping response. However, in

certain members of the class sensory dominance is somewhat

reduced in rigidity and specificity. For one thing, the control of the

feeding response may shift with some readiness from one sensory

system to another when conditions force the change. Ordinarily,

Amblystoma larvae depend predominantly upon vision in locating

food, but blinded animals in Nicholas’ (1922) experiment located

moving objects readily on the basis of olfactory stimulation and

through water vibrations (lateral-line sensitivity). Through olfac-

tion they were able to locate motionless food objects, as were normal

animals in darkness. Other examples might be cited.

The amphibian snapping response is more complex than is its

homologue in the fish; and this greater complexity is paralleled in

its sensory control. Hempelmann (1926) points out that the

summation of stimuli is an almost indispensable feature of the frog’s

snapping response. The first slight movement of a fly causes the frog

to move its head; if further stimulation comes there is a turning of

the trunk; another visible motion brings a lowering or lifting of the

head according to the position of the booty object, and a subsequent

movement of the fly brings snapping. This response consists of a

simultaneous opening of the jaws and throwing out of the sticky

tongue, followed by tongue withdrawal and closing of the jaws.
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If the frog gets nothing from the first snap, the stimulus must be
repeated much as before to elicit another snap (Edinger, 190S).

While the feeding response of the frog is somewhat more stereotyped

than that of certain other amphibians (e.g., the toad), the functioning

of nervous summation (by delaying the final act) permits a certain

variability in it that is not seen in the fish.

The specificity of the stimulus conditions, and the stereotypy of

this response, should not obscure the fact that the animal is oriented

toward the stimulus source over a longer time than is possible in the

feeding of a fish. This not only makes the feeding response more
complex, but also permits a somewhat greater measure of flexibility

in its sensory control. Similar and even more significant features

appear in the food taking of other amphibians. Before proceeding

with the treatment of this problem, it is desirable to survey the

amphibian’s repertoire of movements.

The Nature oe Directly Determined Activities in

Amphibia

The Control of Local Activities. A Local Activity Essentially

Similar in Varioiis General Responses.—Amsa&ls of this class arc

said to have a "large fund of reflexes,” but this statement is some-

what misleading. Noble (1931) has pointed out that the hind legs

act very much alike in total activities which appear to be quite

different, as in leaping and swimming. The difference is an inci-

dental one attributable to the different resistance of the medium in

the two cases. In diving, hopping, righting, and swimming move-

ments, the rear legs function as pushers, an action which is primarily

dependent upon their specific muscular makeup. The action of the

front legs varies somewhat more in these responses, but even in

their case the variation is not marked from activity to activity,

as Holmes (igo6) noted.

Reasons for Variation in Rear-leg Action,—Whatever variation

there may be in the activities of front or of rear legs depends largely

upon how other parts of the body act in the different circumstances,

or upon the strength of local stimulation. In the “spinal frog,”

for which a cut through the lower medulla frees the spinal cord from

the influence of higher centers in its control over trunk and legs,

different local stimuli produce the following responses; weak contact

apphed to a rear leg causes it to extend; pinching typically causes the

leg to flex (bend toward body); a stronger pinch causes the leg to
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“kick” (to flex and extend repeatedly) j
andastill more intense pinch

brings “jumping" (very energetic flexion and extension of the leg).

These differences in response fundamentally depend upon the manner

in which stimuli of different strengths furnidi different impulses to

flexor and extensor muscles of the leg. In the intact animal,

such differences would be highly crucial for the nature of total behav-

ior. In principle, it is not important whether the impulses of varying

strength (Chap. XIV) come from higher centers

through the spinal cord tracts, or originate

through local stimulation as in the experiment.

The different action of the rear legs in

various general activities, for instance their

action in leaping as compared with reaching an

acid-stimulated spot on the skin, may be under-

stood in terms of the strength of stimulation

(Foley, 1923) and the locality of stimulation.

In the classic spinal-frog experiment, when a

piece of paper moistened with weak acid is laid

on one haunch of the animal, the rear leg of

that side comes forward in a thrashing motion

which may wipe away the paper. If the chem-

Fro. 48.—Spinal ical is more concentrated, both hind legs

^ fi^e become active, and if sufficiently concentrated,

refer to spinal nerves, the chemical causes movement of all four legs

L^vate^ thHecW ^nd twisting of the trunk.

Control of Appendages in Behavior Viewed

as a “Segmental” Process. Spinal-cord Organ-

ization Based on Limb Activities .—The

vertebrate conduction system fundamentally

has a segmental pattern, and spinal and

cranial nerves are arranged in pairs along the

tube. However, as we have already pointed out, in fishes and higher

vertebrates the upper centers of the nervous system are “segmented”

only on the basis of the principal sensory systems. With the acquisi-

tion of legs, the terrestrial vertebrate also develops a modified

segmentation of the lower part of the nervous system. In the

anuxan, which may be thought of as the “adult” amphibian, it is as

though the spinal-cord portion of the nervous system had two impor-

tant segments, one controlling the front legs (the pectoral region) and

the other controlling the rear legs (the pelvic region). So far as

level of the body; 7,

8, and 9, form the
sciatic plexus {S)

from which the pelvic

level of the body is

innervated. {Re-

drawn from Small-
wood.)
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general behavior is concerned, the activity in this spinal cord is

mainly organized about the levels of the two pairs of legs as dis-

charge centers (Fig. 48). This view will assist in understanding the

function of the front and rear appendages in different types of

behavior.

A Specific Front-leg Response.—That the front legs are capable of

highly specific activities is shown by the appearance of the “clasp

reflex” at mating time, shortly after the male anuran awakens from

his winter hibernation. Gonadal secretions (c/. p. 250) so increase

the irritability of the pectoral level of the cord that when the skin

of the thorax or the inner leg surfaces is rubbed, the front legs clasp

strongly together and hold tightly to the object.^ Goltz (1868) cut

away the upper and lower body, leaving the pectoral level with arms

and a short section of spinal cord, and found that the clasp reflex

still could be elicited by stimulating the skin of the body section

remaining. This shows the dependence of the response upon the

local stimulation and special excitability of the pectoral level itself.

Elicitation of the Clasp Reflex and Its Role in Mating.—^An extero-

ceptive control over the clasp response might be suggested by the

fact that male frogs and toads seldom clasp other males. However,

vision and olfaction are not influential, since Goltz (1868) eliminated

these exteroceptors operatively without impairing the ability of a

male to avoid other males in mating. First of all, certain incidental

selective factors appear important for this “discrimination” in

most frogs and toads. One such factor is the ability of the male’s

croaking to excite the female so that she hops toward the source of

stimulation. Then, too, the excited hopping of a male during the

breeding season makes him much more difficult to hold than a

female. Further, in certain American frogs and toads the males

avoid other males, or release them promptly, because of their croak-

ing or chirping, but retain the silent female once she is clasped

(Noble, 1931). The “ discrimination” of females by males therefore

may be termed an indirect process.

It appears that an important reason for the usual failure of males to

retain their hold upon other males accidentally clasped also depends

upon certain differences in local (tactual) stimulation. Noble and

Farris (1929) found that wood-frog males, injected with water until

1 Steinach (1910, ZmMbl. PhysM.) abolished the clasp reflex by removing the

testicles of the male. After injection of testicular extract into the dorsal lymph

sac, the reflex reappeared in the operated animals within a few days.
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they were the size and firmness of egg-swollen females, were grasped

and held just as were females in the mating act. Hinsche (1926)

found that male toads would grasp and retain for some time pieces

of rubber sponge and other objects that gathered fairly well into the

arms. He noted also that the jolting of the female in carrying the

male, and her breathing movements, provided additional stimulation

which served'to maintain the male’s grasp. Altogether, there is no

evidence that the clasp response and the dependent mating act are

called out directly through exteroceptive control. Rather, the act

of mating seems to depend upon the manner in which circumstances,

more or less accidentally, furnish the adequate and necessary local

stimulation of the male’s pectoral region.

Exteroceptive Control oj Spinal Segments in Behavior.—^It is impor-

tant that in general behavior, the pectoral level of the cord (control-

ling front-leg action) is much more widely influenced by higher

nervous centers than is the pelvic level (controlling rear-leg action).

To illustrate, in the toad’s locomotion rear-leg action varies little

from stage to stage except in the strength of kick, but between hops

the position of the front legs is shifted by means of little movements

which turn the front end in response to exteroceptive stimulation.

In swimming, the synchronous stroking of the front legs assists in

propelling the body directly forward, but asymmetrical exteroceptive

stimulation causes the front legs to differ in their beat or to stroke

alternately, thereby changing the direction of progress. The extero-

ceptive control which produces these changes, if olfactory, acts upon

the pectoral level through the forebrain, or, if visual, it acts through

midbrain and thalamus.

Stimuli produce variations in locomotion by acting upon head

receptors, but the actual maintenance of locomotion is basically a

function of the two “leg levels” themselves. LangendorS (1877)

removed the optic lobes of the frog, and after shock efiects had

passed, he found that jumping and swimming activities occurred

much as in the normal animal. However, in other operative cases

stimulation of the exposed optic lobes brought a reduction in loco-

motor activities of the limbs. This suggests the controlling effect

normally exerted upon these levels by impulses coming to the spinal

regions from higher nervous centers. When Langendorff applied

electrical stimulation to the exposed left optic lobe, the reduc-

tion in leg action was seen predominantly on the right side, and vice

versa.
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Development op the Individual and Control op

Behavior

The Appearance of Locomotion and Belated Activities in

Amphibia.—In Chap. XII we are to undertake a special study of the

appearance of basic activities in the vertebrate individual. At

present we are interested in the early background of certdn adult

amphibian adjustments.

Terrestrial Locomotion Developsfrom Swimming .—We have already

treated locomotion in the adult anuran. In his studies on a urodele,

the gfll »TnB.nHpr AmUystoma (Fig. 49), Coghillhas shown that terres-

trial locomotion develops from the svrimming of the aquatic life

stage. A report on this work will be offered in Chap. XII.

Our present treatment begins as the salamander takes to land

at the end of its initial period of aquatic life. At this time its front

legs are capable of supporting the anterior part of the body. Each

leg is at first called into action only in company with the trunk

muscles of its side when the body bends, since at this stage neurones

that innervate the body wall also innervate the adjacent leg. When

the trunk bends from side to side, the legs therefore stroke alternately.
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Consequently, as Coghill puts it, walking is “swimming activity at

reduced speed” and develops from swimming. Somewhat later, the

hhid legs go through a similar process, lagging behind the front

legs in development. As walking improves, once the salamander

takes to land, the S-movement (swimming) of the trunk becomes less

evident until finally it becomes a minor part of terrestrial locomotion.

Although Carmichael’s (1926) experiments show that the develop-

ment of aquatic locomotion is not dependent upon stimuli from the

external environment, it is not certain that external stimulation may
be dispensed with in the improvement of walking. Growth changes

in nerve tracts in receptors and in muscles make walking possible,

but improvements in leg action in passing over irregularities and

around obstacles suggest that in the case of terrestrial locomotion the

changes forced by environmental stimulation are of importance.

The rise of complex forms of movement such as this may forecast

that type of close cooperation between “maturation” through

neuromuscular growth and the molding effect of the external environ-

ment which gives rise to “basic activities” in birds and mammals
(Chaps. XI and XII),

The Appearance of the Feeding Response .
—

^In AmUysloma the

feeding response develops from a movement which is closely related

to terrestrial locomotion. At an early stage the animal lunges

quickly forward when the snout or head is touched. At this time,

Coghill finds that a tract of nerve fibers (the median longitudinal

fasciculus) has pushed down from the midbrain region of the front-leg

level of the spinal cord. Hence stimulation of the snout directly

discharges impulses to the front legs, and these members respond just

as though the impulses had arisen through local stimulation.

Shortly after its appearance on land the young salamander is able

to lunge and snap at objects which move a few millimeters in front of

its eyes. This ability depends upon the fact that axones from retinal

cells (in the optic tracts) have meanwhile grown into the midbrain

region. Upon reaching the midbrain, optic-nerve impulses therefore

discharge directly into the median longitudinal fasciculus which

carries the energy to the shoulder region and thereby touches off the

developed lunging and snapping response as though the snout had

been touched. We should not leave out of account the possibility

that with repetition the snapping response (a complex combination

of trunk, neck, jaw and tongue activities) is improved through

learning.
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An inspection of this act in the adult suggests that modification

through learning is important. The newt (a urodele) slowly

approaches an object which excites it visually and then may lunge

and snap in response to further movements of the object or to olfac-

tory stimulation (Copeland, 1913). Matthes (1924) reported that

this animal may be aroused to respond to movement of prey through

visual, olfactory, or lateral-line (water-vibration) sensitivity. A
tree frog, excited by a movement, hesitates for a time and, as the

prey approaches, finally leaps, evidently when the object has moved
within the range of effective visual accommodation. These and

similar features of the act are susceptible to learned modification,

as we shall find. With a general understanding of the early develop-

ment of locomotion and related activities in their importance for

feeding, let us resume our study from a somewhat different angle.

Factors Making tor Plasticity in Stereotyped Behavior

The Problem of Sensory Integration.—We have given reasons for

the statement that the sensory systems are more adequately integ-

rated in the control of amphibian activities than is the case for fishes.

A judgment on this point should not be based upon sensory

acuity as such, since acuity depends upon the receptor and is a

factor of secondary importance in this connection. It is not merely

the fact that a particular receptor is differently aroused by more

or less slight differences in energy (t.e., its acuity), but rather it is

the closeness with which the related sensory system cooperates with

others in behavior control that makes for adequate sensory inte-

gration. Let us consider some results which on their face demon-

strate acuity alone, but which actually lead into a more important

problem than that.

SHmidi May Have a General Arousing or “Tensing" Effect .

—

Yerkes (1905) presented different auditory stimuU to a frog harnessed

to a saddle in an aquarium. Some stimuli (e.g., shrill whistles, the

ringing of a bell) brought an evident decrease in the rate of respira-

tion, other stimuli (e.g., splashing water) brought a slight decrease,

and stiU others brought no detectable change in the animal. The

results showed that the stimuli had different effects upon the recep-

tor, but that none of them elicited more than a respiratory change.

It is significant, as the experimenter pointed out, that overt responses

were not called out by the stimuli used.
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Nevertheless, as further results showed, such stimuli may indirectly

influence overt behavior. If a “sound” such as that of splashing

water was shortly followed by a visual stimulus, the animals jumped

sooner in response to the visual effect than would have been the case

without the auditory stimulus. In another test, one member of a

group of silent male frogs was stroked and responded by croaking.

This caused the others to straighten up from their squatting

positions, and when the first frog croaked again the others presently

joined him in the noise making. Other results show that a frog may
be “tensed” by an auditory stimulus so that its response to a follow-

ing stimulus of different type may be influenced. A frog, which

Yerkes stimulated with a tuning fork “tone” and then with the

movement of a small “red” card, jumped very promptly at the card,

but frogs which were not first given the auditory stimulus required

a few seconds to respond to the movement of the card. This

evidence agrees with other findings in showing that the animal may
be so acted upon by one stimulus that it responds more readily to one

that follows. We have mentioned Riley’s (1913) observation on the

manner in which a quiescent toad was aroused to respond to light by
another individual colliding with him. In this case, although visual

stimulation readily displaced contact in controlling the animal’s

behavior and brought a specific response, the contact stimulus had

prepared the way by bestirring the animal. However, there is no

evidence that in the frog the “ tension” produced by the first stimulus

specifically alters the nature of the response to the second stimulus.

Certain other amphibians are somewhat superior to the frog in this

respect.

Time Relations and the Integration of Stimuli .—The time interval

between the stimuli may be of significance for the effect of the first

stimulus upon the response to the second. Yerkes (19046) found

that for the harnessed frog, a beU sounded more than i sec. before a

tactual stimulus (hammer stroke on head) had no effect on the leg

kick elicited by the latter stimulra. If the bell preceded the tactual

stimulus by an interval between 0.35 and 0.9 sec., the leg kick was

reduced below its normal amplitude, but if the interval was less than

0.3s sec., the beU stimulus increased the amplitude of the leg kick.

Bruyn and Van Nifterik (1920) foimd in a similar experiment with

the frog that the maximum time interval between stimuli, for aug-

mentation of response, was 0.2 sec. Using the toad, however, they

found that the leg kick was strongly reinforced, even when the sound
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(a telephone-receiver actuation of short duration) preceded the
tactual stimulus by 0.38 sec. The trend of the results suggested
that the interval between the stimuli might have been even greater

than 0.4 sec. in the case of the toad, without totally removing the
augmenting effect of the auditory stimulus upon the reaction to the

tactual stimulus.

Significant results were obtained when the auditory stimulus was
continuous, i.e., remained in force until the tactual stimulus was
presented. Under these conditions Yerkes found that sounds lasting

for more than 2.0 sec. before a tactual stimulus was applied had the

same effect upon the frog’s tactml response as did a sound of 2,0 sec.

duration. In contrast, Bruyn and Van Nifterik found for the toad

that differences in the duration of the continuous sound within 10

sec. of the tactual stimulus were of importance for augmentation of

the response to the latter stimulus.

Integration of Stimuli and “Preparation” {or Response in Toad and

Frog.—These differences assume greater significance when we con-

sider the first stimulus one which “prepares” the animal for a

response to the second. In this light, the results suggest that the

toad may be prepared over a somewhat longer time than the frog.

The toad is a more successful forager than is the frog and leads a more

complicated life. One reason for its superiority as a food getter may
be its ability to frequent regularly profitable feeding places, but

another reason certainly is an ability to be more adequately tensed

or “prepared” by stimuli which typically precede the appearance of

prey. Further, the toad gives its feeding response to a wider range

of stimuli. Franz (1927) reported that frequently a toad was seen

to turn and snap up a crawling mealworm which had happened to

touch its posterior quarters. This ability was not observed in

frogs.

It is characteristic of the toad that a slight rustle of leaves may

tense it so that when the insect moves within view, the capture is

readily made. In the normal feeding of the toad and other amphib-

ians, the approach represents a more adequate adjustment to the

stimulus, and the snapping response is held in abeyance until a suit-

able sensory setting is gained. This represents a more efficient

sensory control than serves for the rather inflexible response of the

fish, and rests upon a definite superiority in sensory integration.

The perfection of this mechanism may be the product of training, but

the ability to delay a response and keep it under control (to “hesi-
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tate”) depends upon the nature of the animal's conduction

mechanisms.

Nervous Mechanisms Contributing to an Increased Plasticity

inBehavior Control.—^There areknown superiorities in the amphibian

nervous system, as compared with that of the fish, which malte possi-

ble the more facile control of behavior. We are indebted in particu-

lar to the studies of Herrick (1924, 1933, 1934) for a large and

well-organized body of facts concerning conduction patterns in

these lower vertebrate classes.

This evidence may be summarized in the general statement that

between the lower part of the amphibian forebrain (olfactory system)

Pig. so.—

M

ajor lines o£ conduction In the brain of the lower vertebrate, as

based by Herrick on the salamander.
Olfactory impulses.

- -Impulses from optic, auditory, and somesthotio (e.fi.. contact)

receptors.

..-Thalamic radiations to the cerebral hemisphere,
'''^'•''''-'^'^Hypothalamio radiations to the cerebral hemisphere. C, cere-

bellum; Epi.i epithalamus; Fb, forebrain; By, hypothalamus; M, midbrain;

Med,, medulla; 01/., olfactory nerve; S, striatum; T, thalamus. {Redrawn from
Berrich, 1926.)

and centers in the between-brain and midbrain (dominated by

the visual system, connected with gustatory and tactual systems)

there has developed a closer relationship than exists in the fish.

(See Fig. 50.) Because of its connections with the thalamus, the

lower forebrain of the amphibian may be said to have recovered

somewhat from olfactory domination, but this relationship is held

to the level of stereotyped control by the fact that from the thalamus

the combined control works directly on the action system and is

thus restricted in its scope. Despite this fact, the described advance

in nervous structure makes for an improved cooperation of the exter-

oceptive systems in the control of behavior.

Although the dorsal forebrain of Amphibia has a complex struc-

ture, it is dominated by the olfactory system, and has limited

connections with nonolfactory centers in the between-brain and

midbrain. Hence this tissue is called archipalUtm (primitive olfac-
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tory cortex). Neopallium (true cerebral cortex) is not found in the

amphibian brain.

The Limitations and Advantages of Learning in Amphibia.—We
have considered the status of sensory integration in the control

of amphibian activities. The evidence in general supports the

findings of the comparative neurologist, cited above, to the effect

that the improved sensory integration functions only in the control

of stereotyped (directly determined) activities. Let us see whether

learning changes this condition in any important respect.

Learned Improvement in the Sensory Control of the Feeding Response.

There is evidence that through learning the frog may somewhat

improve the sensory control of its feeding response under given

conditions. Schaeffer (1911) observed a frog which was presented

with a hairy caterpillar, after having snapped up such prey on a few

previous trials, on each of which it had promptly gotten rid of the

mouthful. The frog now took two short hops toward the source of

visual stimulation, then lowered its head and brought it close to the

moving caterpillar. After a period of not more than 2 sec. the head

jutted forward a little farther and the tongue was very slowly

extended until it barely touched the hairy surface. Then the tongue

was quickly withdrawn and there was no further response. This

animal had learned to delay the snapping response in circumstances

which at first were adequate for its arousal.

In this phenomenon, apparently a visual stimulus became more

closely integrated through training with a tactual or gustatory

stimulus. Thus on later triak the visual stimulus brought the

response (ejection of object from mouth) which was at first produced

only by the gustatory and tactual stimulation, instead of the response

it first enforced (snapping).^ The nature of the effective visual

stimulus furnished by the caterpillar in this experiment was not

ascertained, but very probably it was some peculiarity in movement.

Other experimenters have found that such training is very uncertain,

and also short-lived. In general, it may be said that the frog learns

* In the mouth of the amphibian there is a well-developed organ, the vomero-

nasal, or Jacobson’s, organ, which is a chemorcceptor (p. 231). On the basis

of its well-developed structure and the extensive midbrain connections correlated

with it, we may postulate that the organ permits a gustatory effect so powerful

(e.g., when an acid-secreting ant is taken) as to force immediate expulsion of the

object from the mouth. Apparently it is the response controlled by this system

which comes partially under the control of visual stimulation in the described

modification of teeding.
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with great difficulty to inhibit its snapping response, as Abbott’s

(1882) experiment suggests. For instance, it appears impossible to

train the animal not to snap at prey which moves behind glass.

Haecker (1912) succeeded in training the larval Amblystoma to

react differently to a (moving) piece of meat and a (moving) piece of

wood of the same size and dimensions. In the absence of an experi-

mental control, the probability is that the animals learned to snap

only when adequate olfactory stimuli accompanied the moving

visual stimulus; a good illustration of a learned sensory integration.

It is important for experimentation on this problem that Amphibia

may differentiate rates of movement and sizes of objects in a general

way, without training. Toads snap at small moving objects, but

generally hop away from large ones; apparently on the primitive

basis of intensity of stimulation. However, there is no evidence for

the discrimination of form (outlines) of moving objects in normal

feeding. Franz (1927) found that the toad and the frog did not

snap at a motionless mealworm even after months of training with

moving mealworms. The nature of the amphibian’s responses to

visual stimuli, and of modification in tlieir sensory control, deserves

a more thorough experimental investigation than it has received.

Tlw Learning of a Series of Orienting Movements .
—^The toad is

able to hide in a given place during the day, and to return to this

place after nocturnal feeding expeditions which take him to habitu-

ally frequented places (e.g., rmder a nearby street light). In a series

of observations, many labeled toads and pond frogs were found

able to return over a wide stretch of ground to their own pool from

one to which they had been transferred, although many obstacles

and other pools lay between (Breder, Breder and Redmond, 1927).

Distances as great as one quarter mile were traversed in some cases.

Yerkes (rgo3) tested the green frog in a simple maze problem.

Placed at A in the box (Fig. 51), the animal must avoid the successive

blind alleys B and C (the latter closed by a glass plate) in order to

reach a tank of water T at the opposite end. The animal received

an electric shock when it entered a blind alley. At first the frog

entered the blinds frequently on each trip, but the number of

entrances decreased noticeably within a few trials. After 100 trials

one subject passed directly through ten successive times without

error.

During the training, “red” cards were at R and “white” cards at

W. That the frog had learned to respond to these in making the
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first turn, was shown by the persistence with which it entered R
when the experimenter exchanged the cards. Apparently the first

turn was learned mainly in dependence upon visual control. Also,

the movement from the first section may have guided the animal

into the second section of the apparatus, much as the fish in Church-

PiG. SI.—Typical records from Yerkes’ test of learning in the frog. The solid

line marks the general course taken hy the subject, and the separate hops are

marked by *'s. (d, starting point; r, tank.) {Redrawn from Yerkes, zgoj.)

hill’s experiment (pp. 193/.) was better able to learn its way through

the second partition.

The stereotypy of the frog’s habit was shown by the great difficulty

one animal experienced in getting through the problem after Yerkes

exchanged the partitions at the first "choice point” so that the

learned turn became incorrect. Apparently the fixity of the habit

contributed to good retention, since after 30 days a subject made few

errors in its first series of ten trials, and no errors in its second series.
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Comparisons WaU upon Further Analytical Studies of Learning .

—

The evidence on learning in this class is too fragmentary and incom-

plete to permit a comparative study. Analytical studies of learning

are needed before the meaning of results such as the following will

become clear. Burnett (1912) presented normal frogs with a simpli-

fied form of the Yerkes maze problem which was largely mastered

after 20 trials. In contrast, decerebrated frogs showed no improve-

ment after 100 trials in the same problem. The results prove that

the frogs which lacked forebrain bad great difficulty with the

problem, but they do not show us why this was the case, since little

is reported on the sensory control wliich such habits demand of the

frog and the manner in which learned changes may come about. ^

In addition to knowing that an animal is able to learn a problem,

we must know what the problem demands of the subject and the

process whereby the situation is learned, before the results become

of much value. As will be shown in Chap, XVI, it is not always

possible to compare learning ability on the basis of results from

different problems. For instance, the ant has been shown capable

of learning a maze with many more choice poiirts (blind-alley junc-

tions) than in any problem thus far mastered by a fish, amphibian,

or reptile, but this does not justify the conclusion that all members

of these vertebrate classes stand below the social insect in learnmg

ability. The importance of sensory acuity, and the ease and quick-

ness of movement, may not favor the lower vertebrates as compared

with the insect. Hence it is not possible precisely to evaluate the

amphibian’s learning ability in comparison with that of other

animals.

Recapitulation

In this class of vertebrates a shift is made from an aquatic to

a terrestrial mode of life. As between aquatic and terrestrial

Amphibia, or as between aquatic and terrestrial stages in the life

* The contradictory nature of reports from operative studies on lower verte-

brates is partially accounted for by the lack of thorough behavior study both

before and after the nervous destruction is made. The meaning which various

experimenters attach to the expressions "spontaneity” and “initiative,” which

are freely used in comparing behavior, is far from being standardized. Further,

Herrick (1934) has pointed out that post-mortem histological studies of the

specimens are not adequate, since it is seldom certain whether any of the impor-

tant nervous tissues adjacent to the forebrain (thalamic nuclei in particular) are

injured along with the forebrain tissue.
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history of the same individual, the latter presents significant advances

in sensory, in motor, and particularly in nervous equipment. In

the present chapter we have shown the importance of some features

in equipment which contribute to the evident psychological superior-

ity of the terrestrial amphibian over the fish. Certain general

indications of a superior sensory integration are evident in the

amphibian’s adjustments to its environment. This improved

sensory integration controls in a more plastic manner the stereotyped

activities (attributable to the nature of bodily equipment) which

constitute the repertoire of activities in this vertebrate class.

The improved cooperation among the sensory systems does not

noticeably change the form of the directly determined activities

but does make possible such advances as the following: (i) a more

ready shift from one sensory field to another in controlling a given

activity, which permits greater plasticity in the conditions under

which the stereotyped responses may appear; (2) more than one

exteroceptive field may be involved in controlling the nature of a

given activity; (3) a closer relationship between two stereotyped

activities, one of which follows the other by an interval of time;

(4) the ability, under certain forceful sensory conditions, to inhibit

or to delay the completion of a stereotyped act. This last advantage

makes for greater complexity in the activity itself, and for certain

important changes in the conditions imder which it may be aroused.

In consideration of these improvements, it may be said that while

learning does not remove the amphibian from the level of stereotyped

and specifically determined behavior, it makes possible an environ-

ment which is more complex in its psychological demands than is

that of the fish.
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CHAPTER X

MODIFIABILITY AND THE PARTIAL ALTERATION
OF DIRECTLY DETERMINED BEHAVIOR: CLASS

REPTILIAN

Introduction

A general consideration of the reptile as an adjusting organism

discloses variability and complexity in both the sensory and motor

aspects of behavior. These features make the capacity for modifica-

tion of behavior much more prominent here than it is in lower

vertebrates. In this class, behavior attains a quality which is

largely attributable to the fact that the sensory systems may either

cooperate or may exchange dominance with facility according to

conditions. In the case of a response which is controlled by vision,

for instance, a change in circumstances may bring olfaction into

dominance, quickly fordng vision into a subordinate role. Although

in this case the change makes vision a secondary factor for the time,

this sense may nevertheless influence the nature of the response in

cooperation with the dominant sensory system. (It will be recalled

that these characteristics were virtually absent from the sensory

control of fish behavior.) In sensory control such advantages

account for efficient integration, and for the variability in integration

which we may call plasticity; on the motor side of behavior they make

possible the animal’s adaptation to an environment which is corre-

spondingly more complex than that of lower vertebrate animals.

1 The reptiles are characterized by a body covered with scales, frequently

with bony plates, but lacking dermal glands; and by a larva with an amnion

membrane. We shall deal with the following orders: Testudinata, which have a

short stout body encased in a bony capsule, and jaws without teeth (e.g., turtles)

;

CrtcodUini, which are lizardlike in form, but with jaws extended into a long

snout ending in a single nostril, and with a thick leathery skin («.g., alligators);

and Sqtimiaia, reptiles usually with horny epidermal scales (this layer of the

skin being cast ofi periodically), and with movable quadrate bones in the skull

(e.g., snakes, lizards).

ai8
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Directly Determined Activities and Reptilian

Adaptation

In reptilian behavior there is a plenitude of activities the nature

of which is more or less directly determined by the properties of

Table 14.-

Receptor Bquipment

Chemical. "Commoa chemical'* sense

endings absent from extenial surfaces.

Taste buds not well developed in mouth
cavity.

Bxternal narea lead to olfactory epithe*

lium, generally well-developed.

Jacobson's organ in blind sac opening into

mouth on each side.

Contact. Fair supply receptor cells in skin

(except turtles) . Tactile hairs often present

near scales.

Static. Well-developed semicircular ap-

paratus.

Auditory. Tympanum at end of external

auditory canal. True cochlea with short

basilar membrane.

Light. " Camera eye" typical, lens

accommodated by changes in thickness.

Central area in retina, often a fovea. Excess

of cones in most retinae, rods lacking in some,

Eyeball rotates slightly.

-Reptiles

Features op Sensitivity

Have sensitivity of internal head mem-
branes to certain strong gases.

Gustation unimportant in snakes and alli-

gators, more important in tortoise.

Olfaction important in feeding of all.

"Sniffing" of food is common.
Sensitivity apparently intermediate be-

tween gustation and olfaction.

Contact basically important for but few

(«.£., snakes). Limited by presence of scales.

Substratal vibrations figure.

Snakes hold head straightforward while

crawling; turtle, alligator, keep head hori-

sontal while swimming.
Some (Heards) apparently have auditory

sensitivity; others (snakes) apparently do

not.

Generally the dominant type of sensi-

tivity, most important in food hunting, orien-

tation. Mobile head on muscular neck

compensates for lack of eye movement.
Panoramic vision. Some evidence for color

vision.

Conduction System

True cortex present in small amount in dorsal forebroin (Fig. 44). Corpora striata (basal

forebraln) and thalamus become dominant parts of nervous system. Cerebellum well

developed. 12 pairs cranial nerves.

Action Equipment

Limbs when present have five digits each, itstially clawed. Snakes have unusually mus-

cular body wall, special forms of movement. Fang-and-venom apparatus In snakes.

Snapping response well developed in general. Blood temperature somewhat variable

according to surroundings (poikilothermic). Breathe by lungs. Inflatable anterior parts

in many. Many are oviparous turtles), laying eggs on ground, usually In simple

excavation. Some viviparous: young bom alive. Many have melanophores in skin:

skin coloration controlled by brightn^ of background, temperature, humidity, through

glandular secretions and sympathetic nervous system.

inherited equipment. Certain examples of this type of behavior

may be considered in terms of their importance for the animal’s

adjustment to its environment.
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The Movement of Newly Hatched Loggerhead Turtles to the Sea.

Young loggerhead turtles, when they attain a vigor of activity which

forces an increase in the scope of movement, dig from the nest in

which they have developed and promptly pass toward the sea.

Seldom do they fail in this act, even when the sea lies beyond the

immediate range of vision. Hooker (ipii) found that it is not the

water content of the air which determines this movement, nor is it

the “smell” of the sea. Of some importance is the fact that the

young turtles move downward when placed on an incline, since the

nest is usually located near the top of a rise which slopes toward

the water. However, this cannot be the most important factor,

since the young animal seta off toward the sea, even though the move-

ment takes it up a slope. Hooker concluded that the animals tend

to move toward any broad expanse of blue, and thus toward the sea.

Parker (1922) verified the suggestion of Hooker that the essential

factor must be visual in nature, since turtles liberated on a wharf

at night did not move toward the sea but did so in the daytime.

However, the direction of the sun’s rays does not control the move-

ment, since the animals moved away from the sun’s position when

the sea lay in the opposite direction.

When Parker placed young turtles in a large flat-bottomed pan

near a hedge beyond which lay the sea, they moved away from the

hedge (tlrus away from the water) and toward an open field on the

opposite side. They moved away from a clump of bushes although

the water lay beyond this growth, but moved toward two well-

separated bushes between which a stretch of clear sky showed. In

all cases, when set down the young turtle soon raised its head, circled

about, and then set off toward the open side. So Parker concluded

that retinal sensitivity somehow determines the normal migration

of the turtles by forcing a movement away from the direction in

which objects interrupt the visual field and toward an open expanse of

horizon (whether of water or of land) which affords a uniform retinal

stimulation. In the normal environment the seaward side is most

likely to afford uninterrupted retinal stimulation and a downward

slope. Therefore it is the nature of the animal’s image-forming eye,

and of its retinal sensitivity, which mainly is responsible for the

movement.

“Defensive Activities” ; Their Basis and Control in Behavior.—^In

vertebrates below reptiles, “defensive activities” are direct con-

sequences of the animal’s excitement. They appear in much the
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same form regardless of the fact that upon different excitmg agents

they have quite different effects. There is no reason for attributing

them to “attempts to defend from” or “attempts to frighten away”
the source of excitement, although not a few writers have implied

that such is the case. Reptiles present a variety of activities of this

nature.

Special Protective Devices in Snakes and Lizards .
—^The specific

nature of many defensive responses in the reptile is attributable to a

particular feature in the action

system. For instance, in some

snakes {e.g., the hooded cobra)

the anterior region of the body

dilates as part of the animal’s re-

sponse to a disturbing stimulus.

This device depends upon the

presence of an elastic tracheal

lining which is blown out by a

sudden and considerable increase

in pressure in the air tube of the

excited animal, and which is

supported by the spreading of

the long anterior ribs. This

type of response (see Fig. 52)

Pig. S3.—The frilled lizard, Chlamydo-
saunts kingi. The more excited the

animal becomes, the higher its frill is

jr

+

1,. raised and the wider its mouth is
IS often called a wammg if the {From Boulenger’s Reptiles and

as IS the Bairachians by

Dnlton 6* Co.)

permission of E. P.snake is venomous

cobra, but “mimicry" or

“bluff” if the same response occurs in a nonvenomous animal

such as the American hog-nosed snake. Some readers at least

would take this to imply that the harmless snake “knows

how to defend himself by imitating the response of the

venomous snake.” However, as concerns an understanding of the

act in the individual snake, such descriptions are very misleading

and fallacious. The matter should be put somewhat as follows;

“Snakes which possess this distinctive tracheal and anterior body

structure behave in this manner when strongly excited, whether they

happen to be venomous or not.”*

^As we have pointed out (Chap. VI), a clear distinction should be made
between the ontogenetic (or individual} behavior problem and the phylogenetic

problem (the evolution of characteristic species structures).
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We may consider further cases. In many lizards the tail is

weakened by the presence of a septum in the vertebrae, and separates

readily from tlie body when it is grasped by a would-be captor.

However, the evidence does not suggest that the lizard learns either

to depend upon or to control this very fortunate part of its equip-

ment. Likewise, the buzz of the excited rattlesnake is not an

“attempt to warn trespassers,” as popular writers are fond of stating,

but is one direct accompaniment of his excitement. Possession

of the “rattle” is an incidental consequence of the periodic skin-

shedding process. The vibration of the tail, incidentally, also

accompanies excitement in numerous species of snake that lack the

rattle.

“Tonic Immobility” versus “Death Feigning.”—Lizards, other

reptiles, and many animals in other vertebrate and invertebrate

groups t3T)ically become immobilized for a time when sufficiently

excited by a suddenly presented visual stimulus or a repented tactual

stimulus. This response is frequently called death feigtting, or by

the fancier name letisimtUaUon (whidi means the same thing)
;
often

with the implication that the animal "plays dead in order to escape

its enemy,” Some believe that certain reptiles are able to abandon

the immobile condition as soon as the exciting object moves away.

Hoagland (1928) found that the cliameleon Anolis, which one

may immobilize by turning on its back and pressing with the hands

against both sides of the thorax, may be somewhat influenced by
external stimuli when emerging from the state. However, the

duration of the immobility is definitely dependent upon the nature

of the physiological change induced by the stimulus. In Anolis

the period of immobility was found to vary in length according to

the temperature, in the sense of the Arrhenius equation (p. 106),

This indicates that the immobile state is based upon a chemical

reaction of fixed duration. The facts show that the animal may
emerge from the state only when the physiological processes con-

trolled by this chemical reaction have run their course.

Hoa^and fitted to the facts the assumption that stimuli such as

maintained pressure (summation effect) or intense shocks cause the

release into the blood stream of a chemical substance (possibly

adrenin) which prevents the action of higher nervous centers but

which permits lower centers to pass impulses to muscles which

maintain a condition of contraction (tonicity) as long as the chemical

acts. If the inducing stimulus is repeated when the animal is com-
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ing out of this condition (as when the molesting animal is seen once
more), re-immobilization occurs; but in the absence of further

stimulation of this kind the animal is free to get up and run off.

There is no evidence that in the condition of “tonic immobility”

iji.e., while it is drugged) the reptile watches its aggressor and that

it shakes off its stupor and scurries away as soon as the enemy
withdraws. It is closer to the facts to say that the withdrawal of

Pig. S3.—Yerkes' turtle maze, showing the course of the animal on its fifth trip.

Slopes of the incline are indicated. {Redrawn from Yerkes, ipoi.)

the source of disturbance prevents the induction of further sieges of

immobilization when the first one has run its course.

SiGNiPiCANT Characteristics op Reptilian Adjustment

A Suggestive Feature of Maze Learning.—Some reptiles cover a

considerable amount of ground in their food-hunting and other

activities, which suggests that learning must be of importance in

their orientation. Yerkes (1901) tested the ability of the speckled

turtle to learn maze problems. The subj'ect was introduced into

corner i of the apparatus (Fig. 53) and could escape only by reaching

the diagonally opposite corner from which an exit led to a darkened

nest containing damp grass. The box was divided into compart-

ments by partitions 10 in. in height.
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On its first trip through this situation the turtle wandered exten-

sively, taking those turns which were the easiest. After the second

trial tlrere was little of the crawling against walls and the stopping

in comers which was observed at the outset. Improvement on

further trials may be represented by the subject’s time record

(Table 15). The major errors (returning repeatedly into certain

TABm 15 .—Representative Time Record op a Turtu?. in Learning Yerkes’

Problem

Trial Time

I I hr. 3S min.

S 16 min.

10 4 min.

so 4 min. 5 sec.

30 3 min. 20 sec.

40 4 min. 20 sec.

SO 4 min. TO see.

blind alleys) were largely eliminated during the first ten trials.

The turtle’s pace quickened and excess wandering soon disappeared.

After the twentieth trial the course was mainly a direct one, and

errors were infrequently made. Yerkes reported that the learning

performance of the turtle was very superior to that of the frog in a

simpler problem.

An interesting change in behavior became apparent after the

turtle had practically mastered the runways. Incline V in the

apparatus led from compartment 4 to a raised platform P, from

which incline D led down into compartment 5. The animal first

learned to run up incline U, then slide all of the way to the bottom

of incline D, and turn toward the nest in compartment 5. Soon it

began to turn toward the nest before reaching the bottom of D,

toppling or jumping from the edge of the ramp to the floor below.

Finally the turn was made even before the turtle had started down

incline D; since on the platform it would turn toward the nest, thai

would faU or jump over the side, right itself, and run into the nest.

Passing down the incline had brought the turtle to the nest and had

not obstructed its passage as had blind alleys in the maze itself, and

yet the animal learned an improvement upon this behavior also.

An Important Advance in Nervous Equipment.—^In lower verte-

brates the pattern of the conduction system makes for the dominance

of stereotypy in behavior. In the reptile there are indications of a

partial escape from this condition, as we have suggested. The
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improvement in nervous structure upon which this is apparently

based is most evident in the forebrain and thalamus (c/. p. 212), the

parts more directly related to the sensory control of adjustment.

In Amphibia, areas in dorsal forebrain include archipallium

(primitive olfactory cortex), nervous tissue which represents a

forecast of true cortex and a partial removal of the forebrain from

olfactory domination. In one region of the reptilian forebrain there

is a thin layer of neurones, arranged near the outer surface, the

existence of which makes possible more advanced and extensive

integrations among the sensory fields as the animal’s experience

grows. Into this center all of the important sensory systems dis-

charge energy (Crosby, i9r7), and through it they are able to

control behavior in a new and more plastic manner. No one sensory

system dominates this correlation center, the neopdlium (true cortex.

Fig. 44d), and hence plastic patterns of sensory control represent

its proper function. In other words, its use is not specifically

determined by its spatial relationship with other nervous centers

(the primitive determinant of function in a nervous center) but

depends upon dynamic patterns which are set up within it according

to the experience of the animal. It is very suggestive that this

improvement has evolved on the receptive side of the nerve arc (in con-

nection with the closer relationship of sensory systems) rather than on

the motor side.

Sensory Discrimination and the Appearance of New Behavior.

Learned Differentiation of Relatively Slight Spatial Variations.
—^The

reptile shows an ability to develop new movements in connection with

crucial sensory differences in its environment. This rests first of all

upon improvements in the receptor which increase visual acuity: a

retina which has a central area or fovea, and a lens which may be

changed in shape by muscles, thereby accommodating the eye to the

distance of an object. The following experiment shows how the

turtle may learn to respond distinctively in dependence upon a

relatively slight difference in the spatial characteristics of two visual

stimuli.

Casteel (rgrr) studied visual discrimination in the painted turtle.

From an entrance compartment the subject passed up a sand-

covered incline and through one of the two doors at the top (Fig.

54). Each of these doors was cut in the front of a taU box, a card-

board with alternate black and white stripes. In the first experi-

ment the stripes differed in width and in direction on the two sides.
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Upon passing through one door {e.g., that in the box with vertical

stripes) the turtle found meat, but behind the other door it received

an electric shock. (The two boxes—with the cardboards—were
exchanged in position from trial to trial.)

Pig. S4-—Casteel's apparatus for testing visual acuity in the turtle (see text).

[Modified from Casteel, ipii.)

One turtle learned within 150 trials always to turn toward the

card with vertical lines, as against horizontal lines. This animal

succeeded in learning the vertical-horizontal discrimination when the

lines were only 2 mm. in width. Then four turtles were presented

with cards on which the lines ran in the same direction but differed

in width. The above mentioned subject mastered 8 mm. versus

I mm. in 170 trials, and finally reached 90 per cent success in dis-

criminating 3-mm. from a-mm. lines. This last combination was
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more difficult than the preceding ones {e.g., 4 mm. versus 2 mm.),
and appears to have been close to the turtle’s “difference threshold.”

One purpose of this experiment was to test the visual acuity of

the turtle by discovering the least difference in the width of lines

(the “difference threshold”) which could be responded to overtly

by the animal. If x (Fig. 55) is the least difference in strip width

Fig. 55.—Schematic llltistration of the visual anale, a representation of visual

acuity. V, visual angle; R. retina; L, lens; y. distance from eye to discriminated

cards; *, least detectable diiferenoe between strip widths; Ci, Ca, the discrimi-

nated cards.

which can be responded to (».e., below which the strips are reacted

to as though they were the same in width), and if y is the distance of

the animal’s eye from the cards when the discrimination is made, the

•aisual angle V may be calculated. The visual angle represents the

acuity of the animal’s receptor in comparison with that of other

animals as determined on the same type of problem.^ Casteel’s

results show that a visual difference may be slight, and still provide

the basis for a differential response by the turtle.

1 However, this value cannot be determined from Casteel’s results, since the

distance y varied from trial to trial in the experiment.
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Such experiments tell us how readily the animal may learn a

differential response to stimuK which act differently upon its receptor.

Acuity depends upon the efficiency of the receptor, and sensory

discrimination is limited by the animal’s acuity as well as by its

ability to learn. The results suggest that visual acuity may be of

considerable significance for a reptile’s adjustment to its natural

environment.

As Herrick (1924) has said, the psychological standing of an

animal “ is measured not by what the organism can receive from the

environment through its sense organs, but by the capacity for

diversity of adaptive responses and adjustments.” This capacity

advances in step with increasingly efficient nervous organization of

sensory impulses and with the dependent ability to respond with

movement which is fitted to circumstances. In this respect, as well

as in the range of its responses and in its ability to eliminate excessive

movements in improving a learned act, the reptile is definitely supe-

rior to the fish and the amphibian.

Feeding Behavior and Reptilian Psychology .—Although there is

available no experimental analysis of the manner in which the

superior qualifications suggested above operate to lead reptilian

behavior farther from the stereotyped pattern of the lower verte-

brates, some results concerning food taking suggest tire need for

investigation of this problem.

As some writers have pointed out, reptiles are capable of “actively

hunting” their prey, but the meaning of this expression has not been

made clear. The greater “alertness” which is granted most

reptiles over lower vertebrates is not merely a matter of agility, or of

quickness in the sense that the fish is quick. The psychological

superiority implied by such descriptions is suggested in the mode of

life of a reptile such as the alligator (Kellogg, 1929), marked by

overland trips on the trails between its haunts and by “lying in

wait for prey” by the river bank. The lizard takes its prey with

considerable facility, adjusts readily to differences in the position

of prey, and may overcome obstacles in getting to it. It is not

uncommon in the tropics to find a swarm of marauding army ants

accompanied by lizards, which remain away from the bites and

stings of the ants until an object of prey (e.g., a grasshopper) is driven

from cover by the swarm; then dart among the ants, quickly seize

the booty, and move out with lightning rapidity. A given lizard

may remain with the ants until he is satiated, moving along as the
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swarm advances. This type of phenomenon suggests the assistance

of learning, and involves a more ready adjustment to varied sensory

circumstances than is to be observed in amphibian feeding. The
toad’s approach to the light under which he feeds is a response which

is forced from the beginning and inevitably produced under given

sensory conditions, but the food response of the reptile appears

susceptible to control by sensory conditions which are not at first

effective, and thus lends itself to more extensive modification.

Some observations by Honigmann (1921) are suggestive. He
presented turtles of various species with two equidistant white

bags, one of which held meat and the other sand. The bag contain-

ing sand was not reacted to in any case, but the turtles would all

bite at the bag which contained meat when they first came close to it.

This, of course, was a direct response to chemical stimulation.

However, after a few snaps and in some cases only two or three, al)

but a few of the animals failed to react further to the bag.

In another experiment, Honigmann brought out two sealed glass

beakers, one of them empty, the other containing fish meat, the

regular laboratory food of the turtles. Practically all of the animals

struck repeatedly at the glass containing meat, and struggled against

its side, but there were no such responses to the empty glass. One

turtle bit seven times at the meat beaker, then stopped; but when the

beaker was removed to another place further responses were given.

Other turtles struck only a few times at the beaker, and a few

“noticed the food behind the glass, but did not bite.”

These results suggest the prompt inhibition of a response which

was at first readily elicited by one type of exteroceptive stimulus

(chemical, in the case of the bags) or by another type (visual, in the

case of the beakers). This represents a significant modification of

the feeding response. A repetition of the experiments, with better

control of stimulus presentation and of hunger, would be

valuable.

The Alteration of Directly Determined Activities in the Food-

getting Pattern.—As we have suggested, in the capture of food by

reptiles there are definite indications of a modification according to

drcmnstances. Although the typical form of reptilian food capture

is fundamentally dictated by features of inherited equipment, the

role of learning must be taken into account. We may consider this

matter in connection with evidence on the food getting of certain

snakes.
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Snakes feed irregularly, some of them at long intervals, and they

actively forage only when the last meal has been digested. Apj-jar-

ently it is stomach contractions (Patterson, 1933) set up at this time

which arouse the snake to begin himting. The nature of the prey

differs widely among the groups, mainly in dependence upon such

factors as size and aggressiveness of the snake concerned, and the

snake’s typical environment. This foraging activity may be properly

called “hunting" largely because it is so frequently characterized

by activity in those places where the prey is likely to be found.

For instance, tree snakes and others which are able to climb trees

display a noteworthy ability to find birds’ nests from which they take

eggs. The “cat snake’’ {Tarbophis phallax) of southeastern Europe

owes its common name to tire manner in which it “stalks” the

lizards upon which it feeds (Boidenger, 1914). Baumann (1929)

reports that in nature a viper may hunt for the burrows of mice, or

after tracking a mouse to its burrow may remain in the vicinity (a

response to chemical stimuli) until the prey appears. It is certain

that accident is not a major factor in the finding of prey by reptiles.

The Sensory Control of the Strike .—Most snakes approach and
“ investigate ’’ things which stimulate them visually. They respond

in this manner to moving as well as to motionless objects. Sudden

movement of an object is most effective in causing the snake to

approach and take the erect striking position before it. Wiedemann

(1932) reported a field observation on an adder that approached

within 10 cm. of a sitting frog and then suddenly struck at it, sug-

gesting that the breathing movements of the frog may have held

the snake’s attention during the approach. Usually, unless the

object appears suddenly and moves rapidly, the snake is likely to

raise itself and to pass its darting tongue over the object before the

striking response is given.

The visual circumstances play a major part in determining whether

or not the snake strikes, and how promptly it strikes. This appears

true even in snakes for which vision is not the outstanding t)T)e of

sensitivity. The act of striking generally is not elicited if the moving

object is small and can be taken without difficulty, e.g., objects such

as newborn mice are swallowed without being struck. This suggests

the influence of learning. Baumann (1929) observed that the viper

always approaches a living mouse quickly and strikes promptly,

but that a dead mouse is slowly approached and leisurely eaten

without the strike being elicited.
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In the European viper, although vision is not the dominant sense

modality in food hunting, visual stimulationmay figure in the original

location of the prey. However, when the prey is approached and

the erect position assumed before it, the darting of the forked tongue

over the object is a more evident preliminary to the strike than it is

in the dominantly “visual” snakes. The tongue is not of importance

for the tactual stimuli it receives (since it seldom actually touches

the object) but for the fact that chemical substances volatilize to it

and are then carried in solution to the sensitive Jacobson’s organ, a

Fig. s6.—Tracking experiment with viper. A viper was permitted to bite

and venomize a mouse, which was then dragged over the sand floor of the area

ae shown by the double broken lines. At B ;i6 the snake was released, and took

the course shown by the solid line. At * it responded to the chemical trail whUe
following the side wall. At 8:21 it located the prey in box 3. The absence

of a trail from box i to the center constitutes a control. {Redravm from
Baumann, 1929.}

chemoreceptor in the mouth (see note, p. 213). The short period

of tongue play over the object that precedes the strike in most snakes

permits the reception of chemical stimuliwhich checkupon the visual,

in controlling the striking response. A certain amount of tongue

play before the strike is observed even in the predominantly visual

back-fanged snakes {Opisthoglyfha).

A Special Modification of Food Capture in the Viper, and Its Basis.

The behavior of the snake after it has struck the prey shows features

that are even more significant. The viper, after having struck,

opens its jaws and draws back, and the released prey runs away.

But the viper has not finished with its catch; a very hungry indi-
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victual pursues it at once, but a less hungry individual may remain

oil the spot for a time before it starts on the pursuit.

Bauman (1929) tested the trailing behavior of the viper by dragging

a freshly bitten (venomized) mouse across the sand floor of a terrarium

as shown in Fig. 56, and then introducing a viper which had struck

prey a few minutes before. Such an individual showed “searching

movements” whidi were much more active than were those of a

snake which had not struck prey just before the test; it moved with a

characteristic to-and-fro bending of the anterior part of the body

(not a feature of normal crawling) and there was a constant darting

play of the tongue close to the ground. In this test, as a rule the

snake soon hit upon one of the toils in the course of its movements

about the experimental area, and followed this trail with energetic

meandering movements and with marked tongue play. Eighty-six

per cent of the snakes which had struck prey before the test finally

located and ate the mouse which had been hidden at the end of one of

the experimental trails (Fig. 56). Snakes which had not struck

prey just before the test also followed the trail in many cases, but

less than half of them located the mouse.

Kahman (1932) proved that this trail-following depends upon the

sensitivity of the Jacobson’s organ. Cutting away this receptor,

or the forked tongue, which carries chemicals (by a pumping action)

to it, removed almost completely the ability to trail prey. Bauman

reported that a mouse which has been struck is more efficiently

tracked than is an uninjured mouse. This indicates that the addi-

tion of venom to the chemical complex increases its stimulative

value. He also fovmd that a snake which had just struck prey would

take up a trail and follow it more actively and efficiently than would a

snake which had not struck prey for some time. This may mean

that the act of striking has increased the snake’s excitability, and that

in this condition it responds most readily to the chemical which it has

vividly encountered just before the test.

Conclusion

The actiATity pattern which we have just inspected may be taken

to represent others in the reptilian behavior repertoire (mating,

nest building, and the like). It is not representative because of its

specific form, but rather because of the fact that its matrix (mainly

furnished by the determining effect of inherited mechanisms) is

overcast by the capacity for modification according to circumstances.
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It cannot be said that all similarities in the food getting of different

individuals in the same species may be traced directly to the influence

of inherited mechanisms. When the characteristic equipment of

the species (e.g., those features which make for a given temperature

optimum) causes the members to frequent much the same environ-

ment, it is to be expected that the learned adjustments of the differ-

ent individuals will be very similar. For this reason, “ universality,”

or presence of a behavior trait throughout the animal group, is not a
feature which tells us dependably whether or not a given act is

natively determined in the main.

In reptilian behavior, there are decided indications of a trend from

“direct deternoination” toward the modification of stereotyped

behavior in accordance with circumstances. Learning plays a

much more recognizable part in shaping behavior in this group than

is true of the Amphibia. Acts such as striking at prey may be

reasonably attributed in the snake to the possession of the fang-and-

venom apparatus and glandular characters which make for easy

arousal of this apparatus when intense stimxflation also elicits the

natively determined lunge. However, the conditions under which

this response is called into play appear to influence constant varia-

tions in its form and to mold it to the “ demands” of the environment.

It is therefore by no means certain that the tendency of the viper

and of other snakes to drop the booty after striking it, and to wait for

a time before taking up the trail, can be traced directly to the

influence of inherited mechanisms. The viper represents snakes that

possess venom which kills prey within a few minutes. These snakes

also have a receptor (Jacobson’s organ) with accessory apparatus

(the tongue) which permits the finding of prey by responding con-

tinuously to a stimulus (the "booty chemical”) which accompanied

the striking act. Such snakes might well gradually work into the

habit (learned act) of tracking after a few occasional escapes of a prey

object which is more easily eaten when dead than when still alive and

struggling. It is quite probable that this fact causes the viper to

learn to respond to the struggles of the prey by releasing it, instead

of tightening its hold.

In definite contrast, snakes which are predominantly visual and

not very sensitive chemically (e.g., back-fanged snakes such as the

coral snake) are the ones which hang to their prey and swallow it at

once after having struck it, despite its struggles. In case the prey

happens to escape, the hunt is generally fruitless for these snakes.
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In all probability the shortcoming in chemical sensitivity is mainly

responsible for the failure of such snakes to learn this modification

of their feeding act.

Thus we find the reptiles capable of a type of learning which is

wider in its scope and more plastic than is the learning of which lower

vertebrates are capable. Modifiability therefore plays a more

important part in shaping reptilian behavior than is the case in lower

classes, and correspondingly this capacity reduces the dominance of

“direct determination.” This advancement becomes much more

evident in the behavior of mammals.
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CHAPTER XI

MODIFIABILITY IN A COMPLEX REPERTOIRE OF
DIRECTLY DETERMINED ACTIVITIES : CLASS

AVESi

Introduction

Birds possess an extensive repertoire of highly stereotyped activi-

ties, the content of which varies greatly from species to species in

correspondence with a variety of heritable structures. A very

specialized action equipment inevitably limits and at the same time

guides the occurrence of behavior in the particular environment of a

given species, and is thus basic in the production of characteristic

modes of behavior. For instance, the type of food taken and the

manner of food capture are particularly dependent upon the relative

power of flight, the structure of bill and foot, and upon visual acuity.

The possession of very light bones and a rapid and efi&cient respira-

tion (based upon a high rate of metabolism) insures the occurrence

of flying in most birds which have strong wings. Further, the

form of wing (and tail) in a given species directly influences the

nature of flight activities. The capacity for flight greatly increases

the scope of behavior; and in relation to this it is a matter of great

importance that in governing bird behavior visual sensitivity is the

dominant modality. This fact depends not only upon the excellence

of the receptor but also upon an extensive specialization of the visual

conduction system.

In the bird there appears a new and important physiological

character, the maintenance of a constant temperature, or komoio-

1 Birds are homoiothermlc (warm-blooded) vertebrates with feathers, and

usually with an adaptation of the forelimbs which permits flight. It is con-

venient to organize the many orders of birds in two major groups (Warden,

Jenkins, and Warner, 1934) : the division Rafitae, large, flightless birds such as

the ostrich and cassowary; and the diviaon Carinatae, containing passerine birds

such as lark and sparrow, fowl-like birds (e.g,, domestic fowl), surface-swimming

birds such as duck and swan, ocean flyers such as tern and gull, divers such as

loon and penguin, waders such as heron and crane, and birds of prey such as the

eagle and owl,

23s
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thermism. Changes in the environmental temperature act upon

sensitive skin receptors, and within limits physiological adjustment

may occur; but beyond these limits the bird is forced to migrate,

Tabie 16.—Birds

Receptor Equipudsnt

Chemical. Free nerve endings in mucous Sensitivity to strong gases, similar to

membranes of mouth, nose, throat. “common chemical" sensitivity in fishes.

Taste buds fewer in number than in lower Gustation poorly developed in most. Of

vertebrates, as rule. Horny tongue partly some importance to grain and insect feeders,

responsible. in discarding mouthed food.

Scanty supply nasal epithelium, small Poorly developed as rule, important in few

olfactory bulbs in most. (c.Jm some marine birds, carrion feeders).

Contact. Sperializcd free nerve endings in Orientation to air currents during flight

skin, plentiful at bases of feathers, base of (equilibrium), etc. Bill contact important

bill, on head. Specialized temperature for feeding in many pasaerinea. Delicately

endings, sensitive to external temperatures.

Static, Well-developed semicircutar ap- Controls head position during wallclng,

poratus. Forced movements of head, body, dying. Bird cannot fly when both organs

whon apparatus removed from one side. removed. Maintains tonus during flight,

cooperates with vision in postural control.

Auditory. True cochlea, with loss than Pitch, intensity, discrimination habits

one turn. Short basilar membrane, organ of loarticd; sound localisation accurate. Audi-

Cortl present. tory control of singing; indirect moans of

unifying social group.

Visual. Rapid accommodation by Panoramic vision (complete crossing of

changes in lens shape, contraction striated fibers in each optic nerve). Limited eyeball

musculature. Fovea well-markod, some- movement compensated by flexible neck,

times two or three present. Rods and cones Visual acuity much greater than lower

in retina of most; nocturnal birds only rods, vertebrates. Evidence for color vision good.

Conduction System

Short, broad, rounded brain. Olfactory lobes small in most species. Corpora striata,

optio lobes, thalamus, very well developed, account for decided dominance of visual control

in stereotyped activities. Cerebdlum well developed.

Action Equipment

Close relation between form of bill, feet, and feeding; between form of wings, tail, and
relation of flight to other activities. Webbed feet—swimming; clawed feet—digging during

feeding, catching prey on the wing, perching, etc. Syrinx with vocal cords at base of wind-

pipe in moat birds (absent In ostrich) , characterizing male, Homoiothermict blood tempera-

ture not truly variable with external temperature. Oviparous: eggs develop outside

mother's body.

or to alter its manner of living if it remains in. the locality. This

makes the bird a much more active animal than is the reptile, and

constitutes a second factor which greatly broadens its environment.

In addition to highly specialized sensory, nervous, and action

equipment, behavior is elaborately influenced by visceral factors.
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The glandular secretions are basically involved in the appearance of

activities which distinguish the sexes. Periodic internal changes

are very important for seasonal variations in behavior which deter-

mine the general pattern of bird life. The state of excitement of

the bird and its pattern of viscerally determined activities (emotions)

vary delicately in dependence upon external stimulation, as Rouse

(1905) and others have shown. The patterning of this emotional

activity as it may direct behavior toward certain objects at given

times {e.g., fixation of the young dming incubation) makes motiva-

tion a much more important factor in bird life than in that of lower

vertebrates. While these influences bear upon behavior in a complex

manner, a sufficient amount of experimental work has been performed
to make their nature and mechanism far from obscure.

Vision as a Dominating Factor in Behavior

The very extensive action repertoire of the bird is predominantly

controlled by vision. The manner in which birds such as eagles

and gulls swoop directly upon their prey from a height, with seldom a

miss, and the manner in which flight is dexterously controlled with

reference to objects, speaks for a great precision in visual control.

The Receptor and Visual Dominance.—First of all, the bird has

an exceedingly well-developed eye. The retina always has at least

one central area or fovea, and in many birds there are two such

areas (as in ducks, one horizontal and one central fovea) or even

three (as in the swallow). The great precision of this receptor is

mainly attributable to accessory apparatus which makes possible

a very rapid accommodation to the distance of an object. In

particular it is important that the shape of the lens may be quickly

changed by means of striated muscles. The ability to shift from

“far" to “near” accommodation with facility and rapidity vastly

increases the scope and variety of behavior in birds which are

capable of flight.

Panoramic vision (see note, p. 183) is characteristic of birds. With

the eyes on the sides of the head, most birds have an extensive visual

field. Acciuracy of response according to the relative distance of

objects is made possible by the quick shifting of the head on the

mobile neck (so that first one and then the other eye fixates the

object in rapid succession), by sensory (kinesthetic) cues from

the delicately adjustable accommodation apparatus, and by differen-

tial responses to size and to brightness.
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Size discrimination was demonstrated by Breed (1911). Two
ducks learned (in about 80 trials) to pass through the smaller of

two openings to the living cage. The smaller opening then was

made brighter than the larger without disrupting the habit, showing

that the discrimination did not depend upon brightness differences.

Bingham’s (1913) chicks discriminated a circle of 6 cm. from one

of s cm. diameter after extensive training, and also learned to

discriminate between a circle and an upright triangle of equal area.

Since the latter habit broke down when the triangle was inverted

after learning, Bingham concluded that such habits in the bird

depend upon a very specific retinal effect given by the “shape” of

the object in a constant position.

The accessory equipment of the eyes and their position on the

head account for a high degree of sensitivity to movement. The

side to side turning of the head as the bird specifically responds

(attends) to the source of a slight movement within its wide visual

field suggests that while one eye is accommodated so that the object

stimulates its central area, response to stimuli acting upon the

other eye must be inhibited.

Great precision in the visual control of movement, as in the

pecking of the adult bird or the landing of the skillful flyer, speaks for

a high degree of visual acuity. The work of Johnson (1914) showed

the chick markedly inferior to monkey and human (Chap. XIII),

but for the pigeon Gundlach (1933) found evidence that the bird

discriminated lines subtending an angle of 29 sec., as against a

difference threshold of 50 sec. for the human subject. However,

sensory acuity depends upon many factors and the meaning of such

comparisons is not too certain. The evidence shows that birds

have great visual acuity, but a more satisfactory technique must

be devised if the problem of acuity value is to be investigated for

many species, as is desirable.

Nervous Structure and Vistial Dominance.—^The importance of

vision in bird behavior depends to a considerable extent upon a

very specialized conduction apparatus. The cerebrum of the bird

is much larger with respect to the size of the remainder of the brain

than is that of any lower vertebrate (Fig. 446), hut this fact is

attributable to a great increase in the size and fiber complexity of

the basal part (striatal area) and the lateral wall of the forebrain.

Neopallium is minimized in the bird brain (Herrick, 1924). Com-
parative neurology has shown that the extent to which stereotyped.
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directly determined activities bulk in the repertoire of a vertebrate

corresponds directly to the development of these basal areas of the

cerebrum.

In the bird, vision is the sensory field which principally supplies

impulses to this dominant part of the brain and hence almost from

the beginning takes the lead in behavior control. This, together

with the extensive development of those parts of the thalamus

through which visceral sensitivity discharges into the anterior

part of the nerve tube, accounts for the two most basic properties

of bird behavior: (i) the refinement of specific visual control and

(2) the strong influence of motivation. In our further treatment

this point wiU find no lack of confirmation.

Olfaction Minimized in Importonce Except in a Few Bird Species.

In decided contrast to vision, olfactory sensitivity appears of

negligible importance for the beha-vior of most birds. Although

the vulture has been considered an exception among land birds,

in the experiments of Audubon (1835, see Watson, 1914) vultures

passing overhead did not find meat and carrion covered with brush,

although they flew down to a stuSed deer skin on the ground, and

to the painting of a sheep. However, Chapman’s (1929) tests

with the turkey buzzard, a close relative of the vulture, show that

under appropriate conditions olfaction may figure prominently

in the activities of these birds. Buzzards repeatedly visited a shack

at times when putrid meat was within, and when such booty was

hidden beneath grass these birds soon alighted at a distance from

it on the leeward side, walked about, found the spot, and tore away

the covering to seize the morsels.

Homing, an Activity Made Possible by Extensive Visual Control.

A great power of flight and keen vision permit most birds to roam

over considerable areas. In no other animal are the natural terri-

torial limits of the environment so wide, a fact for which the foregoing

advantages are mainly responsible. For a number of reasons,

homing is more prominent in the life of certain birds than of others.

The greatest amount of attention has been given to the abilities

of the homing pigeon.

The Training of a Homing Pigeon.—^The motivation factor is

basic in homing. In training the homing pigeon, the bird is first

thoroughly attached to his cote through having received food and

having mated there. Although the trained bird may roam from

the place in which his mate and nest are located, soon he is impelled
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to return by the disturbance wliich arises through absence of the

emotionally attached objects. Hunger is also important.

In connection with the second problem of homing, the nature of

the stimuli which control the return, let us limit our attention first

to the pigeon, since that bird is best known in this respect. Fanciers

know that a pigeon must be trained to “home” and that the work

should begin during youth, that is, after the bird has become well

habituated to his cote. Representatively, the birds are started in

the spring when about five months old and are first permitted to

fly about in the vicinity of their cote. Then a given bird is liberated

repeatedly at short distances from the home site, always in the same

direction at first, and is permitted to fly back each time. Soon

the distance is gradually increased; for example, the bird may be

successively liberated at 3 miles, 8, 15, 25, 40, 60, 90, 130, 200, 300,

400 miles, and tlien at greater distances. Some pigeons do not make

good homers, but even a good learner may be spoiled for homing

if the distances are increased too rapidly at first.

How Orientation Is Controlled on the Return.—What does the

bird learn during training that makes possible its later return from

new territory and over great distances? Schneider (1905) reached

the conclusion that the bird learns the grouping of prominent land-

marks (houses, trees, hills) around the home site and its vicinity,

and that training distances may be increased safely only as this

visually mastered area enlarges. When the home cote of trained

pigeons is transferred to a strange locality, the birds generally are

unable to return successfully unless they are able to see the cote

from the point of release. Visual stimuli, and possibly other

exteroceptive stimuli, certainly furnish the major control in this

learning (Warner, 1931). In general, the number of successful

returns is fewer and the return time is longer the greater the distance

of the point of release from the home site. Birds may be lost in

numbers if the weather is stormy and visibility poor, and Gundlach

(1932) has shown that the amount of time required for the return

varies according to general visibility and atmospheric conditions

that influence it. In a record flight, one pigeon returned 500 miles

in 10 hr., another required three days to return 617 miles, and a

third bird released at 1000 miles required nine days to return. This

suggests that the disproportionately long time for return over

greater distances is due to a considerable amount of excess flying

and to extra stops.
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How does the bird set ofi in the correct direction, upon his release?

It is very probable that unless a familiar landmark (e.g., a mountain,
far distant but very prominent) or some other constant exteroceptive

effect {e.g., prevailing direction of the wind) directly orients the bird,

it must fly about until it becomes oriented. A reasonable suggestion

is that the bird flies in ever widening spirals from the release point

outward, and at some point in its course comes within the range of

habituated territory and becomes specifically oriented with reference

to a visual landmark. The number of pigeons that fail to return

from distant release points (stopping at strange cotes), and the

disproportionately long time required by the others, agrees with

the body of facts that supports such an assumption as the above.

Homing thus appears to be one of the activities made possible

by the dominance of vision in an animal which possesses great

range of activity.

The experimenta of Watson and Lashley (1915) are among the few tests on

homing in other birds. Three of 5 terns liberated at Cape Hatteras returned to

their nests on Bird Key, one of the Tortugas off Florida. The birds returned a

distance of more than 1,000 miles within about s days. Five of is terns returned

successfully from points near Galveston, 855 miles from Bird Key. The writers

do not commit themselves to an explanation, but the facts they report are very

suggestive. Gundlach (193a) has taken up one of their points, that the birds

may have flown along within sight of the shore line in either direction from the

release point. Since terns feed on minnows (he points out), they would not be

likely to fly far inland, and since they nest on land, they would not lose sight of

the shore for long. If they followed the coast to the eastward from Galveston,

they would reach the tip of Florida within sight of the Keys; if along the Mexican

coast, they would eventually reach Yucatan, territory which must be on their

line of migration and perhaps familiar to them.

Stereotyped Activities and the Manner op Their

Appearance

Among the numerous and varied stereotyped activities of birds,

the pecking response of the fowl is representative. During the early

part of the present century, when psychologists were beginning to

feel dissatisfied with the instinct concept as an explanatory device,

one of the first problems to be attacked was the origin of this response

in the chick.

Experimental Studies on the Pecking Response of the Chick.

—

As a rule, the pecking response appears infrequently on the first day

after the chick has hatched. Then the chick begins to peck clumsily
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and at random at bright objects, such as the eyes of other chicks,

drops of water, and the like. The ability to peck at food soon

develops. In studying this process. Breed (1911) graded the act as

follows: (i) striking at, but missing; (2) hitting, but not seizing; (3)

catching in bill, but failing to swallow; and (4) the complete act,

ended by swallowing. He found that three-day old chicks (after

about 24 hr. of pecking) averaged 30 four’s in 50 trials, and that

after 12 days of pecking the average score was 40 four’s in 50 trials.

Pig. S7,—The pecking performance of chicks in four groups delayed for

different periods after hatching (see text). Age at first test; I, i8 hr.; II, 30 hr.;

Ill, ss hr.; IV, 73 hr. Daily tests thereafter. The "arbitrary pecking score”
in the figure is obtained by counting i point for each hit and 2 points for each
"swallow" in a group of 35 sample pecks. {Adapted from Bird, xp33.)

His results agree with those of later investigators in showing that

pecking accuracy improves at a rapid rate during the first three

days, and at a slower rate on later days (see curve I, Fig, 57).

In order to discover the nature of the factors which contribute to

this improvement, Shepard and Breed (1912) kept chicks in the

dark after hatching, to prevent them from pecking; watering and

feeding them by hand. Chicks delayed for different intervals (1,3,

4, and s days, respectively) were successively brought into the light

and tested for pecking. The chicks that had been delayed in the

dark soon became as efficient in pecking as those of the same age

which had received practice from the first day. The experimenters
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concluded that the rapid improvement which normally comes during

the first two days of pecking may be attributed to practice. They
stated the additional conclusion that the following period of slow

improvement is mainly attributable to the influence of maturation

(improvement through growth), and expressed the belief that

maturation sets a limit on how much the bird can improve with

practice at a given age.

The difficulty of interpreting results obtained from experiments

involving the “delay technique” appears from the studies of Bird

(1925) and Moseley (1925). These experimenters delayed chicks

for periods ranging from 3 to ii days after hatching, and made daily

tests of pecking accuracy after the respective delay periods. They
found that the accuracy of pecking improved more gradually the

longer the delay period. The result was attributed to the setting

up of “contrary habits” in the delayed chicks. These chicks had

learned to swallow from a spoon, and the longer they were artifici-

ally fed, the more difl&cult it became for them to feed by pecking.

Padilla (1930) delayed chicks for 14 days after hatching, and then

found it impossible to teach them to peck grains except by an indirect

and time-consuming process of training.

In a recent study. Bird (1933) has endeavored to remedy the

defect in the method of previous e^eriments. He delayed separate

groups of chicks for 18 (Group I), 31 (Group II), 52 (Group III) and

72 (Group IV) hr., respectively, and during the delay periods gave

the chicks water from a medicine dropper but did not feed them.

The chicks remained in the dark between the daily tests. On its\

first test. Group I averaged 0.65 complete pecks (four’s, in Breed’s

terms) per group of 25 pecks, and on its second test at 31 hr. of age

it averaged 2.91 complete pecks. In contrast, Group II, with no

practice before its first test at 31 hr., averaged 2.62 complete pecks

on this test. The experimenter attributes this improvement in

Group II without the benefit of practice to the influence of “matura-

tion” (bodily growth or development). He points to a marked

improvement in postural activities disclosed by his observations on

the chick during the first 30 hr. after hatching.

At first the chick mainly lies flat or sits low; at the eleventh hour after hatching

“high sitting" is more noticeable, and a semi-erect position is assumed during

the pursuit of grains; whereas after the seventeenth hour and before the thirtieth

hour there is a greater frequency of high sitting and of standing. Only after

30 hr. of age is the chick able to stand while pecking at grains.
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Bird questions the importance of practice during the first 30 hr.,

as noted above, in pointing to tire fact that Group H in its first test

at 31 hr. made virtually the same score as did Group I at that age

in its second test aeries (Table 17), Further, he does not believe

that maturation is a factor after 30 hr., since at 31, 32, and 72 hr. of

age, respectively, Groups II, III, and IV scored practically the same

on their first testa. On the contrary, he concludes that practice

accounts for improvement after 30 hr. of age.

Table 17,—The Average Number ot “Swallows” per Seebss op 23 Trial

Pecks poe Difpeeent Groups of Chicks Delayed in Pecking

(Bird, 1933)

Group

Average age at testing, hr.

1

t8 3 t
1

S2 72 96

I 0.6s 2.91

II
1

2.62 5-6

III ....
1

3-58 S’O

IV .... .... .... 4-63

It is not easy to reconcile with this conclusion the fact that the

“swallowing” score on the first test of Group III was slightly higher

than that of Group II (granted that a difference of 0.96 swallows is

significant), while the score of Group IV on its first test was higher

than that of Group III. The reason why Group IV made the same

score on its first and second tests also remains obscure.

The influence of the maturation factor (t.e., of advantages attribu-

table to growth and development of tissues) cannot be distinguished

with any readiness from the influence of the learning factor in these

results. However, the function of practice is dearly shown in the

following comparison of the average “swallowing” scores made by

Bird’s experimental groups at the age of four days:

Group I: three 8-hr. periods of practice =» 14.0 swaUowe

Group II: two 8-hr. periods of practice =11,9 swallows

Group III: one 8-hr. period of practice = 8.5 swallows

Group IV: jo practice pecks only = 4.6 swallows

Bird’s condusion that maturation is effective at first, practice

later, conflicts with that of Shepard and Breed (pp. 242/.). In any
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case, the evidence from these studies is not too conclusive. Experi-

menters may have been attempting the impossible, in their efforts

to consider the roles of practice and maturation separately. That

these factors are both of importance becomes evident from the

results, but their relative importance at different ages must be

conjectured. These experiments do not lay open to us the essential

features of the mechanism by means of which the pecking response

normally develops. Perhaps this is because the experimenters have

neglected the fact that the chick does not begin its behavior at

hatching time.

The Embryonic Activities of the Chick in Their Relation to the

Peeking Response. Significant Changes in Embryonic Behavior.

—

The most extensive study of embryonic activity in the chick is that

made by Kuo (1932, a-e). It was Kuo’s purpose to find how
embryonic movements first arise, to trace their form through fetal

life, and to follow them into the behavior of the chick after hatching.

A disc of shell was chipped from the larger end of each egg and the

underlying membranes were coated with vaseUn, so that the

embryo and its movements could be observed. In all, 3,000

embryos were studied. It will be interesting to survey Kuo’s

findings in their significance for an understanding of the pecking

response,

r. First (at 3 da}^ or before) the alternate rising and falling of the

thorax wall due to the heart beat cause the head to lift and drop

rhythmically, since at this time it rests bent down against the thorax.

This may be called passive head bending.

2. The head movements are at first slight and passive until the

appearance of more vigorous nodding after the fourth day indicates

that the embryo is being gradually trained to the movement. Now
the head bends “actively" when it is touched, in addition to bending

when it is pushed.

3. Head bending is induced by a general change in body position,

and this modifies the nodding movement. After the sixth day the

head moves in response to special tactual stimulation, such as yolk-

sac pressure and incidental scratchbg of toes against the head during

leg flexion.

4. Next, the beak alternately opens and closes when the head

nods, evidently through nervous exdtation furnished by the head

activity. Control of the beak improves as these movements increase

in frequency and extent.
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S- After the ninth day the bill movement brings fluid into the

mouth, thus forcing swallowing. This practice in swallowing may
combine the act to some extent with bill opening and bill closing.

6. On the twelfth day, even though head movement is greatly

reduced by the position of the embryo, it is observed that any head

movement is followed by bill activity.

7. Meanwhile, growth has strengthened neck and bill muscles.

On the seventeenth day, -when the head (which is now mainly free

and has room to move) occasionally lifts and thrusts forward, this

movement is accompanied by opening and clapping of the bill. As Kuo
points out, it is through the strong lifting and forward thrusting of

the head that the stretched membranes are torn and the shell

chipped by the bill so that hatcliing occurs.

Four principal factors cooperate in producing the foregoing clinnges; (i)

anatomical changes in size and weight, and in sensory, conduction, and motor

tissues; (2) the position of the embryo in the egg at a given time; (3) stimulation

from growth changes within the embryo; and (4) the pattern of stimuli furnished

by the medium, particularly by structures such as the amnion membrane and

the yolk sac. The principal iniluences bearing upon changing behavior thus

ate embodied in embryonic developmental processes and in coercive or stimula-

tive effects from the environment, As Kuo concludes, it is not possible at any

stage to distinguish the functions of these factors apart from each other, since

they are inseparably coalesced in influencing behavior.

This study shows that the newly hatched chick possesses the head

(lunging), bill (opening and closing), and throat (swallowing)

components of the pecking response. Not only that, but as Kuo
points out, these activities have been combined to some extent

through the influence of repeated stimulation. Two such combina-

tions are clearly indicated: the head lunge combined with bill

opening (in response to a touch on the head) and bill opening com-

bined with swallowing. Swallowing occurs first in response to fluid

in the mouth; later, very probably as a response to nervous excita-

tion furnished through bill opening.

We are now in a position to study the posthatching act of peckii^,

with some understanding of its basis and an appreciation of the

manner in which its components come into being in the individual.

Reconsideration of Peckmg in the Newly Hatched Chick.

—

Shortly after hatching, as we know, the chick strikes at bright

objects, giving its embryonic head lunge. However, this response

is given to visttal stimulation, whereas in embryonic life tactual
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Stimulation alone had come to elicit it. "We have already con-

sidered a shift of this sort, in connection with the sensory control

of the amphibian’s snapping response (p. 208) . The two phenomena
appear essentially similar: In both cases sufficiently strong visual

impulses, upon arriving in midbrain, spread most readily into an

adjacent nerve tract which is akeady under the control of head

contact. Thus vision fairly promptly takes over control of the head

lunge, a response previously controlled only by contact. That a

certain amount of training is involved in effecting this transfer is

evident from observations of the first pecks given by chicks.

During the first 30 hr. after hatching, as Bird (1933) has shown,

progress in pecking is retarded by the weakness of the animal, but

improvement becomes evident as first neck, then trunk, and finally

leg muscles acquire strengtli. The chick may peck more and more

readily as it becomes stronger
; in that respect the function of matura-

tion is apparent. But practice cannot be excluded at any time.

Some practice in supporting and moving the body undeniably is

obtained as muscles become stronger, and this practice certainly

contributes to the advancing of the pecking activity of the chick,

although perhaps not by increasing the number of “swallows”

during the first stages. The difficulty in our understanding is due

to the fact that the crudity of the usual criterion of progress, the

number of “swallows” alone, gives a distorted picture of improve-

ment in the act. This is an act of skill, and the acquisition of such

an act cannot be measured accurately in terms of “bull’s eyes”

alone.

Normally, as improvement in postural activities (both through

increasing strength and through practice) permits the chick to

strike more frequently at bright objects, the only way in which its

exciting hunger (empty stomach, providing “hunger contractions”)

may be removed is by chancing to get into the mouth, among

objects struck at, certain edible morsels. Some of these are

swallowed, and soon the chick has learned to discriminate them

visually from other objects. In this way normal circumstances

force the combination of the embryonic components, head lunging

(with bill opening) and swallowing.

After this stage, the closer coordination of the components

striking-at, catching, and swallowing, into a single sequence, is

limited mainly by the amount of practice received by the chick

(Kg. 57).
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Circumstances in the normal environment thus bring about the

combination of the embryonic components in the manner described

above. However, if circumstances differ from the normal, the

components are differently incorporated into the posthatching

behavior of the chick, as the “delay” experiments abundantly

prove. If the artificial training is exceptionally thorough, as it was

in Padilla’s experiment, it is virtually impossible to retrain the chick

Pig. 58.—Forced feeding under natural conditions. A female Icing bird

feeding her young, (From Francis Berrieh's Home Life of Wild Birds, by per-

mission of G. P. Putnam's Sons.)

into a coordination of striking and swallowing.* In artificial feed-

ing, swallowing becomes connected with a pattern of stimuli (sight

and touch of the experimenter’s hand) which is unrelated to the act

of pecking, while pecking is practiced in connection with visual

stimuli (bright inedible objects, etc.) which have nothing to do with

feeding.

The act of pecking at food may be considered a special modifica-

tion and recombination of embryonic head, throat, and body

* In this connection Fig. 58 reminds us of the fact that the period following

hatching, during which young birds of many species are fed from the beak of the

parent (forced feeding), may account for the failure of pecking to appear with

any prominence in the behavior of these birds as adults. In contrast, the

pecking response is typical in races of domestic fowl, in which the young are not

fed by the parents during the brooding period.
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activities in connection with specific external stimuli to which the

chick learns to respond after hatching. The pecking response thus

has a continuous history from the time the embryo gives its first

movement,

Activiiies Associated with the Repeoductive Cycle

The complex of activities related to propagation of the species

actually furnishes the framework of bird behavior, since most of

the characteristic activities of birds are associated with it. Among
these are migration, courting and mating (with song and other motor

accompaniments), nest building, brooding, incubation, and the care

of young. We shall survey the successive phases of the reproductive

complex in a general manner, observing the chronological order of

their occurrence from the beginning to the end of a season.

The Initiatioii of the Reproductive Cycle : Migration.—Migration

is the recurrent, usually aimual movement of birds between two

alternative habitats of which one is the breeding locality. Although

some species of birds do not migrate regularly, and others migrate

but short distances, the onset of the breeding cycle is accompanied

by a movement of some kind in almost all of the birds. We are

concerned here with the ontogenetic problem of migration; its origin

in the race is quite another problem.

The Two Thases of Migration .—In general, birds of the northern

hemisphere engage in a northward movement in spring or early

summer, preceding breeding activity, and a southward movement

in the autumn. Our first problem concerns the stimuli which set

off these movements. The autumn movement to the southern

locality has been attributed to one or a combination of the following

seasonal factors (Wetmore, 1926) :
(r) a decrease in available food,

which forces out most of the birds (e.g., purely insectivorous species)

;

(2) a decrease in temperature, furnishing a gradient to which the

birds are capable of responding, more or less promptly according

to their sensitivity or their powers of resistance; (3) a decrease in

available hght, and especially in ultraviolet.

It is the northward movement in spring (or early summer for

some species) which is closely related to the present general subject,

since this movement precedes the mating and breeding activities

which occur after arrival. The theory that environmental clianges

occurring at this season of the year set up internal changes which
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lead to the northward movement suggested an experiment to Rowan

{1931)-

Changes Responsible for the Onset of Migration .—^At the time when

crows normally move southward from middle Alberta (August 30 to

September 10) Rowan captured large numbers, which he divided

into two groups. The aviary containing tire control group was not

artificially illuminated, so that the birds were subject to the regular

autumnal decrease in the daylight period. For the experimental

group, on the other hand, the aviary was illuminated electrically

during an additional period after dusk, so that the “daylight

period” of each successive day was $ min. longer than that of the

preceding day (as occurs in spring, in the southern habitat). The

groups received equal amounts of food, and neither aviary was

heated.

By the ninth of November the gonads (testes of the male; ovaries

of the female) of the control birds had become very small, while

those of the experimental birds were greatly enlarged, having

increased regularly in size during the test period (as they normally

do in the spring). On this date, 69 experimentals and 14 control

birds were released. The control birds did not readily leave the

vicinity. Most of them had to be driven from the aviary, and

apparently none of them went northward. In contrast, the experi-

mentals flew off with greater readiness, and many of them flew

northward. The results given in Table 18 probably would have

been more decisive had the test been performed in a warmer locality

(farther south), in which a better reproduction of springtime

migration conditions would have been achieved.

The results stroirgly suggest tliat in the southern environment the

daily increase in radiation which comes in the spring sets up internal

changes, particularly in the sex glands, the secretion of which

becomes greater as the size of the glands increases. This augments

the rate of general activity so that the bird is more and more ready

to move away.i The departure time of a given species may be

expected to occur within a given few days, a fact which may be

traced to the one unfailingly regular springtime change, the gradually

increasmg length of the daylight period.

^ Just as female mammals that are confined at the height of the estrous cycle

are unusually active, the bird that is caged at migrating lime exhibits a pro-

nounced restlessness and consistent hyperactivity,
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Factors Inflencing the Direction and the Route of Migration .—The
springtime migration of temperate-zone birds of the -western hemi-

sphere is northward. What determines the direction of this move-

ment? It is a reasonable hypothesis that the growth of the gonads

Tabie i8.—General Results from an Experiment on tihc Control of Bird

Migration (Rowan, igap)

Groups

Movement of released birds

Remained in vicinity Departed

Caught

near aviary

KiUed

locally

Killed

to north

KUled

to south

Unac-

counted for

Controls (14) 6 2 Q 4 2

(small gonads)

Experimentals (fig) IS 12 8 8 261

(enlarged gonads)

1 Many reports of crows flying in northern Alberta were received from residents unaware

of the experiment. This was an unusual observation for that time of year in Alberta.

Most of these experimental birds must have Sown northward, since such reports were not

received from southern parts of the province.

and constant increase in their secretions bring about changes in

skin circulation which cause the birds to move in the direction in

which an equilibrium with environmental temperature is better

approximated. In some species young birds set off before the adults

leave, a difference which may be related to the fact that the circula-

tory adjustments to environmental temperature are not so delicately

made in the young bird as they are in the adult. The direction of

migration thus would appear to be physiologically determined by

the organic changes which constitute the migratory drive.

While it is probable that the restriction of migration routes to

narrow well-defined paths has been exaggerated, bird-banding experi-

ments indicate that the general paths of many species are fairly

constant, year after year (Lucanus, 1921). River -valleys which

lie in the north-south direcrion are followed by some species, the

coast lines are followed by many, and mountain ranges by others.

Figure 59 shows some general routes which are taken by many North

American birds. Differences in the characteristic routes of bird

species suggest that once the migratory drive has set off the move-

ment, and the birds are headed northward (or southward), their
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Pig. s9 -—Some of the prineipal routes taken by various species of migratingr

birds in North America. {Modified from Wetmore.)

that migrating birds respond to prominent visual features which

lie consistently in a given direction which is determined by other

factors (see above), without having previously seen the territory.

Migrating birds commonly fly at heights of i to s miles, as ornithologists have

ascertained by training their telescopes against the sun (or against the moon
at night), and at such a height a visual field igo to 200 miles in diameter may be
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commanded in clear weather. Scattered evidence suggests the importance

of feeding activities in influencing the migration route. Rowan (1931), for

instance, notes a correspondence between the movement of the adult golden

plover (a shore bird) southward along the Atlantic coast of Canada (rather than

through the central part as the young plovers move earlier in the fall) and the

plentiful herry supply at that time in the eastern coastal region.

The fact that young first-year birds in many species leave before the adults do,

makes learning of doubtful importance in tlic determination of the migration

route proper. The “ancestral memory” conception contributes nothing to the

answer. Sometimes birds nest in the same locality more than once, which

suggests that when they chance into the region in which they have nested in

previous seasons, the migrants may become oriented through learned cues much
as a pigeon finds his cote. It is important that the same species may go and
come by different routes. For instance, the golden plover migrates southward

from northeastern Canada via the Atlantic coast, the IVest Indies and the

Caribbean, along the South American coast and across the eastern part of the

continent to the Argentine. But after six months the plovers pass northward

by an entirely different route, via western South America, the Central Americas,

then across the gulf to Mexico, and up the Mississippi valley toward Canada.

The Reproductive Cycle Proper. Initial Behavior oj the Male .

—

Mating preliminaries begin soon after the birds have reached their

breeding ground. In most species the male arrives first. He spends

the greatest part of his waking time alone, lingering in prominent

places, at first for short times only, but soon he takes for himself a

regular “ callmg station. ” He quarrels increasingly with other males

as time goes on, remaining within or near the “territory” which

he has preempted (Howard, 1920) and driving off other males.

The increasing tendency to fight other males is one feature of his

behavior; on the other hand the male sings with greater vigor as

time goes on, and sits more prominently in his station.

The active singing of the male is a major factor in attracting a

female to his station. Her behavior also, not quarrelsome like

that of a male, is responsible for her being received rather than

being driven away. The male now sings less, and quarrels more

vigorously than before with other males, with much wing activ-

ity and a variety of flying both before and after each encounter.

According to Howard’s (igag) analysis of his observations on

buntings and other birds, the e-xdtation of the male through glandu-

lar agencies has been increasing from the time of his arrival, and he

would be capable of mating at any time after the female comes.

Although she is not particularly responsive to him at first, her

presence excites him further, so his surplus energy must take the
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form of excessive overt activity. This, in various birds, takes the

form of “strutting," “display" of feathers and other parts, inflation

of throat pouches, and similar activities.

EwUs Leading to Mating .—^After a time, upon awakening in the

morning, the posturings and stretchings of the male are followed

by the "sexual flight.” The female has become somewhat respon-

sive to the male, but not sufficiently to mate; and so she flies from

his rough advances, keeping out of reach and yet remaining near

him. The increasing excitement of the female is also indicated by

her occasional picking up of fibrous roots or other materials while

feeding, but after some manipulation in the bill these are dropped

(abortive building?). The advancing internal condition of the

female is next shown by her remaining in place as the male

approaches. This stimulates him to further posturing and to special

activities {e.g., inflation of throat pouches in the prairie chicken)

which vary in nature according to the species. The male postures,

is stimulated to approach closer, and mating then occurs.

Whitman (igia) describes the mating of the pigeon in the following manner.

“As the period of consummation approaches, the composition of the activities

changes with the addition of new elements. Along with bowing, there is

billing and fondling of each other’s head, hugging or necking, jumping over

the female without any attempt at mounting, opening the beak by the male,

inserting of the female's beak in his, and often the shaking or rattling of the

crop as if the male fed the female. The female stoops with lowered head, the

male mounts with a jump, the female raises her wings and lifts her tail, while

the mole reaches back, moving the tail from side to side until contact (i.e.,

of cloacal surfaces) is effected.”

The appearance of the final stage seems to depend upon the

behavior of the female, in which the vibration or spreading of wings

and the raising of the tail are major components in most species.

The wing vibration occurs as well outside the mating period, as a
consequence of any sufficiently intense emotional excitement.

However, the tail raising, so important for the actual mating act, is

specific to this period and may depend upon a local irritation of

cloacal surfaces for which the condition of the female’s genital

tissues is responsible.

That mating depends upon the attainment of a particular stage

in the reproductive changes of the female is also indicated by the

fact that mating time is specific for a given species, although the

courting phase varies in dependence upon the time of the female’s

arrival at the breeding place,
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Nest Building.—^Although the female may toy with materials

in the preceding period, nest building proper usually does not appear

until after mating. The female now picks up coarse material, and

may deposit it in different places before successive trips are made to

the same place. The “platform” of a nest may next be made, but

then abandoned for a beginning elsewhere. After this two or

three “shells” may he constructed successively, in different places,

before the female finally goes on to complete a nest. The male

may or may not assist, depending upon the species, but in any case

his presence is an important source of stimulation for the female

(Craig, 1908). However, it is the condition of the female which

determines the appearance of building activity at this time.

Francis Herrick (rgoi, igii) has made the most thorough study of nest

building in birds, principally by means of observations from “ blinds.” He found

that this activity varies according to the state of the weather, the nature of the

site, the character of the general environment, and the condition of the bird.

The height of the nest above ground depends upon the characteristic flight of

the bird, and the site may also depend upon the mode of feeding and sleeping,

and upon the relative timidity of the bird. The nature of the materials is

determined largely by availability in many cases but is always influenced by the

bird's sensitivity and motility. Usually, coarser materials are worked with

first, then finer materials, and this rule is seldom violated. Herrick pointed

out that it is the least adaptive birds («.|., the Baltimore oriole) which show the

greatest uniformity in the nature of the materials used. The birds which build

“statant” nests (supported mainly from below) go through the molding-and-

turning movements in a fairly uniform and stereotyped fashion, with trips at

intervals for fresh materials, and thus the growing nest is gradually and auto-

matically adjusted to its site. For this reason (usually) the cup is finally hori-

zontal regardless of the inclination of the supporting surface.

Brooding, Incubation, and Care of Young.—^The nest is completed

as the female nears egg-laying time; usually before this she has

begun to “brood” (t.e., to sit upon eggs, incubating them, or in the

bare nest if eggs are not present). For this activity no eggs are

necessary; any uneven material beneath her ventrum will do.* It

would appear that changes which come at this time in the skin of

the ventral body surface (dewease in the fat layer and increase in

capillary circulation of the skin) are of basic importance for the

tendency of the female to brood.

* Whitman (rgig) observed that in the pigeon brooding begins a day or two in

advance of egg laying. Females with nonfunctional ovaries never show a

tendency to brood (Pearl, 1914, Jour. Anim. Behav,),
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Once the young have hatched, the female (and often the male as

well) supplies the nestlings with food at regular intervals, spreads

her wings over the young, and removes excrement from the nest or

occasionally swallows it. In -view of the importance of these acts

for sur-vival of the young, it is surprising that for a good part of the

period brooding and feeding of the young appear to be disconnected

phenomena, so far as the stimuli which elicit them are concerned.

Howard (1930) substituted eggs for the nestlings of a bunting, and

placed the young in a different nest close by. For some time the

female would sit upon the eggs in her own nest, or even upon the

nest when it was emptied, but she did not brood her young in

the nearby place. At intervals she returned with food, but gave it to

her young only in response to their chirping. Only after a time was

she able to sit upon her young in the nearby nest.

Feeding of the young and brooding of the young take turns in

many birds. Each act has its normal duration before the other dis-

places it; and the food getting and feeding phase does not appear to

be shortened in favor of brooding, no matter what the temperature

may be. Hence the mortality rate of nestlings is high. It is also

interesting that the female appears impelled to carry something

away after ha-vdng fed the young. If no excrement is visible, other

waste material is picked from the nest, or failing that even part

of the nest structure may be taken.

Factors Controlling the Sexuai Cycle.—^In many birds the female

becomes subject to the beginning of a new sexual cycle when the

young are not much more than 10 days old. The female bunting,

according to Howard, demonstrates this by engaging in “sexual

flight” with the male, by abortive building activities, and by paying

less attention to the young. A few days later she ceases to respond

to the young altogether. Howard (1929) cites this and other facts

as evidence that during the entire cycle the female's internal condition

(increase in gonadal secretions, maturation of eggs) determines

the nature of the actimlies in which she may engage. The male is a

secondary factor in determining the progress of this behavior cycle,

except for the important matter of settling upon a “territory.”

The sequence in which mating, nest building, and brooding appear

depends principally upon the progressing condition of the female.

Carpenter (r933) observed the sexual behavior of male pigeons

that had been subjected to complete or to partial castration at the

age of one month. The frequency of copulation was reduced almost
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to zero by the operation. Chajging behavior was next readily

eliminated, but billing and preening (in that order) could be elicited

in castrated birds providing that social stimulation was sufficiently

intense. The cyclic character of the male’s normal reproductive

behavior, Carpenter concludes, is largely determined by the chang-

ing behavior of his mate and by special stimuli such as nest, eggs,

and young as they appear.

Craig (1914) studied the appearance of the separate responses

bowing, cooing, preening, and mouthing in four male doves which

were reared as isolated individuals. The acts appeared in response

to various external stimuli: particularly in response to the hand that

fed them, to the human foot, and to other objects. These responses

were transferred only gradually to a female when one was presented

later. This shows, as do Carpenter’s findings, that normally it is

previous companionship with other birds of the species that mainly

accounts for the great potency of the more submissive female as a

stimulating object to the sexually excited male.

A close correspondence exists between the cycle of internal

changes in the mature female bird and the sequence of activities

which she is able to perform. The manner in which the male and

specific objects or situations in the environment function in the

elicitation of these activities will be better understood when the

interindividual activities of birds have been studied in more detail.

We have cited results which suggest the importance of learning for

directionalization of the male’s viscerally supported and structurally

determined activities of the sexual period. For suggestions on

this problem we turn to an examination of the evidence on the

social activities of birds.

The SiGNmcANCE of Social Organization in Bird Life

Factors Which Promote Social Organization.—We have the

suggestion that the nature of the environmental stimuli to which

the bird responds during the reproductive period may largely be

determined by the effects of his previous experience; perhaps as a

nestling with parents, fellow fledglings and the nest, and perhaps as

an adult with others of his kind. Most birds have a social back-

ground of some kind, if only that of their nest life when young, or of

their contacts with a mate at breeding time. But true social

organizations are common among birds. By a true social organiza-

tion we mean a group of two or more individuals, more or less
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permanent, in which there is an organization based primarily upon

the interstimulation of the individuals {of. pp. 164/.). AUee (1931)

has pointed out that birds may come together on the basis of

family groups, or incidentally as separate individuals which at

first react to the same common external condition. This condition

may be a common feeding zone; may arise by means of their sleeping

activities; or through their response to available nest sites {e.g.,

flamingoes). Since the forming of a flock depends upon such

matters, some species rarely aggregate, or do so only irregularly.

Once they have flocked, the birds may remain in a group for a

considerable time. This depends upon the persistence of the condi-

tion which brought them together in the first place, or upon the rise

of habitual interindividual adjustments which would tend to keep

them together.

Taylor (1932) maintains that “gregarious” birds are different only

in degree from characteristic “solitary” species, and that any

species must form aggregations under certain conditions (see above),

to which some species are naturally more susceptible than others.

He describes the formation of an integrated group when many pairs

of pigeons are introduced into a limited space one pair at a time.

The first pair nests in one place and takes over the rest of the area

for strutting and other activities. A pair of newcomers are treated

as enemies, and must fight for a place. In time the newcomers get

as much unchallenged space, in addition to their nest, as they are

able to defend. It is less if they are small, and dwindles in size if

they are taken sick. Each pair now tolerates the other, and there

is no fighting unless a common zone between the territories is

crossed. Further pairs must struggle with those which are already

established if they are to settle, and consequently the territory of

each pair decreases somewhat as the flock grows. Conversely,

Taylor foimd that if successive pairs are removed, the remaining

ones “divide” the vacated space among themselves in the same

indirect but effective manner. In this way, tho pigems are forced

to become gregarious^ to adjust to one another in a group. Much
the same process occurs during the establishment of the “ territories”

of male birds (e.g., robins) at the beginning of the mating season.

As the group forms, then, the birds become adjusted to one

another. They leam to respond to one another’s movements when
in flight, each taking a position in the flock which depends upon his

power of flight or his condition at the time, fi.g., fatigue. They
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learn to respond to sounds made incidentally by others when
frightened or when food is discovered, and to similar stimuli.*

In this way, some birds are forced by conditions to live in close

proximity to others of their kind, and may learn interdependent

adjustments as well as toleration.

Individual Behavior and the Social Organization,—^The nature

of organization in the bird group has been disclosed by the studies

which Schjelderup-Ebbe (1922) and others have made. Schjeld-

erup-Ebbe has described the development of a fairly stable "peck

order” in a flock of domestic fowl in terms of the manner in which a

given individual responds when others peck at it or “threaten” to do

so. The rooster has the "peck right” over all of the hens. Some
hens stand above others in this respect, threatening to peck or

actually pecking them (in food competition) without being pecked

in return, but those which submit have the “peck right” over

still others, and so on to the “bottom” of the group. This peck

order, fairly permanent once it is established, usually represents

an approximately continuous decrease in ascendency from top to

bottom of the group: A pecks B, B submits to A but pecks C,

C pecks B, and so on (Fig. 6ojB) . Sometimes, however, the organiza-

tion is complicated by the fact that certain individuals lower in

the general order may have the peck right over certain ones which

otherwise occupy a superior position. Newcomers must struggle for

food, roosting places, and so on, and gain a "position” on the basis

of the outcome.

Murchison (1935) has reported an investigation of the establish-

ment of a “dominance hierarchy” in a group of six young roosters,

studied in terms of physical combats and other encounters arranged

at various times under experimental conditions. An accurate

measure of dominance was furnished by the testing of respective

pairs of roosters in the “social reflex” runway. In this test, time

and distance records were made of the manner in which any two

individuals of the experimental group rushed toward each other

and quickly met at some point in a narrow experimental corridor

after having been released simultaneously from opposite ends.

^This should not be termed communication until it can be shown that the

“sentinel” sounds the "alarm” because it will cause the other birds to fly away,

i.e., that the sound is anything more than the incidental product of his own

excitement without regard to the effect it has upon the other individuals. The

evidence appears to be negative so far as birds are concerned.
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At intervals between the sixteenth and thirty-sixth weeks of age

Murchison found that the order of dominance among the birds was

subject to change, and that only one individual, I, was able to

maintain his superiority throughout the period. Straight-line

dominance (i.e., each individual dominating all below him, while

dominated by all above him) was finally achieved in the group (Fig.

6oB). It is Murchison’s conclusion that straight-line dominance

“is a function of adjustment over a long period of time within

an isolated social group,” but that the required time would be longer

in larger groups, or the condition might never appear in very large

groups.

B

Pig. 6o.—The order o{ dominance in six young roosters studied by Murchison
(1935)- {A) Dominance relations at 16 weehs of age, and (B) straight-line

dominance hierarchy at 36 weeks of age. (Modified from Murchison, 1935.)

In the establishment of a “dominance hierarchy” in a given

group, each bird gradually learns to respond to every other bird as

to a distinctive visual pattern which has been accompanied by
specific consequences in previous competitive situations. Where
the results are drastic, the individual soon learns to withdraw from

a certain other one as from an electric shock. Finally the “domi-

nant” bird needs merely to appear or to begin its belligerent approach

(to “threaten”) and the others draw off without fighting. Strength

is not the only factor which makes for dominance, since Katz and

Toll (1923) found a correspondence between learning ability in

laboratory problems and position in the pecking order of the group.

Social groups in other species of birds have been found to owe
their unity to a similar basis in individual behavior. The most

aggressive and active become leaders, since other individuals learn
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not to push ahead of them. The timid birds take less exposed

positions in sleeping groups, and therefore the group is aroused

(“warned”) by the cries of the dominant birds which are first to

become excited by an intrusion or disturbance. Observation of

bird aggregations suggests that while a given bird is eventually

forced into a certain position in the dominance-submission order

of the group, its behavior throughout group life is dependent solely

upon an individualized motivation.

MODmABILITY IN BlSD ADAPTATION

In many types of bird behavior (homing, migration, the repro-

ductive cyde, feeding activities) we find evidence that learning is

involved. Learning influences the course of development of

activities which are inevitable because of inherited equipment, but

this capacity appears to occupy a subordinate position in general

behavior. For an understanding of its properties and its limita-

tions, certain laboratory evidence may be surveyed.

The Visual Discrimination Habits of Birds.—Since vision is by

far the dominant sense modality in practically all bird behavior

(pp. 237^.) one would antidpate the series of experiments which

have been performed on the bird’s ability to learn visual discrimina-

tions. The habits appear to be formed very slowly, as is character-

istic of the bird, but their retention value is relatively great. Kroh

(1927) found that a chick which required 95 trials to learn a simple

visual discrimination, relearned the habit in rz trials after a no-

practice interval of ii months. A chick that needed 72 trials to

establish the same habit performed correctly after 4 months without

further training. The great importance of visual discrimination

in bird life has been touched upon. The general topic of visual

discrimination is to be given spedal treatment in a later chapter

(Chap. XIII).

The Learning of a Maze Problem.—^Hunter (19 11) tested pigeons

on the maze problem. The birds were first trained to hop across the

open space from the starting point to the corner in which they were

fed, and then their progress was obstructed by the wooden parti-

tions, leaving a series of six alleys (5 in. in width) to be avoided. On
the average, errors did not decrease much before the seventh trial,

and it was unusual for a consistently low score to be made before

sixty runs had been completed. Although this maze problem

(which would not be difficult for the ant or the rat) was learned very
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slowly, tests that followed original learning by an interval of 29 days

showed only a negligible decrease in efficiency of performance.

The Learning of a Problem Box.—Porter (1904, 1906, 1910)

permitted birds to become used to feeding within a small mesh-wire

puzzle box which was left for a few days with open door in the center

of their living cage. The door was then closed and could be opened

only by the pulling of a string which was connected with the light

door latch and which stretched horizontally along one side of the box

near the top.

The birds busied themselves about the box, and particularly

about the door, which they had been trained to enter. The number

of successive periods of effort (“starts”) which preceded the success-

ful entrance of a given bird into the box decreased abruptly during

the first few trials, once the bird had learned to confine its efforts

to the vicinity of the string. A sparrow needed more than ten

minutes and many “starts” to enter the box on its first trial, but

on the twenty-fourth trial succeeded within 5 sec. and with but

3 “starts” in rapid succession. One bird learned to push with his

head against the string, later with his bill. Another learned to hop

out from the upper edge of the box, turn partly around, and catch

the string in his daws. Pecking at the string was common with spar-

rows, more so with blue jays, and especially with a woodpecker.

In another experiment (1910) two horizontal trip strings were

used, one slightly above the other. One subject mastered the

problem by alighting on a string. Following original learning,

Porter moved the strings somewhat farther apart. This caused

the subject to fail, since it now alighted between the strings and did

not press either of them. The bird had not learned to “open the

door” nor had it learned to “press a string,” but merely to make
the specific response of alighting on the box in a visually distinctive

place. Thus pressing the strings (often incidental to another act),

then entering the door, were disconnected responses which had
been learned in a well-practiced succession. It was usual for a bird

to pull repeatedly at the string even after the door had opened.

The results speak for a fixity in sensory control and for a Vn'gh

degree of stereotypy in the responses learned by the bird. Appar-
ently such features contribute to good retention, since after 30 days

birds performed the learned act much as before, and even after

120 days one cowbird showed unmistakable signs of the original

training.
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Concluding Statement

We have found the behavior of the bird very complex. Many
of its varied modes of activity have an important emotional facilita-

tion, and vary in close relationship with visceral condition. Learning

may be responsible for the extension of a specific type of activity

and may make possible its elaboration within certain limits. How-

ever, the bounds within which learning may function appear to be

established by the heritably determined factors (e.g., dominance of

visual control, well-ordered visceral cycles, extensive development

of the striate area in the brain, etc.) which themselves are responsible

for the basic stereotypy of the activity. Therefore, while the bird

is enabled to live in a very complex environment by virtue of

mechanisms which have evolved to a high degree of elaboration,

it is these possessions which are responsible for its psychological

limitations. It is otherwise with the mammals, which will be

studied in Part III.
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EQTJIPMENT OF MAMMALS^

Table ig

Receptor Equipment

CbemIcAl. Taste buds generally plentiful Variously important in feeding, for rejec*

on upper tongue, few on roof of mouth, on tion of food, etc., especially if tongue habitu-

throat. oily first applied to food.

Free nerve endings in mucous membranes Sensitivity to strong gases (e.g., camphor),

of mouth, nasal passages.

Ciliated cells segregated in special areas In Efficient tracking of prey in many, sniffing

upper part of nasal chamber. Extensive in of food in ground (e.g., pigs), important dur-

lower mammals, poor in primates, ing mating. Degenerate in primates.

Contact* Numerous types of (corpuscles, Vibrissae important in orientation of

etc.) specialised nerve endings in skin, espe- many. Sensitive snout in location of food,

cially at distal ends movable members. Free general skin sensitivity (or hair bending by

nerve-endings, plentiful at hair bases. air currents) in orientation. Related to

manipulatory specialization of forelimbs in

higher mammals*

Static. Well'developed semicircular ap' Functions in close cooperation with vision,

poratus in moat: two vertical canals and one muscle sensitivity, contact, in maintaining

horizontal, sacculus and utriculus. balance and postural activities.

Auditory. Wcll-dovcloped ear; movable Localization of sound generally good,

pinna in most, middle ear with drum, three intensity dlBcriminations learned, but pitch

bones pinner ear with cochlea (between sH discriminations very difficult for some lower

5 turns) « mammals.

YisuaL Lens shape changed by ciliary Vision not of major importance in many
muscles. Poorly developed fovea in many lower mammals (e.g., rodents), but dominant
lower mammals, well-developed fovea in in higher orders. True convergence of eyes

primates. Rod-cone retina in most; rods present in primates only. Stereoscopic

only, in few. Gradual increase in crossed " vision develops in primates. True panoramic
fibers at optic chiasma (virtually none in virion in ungulates (s.g., deer)

;
lateral pori''

rodents, H to H in primates). tion of eyes responsible.

Conduction Equipment

Developed cortex covers surface of cerebral hemispheres, typically convoluted. Ratio

of brain weight to body weight; elephant (5000 gm.) Heo 1 cat (30 gm.), Hio i
chimpanzee,

(400 gm.), He S man (1400 gm.), Hs, Corpus callosum connects hemispheres across midline,

less extensively in lower mammals, is cranial nerves.

Action Equipment

Variety limb types, of varied importance for locomotion, manipulation. Mouth, teeth,

used in manipulatory activities of lower mammals, in conjunction with forelimbs. Varied

forms digging activities in shelter obtaluiug, food getting. Many anatomical specializations,

(«.£., regurgitative digestive apparatus in ruminants). Vocal cords subject to variety of

specialization in adaptation, depending particularly upon development of cerebral cortex.

2 To be used in connection with Farts 11 and III.
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PART II

PREREQUISITES TO BEHAVIOR DOMINATED
BY MODIFIABILITy

In approaching the study of mammalian behavior one finds a

great shift of interest in the problems investigated. The behaAnor

of lower animals depends largely upon their structural characteristics

and the immediate stimulating conditions, but that of mammak
is largely conditioned by previous responses. The study of mam-
malian psychology is therefore characterized by an analysis of the

process of modification in behavior through experience. This does

not mean that structural characteristics and immediately present

stimuli cease to be important in mammalian behavior. Nor does

it mean that modification in behavior is absent in lower animal forms.

Rather the interest shifts because modification in behavior reaches

its height in mammals. Since modifiability plays a dominant role

in the representative adjustments of this vertebrate group, it can

be divorced from certain structural characteristics and studied as a

general problem. From this it doesnot followthat all mammalshave

the same capacities but that generalizations regarding modification

are specific to the problem and not to the animal. The following

analysis will therefore be characterized by the problem investigated

rather than by the animal.

Before the problem of modification by experience is attacked

one must have a thorough understanding of the mechanisms under-

lying behavior. To begin with there are certain hehainor patterns

(fixed responses to stimulation) that are not subject to modification.

Again, there are behavior patterns or at least partial behavior

patterns (i.e., tendencies for behavior) which serve as a basis or

starting point upon which modifiable behavior is built. In such

cases one must know what has been modified and to what degree

the behavior has been extended. The material for such a treatment

must be largely determined by the problem; and investigations

which are pointed to isolate general principles in native behavior

will therefore be selected.

36$
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Modification also depends upon the adequacy of the receptive

mechanism since these necessarily set a Unlit upon the degree of

modifiabiUty. Often great advances in adaptive behavior arise in

connection with increases in the complexity of the sensory processes.

In reptilian behavior, for example, modification is largely through

complex sensory integrations. In other forms, such as in fishes,

sensory development plays a minor role in modifiable behavior.

Since we are concerned with the relation between sensory capacity

and modification and since, as we shall see, methodology is most

important, the material for this treatment will be chosen from studies

which deal with highly developed sensory capacities and from studies

which develop adequate and general methodology.

Modification in behavior is dependent upon changes in the

central nervous system. Because animals which have well-developed

cortical tissue are especially capable of modification in their behavior,

an understanding of modifiable behavior presupposes a knowledge

of cortical neural mechanisms. Material for this treatment will

therefore be selected from studies which throw light upon the

function of the mammaUan cortex.

These three topics are therefore treated in Part II. Their impor-

tance in the behavior of lower forms has already been considered.

Since modifiabiUty dominates mammaUan behavior, its prerequisites

require a separate treatment. This does not mean that the subject

matter of Part II is secondary to that of Part III. Rather it is

fundamental to an understanding of complex behavior.



CHAPTER Xn

NATIVELY DETERMINED BEHAVIOR

Introduction

In Chap. VI the "instinctive” behavior of arthropods was

analyzed in detail. It was found that the nature of their responses

depended upon the efficiency of their sense organs, the nature of

their nervous systems, and their fund of action equipment. These

in turn were dependent upon the animal’s inheritance. Insect

behavior contains almost unlimited examples of complex “instincts,”

a few of which have been carefully analyzed. Similar analysis is

desirable in mammals, but complications arising because of their

more elaborate nervous S3rstem (in particular, their well-developed

cortex) make this difficult. Nevertheless what has been said regard-

ing the psychology of “instinctive” behavior in arthropods holds

for higher forms. In addition new problems arise. The necessity

of taking modification by experience much more fully into account

offers many difficulties. The complex behavior patterns of higher

forms are also more variable than are those of lower forms, which

makes it difficult to analyze the behavior. Although much of the

work is not convincmg, as a whole it is quite enlightenmg. The

reader must, however, keep in mind that more important work is

still to be done before adequate theories can be formulated.

The effects of heredity and environment on behavior are intimately

connected with problems concerning the genesis of behavior, espe-

cially in higher forms. Sometimes they are regarded as being

entirely different in their effects, sometimes as being closely related.

Heredity and Enviromnent as Determiners of Behavior.—Those

who uphold the preformisHc theory maintain that the germ plasm

possesses the properties which largely determine the nature of an

individual in both structure and behavior. The inherited traits

of an individual are thus alleged to be found in its ancestry. Evi-

dence in support of this point of view as concerns behavior is pre-

sented in terms of correlations between traits in related individuals.

Thus Stone (1932) found that wild rats are more likely to have wild

267
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offspring than tame rats.^ In a similar manner Tolman (1924)

has shown that rats which easily ieam mazes are more likely to have

offspring that also learn easily, than are parents which learn mazes

with difficulty. Although wildness and maze-learning ability are

not specific behavior patterns such as we are interested in analyzing,

it is not difficult to point to cases of specific responses. Breeders

of bird dogs have observed that good pointers are likely to be

descendants of good rather than poor pointers.

Behavior patterns due to environment, stressed by the epigenetic

view, show correlations between traits and environment. If, for

example, different rats have different amounts of experience on

mazes, there will be a correlation between the maze performance

and the experience in the maze. For the same reason good tennis

players are likely to be found among people who have been exposed

to the game.

More careful examination, however, reveals that our problem is

not so simple. Child (1921) has presented convincing proof that the

pattern of an organism is dependent upon the physiological gradient.

Thus a developing egg shows different rates of metabolism in differ-

ent parts. The differences in metabolic rate form lines of diminish-

ing and increasing activity, and these lines of activity form an

environment which is fundamental to the development of the pattern

of the individual. The nervous system as well as other structures

are not predetermined but can be changed if the gradients are

altered. Because the gradient is an environment and because the

environment (temperature, chemical constitution, etc.) in which

the developing organism is embedded modifies the gradients, it is

not adequate to distinguish between hereditary and environment

as separate influences. Rather, development must be considered

as an interaction between undifferentiated germ tissue and an

environment. The environment must be understood to include

not only the surrounding conditions but neighboring living cells as

well.

To conclude that development is a resultant of both a germ plasm

(the nature of which is determined by previous ancestors) and of a

most complex environment does not solve the problem. There is

still the possibility that behavior patterns may differ in origin.

> Since Donaldson (1928) found the adrenal glands of wild rats to be roughly

twice as large as those of albino rats, it is possible that the inheritance of wildness

is explicable in terms of the inheritance of large adrenal glands.
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There are responses which an animal obviously must acquire whereas
others seem to be a natural or innate part of it. One must teach a
setter to shake hands, but need not teach him to point at birds.

Responses Appearing at Birth.—It has been contended that

responses which are present at birth are due to growth or maturation,

whereas those which appear later are either acquired through learn-

ing or at least have been somewhat modified by learning. This

distinction is, however, not clear cut. Various animals are born

at different stages of development. The guinea pig is rather com-

plete and self-sufficient at birth, whereas the rat, its close relative, is

in an embryonic condition and most helpless. Chickens shortly

after hatching are capable of feeding themselves, whereas robins

cannot do so. It is obvious from these illustrations that the same

amount of growth has not taken place before the time of birth. In

no case is growth complete at birth, and as a consequence many
responses dependent upon growth do not appear until later. Sexual

behavior is a good example of this.

Further, one cannot be sure that modification of the sort we under-

stand as learning, may not take place before birth. Holt (1931)

describes how the “grasping reflex” may be learned. A random

impulse traveling to the muscle of the hand of a fetus causes it to

close. The closure in turn, necessarily sets up tactual and proprio-

ceptive impulses which travel to the brain. These impulses set up

an activity in the sensory area of the brain, shortly after activity

of the motor area in the brain has caused the hand to close. Because

of their contiguity these active areas become associated. Later, at

birth, tactual stimulation of the palm causes activity in the sensory

area which may spread and arouse the associated motor area. The

aroused activity in the motor area results in hand closure, i.e,, the

so-called grasping reflex.

A response to stimulation appearing at birth therefore need not

be due to growth and maturation, but may be due, at least in part, to

prenatal learning.

Responses Which Are Common to the Species.—^To argue that

responses which are common to the species are of a different origin

from those which show species difference likewise has limitations.

The fact that a response may be characteristic of a species proves

only that it depends on common conditions and these may be either

hereditary or environmental. Generally speaking, hereditary con-

ditions are more alike than environmental, yet prenatal environ-
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mental conditions are very much the same.^ If learning is possible

in the fetus, then responses common to the species might be learned.

Furthermore this distinction does not include responses which are

not common to the species, but which might be inherited. Finally

the word “common” is not sufficiently definite. How much alike

must two responses be before they may be regarded as common?

Natively Determined Behavior as Unlearned Responses.—Since

our knowledge of learning is more definite than our knowledge of

what constitutes natively determined (or directly determined)

behavior, it seems desirable, at least tentatively, to define natively

determined behavior in terms of learning. In this case behavior

patterns or parts of behavior patterns which are not dependent

upon previous contact with the stimulus situation for their origin

and development would be regarded as natively determined. An
animal learns to avoid one arm of a maze and to go to another

because of previous contact with that situation, but it does not have

to learn to recoil when given an electric shock for the first time.

This definition serves to assist one in setting up an approach

to the study of natively determined behavior. It does not assist one

in recognizing such behavior when it is displayed, since learning may
have taken place mder unknown conditions. This means that in

order to study natively determined responses one must separately

analyze each behavior pattern and must exclude all possible sources

of learning. In many cases one may suspect that there has been no

opportunity for certain responses to be established through learning

and may classify them as unlearned, but in such cases one must
bear in mind the lack of conclusive evidence. The fact that chicks

experience no visual stimuli before they are hatched suggests that a

response to visual stimuli is natively determined. This does not

mean that the complete pecking response is unlearned. The pattern

as observed in the adult animal may have been modified by the first

pecks. To determine what is native and what is acquired, the

nature of the pecking response must be analyzed. Such an analysis

has already been made in Chap. XI,

Unfortunately the changes in the nervous system produced

through experience are unknown. The histological appearance of a

brain taken from a rat which has learned many mazes cannot be

distinguished from one taken from a rat that has not acquired such

* Child (1924) emphasized the importance of the highly constant environment

of fetal mammals and its relation to the later uniformity in th^ behavior.
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learning. If, however, observable changes in the growth of the

nervous system can be found which account for the unlearned

responses, a good basis for a positive characterization of natively

determined responses will be had.

Since the definition of native behavior in terms of learning is

useful only as it is suggestive of experimental approaches, it should

be abandoned as soon as such behavior can be independently

characterized. However, our first problem is to determine whether

or not unlearned behavior is a scientific fact since this has actually

been questioned.'

Evidence oe Unlearned Behavior

We found the lower animals capable of rather complex behavior

patterns, yet in many cases unable to profit by experience. The
mass of their behavior thus constitutes evidence of the existence of

native patterns. In cases where some degree of learning is present

it constitutes a relatively unimportant part of their behavior. The

nature of their responses is thus primarily the product of genetic factors

and certain environmental conditions {temperature, moisture, etc.)

under which they develop and does not depend upon modification through

previous exposure to stimulus situations.

The existence of native behavior can also be demonstrated in

higher forms. An animal such as the dog is incapable of either

learning or retaining what has already been learned after destruction

of its cerebral hemispheres. These structures are apparently

necessary for both learning and retention. Nevertheless after such

destruction the dog is capable of a variety of responses. Vital

functions continue, and many responses to stimulation, though

somewhat modified, remain. Irritation of the skin, for example,

produces scratching. It seems reasonable, therefore, to believe

that the remaining responses (reflexes) are natively determined.

Whether or not such destruction also eliminates some responses

which may have been natively determined, cannot be stated, but

it is probable that at least those remaining are native in origin.

The most enlightening studies which are in point have been

performed by Coghill (1929). He was interested in correlating the

' Kuo (1924) makes a strong case in which he points out that the structure of

the animal facilitates certain patterns of behavior and that these are built upon

through learning. He questions any neural basis for the unlearned behavior.
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development of the nervous system with that of behavior. Ambly-

stoma (see Fig. 49), because of its elementary nervous system, and

because it showed striking behavior patterns at various stages in

development, proved to be a most suitable animal for this purpose.

Behavior Stages in the Development of Amblystoma.—^In develop-

ing the swimming response the salamander passes through the

following distinct behavior stages: (i) The nonmotile stage during

which it is unresponsive to sensory stimulation—yet has fully

developed anterior muscles which respond when stimulated directly,

(a) The early flexure stage during wMch a response to sensory stimu-

lation is shown. This reaction develops gradually. At first only

the muscles of the neck region opposite to the side stimulated con-

tract and thus turn the animal’s head away from the stimulus.

As the animal grows in age, the muscles involved extend farther

and farther down the trunk. An increase in age of about 36 hr.

produces a response which involves the entire trunk. (3) The coil

stage which is characterized by a complete contraction of one side

of the body which is sufficient to produce a tight coil. The coil may
be to the right or left and often forms first one way and then the

other. In all cases the cod begins at the head end. Accompanying

the development of the coil reaction there is an increase in the

speed with which the cod is executed. At first the contractions

are slow and sluggish, hut by the time the coil is perfected consider-

able speed has developed. (4) The S stage in which a distinct change

appears in the response. A contraction begins in the headregionand

spreads downward as in the cod, but beforethecontractionhasspread

all the way down, the contraction in the head and neck region

reverses itself. Thus a new “cod” begins in the opposite direction

before the previous one is completed, and like the first it spreads

downward. This results in two flexures at different levels of the

body, both spreading tailward. A succession of such contractions

beginning at the head and spreading caudally characterizes the S

reaction which is iUustrated in Fig. 61. (5) The swimming reaction

is characterized by an increase in the speed of the movements which
constitute the S reaction and hence produces locomotion.

Neural Changes Which Accompany the Behavior Stages.

—

Having isolated these stages and the ages at which they appear,

Coghdl carefully examined the nervous system of animals at the

critical ages. He found that in the nonmotde stage both sensory

and motor mechanisms were present, but that there was no bridge
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between them. By the time the flexure stage was reached, however,
a third type of cell appeared which bridged the gap between the

sensory cells of one side and the motor cells of the other. These
cells, known as floor-plate cells, are located in the brain stem and the

Pig. 6i.—

T

he S
response in Ambly-
sloma. The first

flexure has passed
tailward and the
second is beyinning

in the anterior re-

gion. (Erom Cog-
hill, ig29> f, 8. By
permission The
Macmillan Com-
pany.)

y.^Floorptafe cells

Fig. 63.—The mechanism
for the "cofl” response.

The floor-plate cells are

indicated by *; the motor
chain is shown on the right

half of the spinal cord; and
the sensory chain on the left

half of the cord. The con-

nections between sensory

and motor cells with skin

and muscles are also shown.
(ProTO CoghiU, rgag, p. 12.

By permission oj The Mac-
millan Company.)

Floorplate cell

Pig. 63.—The meohanism
for the swimming response.

The sensory chain is omitted
in this .diagram. Both
motor chains with the newly
developed collaterals are

shown. The arrows indicate

the course of the nervous
impulse. A disturbance at

a spreads down both chains,

but reaches o' before it

reaches e'. (From CoghiU,

igsg, p, 16. By permission

of The Macmillan Company.)

upper part of the cord. In Fig. 62 these cells are indicated by x.

The growth of these new cells explains why the flexion suddenly

appears at a certain age, why it is toward the side opposite that

of stimulation, and why the flexion always begins at the head end.

The only way stimulation of the tail can spread to the muscles
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is by way of these intermediate cells in the head region. Hence

stimulation of either head or tail produces the same kind of flexion.

The coil is executed when the chain of motor cells (shown in the

right half of Fig. 62) is fully developed. Development begins at

the head end and continues tailward. The degree of flexion is thus

dependent upon the spreading of development toward the tail.

The reversal of the coil is produced by sensory cells (shown in

left half of Fig. 62) which have connections both in the skin and in

the muscles. Thus a contraction of muscles excites a second coil in

the same manner as did contact with the skin, and as the contrac-

tion is on the opposite side to stimulation the succeeding contraction

wave is opposite to the side previously contracted.

The S response becomes possible when the motor cells of each

side make contact with the sensory cells of the same side. This is

shown in Fig. 63. In this figure the sensory chain has been omitted

and both motor chains are included. An impulse which now enters

the brain spreads down the chain of motor cells of the same side as

well as that of the opposite side. Since the impulse from the

sensory neurones reaches the motor cells of the same side first, the

wave of contractions at that side begins first. It is shortly followed

by contractions of the opposite side which are set up as soon as the

impulse has traveled the extra distance and passed over the floor-

plate cell. Thus two waves of contraction are set up at this stage.

The S reaction gains speed and so becomes the swimming response,

through the development of collaterals in the motor cells of the neck

region. These motor cells send large axones down the whole length

of the animal and thus make contact with all of the motor cells in

the chain. These collaterals are shown in Fig. 63. Before the

appearance of the collaterals, the impulse could spread tailward only

by way of a chain of neurones. Their growth, however, offers a

direct route for the impulse, making the passage through separate

cells unnecessary. In this manner the speed at which fie contrac-

tion wave spreads tailward is greatly increased.

Neural Mechanisms Underlying Unlearned Behavior.—Coghill’s

study gives us a clear picture of characteristic behavior patterns

which arise as soon as a certain growth stage has been completed.

The accompanying changes in the nervous system are apparent

and adequately account for the behavior. No degree of exposure to

stimulation which is favorable for learning could have produced

these changes. These experiments therefore not only give us
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evidence for the existence of unlearned behavior, but what is more,

they give us insight into the mechanisms underlying such natively

determined responses.

We may therefore regard the growth in the nervous system as a
most important determinant of certain patterns of behavior.

Through growth certain connections are formed and the nature of

these connections determines the response. There is no evidence

which shows that learning produces similar changes and it is probable

that changes in the nervous system produced by learning are of a

different nature.

Behavior which depends upon the formation of nervous con-

nections of the sort described suggests a characteristic which we
might expect in. it. If a response depends upon the contact of

neurones, it should appear rather suddenly. Thus if an animal at a

definite age suddenly develops a new pattern of behavior it is quite

likely that this behavior is directly determined. It is necessary,

however, to observe the behavior the first time it is executed because,

as we shall see later, learning may modify natively determined

responses.

The iNDiviDUATtoN as Specitic Reactions

Previous to the work of Coghill it was believed that behavior

involving the whole organism was made up of more primitive specific

responses. Nest building, for example, was regarded as a chain of

reflexes. Instincts were regarded as complexes or chains of reflexes.

Coghill (1929) demonstrated that specific reactions such as reflexes

are not primary, but rather the total response of the organism

is the first to mature. All muscle groups are supplied by relatively

few motor neurones and as a consequence the response of the whole

musculature is S3nichronous. For example, the limb movements of

the salamander first accompany the movements of the trunk; and

only later, with the development of separate innervation of the limbs,

are these capable of independent or individuated movement. A
reflex movement of the limb is only possible where its muscles have

special motor neurones. Further, in order that a particular set of

muscles may act in isolation, the inhibition of the total pattern

of movement is necessary, A reflex act thus involves the further

maturation of motor neurones plus such nervous development as is

necessary to produce inhibition of total movements. Because of

these factors development follows the course of generalized to
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specific behavior patterns. As is the case of all development, the

course of individuation is from head to tail. For this reason the

fore limbs acquire individuation before the hind Hmbs.

The Individuation of Responses in Mammals.—In order to

demonstrate the process of individuation in mammals, studies of

fetal behavior become necessary. Fetal animals may be made
available to stimulation by operating the mother, and with the

placenta intact and the circulation maintained, placing the litter in

a saline solution of the proper temperature and concentration. In

this way the embryos may be kept alive long enough for experi-

mental purposes. Knowing the exact age of gestation, embryos

at various ages may be obtained.

Angulo y Gonzklez (1932) studied the responses to stimulation

of 643 rat fetuses at various ages. He found that the first appear-

ance of motility is about 15 days and 18 hr. after insemination. At

this age stimulation with a horse hair produces a slow lateral turning

of the head opposite the side stimulated, the activity being confined

to the muscles in the neck region. In older fetuses more and more

of the trunk movements are present because of the more matured

motor chain.

Strong stimulation (porcupine quill) according to Angulo y GonzMez (1933)

produces a turn of the head toward the side stimulated. This response appears

in the nonmotile stage as well as later and differs from light stimulation also

in that contraction is maintained. This suggests that strong stimulation acts

directly on the muscle rather than by way of the nervous system.

Limb movements though present at this stage are never made
independently of the trunk until the seventeenth day. It may
therefore be concluded that movements begin as mass reactions

of the trunk and limbs. Only later do lesser mass movements, such

as head extension, appear. Gradually the movements become more

and more limited until specific reflexes appear. The appearance of

specific reactions does not seem to be due to a breaking up of the

total mass movements, because these total responses often reappear

to dominate over the secondary movements. Rather the specific

responses seem to depend upon the development of an inhibitory

action by means of which the total mass movements are kept in the

background. The gradual release of reflexes from the dominance of

the total mass movements explains why reflexes vary from time to

time. The inhibitory state existing at any time determines what
the specific reaction will be.
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On the nineteenth day the fetal response is specific so that the

reaction is dependent upon the site of stimulation. On the twentieth

day reactions of the embryo are similar to those of a newborn, except

that they are less vigorous. By the twenty-second day the animal

is bom.

Similar results have been obtained by Coronios (1933) working with fetal cats.

For cats the gestation period is about 6a days. The earliest responses to stimula-

tion appear in 23-day-old fetuses. Early behavior is “diffuse, massive, variable

and unorganized.” Gradually this behavior is replaced by relatively individu-

alized, consistent, and organized responses. Individuation, as in the rat, begins

at the head end, and in the case of limb movements, the joints nearest the body

are the first to move separately. Later the other joints become freed from the

total arm movements. Many of the more complex patterns of behavior, such as

crawling, seem to be due to the organization of individuated responses.

The Restriction of Sensory Zones.—^The process of individuation

is not merely the progressive reduction in the extent of muscular

reaction, but involves also, as Coghill (1930a) has pointed out, the

gradual restriction of the zone of stimulation which is adequate

for producing the reaction. Coronios also observed the restriction

of the sensitive zones in the cat.

Pratt, Nelson, and Sun (1930) obtained striking evidence of this in their study

of human infants from birth to the eleventh day. In the case of a specific

response such as sucking, the sensitive zone at birth covers the lips, the areas

above and below the lips, the tongue, and the interior of the mouth. Stimuli

applied to these parts in the form of touch, temperature, and taste all produce

sucking. As the infant progresses in age, tactual stimulation of the lips becomes

more and more effective, whereas the stimulation of other parts becomes less

likely to produce sucking. Likewise temperature and tastes (except for “ sweet ’’)

become less effective. “Sweet" tastes increase in effectiveness. Thus the zone

becomes limited to tactual stimulation of the Ups, and to gustatory stimulation

in a specific form. It is 'not clear, however, whether this restriction is due to

learning or to maturation. The infants in these studies were repeatedly tested

and thus may have changed because of previous stimulation.

Raney and Carmichael (1934) found in the rat fetus au increase in

the specificity and accuracy of responses to tactual stimulation on

different parts of the body as the normal birth age approached. This

indicates that the perception of space in the tactual sense is largely

a process of maturation and is not the product of learning as is often

supposed. Gestalt psychology has stressed the importance of

development in perception. Traditional psychology seems to have

overemphasized the importance of learning in space perception.
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It appears now that much of the organization in behavior is due to

genetic development and is not altogether acquired from past

experience.

Concluding Remarke.—^That development is a function of a

maturing nervous system is well supported by experimental evidence,

but that the nervous system is the sole factor must be questioned.

In Chap. XI we have described the experiments of Kuo on embryonic

chicks and found strong evidence supporting the belief that the

development depended upon muscular maturation, relative size of

various organs, the elaboration of sensory surfaces, and the animal’s

position in the embryonic state. These factors cause certain forms

of behavior to develop. As in the case of arthropods, the behavior

of an embryonic chick is the product of an interaction between its

structure and the environment. Before the relative importance of

the development of sensory and motor structures and nervous

maturation can be known, further studies must be made, and the

possible influence of each factor must be studied. Kuo was con-

cerned with the problem of finding evidence which demonstrated the

role of structural development in unlearned behavior, whereas

Coghill and his students planned their experiments to study nemal
development. The plan of an experiment determines which facts

will be brought to light; it does not determine the nature of the

facts. One must recognize that no one experiment brings out all

of the processes at work, and it is therefore fruitful for scientific

progress that opposing points of view exist among the research

workers.

The Method oe Isoxation in the Study oe Native

Behavioe

Ejqperiments on Swimming.—The role played by maturation in

determining behavior patterns may be studied by controlling the

conditions which allow for learning. If a particular stimulus situa-

tion calls out a behavior pattern in an adult, it is possible to isolate

young animals and prevent exposure to this source of stimulation.

In an isolated state maturation may progress normally and at the

same time prevent learning.

In a study of the swimming response Carmichael (1926) divided

frog and salamander eggs into two groups. One group developed

under normal conditions, the other group was drugged with chlore-

tone which allowed for normal growth, but caused the animals to
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remain inert. When the tadpoles attained the age at which the

normal group had been swimming for five days, the drugged animals

were placed in fresh water. After half an hour in fresh water,

the swimming behavior of the drugged animals could not be dis-

tinguished from that of the normal. With a marked difference

in the amount of experience in swimming no observable difference

in this response was present, indicating that the response is a matter

of maturation. However, it might be contended that only a small

amount of experience is necessary, and that the 30-min. recovery

time required by the drugged group was actually the acquisition of

experience sufficient to perfect the swimming response. To answer

this question Carmichael (1927) repeated his experiment and in

addition reanesthetized the experimental animals after they had

had experience in swimming. On again releasing the animals from

the drug the same amount of recovery time was required. This

shows that the gradual appearance of behavior after release from

the drug was due to a gradual recovery from the anesthetic and not

to an inability to perform because of a lack of learning.

These experiments show that previous experience in swimming is

not essential to coordinated swimming, but that this pattern of

behavior is due to normal growth, as was demonstrated by Coghill

with his method.

The Pecking Response of Chicks.—^The studies of the pecking

response in chicks are studies of natively determined behavior by

the method of isolation. Since this response has already been

treated in Chap. XI, it is only necessary to remind the reader of

the conclusions which are pertinent here.

1. Native mechanisms are present in the chick which cause it to peck at,

to grasp with the bill, and to swallow small objects. Taste undoubtedly

supplements the visual stimuli to bring about swallowing of food objects.

2. The behavior pattern is imperfectly coordinated on hatching, but

maturation, either muscular or nervous, improves this coordination

somewhat.

3. Practice supplements the natively determined pattern, primarily by

improving the coordination.

4. Long delays (14 days) in which the chick is kept in darkness and is

artificially fed, deprives the animal of its tendency to peck. This loss is

perhaps due to an interference of habits. The animal has been fed

artificially and has acquired tendencies to eat in response to contact,

rather than in response to visual stimuli. Eating by means of pecking
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must then be developed by establishing a connection between tactual

and visual stimuli.

The pecking response found in the adult chicken must therefore

be regarded as the product of both maturation and learning. The
animal develops certain neural and muscular mechanisms during

its embryonic life, and it is known that the latter continue to develop

after hatching. To what extent the neural mechanisms continue

to develop after hatching cannot be easily determined since muscular

development is necessary to utilize what neural patterns are present.

This makes it difficult to isolate the two mechanisms from a study

of behavior. That development of some sort occurring after hatch-

ing improves pecking, and that practice further perfects the response

is, however, demonstrated.

Space Perception.—As has already been pointed out, the experi-

ment of Raney and Carmichael (1934) indicates that through

development the skin on specific parts of the body of the fetal rat

gradually acquires specific responses. The animal apparently

has a native equipment for differential responses to various spacial

relationships. Further evidence in support of space perception of

native origin has been obtained by Lashley and Russell (1934) by
the method of isolation. They compared rats reared in darkness

with normal rats in the ability to regulate the force of a jump accord-

ing to the distance to be jumped in reaching a food platform. Both

groups used more force to jump the longer distances, and the

accuracy of adjustment was nearly equal for both groups. Since

the control of the jump depends upon the visual perception of dis-

tance, considerable organization between the visual and motor

aspects of the behavior must be present without learning.

Sexual Behavior of the Rat.—Stone (1922) segregated male and

female rats at weaning time (21- to as-day-old rats). From time

to time males were placed with females and careful observations

were made of their behavior. Copulatory activity appeared at a

certain age in a rather complete form. The average age for the

first appearance was between 70 and 8$ days and varied to some

extent with nutriment. The basic behavior of the male seemed to

be largely an inherited pattern, since it appeared suddenly, and

since it was little modified by e3q)erience. Stone had difficulty

in distinguishing the behavior of a young rat from that of an experi-

enced adult. Similar behavior, but somewhat more stereotyped

in nature, has been described in Amphibia (pp. zosf.) and in birds
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(p. 254). In rats two types of differences were noted. These were

differences dependent upon structural limitations and those depend-

ent upon experience.

Structural difference in young and adult males resulted in differ-

ences in location of forepaws on the female and in the force used.

Failure to grasp the female properly sometimes resulted in unsuccess-

ful copulation. Lack of experience caused young males to be less

aggressive and they failed to mate with resisting females. They
sometime showed fear reactions in response to licking, which is the

characteristic behavior of a female in heat. Lack of aggression

on the part of young rats, however, might be a matter of their lesser

strength as well as their inexperience. A study of males isolated

until full strength was acquired would answer this question.

More characteristic deficiencies due to inexperience is the slight

disorganization in the pattern. This results in failure to make
definite clasp, mounting at head, failure to make pelvic movements,

etc. Although in many cases, the observable behavior is rather

complete in young rats, it is likely that in many cases complete

copulation was not effected.

Stone also determined the external stimuli which were necessary

for effecting the response. He found that young rats which had

their vision, smell, and taste destroyed, behaved as normal animals

in their sex activity, both as to the original appearance of the sex act

and the frequency of copulation. Partial deafness as well as the

removal of vibrissae also had no effect. It was found that the

behavior of the female was the most essential feature of the environ-

ment in arousing the behavior. Females which responded to

the sniffing and nosing of the male produced more excitement

than did less responsive females. Females not in heat, but which

were made sensitive by having their sex zones painted with a weak

acid solution, became effective stimuli. The quick jumps made

by a small guinea pig also proved adequate for arousing inexperi-

enced males. It seems that the quick jumps made by females in

heat or by other females made sensitive, are essential. This behav-

ior of the female is communicated to the male by means of touch

receptors and perhaps any others which are intact.

The physical and physiological conditions necessary for sex

behavior are sufficient size, strength, maturation of nervous system,

and glandular development. Stone (1927) found that 67 per cent

of the male rats still copulated one month after castration, but at
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the end of six months only 9 per cent retained the ability. In the

case of females, Stone (1926) found that sexual behavior appears

about 50 days after birth. The pattern of behavior is fairly uniform

and is similar in females raised in isolation and those raised with

males. The necessary somatic conditions and the oestrous cycle

seem the necessary internal conditions.

Rat Killing in Cats.—^The most recent study of the genesis of the

behavior of cats toward rats is that of Kuo (1930). During their,

development in isolation the behavior of kittens toward rats was

observed periodically. Of 20 kittens raised in such isolation only

9 killed rats. However, 18 of 21 kittens raised in an environment

in which they were exposed to rat killing by other cats, killed rats

at about the age of 4 months. Only 3 out of 18 cats which were

raised with rats as cage mates killed rats, and none of these killed

their cage mates. By placing nonkilling cats in a rat-killing environ-

ment 9 out of II became rat killers.

He also found that the degree of hunger had no effect on the cat’s

responses, but cats raised on a vegetarian diet failed to eat rats,

although their tendency to kill rats was not afiected.

These results strongly indicate that the cat’s behavior toward

the rat is acquired. The construction of the cat is such that it

readily makes certain responses, but the integrated pattern of

behavior must be acquired through experience. Kuo points out

that it is just as natural for the cat to love rats as to hate them.

Having a particular structural equipment and being playful, it is

easy to see how a tendency to attack rats may develop. That the

rat can be eaten as well as played with must also be learned. As
the response normally develops, it seems to depend upon a tendency

to be excited by, and thus to pounce upon, a small moving object,

the eating of which is due to accidentally tasting blood when the

claws and teeth are sunk into some such object.

There are undoubtedly numerous other examples of behavior

acquired in a similar manner which appear to be of native origin.

Carpenter (1934) in his extensive study of howling monkeys describes

many behavior patterns which are characterized by their structure.

For example, their feet and tails maJce them well fitted for living

in trees.

Since structural equipment plays such an important role in deter-

mining what will be acquired, Kuo (1924) believes that it is unneces-

sary to suppose that there are native behavior patterns. There
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is no doubt but that in many cases supposedly native patterns are

the results of the structure of the animal, but the evidence already

presented in this chapter strongly suggests the existence of some-

native neural patterning.

The Interaction oe Native and Acquired Mechanisms

In most instances the behavior of an animal cannot be classified

as depending upon either native or acquired mechanisms. Rather

it is necessary to consider the natively determined patterns as

furnishing the foundation for learning. As we shall see later in

our discussion of the conditional responses, many cases of learning

are merely an extension of natively determined patterns. By
extending the range of stimuli which will call out a response, learning

fits the animal better to the particular environment in which it

finds itself.

In other cases the natively determined patterns of behavior are

relatively imperfect. The innate mechanisms furnish all of the

movements, but it is only after these are coordinated that perfection

is reached. It is likely that learning plays an important role in

coordinating and perfecting behavior patterns which are determined

by inherited equipment. With rather general and incomplete

responses to begin with, it is easy for the animal to make certain

acquisitions. As the structure of the cat makes it fitted to learn to

attack, so the natively determined behavior patterns make it fitted

to develop certain other patterned responses. Learning may also

influence the direction which the native determinants of behavior

will take. It will be recalled (p. 279) that the normal pecking

response does not appear in chicks which have been fed by hand in

darkness. By this artificial method of feeding the native tendencies

have been coordinated into a different feeding behavior pattern.

This pattern conflicts with the pecking response which develops

under the usual feeding conditions, and the chick can only be

caused to peck at grains after tedious training.

The general environmental conditions under which an animal is reared may
also modify the character of the later responses of an animal. Rats, for example,

tend ordinarily to run along a wall. According to Patrick and Laughlin (1934),

this tendency is greatly modified if the rats are raised in an environment without

walls. Reared under such conditions the tendency to run into open spaces is

greatly strengthened. It is true that repeated exposure to strange rooms

increases a rat’s exploratory tendencies and consequently overcomes the wall

seeking tendency, which is apparentl> not very strong. Nevertheless, the
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above experiment demonstrates bow even so minor a change in surroundings

affects general behavior tendencies.

In the case of the monkey, Foley (1934) found that responses having to do

with grooming seem to depend upon contact with other monkeys since a monkey
reared in isolation failed to show such responses.

Because learning plays a more important role in the behavior of

higher than in the behavior of lower forms, the natively determined

behavior patterns of higher forms become much more extensively

modified by experience than those of lower forms. It is through

such modification that the animal may become adjusted to different

environments and escape from the narrow bounds the optimum

condition imposes. Higher forms are therefore less dependent upon

specific external environmental conditions for survival than are

lower forms.

Because of the interaction of acquired and innate factors in

behavior it is impossible to classify many behavior patterns. Each

type of behavior must be separately investigated. For the proper

analysis of a behavior pattern, the underlying mechanisms, whether

native or acquired, and the stimuli necessary for setting them off,

must be experimentally determined. This is a long and difficult

program but a necessary one.

Native Responses as Adaptive Responses

Native behavior patterns tend to terminate themselves by
removing a necessary part of the stimulus pattern which sets them

off. Feeding behavior, for example, depends on an internal need

or drive such as hunger, as well as sensory stimulation from the food.

The responses to the food eventually eliminate the need and so

terminate the behavior. Sucking responses thus depend upon

sensations of hunger as well as stimulation of the mouth parts.

When hunger disappears, external stimulation ceases to produce

sucking. In a similar manner sex behavior, maternal behavior,

nest building, etc., depend on both external and internal stimuli.

The internal state becomes modified by the response and external

conditions alone cease to be adequate. Whether internal conditions

direct the nature of the response to external stimulation or merely

serve as a source of facilitating stimuli is not always clear. In any

case the term instinct is ordinarily applied to such behavior patterns.

Protective responses also terminate themselves. Such responses

as the scratch reflex, set off by irritation of the skinj the contraction
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of the pupil in response to light; the withdrawal of the whole or

part of the animal from intense stimuli (heat, for example), etc.,

terminate the response by removing the external sources of stimula-

tion, Such responses are usually fairly local and consequently

their pattern is more simple. The term rejlex is often applied to

such simple patterns. They differ from instinctive responses in that

they do not depend upon an internal and temporary condition.

The protective response is always available and can be repeatedly

elicited.

There are also responses which seem to have no adaptive function

in the sense that the response has no effect upon any part of the

stimulating situation. Such responses as the knee jerk, the extensor

thrust (although this may be regarded as protective: pushing-away

stimulus), the stepping reflex, etc., are examples of this. Ordinarily

these are regarded as complete patterns of response to stimulation

and as such they may be nonadaptive. There is no reason why
such responses may not exist so long as they do not interfere with

the animal’s survival. Most responses must, however, be adaptive

since an animal with a too limited repertoire of adaptive responses

would not perpetuate the species. On the other hand, one should

not assume that because a particular response has no effect on the

stimulus situation, it is necessarily nonadaptive. It is possible to

regard such responses as segments or partial patterns, and when

combined with other responses, these segments may have an adap-

tive function. When one considers that reflexes are an individuated

part of the total pattern of behavior, one might expect certain seg-

ments to appear in the absence of supplementary segments. One

must therefore consider the complete response to stimulation before

classifying it according to its “adaptive” value.

Responses which at first have little or no significance for adapta-

tion may also become adaptive when supplemented by learning.

Partial patterns may produce tendencies toward the acquisition of

certain new acts, and thus become part of an acquired behavior

pattern.

Because apparently useless movements may actually become

incorporated into responses which make for survival, it is misleading

to classify natively determined behavior as either adaptive or

nonadaptive. This does not mean that aU responses should be

regarded as existing for a purpose. Any adaptive function

that responses may have is purely accidental. It is because
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adaptive responses make for survival that they are so frequent.

Many responses which may be present and which do not conflict

with responses that make for survival may become incorporated

with others (through development or learning), and thus also become

adaptive.
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CHAPTER XIII

THE DIFFERENTIAL REACTION TO STIMULI

Introduction

The number of differential reactions that an animal may make to

its environment is limited by the variety of effects that stimulation

may have on it. In the higher animal each sense organ responds

most readily to a different form of ph)^ical energy and because each

has distinctive nervous connections, different forms of energy may
result in different responses. Since sense organs furnish the sensory

data upon which various reactions are dependent, an analysis of

their efficiency becomes very essential to an understanding of

behavior.

The first problem is to determine whether or not an animal has

functional sensory tissues which are especially adapted to respond

to specific forms of energy. If sense organs are found, the next

problem is to determine the sensitivity of such organs. In higher

forms, such as vertebrates, which have highly developed sense

organ structures, there is little question that these are functional.

The problem then becomes one of determining to what extent each

sense organ can respond to variations within one form of energy.

Having found, for example, that a rat’s eye functions when energy

in the form of light strikes it, the problem becomes one of determining

what variations in light energy cause different effects upon the

visual receptor.

It is not sufficient, however, for the sense organ to respond

uniquely to such variations in stimulation. To produce a differential

reaction each difference in the function of the sense organ must

result in a specific effect in the central nervous system. To continue

our example, it is not only necessary that the eye of the rat respond

uniquely to, let us say, various wave lengths of light, but each

difference in the function must produce its own specific process in

the brain in order that the animal respond differently to the various

wave lengths. The human eye reacts distinctively to the various

wave lengths, and differences in fimction of some nature are main-

387
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tained and lead to distinctive experiences which we call hues or

colors. The human eye also reacts to various intensities of light

resulting in various experiences of brightness; and to various dis-

tributions of light resulting in specific experiences of pattern and

form. The eye of an infrahuman animal may be deficient or lacking

in its ability to produce any of these effects. To the extent that the

animal lacks this ability, changes in the lighting of the environment

make no difference to it.

To demonstrate that the structures of given sense organs in

certain animals are similar to those of man does not establish the

fact that such animals are capable of the same distinctions as man.

Not only must such structures communicate variations in stimula-

tion to the central nervous system, but the relative effects of these

variations must remain the same. For example, the eye of the

monkey may respond to changes in the wave length of light as well as

to changes in the intensity. To man, varying wave lengths produce

marked differences in experience which stand out as dominant over

differences in experience produced by intensity variations. The
monkey, on the other hand, may have an eye capable of com-

municating the same distinctions to the brain, but the dominant

feature in its experience might be brightness. Hence the difference

in the effect of the same kind of stimulation in various animals

may be a difference in perception, rather than a divergence in the

sensory processes.

Sense organ activities furnish the data for perceptual experi-

ences, but since the perceptual experience represents a certain

organization of sensory data, the organization cannot be regarded

as equivalent with sense organ activities. Perceptions are deter-

mined by the complexity of the nervous system and by the pattern

of stimulation. In the absence of sensory data there can be no

perceptions, but as circumstances differ, the same sensory data may
result in different perceptions. From this it is obvious that the

animal’s world is by no means readily accessible toman. Bylimiting

the sensory data to changes in one characteristic (such as those

produced by changes in the wave length of light) and leaving the

intensity and the distribution of light constant, while excluding

stimulation of other sense organs as far as possible, one can deter-

mine fairly well whether the aspect under consideration has any
effect on the animal. Most of the studies on animal discrimination

have been of this type. The interest has been one of determining
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the sensory capacity of the animal, and the problems of perception

have been largely overlooked. Recently Fischel (1932) and Klhver

(1933) stressed the perceptual aspects of animal behavior.

Because perception has not been investigated in animals, we leave

it with the understanding that it is most important and should

not be ignored when interpreting results of sense organ studies.

Let us, then, turn our attention to studies which show to what

extent sense organs can furnish different sensory data under different

conditions of stimulation.

Methods

To determine whether or not different stimuli produce different

effects on an organism, some differential response to distinctive

stimuli must be isolated. If we wish to know whether two intensities

of light produce different effects in the animal’s central nervous

system we must demonstrate that the light of one intensity cor-

responds to one reaction and that the other light corresponds to a

different reaction. It must be shown in such cases that the differ-

ence in reactions is dependent upon a difference in intensity and not

upon any other difference between the stimuli. For this reason the

attempt is always made to make a pair of stimuli alike in all but one

respect.

The different reactions associated with the different stimuli may
be of two kinds, (i) natively determined, or (2) acquired.

Natively Deteimmed Differential Reactions to Different Stimuli.

Natural or innate differential reactions to different stimuli are used

in the study of lower animals in which learning plays a minor role in

the repertoire of reactions. Specific reactions to certain aspects

of a stimulus situation are often difficult to find and to measure.

Tropisms or preference reactions have therefore been used rather

widely. For example, organisms which collect in darkness or which

tend to avoid light will aggregate under the less intense of two lights.

When the differential reaction to these stimuli disappears, it is

evident that the difference in the two lights has become too small to

affect the animal. Hence field mice prefer the darker of two com-

partments so long as these differ sufficiently.

Organic changes such as changes in respiration have been success-

fully used. Some stimuli increase the respiratory rate and so the

reaction can be used to study the effect of different stimulus

intensities.
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Other characteristic reactions are sometimes discovered by accident

and are effectively utilized. Reeves (1919), for example, observed

that her fish came to the surface and snapped at bubbles when the

aquarium was illuminated with “red” light. She found that when

the intensity of “white” light was sufficiently reduced the same reac-

tions occurred. It seemed that this characteristic reaction appeared

whenever a light had a low stimulus value for the fish. This reac-

tion was used hy Miss Reeves to determine at what intensity

different wave lengths of light had the same stimulus value for

fish.

Acquired Differential Reactions.—Instead of capitalizing some

directly determined reaction one can train an animal to give a certain

reaction when one stimulus is presented, and fail to give this reaction

or to give some other reaction when a different stimulus is presented.

In this manner the experimenter may select a reaction that is very

conspicuous and easily measured. The method assumes that the

animal is capable of easily acquiring certain rea,ctions to stimuli.

The -method of conditioning has been extensively used as a means

for studying an animal’s capacity to discriminate. By this method

the animal is trained to react in a certain way to one stimulus situa-

tion and not to react to another which is different from the first in all

respects or in one particular respect. Suppose salivation is the

reaction selected. The experimenter knows that the taste of food

calls up this reaction. If now the animal is always fed in con-

nection with one stimulus and is never fed in connection with other

stimuli which differ sufficiently from this, the animal soon tends to

respond by salivating when this one stimulus is presented and not

salivating when other stimuli are presented. Thus a circle may
provide stimulus for salivation, whereas an ellipse of equal

intensity may not. But if the ellipse is made more and more like

a circle, a point will be reached at which the differential reaction

(salivation versus no salivation) will disappear. This point may be

regarded as the greatest difference between stimuli which cannot be

experienced as different. To establish the fact that the discrimina-

tion was based on the shape and not upon size and brightness, it

must be shown that the differential reaction breaks down only when
the difference in shape is eliminated.

The discrimmation-box technique requires the animal to learn

which of two or more boxes always contains food and to select this

one and avoid the others no matter what the relative positions of
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the boxes may be. If the boxes differ in. some characteristic aspect

the animal may utilize this aspect to recognize the food box. If,

for example, the food box always has a triangle on its front side and
the other boxes are alike in aU respects except that they have
figures which are not triangles, the animal, providing its vision is

adequate, has the opportunity of recognizing the food box by means
of the triangle.

Yerkes (1907) has developed a discrimination technique which

easily controls many variable aspects of various stimuli and which

has been widely used in modified forms. In Fig. 64 a typical dis-

Fig. 64,—A typical discrimination, box. The animal is started at S and is

required to choose between a darkened and a lighted compartment. One ot the

doors (o and o') is unlocked and leads to food at / or The lighting is con-

trolled by means of apparatus placed at L. {From Lashley, igiQ, f. 33. By
permission of the University of Chicago Press,')

crimination box is shown. The animal starts at 5 and when it

arrives at d, it must choose between the right or left of two compart-

ments. At the end of each compartment there is a window (or

paper figure), the appearance of which characterizes the compart-

ment. Each window may be illuminated from behind and its

brightness varied as desired by moving the light source different

distances from the window. The window of one compartment may

be made to differ from that of the other in either shape, color, or

brightness. The animal is required to learn to enter one compart-

ment and to avoid the other. Since the windows are exchanged

from tiTTiB to time the compartment to be entered may be to either

the left or the right. In order that the animal will learn to enter the
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one compartment rather than the other the selection of one window

is accompanied with reward (or no punishment) and the selection

of the other is accompanied with punishment (or no reward).

Reward is administered by permitting the animal to progress through

a near-by door {fl
or a') which leads to the outer alley and hence to

the nest or to food. Punishment is administered by locking the

door which leads to the nest or the food box. In addition the

compartments are wired so that the animal may be given an electric

shock when it chooses incorrectly.

As the windows are different in one or more respects the animal

has the opportunity of learning which compartment leads to reward

and whiA to punishment. If the windows of the compartment

differ in color and in no other way, the animal may learn to dioose the

one of a certain wave length provided that “color” plays a suffi-

ciently important part in determining the animal’s perception.

We have indicated that the last two methods require learning on

the part of the animal. We shall find later that the conditions for

learning vary greatly, depending on the technique employed. At

present we are interested in the animal’s ability to make discrimina-

tions. The learning problems involved will be treated in later

chapters.

Discsimination of Wave Lengths of Ligbci

This form of discrimination is highly developed in some animals,

whereas in others it is either absent or plays a very minor role. The
evolutionary history of “hue discrimination” is very important to a

theory of color vision. Comparison of the capacity of various

animals is therefore highly desirable. Because many animal forms

have been investigated and because the problem has been particu-

larly difficult, studies in the discrimination of wave length of light

are not only of value for an vmderstanding of visual reactions but

serve also as a means for gaining knowledge of general techniques and

methodology.

In Part I we found that certain insects and fishes showed dif-

ferential reactions to various wave lengths. In no case, however,

has the color vision been sufficiently analyzed to make possible a

conclusion regarding the kind and extent of wave-length discrimina-

tion. The most careful analysis has been made on birds. The
methods used in their case will therefore be treated in some detail.
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Birds.—Using the Yerkes-Watson color apparatus^Lashley (1916)
tested the color vision of Game Bantam cocks. At the end of each

of two compartments, windows illuminated by spectral lights

appeared before the animal. From each compartment a door led

to a food box. The chicks were rewarded by finding food if they

went to the compartment of one color, and found no food if they

went to the other.

One chick was trained to prefer a “red” (650 m^) to a “green”

(520 m/i) and another chick to prefer the above “green” to the

“red” light. After 200 trials the preference was well established.

Tests were then made to determine whether the reaction was based

on a difference in the wave lengths or to a difference in intensity.

He found that making either light very bright and the other very Him

had no effect, the chicks still preferred their training color. When
“white” light was substituted for the “red” so that a choice between

“white” and “green” was possible, the chicks trained to avoid

“green” went to the “white” and the chicks trained to go to

the “green” continued to make the learned response. Similar

results were obtained when white light was substituted for green.

As "white” light was the brighter member of each of these pairs of

stimulus objects, the results can only be explained by assuming

the ability to discriminate on the basis of wave length.

The same type of results were obtained when “yellow” (588 m/«)

and “blue-green” (500 m/ji) lights were used as stimuli. Changing

the size, shape, or sharpness of the colored image; or replacing the

spectral lights with yellow and blue-green lights produced by color

filters,* had no effect. These controls show that extraneous differ-

ences, which might conceivably be associated with one or the other

color, played no part in determining the animal’s response.

Lashley then proceeded to determine at what points in the

spectrum distinct changes in experience appear for the chick. To

' Yerkes and Watson (igii) have described an apparatus by means of which

spectral hues may be presented to the animal in an ordinary discrimination box.

Their apparatus allowed for careful control of both wave length and physical

energy, but was limited in its function in that similar wave lengths could not be

presented rimnltaneously.

* Color filters permit only light of certain wave lengths to pass through them.

Thus when placed before a source of white light, all but a certain range of wave

lengths are excluded. By means of filters monochromatic lights are obtained

but these are never as pure as those obtained from the spectrum. They have an

advantage, however, in that control of area end intensity is less limited.
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the human a slight reduction in wave length in the vicinity of 580 m/*

suddenly produces a “yellow.” Chicks trained to choose “red”

(650 m/i) instead of “green” (520 mp.) continue to choose .“red”

when “yellow” is substituted for “green." Thus the preference for

“red” remains when the other member of the pair is changed. If

the “red” is changed, the preference for it should cease when it

produces a widely different hue experience. Lashley changed the

“red” of the “red-green” pair through the “orange” region of the

spectrum without destro3dng the preference, but when it came in

the vicinity of 580 mfi (yellow for man) the preference ceased,

and the “green” was chosen as often as the changing color. The

chick trained to go to “green” (520 m/t) ceased to prefer it when its

wave length was increased above 600 m/t (the region which is orange

for man).

Another chick trained to go to “blue-green” (500 m/i) instead of

“yellow” (580 nyi) ceased to prefer the “blue-green” when the

“yellow” was changed from 565 m^t to 535 m/i. It is between these

wave lengths that light changes from yellow to green for ma.n

Although Lashley’s experiments are not detailed enough to

prove that the chick’s color vision is identical with that of man,

they do show that it is similar in that the points of greatest change

in the quality of spectral rays are alike in location and in number.

Hamilton and Coleman (1933) obtained similar but more detailed

results with pigeons. They trained the birds to jump from a stand

to one of two perches each of which was located in front of a ground

glass screen which could be iUmninated by spectral lights. The

screens formed doors which were hinged so that when the bird

hopped to the correct perch, it gained entry to a dark shelter which

served as an incentive. When the bird jumped to the wrong perch

it found the door locked, and as the perch was very close to the

window the bird lost its balance and fell into a canvas trough below.

During the training period the intensities of the lights were changed

from trial to trial so that the only consistent association which the

birds experienced was that of a certain hue and the open door into

the shelter. Training was continued until perfect records were

made by the pigeons.

The next step in the procedure was to change the wave length of

the “hue” that the birds had been trained to prefer, by small steps

(10 m/j at a time), so that its wave length approached that of the

avoided “hue.” Finally, a point was reached at which the ability
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to discriminate broke down. For example, a pigeon trained to

jump to a hue of 520 ran (green) and to avoid 700 ray. (red) failed to

discriminate when the wave length of the first stimulus was increased

in steps until it had a wave length of 620 m/i. At 615 m/t the pigeon

still succeeded. Hence the difference between 615 m/r and 700 m/t

or 85 ray. was the least difference the bird was able to detect. It

may therefore be concluded that when one hue has a wave length of

Pig. 65.—Hue discrimination curve of three pigeons indicated by different

symbols. The ordinates represent difference thresholds in m/t, the abscissae,

wave lengths in ma. The smooth curve is drawn through the averages.
(From Hamilton and Coleman, 1933, p, 188. By permission of Ihe Journal of

Comparative Psycholosy.)

700 ray, a second hue must have a wave length 85 ray shorter before

it produces a different hue experience.

By measuring the least detectable difference which could be

experienced by the pigeons for all points on the spectrum, the points

of rapid changes in quality were determined. Figure 6$ shows the

curve obtained when the least detectable difference is plotted

against the various wave lengths. From this curve it can be seen

that at two points in the spectrum very small differences in wave

length '-an be detected. At 58° for example, a difference of
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5 was detectable. These results show that for the pigeon the

spectrum changes rapidly in quality at about 580 m/t (yellow region)

and again at about 500 m/i (blue-green region).

By supposing that there are three types of retinal cells sensitive,

respectively, to long, medium, and short waves, these results are

adequately explained. The points at which small differences are

detectable are the points at which one receptor cell (e.g., the one

sensitive to long waves) is gradually ceasing to function and the

second receptor cell (the one sensitive to medium wave lengths) is

gradually functioning more and more. As the different receptor cells

produce distinct experiences, the change in experience is very marked

at the point of change in function.

The curve of the pigeon is similar to that of man in that there are

two low points. It is slightly different in that the points at which

the different receptor cells begin to function do not occupy exactly

the same position in the spectrum. In the pigeon the middle

receptor does not begin to function until a wave length of 620 m/i is

reached, but in man it begins at 650 m/x. The human eye is also

more sensitive to change in all parts of the spectrum. Thus 20

different wave lengths can be distinguished from one another by
the pigeon whereas man can distinguish about eight times as many.

Rodents.—^Watson and Watson (1913) attempted to train rats and

rabbits to discriminate hues in the Yerkes-Watson color apparatus,

but found that whenever a discrimination was set up, it broke down
with the introduction of changes in brightness. For example, a

rat trained to go to a “yellow” (595 m/i) instead of to darkness

continued its preference for “yellow” when a “blue” (478 m/x)

of low intensity was substituted for darkness. However, when
the intensity of the “blue” was increased, a point was reached at

which chance scores were made. In all cases it was found that

changes in intensity could be made which would cause a learned

preference to break down, indicating that the preference was based

upon “brightness” rather than “hue.” Tests also indicated that

long wave lengths were ineffective for producing experiences of

“brightness.” The animals reacted to red in much the same way
as to darkness. In training an animal to go to “red” instead of

“green,” it was found that the removal of “green” resulted in chance

scores, but the removal of “red” had no effect.

Coleman and Hamilton (1933) and Munn (1932) also failed to

train rats to react to wave-length differences. Both used “colored”
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papers instead of spectral lights. Coleman and Hamihnn found

that a rat trained to go to “black” instead of “red" changed its

preference to “red” when it was made darker and the “black” was
changed to “gray.” Similarly, changes in the brightness of other

pairs resulted in a reversal of the preference, showing that the

animals had learned to respond to the darker or to the lighter of

the two members of the pair. They also found pairs of colors which

produced chance scores. These they called “confusion pairs”

since such pairs apparently were alike in brightness for the animals,

although they differed greatly in wave length.

Coleman and Hamilton considered the possibility of the animals

experiencing hues, but tending to respond to brightness differences

because such differences were more apparent. For this reason these

experimenters continued training on the “confusion pairs” for a

long period, but the animals continued to make chance scores and

finally refused to work. To exclude the possibility that the rats

may have had the wrong start in that they had learned to use

brightness differences during the initial trials of the experiment, a

new group of rats was tested on the “confusion pairs.” These

animals also failed to make any discrimination.

The only positive evidence of color discrimination in rats was

obtained by Walton (1933). He used filtered lights which produced

relatively impure “colors” and attributed his success partly to his

use of larger and more intense patches of color and partly to the fact

that he began training his rats with “color” pairs which were equal

in intensity to the human eye. He equated the brightness of his

pairs in this fashion because he wished to discourage responses on

the basis of brightness and considered the possibility that a bright-

ness match for the human eye might be the same for the rat. But

Coleman and Hamilton had trained rats on the “confusion pairs”

which had been found to be equal in brightness for other rats and

found this to be of no advantage.

Walton’s results, nevertheless, showed accurate discrimination

between the following pairs of colors: “red-green”; “red-blue”;

“blue-yellow”; and “red-yeUow.” Discrimination between the

“green-blue” and the "yellow-green” pairs did not reach a high

degree of accuracy but was better than chance.

According to Walton, checks were made to exclude responses on

the basis of brightness. He states that one or the other member of

the pair was made definitely more intense than the remaining mem-
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her, but ‘does not state how he became certain that he actually had

changed the relative brightness of the pair for the rat. If he used

his eye to judge changes in brightness, his results show nothing.

Since Watson found great differences in brightness sensitivity for

various wave lengths, it is necessary to demonstrate that the bright-

ness has actually been changed for the animal. Before one can

accept the fact of color discrimination in rats, Walton’s results

need to be verified. His results are opposed by several other

studies and his method is not sufficiently different to suggest that

the negative results obtained by other workers was due to inferior

methods.

Histological studies which deny color vision to animals (such as

rats) because no typical cones are found in their retinas are not

convincing. Such conclusions depend upon the assumption that the

function of visual cells can be determined from structure. This

argument has often been used to prove color blindness in rats.

Walls (1934.) has recently demonstrated conclusively that the

retina of the albino rat contains cones as well as rods. This does

not demonstrate color vision in the animal, but it completely

destroys the argument that rats may be color-blind because they

have no cones.

Cats and Dogs.—^Although Colvin and Buxford (1909) found

evidence of good color vision in dogs and cats, more carefully

controlled experiments have failed to support such conclusions.

After carefully controllit^ brightness and texture of paper, DeVoss

and Ganson (1915) conclude that cats are not only color-blind,

but have very poor daylight vision. In the case of dogs, Pavlov

was unable to establish differential responses to wave length.

Smith (1912) tested seven dogs and concluded that some dogs

possess a “ color sense,” but that in their case it is so rudimentary

and unstable that it plays no part in the animal’s normal existence.

Primates.—^It is generally conceded that monkeys have color

vision. Watson (1909) tested three monkeys (two Macaeus rhesws

and one Cehtis) with spectral lights and found that they could dis-

tinguish “red” from “green,” and “yellow” from “blue” on the

basis of wave length. Bierens de Haan (1925) tested a pig-tailed

macaque by training it to open one of five colored doors. Behind

the door of a certain color, irrespective of its position, a piece of

banana was found. All other doors were locked. By this method
it was found that “red,” “blue,” “green,” “yellow,” and “gray”
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papers could be distinguished from each other. To control bright-

ness, thirty different “grays” were used from time to time. These

were often so nearly alike that they could not be distinguished from

each other, but they were never confused with the colors by the

monkey.

Kliiver (1933) found a squirrel monkey able to discriminate

between a “violet-red” and a “yellow.” He trained it to choose

the "viclet-red” and to avoid the “yellow.” It was then .tested

on new pairs of colored stimuli. When either “black” or “white”

was presented with “yellow” the monkey never chose the “yellow,”

and when either “black” or “while” was presented with “violet-

red,” the latter was chosen 90 per cent of the time. If the animal

had been responding on the basis of relative brightness, then the

reactions to black and white should have differed because black was

always darker, and white always brighter than the color. To
avoid consistently “yellow” and to choose consistently “violet-

red” when either was present, the animal must either have reacted

to color or to the specific brightness values of the colors. To
respond to a specific brightness as indicated in the above results,

the animal must have learned to avoid the spedfic brightness

experienced from the “violet-red” card. To test this possibility,

different pairs of grays varying in brightness were presented. In

these tests the animal showed no preference but made a chance

score. In other words, some color had to be present before the

animal made a preferential response.

Chimpanzees, like monkeys, probably have color vision. Kbhler

(1918) tested them by mixing colored papers on color wheels which

were placed behind the windows of two boxes. Different mixtures

of color were made and the ape was taught to choose one mixture

in preference to another. The following mixtures were used in one

of the tests:

Color A 3fio' "blue” 0” “red”

Color B 270“ "blue” 90° “red”

Color C 200° "blue” 160" "red”

Color D 100“ "blue” 260° "red”

Color E 30° "blue” 330” “red”

The mixtures represent a series of “purples” ranging from “blue”

to almost all “red.” An ape was then trained to choose color D
instead of color .B (i.e., the more red). After this preference had

been established, different pairs of the above mixtures were presented
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[e.g., colors E and C), The animal showed a marked preference for

the mixture containing the greater amount of red. The preference

persisted when the brightnesses of the colors mixed were radically

changed. This indicates that mixtures of “red” and “blue” form,

as in man, a continuous series in that no marked changes in quality

appear from such mixtures. Had differences in quality been

markedly present, training in colors B andD would not have resulted

in a preference for the more “red” when any of the above colors

were presented in pairs.

In a similar manner “yellow” and “red” were mixed and were

also found to form a continuous series.

Although these experiments are rather incomplete they suggest

that the color vision of the ape is probably similar to that of man,

in that the parts of the spectrum forming a continuous series are

the same. The method is perhaps not so exact as that of Lashley

in which the points of greatest change in the spectrum were deter-

mined. The methods of Kdhler and Lashley are interesting in

that one determines which parts of the spectrum form a continuous

series, and the other determines which parts represent change points

in the series.

Summary.—^Although color vision is highly developed in birds and

probably in monkeys and chimpanzees, it plays an unimportant

part, if any, in the life of most mammals. That differential reaction

to wave length is present in birds (and even in fishes and insects),

absent in lower mammals, and reappears in primates is of interest,

especially since it reappears in higher animals in much the same form

that it is found in birds. Much exacting work, however, still

remains to be performed, and the experiments of Coleman and

Hamilton should serve as a model.

Discrimination op Form or Pattern

The visual sense organ not only furnishes data which may vary

with wave length and intensity, but also data which vary with

the distribution of light which constitutes the stimulus pattern.

It is our task to determine the relative efficiency of the visual sense

organs of various vertebrates in this respect. As in the case of

color there are many difficulties to be met. Since the most detailed

and careful work has been done on the rat, we shall treat this work
first, in order that the difficulties may be appreciated.
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Rodents.—Lashley (1912) used an ordinary discrimination box in

his first study of vision in rats. At the end of each of two alleys

there was a ground-glass window, one in the shape of a circle, the

other a square. These were illuminated from behind and were
visible to the rat when placed at the starting point. Doors led

from these alleys into food chambers. Either one of the doors was
always locked and the animal was required to learn which door

was unlocked. As the unlocked door always was in the alley with

the square window, the animal could learn which alley to choose

if it could distinguish the square from the circle.

It was found that after a thousand trials, three rats made an
average of 48.3 per cent incorrect responses, which is approximately

a chance record. In an attempt to attract attention to the windows

Lashley caused the lights to go off and on, but in several hundred

trials no improvement was shown.

Other pairs of figures were then used in place of the square and

circle. No discrimination was evidenced when one large circle

appeared in one window and two small circles (together equal in

area to the first) appeared in the other window. The animals did

succeed in discriminating a vertically from a horizontally placed

rectangle (20 by 30 mm.). They also learned to discriminate

between two circles of different diameters but failed when the

larger was reduced in intensity so that it gave off as much light

as the smaller. When, however, the alleys were lighted so that their

illumination did not depend upon the windows, the rats succeeded

in discriminating differences in size of circles independent of their

intensity. Circles and squares as well as circles and stars different

in area, likewise were discriminated, but when their areas were

equated the discrimination broke down. To discriminate size

the ratio of the areas had to be more than about 4:3. These results

seem to be convincing evidence that size, but not form, can be

discriminated by the rat.

On the other hand. Fields (1928, r929) found that rats could

discriminate circles from stars and upright from inverted triangles

when the animal obtained food by crawling through the figure.

However this method introduces numerous uncontrolled factors.

Thus Fields found that blind rats also succeeded. When, however,

smaller figures were placed above the holes through which the

animals were required to crawl (as in Fig. 66), blind rats failed,

and normal rats learned. Several control experiments were then
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introduced to determine whether secondary visual features were

involved in the discrimination; (i) Paper figures were used to

eliminate the shadows that the illuminated holes might have cast

on the floor. (2) A triangle and a rectangle equal in area and base

were used as figures, to test the possible effect of a difference in the

distance that the center of brightness of uprightandinverted triangles

might be from the floor. Other control tests were also made. In all

cases the discrimination was not affected. These tests indicate

that the rats had learned to respond to the figures on the basis of

their shapes.

Munn (1929) repeated Fields’ experiments with somewhat better

control of such factors as olfactory and tactual differences in the

Pig. 66.—A form board used In the discrimination of patterns. {Modified from
Fields, igaS, 147.)

holes that the animals crawled through, and the distribution of

illumination of the figures as seen from the rat’s position when
making its choice. Only four out of nine rats learned and these

failed when the distribution of the lighting behind the figures was
changed. Unfortunately he did not continue training to determine

whether or not the discrimination could be re-established. On
the basis of his results Munn questioned Fields’ conclusions.

Fortunately Lashley (1930a) has now established pattern vision

in the rat by a method in which the rat jumps from a stand to one

of two cards containing geometrical figured His apparatus is

shown in Fig. 67. One card falls over when the rat strikes it, which
give's the animal entrance to a platform containing food. The
other card is fixed and when it is struck, the rat falls to a netbelow.
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By this method rats have been trained to discriminate the various

types of patterns shown in Fig. 68.

Birds.—Form discrimination can be established in the bird

relatively easily. Bingham (1922) studied the vision of chicks in

great detail and found that they readily learned to distinguish

between squares, circles, and triangles when trained in a dis-

crimination box of the type which produced negative results in

Pig. 67.—The "jumping” apparatus. The animal is placed at 5 and is

required to jump at and knock over one of the exposed cards (1 nr r) . One o£ the

cards is firmly fixed and a response to it causes the rat to fall in net (») : the other

falls over when struck, permitting the animal to reach the platform fp where it

finds food. {From Lashley, 19300 . #• 454- By permission of the Journal of

Genetic Psychology.)

the case of the rat. Brightness and size discrimination, however,

were found to be more important to the ammal and differences in

form were utilized only when the other differences were excluded.

Further evidence of true form discrimination in chicks was presented

by R6v6sz (1924) who found them to be subject to an illusion in

size. This is definitely a study of animal perception and suggests

that the visual organization of the bird is similar to that of man.

He first trained hens to peck food from the smaller of two figures.
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After the preference for the smaller figure was well established, he

presented them with two figures objectively equal in size but which

appear unequal to man. The well-known illusion figures used

by him are shown in Fig. 69. It was found that the hens pecked

from the figure which appeared smaller to man, the upper one of

the two. Munn (1931) has questioned true form discrimination

AIV
6

Fig. 68.—Pairs of patterns between which rats have been trained to dis.

criminate. (From LashUy, 1930a, p. 456. By ptrmission of the Journal of
Genetic Psychology.)

in chicks on the ground that they react to “shape.” He claims

that the chick's response to such a figure as a triangle is not to a

triangle as such but to certain of its characteristics. These may
not be the characteristics which make the triangle a “triangle.”

It is our contention that a response to “triangularity,” as understood

by man, must be developed by abstraction, and an animal’s failure

to do so does not prove a lack of discrimination of form but rather
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indicates that the animal has reacted to some other aspect of the

figure. This problem is treated again in Chap. XX.
Dogs.—^Pavlov and his students (1927), using the conditioned-

response technique, found that dogs could discriminate between

circles and ellipses so long as the ratio between the diameters of the

latter was greater than 8:9. As the experiments were not sufficiently

controlled, this evidence has not been regarded as adequate.

Williams (1926), using the discrimination-box technique, failed to

establish a differential response to a square and a circle in six different

dogs. After 500 trials all of the dogs still made chance scores.

Another dog failed to discriminate horizontal from vertical lines.

Fig. fig.—Size illusion figures used by Riv^sz (1924). Chicks trained to

choose the smaller of two figures choose the upper one of the above two.

On the other hand, Buytendijk (1924) obtained positive evidence of

form discrimination by the multiple-choice method. The dog was

required to choose a box with a triangle fastened to its front side and

to avoid other boxes which had circles, squares, pentagons, or

hexagons on their front sides. Kara and Munn (1932) have recently

established form vision in the dog by means of a modified form of the

Lashley jumping apparatus. As in the case of the other animals, it

was not known whether the discrimination was based upon differ-

ences in the entire form or upon differences in certain characteristic

parts.

Primates.—^As might be expected, monke)^ are very capable of

making discriminations between forms. Bierens de Haan (1927)

found it easy to set up a discrimination between a cone and a cube in

a pig-tailed monkey {Nemestrinus nemesirinus). When these

objects were photographed and the pictures used in place of the
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objects, the animals made chance scores. With training, however,

they were able to discriminate between the photographs. (Kohler,

1926, found that apes recognize objects in pictures.) Neet

(1933) tested four higher monkeys {Macacus rhesus) with a large

variety of different forms and found their pattern vision highly

developed.

Gellerman (1933) studied form discrimination in the chimpanzee

and found that when a preference for a triangle is established the

preference persists when the triangle is set at an angle or when

it is changed from white to black. In choosing, a subject would

frequently trace the outlines of a figure with its finger. The

chimpanzee thus seems to make its discrimination on the basis

of the total form of the figure. According to Fields (1932), rats

must be trained on a triangle placed in many positions before they

will recognize it in any position. Reversing black and white also

causes the rat difficulty. However, the fact remains that rats can

learn to discriminate on the basis of “ triangularity.” That the rat

needs special training and the chimpanzee does not, suggests a

difference in perceptual organization. There is no reason for believ-

ing that the chimpanzee has true-pattern vision and that the rat

has not.

.Summaiy.—^In general it may be concluded that pattern vision 'is

rather highly developed in birds and mammals. Differences in

ability exist and the relative importance that pattern vision plays

undoubtedly varies. It is probable that the perceptual world of

some animals is quite different from that of man.

The Discriminaxion oe Tones

The Importance of Careful Controls.'
—

^The work of Johnson

(1913) on hearing in dogs threw doubt upon the conclusions reached

in all previous experiments on pitch discrimination in animals. In

a preliminary experiment he trained two blind dogs to place their

forefeet on a chair to his left whenever a low tone was sounded, and

to mount a low box at his right whenever a high tone was sounded.

The animals were rewarded with food each time they responded

correctly. One dog required 285 trials, the other 403 trials to learn

the above responses to tones produced by tuning forks. Tones

produced by other instruments yielded similar results. Under

conditions corresponding to those used by other experimenters,

Johnson found what appeared to be evidence of pitch discrimination
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in dogs. When, however, he constructed a discrimination box, and
carefully controlled any possible discrimination on the basis of

stimuli other than pitch, his results were negative. One of the

most important sources of extraneous stimuli were the unconscious

movements made by the experimenter (minimal cues). To elimi-

nate the animal’s use of such reactions made by the experimenter,

Johnson removed himself from the room. The negative results

under these new conditions are rather surprising since the responses

required of the animal in the discrimination box are much more
simple than those required in the first experiment. Failure to react

to tones therefore seemed to be due to the removal of extraneous

stimuli, rather than to a complication in method which made
learning more difficult. The dogs even failed to learn to react differ-

entially to a tone versus silence, indicating actual deafness on the

part of the dog. However, this possibility was excluded because

three dogs learned to turn left or right when a buzzer to the right

or left was sounded. The dogs were thus able to react to noises,

but failed to react to tones.

Reactions of Mammals to Tones a Function of the Training

Method.—^Hunter (1914, 1927), using a similar discrimination box,

failed to find evidence of tonal discrimination in rats. Like the dog,

they learned to react to a buzzer. When a tone accompanied the

buzzer, the reaction was unaffected, but when the buzzer sound was

weakened so that it no longer was the dominant sound, the discrimi-

nation broke down. Reactions to musical instruments were also

learned, but when the source of such a tone was moved some distance

away so that the accompanying noises were eliminated, the accuracy

fell below that required by Hunter. Thuma (1932) has criticized

Hunter’s interpretation of results, pointing out that all of Hunter’s

rats did not fail. One animal made 80 per cent correct responses

in 60 trials, another 71 per cent in 90 trials. These scores are

better than chance, although they fall below the criterion of 85 per

cent correct which Hunter demanded of them.

While difficulty was being encountered in getting animals to react

to tones in discrimination boxes, animals were demonstrating a

high degree of pitch discrimination by the conditioned-response

method. In fact there was evidence that dogs were superior to

man in their fineness of discrimination. Studies by students of

Pavlov in Russia have been described by Yerkes and Morgulis

(1909). In the light of Johnson’s criticism, Anrep (1920) repeated
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the previous work by the conditioaed-response method and verified

the earlier results. He believed the discrimination-box technique

to be unsuitable for measuring sensory processes. Upton (1929)

supported this contention by demonstrating that the same guinea

pigs which failed to react to different pitches in the discrimination

box did so when the conditioned-response method was used.

Horton (1933) compared the tonal sensitivity of guinea pigs to

that of humans by the conditioned-response method and found the

auditory range of the guinea pig to be 64 to 8,192 d.v. per second,

which is similar to that of man. The sensitivity to all tones was,

however, greater in man, especially at the extremes of the frequency

series. The greatest differences in sensitivity between the guinea

pig and man was for high pitches.

That the ears of mammals actually respond when they are stimu-

lated by tones has been demonstrated by Forbes, Miller, and

O’Connor (1927) and by Wever and Bray (1930) who found that

nerve impulses are set up in the auditory nerve when the ear is

exposed to tones. There is therefore little question that tones are

effective stimuli. Then why should one method yield positive

results and the other not? Muenzinger and Gentry (1931) and

Thuma (1932) have partly answered this question by demonstrating

that the discrimination-box method can yield positive results.

Both of these studies were carefully carried out and cannot be criti-

cized for lack of proper controls. Loudspeakers with tones produced

by oscillators were placed at the ends of the alleys. Muenzinger

and Gentry used a Y-shaped discrimination box and Thuma a

T-shaped box similar to the one used by Hunter. Thuma experi-

enced considerable difficulty in establishing a response. He required

some rats to avoid the alley leading in the direction of the sound

source, others to go to the right for the tone and to left for silence.

He believes that difficulty in localizing pure tones is responsible for

the difficulty the animals had in reacting to them. A stimulus must

be somewhere before it is reacted to. Muenzinger and Gentry had
much less difficulty for reasons which it is difficult to ascertain.

*

The only study in which the use of the discrimination-boxmethod

has yielded a discrimination between tones by rodents is that

of Herington and Gundlach (1933). With difficulty they set up a

discrimination between tonal frequencies of 500 and 600 d.v. in the

case of the guinea pig, but failed to do so with cats. According to

^hem. lower mammals have very poor hearing. The conditioned-
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response method, they believe, utilizes lower centers in the bram,

whereas the discrimination box depends upon higher centers. They
suggest that the higher centers are not specialized to receive sensory

data in various forms (i.e., afferent impulses in specifically different

forms). Hence, although the sense organs respond differently to

various pitches, these differences are lost when they reach the

higher centers. Habits depending on a difference in the functions

of the higher centers therefore fail; whereas those depending on lower

centers may be possible. This distinction is of interest, but it must

be regarded as highly speculative.

The experiments on hearing in animals, however, leave little

doubt that the two methods are not comparable. The conditioned-

response method shows that animals at the level of mammals have

fine pitch discrimination; the discrimination-box method indicates

poor hearing. Perhaps the discrimination method utilizes per-

ceptual differences and although the ear of the animal is adequate,

the organization of sensory data k not such as to make pitch play

a dominant role. For some reason the conditioned-response method

causes the pitch aspect to be dominant. The conditions for learning

under the two methods are also markedly different. Since this is a

problem in learning it will be treated in detail in Chap. XVI.

The Auditory Acuity of Primates.—^Wendt (1934) measured the

auditory acuity of five monkeys for tones ranging between 64 and

16,384 d.v. Various intensities of these frequencies were used.

The animal was trained to open a drawer containing food when the

tone was sounded. The minimum intensity to which animals

responded was determined for each frequency. For comparative

purposes humans were tested in the same manner. He found

monkeys and humans equal in acuity for tones ranging between

64 and 1,024 d-v. Monke)fS were slightly inferior for frequencies

greater than 2,048 d.v. At frequencies greater than 4,096 d.v. they

were markedly inferior, but for frequencies between 8,192 and

16,384 d.v. they were actually superior to man.

Elder (1934) tested the sensitivity of three chimpanzees to tones.

The animals were trained to press a telegraph key when a tone

was presented through ear phones attached to their heads, but not to

respond during silence. A ready signal preceded each test in which

a tone was or was not given. The animal was rewarded with food

when it responded correctly. The ability to respond to seven

pitches ranging in octaves from 128 to 8,192 d.v. was measured by
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presenting each tone at various intensities. The results obtained

show that the ear of the chimpanzee is about as sensitive as that of

man; in fact, the measurements show a sensitivity which is even

slightly superior to that of the average man. A high degree of

sensitivity was found for tones of 8,192 d.v., which is characteristic

of the sensitivity curve for children as well as that of the monkey.

The number of frequencies which can be discriminated has not

been determined in any of the studies.

Summary.—^The experiments on hearing show that mammals in

general react to tones and noises, but the experience produced by

tones is much less dominant. The method used is a very important

factor in determining whether a reaction to a tone will be set up.

Primates are found to be especially sensitive to tones. In no case

has the number of frequencies which can be discriminated by an

animal been determined.

Localization of Auditory Stimuli

Since responses to noises are easily set up in higher vertebrates,

these animals can be trained to respond to the differences in the

location of such stimuli. Engelmann (1928) repeated some of the

earlier work under more carefully controlled conditions, and found

dogs, cats, and chickens superior to man in auditory localization.

His work on dogs was the most satisfactory. For a noise he used

the tapping of an electric bell hammer on metal. The stimulus

was placed sometimes behind one, and sometimes behind the other

of two identical paper screens. The distance between the screens

was varied from time to time in order to determine the fineness of

localization. At a given distance from each of the sound sources

the dog was required to determine from which of the two screens

the sound was coming. When the dog went to the correct screen

it received a reward.

The least difference in localization which can be discriminated

may be expressed by one half the angle which is formed between

lines drawn from the screens to the center of the animal’s head

(i.c., through the ears of the animal). In Table 20 the smallest

auditory angle which yielded correct localization is given for three

dogs and three men. It will be seen that the most inferior dog was

superior to all of the men in auditory localization.

With screens arranged in a circle about the dog, 16 sound sources

could be discriminated when they were equally spaced and each
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i.S meters from the dog. Bandaging either ear reduced the ability

to localize and controlled visual cues. In auditory sensitivity the

dogs also proved to be superior to man.

Cats and hens were not so easily trained. For this reason more

attractive sound sources were used. The noise produced by a mouse

in a jar was used for the cat and the peep of chicks was used to test

Table 20.—^Auditory Localization in Dogs and Men (From
Engelmann, 1928)

Dog
Auditory-

angle
Man Auditory

angle

I 2° 9' I 5" 43'

2 3“ 35' 2 5
° 43'

3
1° 26' 3 4“ 18'

hens (also the cluck of a hen to test chicks). Screens hid the sound

sources as in the case of the dog. By this method the cat was found

to be superior to the dog, and the hen somewhat inferior. However,

comparisons on this basis are not satisfactory since different sounds

and different intensities of these were used. Motivation may
also have varied greatly.

Discrimination Based upon Other Senses

Mammals undoubtedly react to gustatory, olfactory, temperature,

and proprioceptive forms of stimulation, but carefully controlled

experiments on these senses are so meager that one can conclude

little more than the fact that mammals react to such stimulation.

Under ordinary conditions these sense departments seem unim-

portant for adaptive behavior. Even olfaction, which is often

regarded as most important to lower mammals, causes difficulty

when attempts are made to set up differential reactions. Liggett

(1928) found it difficult to set up a discrimination between two odors

in the white rat by means of the discrimination-box method. Swann

(1933) encountered similar difficulty, but succeeded in getting

reliable results when the rats were required to dig a way through

sawdust of a particular odor in order to reach the food. Acuity

was not tested.

Tactual and kinesthetic sensitivity have been regarded as espe-

cially important in maze learning and have been of interest primarily
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in this connection. These senses as well as others will again be

treated in the analysis of maze learning (Chap. XVII).

Conclusion

The mammal may be regarded as having rather highly developed

discrimination capacities, even though data on most senses are

incomplete. The experiments reported in this chapter give a

general outline of the methods of approach. Obviously, failure to

demonstrate a particular kind of discrimination is not proof that

this discrimination capacity is absent. The method used is always

important and it is difficult to predict what technique will yield

best results in a reaction to the specific-stimulus modality which

is to be investigated. In all studies having to do with learning

it must be assumed that any sensory difference may be used by the

animal; but one cannot assume, without demonstration, that some

particular sensory difference has been used. Discriminations

between objects in an animal’s environment may depend upon the

differential data coming from a number of senses, or the discrimina-

tion may be dependent upon a single aspect of one of the senses.

Changes in certain objective conditions of the stimulus situation

may cause a shift in the sense organs involved. The transference

of responses from the control of one group of sense organs to another

is very common. Unlike lower forms, the specificity of reactions

to particular forms of stimulation is greatly reduced in mammals.
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CHAPTER XrV

NEURAL MECHANISMS IN BEHAVIOR

Introduction

The responses an animal makes when a specific sense organ is

activated depends upon the nature of the connections between

the sense organs and the response mechanism. Coimections

between sensory and motor mechanisms are made in the central

nervous system, and in higher forms the complexity of this inter-

mediate mechanism may be very great. Lower brain structures

serve as centers, and by means of such centers nerve impulses from

several sense departments may be integrated. Specific cases have

been discussed in Part I and serve to illustrate the function of lower

brain centers. Since the connections are rather fixed, behavior

depending on such mechanisms must necessarily be stereotyped.

In many cases the spinal cord alone is adequate for bridging the

sensory and motor mechanisms. This is illustrated by the reflex

activities of animals in which the brain has been cut away. Since

reflexes of normal animals differ from those of animals in this spinal

condition, it must be recognized that the brain also functions in

such responses. Because spinal reflexes are exaggerated both in

magnitude and in duration, the removal of the influence of the brain

from such reflexes may be regarded as a release phenomenon.

Lower centers in the brain are involved in the spinal reflexes because

they form connections between sensory and motor mechanisms which

supplement those made in the spinal cord. These additional connec-

tions affect the responses and make possible control from higher

centers as well as modification in the response when additional

stimulation of other sense organs is involved. With the interaction

of several sense departments the complexity becomes very great

and it is impossible to trace response mechanisms in detail. This

is particularly true in higher forms. The treatment of neural

mechanisms in Part I, however, serves to illustrate the role played

by lower brain centers in determining the nature of responses to

various forms of stimulation.

3*3
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An important variable in the behavior of all animals is the intensity

of reactions to various magnitudes of stimulation. Variations

in behavior of a quantitative nature cannot be determined by the

nature of the connections but depend upon differences in the com-

munication over the same connections. In order to show how

differences in intensity of stimulation are transmitted to the response

mechanisms, it is necessary to consider the problem of nervous

conduction.

The Nervous Impulse and Its Relation to Behavior.—Nervous

activity consists of cliemical changes which spread along individual

nerve fibers as a rapid succession of pulsations. Each pulsation

is accompanied by an electrical effect which makes the active region

negative with respect to inactive regions. Stimulation initiates

such activity; but in no way does it determine the magnitude of the

nervous activity, this being dependent upon the available energy

in the nerve tissue. The intensity of stimulation, however, deter-

mines the frequency of pulsation as well as the number of active

fibers. The frequency varies with the stimulus intensity because

the sense organs as well as the nerves have refractory phases.*

During recoveryfrom the refractoryphase, the threshold of excitation

gradually returns to normal, and if the intensity of stimulation is

sufficient to pass the heightened threshold, a second impulse is

possible at an early stage of recovery, while if the intensity is of

lesser degree, a second impulse is not available until further recovery.

Frequency ranges between lo and loo impulses per second are

common. The number of fibers responding increases with stimulus

intensity because the thresholds of nerve fibers and receptor cells

vary. Intense stimuli activate cells with high as well as with low

thresholds, and as a consequence such stimuli activate more fibers

than do less intense stimuli.

Upon reaching muscle tissue, impulses produce contraction, the

degree of contraction (the number of muscle fibers contracting)

depending on the number of nerve fibers conducting and on the

frequency at which each responds. By this arrangement intense

stimulation leads to intense contraction. When intense stimulation

* After the passage of a nerve impulse, the nerve is not subject to further

stimulation for a period of a few thousandths of a second. This is known as the

(Asoltife refractory phase, During the next several thousandths of a second the

nerve again responds, but only to more intense stimulation. This period during

which the nerve is less susceptible to stimulation is known as the relative refrac-

tory phase-
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leads to the contraction of more body segments than less intense

stimulation, it is presumably due to differences in threshold among
groups of motor fibers. In Part I we have seen how animals may
avoid a certain intensity of stimulation by withdrawing only the

part of the body stimulated, but with increased stimulation, move
the whole body. The body segments first responding apparently

have connections with fibers having lower thresholds; those respond-

ing upon increase in stimulus intensity, with fibers having higher

thresholds.

Reversals of reactions which result from increased stimulation

(such as going toward a dim light and away from darkness, but

avoiding bright light and going to darkness) may be explained

in a similar manner, but with certain additions. Slight stimulation,

let us say, produces a positive req)onse (going toward the stimulus),

because it arouses only nervous connections which have a low

threshold. These fibers may be connected with muscles which

move the animal forward. Intense stimulation may set off fibers

having higher thresholds. These may be connected with muscles

which make for an avoidance response. But these two sets of

muscles would now act in opposition upon intense stimulation,

since all fibers would respond. To explain how the function of

the first set of muscles (those connected with fibers having low

thresholds) is eliminated, it may be assumed that the frequency

of the fibers with lower thresholds has greatly increased. We have

already shown how stimuli greater than threshold intensity cause

fibers to respond during their period of recovery. Nervous impulses

set up during the refractory period are known to be of lesser magni-

tude and hence may be regarded as ineffective in producing muscular

contraction.^ Thus although the nerves connected with the muscles

making for a positive response would function during intense

stimulation, their function would not lead to contraction. With

the dropping out of this set of muscles, the avoidance response

would alone remain. Table 21 summarizes the above theory.

This explanation of the variation of function due to changes

in stimulus intensity is consistent with the facts of nerve physiology

as well as with the evidence on the behavior of lower forms. How-

ever, there are many responses which cannot be accounted for with

1 According to the all-or-nothing iaw, the intensity of a nervous impulse is

dependent upon the condition of the neurone. During a state of partial recovery

its condition is such as to produce smaller impulses.
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so simple a mechanism. Examples would take the reader too far

afield in physiology. Suffice it to say that it is necessary to postulate

Table ai.—

T

he Relationship between Stimulus Intensity and the
Response Elicited

Btimulus Croup of nerve Frequency Magnitude Muscles
Response

intensity fibcra responding of impulaea of impulses contracted

Low Low threshold Low Maximal <1 Approach

jhovr threahcild

threshold

Medium Both maximal and Stop

Medium
Low

sub-maximal

Some maximal

HiRh
(Lavr threshold

t High threshold

High
Low

Sub>Tnaximal

Maximal
None
B

Avoidance

other principles in order to account for nervous integration in

animal forms with highly complex nervous systems. The relation-

ship between excitation and inhibition is a problem which is funda-

mental to reflex integration, and to account for this interaction the

chemical theory has been formulated.

The Chemical Theory of Excitation and Inhibition.—Sherrington’s

(1925) chemical theory accounts for phenomena in nervous integra-

tion. This theory postulates two chemical substances E and I,

which are deposited at the terminals of activated neurones. The

deposit is rather temporary since it gradually becomes dissipated.

These chemicals have the property of neutralizing each other. An
excess of E in sufficient quantity leads to the excitement of adjacent

neurones. Chemical I produces aninhibitory state since it neutralizes

any E that might be present and which might have resulted in

exdtation. If it is assumed that different neurones deposit E and I,

then the deposits at any center will be a function of the pattern

of stimulation. Since the pattern of response depends upon the

condition of the various centers at which deposits are made, the

same centers are capable of producing quite different responses at

different times.

With the postulation of chemical substances which produce

states of excitation and inhibition, it is possible to account for

increased activity which arises from continued stimulation, since

stimulation of greater duration increases the chemical deposit.

Likewise, certain delays in response as well as the continuance of
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activity after stimulation has ceased (which cannot be accounted

for by the properties of nervous conduction alone) become simple

problems when one assumes that chemicals must be produced to

set up an excitatory state and dissipated before excitation ceases.

Many other properties of reflex activity seem to make these or

similar postulates quite necessary. The fact that an increase in

the duration of a stimulus has the same effect on behavior as an

increase in the intensity of the stimulus is easily explained by the

chemical theory.

By means of the production of chemical substances, integration

becomes a physiological problem as well as an anatomical problem.

Bethe (1931, pp. 1210-1214) has actually presented some evidence

which supports the postulation that neurones produce chemical

substances.

Other Physiological Conditions Important for Integration.

—

Further evidence which suggests that the physiological condition

plays a role in integration is found in the work concerned with the

physiological gradients already referred to in Chap. XU and in

earlier chapters. It is likely that physiological gradients not only

determine the patterns and growth of the nervous system but also

the course of nervous activity by changing the relative sensitivity of

neurones lying within the gradient field. Stimulation, because it

increases the metabolism of the neurones activated, sets up gradients

of a temporary natoe. Different patterns of stimulation would

therefore result in various physiological gradients. There is reason

to believe that the spread of nervous activity is affected by such

gradients.

The Function of the Brain in Modifiable Behavior.—^The chief

concern of this chapter is the central mechanism involved in modifia-

ble behavior. Mammals are characterized by a highly developed

cortex consisting of millions of cells so interconnected that the

structure can be described as superimposed thin layers of cells

separated by networks of intermeshed fibers. The cortex is con-

nected directly or indirectly with all other parts of the nervous

system. This arrangement makes it quite impossible to trace the

structural connections which are involved in a sample of complex

behavior. It is quite likely that nearly all of modifiable behavior

depends upon changes in this tissue.

Studies of learning in animals in which the cortex has been completely

destroyed are rare, although there are many reports of learning in animals in
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which the cortical destruction was incomplete. Using three dogs as subjects.

Poltyrew and Zelony (1930) have reported conditioned withdrawal of the fore-

paw to the sound of a whistle, but it is not known whether the destruction was

complete in any of these cases. Nevertheless the rate of learning was very

slow and intense stimuli were required to produce conditioning. Culler and

Mettler (1934) found that a completely decorticated dog (the degree of injury

was determined at autopsy) was incapable of acquiring a specific response, but

its general pattern of response was modified by experience. It must therefore

be recognized that lower centers are capable of mediating some modification in

behavior, but the degree and specificity of such modification are very liniited.

It has been contended that changes in behavior due to learning

can be located in specific parts of the cortex. This belief is based

largely on the nature of the connections which the cortex has with

all other centers. To gain insight into its complex function it is

necessary to study the experimental results in some detail. The
history of the theories of cortical function shows that two extreme

views have appeared from time to time. One extreme view dele-

gates the various psychological faculties or abilities to different

parts of the brain. The other regards all faculties as being different

functions of the whole cortex. Intermediate positions have main-

tained localization for sensory and motor functions, with an inter-

action between these to account for thought processes. In order to

evaluate these theories we shall proceed to a study of brain function

in the learning of different types of problems.

Cortical Function in Problem-box Learning

The early studies of brain function were rather crude, particularly

because behavior was not carefully analyzed. It is through the

entrance of psychologists in this field of investigation that refined

methods for the measurement of behavior have arisen. Previously

the intelligence of an animal after operation was inferred from its

general behavior in the laboratory; its vision was tested by observing

the response when meat was tossed in the air, and its auditory

capacities were determined from general responses to noise.

Franz (1907) trained cats and monkeys to open problem boxes^

which involved pressing a button or pulling a string. A successful

response was rewarded with food. After the animals showed

considerable proficiency, they were subjected to brain operations.

Following recovery they were again tested to determine any loss in

habits. It was found that when both frontal lobes were largely

i-For a description of problem boxes see Chap. XVI, pp. 358/.
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destroyed the problem-box habits were lost, but destruction of the

frontal lobes of one hemisphere, or in other parts of both hemi-

spheres, had no effect on the habit. Surprisingly enough, those

animals which lost the habit by operation were able to relearn it in

normal time. Although the number of cases are limited, these

results suggest that the frontal lobes contain the changes which have
been produced in learning, although no specific part of them seems

essential to learning.

Similar, but more detailed, results were obtained by Lashley and
Franz (1917) on the rat. The problem-box habit (requiring depres-

sion of a platform) was lost only when the frontal portion of the

cerebrum was destroyed and in no case was the animal unable to

relearn. The retention, however, seemed not to depend on any

specific part of the frontal region. That animals with lesions

involving as much as one half of the cortex may not be handicapped

in learning to open a problem box was strikingly demonstrated by

Lashley (1920) when he found that 19 operated rats learned to

open a problem box (involving the depression of two platforms) in

an average of 79 trials, whereas 10 normals required an average of

143 trials. The destruction involved different cortical areas and in

no case were operated animals inferior. In fact the operation

apparently facilitated the learning of such a habit. However,

Lashley points out that operated rats are less likely to jump over

the platforms and therefore more likely to depress them.

Recently Lashley (19350) compared normal and operated rats in

their ability to learn to open five different types of problem boxes.

Box A required them to push a lever; box B required them to tear a

strip of paper with their teeth or paws; box C, to pull a handle

toward themselves; box D, to pull a chain; and box E, to depress a

rod and then step on a platform. Boxes A and E showed no dif-

ference in the learning rate of operated and normal animals, but

boxes B, C, and D showed the normal animals to be superior. Since

different kinds of movement were required to open the boxes,

Lashley believes that the inferiority of the operated animals on the

three boxes was partly due to a reduction in tendencies to make

certain movements. Changes in the repertoire of movements

through brain operations may therefore be either an advantage or a

disadvantage to learning, depending on the problem. Lashley

does not believe that the ability to form associations was impaired.

Nor were sensory deficiencies, which may have resulted from the
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operation responsible, since sense deprivation alone interfered less

with the mastery of the problems than did brain operations.

As regards retention, studies with the platform boxes demonstrate

a loss depending roughly upon the extent of cortical destruction in

the frontal region.^ Small lesions produced no detectable loss.

Thus, cortical destruction, although it does not reduce the ability

to learn, nullifies what has been learned about the problem boxes,

provided the destruction is confined to the frontal portions, and is

extensive enough. Rats which have learned to open a problem

box after the destruction of the frontal areas, retain this learning

after further destruction of cortical tissue, and no general area has

been found which is responsible for such retention. It is probable

that all parts of the cortex remaining intact are involved, since

the alternative explanation would be that the lower centers have

taken over the function.

In the case of the monkey, a simple problem-box habit shows little or no

impairment after cortical destruction, but habits involving the manipulation

of a combination of several locks in order to open a door showed some loss

according to Jacobsen (1931), although his evidence is very limited. Lashley

(1924.) had previously demonstrated that the destruction of the motor areas

in monkeys did not eliminate the problem-box habit, although such destruction

produced paralysis from which the animals recovered only gradually. This

indicates that such learning produces changes in nervous tissue other than the

motor areas.

Cortical Function in Discrimination Habits

The Leaining of Simple Discriminations. Reaction to Light .

—

In training rats to go to a lighted as against a darkened compart-

ment, Lashley (1920) found that normal rats required an average of

106.6 trials to learn, whereas operated rats required an average of

80 trials. Less timidity or less susceptibility to distraction may
account for the superior score of the operated animals. When
normal rats which had learned the habit were subjected to lesions

in the posterior part of the brain, the habit was lost, but lesions in

other parts of the brain did not destroy the habit. The karmng of a

simple discrimination therefore is not impaired by cortical injury,

but its retention is impaired if the lesion is confined to a given

‘The extent of cortical injury is determined at autopsy. The brains are

sectioned and reconstructed. The extent of destruction is expressed by the

percentage of cortical surface destroyed.
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general region. Rats which had learned the habit after destruction

of cortex in the posterior part of the brain, still retained the habit

after further cortical injury. In their case retention seems inde-

pendent of any specific structures.

The relationship between the extent of injury in the posterior

part of the brain and the degree of loss in retention was found by
Lashley (1926) to be very marked, although there was no relationship

between the extent of injury and the ability to learn. The correla-

tion between the extent of destruction and the number of trials

required for relearning was 0.712, whereas the correlation between
the extent of destruction and the number of trials required for

original learning was 0.132. This study shows very clearly that the

process of learning this visual habit is associated with changes in

the posterior part of the brain, the destruction of which results in a

loss in retention. Since this loss is proportional to the extent of

destruction, it might be supposed that the changes produced by

learning are distributed homogeneously over the posterior part

of the brain. However, it is also possible that specific structures

contain the changes produced by learning and that large lesions are

more likely to include these structures than small ones.

Because part of the cortex in the posterior portion of the brain

(the black portion of Fig. 71) has connections with subcortical

structures related to vision (the lateral geniculate nuclei) Lashley

(193s) divided his cases according to the extent to which cortex

related to such lower centers was destroyed. He found that a

loss in the simple discrimination habit occurred only when such

cortex was completely destroyed. As long as some connections with

lower centers remained intact, there was little impairment in reten-

tion. That the loss in retention was not merely the result of a

disturbance in vision is shown by the fact that all rats which suffered

a loss in retention were able to relearn the habit in the normal time.

Only upon destruction of structures (optic thalami) connected with

the retinas of the eyes was the ability to learn the discrimination

destroyed. Such destruction, of course, interrupted the visual

impulses.

We may therefore conclude that learning a simple visual habit

normally depends upon changes in specific visual structures (the

striate areas of the cortex which are related to the lateral geniculate

nuclei), but that such learning may take place in the absence of such

structures.
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Reactions to Sound .
—^Wiley (1932) using a two-choice discrimina-

tion box trained rats to turn about in an alley and take the alterna-

tive choice whenever a buzzer sounded, but to continue during

silence. He then extirpated various cortical areas and found that

the retention of the habit was affected when the cortex in the

temporal region (area p of Fig. 70) was destroyed. Destruction of

other regions seemed not to interfere with retention. As in the

case of the visual habit, the loss due to temporal lesions was related

to the degree of destruction; the correlation coefficient for 49 cases

being greater than 0.6. (Whether or not this correlation depends

P:g. 70.—Cytoarchitectural areas of Fortuyn as modified by Lashley. The
letters on the left half of the diagram indicate cortical regions which are strue-

turely different. The inferred functions of these regions are indicated on the
right half of the figures. {Modified from Lashley, igag, f. 49.)

upon the fact that large lesions are more likely to include pertinent

specific structures has not been determined, but in view of the results

on the visual habit it seems likely.) All rats were able to reacquire

the habit after their temporal regions had been injured and only two

of them required more trials to relearn than any of the rats needed

for learning. This corresponds to the results obtained on the visual

habit.

Reactions to Smell.—In the case of olfactory discriminations,

Swann (1934) found no particular cortical region which, when
destroyed, produced a loss in habit. Destruction of as much as

39 per cent of the cortex left the habit intact. These results thus

differ from discriminations based upon vision and audition.
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This suggests that the olfactory centers are less definitely defined or that such
learning takes place without cortical assistance. Since cortex evolves from the

olfactory center (e.g., forebrain of fishes), it is possible that the olfactory cortex

has remained nonspecific. The other sensory centers investigated are specific

in that habits depending upon them for retention are localized; they arc non-
specific in that no definite cortical center is necessary for the acquisition of

a habit.

The Learning of Complex Discrimination Habits.—When rats

were required to discriminate between the brighter of two lights,

rather than between one light and

darkness, Lashley (19306) found a
/ I 1

retardation in learning foUowing lesions

in the posterior part of the brain.

The extent of retardation was found / \
to be related to the extent of injury, / \
the correlation coefficient being 0.58. / \

The same lesions produced no retarda- / \

tion in learning to discriminate light I 1

from darkness, verifying previous I I

findings. However, animals whidh had y A /

learned to discriminate light from

darkness as well as the brighter of two 71.—striate area of a

lights before operation, lost both these rat’s brain. The blackened

habit, to about tho Kme o«eut after rlS.t'SS'S'lS,™
*

the operation, the correlation coef- the rat. This area varies some-
j- . , e a. a' what for different rats. (Modi-
ficients for mass versus letention from Lashley, igsdb. p. 63A
being 0.64 and 0.65, respectively.

The similarity of the correlation coefficients suggests that similar

structures are responsible for the retention of both habits. Since

animals with lesions in the posterior region had more difficulty in

acquiring a discrimination between two lights differing in intensity

by a 4 :i ratio than between two lights with a 25 :i ratio, it is probable

that vision was impaired by the lesions. That vision was impaued is

further supported by the fact that fewer operated rats were able to

discriminate small differences between lights than normal rats.

This impairment was not sufficient to interfere with the discrimina-

tion of light against darkness, but seems to have interfered with

the diacrimiTiarinn between two lights. However, operated animals

able to discriminate any pair of lights required more trials than

normals. This would indicate that the loss in ability is, at least in

part, due to defective learning.
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In an attempt to determine whether vision is impaired by cortical

lesions, Lashley made extensive investigations of the visual mecha-

nisms and pattern vision of the rat. In the study of the neural

connections between the retinas, the optic centers, and the cortex,

Lashley (1934 a and b) found a point for point connection between

these. The cortical area (striate area) which receives visual impulses

is illustrated in Fig. 71. From this arrangement in the conduction

system one would expect that lesions in visual cortex should result in

scotomas or blind spots in the animal’s visual field. In a study of

pattern vision in which rats were subjected to cortical lesions

Pic. 72.—Illustration of a rat's visual field when it fixates a triangle ao cm.
distant. The darkened portion indicates a blind spot in the field of vision which
would not interfere with the rat's reactions to the triangle, (.Modified from
Lashley and Frank, 1934. p. 364.)

in the visual area Lashley and Frank (1934) obtained evidence which

indicated that this was actually the case. Blind spots need not

necessarily interfere with detail vision as in the case illustrated in

Fig. 72. Destruction of the cortical areas which receive impulses

from the nasal retinas (resulting from stimuli affecting the lateral

part of the visual field) do not disturb the visual habit, but destruc-

tion of the areas associated with the temporal retinas (which are

involved when the stimuli lie in the median part of the visual field)

result in a serious disturbance of the habit. Complete destruction

of the striate areas (shown in Fig, 71) of both hemispheres per-

manently abolishes detail vision.
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Thus lesions in the posterior part of the brain may (i) leave the

retention of the habit undisturbed; (a) produce a disturbance to

which the rat may adjust upon further training; or (3) permanently

abolish the animal’s reactions to visual patterns. What the nature

of the disturbance is depends upon the locus of the lesion. Pre-

viously Lashley and Frank (1932) had presented evidence which

indicated that the disturbance in reactions to visual patterns follow-

ing cortical injury was dependent upon the amount of destruction in

the posterior part of the brain and was independent of specific

structures in the cortex. It was then believed that postoperative

disturbances in reactions to visual patterns were primarily due to

loss in memory rather than a loss in sensory capacity. At the

present time it seems that the reduction in the visual capacity

(scotomas, etc.) is primary.

Since the learning of a response to a visual pattern produces

changes in the brain, it is important to know whether these changes

are localized. We have found that the retention of the simple visual

habit is localized in the striate areas, and from this it seems likely

that the retention of a response to a visual pattern as well as the

ability to experience a pattern, depend upon these structures.

Lashley and Frank (1934) believe this to be true, although their

study does not readily lend itself to such an analysis. A study by

Kirk (193 s) makes such an analysis possible. He destroyed tissue

in the striate area of one hemisphere in each of his rats, thereby not

eliminating pattern vision in any of them. All of his lesions included

the posterior portion of the brain, but one group of lesions was

confined to the posterior portion, whereas the other group included

tissue lying more forward. He found that the animals with lesions

extending forward suffered a greater loss in their retention of a

discrimination between an F and its mirrored image than did those

with lesions limited to the posterior parts. Further, the extent of

loss in memory was related to amount of tissue destroyed. These

results suggest that for complex discriminations involving pattern

vision, retention depends upon tissue outside the striate areas as well

as upon these areas.

Conclusions.—^Present evidence indicates that the cortical changes

produced through the learning of complex discrimination habits

are rather widespread. Loss in retention is therefore a function

of the amount of tissue destroyed. Profound disturbances in such

habits may also be produced by small lesions when these interfere
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with the sensory capacity of the animal. The retention of simple

discrimination habits, on the other hand, seems to be more spe-

cifically localized. This distinction between simple and complex

Ifiiirning is developed further in the following pages.

The Function oe the Cortex in Complex Behavior

Situations

When rats with lesions in the cerebral cortex were tested for their

ability to learn mazes, Lashley (1929) found them to be decidedly

inferior to normal animals. To learn a rather simple maze (8 blind

alleys) normal rats required an average of 19 trials, whereas the

operated rats required an average of 91 trials. The loss in learning

ability was not dependent upon lesions in any particular part of

the cortex but was primarily a fimction of the amount of tissue

destroyed. This was shown by the correlation between the degree

of destruction and the loss in learning ability which was found to

be 0.75. Of importance is the fact that no animal, even with 80 per

cent of its cortex destroyed, failed to learn at least to some extent.

Rats operated after they had learned the maze, lost the habit,

the amount of loss also being a function of the extent of cortical

destruction (the correlation coefficient was 0.60) and not of the locus

of injury. Unlike the retention of the problem-box habit and the

simple visual and auditory discrimination habits, the locus for the

retention of maze habits was found to be general. Lashley found

that a reduction in sensory capacity was responsible for neither

the reduction in learning ability nor the loss in retention. Rather

the lesions invaded tissue which was responsible for the learning.

Simple habits which depend on some particular sense department

seem to depend upon somewhat more specific parts of the cortex

for their retention. Concerning learning, it seems that complex

habits are affected by lesions whereas simple ones are not. Both

the maze and the discrimination of two light intensities (or two

patterns) are perhaps more complex learning problems than the

other habits described. This matter of complexity will be treated

in detail in Chap. XVI.
Loucks (1931) obtained similar results when he required rats

to learn a complex alternation habit. Both learning and retention

were affected by cortical lesions. Buytendijk (193 1) found operated

rats equal to normals in setting up a position habit, but when he

required that they reverse the habit (e.g., go right rather than left),
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operated rats were handicapped. They persisted in going to the

old food place rather than changing to the new one.

In a test which involved the reorganization of past learning

Maier (1932 a and b) found that small lesions to the cortex reduced
this ability and that large lesions (greater than about 25 per cent

of the total surface) abolished it entirely. The same lesions which
produced failure in tests involving the reorganization of experience

had no affect on the formation of simple associations. It seems
that reorganization of past learning depends upon a certain amount
of intact cortical tissue, but as in the case of learning the maze,

no particular part of the cortex is essential.

From the above experiments we may conclude that the acquisition

of complex behavior tasks involves the function of the cortex as a

whole. Its destruction therefore interferes with such behavior.

The learning of simple behavior patterns, on the other hand, depends

upon limited cortical tissue, and lesions in general do not retard

their acquisition. Since complex tasks are a function of the whole

brain, their retention is disturbed by lesions to any part, but simple

tasks are only disturbed by lesions when the specific part of the cortex

which functioned in learning is destroyed.

Localization veksus Mass Action

Histological studies in which nerve fibers have been traced from

their source of origin to their points of termination, reveal that the

mammalian brain may be divided into projection areas and associa-

tion areas. Fibers coming from optic centers, for example, radiate

to the cortex in the posterior part of the brain, and this cortical

area has therefore been regarded as the visual area. On the basis

of similar evidence other sensory areas have been isolated. The

fibers which are projected from the cortex and which terminate in

the cord come from distinct cortical areas which are known as the

motor areas. The belief that different cortical areas have specific

functions according to their connections is further strengthened

by the fact that the histological structure of the cortex is different

in the various delimited areas.

Those parts of the cortex having no projection fibers have been

known as the association areas. Fibers sweep in bundles between

various parts. The association areas are primarily in the frontal

and parietal regions of the brain and have been regarded as the

centers concerned with adaptive behavior. In Fig. 70 the supposed
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functions of different cortical areas of the rat’s brain are designated.

These areas are based upon the histological finding of Fortuyn and

have been modified by Lashley (1929) to fit his diagrams of the rat

brain. The experiments thus far reported, which deal primarily

with the behavior of the rat, fail in many respects to support the

histological evidence. On the contrary, the results indicate that the

cortical destruction, rather than depriving the animal of some

specific ability (such as maze learning ability) depending on the

locus of injury, deprives the animal of rather general functions

according to the extent of injury. The mass of functional tissue

rather than its locus in the brain seems to be the important factor.

The theory of mass action states that the different parts of the

cortex do not have specific functions, rather aU tissue is responsible

for changes resulting from learning. Destruction of some of this

tissue reduces the capacity for further changes and results in a loss

of what has been learned. Since aU parts of the cortex may function

alike, the cortical areas have been regarded as equipotential in

function. (Lashley, 1933). The higher processes which do not

depend upon specific sensory capacities best illustrate this theory.

Since there is a negligible loss in the learning of simple habits after

large injuries to the cortex, defenders of this theory may contend

that simple habits are not delicate enough tests for detecting the

reduction in learning ability. Certainly the theory of localization

cannot account for the above fact.

The data on the retention of simple sensory habits require a

combination of the theories. Destruction of cortical tissue in certain

areas produces a specific loss in retention (c.g., loss of problem-box

habit) whereas destruction in other areas does not. The function of

a particular area, however, even though it plays a specific role in

retention, may be taken over by the remainder of the cortex. This

vicarious functioning of the cortex opposes the theory of specific

localization and suggests that most if not all cortical tissue has

rather general functions.

The Motor Areas as Specific in. Function.—Since electrical

stimulation of a given part of the motor areas results in the contrac-

tion of a definite group of muscles, the belief that these areas have a

direct connection in the spinal cord with motor cells which innervate

these muscles, is greatly strengthened. In man the orderly relation

between the locus of stimulation and the muscle which is caused to

contract is very striking
,
and at the same time corresponds to what
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might be expected from histological examination. Dusser de
Barenne (1933) has actually located the layer of cortical cells (the

layer of large pyramidal cells) responsible for the muscular contrac-

tion by destroying certain layers of cellsi in the motor area of the

monkey brain, and then applying electrical stimulation to see what
layers must be destroyed to eliminate the function. That paralysis

results in man and primates when the motor area is destroyed has

long been known. Evidence of this sort encourages a belief in

strict localization of cortical function.

Franz (1915) caused even the motor areas to be questioned from
the point of view of strict localization, when he demonstrated that

they varied considerably in different monkeys and in the two hemi-

spheres of the same monkey. The variation was in the form of

individual differences in the relative size and in the locus of the brain

areas which, when stimulated electrically, resulted in movement.

A little later Ogden and Franz (1917) demonstrated that monkeys
which had arms paralyzed by lesions to the motor areas recovered

completely under proper treatment (massaging muscles and compel-

ling animals to use paralyzed limbs). This demonstrated that the

motor areas although important were not essential to the control

of movements.

Further evidence against the theory that the motor cortex has a specific

function was obtained by Lashley (1923). He exposed the stimulable area of a

monkey’s brain, electrically stimulated various parts, and noted the movement
elicited. This same test was given on four occasions over a period of one month.

On each test day there was a regularity and consistency in the movement pro-

duced by stimulation of a given point, but the four test days gave quite different

results. Of the 57 points explored, 22 gave a different movement on each test;

26, the some movement on two tests; only 6 points showed consistency on three

tests; and no points gave the same results in all tests. The other 3 points gave

no responses on any tests. The extent of difference in movements on the

various test occasions consisted in opposite movements of the same joint (flexion

one time and extension the next time); movements of the different joints; and

actual movements of different limbs. On different tests the same movement

was often produced by stimulation of rather widely separated areas. Lashley

suggests that the movement elicited at any time is largely the function of the

temporary physiological condition. Certainly if these results are verified on

more animals, the function of the motor cortex must be regarded as rather

general, the movements depending for their specificity not upon the cortical

structure but upon some general physiological condition.

^ Destruction of specific cortical layers was accomplished by applying a hot

plate to the cortex and leaving it there for different lengths of time. The number

of layers destroyed is a function of the time the plate is applied.
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One might expect the motor cortex of the rat to be rather non-

specific in function since there is no specifically delimited area in

which tissue is characteristically homologous to that of primates

(Herrick, 1926). Nevertheless, this animal has a stimulable cortex

which Lashley (1920) found to produce specific movements.^

Destruction of these areas does not produce paralysis according to

Lashley and Franz (1917). Peterson (1934) found that destruction

of the stimulable area for hand movement, resulted in a loss in the

functional dominance of the hand which had been controlled by that

area. Thus a right-handed rat became

left-handed if the cortex controlling

movements of the right hand was

removed. A change in handedness

suggests that the operation must have

reduced the efficiency of the previously

preferred hand, although actual

paralysis may not have resulted.

Maier (1935) found that the destruction of

certain areas resulted in incoordinated walking

which was observable when the rats ran on

narrow pathways. Animals having a common
Fig. 73.—Cortical area con- destroyed which is designated in Fig. 73,

cerned with coordinated walk- , , c

ins. Rats having locomotor showed a marked handicap. Groups of

diflSculties as a result of cortical animals with lesser destruction of this area

injuries are found to have showed less incoordination. The degree of

lesions primarily confined to incoordination thus seemed to depend on
the region indicated m black. .... r j . . ..i,.

(JtrodiAei/rowMoisr. 193S.)
of destruction m this area.

Further, surrounding areas contributed to

the handicap. For example, an animal with a certain degree of destruc-

tion in this area, but little destruction in the surrounding regions, was

less handicapped than one with the same destruction in the critical area, but

with considerable destruction outside. Whether incoordinated walking is a

sensory or motor defect, or a combination of these cannot he determined at

present. The isolated region falls partly in Fortuyn’s motor area and partly

in his somesthetic area, which suggests that the coordination of sensory and

motor processes is involved.

Sensory Areas as Specific in Function.—^The studies of Lashley

(19340 and b) and Lashley and Frank (1934) on the visual areas

I The motor area of the rat is distributed rather generally over the frontal

two thirds of the cortex. The more frontal points produce movements in

muscles of the fore part of the body, the points most postenor produce move-

ments of the hind part. The locus of points varies widely in different rats, but

the general pattern is rather constant.
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already referred to demonstrate a cortical area, each point of which

has a specific functional and structural connection with a different

part of the retina. This cortical area (Fig. 71) has at least one

function, that of receiving visual impulses arising from stimulation

of the retina, which is specific in nature. To what extent other

sensory projection areas are specific has not been determined in the

rat. In higher mammals there is reason to believe that most sense

organs have specific cortical areas. It does not follow, however,

that this specificity carries over to learning and thus gives rise to

specific association centers.

The Limitations or Mass Action

Mass action in the extreme sense would make behavior dependent

purely upon the mass of functional cortical tissue. Studies already

reported delimit this generalization in that the learning of simple

habits is not affected by lesions and in that the retention of such

habits is localized. When retention depends upon delimited regions,

these regions differ qualitatively from others in their potentiality

for function, even though other regions may take over the function.

There is also some evidence which suggests that there may be

quantitative differences in the potentiality. Maier (i93 2&) found that

cortical lesions in the posterior part of the brain had the same effect

on the “ higher processes” as lesions in the anterior part of the brain,

but the lesion necessary to produce the same effect had to be greater

in the former case. Further evidence, however, is required to prove

the point.

Evidence which shows that the degree of deterioration is dependent

upon the shape of the lesion has been presented by Maier (1934).

He found that when the extent and locus of the injury remained

constant, elongated lesions were much less destructive than round

ones. The relationship between the ratio of length to width of

lesion and efficient performance was linear as shown in Fig. 74.

(The length of the lesion was measured in the anterior-posterior

direction, the width of the lesion in the lateral direction.) This

effect of the lesion pattern on behavior may be due to either a differ-

ence in dynamics which results from the shape of the lesion, or to a

difference in the manner in which differently shaped lesions interrupt

the association fibers. Long lesions would interrupt more associa-

tion fibers running in the lateral direction than round lesions which
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would interrupt relatively more longitudinal fibers. In any case

the concept of “mass action” must be modified by these findings.

Since most of the evidence for mass action has been obtained from

studies of the behavior of the rat it can be argued that the theory

does not hold for corresponding behavior in higher marmnnk
,

Primates have more definitely defined cortical areas and generaliza-

tions based on the rat might be irrelevant. However, the review

of the few studies which dealt with higher mammals suggests that

the generalization holds for them. Lashley (1929) carefully exam-

ined the clinical literature in which attempts were made to isolate

Fig. 74.~Curve showing the effect of the shape of a lesion on the ability to
solve problems. As the ratios between the length to the width of lesions increase,
performance tends to increase proportionally. The extent of the lesions was
approximately the same for groups of animals having differently shaped lesions.
(From Maier, 1934. p. 426, By permission of the Journal of Comparative
Neurology.)

the effects of accidental brain injuries in man and found no evidence

which refuted the theory. Little of a positive nature can be con-

cluded from the clinical literature because adequate tests are sddom
made both before and after injury. The brain is seldom obtained

after the death of a patient and studied in its relationship to the

behavior defects. General observations of behavior over a short

period of time, and approximations as to the extent and locus of the

lesions, are not satisfactory. The results, generally speaking, are

most confusing and contradictory. At present many clinicalworkers

find the theory of mass action as helpful as the theory of localization.

The studies of Lashley on vision further lessen the probability

of a fundamental distinction between the functions of brains of
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rats and higher mammals. Since the rat’s visual area is as specifi-

cally localized as that of higher forms, distinctions between mamma-
lian groups on the basis of differences in localization are rather futile.

In the light of his studies on the rat Lashley (19346) suggests that

the orderly projection of fibers from the retinas to the cortex is

essential to the “ establishment in the eortex of a pattern of excitation

corresponding in its spacial properties to the spacial pattern of

excitation in the retina” (p. 72), By this means, certain relation-

ships in the visual field can be transmitted to the brain. Strict

localization in the cortex, therefore, may be regarded not as indi-

cating localized centers which control behavior, but rather as a means

for furnishing a basis for responses to visual space relationships.

But once the relationship is set up in the brain, the responses

resulting are largely a matter of generalized cortical function.

Different spacial relations thus furnish a basis for different cortical

integrations. In this manner the facts supporting both theories of

localization and mass action may be harmonized.

The only behavior evidence which suggests that the brains of rats and higher

mammals have different degrees of localization in function is a preliminary

report by Jacobsen and Wolfe (1934). They found that lesions in the lateral

parts of the frontal lobes of the brain of the monkey and the chimpanzee pro-

duced specific losses in the ability to solve complex problems. Lesions to other

parts produced disturbances of a different nature.

Until more evidence is available, the universality of the theory

of mass action cannot be established. N0 matter what the outcome,

"mass action” is an important characteristic of brain activity

which must be incorporated in any theory of cortical function.

Strict localization for all functions is undoubtedly out of the question.

Differences in the brain structure of lower mammals and primates are

undoubtedly factors and primates perhaps have a more differentiated

cortex. Just how this differentiation will affect the theory of

cortical function caimot be predicted. In any case no theory of

learning which implies a change in specific neural structure can be

accepted as consistent with the function of the nervous system.

Rather one must seek dynamic principles to account for plastic

behavior.
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PART III

THE NATURE OF MODIFICATION IN BEHAVIOR:
CLASS MAMMALIA^

The susceptibility to modihcation of behavior through previous

exposure to a situation gives the animal a new avenue along which to

develop. Since this development is a matter of past experience it

becomes a means for adjustment to surrounchngs. Because of it

adaptation may appear in the individual as well as in the species.

While adaptive behavior patterns survive in the species through

natural selection, in the individual they survive through the selective

process of modification by experience.

The process of modification by experience is not a simple one.

It is one thing to demonstrate the presence of modification in behav-

ior, but quite a different thing to analyze the nature and limitations

of such modification. Lower animal forms offer evidence of modifi-

cation, but higher forms, because they have great capacity for

modifiability, offer evidence which is useful for determining its

nature. For this reason Part III concerns itself primarily with the

study of mammalian learning behavior.

The nature of modification by experience expresses itself differ-

ently in various situations and in various animals; and these differ-

ences are both qualitative and quantitative in nature. For this

reason it is important to study the behavior of one animal form in a

variety of situations; and that of a variety of animals in the same

situation. Comparative studies yield data which are pertinent for

an understanding of various animals as well as the process of modifi-

cation in general. Variations in technique which are guided by

* Class MammaUa includes homoiothermic (wann-blooded) vertebrate animals

which suckle the young, are covered with hair at some stage, and possess a

diaphragm. Among the important orders of mammals are: Marsupialia (young

carried in pouch), including opossum, kangaroo; Carmvota (clawed, flesh-

eating), including dog, cat, raccoon; Rodenlia (gnawing mammals), including

squirrel, rat, porcupine; and Arliadaciyla (hoofed, with even number of toe.s),

including pig, deer, domestic cattle; Frimales (possessing "nails,” opposable

first digits, large brain), including monkey, chimpanzee, and man.

33S
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theoretical concepts, and which are more than the experimental

controls demanded by scientific method are most essential. In

many cases theory does not demand that a particular animal form

be studied or that an established technique be used. Too often old

experiments are repeated with the substitution of a different animal

when comparison of results on different animals has no point. In

many cases experiments are performed merely for the purpose of

measuring something, and witli no idea as to what has been measured

or why it has been measured. If experimenters would ask themselves
" Wliat difference does it make if the results turn out one way or

another?” much worthless work would be avoided, hfo one can

justify the attitude that some day someone will find all facts useful

to some theory. The problem investigated, the methods used, and
variations in procedure which are carried through must grow out of

the requirements of a theory. New concepts produce great strides

in our knowledge of adaptive behavior particularly because they

require new and specific procedures.

The difl5culty of our problem is increased by the fact that the

behavior of certain am'mais is so easily modified that it ceases to be a

constant specimen for any experiment. Changes in the animal

taking place during the process of experimentation must therefore

be considered and dealt with.

Modifiability in behavior perhaps depends upon several distinct

processes. Its study is often complicated by an interaction between

these since tests seldom measure a single process in isolation. The
following anal3fsis represents an attempt to isolate the separate

functions which may be present and to organize the evidence around
them.



CHAPTER XV

INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM OF LEARNING

In our treatment of lower forms, it was found that the behavior

of very primitive organisms can be modified by experience. ^ Often

the modification is temporary in nature, but in many cases it is

permanent. This modification in behavior is expressed by the

elimination of certain movements because of previous stimulation,

and by the dominance of a particular combination of movements.

In the earthworm, past experiences have led to the establishment of a

certain pattern of movements which free the animal from a simple

maze so that these movements dominate when the animal is placed

in the maze, whereas others drop out. In order specifically to define

learning, and to isolate the necessary conditions under which it

takes place, it seems advisable to examine an animal form in which a

large number of simple but permanent modifications in behavior

have been produced by previous experience. The experiments best

suited for this purpose are those performed on dogs by Pavlov and

his students (1927).

The Conditioned Reflex

Pavlov’s technique involves the study of the salivary response

to various sorts of stimulus situations. Without previous experience,

dogs are equipped with the ability to salivate when meat is placed

in their mouths. We are not concerned, at present, with the origin

and development of this ability. Because it is present without

subjecting the animal to any special conditions, Pavlov believes

' The term espmmce as used here and on following pages refers to the effect

of stimulation on the organism. Consciousness may or may not accompany

such stimulation, but this cannot be known and really makes no difierence. We
have therefore used the term in its broad sense and have not used it as a reference

to consciousness. To limit the meaning of the term experience to a conscious

state is likely to imply that consciousness is an important determiner of behavior

and therefore worthy of a terminology which refers to it. The point of view of

this treatment opposes any such assumptions.

337
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this response to be innate, and calls this response to food in the

mouth an unconditioned reflex. The physical object which sets off

the response is known as the unconditioned siimuhts. The flow of

saliva is a particularly desirable response to investigate because its

intensity can be easily measured. By means of a minor operation

the saliva can be led from the dog’s mouth and caught in calibrated

tubes or measured by electrical recording instruments. In all cases

Pavlov indicates the intensity of the response by stating the number

of drops of saliva produced.

Using the unconditioned reflex as a starting point, it is possible to

investigate in what manner the animal may be modified by past

experience. If, for example, a bell is soimded, the untrained dog

responds by pricking up his ears (an unconditioned response to an

auditory stimulus), but if the bell is repeatedly sounded just before

meat powder is placed in the dog’s mouth a new condition is set up.

Gradually the sound of the bell produces less of the response that it

formerly evoked and more of the response that the meat powder

evoked. After half a dozen repetitions of the sounding of the bell,

followed by feeding, the salivation actually begins before the food

is presented. In fact, the sound of the bell alone eventually produces

approximately as much saliva as the taste of the food. In other

words, the bell has ceased to be the unconditioned stimulus for

pricking up the ears and has become the condition for producing

the salivary response. This new response to the sound of the bell

is known as a conditioned reflex. An old reflex has been so modified

that it can be elicited under a new condition. The new stimulus

is known as the conditioned stimulus.

In order to appreciate fully the fundamental importance of the

conditioned reflexes, let us examine a few iUustrations. A dog

ordinarily salivates when it comes within sight of food. This

response to the sight of food has been acquired through the ordinary

past experiences which dogs encounter. When a dog is fed, it

ordinarily sees the food before it tastes it. Like the sound of the

bell, the sight of food becomes the conditioned stimulus for the

saUvary response.

During investigations on the eSects of drugs in Pavlov’s laboratory,

it was found that preparing the dog for an injection of morphine

produced the same effects as the actual injection. The uncondi-

tioned response to morphine is nausea and vomiting followed by
profound sleep. As the preparations for the injection always
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preceded the actual injection, this preparation actually became the
conditioned stimulus for these same responses.

Painful stimuli, such as electric shocks, which normally produce
avoidance reactions such as struggling (unconditioned reflexes) can
be converted into conditioned stimuh which produce positive
seeking reactions. By following the appiicauon of a painful
stimulus with a pleasant stimulus, such as food, the painful stimulus,

instead of producing its former reaction, produces such reactions

as salivation and a smacking of the lips. From all appearances
the unpleasant stimulus has been converted into a pleasant stimulus.

Stimuli Which May Be Conditioned.—Any stimulus which can be
experienced by an animal can be converted into a conditioned

stimulus provided the animal has a nervous system which is highly

enough developed. The dog, for example, can be madp to salivate

(or produce some other specific reaction) in response to stimuli

applied to any sense department and even to different intensities

or qualities of the stimuli. Thus a beU of particular pitch, or a
visual pattern of specific geometrical design may be made to produce

salivation. Even the experience of certain time intervals may be
conditioned. If a dog is presented with food every 15 min., it wOl
soon salivate at the end of such intervals even when food is not
present. Dogs have also acquired conditioned reflexes to the follow-

ing kinds of stimuh: a certain frequency of beats of a metronome;
the beginning of a stimulus, such as a noise; the termmation of a
stimulus; the last half of a stimulation period of considerable dura-

tion; and a particular temporal pattern of stimuh, such as a series

of tones.

Conditions Necessary for Establishing a Conditioned Reflex.—^In

order that a conditioned reflex be estabhshed, it is necessary that

the conditioned and the unconditioned stimuh be active at approxi-

mately the same time. The reflex is most efficiently established

when presentation of the conditioned stimulus (e.g., the sound of the

beU) precedes the unconditioned stimulus (e.g., the taste of food)

by the fraction of a second. It is least efficiently estabhshed when
this order of presentation is reversed.^ GeneraUy speaking, the

^ Wolfle (1930) found in conditioning the human subject that an interval of

sec. between the conditioned and the unconditioned stimulus yielded optimal

results. Variations in time in either direction were less effective. When the

order of stimulus presentation was reversed, conditioning was less frequently

produced apparenidy because of the deviation from the optimal interval. Fra-
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two stimuli must always be presented in temporal contiguity with

each other. The interval between them must not be too great

otherwise the contiguity is lost. An interval of several seconds

causes considerable difl&culty.

As each of the stimuli may produce unconditioned reflexes of its

own, the response which eventually becomes conditioned may be

regarded as the more basic. In our illustrations, the response to the

bell is therefore biologically less important than the response to food

in the mouth. The relative intensities of the stimuli used are also

an important factor in determining which responses will become

conditioned and how quickly they will be conditioned.

Not only are certain objective conditions required, but the condi-

tion of the animal is also important. Pavlov points out that the

animal must be in good health and alert during the learning period.

If it is in poor health, internal stimuli are present, and these may
interfere with the dominance of the conditioning stimuli. To say

that the animal must be alert or attentive means that the conditioned

stimuli must stand out or dominate in the animal’s experience.^ To
keep the animal alert and attentive, extraneous or distracting stimuli

must be excluded.

The above mentioned objective and organic conditions are neces-

sary for the establishment of the conditioned reflex. Other condi-

tions vary the speed or ease with which these reflexes are established.

We have already pointed out that varying the contiguity of the

conditioned and unconditioned stimuli varies the ease with,which

an animal may be conditioned. The rate of acquisition also varies

from animal to animal and different stimuli vary in their effectiveness

for the same animal. Invariably, the first conditioned reflex is

more difficult to establish in an animal than are later ones. Perhaps

this is due to the animal's learning to become attentive and alert

in the experimental situation.

Experimental Extinction.—Once a conditioned reflex has been

established, it remains for some time but gradually wanes. If,

however, the conditioned stimulus is repeatedly given without being

followed by the unconditioned stimulus (t.e., without being rein-

forced) the response soon disappears. Thus sounding the bell

repeatedly without the accompaniment of food soon results in no

seating the unconditioned stimulus first reduces the effectiveness of the con-

ditioned stimulus just as does too great an interval.

See footnote on p. 337.
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salivation. The destruction of an acquired response in this manner
is known as experimented extinction. The phenomenon is but
temporary in nature and a response which has been extinguished

on one day may reappear in full strength the following day. Extinc-

tion seems to be a form of negative learning, i.e., the animal learns

not to respond. Like the formation of the conditioned respon.se,

its destruction is achieved more quickly when the animal has experi-

enced extinction more frequently. It is likely that a negative

response has been conditioned and replaces the original conditioned

response.

The Secondary Conditioned Reflex.—We have seen that the

conditioned reflex is essentially an old response to a new stimulus.

In order to modify the animal it is necessary to begin with a response

of which the animal is already capable. If a conditioned reflex has

already been established, it is possible to begin with this reflex

instead of the unconditioned reflex, and condition this response to a

new stimulus. In this case a conditioned reflex would be condi-

tioned. Suppose a dog has been trained to salivate at the sound of a

bell. If now a light is flashed just before the bell is sounded, the

flash of light should, in its own right, soon call, out the response of

salivation. However, by the time the response to light is acquired,

the bell will have been presented several times without reinforcement

(food) and as a consequence the salivary response to the bell extin-

guished. To avoid this, it is necessary to reinforce the response to

the bell from time to time. Thus if the bell-food combination and

the light-bell combination are presented alternately, the diflSculty is

overcome. The result is a conditioned reflex of the second order,

or a secondary conditioned reflex.

In a similar manner, conditioned reflexes of the third order

have been successfully established in some cases, but no one has

succeeded in establishing conditioned reflexes of the fourth order.

Apparently experimental extinction sets in before all of the necessary

pairs of combinations can be renewed.

Generalized and Specific Conditioned Reflexes.—In the early

stages of the acquisition of a conditioned reflex the stimuli which call

out the response are of a rather general nature. Thus if the sound of

a bell is used as the conditioned stimulus, the dog does not learn to

salivate to the sound of that particular beU, but rather to the sounds

of all bells, or even to auditory stimuli of any sort. In order to

make the response specific for some particular characteristic of the
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stimulus it is necessary to present the animal with a variety of stimuli

at different times, and to reinforce only those which have that char-

acteristic. Thus if food always accompanies the sound of a bell of a

certain pitch, but never accompanies the sounds of bells of different

pitches, a dog soon salivates only to this particular pitch. This

procedure results in some specific aspect of the stimulus situation

becoming the positive stimulus, all other aspects of the situation

becoming ineffective as stimuli for salivation. The development of

specific responses to specific stimuli through learning parallels the

\-le^ moifiment
%-llesplreniQn
V-Conditiornel sHmufus
A-S/joclr
S-Time To ifiducforium

Apparatus Room

Fig. 75.—Apparatus for studying the conditioned foreleg flexion in the sheep.
Electric shock is used as the unconditioned stimulus. The apparatus allows the
presentation of a large variety of conditioned stimuli as well as accurate meas-
urement of the response. (Redrawn from Liddell, James, and Anderson, IO34.

p, 89. By permission of the authors.)

development of specificity through maturation already treated on

page 277.

Conditioning as a Method for the Investigation of Learning.

Since the conclusions thus far presented have been based upon
a specific response (salivation) and a specific animal (the dog),

it might be supposed that the principles discussed may not hold for

other responses and other animals. However, a great deal of work

has been done which eliminates such a possibility. In Fig. 75 a

modern laboratory for investigating conditioning is illustrated,

Liddell and Anderson (1931) investigated the defense reaction (with-

drawal by flexion of foreleg) using electric shock to the leg as the

imcouditioned stimulus. The rabbit, sheep, goat, and pig were used

as subjects. The results are in harmony with those obtained from

the study of the salivary response in the dog. As might be expected,
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the speed at which various animals form the response varies, being

most rapid for the pig and least for the rabbit. Krasnogorski (1926)

used the salivary response (the intensity of which was measured

by the frequency of swallowing) as well as otherfood-taking reactions

in his investigations with children, but a wide range of other forms of

responses have been used in investigations with humans (see Hull,

1934)-

It must not be assumed that all responses can be conditioned.

Some offer difficulty, but no generalization can be made regarding

the class of responses most easily conditioned, since examples of the

conditioning of skeletal and visceral muscle responses as well as

responses of glands can be found in the literature. Animals of the

same species, particularly among human beings, also show great

variation in their susceptibility to the conditioning of certain

responses.

In the present chapter our interest in the conditioned response has

been primarily one of developing a background for a general treat-

ment of learning. We will now pursue this problem, but will again

return to the conditioned response in the following chapter and

discuss it in relationship to other forms of learning.

Dejinition 05 Learning

The varied experiments on the conditioned response have made

it possible for us to isolate the conditions under which an animal

may be modified by experience. From these conditions it should be

possible for us to define learning in a restricted sense. Since there

are many varied situations in which animals modify their behavior

and since many animals have abilities other than the ability to

learn, a specific definition of this ability is essential to any detailed

analysis of animal capacities.

Let us therefore define learning ability as the ability to combine

{or associate two or more contiguous experiences in cases in which the

contiguity is determined by the environment. In the conditioning

experiments two stimuli {e.g., bell and meat in the mouth) are

presented in contiguity. Each of these produces a brain reaction (an

experience) in the animal. But the contiguity of the stimuli does not

necessarily insure a contiguity in experience. To insure this, the

animal must be alert and distracting stimuli excluded. In other

words, the two stimuli must produce two simultaneous centers of

brain activitv which dominate over other centers of activity. The
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dominance of these simultaneous centers of activity constitutes

the contiguity in experience.

That past experience is required for the formation of such combina-

tions is implied. The two stimuli must be experienced together in

order to become combined, hence at least one repetition is necessary.

Reactions to situations which occur without previous repetitions

are therefore not learned reactions.

The degree of learning, all other conditions remaining equal,

depends on the number of repetitions, and every occasion on which

the two experiences are not in contiguity weakens their combination,

since on such occasions they are in contiguity with different stimuli.

For example, if the bell is sometimes experienced in contiguity with

food and not at other times, the degree of learning is less than if they

had been experienced together without exception. The formation of

responses to specific aspects of a stimulus is based on this fact. The
response to the general stimulus becomes weakened because the

contiguity is not always present, whereas the specific characteristic is

common to all stimuli which are reinforced, and the response to this

characteristic becomes strengthened and finally dominates.

The process of learning may therefore be regarded as a develop-

ment of responses to limited aspects of the environment. At fiirst

many different stimuli are equal in the sense that they call forth the

same responses. As training progresses, the animal responds more

and more specifically. In other words, further training makes the

animal increasingly adaptive and efi&cient because the responses

become linked with specific aspects of the environment. The
animal’s repertoire of differential responses is thus limited only by its

discriminative capacity.

Problems in Learning

Performance an Index of Learning.—One obtains evidence of

learning by observing an animal’s performance; one does not know
of an ability unless it can be brought to expression. In the condi-

tioned reflex, the act learned is simple and can be elicited at any time

by means of the unconditioned stimulus. In training an animal to

traverse a maze, however, one is dependent upon a goal at the end of

the maze for bringing about a certain performance. To cause an

animal to perform to its best ability, or to perform at ah, is often a

perplexing problem.
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Because evidence for learning depends upon performance, learning

in the objective sense must be regarded as an acquired response to

some form of stimulation. The problem for the psychologist is to

determine the stimulus which is effective in eliciting the acquired

response, as well as to determine the nature of the response which is

elicited. In the conditioned reflex a given response is merely elicited

by a new stimulus. In other cases of learning, one of several

responses becomes the dominant response to a stimulus. The
response which dominates acquires its dominance by satisfying a

need, and is not a response which has been transferred from one sense

department to another. In many cases the response which is

acquired is only part of the animal’s pattern of behavior. This

requires an. analysis of the behavior in order to determine what part

of the pattern has been acquired.

Analysis of the Behavior in Learning Situations.—^Just exactly

what responses have been acquired in any particular learning

situation become apparent as soon as a certain consistency appears

in the pattern of behavior. When placed in the situation repeatedly,

an animal tends to repeat certain acts. The specific acts which it

repeats whenever placed in this particular situation become a func-

tion of the situation and are what the animal has learned or acquired

in that situation.

For example, let us say that a rat must turn to the right at a

certain junction of a maze in order to obtain food. If we know that

the animal needs food, we may expect it to perform if it is able. Let

us say that the rat turns to the right and receives food. Suppose it

turns to the right each time it is confronted with that junction.

We can then say that the turning to the right has been learned,

because this response to the same situation occurs repeatedly.

However, we find that the animal’s acts are not exactly alike each

time it makes the trip. Sometimes it runs rapidly, sometimes

slowly; sometimes it stops along the way, sometimes it does not;

sometimes it makes the turn in a different manner than at other

times. In other words, the same succession of acts is not reproduced

on each trial. This being the case, we can say that the rat has not

learned a succession of acts which involve the same kind of move-

ments. But it has learned to turn to the right for food when placed

in a particular situation. The turning to the right, not the manner

in which it turns to the right, is thus the pattern which it has

acquired. If this is the behavior pattern in which we were inter-
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ested wheii planning the experiment, we say that the animal has

succeeded in mastering the problem.

Analysis of the Stimulus Situation.—Since a learned response is

elicited by a stimulus, it is necessary to determine just what aspect

of the stimulus is effective. A dog may sit up when commanded.

Does it do so in response to any voice, or to its master’s voice?

Must the command be given at a certain pitch or intensity? Is the

sight of the person giving the command required? In giving the

command the dog’s master produces a complex of auditory and visual

stimuli. Which of these produces the response? It is possible that

a learned act Is a response to stimulation of some general sense

department, but it is also possible that several sense departments

together are responsible. Certain attributes of the stimulation of

one sense department may also be suf&cient. Thus a certain pitch

or intensity or duration or quality of a sound alone may be responsi-

ble. Animals can be trained to respond to any of these attributes of

a stimulus but in learning situations it often becomes a difficult

problem to determine which attribute, or what combination of

attributes, forms the basis of a learned response. The nature of the

sensory processes used by the animal in funning a maze is still a

warmly debated issue despite the fact that this has been a favorite

problem for investigation.

The Rate of Learning a Punclion of the Animal.—^The ability

which an animal demonstrates in modifying its behavior is largely

dependent upon the plasticity of its nervous system. For this

reason individual differences in learning ability among animals

of the same species become apparent. Among animals of different

species this variation in the rate of learning will be much more

definite because of the wider difference in neural structure. Com-
parisons of learning ability between animals, and correlations of

differences in learning ability with differences in neural structure will

therefore add to an understanding of learning. Diversity in tem-

perament as well as in physical structure must also be considered

since these greatly affect the performance of an animal.

The Rate of Learning a Function of the Test Situation.—The
behavior of animals has been studied in a variety of experimental

situations. These situations are the instruments of the psychologist

and give him a set of measurements. If he useslearning instruments,

we might expect that he is measuring learning. If this were the

case, all learning instruments would give similar results, and any
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differences -which appeared could be attributed to differences in the

sensitmty of the instruments. However, it is found that the

measurements are inconsistent with each other and do not agree even

in their qualitative aspects. For this reason it is necessary to analyze

the various learning situations and see whether or not it is possible

to make the inconsistencies understandable. It seems likely that

the various learning instruments presuppose a too general concept

of learning ability. If we limit its meaning (as we have done in our

definition) and suppose that other abilities may also be involved,

then it is reasonable to account for the inconsistencies by saying

that different learning instruments measure different combinations

of abilities, although learning ability may be a part of the combina-

tion in each case.

With this possibility in mind, we will set for ourselves the task of

analyzing various learning situations in order to determine first,

the actual aspect of the learning situation which is linked with a

certain response; second, the extent to which learning is demanded

by the situation; and third, the possible pattern of abilities which

may contribute to the measurements. The two following chapters

are a presentation of Such an anal)«is.
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CHAPTER XVI

THE SPECIFIC PATTERNS LEARNED IN VARIOUS
LEARNING SITUATIONS

The Position Habit

One of the simplest forms of learning is the acquisition of the

position habit. In mammals it established in a few trials. The

animal is merely required to learn to go one place rather than

another. Usually a T maze such as was used to detect learning in

lower organisms (see Fig. 26) is used. The animal is placed at the

starting point and must choose between two alternate alleys. To

cause the animal to perform it is rewarded (e.g., with food) when it

takes the correct alley, and punished (with an electric shock or no

food) when it takes the other alley. In order to learn which alley

contains food the animal must be able to discriminate between the

two alternate choices.

Since these differ in position, each alley will produce specific visual

effects {e.g., one will stimulate the right part of the visual field), and

the turn into each alley will give rise to specific muscular (kinesthetic)

sensations. Learning consists in associating the eiiperience of

responding to a specific part of the situation with the experience of

food. Only one association must be formed. Contiguity of these

two experiences is assured because the experience of a certain

response to the junction situation presents the animal with the

experience of food. The only possible difficulty is the establish-

ment of a dominance of these contiguous experiences. This diffi-

culty is not very great in the ordinary position habit because a

response to any differential experience of the two alleys which

happens to be dominant will be adequate. Some visual and kin-

esthetic differences are always present and in addition olfactory,

auditory (sound reflections), and tactual differences may be present.

AU or any of these are adequate. Since animals which have learned

the habit continue to make the response after different sensory

features are excluded, it is probable that kinesthesia plays an impor-

34a
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tant part; the turn at the junction being in response to the experience

of running up the starting alley to the junction.

However, one cannot conclude that the position habit is merely a
response based upon tinesthesis, otherwise the animal would make
the same turn every time it went through a certain pattern of move-
ments. The animal only makes the turn when it is placed in the

test situation. This situation must therefore furnish stimuli which

supplement kinesthesis. These stimuli are most likely tactual and
visual in nature. By means of them the animal responds to the

starting place and the junction; they need not determine the nature

of the response at the junction. Since it is the differential response

at the junction which one wishes the animal to learn, one may regard

this response as the one which has been acquired. The supple-

mentary responses which accompany it are present in all learning

situations and may be disregarded in making comparisons. They
must not, however, be regarded as nonexistent.

Discrimination Habits

The Process of Association.—^In the chapter on sensory discrimin-

ation the emphasis was upon what the animal could discriminate.

We are now concerned with these habits from the point of view of

learning. Discrimination habits, as far as the actual process of

learning is concerned, are very simple and specific. They are simple

because but one association is required; specific because the associa-

tion pattern which is to be formed is determined (or at least should

be) by the experimenter. They are often difficult for an animal to

learn because the particular sensory aspect of the stimulus (the

sensory cue) selected by the experimenter is not readily reacted to by

the animal.

In order that an animal be able to go to light for food (see Fig. 64),

it must, of course, be able to experience the difference between light

and no light; but assuming this sensory discrimination, it must in

addition associate a response to the lighting situation with food.

Food may be experienced in contiguity with going to the lighted

compartment, but position diflferences, odor differences, and other

peculiarities are also present, and may be reacted to and experienced

in contiguity with the food. The experiment must therefore be

continued until the reaction to the desired peculiarity in the situation

(t.6., the aspect of the stimulus which the experimenter has selected)

becomes associated with the food. A difficulty in the formation
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of the habit thus becomes one of isolating the “correct” sensory

process. Usually the animal will succeed, because in the course of

many trials only the “correct” aspect of the stimulus situation

(e.g., lighting difference) is present with the food on all occasions.

Other sensory aspects (olfactory, kinesthetic, etc.) vary from trial

to trial, so that no particular association tends to be formed. These

become associated with food on one trial and with no food on another.

Hence it is theoretically possible that the animal will eventually

experience a response to the desired sensory process in conjunction

with the experience of food.

The Process of Selection.—^Krechevsky (1932 a and S) has very

nicely demonstrated that the rat first responds to one sensory aspect

in relation to food, then to another, and so on. One of his methods

involved the use of a multiple discrimination box in which the rat

was required to choose between a succession of right and left turns.

There were obvious position and lighting differences at each junction.

The problem was, it happens, insoluble because neither the turning

to the right, to the left, to the light, nor away from the light, was

correct at all junctions. The responses of the rats showed, in turn,

definite responses to the several sensory aspects of the situation.

A rat might respond by going to the right at each junction, then by

going always to the left, next by a succession of alternations, and on

a different occasion the responses toward or away from the light

might dominate the behavior. Different rats responded to these

possibilities and combinations of them in different orders, but all

tended to respond in some systematic manner at any particular

stage of learning. The choices were not according to chance.

Thus it is obvious that the difficulty involved in the formation of

discrimination habits is not one of combining certain elements into

a pattern of behavior, but is rather one of selection. The difficulty

encountered in selection varies for different sensory processes, as

well as for the same sensory processes in different test situations.

A differential response to tones is much more difficult to establish

than one to lights, even when the techniques used seem almost

identical. The response to the same visual patterns is easily estab-

lished in rats by the use of Lashley’s jumping technique, but is

difficult to establish by the use of a discrimination box, lAshley

(1930a) has shown that the jumping technique requires only from

about 3 to 10 per cent as many trials for the establishment of certain

responses to visual pattern as do other techniques. In fact, some
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teclmiques fail to cause the establishment of differential responses to

visual patterns.

The reason the acquisition of some discrimination habits is more
difficult than others may be because some sensory aspects of a stim-

ulus are more evident to the animal than others. A tonal stimulus

is difficult to localize in space and consequently it cannot become
something definite to which to react.' Noises are more easily local-

ized and the results of experiments show that a response to noise is

relatively easily established. Responses to visual stimuli are more

easily established than to auditory stimuli, apparently because

visual stimuli always occupy a definite position in space.

The fundamental importance of the degree of the directness of a

response to the stimulus is further illustrated when the different

techniques utilized in setting up discrimination habits are analyzed.

In the jumping technique a direct reaction to the stimulus pattern

is required; in the discrimination-box method, a response to the

junction is demanded, but the visual pattern which serves as the

basis for the discrimination is somewhat removed and is less likely

to be reacted to at the time a choice is required. For this reason the

problem of selection is much less complex in the former than in the

latter method.

A high degree of intelligence® is unlikely to be an asset in learning

such habits because the isolation of the sensory process to which

the animal reacts is largely a matter of trying out reactions to differ-

ent sensory aspects. There is no more reason why food should be

associated with one factor in the situation than with another. Only

continued and varied activity will eventually cause a response to a

particular characteristic of the situation to be experienced with food.

This an unintelligent animal can do as well as an intelligent one.

Once the response to this characteristic is experienced in conjunction

wit'' the food, the establishment of a preference for this reaction is a

simple process.

The Response to Relative Differences

Brightness Disciimination.—^If two windows of a discrimination

box differ in brightness, an animal can readily be trained to prefer

' The importance of localizing cues is pointed out by Thuma (193a)

.

* Intelligence may here be regarded to mean plasticity or adaptability to

modification in bdiavior.
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either one of them regardless of their relative positions. Suppose

the animal has been trained to choose the compartment vdth the

brighter window. We may now raise two fundamentally different

types of questions: (i) Has the animal learned to go to the brighter

window, or has it learned to avoid the less bright one, or has it learned

both to avoid the one and choose the other? (2) Has the animal

learned to respond to the brightnesses of these windows as particular

stimuli, or has it learned to respond to the brighter of the two win-

dows, irrespective of their absolute intensity, and thus to respond to

the situation as a pattern?

Several experiments have been performed to answer these ques-

tions in the case of a variety of animals. Kohler (1918) experi-

mented with chickens, a chimpanzee, and a child. His procedure

in the case of chickens was as follows; Four chickens were trained to

peck grains from a gray card of a certain brightness rather than from

a neighboring gray card of a different brightness. The relative

position of the cards was, of course, changed for different trials in

order to prevent the formation of position and alternation habits.

The preference for pecking from one gray card rather than another

was established in two different ways, (i) The grains on the gray

card to be avoided were covered by a piece of glass, whereas the

grains on the other gray were obtainable. The chickens soon

learned to avoid the card covert with glass and continued to avoid

it when the glass covering was no longer employed, showing that the

preference was based on the cards rather than the glass. (2) When
the chicken approached the one gray, it was always chased away;

when it approached the other gray, it was allowed to eat. Soon it

became unnecessary to chase the chickens away.

By using a series of grays varying in brightness from black to

white and numbered from i to 49, respectively (Zimmermann series),

numerous pairs of grays of known relative brightnesses could be

presented to the chickens. For the training series, Kbhler used

cards numbered 5 and 30. Two chicks were trained to prefer the

lighter gray (card 5) and two chicks the darker gray (card 30).

After the preference had been established (requiring several

hundred trials) the chicks were given some critical tests. The two

diicks which were trained to go to card 5 (the positive stimulus)

were presented with cards r and 5. The two chicks trained to go

to card 30 (the positive stimulus in there case) were presented with

cards 30 and 49.
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The results of the tests showed that the new card was preferred

69.4 per cent of the time in a total of 85 choices. The card which had
been the positive stimulus in the training period was avoided in the

test period. Hence the training period was not such as to establish

a preference for a particular card. However, if the chicks trained

positively to card 5 actually learned to go to the lighter card, and
the chicks trained positively to card 30 learned to go to the darker

Card, then the results are as one would expect, since card i was
lighter than card s, and card 49 was darker than card 30.

These results can also be explained by postulating a natural

tendency to choose a new card. To exclude this alternative explana-

tion, a second test was given in which the card which had been

negative in the training period was presented to the animal together

with a new card. On the basis of a response to relative brightness

the new card was incorrect in all cases. In 78 test choices the four

chicks chose the negative stimulus card of the training period

66.7 per cent of the time. Again the chicks seemed to respond

according to what one would expect if the training period set up a

response to a relationship, and contrary to what one would esgpect if

chicks had a preference for new cards.

Although these results show a marked reversal in preference for

certain cards used in the training and test periods, the reversal is not

complete. Apparently the absolute appearance of the cards of

the training period is a factor. If a chick is given tests of the above

mentioned type directly after a number of training trials, the memory

of the appearance of the particular training cards should be stronger,

hence in immediately following tests the presence of new and

strange cards should be more likely to be noticed. This naturally

should interfere with a response to the relative properties of the

stimulus pattern. Tests under these conditions showed a less

definite response to the relationship. Thus we have evidence which

indicates that although Uie response to the properties of the two

cards as a pattern is primary in the learning, the absolute character-

istics of the cards also play a part, at least in immediately succeeding

tests.

Kohler tested a chimpanzee in a similar manner. Two small

boxes with gray cards fitted into place on the front .sides of the boxes

were placed before her cage. Food was to be found in one of them.

The animal indicated her choice with a pole. (At first the animal

reached the box with the pole. Then the experimenter helped the
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chimpanzee draw in her choice in order to save time. Finally

the chimpanzee learned to indicate her choice by merely laying the

pole on the desired box.) Cards s (the lighter) and 24 (the darker)

were used in the training period. Card 5 was made the positive

stimulus-card. In the last 75 of 23a trials only one error was made.

The results of the tests are similar to those of the chicks. The
scores made by this animal in the different test periods are given in

Table 22. The original pair of cards learned was presented from

Tabm 22.

—

ScoKJss Mape by KdniER’s Cebmpanzee Showing Responses

TO A Relationship

Test cards

1

No. of preferences for

!

Lighter

1

gray

Darker

gray

Critical pair 24-49 10 0

Learning pair 5-24 10 0

Critical pair I-3 3 2

Learning pair 3-24 38 2

Critical pair 24-49 9 I

Learning pair 5-24 0

Critical pair i-j 0

time to time to test whether the learning was modified by the test

periods.

A three-year-old boy was tested in much the same way as the chimpanzee.

He was merely ashed to choose one of the boxes. From his fifteenth to his

forty-fifth trial he made no more errors, always choosing the box with card 5

attached (and receiving his reward) in preference to the box with card 24 attached.

The results of the test series are shown in Table 23. These results show an

even more marked response to the relative properties of the stimulus situation

than do the results of the chimpanzee and the chickens.

Table 23.—Scores Made by a Child Showing Responses to a Relationship

Test cards

No. of preferences for

Lighter

gray

Darker

gray

Critical pair 1-5 10 0

Learning pair 5-24 zo 0

Critical pair 24-49 xo
1

0
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Similar evidence has been obtained in the study of other animals.

Washburn and Abbott (1912) vaguely suggested the possibility

in their study of vision in rabbits. Helson (1927) found such

evidence in the behavior of white rats, and Moody (1929) in his

study of mice. The evidence indicates that the response to a

relationship is an elementary response rather than one requiring

intelligence. This does not mean that a relationship is experienced,

but merely that the response is based upon the properties of the

stimulus situation as a whole, rather than on the specific properties

of one or the other of the stimulus objects.

Size Discrimination.—Gulliksen (1932) studied the response to

the relative size of disks and made some quantitative measurements

of the tendency to respond to relationships under different conditions.

He used Lashley’s “jumping apparatus” (see Fig. 67) in order to

insure the rapid learning of the habit of choosing between a 9-cm.

and a 6-cm. circle. After a discrimination had been established,

the animals were confronted with new pairs of circles in order to

determine whether or not they would respond on the basis of relative

or absolute size.

Gulliksen's results corroborate Kbhler’s conclusions and show that

the response to certain relative properties of the stimulus situation

is more natural for the rat than are responses to absolute properties

when it is placed in a situation which involves quantitative dis-

criminations. However, Gulliksen’s results also show that the

response to individual quantities is a factor, although a minor one.

It was never important enough to dominate over the response to

the relationship, but it did lower the degree of transfer from the

cards used in the training series to the cards used in the test series.

The substitution of a new card for either the negative or the positive

card seemed to effectively lower the score, whereas the substitution

of two new cards had little or no effect on the response to the

relationship.

The Equivalence of Stimuli.—The experiments of Klfiver (1933)

yield further information regarding the properties of the stimulus

situation which are responsible for diciting the response in dis-

crimination situations. He trained monkeys to choose one of a pair

of stimulus objects. When the training was completed, tests were

given in which these objects were modified in various aspects. If the

modified stimulus objects produced a preferential response to one of

the objects, the modified pair of stimulus objects were regarded as
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equivalent to the pair used in training. If, however, the training

broke down and no preference was shown, the pairs of objects were

regarded as nonequivalent. In the discrimination of weights the

animals were trained to choose between a box weighing 450 gm.

Stimuli Used in Trainingn-
Equivalent Stimuli I Non-Equivalent Stimuli

Pig. 76.—ExEunples of equivalent and nonequivalent stimuli. Monkeys
were trained to choose the rieht member of the above pair of stimuli. This
training set up a preference for one member of each pair of stimuli labeled equiva-
lent, but not for those labeled nonequivalent. (Prom Klilver, 1933, #. I7S* By
fermissiott of Ihe University of Chicago Press,}

and one weighing 150 gm. Strings were attached to the boxes

and the monkeys soon learned to pull in the 4So-gm. box which

always contained the food, A trained monkey would puE first at

one string, then at the other, sometimes making several comparisons,

and then pull in the correct box. Critical tests were then introduced.

If the weights of the boxes were modified, but remained alike in all
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other respects, a preference for the heavier box was shown. Chang-
ing the color of the front sides of the boxes, the amount of friction

between the boxes and the floor, or the distance which the boxes

had to be pulled, failed to affect the preference for the heavier box.

Even the addition of other stimuli, such as placing buzzers in the

boxes, failed to disrupt the preference. When, however, the weights

of the boxes became approxiipately equal, a preference for one of the

objects disappeared.

With two weights attached to each string (the box and an addi-

tional weight attached to the middle of the string), and with slack

string between the weights, the choice was made in terms of the

first weight rather than the weight of the box. Thus if for one*

alternative the first weight was 450 gm. and the attached box

weighed 150 gm., and for the other alternative the corresponding

weights were 150 gm. and 450 gm., a preference was shown for the

first alternative. The monkeys thus responded to the difference in

tension between the strings which first became noticeable when
comparison was made, irrespective of whether or not this tension

depended upon the weight of the boxes. This was done despite

the fact that the monkeys watched the movement of the boxes

carefully and always reached for the boxes to obtain food.

In a similar manner Kliiver tested the responses to objects which

differed in their visual appearances and determined the aspects of

the stimulus situation upon which reactions to them depended.

Figure 76 illustrates some qf the equivalent and nonequivalent

stimuK. It is obvious that great changes can be made in the visual

patterns without affecting th^ preferential response set up during

training. Certainly the animal’s response is not dependent upon all

of the properties of the situatiqn, but rather upon certain differential

aspects. The differential aspects are not the property of either of the

stimulus objects, but are a product of the two.

Concluding Remarks.—^The foregoing experiments demonstrate

that in discrimination situations the animal does not react to the

specific properties of either of two stimulus objects, but rather it

responds primarily to certain relative features of both stimuli.

This means that the response depends upon certain aspects of the

whole situation. If the stimuli are changed too radically, the situa-

tion ceases to be comparable with the learning situation; conse-

quently the training does not carry over to the changed situation

even when the same relative features are present. However, many
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features of the situation may be radicaUy modified without affecting

the response. Only changes which eliminate the aspects of the

situation upon which the response is based or which destroy the

aspects that characterize the situation for the animal disrupt the

behavior.

A response, therefore, depends upon certain features of the whole

stimulus situation. Two cards are not responded to as separate

stimuli but as parts of this total situation. Certain differences

between the cards form the basis for the preferential response,

whereas other features characterize the situation. For example, a

difference in brightness between two lights may produce a differen-

tial response in the discrimination box, but the same difference in

brightness in different parts of the room might not produce such a

response. Being placed in a discrimination box and on the fioor of

a room are so different that they fail to produce a background for the

same responses.

The Solving oe Problem Boxes

Introduction.—^Some of the first controlled experimental work

adapted to a psychological investigation of animals involved

the use of the puzzle box or the problem box. The animal is placed

inside (or outside) a box and food is to be found outside (or inside).

The problem for the animal is to get to the food. This can only be

achieved by the opening of a door which is held in place by some form

of latch. The latch may be released in the various problem boxes in

different ways, the method of release $eing such as to fall within the

scope of the animal’s ability. Thus when the animal steps on

a platform, puUs a string, or pushes a lever, the door springs open.

The animal must learn just what to do in order to get access to

the food.

Thorndike (1898) was a pioneer in the investigation of learning in

animals. He tested dogs, cats, and chickens in their ability to

escape from various types of puzzle boxes. In Fig. 77 a typical

problem box is illustrated. As the behavior of his cats is character-

istic of that of the other animals, we shall confine our discussion to

them. ‘

A hungry cat was placed inside a. cage, the door of which opened

when a string inside was pulled. Food was placed just outside the

cage. The behavior at the outset was that of a “mad scramble.”

The cat bit and clawed at aU parts of the cage. For no reason in
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particular the claw caught in the string and the door opened. By
reconfining the cat in the cage majiy times, Thorndike observed that

the time required for opening the door gradually became less and less

and that the cat began to confine its activity more and more to the

vicinity of the string. Finally it succeeded in releasing itself by
making only such movements as were necessary for its success.

From many results of this sort, Thorndike concluded that success

is a matter of “trial-and-error” learning. Intelligence and under-

standing are not involved. Rather the animal makes many random

movements, some of which fail to be repeated because they do not

Fig. 77 .—

A

typical problem box. The animal is confined inside the cage

and is required to learn to pull the string -which opens the door and makes the

food accessible.

“satisfy” and so drop out, others of which do “satisfy” (result in

food) and so are retained and become the learned act.

Analysis of Learning the Problem-box Habit.—In the light of

our definition of learning we might say that the animal is required to

associate a certain reaction to the string (in response to some aspect

of the situation) with the experiencing of food. The experience of

giving a certain reaction to some aspect of the stimulus situation and

the experience of food are likely to be contiguous since the second

experience must always be preceded by the first. However, the

contiguity is not inevitable because the animal may not leave the

problemboxand obtain food for some time after making the response.

The animal reacts to many aspects of the situation in a variety of

ways, but one particular reaction to the situation must become

preferred because of its connection with food. In other words,

a particular part of the mass of behavior must become isolated

and connected with the obtaining of food. This is a process of selec-
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tion and is complicated by the fact that many reactions to a large

number of stimuli are possible in the situation. In our analysis of

the learning of discriminations we found the number of responses and

the number of differential stimuli to be much more limited. The
actual learning required by the problem box, however, is very limited,

since only one association must be formed.

The difficulty encountered in the acquisition of the problem-box

habit may therefore be regarded as primarily due to the dif&culty

arising from the selective process. The complexity of the selective

process depends largely upon the nature of the response which the

problem demands. Some responses are readily elicited, others

seldom occur. Sometimes the required act is part of a larger pattern

of behavior and never becomes an isolated response to some aspect

of the situation.

The sensory and manual equipment of the animal is also important

in determining what responses are likely to appear and to become

isolated. A simple association may be formed by the cat in one or

two trials, whereas an adequate solution to the puzzle box may
require twenty-four or more trials. The situation is similar to that of

the discrimination problem, except that instead of a few general

responses to a limited number of aspects of the stimulus, one of

which must be associated with food; there is a complex pattern

of behavior called out by the situation, one small part of which

must be associated with the desired food experience. The isola-

tion of some particular movement depends on the fineness of

perception as well as on the manual dexterity of the animal.

Animals with poor vision and lacking in ability to manipulate the

fore limbs would find it difficult to isolate from all their activity

such a movement as the pulling of a string, even if their random

activity happened to include such an act. Yet, such animals might

readily succeed in learning to open the door by stepping on a

platform.

An Evaluation of the Interpretations of Thorndike and Adams.

Thorndike naturally stressed the factors in the animal’s behavior

which indicated that cats did not figure out how to open the latches,

but learned to open them through random trial-and-error activity.

Later writers have opposed this extreme position and believe that

random activity is not the exact description of the animal’s behavior.

Adams (1929) has recently repeated Thorndike’s work under more

favorable circumstances and finds that the behavior of cats in the
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puzzle box is not so random and haphazard as Thorndike describes.

The cats used by Adams were much better adapted to the situation

and did not show the excitement that Thorndike’s cats displayed.

He does not believe that learning to open the door was the mere
elimination of “useless” movements. Rather, he believes that

higher mental processes are displayed, but tells us very little of their

nature. This is probably because the technique is inadequate for

demonstrating the presence of higher processes. The fact remains

that the animal must learn to open the latches and the particular

act must be experienced in connection with the food. There is no

a priori reason for a cat knowing that pulling a string opens a door

any more than there is for a man knowing, without having had the

necessary past experiences, that pushing a button turns out the

lights. He might discover that the two events were related, but

in order to make the discovery the two events would have to be

experienced in contiguity. If he made many movements at the same
time, only one of which depressed the button, it would require

many trials before the necessary act was isolated.

The Problem Box as an Instrument forMeasuringLearning.—The
problem box has been a rather popular technique for testing the

relative intelligence of diSerent animals. Different types of boxes

have been designed so as to be adapted to different animals, and

combinations of two or three latches have been placed on the same

door to add complexity. However, comparisons between animals

in these tasks have not been very successful, since the designs

must vary to meet the differences in sensory and motor equipment

among the various animals. In order partly to eliminate the above

difficulty, Jenkins (1927) designed a standard problem box having

release plates which can be operated with ease by animals differing

widely in manual dexterity. The difhculty of the problem can also

be varied by combining two or more release plates.

Another difficulty with the problem-box method arises from the

fact that the first appearance of the correct response is largely a

matter of chance. For this reason differences in “level” of activity

and nature of characteristic movements among animals become an

important factor in their success. Animals which are naturally

active and which vary their activity will achieve the first success in

less time. Since the amount and kind of activity are not dependent

upon speed of learning, but vary for other reasons, the learning

ability of some animals becomes obscured.
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If we regard the problem box as a test involving primarily the

selection of a particular response, it ceases to be a measure of learn-

ing. The process of selection depends first upon the chance occur-

rence of a certain movement and secondly upon the making of this

movement in response to gome aspect of the situation. A complex

situation which involves selection largely masks any abilities that

might be present and it is therefore difficult to know just what has

been measured. In other words, the test is not an analysis of any

particular ability but gives us an end score which is the product of

chance factors, level of activity, ability to observe, sensory and motor

equipment, and learning ability. In many cases an end score of this

sort is desirable. Because the end score obtained by the use of the

problem box is fairly reliable, it is a useful test so long as one does

not care to know what specific abilities have been tested.

Typical Results Obtained in the Study of Various Animals.

Porter (1904) studied the sparrow’s ability to enter a cage made
of wire mesh by pulling a string which released a door. The problem

was simplified by the fact that the string was suspended near the

door. This fact tended to confine aU activity in the vicinity of the

door and thus make the successful act more likely to occur. Porter

had previously trained the bird to enter the door and so localized

the bird’s activity at the outset of the problem. The learning

curves of sparrows in this problem were comparable to that of the

higher forms. As in the case of cats, the great improvement was

after the first successful trial. The general locality of the successful

movement (pecking in the vicinity of the string) was most quickly

isolated. After this the finer details of the movement had to be

experienced, and before the correct pattern of movements

occurred, a small amount of excess time was consumed. The final

perfection was therefore rather gradual as far as time measurements

were concerned.

Small (1899) in his study of rats, used a box into which a rat could

gain entrance by digging through sawdust. The character of the

results may be indicated by presenting the results of a typical rat.

On the first trial one of the rats succeeded only after 1.^4 0^^

the second trial, given the following day, only 8 min. were required.

Of special interest is the fact that the rat did not begin digging for

4 min., but once it began, it continued until it had gained entrance.

On the third trial the time dropped to min. In this type of

puzzle box the digging and the place to dig are easily isolated by the
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rat. The first trial isolates digging in the vicinity of the box; on
the second trial the place for digging is further isolated. The very

rapid drop in the learning curve is accounted for in this manner.
The learning curve of the rat in this case is as rapid as is found in

higher forms, and for this reason it is rather futile to attempt to

demonstrate the superiority of apes over rats by pointing to sudden
drops in the ape’s learning curves.

Small also used a box which could be entered by the rat when it

tore away a sheet of paper. In this experiment the rats experienced

several days of complete failure, but finally after one accidental

success the problem was easily mastered. This puzzle box required

a response which was unlikely to occur in the rat’s routine of acts.

In this sense the problem might be regarded as difficult. As far as

selection was concerned, this problem offered very little difficulty.

Yoakum’s (1909) squirrels learned a sawdust box and a latchbox

with ease. Sackett (1913) taught porcupines to open puzzle boxes

requiring the use of levers, the raising of a hook, the removal of a

plug, the turning of a button, and combinations of these. Davis

(r907) in his study of raccoons, and Kinnaman (1902) in his study of

monkeys, used similar puzzle boxes. The results of the three studies

each show a rapid fall in the time score after the first success, but

not so rapid as that obtained by Small. This is to be expected when

we remember that the successful act required of the higher forms

was very detailed and specific. Cole’s (1907) raccoons opened boxes

with combinations of as many as seven previously mastered locks,

and with nearly as much success as Kinnaman’s monkeys. On the

basis of his results he believra that raccoons stand somewhere

between monkeys and cats in ability. It is perhaps necessary to

add that we must here understand “ability” to mean the specific

ability to open problem boxes of the type used.

The aspect of the situation which calls out the correct response

has not been carefully determined at the present time. The above

studies do show that the response is specific to part of the situation.

The animal learns to push a lever, for example, and this is accom-

plished in various ways. One foot may be used at one time, the

other a second time, and the head the third time. After a few

successes the animal applies its activity to the lever rather than to a

locality. This is especially clear in Cole’s work. The animal

learns finally to push a lever, not to make a specific movement at a

certain part of the cage.
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The Learning oe Mazes

Introduction.—^The historic hedge maze in the gardens of Hampton

Court Palace was adapted by Small (1901) for the purpose of

investigating the animal mind. He built miniature mazes of both

wood and wire mesh suitable for rats and in accordance with the

plan of the Hampton Court maze, modifying only the relative dimen-

sions in such a way that the outside form was a rectangle rather than

a trapezoid. This first animal maze contained both “blind alleys,”
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Fig. 78.—The Hampton Court maze. The animal is required to learn

the route from the starting point to the food. {Modified from Small, igoi,

207.)

and long and short alternatives. It was rather complex when com-

pared with many of the mazes that have since been used. Figure 78

is a reproduction of Small’s rat maze. Ordinarily an animal is

required to learn the route from one part of the maze (the starting

point) to some other part (the food box). To reach the food in the

most efficient manner, blind alleys must be avoided. If the animal

is active and hungry, it continues to wander about investigating the

strange territory or seeking an outlet. If the maze is not too large

and complex, the food will be found before the animal ceases activity;

if it is too large and complex, the animal may not reach the food
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unless placed in the maze on several occasions. Having found the

food, the animal soon learns that the maze situation means food,

learning to run in the maze situation for a reward, however, is not

learning the maze pattern. It is the latter that investigators are

usually interested in, and for this reason learning to run in the mn'/P

situation is a prerequisite to the actual maze learning.

In order to investigate the learning of the maze, different investi-

gators use different techniques to establish the prerequisite food

association with the maze, (i) Some feed the animal in the food

compartment for several days before beginning the actual experi-

ment. This method establishes the food association merely in part.

(2) Others do not take records on the animal’s first trip through the

maze, but regard it as a trial in which the rat forms the food associa-

tion and learns nothing else. The obvious objection to this method
is that we have no reason for assuming that the food association is

formed in but one trip, or that nothing additional is learned. (3)

The best technique is perhaps that of permitting the animal to learn

a practice maze. The objection to this method is that successive

maze patterns may have certain things in common; hence what is

learned in one situation may be transferred to the next. Such

previous learning might also interfere with the learning of the new

maze since some parts of it which are similar to previously learned

mazes might require a different reaction. However, successive

mazes may be planned to check and measure such possibilities.

In any case, before the study of maze learning is actually begun,

the animal should have formed the food association. In addition

it should be well tamed, and made perfectly at home in the experi-

mental situation. . The last of the three above mentioned methods

insures this preliminary training to the greatest degree, the second

method fails to the greatest degree.

Comparison of the Maze with the Discrimination Box.—^If the

animal has been given the necessary preliminary training and the

foregoing objections eliminated, when introduced into a particular

maze it must learn its way to food by the most economical route.

Subject to the hunger drive,” it tends to take only those paths

which progress toward the food. For this reason blind alleys are

avoided. Because of these conditions the animal’s performance in

the maze will be an indication of its learning.

Let us now turn to the nature of the learning situation which the

maze presents. At each junction in the maze the animal is presented
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with two or more alternatives. By trial the animal must learn

which of the alternative turns lead forward and which do not. Each

junction thus presents the animal with a discrimination. In the

discrimination box, however, we are interested in teaching the animal

to respond to some particular sensory feature, whereas in the maze

it may respond to any fixed characteristic that it wishes. A further

difference is that in the maze, the position (or the direction of the

turn) of the correct choice remains unchanged so that a right- or a

left-position habit may be formed at each junction. (In the dis-

crimination habit, the position of the choice is a variable.) But

the maze greatly complicates the simple-position habit because it is

actually comparable to a succession of position habits. Conceivably

this might lead to confusion. A further difficulty also arises in the

event that the animal reverses its direction and returns toward the

starting point. Such reversals often occur in the early stages of

learning when the animal apparently becomes confused. Because

of the conflicting experiences that the use of a position habit might

bring about, it is only reasonable to believe that such habits would

soon be discontinued.

Since the maze contains a succession of turns, the “rightness”

or
‘
‘ leftness ” of a turn may be determined in preceding alleys. Thus

the turn at one corner might conceivably be the stimulus for a turn

to be made some distance ahead. The characteristic experiences

coming from such turns invol-ve among others, those arising from

stimulation of the kinesthetic sense organs. Hence this sense may
play a most important role in maze performance. That it is impor-

tant can easily be demonstrated by changing the length of an alley

way. Rats will run into the wall which has been introduced when
an alley is shortened in a well-learned maze (Carr and Watson, 1908).

It is therefore likely that when the maze has been learned to per-

fection, the animal does not make a series of isolated choices but

rather runs it as a pattern. Nevertheless, other characteristic

differences, especially at the junctions, axe most important, both

in aiding to establish the kinesthetic pattern and in supplementing it.

During the learning of the maze it might be supposed that the

animal either learns which way to go, or which way not to go. This

is similar to the problem raised in our discussion of the learning of

relationships. In that case, it was found that the animal learned

neither to choose one card nor to avoid the other, but rather its

choice was a response to some difference in the stimulus situation.
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It is therefore most likely that at any particular junction, the animal
finally learns to make a response to the situation. The situation

in this case not only includes the presence of a right and left going
path, but any characteristic experiences the animal may have at the
junction as well as any characteristic experiences (primarily kines-

thetic) it may have in previous parts of the maze. All of these

factors determine the nature of the animal’s experience when it

arrives at a junction in the maze.

The Value of the Maze as an Instrument for the Study of Learning.

Since the maze has been used both as a test of learning and as an
instrument for analyzing learning, it is undoubtedly the most impor-

tant instrument which has thus far been devised for animal studies.

It has the following virtues, aU of which other learning situations do
not have:

1. The past experience of the animal need have no bearing on the

study. A maze built in the laboratory involves a pattern which the

animal has never before learned. We therefore know that any
learning which the animal displays has been acquired under the

experimenter’s supervision.

2. The process of learning rather than the process of selection

characterizes the acquisition of the maze habit. Many associations

must be formed and this is a process of learning. The process of

selection is minimized because the desired response is reduced to

two or three, turning right or left, or going straight ahead. Other

responses such as scratching and biting are eliminated because the

animal is previously trained to run in the maze situation. The

sensory differences at any choice point are usually obvious, since

several differences are present which are adequate for initiating the

response.

3. The degree of complexity, both in the arrangement and in

the number of elements, can be readily varied.

4. Objective measurements of the animal’s behavior can be easily

and accurately made.

5. The maze situation is natural for most animal forms. All

higher anitnal s learn their way about in nature, and all have the

ability of locomotion to a degree satisfactory for the purposes of

investigation. Their sensory equipment may differ, but in each

case the sensory factors involved can be successfully isolated.

Because of the latter virtues, the maze becomes a most useful

tool for a comparative study of learning ability. Warden (1929)
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has devised a standard maze which he suggests should be used by

different investigators to facilitate
.
comparisons of results. His

maze, however, has not been widely used, partly because most

interest has centered about the anal5^is of learning. Until more is

known of the nature of learning, Comparative studies contribute

little of scientific value.

The analysis of learning has been and still is the chief concern

of most of the investigators. The studies are numerous and varied

and will be treated in the following chapters.

LEAfiNTNO Situations as hlEAsuiuES of Learning

The foregoing analyses of different learning situations clearly

show that they present an animal -^irith tasks which require varying

degrees of different abilities. Selection and association are dis-

similar processes and the learning situations discussed above involve

them in different proportions. Ah animal’s success in one type of

problem would therefore not insute the same degree of success in

others.

Commins, McNemar, and Stonfe (1932) have given us pertinent

experimental measurements. Table 24 gives the average inter-

correlation which they find for various learning situations. Inspec-

Tabie 34.—Iniehcohrelations 01 Scores Made by Rats When Tested in

Different Learning Situations (Data Taken from Coioons,

McNemar, aniJ Stone, 1932)

Testing

situation

Light discrim-

ination box
T maze

Elevated

maze 2

Platform problem -|-0,02 —0,03

box

Light discrimination 0.00 & —O.IO —0.02

box

Elevated maze i -|-O.OI +0-S9 -bo- 57

Elevated maze 2 —0.03 -1-0. SI

tion of the table shows that thfe intercorrelation for different

learning situations is about zero, but the intercorrelation for different

types of the same class of learning situations is greater than 0.5.

Even very different mazes, such as the enclosed and elevated mazes

give an intercorrelation of over 0.3. These types of mazes differ in
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the sensory processes which they arouse, but such difierences

apparently are not pertinent.

As the reliability of each of the testing instruments was found to

be very high, these results take on significance. They substantiate

the foregoing analysis and clearly demonstrate the need for careful

investigations of the abilities shown by animals when performing in

various test situations. In order to get at the process of learning,

learning ability as such must be isolated. Thus far we have prima-

rily measurements of performance in various test situations, with but

little knowledge of the processes and abilities which go to make up
the composite score.

A COMPABISON OF THE CONDITIONED RESPONSE WITH OTHER
Forms of Learning

As stated in Chap. XV, the conditioned response is characterized

by the association of a given reaction with a new or neutral stimulus.

The response to be acquired as well as the stimulus situation are

therefore under the control of the experimenter. When the two

stimuli are presented in succession, the response necessarily follows,

and as a consequence is in temporal contiguity with them. These

three contiguous events set up activity in three brain centers which

undoubtedly overlap in time of activity and thus constitute con-

tiguity in experience. Before the acquisition of the conditioned

reaction, the unconditioned stimulus arouses the motor center which

brings about the response. After the acquisition of the conditioned

reaction the conditioned stimulus is capable of arousing the motor

center because of some change which has taken place in the nervous

system. It is possible that the change has permitted the conditioned

stimulus to arouse the motor center directly. It is also possible that

the conditioned stimulus arouses the sensory center for the uncon-

ditioned stimulus which in turn arouses the motor center. Which of

these alternatives better describes the modification in the nervous

system has not been definitely established. That the process is one

of indirect arousal of the motor center is favored by the following

facts: (i) the time elapsing between the presentation of the stimulus

and the appearance of the response (the latent period) is longer for

the conditioned than for the unconditioned response (indicating that

the former is less direct); (3) usuaDy the conditioned response is

less intense than the unconditioned (indicating incomplete arousal

of the center for the unconditioned stimulus); (3) the conditioned
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response shows signs of being an anticipatory reaction to the uncon-

ditioned stimulus (salivation in anticipation of food)
; (4) the appear-

ance of experimental extinction when the conditioned stimulus is

repeatedly presented without the unconditioned stimulus (indicating

that the arousal of the response depends upon the activity of the

sensory brain center for the unconditioned stimulus). During the

process of experimental extinction the brain center of the condi-

tioned stimulus as well as the motor center are obviously involved.

If only these two centers were necessary, the response should remain

intact, which it does not.

Other learning situations differ from the conditioned response in

that the response is not in the control of the experimenter, but must

grow out of the situation. In the acquisition of the position habit

the animal may respond by turning right or left at the choice, or by

lying down or scratching itself, or by doing any number of other

things. Of these reactions, one leads to food, but the food does not

produce the reaction as in the conditioned response. The ordinary

learning situation thus requires the selection of a response. If the

animal were fed only when it salivated to the sound of bell, it would

have considerable difficulty in acquiring the response which is so

easily set up by conditioning. We have already shown how the

discrimination habits and the problem-box habit involve a complex

selection process.

In general it may be said that the ordinary learning situations

produce a preference for particular reactions to certain stimuli

because reward is given in contiguity with them. Since the reaction

to the stimulus takes place before the reward is given, it seems that

the process of learning is the establishment of some connection

between the experience of the reaction to a certain stimulus and the

experience of food. This connection causes a certain kind of behavior

to dominate in the situation. In contrast to this, the conditioned-

response situation has the response predetermined and the establish-

ment of a preference is unnecessary. Reward or punishment, used

in other learning situations to produce a preference for or an avoid-

ance of a certain response to some aspect of the stimulus, is not

needed. Through training, the sound of a bell may result in the

contraction of the pupil of the eye (if light is used as the uncondi-

tioned stimulus) as well as salivation. Food in the conditioned-

response situation is therefore not a reward. The pupillary con-

ditioned reaction appears to be a useless and senseless response as
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compared with the apparently sensible behavior of the animul in

other learning situations. The apparently sensible behavior which

the trained animal displays in the latter situations may be regarded

as arising from the fact that a preference for certain IfinHs of behavior

has been established. Because the animal receives a reward for its

behavior, it appears to react in a sensible manner.

Because the conditioned-response method controls theresponse and

excludes many unnecessary forms of stimulation, positive evidence

for learning has been obtained in certain instances when other

methods failed. It is dif&cult for an animal to respond to a pure

tone in a certain manner when the desired response cannot be con-

troEed by the experimenter. This may weU explam why the dis-

crimination method has failed to demonstrate pitch discrimination

in animals.

It is also probable that the “jumping technique"- yields results more quickly

than the discrimination box, because in the former case the response is directed

at the stimulus object from the outset Furthermore, the reward in the jumping

apparatus is always in the same place and the animal obtains it immediately

after responding. In the ordinary discrimination box the food is sometimes

in the right alley and sometimes in the left one (see Fig, 64.), and the animal

must go some distance after responding before it obtains food. As a result the

response to the alley rather than the response to the stimulus cards dominates

the animal’s behavior.

Experimental Neurosis and Its IIelation xo the Learning

Situation

An interesting and most important discovery in connection with

studies on conditioning is the appearance of pathological neurosis

under certain conditions. If, for example, a dog is conditioned to

saEvate in response to a circle and not to saEvate in response to an

eUipse, this differentiation can take place as long as the animal is

capable of making the discrimination. If, however, the eEipse is

modified so that its two diameters are nearly equal, a point will be

reached when the ellipse is both a stimulus for saEvation and for no

saEvation. Pavlov (1927) found the critical elEpse to be one with

its diameters in the ratio 8:9. Such a stimulus produces a conflict

between two opposing responses and the result is often a clear case

of neurosis. In some dogs excitement dominates, making them

nervous, noisy, and difficult to handle. In other dogs the effect is

one more Eke melanchoEa; the animals become unresponsive,

passive, and sleep a good share of the time. In both types of neuro-
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sis the effects of training disappear, and the animals are unable to

make any of the differentiations they had previously mastered. The

animal must be retrained with large differences between the stimuli,

and as soon as the discrimination is again established, the patholog-

ical behavior disappears. A state of neurosis can be produced and

cured any number of times by this procedure.

Similar results have been obtained by Liddell and Bayne (1927)

on sheep, and by Bajandurow (1932) on birds.

Cases of neurosis have not been obtained from the use of tlie

discrimination-box method. This indicates that a fundamental

difference between the two methods exists. The analysis which we

have already given may well be applied in this connection. Since

we have regarded the responses acquired in conditioning to be

determined by the procedure, two opposing responses (salivation

and no salivation) to the different stimuli which can be discriminated

have been made available. As long as discrimination is possible,

one of these responses can be made. When, however, discrimination

fails, the stimulus becomes adequate for both responses. This

condition necessarily sets up a conflict which cannot be avoided since

there are only two possible reactions to the situation; and these are in

opposition to each other and are called out at the same time. As a

result there is a general disruption of behavior.

Opposing responses conflict only when alternatives are not avail-

able and when the stimulus calls them both out at the same time.

The discrimination box allows for alternative responses since the

stimulus does not call out the responses but merely causes one of

many to be preferred. When two stimuli which cannot be discrim-

inated are presented to the animal, a preferential reaction to the

learned aspect of the situation is impossible. The animal may fail

to react, it may wash itself, or it may choose either one of the com-

partments. Whatever it does is a preferential reaction to some

other aspect of the situation, and what this reaction will be cannot be

predicted because no reaction is forced by the situation.

Since the above has been written, Liddell, James, and Anderson

(1934) in their study of sheep in various learning situations have

made a strikingly similar contrast in the behavior of animals con-

fronted with difficult discriminations. In discussing nervous strain

they state the following:

No sheep ever showed evidences of nervous strain during maze learning

experiments even when it could not solve the problem presented. For
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example, it could not form the double alternation habit. However, it

was willing to enter the maze each day after more than a year of failure.

The experimental neurosis developed in the sheep only as the result of

training in the conditioned reflex laboratory.

Now, the essential difference between the maze situation and the

situation in the conditioned reflex laboratory is that in the maze the animal

can resort to evasive behavior. If it cannot do what is required, it can

do something dse. Procrastination and stereotyped responses were

commonly observed during maze learning experiments with the sheep.

In the conditioned reflex laboratory exasivc behavior is severely curtailed.

Through training, spontaneous activity is almost completely suppressed

and the animal remains quietly on the table because of self-imposed

restraint. In the sheep this habitual restraint of itself need have no

serious consequences, for in no case have we observed either the neurosis

or its premonitory signs to develop as a consequence of the preliminary

training or of simple positive conditioning. Jl is only when wc introduce

negative conditioned stimuli into the training routine that appreciable nervous

strain develops. Restraint is then piled upon restraint (pp. 77-78).

The Process os Learning Compared -with the Process

OE Development

Coghill (1930&) has pointed out the similarity between the develop-

ment of specificity of responses to stimuli in native and acquired

behavior. We have already discussed (Chap. XII) the restriction

of the sensitive zones as well as the individuation of specific responses

which take place as maturation progresses. In learning situations

the animal is often required to make a specific response to some

specific aspect of the stimulus. For example, in the puzzle-box

situation the animal's general activity must be replaced by certain

definite responses, and the stimulus to which the animal responds

must become some aspect of the situation rather than the situation

in general. As in the process of maturation, the learned pattern of

activity becomes more restricted as some specific activity acquires

dominance over the generalized reaction. The effective stimulus

for the acquired responses, like the responses in maturation,

gradually narrow down as reward consistently appears in con-

tiguity with a response to some specific aspect of the situation.

Responses to other aspects appear in contiguity both with and with-

out reward. The restriction of the stimulus situation is most pro-

nounced in discrimination studies.
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Trained ajiinaals attack new situations by immediately responding

to limited aspects of the situation. As a consequence such anirrial s

master, new situations more quickly than do inexperienced animals.

Kevertheless, it may be said that the first phases of learning are

characterized by responses to the total situation. Pavlov, as we
have seen, points out how the conditioned reaction begins as a

response to a general situation and how, through further learning, the

reaction is made specific to some aspect of the stimulus.

Development, which is a process of both maturation and learning,

shows outward manifestations of both these processes in a similar

manner. Consequently the observation of a pattern of behavior

during development gives no due as to which process is responsible

for certain changes which may appear from time to time. As we
have seen in Chap. XII, changes due to maturation and to learning

are most difficult to differentiate.
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CHAPTER XVII

THE ANALYSIS OF MAZE LEARNING

The Sensory Control of the Maze Habit

One of the first problems which arises in connection with maze

learning is that of determining what differential sensory experiences

an animal uses when it runs a maze. This problem immediately

suggests a variety of experiments. For example, one may change

one sensory condition, leaving all others the same, and observe

whether such a change alters (a) the performance of an animal in a

previously well-learned maze, or (b) the learning rate of a new maze.

The sensory condition may be altered in two different ways. In

the first place, one may remove, alter, or exaggerate the stimulus

characteristics which give rise to the sensory condition in question.

In the second place, one may alter the animal by operation, and so

make it insensitive in the sensory mode that is to be tested.

There are three possible effects that such changes may have on the

behavior of the animal and each of the possibilities has different

consequences: (i) If each of the two types of change has no effect, we
know that the particular sensory condition in question is not essential

to the performance, but we cannot conclude that it is not an adequate

sensory condition for learning. It might well become the basis for

learning in the absence of other sensory conditions. (2) If the

changes make the learning of the maze impossible, we know that the

removed sensory condition is essential. (3) If the modified con-

dition merely makes the performance less perfect, or affects only some

of the animals tested, no satisfactory conclusions can be drawn.

Poor performance may be the result of distraction or of additional

difficulty introduced by the modified conditions. If the method

of extirpation of sense organs has been used, it is difficult to ascertain

whether the operation has merely removed a sensory modality or

whether the animal's physical condition has been altered in some

other essential way.

From this discussion it is evident that our problem is a rather

difficult one. One must therefore interpret with care the ejqjeri-

mental results which follow.

375
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Experiments WMch Stress the Fundamental Importance of

Kinesthesis.—When Small (1901) used the Hampton Court maze

(see Fig. 78) to study the mental processes of the rat, he became

convinced that running a maze was primarily a kinesthetic habit.

By using sawdust on the floor of the maze and changing this from

time to time, he convinced himself that rats did not smeU their way

through the maze. He also modified the visual situation by (i)

changing the position of the light above the maze, and (2) introducing

red posts at the junctions of the maze. These modifications seemed

to have little or no effect upon the rat’s performance. He also

tested blind rats and rats with vibrissae removed, and obtained no

substantial differences in performance between these and normal

rats. Since only kinesthesis and tactual sensations were present in

all cases, he concluded that they furnished the essential data for the

necessary discriminatiops.

Watson (1907) reported a detailed investigation on the sensory

control of the rat in the Hampton Court maze. He established

certain norms for the learning of the maze by rats under ordinary

conditions and compared these norms with the records made by

rats tested under various experimental conditions. He found that

darkening the room, blinding the rat, destruction of the olfactory

bulbs, destruction of the middle-ear bones (producing partial deaf-

ness), removal of vibrissae, anesthetization of the soles of the feet or

noses, and the introduction of air currents and temperature differ-

ences in the maze had no final detrimental effect on the rat’s

performance.

A rat which was blind, anosmic, and without vibrissae finally,

after considerable difficulty, learned to run the maze very accurately.

The above results indicate that maze learning can be quite inde-

pendent of visual, auditory, olfactory, and tactual sensations, but

other of his results seem to be in disagreement. Thus rotating

the maze rSo deg. confused normal, anosmic, and partially deaf

animals, but not blind animals. However, rotation through 90 deg.

also slightly confused blind rats. As rotation changes the visual

and perhaps the auditory environment, it seems that these results

indicate that vision, in some way, is functional in maze running.

Taking the results as a whole, it is rather difficult to draw any

specific conclusions. Watson realized the danger in dogmatic

statements about the sensory modes which were used by the rat, and

claimed only to have demonstrated which sensations were not
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essential to maze learning. He believed, however, that the maze
habit was kinesthetically controlled and that kinesthesis was per-

haps coupled with certain organic and static sensations. Since,

however, all extraorganic sensations were never excluded at one and
the same time in any rat, their contribution to maze learning can

merely be regarded as a possibility. Maze junctions differ in many
ways, and unless all differences are excluded at once, with the

breakdown of the habit as a consequence, it is difficult to decide on

the importance of any one of them.

Positive evidence of the use of kinesthesis in maze running was

obtained by Carr and Watson (190S). They found that if the alleys

of a maze which had already been learned by rats were either

lengthened or shortened, the rats were greatly disturbed. In the

case of shortened alleys, the rats often ran head long into the end

walls, and in the case of lengthened alleys they tended to make their

turns at the points where the junctions had previously been. These

results seem to indicate definitely that the rats were running the

modified form of the maze on the basis of the kinesthetic sense.

Experiments Which Indicate that Kinesthesis Is Supplemented

by Other Senses.—Bogardus and Henke (1911) took records of

the number of times blind rats and rats without vibrissae made
contacts with their noses at junctions during maze learning. They
found that in new mazes and in slightly altered familiar mazes, the

number of contacts paralleled the number of errors. They believed

that the number of contacts were, therefore, sources of sensory data

to which the rat resorted when it became confused. As contacts

were not present during perfect performance, kinesthesis seemed

adequate. They concluded that the maze habit depends on tactual

sensations during the process of learning, but that the sensory con-

trol is gradually transferred to kinesthesis.

Vincent (1912, 1915 0, b, and c) found that by exaggerating

certain sensory factors the total number of errors made in learning

the maze could be modified. Thus differentiating the true paths

from blind alleys by making one black and the other white, or by

laying an olfactory trail (e.g., cream cheese rubbed on the floor) on

one set of paths (e.g., the true paths) and not the other (e.g., the blind

alleys), tended to reduce the total number of errors produced during

learning. The removal of the side walls of the maze (thus forming

an elevated rather than an enclosed maze) produced a slight saving

in learning. . This saving, Vincent concluded, is attributable to
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the fact that the open maze requires more tactual control, and so

the tactual sensations become exaggerated. Thus the exaggeration

of any sense department for which the true paths and the blinds are

different seems to be an aid in maze learning.

She also found that blind rats and rats lacking tactual sensitivity

in the nose (fifth cranial nerve cut) made about twice as many errors

as normal rats in the open maze. Rats without vibrissae made

scores about equal to normal rats, but blind rats without vibrissae

were the most handicapped.

These results thus furnish further evidence of the function of

sensory processes other than the kinesthetic operating in maze per-

formance, but they still furnish no evidence bearing upon the essen-

tial importance of these. Vincent favors the view that kinesthesis

is fundamental and that other sensations function primarily in the

early stages of learning.

Carr (1917&) summarized the evidence obtained in previous studies

by stating that the rat learns the maze primarily in terms of touch

and kinesthesis, but that touch gradually drops out as the maze

becomes mastered. He confined his investigations (1917 6
,
c, and d)

to a study of the effect of changes in the environment outside the

maze upon the maze performance of normal, blind, and anosmic

groups of rats. These changes involved the position of the experi-

menter when placing the rat in the maze; covering and uncovering

the maze; rotating the maze so as to change the points of reference in

the room; and changes in lighting both inside and outside the maze.

The groups of animals showed no marked differences in performance,

but the results indicate that visual changes affected blind rats the

least. Cleaning the maze affected blind rats the most and anosmic

rats the least.

Carr found further that learning efficiency was reduced in normal rats when

the maze was rotated each day. His results also showed, contrary to previous

studies, that blind rats were less efficient in maze learning than normal rats.

He attributes this inferiority, not to loss of important visual experiences, but to

either the probable loss of certain tonic effects which visual sensations may
exert, or the possible injurious effect of the operation. Carr points out that

instead of being useful, vision is often a handicap because certain visual changes

might distract the animals.

All of Carr’s rats showed marked individual differences in their

reactions to the changes he introduced. This suggests that none of

his changes involved a fundamental sense department, hut rather
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that all sensory modes may have played some part. Certainly he

presented no conclusive evidence to the contrary.

The most recent defender of the fundamental importance of kines-

thesis is Dennis (1929). He used a simple maze with wide alleys

and found that vibrissaeless rats could not perfect a maze habit

without resorting to contact with the walls. He regards contact

and vision to be the senses which are necessary to elicit the turn, but

kinesthesis to be the sense which controls the direction of the turn.

Experiments Which Question the Importance of Kinesthesis.—In

the experiments thus far reported, the fundamental importance of

kinesthesis has been largely inferred, although some convincing

positive evidence for it was found. If kinesthesis is important, a

marked modification of muscular sensations should greatly disturb

maze performance. In an experiment by Lashley and McCarthy

(1926) rats which had previously learned a maze were retested after

cerebellar injuries. Such injuries destroyed the rats’ equilibrium

and coordination. As a consequence the behavior was greatly

modified. Some of the rats literally rolled their way through the

maze. Nevertheless, the route through the maze was perfectly

retained. Even rats which were blinded in addition to such mjury,

and were thus unable to use visual reflexes, made no entrances into

blind alleys on the retest.

Similar negative results were obtained by Lashley and Ball (1929)

and by Ingebritsen (1932) with injuries to the spinal cord of the rats.

Kinesthetic, organic, and tactual sensations from regions below the

neck reach the brain by way of the cord; yet severing any group

of such conduction paths neither destroyed maze retention nor

affected the learning ability of the rats.

Hunter (1929) argues that if the maze is learned on a purely

kinesthetic basis, a rat should be unable to learn a maze in which

it must make two right and two left turns in sequence, if all other

sensory differences in the maze are eliminated. In such a maze the

turn to the left is followed by another turn to the left, but this second

turn to the left is followed by a turn to the right. Since each

left turn must produce kinesthetic effects which are alike, it is

difficult to understand how two like forms of stimulation can some-

times produce a response to the left and sometimes a response to

the right. It could, of course, be that the two responses to the left

together produce the stimulation for the right turn, but Hunter

regards the rat as too simple a creature for such a complex process.
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Because a maze with three pairs of right and left turns {rrUrr) was

learned by three of his six rats, he suspected that some other sensory

factor must have supplemented Idnesthesis, and so produced pairs

of sensory effects which were actually different. As his rats were

blind and without vibrissae, and as the elevated poles which con-

stituted the pathways of the maze were well machined and carefully

Pig. 79.—The tridimensional maze. (Pfoj» Hunler, ipap. P-SiS. By permission

of the Journal of Genetie Psychology,)

washed each day, he believed that a constant noise from one side of

the room caused some difference in experience for the rats when

making the two turns to the same side. To eliminate this possi-

bility he built a tridimensional maze. (See Fig. 79.) In this maze,

progress, instead of being forward, was upward, each leg of the maze

being slightly on the incUne. Only four junctions were present

(rrll). Of 23 normal rats, only 6 succeeded in making one perfect

run.
,

This procedure made the problem more difficult, but the
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disturbing fact was that some of the rats still learned the maze. On
repeating the experiment with the order of the turns changed (Wrr)

10 out of II rats learned the maze. Because these rats had to relearn

the maze after being blinded, Hunter concluded that vision must have
been important.

The temporal maze was the only one with which Hunter was able

to obtain perfect runs which were so scarce that they might have

been due to chance. A diagram of this maze is shown in Fig. 80.

Rats started at S were required to run in a circuit to the right

{S-A-B-C-S) twice in succession, and then make a circuit to the left

(S-A-D-E-S) twice in succession. In this maze Hunter believed he

D A B

ESC
Pig. 80.—Diogram of the temporal maze. The pathwaj’s consist of elevated

poles. The animal is required to run two right circuits (S-A-E-C~S) and two
left circuits (S-A-D-E-S) in succession after which it is rewarded. During the

training the direction of the animal's progress is controlled by blocking off the
incorrect route. (Modified from Hunter, ipap, p. 5*7.)

had a perfect case in which the animal must make a turn in one

direction after a certain pattern of kinesthetic stimulation, and then

make a turn in the opposite direction after the same sensory effect.

(A circuit to the right should always produce the same kinesthetic

stimulation.)

However, if it is supposed that the rat’s sensory discrimination

is so keen that it is aware of the fact that it is repeating its route in

this maze, and that it was not repeating its route in spatial mazes,

then the rat may refuse to make an unnecessary circuit when it

comes to the proper junction for the same reason that it learns to

avoid blind alleys. Since point A is the same for each circuit a

turn to the right is equivalent to entering a blind alley. In that

event failure would not be due to a lack of sensory discrimination,
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but rather it would be due to its very marked presence. And this

is exactly what seems to be the case. Shepard (1931) has demon-

strated that the rat refuses to run in a circuit. If a door opening to

alley F of Fig. 81 is left closed until the rat has passed it and has

completed the circuit B-C-D-E, the rat soon refuses to make the

unnecessary trip, but waits in front of, or scratches at, the closed

door which it found open on previous occasions after making the

circuit. Control experiments eliminated the possibility that the

door was located by any characteristic markings, rather, the rat

F»g. 81.—Diagram o£ circuit rats refuse to run. As the rat approaches A
the opening into alley F is closed until the rat has progressed beyond alley B,
On arriving at E it continues to F. After several repetitions, the rat refuses to
run A-B-C-D-E-F, but attempts A-F. (jCourtesy of J. F. Shefard.)

recognized the junction. Thus, despite the fact that alley F was

at first entered from E, this alley, although closed, was soon reacted

to by the rat when it emerged from A.

Experiments Which Attempt to Exdude the Function of All

Sensory Processes Other than Kinesthesis.—^After many years of

work in the analysis of learning of various types of mazes, Shepard

built a “unit^’ maze, a typical form of which is shown in Fig. 82.

(The points indicated by X represent doors which join adjacent

units.) This maze pattern consists of a succession of identical

maze units, from each of which the rat can pass into the next by
making a characteristic turn at the junction (e.g., alwa3fs taking

the alley to the left). However, one of the turns is an exception to
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this rule (the last unit in which the turn is to the right). In order

to pass through all units without error, this exceptional junction

must be located and responded to differently. If the units are

actually alike, the exceptional unit can be located only kinesthetic-

ally. That is, the rat must experience a certain rhythm, at the end

of which it makes the exceptional response, Recognizing the

exceptional unit in this way would correspond to the way we recog-

nize the last step of a familiar stairway in darkness.

To the surprise of the experimenter, rats not only learned these

mazes, but they learned them with ease. At first the characteristic

general response to the junctions was learned and was even applied

to new parts of the maze. Next the exceptional unit was located

and the appropriate turn made. Increasing the number of units to

as many as 29 did not produce failures. This demonstrates either a

remarkable kinesthetic sense or the presence of some unknown uncon-

trolled sensory difference. Tests involving changes in the visual

and olfactory situation proved negative. The maze was torn down,

the wall sections interchanged, and the maze rebuilt in order to test

whether the rats were using any characteristic difference in the walls.

Again the results were negative.

A test of the presence of a kinesthetic rhythm was then made

(Shepard, 1929). As the units were all alike in construction, any

unit could be made the starting point by merely closing the entrance

(indicated by X in Fig. 82) to that unit. The different possible

starting points are indicated in the diagram of the maze. Since

different starting points vary in their distance from the exceptional

unit, a kinesthetic rhythm would be useless for locating the excep-

tional unit. It was found that no matter from which unit the rats

were started, the exceptional unit was successfully located. This

meant that despite the various tests to the contrary, some local

sensory discrimination, other than that based on a kinesthetic pat-

tern, was present.

Changes in the composition of the floor were then introduced;

and as a consequence errors resulted. The floor structure, beneath

the linoleum sections on which the rats were running, had been sup-

plying them with different sensory effects in the various units. As

the rats had no immediate contact with this subfloor, Shepard

believed the differentiation to be auditory in nature. Different parts

of a flat surface vary in their vibration rates, and the patter of the

rats’ feet seemingly resonated differently on different parts of the
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floor. In any case this differential experience from the flo&r very

nicely explains the difficulties and inconsistencies which arose in the

previous experiments.

Having located this sensory difference, the next step is to eliminate

it and force the rats to rely on kinesthesis alone. If they can stiU

learn the maze effectively, the results will not be conclusive, because

the learning may be due either to kinesthesis, or to some other

unexpected discrimination. If, however, the elimination of the sen-

sory differences from the floor breaks down the learning in some

Unit I Unil 2 UniiS Uni-f-4 OnifS

\

1

t. to

starting points Food-box

Fig. 83.—The unit maze used by Curtis. The arrows indicate different
starting points which may be used. The sections marked X are removable.
They are inserted only when the latter part of the maze is used. (^Courtesy of
Q. F, Curtis.)

detectable fashion, or makes the learning of long unit mazes impos-

sible, the results may be given a definite interpretation.

The Elimination of the Floor Cue.—^The task of constructing a maze
in which the sensory differences arising from the maze floor were to be

eliminated was undertaken by Curtis (1931). In order to eliminate

the vibrations from the maze floor, he covered the concrete floor of

the building with sand to a depth of in. The sand was then

covered with black oilcloth. Upon this floor he built the unit maze
shown in Fig. 82. Lights were equally spaced in each unit so as to

eliminate any visual differences either inside or outside the maze.

The last three units of the five-unit maze were used during the learn-

ing period, the last unit having the exceptional junction. Thus at
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the junctions the rat had to turn left at the first two units and right at

the third.

Ten rats which had mastered the five-unit maze in an average of

5.3 trials, now required an average of 72.25 trials in order to learn

three units. Not only were more trials required before three con-

secutive errorless runs were made, but the perfect runs were made
with much more hesitancy. Further, two of the rats failed to reach

the criterion of learning in more than 100 trials. As the jmssible

number of errors is small, the criterion for learning is not a difficult

one. (In more complex mazes the criterion of learning is often 10

consecutive errorless runs.) These results therefore show a marked

increase in the difficulty of maze learning because of the change in

the floor.

After the maze had been learned, a series of tests were made in

order to determine how the rats had learned it. If the units are alike

for the rat, the starting point and the exceptional junction are

characterized only by being in the first and third units, respec-

tively. If the units are different in sound effects, visuai appearance,

smell, or touch, then the exceptional unit occupies a certain fixed

position in the maze series. Therefore, when the rat is introduced

into the maze at various points, it should make the exceptional

response at the third unit from the starting place, provided it has

learned the maze kinesthetically; but it should make the exceptional

response at the last unit if it has learned the maze in terms of local

sensory differences.

The results of a series of tests of this sort showed that the excep-

tional response was made in the third unit as often as it had been in

the learning runs. The rats showed no signs of strangeness when

started in the various units, and behaved as if there had been no

changes. The responses, therefore, were not made to a particular

part of the maze, but rather to a particular part of a kinesthetic

pattern.

The Elimination of Kinesthesis.—In a later study (unpublished),

Curtis trained rats on a similar maze, but from the outset eliminated

any use of kinesthesis. The position of the food box was always the

same, but the starting point varied, so that the rat was required to

run 2, 3, or 4 units before reaching the food. Mastery of this prob-

lem required the use of some local sensory difference in locating the

food unit which contained the exceptional turn. Most of the rats

trained in this manner learned the maze to a point better than
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chance, but not to perfection. Various changes in the floor produced

, ,
only temporary disturbances. Since kinesthesis was

eliminated, some undiscovered sensory differences must
have been available to the animals, although these

were apparently somewhat unreliable since the number

of perfect runs was limited. In the first study of Curtis

these sensory differences were not used by the animals.

This is not surprising since kinesthesis was available to

them.

Anticipatory Behavior and Its RelationtoKinesthetic

Sensitivity. That kinesthesis is used by animals in

maze running, but that it must be supplemented by

other sensory differences in order to obtain high

efficiency in the maze, is further demonstrated by an

eJ5)eriment of Spragg (1933). He used an eight-unit

maze, three sections of which are illustrated in Fig.

83. The various local sensory differences were

eliminated by interchanging the units from time to

time. This forced his rats to use kinesthesis. In

this experiment the rat was required to make seven

right turns followed by a left turn. The exceptional

turn was thus characterized by being the eighth jxmc-

tion. After 100 trials the maze was still unlearned,

each rat averaging i error per trip in the last 25 runs.

The majority of the errors were made at the seventh

nnit. The rats tended to turn left in this unit in antici-

tionai mate, pation of the last exceptional unit. Apparently the
a^y number geventh Unit could not be discriminated from the
of units may

. ....
be placed end eighth unit on the basis of a temporal kinesthetic
to end and pattern.

the ^ ^
fight or left In Table 25, Spragg*s data obtained from four
route through

ja.ts have been analyzed to bring out this point. The

be blocked by errors made by the four rats at each unit have been
inserting a grouped for each successive 25 runs. From the table

of the points it Can be seen that during the first 25 trials the errors

indicated by ^gre concentrated in the last four units, during the next

(.Modified zg trials they are hmited largely to the last three

^*9^ 8,t the seventh. This

concentration at the seventh unit increases during

the third group of 25 trials and in the last 25 trials the errors are
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primarily at the seventh unit. The rat has apparently learned that

an exceptional turn must be made, but its ability to form the neces-

Tabu: 25.—Analysis op Responses Based on Kinesthesis (Bata Obtained

BY SPBAGG, 10,33)

Unit I 2 3 4 s 6
1

7
1

8

Total
Response required

(right or left turn)
r

1

1

r r f r

1

f r 1

Errors in ist 25 trials 21 i II 9 9 IS 29 33 48 I7 S

Errors in 2d 25 trials H 4 7 4 s 33 46 31 144

Errors in 3d 23 trials 5 3 6 5 26 72 iS 146

Errors in 4th 25 trials 3 a a 3 14 67 7 100

Total errors 43 20 24 ai 102 218 XO4 s6s

sary discrimination is not adequate. At the outset the rat learns

to make right turns. This is shown by the fact that errors are made
largely in the eighth unit during the first 25 trials. Next it learns to

make an exceptional turn, but the limitations of kinesthesis prevent

it from making this turn at the proper unit.*

In a later study Spragg (1934) used a unit maze in which rats could

go either right or left in the first seven units, but were forced to go

left in the last unit. As learning progressed, left turns at all units

were found to increase, but the increase was more marked in the last

few units. When the last turn was changed to a right turn, the num-

ber of left turns at each junction decreased with trials, and the

decrease was most marked in the last half of the maze. In this

experiment fine discrimination was not required since turns to either

side were possible in the first seven units. This explains why the

“anticipatory” response was spread over the last half of the maze

rather than concentrated at the seventh unit.

Conclusions.—From the foregoing experiments one may conclude

that when the rat is deprived of all other sensory differences it can

learn a maze on the basis of kinesthesis; but the learning is more

difficult and as a result more trials are required or perfection is not

reached. Because of the limited efBcacy of this sense we cannot

* Spragg regards the error at the seventh unit as due to anticipation. This

seems unlikely since anticipation is also present in other mazes. Rather, the

inability to make the necessary discriminations causes the rat’s anticipation to

become evidenced.
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regard the learning of complex mazes as a purely kinesthetic-motor

habit. Other sensory differences mil be used by the rat whenever

available, and these other diSerences are not merely supplementary,

but form a real basis for maze learning.

By constructing unit mazes of the above types and introducing

various sensory differences, one at a time, we can determine just what

sensory processes the rat is capable of using. We have, therefore,

just arrived at a point in our knowledge where a constructive study

of the sensory control of the maze may begin. The overemphasis on

kinesthesis must be abandoned and much of the earlier work charged

to experience. It is most likely that all sensory differences, when

above the rat’s threshold of discrimination, will be utilized. Which

sensory differences are most effectively utilized, which preferred, and

other questions of this sort must be answered by future work.

This discussion has entirely centered about the rat. It is a typical

mammal and generalizations having to do with its sensory control

are very probably applicable to other animals. Until thorough

work with other forms is forthcoming we must rest content. Ani-

mals with finer sensory discrimination may show quantitative differ-

ences. Those with more intelligence may make different uses of

their discrimination ability. But the fact that maze learning is not a

kinesthetic-motor habit unless all other sensory differences have been

eliminated, has been demonstrated. How great a kinesthetic

temporal pattern an animal can master may vary greatly among

the mammals, and the extent of this pattern may be a function

of intelligence. However, even in the rat the responses are often

dependent upon complex temporal stimulus patterns and need not be

a simple response to a preceding stimulus as behaviorists have

contended.

Quantitative Dieferences in Mazes and Their Effects

ON Learning

Introduction.—^When we place a hungry animal in the maze we

assume that it will go through the maze as efficiently as it is able.

Accordingly, if the animal is properly motivated but nevertheless

continues to make errors, we conclude that the errors are an expres-

sion of incomplete learning. Persistence in errors is consequently

regarded as due to inability to distinguish (at that particular stage

of learning) the efficient from the inefficient route. That a rat will
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choose, as far as it is capable, a line of activity which most effectively

removes its hunger is assumed whenever we test an animal. When
it does not behave in this fashion we are satisfied that it cannot

distinguish between the efficient and the inefficient manner of

satisfying its need.

Nevertheless, the literature contains several studies which claim

to demonstrate that the rat will prefer the couise of least action.

Gengerelli (19300) and Tsai (1932) have shown experimentally that

excessive effort is eliminated by animals during the course of learning

and have formulated the principle of minimum effort. However, the

experiments really demonstrate nothing more than the rat doing

what the experimenters regard as most efficient. The study of the

animal’s preference for one of several ways of reaching a goal, there-

fore, becomes a study of discrimination ability. If a rat is to learn

a maze, it must discriminate between alternative routes. According

to DeCamp (1920) two alternative routes must differ in length by

at least Ko- Yoshioka (1929) performed a careful experiment to

determine whether the ability to discriminate the spatial difference

between a short and a long route satisfied Weber’s law. He found

that the absolute lengths of the routes were unimportant, As long

as the ratio between the long and the short routes was approximately

1.14 ;i or greater, the discrimination was made.

When a maze contains blind alleys, the true path is not only the

shorter route, but it is also the onl}' route which does not lead to a

block and subsequent retracing out of the blinds. It therefore

becomes necessary in our analysis to determine whether the experi-

ence of the block, the experience of retracing, or the experience of

greater distance traversed is the cause for the elimination of blind

alleys. The solution of these and other problems depends upon a

careful study of the behavior of animals in a great variety of mazes

differing in both quantitative and qualitative aspects.

The Elimination of Short and Long Blind Alleys.—Peterson

(1917a) compared the relative ease with which rats eliminated 22-in.

and 9-in. blind alleys, and found that the shorter ones were eliminated

first. In both types of alleys there was a period of partial entrances

which preceded complete elimination.

White and Tolman (1923) using somewhat longer alleys and in

addition having a right-angle elbow in the alleys, obtained just

opposite results. They found that long alleys were eliminated more

readily than short and explained Peterson’s results by calling atten-
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tion to the possibility that his rats could see the ends of the blinds.

In such case one would expect the short to be eliminated before the

long blinds.

Shepard (unpublished study) has studied the elimination of short

and long blinds by rats experienced in maze running. His long

blinds were sometimes 30 ft. long and contained many turns. The

short blinds were very much shorter than the long ones and had but

a few turns. Thus the inconvenience caused by retracing in long

blinds was much greater than that caused by the short. The results,

however, show but a slight difference—the shorter blinds, on the

whole, being eliminated first. In all cases the blinds were gradually

eliminated.

From the above results it seems that the length of a blind alley

plays only a minor role as far as difficulty of maze learning is con-

cerned. This suggests that a blind alley is primarily eliminated

because it blocks progress rather than because it increases the length

of the route to food. Since the blinds are gradually eliminated it

seems that the entrance into a blind soon causes the animal to

anticipate^ the closed end. More learning means that the end is

anticipated sooner. The blind is completely avoided when the end

is anticipated at the junction (i.c., when the sensory control for the

response has been transferred to the junction). The efBciency of

the anticipation seems to depend more upon the character of the

blind alley than upon the distance from the end of the blind because

on the whole the short blinds are not eliminated with markedly

greater readiness than the long ones.

The Learning of Mazes Having Different Niunbers of Blind Alleys.

The maze may also be quantitatively varied by changing the number

of blind alleys. Warden and Hamilton (1929) stufhed the relative

ease with which various groups of untrained rats each learned a

simple maze having either 2, 4, 6, 8, or 10 blind alleys. They found

no rdiable difference in score between the groups in learning the

different mazes. This would seem to indicate that all of the mazes

studied were so simple that the learning in each case was negligible.

As many as 15 trials were required before a group of rats reached a

criterion of four perfect runs in five, but this score seems little more

I To anticipate merely means that the response originally made to the end of

the blind is made to some other part of the blind alley. This is to be expected

because other parts of the blind alley are in contiguity with the end of the alley

and this contiguity is the condition for learning.
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than what is required by the rat before it completely adapts to the

maze situation.

Table 26.—Tire Effect of Length of Mazf, on tub Learning of Normal
ANO Partially Decorticated Rats. (IjASiiley and Wilev, iq3,^)

Size of maze

Normal rats Partially decorticated rats

Trials Errors Trials Krrors

4 culs-de-sac 24.3 23.0 77.7 246.7

8 culs-de-sac 33-8 66.7 103.8 Q21.I

12 culs-de-sac 42.1 85.7 114.6 1039. I

16 culs-de-sac 61.3 lOQ.O 1382.9

Lashley and Wiley (1933) compared the learning of 4, 8, 12, and

16 cul-de-sac mazes by normal and partially decorticated groups of

rats. The results are shown in Table 26. To learn a series of mazes

having different numbers of blind alleys, both groups required more

trials and made more errors when the number of blind alleys was

increased. But the increase in the number of trials and errors was

no greater for the operated than for the normal animals. As the

mazes increased in complexity in the ratio r : 2
:
3

: 4, the error score of

normal rats increased in the ratio i :3 :4 :s, and the error score of

operated rats inaeased in the ratio i:3.7:4.2:s.6. This indicates

that the relative difSculty in learning does not increase with the

number of blind alleys. If the difficulty or qualitative complexity

of the problem increased out of proportion to the number of blind

alleys, the rats with inferior ability should be at a relatively greater

disadvantage with an increase in the number of blinds. Problems

of increasing complexity in all other situations cause the difference in

score between normal and partially decorticated rats to increase.'

I The method o! scoring partly explains the increase in errors and trials of

both groups of rats as the number of blinds was increased. A maze was con-

sidered learned when ten consecutive errorless runs were made. But the possi-

bility of errors in large mazes is greater than in small mazes. Thus in the 12-

cul-de-sac maze a total of lao errors had to he avoided before the criterion was

reached. In the 4-cul-de-sac maze the possible number of errors in 10 trials

was only 40. When a certain number of perfect runs is regarded as evidence

of learning, the criterion for learning ia actually much higher for large than for

small mazes.
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We may, therefore, conclude that increasing the number of blinds

may make a maze more difficult, but it does not make the Tna.7j>

qualitatively more complex. In fact, the longer mazes are relatively

easier to learn, according to Ballachey (1934) who found that errors

per unit of maze were less for long than for short mazes. As his

mazes consisted of alternate right and left turns, this reduction in

relative complexity may be attributed, at least in part, to the

setting up of alternation habit which is as effective for long as for

short mazes. Studies using mazes with more junctions and having

patterns that are not repeated are required to satisfactorily solve

this problem.

Quaiitative DirEERENCES IN Mazes anp Their Eeeects

ON Learning

Maze patterns may be qualitatively different in the following

three ways: (i) the type of junction used; (2) the patterns of true

path; and (3) the kind of blind alley employed.

The Effect of Different Types of Junctions on Maze Learning.

—

Hubbert and Lashley (1917) found that in their use of junctions

of the type shown in Fig. 84^, rats, in their first trip through the

maze, went through the opening to J or c three times as often as

they went past it and into a. They also went to b more often than

to c. On the other hand, Dashiell (1920a) found that in mazes

with junctions such as shown in Fig. 84B, rats, when in a maze for

the first time, had a tendency to go forward rather than to turn.

The ratio of the number of times that an alley opening to the side

was passed to the number of times it was entered was s to 3. If

the forward leading alley directed the rat into a blind, the animal, on

emerging, continued correctly 3 times in 5. If the alley leading off

to the side took the rat into a blind, the rat, on emerging, continued

correctly 7 times in 9. By going straight ahead on emerging from

the blind in the first case the rat was started toward the starting

point, but in the second case it had to turn at the junction, and in

this case it was less likely to retrace in the direction of the starting

point.

Both studies indicate that the nature of the junction and the

direction of approach to the junction partially determine a rat’s

response, but DashieU’s study indicates a “forward going” tendency,

and Hubbert and Lashley’s a tendency to enter an opening. As the

mazes used in these studies are very different in pattern it is difficult
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to determine whether or not these results are contradictory. In

both studies the rats were inexperienced, and the mechanics of

running and lack of attention on the part of the inexperienced rats

may have had much to do with their entrances. Such tendencies

are very probably not so markedly present in experienced rats.

C D

Pro. 84.—Types of jna*e junctions. The arrow indicates the direction of

approach to the junction. (See text.)

There are also individual differences in rats as regards the

preference for right or left turns at junctions such as in Fig.

84C. Yoshioka (1928) found that some rats prefer right turns, some

left turns, and this preference seems in part to be due to the shape

of the skull bones. None of the natural tendencies of the animal

seems to be of major importance.
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Junctions of the type shown in Fig. 841) are the most diifficult, but

this is probably due to the fact that such junctions present the anirngi

with more opportunities for errors.

The Effect of the Maze Pattern upon Behavior in the Maze,

The Centrifugal Swing .
—^The conditions arising from the nature of

the maze pattern are of even greater importance in determining

maze behavior. We have already referred to what Schneirla (1929)

called the centrifugal swing in our analysis of the behavior of ants

(pp. 160/.) . This tendency which is set up by the nature of the turn

I ^ .
HE

Fig. 85.— maze alley which determines the animal's choice at the junction.

The arrow indicates the direction in which the animal is traveling. When it

reaches the junction it tends to turn toward L,

in the true path, is also present in the case of rats. Dashiell and

Bayroff (1931) observed that if rats are run through an alley such as

in Fig. 8s, there is a tendency for them to turn left at the junction.

This the authors regard as a tendency for rats to continue in the

original direction and is called the forward going tendency. The
elbow turn in the true path is a temporary obstruction which

interferes, for the time being, with the direction of progress. Accord-

ing to Schneirla (1933J) however, the rat’s momentum, which is a

contributing factor to the centrifugal swing, is responsible for the

above behavior. The elbow in the true path forces the animal to

the outer wall, and this causes the turn toward that wall, which in

this case is to the left. To test the two alternative interpretations

Ballachey and Krechevsky (1932) devised a maze in which the

centrifugal swing would cause the rats to turn in a direction opposite

to that in which the forward going tendency would cause them to

turn. A section of their maze is shown in Fig. 86. Their results

show that the predominance of turns is to the side expected if we
assume the principle of centrifugal swing.

The validity of the centrifugal-swing concept in the maze behavior

of rats is further strengthened by the results of Ballachey and Bud
(1934) They found that the path traversed by a rat in an alley

containing elbow turns was toward the outer wall.
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From the foregoing analysis it seems that the length of a straight

alley determines the rats’ momentum, and the direction of the

elbow turn brings the centrifugal force into play. The operation

"Formrdgoing"
tendency

6

33

T
Pig. 87.

Pig. 86.—Maze plan in -which the "forward goinR tendency" and the

Influence o£ the “centrifugal awing" are opposed. The nature of the choice

made at the junction indicates whether the animal is influenced by the direction

assumed in the long alley; or whether the turns preceding the junction force

the animal toward the wall and into the alley labeled “centrifugal swing."

(.Modified from Ballaekey and Krechevsky, 1933. ?. 88.)

Pig. 87.—’Plan of linear maze. The location of the food cannot influence the

direction of an animal's choices in this maze since none of the choices point in

the direction of the food. (Modified from Buel, 1934. P- 186.)

of these two factors, represented by centrifugal swing, depends upon

the pattern of the alleys preceding the junction and greatly deter -

mines the choice the animal will make at the junction.

The Direction of the Food Turn ,—Another tendency which has been

regarded as important is the preference for turns lying in the direc-
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tion of the food box. Dashiell (1930) has found that if the fina]

choice which leads to food is to the right rather than to the left, rats

will tend to turn right in, earlier parts of the maze whenever they have

a choice between right and left turns. Dashiell regards this as evi-

dence that the rat has a general sense of direction. This sense causes

the rat to make characteristic errors. That this tendency -to turn

in the direction of food is due to some general orientation toward the

food may, however, be questioned. .

Maier (19290, Experiment 9) has shown that if rats experience the

position of food with reference to the starting point they will not

turn more often in the direction of the food than away from it, when

running over an unfamiliar pathway. If the rat uses a general-

direction sense when running a maze, familiarity of the pathways

should not be a prerequisite. As a matter of fact, Yoshioka (1933)

has found that in a maze in which the pathways form a diamond,

rats do not tend to run from opposite points of the diamond along

the side that corresponds to the side where the food is placed. Food

to the right of the diamond does not cause the rats to run around the

right side of the diamond.

Dashiell’s results can be equally well explained by assuming a

tendency on the part of the rat to anticipate the turn toward the

food. As we shall see later in the chapter, the maze is learned in a

backward order. If the rat learns the turn into the food box

before it learns which way to turn at other junctions, it is reason-

able to suppose that it will use the learned response at earlier

junctions.

An experiment of Buel (r934) demonstrates this point very nicely,

Buel used a maze in which rats had to make either a right or left

turn at each junction. The last turn led to a food box, the position

of which was straight ahead, as shown in Fig. 87. In analyzing the

errors it was found that when the food turn was to the right (as in

Section 8 of this figure) most of the errors were due to a .tendency to

turii right, and when the food turn was left, most of the errors were

due to a tendency to go left. As the actual position of the food was

the same in all cases, direction orientation could not have determined

the turns.' Father the response at the last junction tended to be

applied to other junctions.

The Kind of Blind Alley Used and Its Effect on Behavior.—^The

third way in which the maze pattern may be changed is the use of

various kinds of blind alleys. Shepard (unpublished studies) has
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extensively used mazes which may be characterized as having

"dead-end” blinds, “circle” blinds, and “long-short” pathways.

Examples of parts of such mazes are given in Fig. 88.

In the dead-end blind the animal comes into an alley which

has a closed end and it must turn about and retrace its steps in order

to continue. In the circle blind there is no closed end. After

entering such a blind, the animal may continue in a circle, or it may
retrace a few units and get out of the blind. (From the figure it

can be seen that the rat may enter A and so arrive at B or D, It can

now run a circle in either direction or go back to A .) In order for

A B

Fig, 88.—Types of blind alleys.

the animal to learn that it is not making progress, it must either

experience the fact that it is running over the same area, or it must

in some general way experience a lack of progress. In the long-short

type of maze there are no blinds in the strict sense. Two alternative

routes, one long, the other short, each lead to the same point. For

the sake of rapid progress the long route must be avoided. The

long routes may be regarded as blinds in the sense that entrance

into them increases the distance to the food. In addition to having

a long route, such mazes also make it possible for the animal to run

a circle. The rat may, for example, take the longer route from one

junction to the next, and then instead of continuing to a new part of

the maze, may enter the short route and get back to the junction it

has just left. (From the figure it can be seen that the rat may go

from A to B and around and then choose C rather than D, and so

again arrive at .<1.)

The relative difficulty of these various types of mazes has not been

exactly determined, but the dead-end type of maze is markedly less
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difiScult to learn than either of the two other types which are about

equal in difficulty. In the long-short type of maze the rats tend to

run in a circle, and it is this running in a circle which they revolt

against and therefore tend to avoid. Whether the dead-end blinds

are less difficult because of the closed end which blocks the animal’s

progress, or because the opportunities for errors and confusion

are less in such mazes cannot be said. The indication is that the

end wall furthers learning because the place causing the trouble is

easily located and for this reason reduces the confusion. When the

place causing the difficulty is not definite, the task of selection is

greatly complicated.

The Serial Position oe Blinds in the Maze and Its

Eeeect on Learning

Introduction.—^The ordinary maze contains a number of blind

alleys. The question which naturally arises from this condition is

whether there is a difierence in the elimination of blind alleys due

merely to their serial position. It is possible that the maze habit

is (i) built up from the starting point and learned primarily in the

forward direction; (2) established with reference to the food box and

learned primarily in the backward direction; or (3) acquired without

reference to either end and learned equally well in all parts. Thus

if the serial position of a blind alley is a factor in its elimina-

tion, different parts of the maze should be mastered at different

rates.

The study of the order of the elimination of blinds has several

difficulties. As we have already seen, there are certain factors which

make different parts of the maze of unequal difficulty. Unless these

factors are taken into consideration and eliminated as much as

possible, the data on the order of elimination of blinds wiU not solve

the problem. A second type of difficulty is that resulting from an

animal’s retracing parts of the maze. During the early stages of

learning the rat gets lost and may find itself back at the starting

point on many occasions. Because of this, the early part of the

maze is traversed in both directions more often than the later parts.

An animal, therefore, has more opportimities for making errors in

the first than in the last part of the maze, and may also become

confused because of traversing it in both directions. If we count
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the number of entrances into the various blinds, we shall not have a

true measure of their relative difficulty because the early stages of

the learning activity are primarily limited to the first part of the

maze. The number of trials required before the various blinds are

eliminated is also an unsatisfactory measure because each trial (a

trip from the starting point of the food box) may include much more
contact with the first than with the last part of the maze. This

additional contact in the first part of the maze should be of aid

in learning it. If retracing in the maze were eliminated (e.g., by a

series of doors which would close behind the animal as it progressed)

a more reliable index of the order of elimination of blinds could be

obtained.

Results from Mazes with Fixed Patterns.—Carr (1917a) made
a careful study of his own and other data obtained from rats while

learning similar mazes, and found that the distribution of errors was

a function of the spatial order of blinds, sometimes with reference

to the food box, and sometimes with reference to the starting point.

He also found that, in all cases, the blinds which were least attractive

(t.e., the least frequently entered) were the first eliminated.

Warden (19230) studied the order of elimination of blinds by

counting the number of trials required by rats before a blind was no

longer entered. He interprets his results as showing no indication

of a particular order of elimination. He verified Carr’s findings

regarding the ease of elimination of blinds infrequently entered but,

unlike Carr, regards it as the basis for the irregular elimination of

blinds.

If, however, we analyze Warden’s data in a different way, the

relation between the elimination of blinds and their serial position

in the maze is rather striking. By dividing the nine blinds of his

maze into groups of three, we can partially average out any indi-

vidual differences in difficulty among the various blinds. When we

do this, we find that the average number of trials required to elimi-

nate the first three blinds is 29.9, the middle three blinds, 32.5,

and the last three blinds, 13.6. These figures show a strikingly

small number of trials required for the elimination of blinds in the

vicinity of the food box. The first part of the maze seems slightly

easier to learn than the middle portion. If we take the individual

records of the 35 rats we find that 94.3 per cent of them made their

lowest score on the three blinds nearest the food box. Only 45.7
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per cent of them, made lower scores on the first part than on the

middle part of the maze. Considering Warden’s results in this

manner, there seems to be good evidence for the easy elimination

of blinds near the food box. Blinds farther away are more difficult,

but aU of these seem to be eliminated about equally weU.

By using a maze which consisted of a succession of V junctions

in which one of the paths led to a blind and the other to another

junction of. the same type. Warden and Cummings (1929) attempted

to eliminate the individual differences among the various junctions.

In this maze the blinds differed only in their proximity to the food

box. Their results show that the blinds in the second half of the

maze were eliminated before those in the first half, but the order of

elimination was not perfectly backward. For the lo-cul-de-sac

maze the order of elimination from first to last was allejrs number

10, 8, 4, 6, 5, 3, 7, 9, 2, 1. Because the order is not exactly backward

in a maze having blind alleys and junctions all alike, the authors

believe that they have evidence against the backward order of maze

learning. The fact that there is a higher average error score in the

first than in the last half of the maze is explained as being due to

retracing; the retracing being primarily confined to the first part

of the maze.

The irregular order of elimination shown above becomes clear,

however, when we consider the character of the last turn in a maze

and its influence on maze performance. The maze used consisted

of a succession of right and left turns. The odd-numbered blinds

turned to the left as did the food box, whereas the even-numbered

blinds turned to the right, opposite to the food-box turn. If the

turn into the food box is anticipated, then the odd-numbered blinds

should cause difficulty. This is exactly what the above results

show. Blinds 7 and 9, which are near the food box, were eliminated

relatively late, whereas blind 8 is eliminated early. The individual

differences in the junctions were therefore not eliminated as the

experimenters believed. When corrected for anticipation, however,

the order is backward. (See Buel, 1934.)

Results from Mazes with Variable Patterns.—^Borovski (1927)

adopted a rather interesting technique to test the backward order

of learning the maze. He used a box (see Fig. 89) divided into

two halves. Each half presented the rats with four forward-leading

paths (alleys i, 2, 3, 4 and A, B, C, D). Each of these alleys had

removable ends, but only one was open at any time; the others
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served as blind alleys. There were also a number of permanent
blinds. The two halves were identical except for the fact that

the food box was at the end of the second half in a position corre-

sponding to the end of the first half. If learning is backward from
the food box, a change of the pattern in the second half should

interfere with the establishment of the habit more than a change
of the pattern in the first half. To test this, 8.5 rats were divided

into three groups. One group learned the route to food without
any modifications. A second group learned the

maze with the first part of the maze changed (a

different path open) daily. This group was

therefore prevented from learning a specific

route through the first half of the maze. The
third group was treated as the second, except

that the changes from day to day were made in

the second half of the maze instead of the first.

The results may be summarized as follows: (i)

the first group of rats learned the second half of „ „ „
the maze before the first part; (2) after the first Borovski’s maze.

group learned the maze, changes in the second halves of
° ^ JO maze arc alike
half of the maze caused more confusion than in pattern. The
changes in the first half; and (3) the third group through each

° e jr be altered
of rats made many more errors durmg the learn- by removing or in-

ing period than did the second group. The seet«m.s m

results show that the learning is largely built up a, b, c, v. (Modi-

backward from the food box. However it must
19271 P*

be noted that the first part of the maze was

learned even though the second part was changed.

The Goal-gradient Hypothesis and the Serial Position of Blind

Alleys.—^Hull (1932) approaches the problem from a study of

motivation. He postulates an excitatory gradient increasing in

intensity from the beginning of the maze to the food box. Hull was

led to this conclusion by his observation that rats ran more rapidly

in the latter part than in the first part of the maze. From this

postulation of a goal gradient, it follows that deviations from the true

path are more critical and effective when the gradient is high. We
should therefore expect the part of the maze near the food box to be

learned first. We should also expect the gradient to be higher

at the beginning of a short maze than at the beginning of a long one.

If a mazp contains both a short and a long route to food, the short
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route should be learned first. As the gradient differences would

exist at the junctions, the true path being nearer the goal, should

be preferred. But if this line of reasoning is correct, all blinds should

be eliminated at the junctions. Partial entrances into blinds are,

however, very common before they are completely dropped out.

Further, long blinds, because they carry the rat farther from the

food than do the short, should be eliminated more quickly than

short blinds. This also seems to-be contrary to the actual facts.

Assuming the importance of the goal-gradient hypothesis and the

tendency of rats to turn in the general direction of the food location,

Spence (1932) examined some maze data obtained by Tolman and

Honzik on a 14-junction maze in which all junctions were alike

in that each presented the rat with a choice between a right-going

and a left-going path. By assigning certain relative values to the

pathways at each junction, the value depending on the nearness of

the pathway to the goal and on the direction of the pathway with

reference to the position of the goal, he arranged the blinds in

their theoretical order of difficulty. On comparing this theoretical

order of difficulty with the actual order of elimination Spence

found a high degree of correspondence (a correlation of 0.9 or more).

He concluded that the difficulty of blind-alley elimination depends

on (i) the distance of the blind from the goal; (2) the direction in

which the blind leads with reference to the position of the

food box; and (3) the tendency of the rat to anticipate the goal

reaction.

Spence and Shipley (1934) foimd the order of blind-alley elimina-

don to be backward during the first few trials, but as learning

progressed,, the order of elimination changed to a forward one. The

forward order appears attributable to a tendency to anticipate the

final turn in the maze, since most of the errors were made in blinds

which turned from the true path in the same direction as the final

turn which led to food. Thus the forward order of blind-alley

elimination was not due to a more rapid elimination of the blinds

in the first part of the maze but to an increase in errors in the latter

part of the maze. If the goal-gradient hypothesis is appHed to the

results of this experiment, it would have to be used to explain the

increased intensity of the anticipatory tendency and the consequent

increase in errors in the latter part of the maze. This being the

case, it is difficult to understand how the same goal gradient can, at

the same time, account for the backward elimination of blinds.
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It seems to the present authors that the results can be satisfactorily

explained by assuming (i) the establishment of a food association

in the first few trials, and (2) the inadequacy of the kinesthetic

process for making differentiations between the similar junctions.

As a consequence, the learned goal reaction is made at the wrong

junction. This accounts for the persistent errors in the latter part

of the maze, on the basis of inadequate sensory di.scrimination and

not on the basis of motivation.

If this is the case, one might assume that anticipatory reactions

would be independent of the position of the goal. A study by Spragg

(1934) actually bears this out. He used a unit maze in which the

turns required were rnrlrrr. In this experiment a left turn is

the exceptional turn and it does not lead to food. Nevertheless,

errors were concentrated at the junction preceding the exceptional

turn as is shown in Table 27. However, the concentration of errors

was not so great as when the exceptional turn was the last and led

to food. This is to be e.xpected since the problem required is a

discrimination between running four and five units, rather than

seven and eight. As the difierence between four and five is relatively

Tabm 27.—^Anticipatosv Responses to the Exceptional Tubn in a Unit

Maze (From Speago, 1934)

Unit I 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 Total

Response required r r
1

T f i r ;
r r

Errors in ist 25 trials 27 26 18 57 41 8 8 14-
1

109

Errors in and 23 trials 10 13 30 45 4S 6 1 s 138

Total errors 37 39 48 102 89 14 9 19 357

greater than the difference between seven and eight, fewer errors

would be expected. Furthermore, a right turn followed the excep-

tional left turn, hence a discrimination between the fifth and sixtn

units was also required. This should cause errors at the tittn unit

and that is actually what Spragg found.
* h*.

Thus by assuming that the exceptional turns are the first to oe

learned and that they must be differentiated from the others, tne

results of the serial order of blind-aUey elimination can be explained
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without recourse to goal reactions as such. Goal reactions are likely

to appear important, not because they are goal reactions, but because

the turn into the food alley is an exceptional one, being characteristic

in the sense that this turn leads to something diferent from all the

other turns. The goal-gradient hypothesis assumes that the speed

of learning is a function of the motivating situation, whereas the

above explanation makes no such assumption.

Conclusions

From the foregoing analysis of maze learning we may regard the

maze habit as the establishment of a unified pattern of responses

which depend upon a variety of stimuli. The rat must set up

preferences for alternate alleys and in order to do this, various points

in the maze must difier for it. Traversing a learned maze is not

merely the running of a rhythm of movements, because the rat can,

when placed in any part of the maze, find its way successfully to the

next point. We may greatly interfere with the animal’s rhythm of

running without causing it to become lost. As long as various parts

of the maze can be differentiated by the rat, it is capable of responding

correctly to any particular part of the maze pattern without first

experiencing the preceding parts of the maze. As such, the maze

pattern is not an indivisible unity. The kinesthetic sensations

alone are not a sufficient sensory basis for the learning of large mazes,

since the differential experiences between them are not reliable and

consistent enough to be useful. The junctions in the maze usually

are the critical points, and it is there that characteristic differences

must be found by the animal.

To make a correct run an animal must not only integrate certain

parts of the maze, but it must first select that which must be inte-

grated. The problem of selection is increased in difficulty by

increasing the number of items. This is what happens when we

increase the number of junctions or complicate them by adding

to the number of paths leading from them. Selection is also made

more difficult by using blinds which are difficult to isolate in that

they have no definite point of termination.

The actual learning part of maze behavior is one of mtegration.

Certain factors increase the difficulty of this process. The number

of units to be integrated is, of course, one of the factors. Other

factors are less obvious.
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The swiags or turns in the maze in relation to the length of alleys

influence the mechanics of running and cause certain alleys to be

more obvious and more easily entered than others. This causes

difl&culty because it introduces certain natural tendencies which

must be overcome in learning. Junctions which are preceded by
the centrifugal swing, therefore, not only require the formation

of the proper association, but also the inhibition of certain mechani-

cal tendencies in running. Hence this factor increases or decreases

the difficulty of the formation of the proper associations, depending

on whether the mechanics of the swing favors the entrance into the

blind or into the true path.

Another factor which must be considered in maze learning is the

interference of partial learning with a more complete learning. The
experience of receiving food in a certain place is an important event,

and the characteristic experience which accompanies it is the last

choice which leads to the food. The contiguity of these two ejqieri-

ences results in their combination. As soon as this association is

formed, the response to food tends to be repeated at the earliest

opportunity. The animal therefore applies the characteristic turn

which it has learned to other junctions in the maze and tends strongly

to enter certain blinds. Not until the rat makes further distinctions

between the last turn to food and other turns in the maze can it

overcome this tendency to apply an act already learned to wrong

parts of the maze. After the animal has learned to apply the charac-

teristic response to the correct junction, it learns to associate the

preceding contiguous experience with this junction. In this

manner the maze responses are built up backward.

In this connection it is perhaps important to recognize that the

mammal is not merely a learning creature, but is also capable of

reorganizing its experiences. If a rat has explored a region, such as

a simple maze, and is then fed at any point in the maze, it is

capable of going directly to the food when placed at any other point

in the maze. (This problem will be treated at length in Chap. XX.)

In such a case the associations have not been built up gradually,

rather the path to food has been simultaneously integrated. If a rat

is capable of reorganizing and integrating such random experiences

as are obtained during free exploration, it must have an ability

which will be useful in building up the maze pattern. It seems that

this ability to reorganize and to spontaneously integrate experiences

plays an important part in the integration of the maze habit.
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When we realize the number of qualitative factors which are at

play in the process of learning and consider that abilities other than

learning may also be involved during the process of building up the

maze pattern, it becomes clear why the behavior of animals in the

maze had been so diflBicult to analyze. The animal’s responses may
not only be the resultant of an involved learning process, but of

other processes as well. This being the case, the maze is not a

measure of pure learning ability. It is perhaps more accurately

described when termed an intdligence test—with intelligence

regarded as a composite of these abiiities which are concerned with

adaptation through experience.
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CHAPTER XVIII

FACTORS DETERMINING PERFORMANCE IN
LEARNING SITUATIONS

Introduction

As has been pointed out, the degree of learning can be detected

only through a study of an animal’s performance. This does not

mean, however, that performance is a direct measure of learning.

Errors in a maze may not alwa3rs be due to lack of learning but may
arise from poor motivation, inattention, and chance. Until these

are eliminated, performance is not a reliable index of learning.

Different motives often greatly alter an animals behavior.

For example, hunger may result in a preference for the true path

in a maze, whereas curiosity may result in a preference for blind

alleys. Because curiosity elicits exploratory behavior, changes

introduced into the maze situation are likely to alter performance.

Maier (1929a) has shown that when new paths are opened in a maze,

rats invariably take the new path in preference to the learned true

path.

In discrimination experiments an incorrect choice is often accom-

panied by punishment (f.e., mild electric shock), whereas a cor-

rect choice is accompanied by reward (food). The use of such a

technique might be expected to improve performance because it

reduces responses based on curiosity. The use of punishment, how-

ever, is sometimes unsuccessful. During the early stages of learning

an electric shock may set up an emotional condition and so interfere

with normal behavior. Or the animal may associate maze running

with pain and so refrain from all activity. An electric shock must

be so adjusted that it irritates but is not painful.^ This is somewhat

difiScult because the effective intensity of an electric shock in acting

upon the tissues depends on the nature of the contact of the animal’s

foot with the electric grill and the amount of moisture in the animal’s

‘ The methods for the administration of electric shocks in animal training have

been carefully investigated by Dunlap (1931): Dunlap, Gentry, and Zeiglet

(1931); Muenzinger and Walz (193a); and Muenzinger and Mize (1933).

407
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foot (skin resistance to current), as well as on the voltage.' If a

shock is used, it is well to introduce it after several choices have been

made so that the making of a choice does not become associated

with punishment.

There is a prevalent opinion that in order for an animal to learn

a maze or to form a problem-box habit a reward of some kind is

necessary. It is true that an animal will not make a response of a

certain type unless it is motivated, but failure to make such a

response does not demonstrate inability to learn. An experiment

by Lashley (1918) shows that learning does take place in the absence

of a reward. He permitted a group of rats to explore freely a simple

maze for 20 min. After the period of exploration the rats were

required to learn the maze in the usual manner. Running 10 trials

per day these rats required an average of 29.4 trials before they made
10 consecutive errorless runs. Without the period of exploration

another group of rats required 51.7 trials before reaching the same

criterion. Maier (1932^) has shown that a simple maze may be

entirely mastered through random exploration. The introduction

of a motive therefore merely causes the animal to demonstrate its

learning.

Because performance varies for reasons other than the degree of

learning, it is necessary carefully to distinguish between learning and

performance. The present chapter is therefore concerned with an

analysis of the factors which affect performance but do not affect

learning.

Motivation ’

Changes in Motivation Produce Changes in Peifoimance.—

Tolman (1932, Chaps. Ill and TV) emphasizes the importance of

the relationship of various goals to the need of the animal and uses

experimental findings to show that when a goal satisfies the need of

the animal its performance is better in an experimental situation

than when the goal does not satisfy the need. He inclines toward

the interpretation that learning is actually facilitated by a satisfying

goal. We shall, however, discuss the experiments on motivation

from the point of view of performance rather than of learning and

attempt to show that the available evidence demonstrates only that

performance is aSected by various motivating conditions.

Blodgett (1929) divided his rats into*three groups: (i) a control

group which received food at the end ojE the maze after each day’s
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run; (2) a group which received no food at the end of the maze until

the seventh day; and (3) a group which received no food in the maze
until the third day of running. Each of the rats made one trip per

day.

The results clearly demonstrate that the performance of the rats

not receiving food in the maze was decidedly inferior to that of the

rats receiving food, but two days after the reward was introduced

for ‘the second and third groups the performance of these animals

equaled that of the control animals. Thus the introduction of

Pig. 90.—Curve showing the effect of the removal o£ reward on perEqrmance.

The solid line and broken line curves (C and D) show the performance of the

control group.s of rats which were rewarded and not rewarded, respectively,

during the entire test period. Curve A shows the performance of a group of

rats which was rewarded until the eleventh day, and thereafter not rewarded.

(Modified from Toltnan and Honaik, 19300, p. 362.)

the reward was essential to produce satisfactory maze performance.

Elliott (19290) obtained similar results. He found that thirsty

rats performed best when they received water at the end of the

maze, and hungry rats performed best when they received food.

In a more elaborate experiment of the same type, Tolman and

Honzik (193011) compared the performance of four groups of rats.

All groups were required to learn the same maze and each rat made

one trip through the maze each day. The groups were alike in

every respect,except for the motivating conditions. Thus Group A
received food at the end of the maze for the first 10 days, thereafter

it received no reward at the end of the maze; Group B, however,
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received no reward during the first lo days, but from the eleventh

day on it was rewarded; Group C received reward during the whole

period; and Group D received no reward during the whole period.

The error scores made by these groups are shown in Figs. 90 and

91. The solid line represents the period during which reward was

given, the broken line the period during which no reward was given.

Since the motivating conditions remained constant for Groups C and

D, they serve as control groups. The records made by these are

compared with Group A in Fig. 90.

Days
Pig. 91.—Curve showing the effect of the introduction of reward on perform-

ance, Rats in group B were rewarded on the eleventh day and thereafter, as

indicated by the broken line which changes to a solid line. {Modified from
Tolmait and Homik, 19300, fi. 267,)

As one might expect, Group C showed an improvement in per-

formance from day to day, whereas Group D showed very little

improvement. The motivating conditions for Groups A and C
were alike during the first 10 days, and the performance of these

groups during this period was strikingly similar. After the eleventh

day the conditions of Group A became like those of Group D and as

a consequence the performance of Group A became as poor as that

of Group D. From Fig. 91 we see that the conditions under which

Groups B and D performed were alike for the first 10 days and both

of these groups showed little if any improvement during this period.

After the eleventh day Group B performed under the same conditions

as Group C, and the performance of Group B not only became as

good as that of Group C but actually improved upon it. It would
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seem that during the period Group B was not rewarded it actually

learned more than Group C which was rewarded. If we consider

that during the nonreward period Group B was malting a very poor
performance and consequently was spending more time in the maze
than Group C, which was performing very well, it is not altogether

surprising that Group B should have learned more. It is reasonable

to suppose that a rat learns more from wandering about the maze
and finally arriving at the end than it does from hastily running
through as best it can.

From the foregoing experiments and from others of similar nature,

it may be concluded that an animal performs best, that is, it runs to

the goal most directly, when the goal is desired or needed. When
the goal is not desired, then there is no satisfaction at the end of the

maze, unless it is the satisfaction of release. For this reason the

rat does not tend to run directly to the food box, but rather

runs to other parts as well and so makes errors. If we assume

that the rat is a very simple mechanism and responds only to its

immediate surroundings, then the animal should respond in the

same way in the maze, no matter whether a desired goal is at the

end of the maze or not. Because the performance of the rat is a

function of the goal, its behavior in a situation cannot be explained

in terms of its immediate source of stimulation. When the rat runs

the maze, it is not merely responding to different parts of the maze,

but to memories of food as well. For this reason we may say that

the animal anticipates food at the end of the maze.

The Anticipation of the Reward.—^There is experimental evidence

which shows that animals respond not only to a memory of a reward,

but to certain properties of the reward. Elliott (19296) ran a group

of thirsty rats in a maze (one trial each day) and gave them water

for a reward. On the tenth day the drive or need was changed to

hunger and the reward was changed to food. On this day the

rats did much more poorly than usual. When they arrived at the

end of the maze they found not water, as on previous occasions, but

food, which satisfied their present need. The following day they

were again hungry, but their performance was as good as that of a

control group which was not subjected to the changes in running

conditions. Thus the nature of a goal which could only have been

present in memory played an important part in an animal’s behavior.

This memory phenomenon corresponds to what is called anticipation

in human beings.
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In order to demonstrate this phenomenon in goats, Fischel (1930)

placed before them two boxes with lids which could easily be

raised by the goats’ noses. One box contained bread, the other

grain. Of the two kinds of food ‘tire bread was preferred, in the

sense that it was always eaten first when there was a choice between

them. The animals soon learned that one of the boxes contained

bread, but they could not detect in which box it was without first

opening the lid. It was found that whenever the box containing the

grain was opened first, the goats did not trouble to eat it, rather they

merely turned their heads to the side and opened the other box

containing the bread. For the goats actually to ignore food of a

particular kind they must'have had a memory of the other food, or

we might conveniently say they must have expected bread in the

other box. Ordinarily when goats find food, they eat it as they

find it.

Tinklepaugh (1928) found that monkeys definitely manifested

surprise when a desired food (banana) which they had seen placed

under a container was not present when they turned over the

container. « While unobserved, the experimenter had substituted

lettuce, for the banana. Although the monkey ordinarily accepted

lettuce, it refused to eat it when foimd under such circumstances.

A Comparison of the Effectiveness of Various Incentives.—^If

performance in learning situations varies for different incentives,

the maze becomes an instrument for measuring the relative desira-

bility of different incentives when the animal is in different physio-

logical states.

Szymanski (1918) lists a number of incentives which motivate

animals sufficiently to produce accurate performance in learning

situations. Thus he finds that rats perform perfectly in a maze

for food only when they are hungry. Return to litter is a sufficient

motive for some mother rats, but not for others. In all cases when
nursing ceases to be a need on the part of a female, the return to

litter ceases to be a motive. The return to the home cage was found

to be an unsatisfactory motive.

Many experiments have been designed to measure the relative

effectiveness of various incentives. Stone and Sturman-Huble

(1927) found food and sex to be about equal incentives for maze

performance. Simmons’ (1924) experiments indicate that bread

and milk, a female in heat (for male rats), sunflower seed, and

return to litter (for female rats) are decidedly more effective incen-
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tives for ra.ts in running a maze than escape from the maze or return

to the home cage. Their effectiveness is approximately in the order

listed, and the difference between them is greater for time than for

errors. She also found that a combination of rewards such as " bread

and milk” plus “return to the home cage” was a more effective

incentive than was either of them alone. On the other hand, Mac-
Gillivray and Stone (1931) found that a combination of food and
escape from water was no more effective than was food alone for

determining performance in the discrimination box. It might be

that the rat performs to its maximum capacity for food. Foods

varying greatly in preference, however, produce only a slight

difference in performance, according to the results of Maslow and

Groshong (1934) in their study with monkeys.

Grindley (igag) found that the amount of reward was a factor determining

the maze performance of chicks. When the reward was increased sixfold, the

number of trials required to reach a certain standard of performance decreased

25 per cent.

Hamilton (1929) measured the effects of certain intervals of delay

in feeding after the rat arrived at the food box. She found that an

interval of i min. approximately doubled the errors, trials, and time.

Delays of 3, Si and 7 min. did not further affect the performance

except for a slight increase in the running time. Whether or not

the attractiveness of the reward k actually changed by making it

more and more remote cannot be stated. It seems that the longer

delays should have further lowered the level of performance, unless

the rat’s sense of time is poorly developed. There is also the possi-

bility that delayed feeding actually increases the difficulty of the

problem. The rat must learn to associate food with running the

maze and if a delay is present, this association is more difficult to

make. The formation of the conditioned response is also greatly

hindered when the interval between the two stimuli is greater than

a few seconds.

Wood (1933) obtained similar results with chicks learning a discrimination

habit, but found that increasing the delay up to 3 min. continued to cau.se an

increase in the trials and errors required to reach the criterion of learning.

Delayed punishments seemed to have no effect on performance.

The Relative Effectiveness of Punishment and Reward.—

Since both punishment and reward are effective for controlling

an animal’s performance, it becomes of interest to determine which
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is the more effective. Yerkes (1907) argues that food is unsatis'

factory as an incentive because the degree of hunger cannot be

controlled, and utter hunger may interfere with performance.

Hoge and Stocking (1912) found that in discrimination experi-

ments with rats it was more effective to accompany incorrect

choices with punishment (an electric shock) than to accompany

correct choices with reward (bread and milk). A combination of

both reward and punishment was the most effective for bringing

about accurate performance. Dodson (1918) obtained similar

results, and in addition measured the effectiveness of various intensi-

ties of hunger and electric shock. The most effective condition of

hunger was a period of from 41 to 48 hr. without food. Slight

hunger and periods of starvation beyond 2 days were found to be

much less effective. Similar results were obtained in the case of

Siarh'ng IncifiHye
comparfmenf comparfmeni

Punishmerrt
compartmeni-

(-) (+>

LocaHon of
reward

Pig. 93.—^Plan of the Columbia obstruction apparatus. The animal must
pass through the punishment compartment in order to reach the incentive.

{Modified from Warden, 1931, p. iS.)

punishment. A relatively weak shock was greater in effect than a

more intense shock. However, the relative effectiveness of reward

and punishment as such can hardly be established because both

depend on intensity, and it is difficult to know when they are

equal in intensity. The maximum effectiveness of each was found

to be about the same.

The Obstruction Method and the Study of Motivation.—Warden

and his students (1931) have investigated the problem of motivation

by the use of the obstruction method. A floor plan of the apparatus

used in these studies is shown in Fig. 9a. An incentive or positive

attraction is located in a compartment, in front of which is an electric

griU or negative attraction. In order to reach the desired object the

animal is required to cross the grill and take an electric shock. If

the goal object is more positive than the shock is negative, the animal

should cross the grill. By leaving the “negative attraction” con-

stant, the attractiveness of various incentives during various
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physiological needs can be measured by recording the number of

times an animal will cross the grill in a given period of time. This
period was arbitrarily set at 20 min. Each of the studies attempts
to measure the incentive value of a particular goal object as the

physiological need of the animals is varied.

Warner measured the incentive value of food under various degrees

of starvation. In the case of male rats the number of limes they

crossed the grill in the 20-min. period increased with the period of

starvation up to 4 days. Increasing the period of starvation up to

8 days resulted in a decrease in the number of crossings. In the

case of female rats the maximum number of crossings was at the

end of a 24-hr. period without food. This period is the usual feeding

interval for rats.

In the case of maze performance Ligon (1929) found that after a

6-hr. period of starvation rats were actually superior to those which

had been deprived of food during a 12-hr. period, though of the

three starvation periods studied the 24'hr. period produced the best

motivation. Ligon’s study shows that the length of a starvation

period, even when it does not result in suffering, does not determine

the degree of motivation.

Hamilton (Warden, 1931) studied the effect of delayed feeding by the obstruc-

tion method and found that 13 sec. delay in feeding the rat after it arrived at the

food compartment resulted in a 43 per cent decrease in the number or times

that the griU was crossed. Delays of 30 sec. and of i min. showed no further

decrease. These results are similar to the results she obtained by the use of the

maze.

Warner (Warden, 1931) studied the incentive value of water

under various degrees of thirst and found the number o! crossings

to be at a maximum after one day of water deprivation. Periods

of water deprivation greater than one day caused a, decrease in

the number of crossings, until death intervened after about 6 days

without water. The least number of crossings occurred after

removal of a rat from a cage containing water. Unlike hunger,

thirst showed no sex differences.

In the study of the sex drive in the male rat, Warner used a female

in heat for an incentive. The least number of crossings occurred

when the male had been removed from females for a period of 2 hr.

or less. Periods of segregation up to 12 hr. showed a rapid increase

in the number of crossings; still longer periods of segregation showed
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a further but less rapid increase in the number of crossings until the

maximum interval of 24 hr. was reached.

The readiness with which a female crosses the grill to reach a male

in the incentive compartment varies according to the stage of her

oestrous cycle. There is a sharp rise in the number of crossings with

the onset of the cycle, but the crossings show a gradual decrease

as the cycle wanes. Warner points out that males and females are

difficult to compare as to the relative intensities of their sex drives,

because the response of the female is largely dependent upon her

physiological condition, whereas the male is inhuenced by the con-

duct of the female in the incentive chamber as well as by his own

condition.

Nissen (Warden, 1931) studied the maternal drive by placing a

rat’s litter in the incentive compartment and observing the number

of times the mother crossed to it. The drive was varied by using

litters of different ages. The results show that the incentive value

of the litter decreases with the age of the litter and with the age of

the mother. After she has been separated from her litter for 4 hr.,

there is a decrease in the number of crossings made by the mother.

Nissen also studied the incentive value of unexplored territory.

In place of the incentive chamber he placed a large box fitted up

like a maze and containing various objects. He found that the

male rat will cross the grill to explore such an area.

The Adequacy of the Obstruction Method for Comparing the

Intensity of Different Drives.—Warden (1931) compared the effec-

tiveness of the various incentivesby comparing themaximum number
of crossings obtained with each incentive. Table z8 is a summary of

these results. According to this table, the order of the intensity of

the various needs is maternal, thirst, hunger, sex, and exploratory.

If, instead of comparing the number of crossings in a 20-min. period,

we compare the number of crossings occurring during the first

5 min. of each of the 20-min. periods, we find the order to be thirst,

maternal, sex, hunger, and exploratory.

That the order of the intensity of the various needs under different

periods of deprivation is dependent upon the length of the arbitrary

period has been demonstrated by Leuba (rg3i). He points out,

for example, that for two days of food deprivation the number of

crossings in four consecutive s-min, periods are 130, ro2, 86, and 33,

a total of 3Sr, whereas for three days of food deprivation, the

corresponding figures are 75, gx, 100, and 98, a total of 364. Thus
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for three days of food deprivation the total number of crossings is

greater than for two days of food deprivation, but if the number of

crossings in either a 5-, 10-, or a is-min. period is compared, the

number of crossings is greater for two days of food deprivation.

Table 28.—Comparison of Various Drives (Modified from Warden, iqji)

Drive
Condition of Av. no. of crossings Av. no of crossings

maximum need in 20-min. period during first 5 min.

Male

Thirst Second day 21.10

Hunger Fourth day 19.10

Sex First day 13.45

Exploratory 6.00

Female

Maternal Young litter 22.40

Thirst First day 19.70

Hunger Third day 19.00

Sex Oestrum 14.14

Male and female results combined

Maternal 22.40 S.60

Thirst 20.40 7.6s

Hunger 18.20 3 - 7S

Sex 13.80 3-92

Exploratory d.oo 2.40

A study by Holden (1926) shows that the intensity of the shock

used also determines the nature of the results. She used three

intensities of shock and counted the number of crossings in groups of

rats deprived of food for 12, 24, 36, 48, 60, and 72 hr. For the

least intense shock the maximum number of crossings occurred in the

48-hr. group; and for the most intense shock the maximum number of

crossings appeared in the 24-hr, group. That the 24-hr. group

crossed most often when the shock was intense indicates that

starved animals are less able to take punishment. The length of

the period of deprivation may therefore not only be a measure of

the intensity of a need, but may indicate loss in ability to take

punishment as well. Furthermore, 15 per cent of the animals in
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the 6o-hr. group and 48 per cent of the animals in the 72'hr. group

died before they were tested. If different periods of food depriva-

tion produce different death rates it is obvious that the- physical

condition of the surviving animals which were tested must also have

differed widely.

Ligon (1929) has pointed out that the obstruction method does

not permit the measurement of all the characteristics of motivated

behavior. In a learning situation incentives differ as to the trial

on which the most accurate performance appears; the maximum
speed at which an animal will perform; and the number of successive

trips the animal will make with accuracy. Ligon found that the

same incentive might be superior in one of these aspects and inferior

in another.

There are a number of objections to the obstruction method which limit its

value as a technique for the comparison, of the intensity of various drives. These

are as follows:

I. As has already been stated, the period of observation and the intensity of

shock are arbitrary.

4. Some incentives satisfy certain forms of deprivation more effectively than

others. Thus one kind of food may satisfy hunger more effectively than another

kind. This would make a comparison of the number of crossings dependent

upon the incentive used as well as the drive.

4. Certain needs may be satisfied more effectively with a few crossings than

other kinds of deprivation. Thus water may alleviate thirst more quickly than

food alleviates hunger. If this is true the number of crossings is not a true

picture of the original intensity of the drive.

g. The degree of punishment may -vary for various physiological states.

(Water deprivation, for example, may change the effective intensity of the

electric shock.)

6. The condition of the animal during various periods of deprivation may
change and so make it less able to stand punishment and less able to cross the

grill rapidly to obtain less punishment.

7. The method assumes that the drive increases quantitatively rather than

qualitatively as deprivation increases.

8 . Various drives involve emotional excitement in various ways so that the

condition of an animal is not only a function of a particular form of deprivation

but also of other physiological conditions which result from the derivation.

The Importaiice of Motivation Studies to Animal Investigations.

—

The problem of motivation enters into almost every experimental

situation because in order to control the animal’s behavior sufficient

motivation must be present. The foregoing studies have shown that

the performance of an animal varies with the need of the animal,
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the nature of the incentive, and the promptness with which the

animal receives the incentive after completing its performance.

In order to make a comparative study of the ability of various

animals, the degree of motivation must be the same for each of them.
This perhaps seems to be an impossible task. However, it is reassur-

ing to know that in most cases a considerable change in motivating

conditions does not cause a great change in performance. Thus
food and water each produce similar performance if the animals

are hungry and thirsty, respectively. Further, the difference in

the performance of animals with one or several days of food or

water deprivation is not very great. If experiments are performed

at regular intervals the routine also adds to the incentive value of

the object.

From the e:qjeriments on maze performance it is difficult to learn

whether the performance is at its maximum under any of the

motivating conditions used. In some experiments two incentives

were combined, with questionable improvement in performance.

This would indicate that sufficient motivation is reached under

the usual testing conditions.

In some experiments the question of motivation is of particular

importance and distinct precautions must be taken. In comparing

the abilities of animals of different ages; animals on normal and

vitamin-deficient diets; animals with and without certain organs;

and animals of different species, the differences in motivation

may be very great.

For example, Lui (1928) in his study of the learning ability of

rats of different ages foimd that young rats reached the criterion

of learning more quickly than adult rats. As young rats require

food more frequently than adult rats, the motivating conditions are

quite different for rats of different ages. His conclusion that young

rats learn better than adult rats must therefore be questioned.

When Stone (1929a and b) partially controlled the difference in

motivation by feeding the rats so as to maintain a normal weight for

their age, the differences in maze performance of rats of various ages

became negligible. In difficult test situations Maier (T932C) found

young rats to be actually inferior to adult rats. Studies of the

effects of drugs and vitamin-deficient diets on maze performance in

animals persistently ignore the possible effect of these changes on

motivation and attribute the difference in performance to a defect

in learning ability.
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The motivating conditions for different animal forms vary

considerably. In higher animals, such as certain species of monkeys

and children of certain ages, a satisfactory reward is often difficult

to find. In the case of wild animals, fear is so great that controlled

motivation is almost out of the question.

Attention and Distraction

Inattention Produced by Repetition.—In order that an animal

respond to a particular characteristic of the experimental situation

it is necessary that this characteristic be experienced. In the studies

on form discrimination, for example (pp. 301 ,
it was found difficult

to cause the rat to respond to form rather than to brightness.

Different methods or techniques cause different factors in the

Pig. 93.—^Apparatus used in attention studies. Prom the starting point the
animal must either go to table L or R, depending on which of these has a light

placed at o. {Modified from Maier, 1930, fi. 391.)

experimental situation to predominate. For this reason the method

used in an investigation becomes very important.

Even in situations where the problem of gaining the animal’s

attention has not been a difficulty, the problem of attention is

present. Maier (1930) trained rats to go for food to an electric

light wrapped in brown paper. After this preliminary training the

animals were required to explore an arrangement of pathways and

tables such as the two examples shown in Fig. 93. Following

the period of exploration, food, as well as the light bulb, was placed

on the inside corner of either the right or the left table. In turn, the

rats were then placed on the center table from which the light was

visible. In order to go to the food a rat had to respond to the

position of the light before leaving the starting table. Ordinarily

it ran to the corner of the starting table nearest the light and sniffed

in that direction. For each trial, the food and light were on either

the right or the left table. Nine trials were made each day and the
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experiment continued for varying periods of time on each of six

different test situations similar to the one described.

The results may be summarized as follows:

1. In each of the test situations used, fewer errors were made on
the first day of work than on succeeding days. The average number
of errors for six test situations on different test days is shown in

Fig. 94.

2. The number of errors made during the first four trials of a test

period were only about one half as great as the number made during

the last four trials of a day.

3. The errors made on runs after the food and light were changed

from one side to the other were less than one half as great as the

Day
Fig. 94.—Curve showing the number of errors made on the same test given on

successive days. The values are based upon the averages of six rats on six

different experiments. (Frotn Maier, 1930, p. 298. By permission of the Journal

of Genetic Psychology.)

number of errors made on trials in which the food and light were

left on the same table.

4.

After a rest of several days, the performance rose to maximum

efficiency.

These results are exactly the opposite of what one would expect

on the basis of the usual understanding of learning. They become

understandable when we consider the factor of attention. Atten-

tion is best in new situations and in situations involving a change,

and it is in exactly these situations that performance was at its

best. To respond correctly the rat had to attend to the light before

starting.

Since repetition produces inattention, one might expect variability

in behavior as an eagiression of a change in attention. Such behavior

mtghf be regarded as an escape from monotony.
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Some observations of Lashley (1918) have a direct bearing oi^

this point. He found that when first placed in a simple one-juncticn

maze, 25 of his 52 rats took the correct turn. This is to be expected

on the basis of chance. However, when the animals were again

placed in the maze, only 8 of the 25 rats again took the correct turn.

Most of the rats not only did not repeat their success, but did

much more poorly than is to be expected on the basis of chance.

The unejqjlored alley was apparently responded to on the second

run.

Wingfield and Dennis (1934) found that in a maze which offered

two routes to food, one of these routes was used predominantly

when one trial was given per day, but when more trials were given

per da}' this preference was lost and a tendency to alternate between

the routes appeared. Repetition of trips apparently opposed the

establishment of a preference for one route. Dennis and SoUen-

berger (1934) have shown that rats in a new maze tend to explore

paths not recently occupied. As explorations continue, visits into

all alleys decrease until activity ceases. Apparently a situation

must offer variety or newness in order to produce responses from the

animal.

These experiments support the contention that animals are subject

to shifts in attention, and that consistent performance depends upon

maintained attention.

In any experiment which requires attention, there is the possibility

that performance will fall off if exposure to that situation continues.

In maze learning, attention is required at the outset, but owing to

the fact that the animal is learning the maze, its performance may
show an improvement despite the fact that it is less attentive.

When a maze is well learned, it tends to become automatized and

attention becomes less and less important. This may explain why
rats will make a large number of perfect runs in succession in simple

mazes.

Inattention Produced by Distraction.—Distraction signifies that

there has been a shift in attention. When a particular experience

is dominant a distracting stimulus is one which will interfere with

the previously dominant experience. Distraction is complete when

the distracting stimulus becomes the dominant experience. A
distracting stimulus may interfere with learning performance

because an animal may cease to respond to that phase of the environ-

ment which results in adequate maze performance. In controlled
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experiments it is therefore necessary to exclude possible distractions

of all sorts.

In a study of the effect of rickets on the maze performance of

rats, Frank (1932) found a great variety of inconsistencies in her

results. For example, when tests were made in one laboratory,

rachitic rats were superior to underweight rats and these were

superior to normal rats. In a different laboratory the rachitic rats

were still superior, but the normal rats occupied the middle position.

Further, all rats made decidedly better scores in the second labora~

tory than in the first, but all groups did not show the same amount
of difference.

These and other inconsistencies became understandable when
the possibility of distraction was considered. Since a distracting

situation is one in which attention shifts from one aspect of the

situation to another, the effects of distraction should be expressed

by a variation in performance. By studying the degree of variation

in the performance of these groups, it was found that all groups

showed less variation in the second laboratory than in the first, but

all did not show the same degree of variation. In fact, those that

showed the least difference in the variability of their performance

showed the least difference in score in the two laboratories. The
apparent cause of the variation in performance was the laboratory

environment. The first laboratory was near a shop which produced

different kinds of noises, whereas the second laboratory was both

quiet and isolated. Thus these two laboratories offered distinct

differences in distractibility.

Further analysis of the data showed that normal rats were most

subject to distraction and even showed variability in the second

laboratory. Underweight rats were least distracted. If this

distracting influence, as well as the difference in distractibility of

the different groups, is taken into consideration, the above mentioned

and other inconsistencies pointed out by Frank are easily understood.

Because normal rats were most subject to distraction their per-

formance in the two laboratories showed the greatest difference,

and this resulted in a change in their relative position with respect

to underweight rats whose scores in the two laboratories showed

the least difference.

It is not surprising that underweight rats should be the least dis-

tracted. They are the most strongly motivated, and hence are

least likely to be influenced by outside conditions. Rachitic rats
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are not underfed, but are on an inadequate diet. Tbeir poor

physical condition would tend to decrease the dominance of certain

stimuli, but it would not make them as subject to distraction as

normal animals. This analysis is further verified by the fact that

after normal feeding, both the variability in performance and the

difference between the groups decreased. Certainly it is obvious

that the foregoing differences do not demonstrate differences in

learning ability. Yet there are many studies which conclude that

learning ability has been affected by diet on the basis of similar

results.

Conclusion.—^An error due to insufficient learning is one thing

and an error due to inattention, distraction, or lack of motivation

is another matter. Before it can be concluded that a difference in

learning between groups has been found it must be shown that there

is a difference in errors due to insufficient learning.

Chance

If one had two rats of exactly equal ability in every respect, they

vould not necessarily make the same score in the same maze test

It a given time. Because equal scores are not necessarily obtained

under such conditions, we recognize that to some extent the score

is dependent upon unknown factors which we call chance. It is

possible to conceive of one rat going through a maze without error,

owing to a succession of lucky choices, and of another rat entering

all blinds because of unlucky choices. Large mazes would, of course,

reduce such probabilities. After the rat begins to learn the maze,

the score becomes less a matter of chance, yet it must be granted that

the score of any one rat is partly a picture of chance.

Because of this, a statistical treatment of data is essential to

rule out the chance factor. Thus if we use two large groups of

animals on a given problem rather than two animals, their scores

tend to be equal. Not only does ability of large groups tend to be

equal, as in the case of our two hypothetical rats, but also the

average scores made by them. The extent to which chance deter-

mines a score may be detected by the lack of correlation between

(i) the scores made on odd and even trials; (2) scores made during

learning and relearning of the same maze after a certain interval of

time; or (3) scores made by the same group of rats in two similar

learning situations.
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If the animal’s behavior were entirely a matter of chance, the

scores made on two successive trials would not be related. If both
learning ability and chance played a role, the scores on successive

trials would improve but not in a regular order. For this reason

the improvement on the odd-numbered trials would not correspond

to that on the even-numbered trials. The extent to which odd and
even series of trials do not correspond thus becomes a measure of

chance variation.

Learning and relearning records serve the same purpose in a

similar manner. The testing instniment remains the same, but
instead of comparing the trend of learning in odd and even trials,

the trends of two learning occasions arfi compared. Chance factors

would produce a lack of correspondence in these trends.

When two mazes are used to measure chance variation, two learn-

ing occasions are compared, but the material to be learned is differ-

ent, and this difference may in part cause a lack of correspondence

in the trends of learning. This method is therefore valid only when
the learning of both mazes requires the same abihties.

Heron (1922) found chance to be a very important factor in deter-

mining the score in a problem box. It proved so important in the

first two trials that he suggested that the scores made during these

trials be disregarded. Hunter (1922) compared the learning scores

made by rats in three different types of mazes, and found chance to

be especially important during the early stages of learning.

On the other hand, Tryon (1930) found the correlation between

the scores made by rats on odd and even trials to be as high as

0.9876 and 0.9682 on two different mazes. This means that the

score made on each trial is a very reliable measure, and that chance

variations in score are negligible. Tryon (19,31a) also compared

the scores made by rats on two simUar mazes and found the correla-

tion coefficient to be 0.8. In other words, the order of ability of

the different rats as detected by one maze was very nearly equal to

the order of ability as detected by the other maze. If chance

contributed greatly to the score a marked correlation of this sort

could not be obtained. When learning and relearning scores were

studied (Tryon, 193 1&), the correlation coef&cient was found to be

between 0.81 and 0.88, Tryon’s studies indicate that when proper

precautions are taken, the score made by any individual animal in a

maze depends upon the animal’s ability to learn that maze. Since

Hunter used mazes which differed both in type and in complexity,
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the lack of correlation found by him may have been due to the fact

that these different mazes did not measure exactly the same abilities.

The evidence on the maze when considered as a whole seems to

indicate that when it is carefully used, it is a consistent and reliable

instrument, and that the performance of animals tested by it can

be controlled. The problem box perhaps involves chance to a much
greater degree, because the factor of selection is much greater. As

we have already pointed out (p. 362), selection involves trial and

error to a considerable extent, and for this reason chance plays a

very important part.

Whether chance plays a major or a minor role in determining the

score obtained by means of any testing instrument, it is always

important to consider chance as a possible factor in an animal’s

performance when interpreting results. Whatever an animal does

is of interest and importance to the animal psychologist and chance

embodies the many variable factors which underlie an animal’s

behavior,
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CHAPTER Xrx

FACTORS AFFECTING THE MASTERY OF A TASK
AND THEIR RELATION TO LEARNING

We have found that certain conditions must be satisfied before

learning takes place, and that after learning has taken place, certain

other conditions determine an animal’s performance in the learning

situation. We must now consider the conditions which aflfect the

extent or the degree of learning. Optimal conditions for learning

may facilitate the mastery of a task by (i) increasing the rate of

learning; (2) reducing the selective process through controlled atten-

tion (thereby making every exposure to a situation a dominant

experience)
;
or (3) eliminating the learning of certain elements which

have no bearing on the task. Only the first of these possibilities

is concerned with the actual learning process. Since learning tasks

involve selection and intelligence, as well as the formation of associa-

tions, it is necessary to analyze the various conditions carefully in

order to determine their efiect upon the mastery of a task and their

possible effect upon learning as such.

Frequency

The Relation between Frequency and the Association Process,

—

Obviously many repetitions of an act to be learned are more effective

than a few. The increase in learning resulting from the greater

number of repetitions may be due either (0) to the learning of more

items, or (6) to the better learning of each item. For example, if

10 trials in a maze make it possible for an animal to go through it

with five errors, and 20 trials with two errors, this reduction in the

number of errors may be due either to the learning of more parts

of the maze, or to the fact that all parts have been better learned.

If the first alternative holds, frequency is not a factor affecting the

strength of an association but functions merely as a means for giving

the animal more opportunities to form additional necessary associa-

tions. TJndoubte^y this is often the case, especially in “trial-

and-error” learning situations. For many trials there may be

427
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no progress, then after some particular trial a pertinent associa-

tion is formed and a great deal of progress is evidenced.

However, there is also reason to believe that associations already

in existence may be strengthened by further repetitions. In

Pavlov’s conditioned-reflex studies there is evidence of the formation

of an association as soon as the unconditioned stimulus produces a

•flow of saliva,. but further repetitions result in an increase in the

quantity of saliva produced. This suggests that the association

has increased in strength because of the further repetitions.

This suggestion is supported by the results of the studies on the

“overlearning” of mazes. An animal that has learned the maze

to the point of making no errors (thus having formed all necessary

associations) will again make errors if tested some time later; but

if the animal is given many extra trials after it has learned the

maze to perfection, it will make fewer errors on the retention test.

Apparently the extra repetitions (“overlearning”) strengthen the

learning of all items so that forgetting is not so evident.

Frequency Not a Basic Factor in Selection.—^Frequency becomes

a controversial factor in learning when it is used to account, for

selection. Watson (1914) used it to explain how an animal learned

to open a puzzle box and to run a maze without errors. He 'argued

that every time the animal opens a puzzle box, or reaches the food

box in a maze, it must go through the correct acts, whether or not

it has gone through the various incorrect ones. In the course of a

sufficient number of trials the necessary acts must therefore be

repeated more often than .the unnecessary acts. This greater

frequency of the necessary acts causes them to be more strongly

associated with the situation; and because of their greater strength

these acts dominate in behavior when the animal is placed in the

test situation.

This theory makes learning purely a matter of dominance. All

acts tend to be repeated, but as the unnecessary acts are opposed

to the necessary ones and weakly associated with the situation,

they do not come to expression. “Learning not to do a thing”

plays no part in the scheme.

At. first glance Watson’s logic seems very plausible. Certainly

th*e correct act must appear once in every trial. But an incorrect

act may appear an indefinite number of times in a trial since it does

not terminate the trial, as was pointed out by Thorndike (1915)

in his remew of Watson’s book. Peterson (19176) demonstrated
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tliSit in mfliZC experiments mts nctiid>Ily must eliminate incorrect

responses in order that the correct ones can eventually become more
frequent. Even at the very beginning of learning, frequency does
not determine an animal’s choice. As we have aheady slated in

another connection, Lashley (1918) found that on the first trial in

a maze with only one blind alley, 25 out of 52 rats made the correct

turn, but only 8 of these 25 made the correct turn on the second
trial. The unexplored turn which had no repetitions in its favor

dominated the behavior on the second trial.

Maier (igsga) trained rats to go to whichever of two tables con-

tained a light. These tables were accessible by way of elevated

pathwa3rs which led from the starting table. The light was twice

as often on one table as on the other and consequently the route to

the one table was used twice as frequently as the route to the other

table. Usually the rats made the correct choices on the basis of

the hght, but when errors were made it was found that more of them
were due to the visiting of the table that was less frequently used.

In this experiment both tables were familiar and both were associated

with food. If frequency tended to produce a preference for a- choice,

it should have done so in this case. The opposite, however, was

actually the case, showing that even here some other tendency

dominated the preferences.

That the frequency with which an act is executed does not deter-

mine its preference in the animal’s repertoire of acts is therefore

obvious; but this does not eliminate it as an important factor in

learning. When animals do not behave as one might expect on

the basis of frequency, some other factors may be operating and

determining the preference. If frequency by itself produces any

preference, it is usually overshadowed by other factors which also

determine the preference.

In all experiments in which the conseqtiences of various choice-s

differ, the preference of the animal is governed by the consequences

of the acts rather than their frequency. For example, Kuo (1922)

found that when there were various alternative routes to food, rats

chose the short route in preference to the long route, the .route

involving an electric shock, or the route involving confinement for

20 sec., despite the fact that at the outset the other routes were

more frequently taken.

Frequency May Be a Primitive Selective Factor.—Of interest is

the fact that normal and partially decorticated rats differ in the
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way they are affected by frequency. Buytendijk (1932) found that

normal rats trained to go to the right for food in a T maze easily

learned to go to the left for food when it was changed to that side.

Rats with cortical lesions, however, were given considerable trouble

by the change in the position of the food. In their case the old habit

persisted and was hard to break. Cameron (1928) found operated

rats less adaptive to changes introduced in a previously learned

maze. In the light of the above results this failure to adapt seems

to be due to a persistence of old habits. Maier (19320) has also

shown that operated rats are much more stereotyped in their

behavior than are normal rats. Stereotyped behavior indicates

the dominance of frequency irrespective of the outcome of an act.

A rat with an extensive lesion will repeat an error until it is exhausted

without taking an alternative route which leads to food. Because

rats with cortical lesions are more dominated by frequency than

normal rats, it is probable that frequency is a primitive selective

factor in learning.^ When the animal has developed to the stage

where it can effectively discriminate between various consequences,

frequency ceases to be the important factor in selection.

In learning situations, such as conditioning, where consequences

are not associated with the response it is probable that frequency

plays a more important role as a selective factor.

Recency

The Relation between Recency and ihe Formation of Associa-

tions.—With the passing of time, learned acts (if not repeated)

gradually become unlearned. Because forgetting takes place,

recently acquired acts are more effectively reproduced than less

recently acquired acts. A dog that has been conditioned to respond

with 8 drops of saliva to the sound of a bell may only produce 4

drops if this response to the bell is left unused for a period of a

month. Forgetting may thus be regarded as a gradual weakening

of the changes produced through learning.*

^ We have described the foimation of an association in normal animals between

the experience of a response to a certain stimulus and the experience of food.

It is probable that in operated animals the dominant association is between the

stimulus and the response to it.

‘An alternative interpretation which undoubtedly holds in many instances

is that forgetting involves the acquisition of opposed responses. An interval of

time presents ample opportunities for such acquisition.
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Recency is also important in determining the nuvahsr of repetitions

required for learning. As we have seen in Chap. XV, in order that

a conditioned response be readily established the conditioned

stimulus must not precede the unconditioned stimulus by more than
a few seconds. When the interval between the presentation of

the two stimuli is very short, fewer trials are required to set up the

conditioned response than when the interval is longer. It is possible

to argue that when the conditioned stimulus is very recent, each

trial produces more learning than when the conditioned stimulus

is less recent. However, it may also be argued that only part of

the trials are effective when the conditioned stimulus is not recent

enough, but that each effective trial produces the same amount of

learning no matter what the recency. The latter theory makes
recency a condition for learning, in that it greatly determines whether

the two stimuli to be associated are ejqjerienced together. Whether

various degrees of proximity of stimxdi produce various degrees of

learning, or whether proximity determines the number of effective

repetitions, cannot be determined from the experimental literature.

For practical purposes the solution of this problem is unimportant,

but for theoretical purposes a solution is very desirable.

Recency Not a Factor in Selection.—Like frequency, recency has

been used as a factor to account for selection in learning. Watson

(r9i4) argued that the act which results in a reward is the last or

most recent one and because of its recency it becomes associated

with the reward. On the basis of the same logic it is also reasonable

to supplement the theory by adding that acts which are unnecessary

in the obtaining of the reward become associated with “no reward”

and consequently such acts are learned and avoided. This being

the case, recency does not determine which associations will be

formed since each act is recent with respect to some consequence.

It is true that only some of these come to expression in a situation.

Which associations are expressed is therefore not determined by

recency but by the nature of the consequences with which they are

associated. The animal probably learns what not to do as well

as what to do in a preference situation.

To postulate that recency produces learning in some cases and

not in others is open to criticism, unless it can be shown that the

conditions for learning are not satisfied in all cases. Carr (1914)

has suggested the principle of intensity to do this. If we regard

intensity as a factor determining whether or not the stimuli will
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dominate, and hence satisfy one of the conditions necessary for

learning, then we can explain why all recent stimuli are not associated

with the situation. But with this addition, learning is still a matter

of avoidance as well as attraction and is not the acquisition of neces-

sary acts and the forgetting of unnecessary acts. In the next section

intensity will be considered as a separate principle in selection.

Experimental results demonstrate that recency, even with the

aid of frequency, is ineffective in determining what responses will

dominate in a learning situation. In Kuo’s study (1922) already

referred to (p. 429) rats chose the short route to food even though

food had been just previously obtained over a different route.

Conclusion.—^To summarize, it may be said that the relation of

recency to learning depends upon the meaning with which the word is

used. When used to describe the temporal proximity between two

experiences which are to be associated, it becomes a necessary

prerequisite to learning. When it designates that an association

is new, it is related to retention in that the degree of retention of a

learned act is dependent upon the recency with which the act was

learned. It probably plays no part in the process of selection.

Efiect

Thorndike (1911) believes that the effect or the consequences of

an act largely determine whether or not it will be repeated on later

occasions. His statement of the law of effect is as follows;

Of several responses made to the same situation, those which are accom-

panied or closely followed by satisfaction to the animal will, other things

,

being equal, be more firmly connected with the situation, so that when
it recurs, they will be more likely to recur; those which are accompanied

or closely followed by discomfort to the animal will-, other things being

equal, have their connections with the situation weakened, so that,

when it recurs, they will be less likely to occur. The greater the satis-

faction or discomfort, the greater the strengthening or weakening of the

bond (p. 244).

Thorndike, like Watson, regards the unnecessary acts as not

coming to ejqpression because they gradually lose their association

with the situation. According to this theory, associations are

formed only when some pleasant experiences are connected with

the situation.

There is no evidence which shows that only pleasant consequences

of acts produce learning, much less that unpleasant consequences
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weaken learning. Rather the animal learns in all cases to associate

the consequences of an act with the act. This learning results in

the avoidance of acts which produce unpleasantness and the repeti-

tion of acts which produce pleasantness. The consequences thus

determine the preference and are not a condition for learning. This

explains the better performance of animals in situations which are

well motivated.

Muenzinger (1934) has recently presented evidence which shows
that it is not the pleasantness or unpleasantness of an experience

which determines an animal’s efficiency in a learning situation, but

rather the emphasis which either gives to the situation. In training

rats to form a black-white discrimination habit, some of the rats were

given a mild electric shock in connection with incorrect responses,

some, in connection with correct responses; while the remaining
rats were not punished at all. The two shocked groups of rats were

equal to each other and superior to the unshocked group of rats.

These results show that the emphasis produced more rapid mastery

of the task either (i) because more learning resulted from each

repetition; or (2) because better attention was obtained and more of

the trials became a repetition in experience. The second of these

alternatives is preferable in the light of the foregoing discussion.

That the first alternative is without support from experimental

findings is indicated by the results of Ni (1934). He found that rats

punished for errors in their learning of a first maze were not only

superior to unpunished rats which learned the same maze, but were

also superior to them in a second maze in which they were no longee

punished for errors. Punishment could not have increased the

learning rate of the second maze since it was not present. But

punishment did undoubtedly emphasize the difference between

correct and incorrect choices and thus caused the animals to be more

cautious in future maze performance. For such rats each trial

became an effective repetition, and so increased the rate at which

they mastered the task without increasing their ability to more

quickly form associations. Theoretically, the assumption that

certain conditions produce more rapid learning and the assumption

that certain conditions determine whether or not an exposure to a

situation will produce a dominant experience, have quite different

consequences. The first implies that the plasticity or modifiability

of the nervous system varies under different conditions, whereas

the second statement implies that the plasticity remains constant.
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Motivation

In our discussion of motivation (Chap. XVIII) evidence was pre-

sented to show that it played an important role in determining per-

formance. This does not exclude the possibility of an effect upon

learning. Certainly a motivating situation produces attention and

emphasis. Whether it actually affects the rate of formation of

associations or whether its effect can be reduced to frequency must

be determined by future investigation.

Past Experience

Eiqjeriments have shown that learning in one situation frequently

results in a more rapid mastery of a succeeding learning situation.

This influence of one situation on another is generally regarded as a

transfer of training. But it is conceivable that the learning of

one situation may be detrimental as well as beneficial to the acquisi-

tion of another and we may therefore speak of positive and negative

transfer. The things learned in one situation which may effect the

mastery of another situation may be of three kinds: (i) secondary,

(a) specific, and (3) general.

Secondary Effects.—In Chap. XVI we pointed out what an animal

learns in various learning situations. In every learning situation

certain secondary features of the sitfiation are learned and these

may be common to all learning situations. Wiltbank (1919)

regards the recession of timidity and the formation of the food

association as important factors determining some of his treinsfer

effects in mazes, DashieU (igaod) e3q)erimentally tested the influ-

ence of mere adaptation to the general learning situation (by per-

mitting rats to experience pushing open a door into a food box)

and adaptation to the alley situation (by letting rats run about in

alleys), and found that such experiences reduced the learning time of

mazes.

The foregoing examples of changes produced in the animal, which

favorably affect the mastery of a task are not true cases of transfer.

Adaptation to a maze situation and mastering a route to food are

different things, and if part of the adaptation has previously taken

place, this cannot be construed as an effect on the acquisition of

the route to food. All laboratory situations have certain features

in common. As far as these features are concerned, the situation

remains the same as we go from one learrdng situation to another.
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Before one can speak of transfer from one situation to another,

the learning which is transferred must affect the actual task to be
learned.

Specific Effects.—There are specific elements in the learning of

any task which may influence the acquisition of a difference task.

Wiltbank (1919) points out that after learning one maze, his rats

had tendencies to enter some pathways and to avoid others. Any
new learning situation which is similar in certain respects to an old

one might be expected to be favorably influenced by it, because

certain parts of the new situation are not new. Webb (1917) found

that learning one maze greatly facilitated the mastery of similar

mazes. There was also some saving when the mazes were just

opposite in the reactions they required. Because a saving was

present in both types of mazes, it is obvious that much of the transfer

was due to secondary effects. Since Webb found a correlation

between the degree of transfer and the extent of similarity in pattern

between the first and second mazes, the indication is that some
specific reactions acquired in one situation are applicable to other

situations.

As the maze habit is an integration of a whole series of reactions,

this application of specific details may not be in proportion to the

number of common details. In fact, if two mazes are alike in all

respects except one, great confusion arises because the whole maze

habit tends to be transferred.

A number of studies intending to show a negative transfer of

specific elements have been performed. In such studies the animal

is trained to go toward one member of a pair of stimuli (such as

visual or auditory stimuli) in order to find food. After the response

is learned the conditions are reversed and the animal is rewarded

only when it goes to the stimulus which it has been trained to avoid.

These studies cannot be regarded as studies on transfer because the

whole stimulus-situation remains unchanged. Rather the animal

is required to learn to change its reaction. That animals actually

do learn to reverse their reactions is indicated by the results of

Buytendijk (1930) who found that when he continued to reverse the

conditions, Ae rats made the adjustment more and more readily.

Schneirla (1929) reported the same findings for ants.

General Effects.—In Dashiell’s (19206) list of factors accounting

for transfer, two are of a general nature. The first of these is a

tendency not to repeat the same error in a single run. When rats
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were caused to run a different maze every day but learned none of

the mazes completely, they learned to reduce their errors by not mak-
ing the same mistake twice in one trial. Experience in mazes thus

taught the animals a technique which was useful. The second of

these factors is a tendency on the part of animals to orient themselves

with reference to the food box. As the starting point and the food

box occupied the same relative position in all of the mazes that the

rats ran through on different days, a general impression of the posi-

tion of the food box was gained. This was indicated by the fact

that the rats tended to turn into alleys which opened in the direction

of the food box. In this case the animals gained knowledge of a

general form which was applied to new situations. To what extent

animals are capable of forming generalizations will be discussed

under abstraction in Chap. XX. At present it is necessary only to

point out that generalizations formed in previous situations will

affect the learning behavior in other situations.

Neither of the above types of factors can be construed as affecting

learning ability. Rather they cause an animal to attend to certain

important features of a learning situation. (In problem-box learn-

ing similar techniques are developed.) In this manner the process

of selection is reduced, but the actual formation of associations need

not be affected. With a reduction in selection the mastery of a

task is more readily achieved.

Tendencies developed in animals such as taking all turns in a

certain direction, alternately taking turns to the right and left,

avoiding all turns and continuing forward at junctions, making all

turns, and so forth, are cases of the application of generalized

experiences which may reduce the selective process or increase

it in case they are wrong.

Transfer of Training and Its Relation to the Equivalence of

Stimuli.—^Testing the influence of past experience on the mastery

of new situations by measuring the saving in learning in the new

situation does not permit a very satisfactory analysis of what is

actually taking place. It seems that bfefore we determine whether

the learning acquired in one situation affects other situations we

should first determine what has been learned in the first situation.

Klflver (1933) has made extensive investigations on monkeys in

order to determine what characteristics make various stimulus

situations equivalent to one another. He finds that if monke)rs have

learned to react to certain stimuli in a particular way, this learning
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determines their reaction to a large number of other stimuli. All

new stimulus situations which call out a reaction previously learned

are regarded as equivalent with the original stimulus situation.

When one approaches the problem in this manner, the question of

transfer does not arise. The animal has learned to give a certain

reaction to a particular aspect of a sensory pattern and whenever
this aspect is reproduced by a new situation, the learned reaction

is reproduced. Past experience thus affects an animal’s reactions

in future situations whenever these future situations contain the

sensory aspects to which the animal has learned to react.

In Fig. 76, all of the stimuli labeled “equivalent” produced the

same reaction, those labeled “nonequivalent” produced a different

reaction. To produce the same reaction all equivalent stimuli

must contain the common sensory aspect which is the basis for the

response.

Meaning and Organization

In human psychology a distinction is made between sense and

nonsense learning. We are told that words are easier to memorize

than nonsense syllables because they have sense or meaning. This,

of course, is not an explanation but merely raises a problem. K6hler

has raised the same problem in the case of apes. In an experiment

in which a banana was placed outside the cage and out of reach, the

chimpanzees failed to solve the problem because they failed to fit

together two hoEow sticks of wood (which were lying inside the cage)

in order to make a long stick which could have been used to pull

in the banana. After failing in the problem, one of the animals was

seen to play with the sticks. In its play it happened to fit one stick

inside the other. The long stick produced accidentally in this

manner was immediately used to obtain the banana. On future

occasions this solution was readily repeated. After but one repeti-

tion the solution was learned. The accident, one might say, formed

a meaningful organization. As these animals solve new problems

without any previous repetitions it is difficult to know whether

certain combinations are quickly learned because they form meaning-

ful organizations or whether the formation of such organizations

is a product of intelligence and therefore not a matter of learning.

A chimpanzee will solve in much less time, a problem in which

the releasing of a loop causes a banana to fall to the ground when

the manner in which the banana is suspended is visible, than it
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will open a problem box which requires that a loop be unfastened.

A situation in which certain relations are visible to the animal
^

KShler maintains, has “sense” for the animal.

Because situations which have “sense” for the animal are more

readily mastered than situations which do not, it is probable that

intelligence is often playing a part in learning. When a series of

associations are formed in a learning problem, the elements in the

pattern of associations acquire a function or a meaning in the

same way that jumping at a triangle means food to the rat in a

discrimination experiment. The function or meaning of elements

in a pattern may therefore be regarded as dependent upon learning.

If the elements to be associated have sense or meaning before learning

has begun, then this meaning must either (o) have been previously

acquired in other association patterns, or (i) it must have arisen

from a pattern spontaneously formed at that moment. If the former

possibility is true, we are dealing with the transfer of past experi-

ence; if the latter is true, we are dealing witli a process other than

learning. Transfer has already been discussed and as the formation

of spontaneous patterns of behavior will be treated in the next

chapter, it is not necessary to consider it at this time except to

indicate that meaning, no matter how it arises, aids in the mastery

of certain types of tasks.

The Distribution oe Eeeort

The learning of a task may be confined to a short period of time

by concentrating or accumulating the repetitions
;
or it may be spread

over a period of time by inserting rest periods between some or aU

of the repetitions, thus dividing or distributing the repetitions.

In the case of human beings, it is quite generally agreed that dis-

tributing the repetitions in learning is more economical (in that fewer

trials are required to learn) than accumulating or concentrating the

repetitions within a short period of time. As more physical work

can be done before fatigue is reached, when effort is gradually rather

than rapidly expended, it might be supposed that the gradual

expenditure of learning effort leads to more learning per unit of effort

than does the rapid expenditure of learning effort. Experimental

results alone can determine the correctness of this supposition.

Massed versus Distributed Repetitions.—For problem-box

learning Ulrich (1915) found that the order of eflficiency of his differ-

ent distribution of trials was as follows: i trial every third day;
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I trial every other day; i trial every day; 3 trials in succession every
day; and 5 trials in succession every day. The most favorable

distribution of trials required from ii to 17 trials, the least favorable

from 35 to 50 trials before the rat was able to open a latch box in

I sec. on several successive trials. Similar differences in efficacy

of the above distributions of trials were obtained for the learning

of a maze.

Tabie 29.—Average Number of Triais Required to Learn a Maze When
Effort Is Distributed in DTrrERF.NT W.m

(Data from Mayer and Stone, 1931)

Number
of cases

Distribution

of trials

Average number of trials required

to reach criterion of learning

Lenient criterion Severe criterion

Young rats

1

47 I per day 13-2 21.6

40 3 per day 13.

5

32.5

29 S per day 13.0 20.8

31 10 per day 13.0 21.3

Adult rats

17 I per day 17.0 23 -3

34 3 per day 22,5 aS.o

23 5 per day 20.9 30.0

Warden (19236) likewise found that in maze learning an interval

between each trial was more efficient than a like interval placed

between groups of 3 or $ trials. He tested various intervals and

found that an interval of 12 hr. was more efficient in all cases than

longer and shorter intervals.

On the other hand, Pechstein (1921) found that massed trials

resulted in the mastery of a small maze more readily than did dis-

tributed trials, and attributed this effect to his use of very simple

mazes. Cook (1928) found no reliable difference between the

procedures of massed and distributed effort. He believes that the

inconsistencies in the various studies can be accounted for if we

regard massed effort the better procedure in simple problems;

distributed effort the better for complex problems; and neither

superior for problems of intermediate difficulties. He considers
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his maze intermediate in dif&culty between those of Warden and

Pechstein.

Other Conditions Vary When Effort Is Differently Distributed.

—

Mayer and Stone (1931), using a maze which was perhaps as complex

as used in any of the above studies, found that the relative efficiency

of massed and distributed repetitions was different for adult than

for young (about one month old) rats. Trials were given at the rate

of I, 3,. 5, or 10 per day. On these various distributions of repeti-

tions the young rats did equally well. This was true whether one

used a lenient criterion (3 or less errors in 3 consecutive trials) or a

severe criterion (i or no errors in 4 consecutive trials). In the

case of adult rats the lenient criterion likewise showed no difference

between groups of rats learning by different distributions of trials,

but when the severe criterion was used, the efficiency became less

as greater numbers of trials were given per day. Table 29 gives

the number of trials required by young and adult rats to reach the

two criteria of learning. It was further observed that both young

and adult rats tended to retrace parts of the maze when successive

trials were given.

The results of Mayer and Stone suggest that the difference between

the effect of massed and distributed repetitions may be purely one of

performance. Several trials in succession may lead to inattention

if the animal is not sufficiently motivated. Young rats are likely

to be more interested in food and so maintain a high efficiency of

performance. (From Table 29 it will be seen that under identical

learning conditions young require fewer trials than adult rats.)

It seems that adult rats, being less motivated, become inattentive to

the extent of making an error now and then. When a high criterion

of learning is used, such slips in attention become important. We
have seen in Chap. XVIII that several trials in succession favor

inattention, and as a consequence, the accumulated repetitions

result in less efficient maze performance. The fact that massed

repetitions make for retracing also indicates inattention. In order

for an animal not to enter an alley it has only previously left, main-

tained attention is required. The difference found by Warden in

the effectiveness of various intervals is likely to be due to the differ-

ences in motivation which necessarily must accompany the use of

different intervals.

Whether the complexity of the maze is actually a factor cannot

be determined. No complex learning problem has been used in
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any of the studies. It is to be expected that complex learning situa-

tions require a greater amount of sustained attention, and conse-

quently the method of massed trials in such situations should result

in somewhat inefficient performance; and perhaps in inefficient learn-

ing in that attention is a required condition for the formation of

associations as well as for selection.

Wlien we consider that massed and distributed practice arc

associated with many indirect influences such as those having to

do with differences in attention, motivation, age, the complexity

of the learning task, and the severity of the criterion used, there

seems to be little reason to believe that the distribution of effort as

such is a factor concerned with the mastery of a learning problem.

Ulrich (1915) believed that the learning rate actually was better

when effort was distributed, and suggested that massed effort

perhaps involved rapid metabolic changes which hindered learning.

Although studies on distributions of effort may give us no insight

into the mechanisms involved in learning, they have a practical value

in that they may indicate which procedures introduce an unknown

group of factors which increase the efficiency of mastering a task.

Part-wole Learning

Like the problem of the distribution of effort, the order of presenta-

tion of material is a practical problem which concerns primarily

the educational psychologist. Is it better from the standpoint of

efficiency to repeat the whole of the material to be learned before

repeating any part twice; or is it better to repeat a certain part

until it is learned, then go on to the next part, and so on until all the

parts have been separately learned? It is obvious that the second

method requires some extra repetitions in which the parts separately

learned are fitted together. These two types of approaches to a

tnek to be learned have in themselves no effect upon learning, but

each method is necessarily associated with different factors which

may have a bearing on learning efficiency. Since these factors have

not been isolated and measured in any of the investigations, a com-

parison of the two methods to determine which leads to better

mastery of a task gives us the resultant effect of these several

unknown factors.

Accompanying conditions which probably favor the whole method

are: (i) the total required integration is built up from the outset

and there is no need for learning to combine separately learned
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parts; (2) sustained attention because a part is not repeated over

and over; and (3) the terminal and the starting points remain the

RaTnf> throughout the learning and there is less likelihood of forming

unnecessary associations with various beginnings and starting

points.

The part method may involve such favorable conditions as; (i)

sustained attention on a limited portion of the material; (2) the

possibility for more frequent repetitions of the more difidcult parts;

and (3) less new material to learn at a time and therefore less

possibility for confusion.

In studies using human beings as subjects the whole method is

generally regarded as superior to the part method. Pechstein

(1917) raised the issue with the rat in maze learning by comparing

not only part and whole methods, but also combinations of these

(such as learning part i, then part 2, then parts i and 2 together,

then part 3, then parts i, 2, and 3 together, etc., until four parts

had been learned and integrated). He found that a combination

of the part-whole procedure was the most efficient; that learning

by the whole procedure was the least efficient; and that learning

by part was between these in efficiency. When retracing in the maze

was not permitted, however, the whole method was superior to the

part method.

Hanawalt (1931, 1933) found the order of merit of these three

procedures to be exactly the reverse of Pechstein’s order. She

found the whole method the most efficient, the part method the least,

and a combination of the methods intermediate. Hanawalt’s

experiments were more carefully controlled than those of Pechstein

in that she (i) used maze-experienced animals; (2) excluded individual

differences by having all animals learn one maze by each method;

and (3) used mazes in which the parts were decidedly different and

hence less likely to cause confusion (or negative transfer) when the

animal ran from one part of the maze to another. Her results,

therefore, carry more weight and indicate that the resultant of the

factors introduced by each of the respective methods favors the

whole method.

It is obvious that although the mastery of a task is affected by

the different procedures just discussed, the actual factors which

cause the differences are unknown. Even such differences in

procedure as employed by Pechstein and Hanawalt lead to reversed

results. Pechstein found in his own results that the presence or
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absence of retracing altered his results. What effect these various

procedures have on (i) tasks having various degrees of complexity

(2) tasks involving greater or lesser degrees of selection, and (3)

tests made on animals under different degrees of motivation, is still

unknown.
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CHAPTER XX

HIGHER MENTAL PROCESSES

Introduction

Previous to the statement of the theory of evolution lower animals

were regarded as living machines ha'ving no soul or reason. Man
was considered qualitatively different from them in that he possessed

a soul and was a rational being. With the advent of the theory of

evolution the gap between man and other animals became less

marked; and it was held that all of the characteristics of man had

their beginnings in lower forms. This was taken to mean that

"mind” and "reason” must also have sprung from less gifted beings

and must therefore be present to some degree in some animal forms

at least. Many psychologists as a consequence became interested

in discovering the evidence of mind in animals, as is shown for exam-

ple, by the title of Washburn's textbook of animal psychology, The

Animcd Mind, first published in igo8. The term mind, which to

philosophers meant something nonmaterial and was related to the

soul, was largely accepted by psychologists to designate conscious-

ness. Although the study of conscious states occupied psychologists

in their study of human beings, it was rather empty as far as the

study of animals was concerned. Mind could be inferred in their

case, but it could not be investigated. Interest in animal psychology

was therefore confined to behavior, and through the influence of

Watson (1914) the emphasis on behavior even influenced psycholog-

ical investigations of man.

During the last 33 years a number of controlled experimental

techniques have been developed which represent attempts to throw

light upon the higher mental capacities of animals. Since learning

consists in the formation of associations through repetition, higher

processes must involve more than this; and for this reason, experi-

ments demonstrating the existence of higher processes must be

designed to exclude learning as the determining process in the

animal’s behavior.

444
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The attempt at solving a problem is usually characterized by a

certain amount of stereotyped behavior. An animal in a problem

box repeatedly makes the same errors. This behavior is generally

traceable in the animal’s past. Struggling is a primitive reaction

to confinement and is often successful. It is called out in the prob-

lem box and it appears in aU novel situations in which the animal’s

behavior is obstructed. Responses acquired in past situiitions also

are applied to new situations. All of this activity may be termed

trial-and-error behavior in the sense that it is not a specific response

to the situation.

We have already referred to Krechevsky’s studies (Chap. XVI)
in which he found that rats respond rather systematically, first to

one characteristic of the situation, then to another, and often return

to an earlier response. Variation in behavior appears in this manner

and increases the possibility of success in a novel situation. Of

interest is the fact that operated rats (Krechevsky, 1934) show such

variation to a much lesser degree. Generally speaking, cortical

destruction increases the amount of stereotypy in behavior. Cam-

eron (1928) and Buytendijk (1931) found operated rats less able to

break a habit and form a new one than normal rats. Maier (19320)

found that operated rats which made an error in one trial tended

to repeat that error on following trials, whereas if they ran correctly

on the first trial, following runs were also likely to be correct. This

tendency increases with the amount of cortical destruction. Some

rats have been observed to repeat an error 30 times. This persistence

in errors not only characterizes the behavior of mammals with

cortical lesions but also that of the lower forms treated in Part I.

Stereotypy in behavior shows the persistence of past experience.

In novel problems the organism must often inhibit the influence of

past experience. Inability to inhibit previously acquired tendencies

often prevents the animal from obtaining a goal which might have

been reached had there been more variety in the animal’s repertoire

of acts.

Although variation in behavior increases the animal’s chances

of solving a problem, the solution is still a matter of “ trial and error”

and does not satisfy the usual criteria for an “intelligent” solution.

Since man was considered a rational being and since his most pro-

nounced conscious states were characterized by thoughts, it is

natural that the presence of “ideas” should become identified with

the higher processes. The thought processes have always been
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regarded as higher and different from the learning process. It was

generally conceded that man solved problems by “ideas.” If the

presence of “ideas” could be demonstrated in animals below man,

thpn one would have evidence of higher processes in them. As we
cligll see, most of the tests of higher processes assume the validity of

this criterion, but they differ in the method of demonstrating

“ideas.”

The foregoing discussion assumes that conscious states are deter-

mining factors in behavior, but this assumption is without founda-

tion. It is therefore necessary to be critical of all experimental

approaches which make this assumption. A system of animal

psychology must be constructed from behavior data, and complex

processes are no exception to this rule. It is therefore our task to

develop an objective definition of, as well as objective criteria for,

higher processes. Before doing this, however, we shall examine the

various experimental approaches to the study of higher processes.

The Delayed Reaction

Introduction,—

k

method for determining the presence of ideas in

animals was developed by Carr at Chicago and has become known as

the delayed-reaction method. The first study reported which utilized

this method is that of Hunter (1913). Since then the method and

many variations of it have been used to measure the relative mental-

ity of mammals of the same and of different species. It is widely

accepted as a valid measure of symbolic behavior.

An animal can be trained to react in a certain way to the presenta-

tion of a stimulus. If, however, this stimulus is removed before the

animal has been permitted to react, is the animal capable of reacting

as if the stimulus were still present? If so, the reaction cannot be

in response to a stimulus which is not present but must be in response

to something wlrich has taken the place of the stimulus, i.e., an

“idea.” A reaction which is delayed for a period after the stimulus

has been removed is a delayed reaction. The length of time that an

animal can delay its reaction then becomes a quantitative measure

of the animal’s capacity to substitute something for the stimulus.

Hunter (1913) devised the delayed-reaction situation by first

training animals to go to the one of three boxes which contained a

lighted electric lamp. His apparatus is shown in Fig. 95. The
lighted lamp was alwa3rs in the box containing food, but the food-
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box was varied from trial to trial so that each box contained food at

one time or another. This preliminary training established the

light as the stimulus to which the animal reacted. After the reaction

to the light was mastered, the stimulus (indicating which of the

three boxes contained food) was presented only momentarily and

the animal was restrained in a glass starting box. At the end of the

restraining period the animal was released in order to determine

whether or not it could go directly to the correct box. By varying

the length of confinement in the

starting box, the extent of an

animal’s ability to delay its re-

action was measured.

According to Hunter (igiy, p. 76)

the only necessary features of an appa-

ratus for measuring the delayed reac-

tion are as follows

:

1. It must he adapted to the size of

the subject and to its mode of

response—walking, reaching, swim^

ming, or Sying.

2. It must provide a means for pre-

senting a stimulus in one of several

places.

3. These stimulus positions must be

equally accessible to the response.

4. The stimulus and the method

employed should be such as to pres

PtG. 95.—Plan of Hunter’s “delayed-

reaction" apparatus. While the animal

is confined in the glass delay chamber an
electric light is momentarily turned on
in one of the boxes. Upon release, the

animal is required to go to the box
previously lighted. {Modijied from

Hunter, 1913, p. 24.)

;nt no differential cues to the subject

during the interval of delay.

Hunter (1913) found that rats could delay their responses for only

10 sec., and dogs for as long as $ nun. Both animal forms, however,

maintained a posture in which they kept their heads pointed in the

direction of the box in which the light had appeared. This postural

set was called an overt orienting attitude. The sensations arising

from this postural set were regarded as being a substitute for the

visual sensations produced by the light in a certain box. Because

the delayed response could be explained as a reaction to the main-

tained posture, Hunter believed it was not necessary to suppose that

an “idea” had been substituted for the visual sensation.

Raccoons were able to delay their reactions for 25 sec., and two-

and-one-half-year-old children, for 25 min. without resorting to

overt orienting attitudes. Because of the absence of orientation in
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these cases, Hunter believed that a central process (an “idea”) must

have been substituted for the stimulus. Only when orienting

postures were absent, was the length of a delayed reaction regarded

as a measure of central or mental processes.

In a later experiment with a child, Hunter (1917) placed a toy in

one of two boxes and after a delay period the child was permitted

to reach for it. Because the desired object was itself the stimulus,

no preliminary training was required. Bj' a similar method Kbhler

(1926) found that the chimpanzee could delay its reaction 16}^ hr.

He permitted the animal to watch him bury a pear in the sand. After

the delay period the animal was brought back to the scene and it

successfully dug up the fruit. K.6hler considered his method as more

satisfactory than Hunter’s first method because, seeing food buried

at some particular pointy is more meaningful to the chimpanzee than

seeing a light in a certain box. However, it would seem that the

preliminary training should make the latter meaningful also. In

any case, the two methods have been distinguished from each other

and on the whole yield different results. When preliminary training

is required, the method is known as indirect; when the stimulus itself

is the desired object, the method is known as direct.

The Results Obtained in Different Delayed-reaction Experi-

ments.—^The results obtained by different experimenters working on

the mammals most widely used are given in Table 30. The presence

or absence of overt orientation, and the type of method used, are

indicated. Careful inspection of the table shows the strikingly

great variation in the results of animals of the same species, despite

the fact that in all cases the necessary conditions laid down by
Hunter have been complied with. Most striking is the fact that

Adams (1929) and Maier (1929&) have obtained delays in cats and

rats (without overt orientation) which are as long as those found by
Kohler in the chimpanzee.

Because of the great differences in results obtained by different

methods and by different experimenters, and especially because lower

mammals do as well as higher mammals, several writers have

explained these differences in resrilts as dependent upon the use of

the direct and indirect methods. Yet our table does not bear out

the validity of this distinction.^ Furthermore, in both methods the

‘ Maier’s method is usuaUy classified as direct. However, it is plausible to

argue that his method was indirect since (as we shall see later) training was
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Table 30.

—

Results 01 DELAYED-sEACTtoN Tests

Subject
Viaximum

delay

Overt

orientation
Ifethod Expenmenter

Rats 10 sec. Witli Indirect Hunter, 1913

1 x14 sec. Without [ndirect McAllister, 1932

40 sec. With Indirect Ulrich^ 1921

4S sec. Without [ndirect Honzik, 1931

7-34 hr. Without Direct Maier, 1939

Cats 18 sec. With Indirect Yarbrough, i9t7

30 sec. Without Direct Cowan, 1923

3-16 hr. Without Direct Adams, 2929

Dogs s min. With Indirect Hunter, 1913

5 min. Without Indirect Walton, tpts

Raccoons 25 see. Without Indirect Hunter, 1913

Lemur 30 sec. Without Direct Harlow, Uehling, and Maslow,

193s

Monkeys do sec. Without Indirect Harlow, Uehling, and Maslow,

1932

2 min. Without Direct Harlow, Uehling, and Maslow,

1933

f mia. Without Direct Buytendijk, 1921

15-20 hr. Without Direct Tinklepaugh, 1938

Chimpanzees 2 min. Without Direct Maslow and Harlow, 1932

4 hr. Without Direct Yerkes and Yerkes, rgzS

i6M hr. Without Direct KSbler, 1926

48 hr. Without Direct Yerkes and Yerkes, 1928

Orang-outan 5 min. Without Direct Harlow, Uehling, and Maslow,

193a

Gorilla 3 min. Without Direct
’

Maslow and Harlow, 1932

3 hr. Without Direct Yerkes, 1927

48 hr. Without
I

Direct Y'erkes, 1927

For bibliography see: Tinklepaugh, (1928); McAllister, (193^): Foley and

Warden (1934).

required in order to produce a response to the stimulus. If Meier's method is

conceded to be indirect, then the distinction between the methods ceases to

have any value for explaining the variation in results.
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stimulus is experienced indirectly by the animal. In the direct

method past e^qperience causes the visual appearance of food to be

associated mth its taste. By the indirect method, the animal is

given the past experience by means of which a light or some other

stimulus becomes associated with food. The difference in the

methods, therefore, lies only in the time at which the food association

was formed and has nothing to do with delaying a reaction. The

results obtained are undoubtedly a function of the method, but even

the direct method, when used by Harlow, Uehling and Maslow,

(1932) yields delays as short as 2 min. in the chimpanzee. It seems

unlikely that such a distinction aids in accounting for the lack of

agreement in results.

Analysis of Method Producing Long Delays.—^In Maier’s (1929J)

technique the presentation of the stimulus was more elaborate than

in any other, and the delayed reactions obtained from the rat were

unusually long. The results obtained indicate either that (i) the

rat has “ideation” comparable to that of the chimpanzee; that (2)

the delayed reaction is invalid as a test of higher processes; or that

(3) the test is not a true measure of delayed reactions. Because it is

the only experiment which attempts a critique of the delayed-reac-

tion method, it is important to analyze the experiment in detail.

The apparatus was placed in a room previously explored and

thoroughly familiar to the rats. In Fig. 96, points Ri, R2, and R^,

represent ringstands with ladders attached. The animals were

trained to dimb these in order to arrive at an elevated pathway which

led to a corner of a table indicated by F. This corner contained

food and was separated from the remainder of the table by a wire

screen which the animals were unable to pass. Before the experi-

ment began, the rats were permitted the freedom of the room and

often climbed up and down the ladders. The pathways leading from

the ladders to the food table were, however, not present. Conse-

quently no food was obtained in this preliminary exploration.

In the actual experiments the presentation of the stimulus consisted

of placing a rat at the base of one of the ringstands and urging it

to dimb the ladder. At the top of the ladder it found a pathway

which led to food. The experience of a particular route to food,

rather than the experience of the light in a particular place, is a

rather elaborate stimulus experience. However, the elaborateness

of a stimulus is not a feature upon which the delayed reaction is

supposed to depend. Further, the stimulus was repeated three
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times in order to insure the experience of the stimulus, a feature

which is assumed in Hunter’s technique.

After the third trip the animal was removed from the situation

for a certain length of time and this constituted the delay period.

At the end of the delay period the animal was tested by being

returned to the situation and allowed to react. Point A indicates

the starting place. It is near the food and consequently serves to

motivate the animal. In order to make a correct response the rat

Door

Fig. o6.—Maier's "delayed-reaction" apparatus. Three routes (Ri, Re, and

lead to food F. When placed at A, the animal must choose (after a delay

interval) the route which last led to food. (.From Mater, 1929, p. S40. riy

pertnissiott of the Journal of Genetic Psychology.)

had to descend ringstandRS and go to the ringstand which contained

the path to food. On different tests, different ringstands were used.

The animal was therefore required, after a period of delay, to respond

to one of three ringstands, all of which were equally accessible.

Control experiments demonstrated that no sensory aspect of the

situation indicated to the animal which ringstand was to be taken.

Rather the choice depended upon previously experiencing the

stimulus (t.e., the ringstand) which was associated with food.

Overt orientation during the delay period was impossible because
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the animal was removed from the situation during this period. The

third of the three alternatives mentioned above seems therefore to

be excluded. There remains only a choice between granting the

rat an ability for “ideas” which challenges the chimpanzee’s or

questioning the delayed-reaction technique.

An Evaluation of the Delayed Reaction.—^The value of the

delayed reaction as a technique is very questionable, considering

the results obtained. Its apparent importance is largely dependent

upon Hunter’s logical deciuctions from the assumption that if a

response appears in an animal, the stimulus for it must be active

immediately before. If these assumptions are questioned, it

becomes unnecessary to suppose that some overt posture or an

internal set (such as an “idea”), which has been maintained during

the delay period, has replaced the stimulus and so made possible

the delayed response. There is not even a reason for supposing

that a response has been held back or delayed.

The results may be satisfactorily explained by regarding the total

situation as one favorable to recall. After the delay period the

animal must merely reproduce the missing part of the stimulus

situation and react to it. If a lighted box was used as the stimulus,

then the appearance of the box must merely rearouse the light which

was previously associated with it. In our discussion of condition-

ing we' found that the animal salivated to the sound of a bell,

because on previous occasions the bell has been associated with the

taste of meat. In the maze the animal reacts to a reward it has

received on previous occasions. Reacting to a box because of its

association -with light therefore seems merely to demonstrate an

ability to form associations.

Tinklepaugh (1928) describes a monkey as sulking for a time

when brought back into the experimental room, then suddenly

observing the cups under one of which food had been placed during

the stimulus period. After glancing from one cup to the other, the

correct one was chosen. This behavior seems to indicate that the

animal was recalling the events which occurred before the delay.

The delayed response thus becomes a reaction to the associations

which have been rearoused.

The situations in which long delays have been obtained have had

stimulus places which were very different for the animal, both in

appearance and in associative value. Thus Yerkes and Yerkes

(1928) used the four sides of a roomj Tinklepaugh (1928), the two
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ends of a stick (each end having a different relationship with dif-

ferent parts of the room); Adams (1929), four very different boxes
placed in different parts of a room; and Maier (19296), different

parts of a room having decided characteristics because of its fur-

nishings. In all of these cases the room and all of its contents

were familiar to the animal through previous exploration. During

this exploration, different parts of the rooms and their furnishings

must have become rich in associations. These associations undoubt-

edly favor the rearousal of past experiences which may have been

“enjoyed” in the room (e.g., having experienced food, visually or

otherwise, in a box next to some familiar part of the room).

Yerkes and Yerkes found that shifting the boxes during the delay

period greatly reduced performance. In such cases the rearousal

was entirely dependent upon the characteristics of the box. Tinkle-

paugh, as well as Carpenter and Nissen (1934), found that increasing

the distance between the possible locations of the food increased

performance. This condition brings the position of food in closer

relation with parts of the room and so increases the rearousal value

of the situation by increasing the distinctiveness of its several parts.

Considered in this Mght, differences in results obtained in the

various experiments on delayed reaction are artifacts and not

measures of a special ability to delay a reaction. As a result, the

delayed reaction cannot be regarded as a measure of some higher

process, or a demonstration of ideational behavior. This does not

mean that intelligence and learning ability may not function

in the delayed-reaction experiments. Certainly the ability to

reproduce is important in adaptive behavior. But the ability to

reproduce is not the same as the abflity to hold a response in abey-

ance or to solve problems by means of “ideas.”

A Sudden Drop in the Learning Curve as Evidence op

Inteleigence

Thorndikp (1898) presented strong evidence to show that animals

often meet new situations by .displaying activity which is rela-

tively random and unadaptive, and that the eventual solution

only appears intelligent because unnecessary activity has been

eliminated through learning. He did not show, as is often sup-

posed, that the animal is incapable of intelligent solutions. However,

his demonstration that cats solve puzzle boxes by means of learning

has forced the psychologist to be critical of any apparently intelligent
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behavior on the part of the animal until he is convinced that past

experience may not have furnished the solution. The exclusion

of past experience as a possibility is not always easy. When a

chimpanzee uses a stick of wood to knock down a piece of food from

a high place, it is difi&cult to know whether this behavior was new m
that situation or whether it was learned in the past through trial

and error.

Because it is difficult to exclude the possible influence of past

experience in meeting problem situations, the sudden drop in the

Pig. 97.—Curve showing a sadden droi> in the time required to open a problem
box. The first six trials show little improvement, but on the seventh trial the

improvement is very marked.

learning curve has been treated as holding significance. For

example, if an animal required a relatively long time to get out of a

puzzle box on its first six trials, then on its seventh trial and all

trials thereafter it gains its freedom in a minimum amount of time

(see Fig. 97), it would be supposed that the animal has experi-

enced a new relationship, formed an “idea,” or had “insight.”

In other words, it is assumed that at a particular time, a process

other than learning has intervened and has caused the sudden drop

in time. However, as we have pointed out (pp. 359/.) the mastery

of such a task is largely dependent upon selection. The essential

act must be isolated and associated with the situation. This isola-

tion may depend on the precision of the animal’s motor adjust-

ments as well as on the acuity of its sensory equipment, but once the

elements to be learned have been isolated, the learning takes place
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rapidly. It is therefore unnecessary to assume the intervention of a
higher function. Because explanations in terms of simpler processes

are possible, such a criterion of intelligent behavior is unsatisfactory.

Abstraction as a Measure or Higher Processes

Introduction.—Concept formation has been regarded as dependent

upon higher mental processes. It is argued that if a number of

percepts (such as different geometrical figures) have something in

common (such as triangularity), then this common factor becomes a

characteristic of a group of percepts and may be called a “con-

cept.” In order for an animal to react to a concept it must be

trained to react to some particular trait (e.g., figures having three

sides). To do this, it is supposed that a higher process is involved,

because some common element must be found. Since triangles

may vary greatly, it is believed that the “idea” of triangularity

must be formed. But another view of the whole matter deserves

consideration. When we remember that animals always react to

certain characteristics, and not to the total appearance of a stimulus,

it would seem that their reaction is an abstraction to begin with.

If they react to the size of a pattern, this is just as much a concept

as triangularity. The difficulty that animals have in reacting to

triangularity seems not to be their inability to respond to it as an

abstraction, but rather to find, by trial and error, the characteristic

that is effective.

Krechevsky (1932 a and b) has shown that in discrimination

situations, rats respond successively to certain characteristic aspects

such as brightness, leftness, etc., at the outset (see p. 350) . It seems,

therefore, that in concept-formation experiments the animal is

merely required to learn which concept will work; it is not required

to do anything other than what it always does in the most simple

learning situations, e.g., react to a certain hue or brightness in a

discrimination-box window, irrespective of its position. Of course,

the concept to which an animal is to respond may be made so diffi-

cult that the animal fails to find it; but it may also be caused to

fail to open a problem box or to learn a discrimination habit.

Analysis of Studies on Concept Formation.—Fields (1932)

made an extensive study of the ability of rats to react to “tri-

angularity.” He found that after he had trained rats to jump to a

triangle and to avoid other figures such as circles, rectangles, crosses,

dots, etc., they still responded to the triangle when this figure was
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changed in size. The new triangles were equivalent to the first

in that the aspects of the figures determining the response had not

been afiected by the change. However, when the triangle was tilted,

the response broke down. This demonstrates that the tilted

triangles were not equivalent to the original. An important aspect

of the stimulus had been changed. With training, the animals

learned to respond to tilted triangles, so that the last eight of the

24 positions were reacted to without training. By this additional

training, new aspects were reacted to, and position dropped out as a

factor influencing the response. Altering the proportions of the

triangle within the limits tested had no effect. In other words, the

reactions of the rats were not dependent upon the original triangles

having been equilateral.

When using outlines of triangles instead of solid figures, and

when using three dots to indicate a triangle, the resulting reactions

were similar to those obtained by the original triangles, without

further training. Through training, the equivalent stimuli became

more and more specifically dependent upon fewer characteristics.

However, even this training was not suflScient to cause a black and

a white triangle to be equivalent to each other. When white

triangles on black backgrounds were exchanged for black triangles

on white backgrounds, the preference for triangles broke down.

It is probable that further training would have made the response

independent of features of the background.

The experiments indicate that, through training, a response to

some particular characteristic of a stimulus can be developed.

A rat’s response to a limited aspect of the situation does not require

the intervention of processes other than those involved in association

formation,

Gengerelli (19306) foxmd that rats were able to learn a maze in

which all correct choices were to the right (or left) and in which the

distance between the choices was altered from time to time. This

shows that it was possible for rats to learn the maze without depend-

ing on the distance between choices, but entirely in terms of turns

to the right (or left). After the animals had learned this response,

they were tested in a new maze pattern, and it was found that

the tendency to turn right (or left) at aU junctions was carried

over. He concludes that the rats had generalized their response,

but this seems to be nothing other than saying that the rats were

able to respond in a characteristic way to a junction in a maze and
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were uninfluenced by the pathways themselves. In other words

they responded to one characteristic aspect of a junction and

this aspect was equivalent in all the junction situations used.

Results similar to those of Fields have been reported even in the

case of chickens. Kroh and his students (1927) were able to

train chickens to peck corn from triangular papers and not to peck

from circular papers when the latter were arranged in rows. At

first, changes in the order of the figures in the row caused errors,

but additional training eliminated them. The introduction of new

figures, such as squares and pentagons, resulted in responses to these

as well as to triangles. With further training in which the new

figures were used, it was found that triangles of any shape and

papers of different colors could be introduced into the series, with

the result that grain was taken only from three-sided figures.

Although direct comparisons between the studies of Fields and

Kroh cannot be made, the indication is that the chickens responded

to triangularity more readily than the rat. Since birds are much

less plastic than rats in their behavior, as far as adjustments to new

situations are concerned, this comparison further strengthens the

contention that abstraction is not a measure of higher processes.

Robinson (1933) succeeded in training a monkey always to pull

one of three boxes toward itself. The boxes were either gray or

contained a black paper disc. Two were always alike, and the box

containing food was always different. The progress of the monkey

in making correct choices was gradual, much like the progress in any

other Iparning situation. As in the case of experiments on rats, this

type of response does not prove the presence of higher processes.

Of interest is the fact that after a chimpanzee has learned to

choose a triangle, it continues to choose triangles even when the form

and color are radically changed. According to Gellermann (1933).

the chimpanzee reacts to triangularity without additional training.

Merely because the ape is more intelligent than the rat, it cannot be

concluded that such a response is due to its higher intelligence. The

response to the particular aspect of a situation which happens to

be characteristic of a class of objects may be due to better vision as

well as better learning ability, or to a natural tendency to respond

to the same details as those which were outstanding to the human

being who classified the figures.

Of importance, however, is the demonstration that various animals

have tendencies to respond to different specific aspects of a situation.
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What constitutes equivalence among stimuli is therefore a variable

factor among different animal species. This being the case it is

probable that perceptual organization is a variable factor in animal

behavior and must be taken into accoimt when comparisons in

concept formation are made.

Conclusion.—^In the light of the foregoing discussion, abstraction

may be regarded as the -ability to learn to respond to certain limited

aspects of a situation. All situations which contain this limited

aspect become equivalent to each other and call out the same

response. This does not mean that such learning is not of a higher

order than learning which depends upon all characteristics of a

situation. We have already pointed out (pp. 163/.) that the ant’s

modification in behavior through experience is limited to the situa-

tion in which the learning has taken place. Testing situations

which differ even in the motivating conditions are nonequivalent

with the original learning situation, and fail to call out the ant’s

learned response. Learning which becomes more and more depend-

ent upon specific features of a situation allows for much wider range

of adaptation.

It is our contention that the abstraction experiments do not

demonstrate the presence of functions other than the processes of

association and selection. It does not follow from this that higher

processes may not facilitate the mastery of an abstraction problem.

Tests of abstraction merely fail to be indices and measures of a

specific higher process.

Multiple Choice as a Test op Abstraction

The Ability of Animals to Leam Which Choice Not to Make.

—

Hamilton (1911) developed a method for analyzing animal behavior

which has become known as the mdUple-choice method. His

apparatus consisted of a box with four exits placed side by side in an

arc and equally distant from the animals’ starting point, as shown in

Fig. g8. Food was obtained upon getting out of the box. Three

doors were always locked and one unlocked. The unlocked door

was never one which had been unlocked in the previous trial . If this

is learned by the animal, its efforts to escape from the box would

be confined to the three other doors. Hamilton believes that to

avoid the last open door involves “inference,” in that discovering

such a principle depends on several previous trials. In other words

the animat must “abstract.” According to our preceding analysis
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this niesxis that the animal is required to learn to avoid a certain

door, the door which has the characteristic of having been unlocked
on the previous trial.

Hamilton tested humans, monkeys, dogs, cats, and a horse,

and counted the number of incorrect doors opened in a hundred
trials. The order of superiority is as we have listed the animals.

Young animals were also found to be inferior to adults. Of interest

is the procedure used by various animals. In humans, and to some

Pood

Pig. 98.—The multiple-choice apparatus. One door of the bo.x is unlocked.
The animal must discover the unlocked door on each trial in order to obtain food
outside the box. If the experimenter follows a system which determines which
door is to be unlocked on a given trial, the animal has an opportunity to learn

to avoid locked doors. {Modified from Hamilton, 1911. p. 34.)

extent in monkeys, the characteristic reaction was to avoid the door

which had been open in the previous trial. The characteristic

reaction of some of the other animals was to try each door once

before trying any one twice, the door to be avoided being reacted to

as the others. A still less intelligent response was to try any door

twice before all had been tried once. The horse did this a great deal;

cats and dogs to some extent. In the 100 trials allotted, humans

learned what door to avoid, and monkeys learned this to a lesser

extent. Only the horse demonstrated what may be called stereo^

typed behavior, in that it repeatedly tried the same door.

Learning Which Choice to Make.—^The method has been further

developed by Yerkes so as to make possible the learning of a correct

response rather than the learning of what is not correct. In the

study of two pigs, Yerkes and Coburn (191S) used an apparatus in
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which the animal was confronted with nine compartments. On
any trial, from three to nine of the compartments would have the

doors open, hut only one of these contained food. The animal was

required to learn which of the open series of compartments contained

the food. This arrangement makes possible any number of com-

plicated learning tasks. Thus food may be found in (i) the open

compartment at the left (or right); (2) the middle compartment;

(3) the open compartment second from the left (or right); (4)

alternately, the first compartment on the right and the first on the

left; etc. By changing the number-and position of the open series of

compartments a response to a particular compartment was excluded.

The pigs learned to react on. the basis of the open compartment

at the left or right end of the series as well as to alternate between

them. They failed to learn to react to the middle compartment

when seven were used in the series, although they were quite success-

ful when a smaller group of open compartments was used.

Two crows (Coburn and Yerkes, 1915) learned to react to either

of the end compartments, but failed to learn to react to the second

from the end. A bird studied by Miss Sadovinkova (1923) learned

to react to the middle door under the same conditions in which the

pigs had failed. The rats studied by Burtt (1916) succeeded in

reacting to the end compartments, but failed to react to the second

from the end. Yerkes (19x6) foimd the monkey able to react to

the second from the end, although an orang-outan did more poorly

than the pigs. Of the four chimpanzees tested by Yerkes (1934)

all failed to learn to react to the middle door. Three failed to

respond alternately to the right- and left-end compartments and

three also failed to learn to choose the second from the right end.

All succeeded in reacting to the end compartments.

In general, higher vertebrates are more capable in multiple-

choice problems than lower forms, but the order of ability is incon-

sistent. The method is inadequate for demonstrating the presence

or nature of higher processes, but it is valuable for the study of

equivalent stimuli, and for the study of abstraction when this is

regarded as the ability to respond to a certain aspect of the stimulus

pattern which is common to a number of stimulus patterns.

Combining Isolated Expebiences (Reasoning)

A Problem Requiring the Combination of Isolated Experiences.

—

Since learning is the ability to combine contiguous experiences
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(see p. 343) it would seem that if higher functions exist, they should

exhibit themselves in situations where learning has been excluded.

In his experiments with rats Maier (1929a) endeavored to investigate

this point.

A typical experimental situation is shown in Fig. 99. Table A
occupies the center of a room. RS represents a ringstand by means

of which the rat can go from the floor to the table and back to the

floor again. One corner of table A, marked F, is fenced off from the

remainder of the table by means of a wire obstruction, so that F

Door

Maier, 1929 , p. 23 .)

is not accessible to the rat. This much of the situation is present

during the preliminary part of the e-xperiment. A group of rats

having the freedom of the room for several days have thoroughly

explored it and have become well habituated.

The situation is now complicated by the addition of a second table

C which is connected to point F by means of a pathway. Three

other pathways also lead from C in various directions. These

pathways terminate with ringstands Ri, and each of which

forms a ladder to the floor. The addition of these new structures

makes point F of table A accessible.

The experimental procedure is as follows: (i) the rats l^e

already experienced table A and yarious parts of the room. The
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1pa.rning acquired in this connection may be called experience I.

(2) After the addition of the structures, a rat is placed at the base of

J?i, R2, or 53, and is encouraged to ascend. When it does so it is

guided until it reaches F, where it finds food. A second and a

third time the animal is placed at the base of the same ringstand,

but on these trips it needs neither a push to encourage it nor guid-

ance.
,
It has thus learned to go from the base of one of the ring-

stands to F. This learning may be called experience 11. (3) The

animal is tested by being placed atA
,
which is in front of the obstruct-

ing fence that separates this place from the food.

In the test situation the rat is confronted with the problem of

how to attain the food behind the obstruction. No single past

experience will be sufficient to guide it there. From past experience

it has learned to go from A to other parts of the room. It has also

learned to go from the base of a ringstand to F. But it is now at A.

If it uses the pertinent part of experience I and combines it with

experience II, it can obtain the food. This requires the combining

of parts of separate past experiences. No single previous experience,

if reproduced, is adequate to take the animal to the food.

The .t)Tjical behavior of the rat in this situation involves (i) a

period of struggling at the cage
; (2) running back and forth between

the cage and the edges of the table; (3) descending to the floor

by means of ES\ (4) going directly to the ringstand it used in experi-

ence II; and (5) proceeding up the ringstand and to the food. Other

rats that have experienced the route from one of the other ringstands

to the food behave in a' similar manner but reach the food by way
of the other ringstands. For example, three rats trained to reach

food from the three difierent ringstands all arrive at the food by

different routes when placed at A.

By means of various controls it has been demonstrated that rats

solve the problem by combining the two separate experiences and

do not find the route by chance. With experience II omitted, or

with experience I eliminated by placing the same situation in a

strange room, the animals fail. Both experience I and experience II

must be given before an animal can solve the problem.

Tests for Isolating Abilities R and L.—^If we assume that rats

have the ability to combine, parts of separate or isolated experiences

as well as contiguous experiences, and if these abilities are different

psychological functions, it should be possible to place them in

opposition with each other and determine their relative importance.
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Maier (1932a) therefore devised three tests in order to determine the
validity of the above assumption. Figure 100 shows three tables

with three connecting pathways. Exploration of these tables and
pathways corresponds to experience I in the above experiment. The
rat is then placed on one of the tables {e.g,, table B) and permitted
to feed. This corresponds to experience II. The animal is tested

by being placed on one of the other tables (e.g., table ^). By
repeating this test, using different combinations of tables, a score is

obtained. According to chance, half of the test runs would be cor-

Fig. ioo.—A. simple test of ''reasoning.” After the animal has explored the

apparatus it is fed on one of the tables. It is then carried to a different table

and must find its way back to he food table. Because of screens S Si, and S»
the rat cannot see the food. {Modified from Maier, ip32&, p. i8 i.)

rect. To the extent that the animal goes correctly more frequently

than chance would warrant, the ability to combine two isolated

experiences is involved. This test was called a measure of ability

R. In order statistically to eliminate the chance factors, the

difference between the number of correct and incorrect runs was

divided by the number of tests. The score is then entirely a

measure of dbUity R.

A second test measured aMlity R acting in conjunction with learn-

ing ability (oMUty A). When abUUy R was tested on one day by

feeding the rat at table B and starting from table A, it was tested
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the following day in a like manner. The previous day the rat bad

gone from A to 3. This was repeated several times so that learning

the route to food was possible. By repeating the procedure of feed-

ing the animal at B and starting it at A the animal may now repro-

duce what it learned {ability L) or it may again combine the two

separate experiences (ability R). Thus either ability L or ability R
will produce the same responses. This therefore becomes a test

for R + L, and when corrected for chance becomes a measure of the

two abilities functioning together.

Tabus 31.—Percentage op Correct Responses in Tests Involving R and L.

(Maier, 19320)

(Chance Score = o Per Cent)

Extent of lesion 0% 1-10% 23-41%

Score in test R 80.7 639 43-2 8.3 I. I

Score in test J! + Z 89.1
1

78.1 70.8 3S -9 34.1

Score in test R — L 70.1 S3 *r
1

41.7 18.8 3.8

Table 3a.-r-RELATivE Values eoe R and L (Maier, 19320)

Amount of cortical •

destruction, per cent m I-IO 11-17 18-24. 23-41

Calculated value of R 79-6 63.6 36-3

(72.3) •

27.4 19.0

Calculated value of L 93 12.3 14.3

(12.3)

8.3 13.1

Experimental value of R 80.7 63-9 43-2

(69.0)

8.3 I,

I

The two abilities may be placed in opposition to each pther

by feeding the above animal at C and testing it by starting it at .4.

Ability L in this case will cause the animal to go to B and make an

error, whereas abiUty R will cause it to go to C. This is the test for

R — L, and when corrected for chance becomes a measure of these

two abilities when acting in opposition to each other. Table 31

shows the results obtained from nonnal and partially decorticated

rats in these three tests.

From the scores made in tests ioiR — L and R + L, the values for

R andL may be calculated for each group of rats. As the value for

R was also obtained experimentally, it serves as a check on the
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validity of this method for isolating the function of abilities R and
L. The results of these calculations are shown in Table 32.

It will be seen that for rats with no cortical destruction or with
less than ii per cent of the cortex destroyed, the experimental and
calculated values for R are approximately equal. Rats with more
than 18 per cent destruction all made chance scores in tests involving

R. For this reason the values obtained are a matter of chance and
a correspondence is not to be expected. The group with ii to ry

per cent destruction contained a number of cases which made chance

scores. When these are excluded and only records of rats able to

make better than a chance score on the test for R are used, a cor-

respondence between the calculated and experimental values for R
is again obtained. These corrected values are shown in parentheses

in Table 32. The table shows that for rats in which ability R is

still functional, there is a striking correspondence between the

experimental and calculated values for R. The table also shows

that when cortex is destroyed, ability R suffers greatly, being com-

pletely excluded when the lesions extend beyond 18 per cent. Ability

L, on the other hand, remains fairly constant, despite the cortical

destruction. Because cortical lesions have a different effect on

abilities R and X, and because these abilities can be treated as

separate unknowns, it is probable that R and L are separate psycho-

logical functions. The assumption of two different abilities which

are involved in adaptive behavior is thus verified by the experiment.

Campbell (1935) tested the validity of this distinction between

R and X by a different method. He obtamed the score made by

rats on two different mazes and the test for R. The correlation

between the maze scores was 0.55 and the correlations between the

score on test R and each of the mazes were —.37 and —.22, respec-

tively. The marked positive correlation between the two maze

scores shows that mazes primarily measure the same ability, but

the lack of such a correlation between either maze score and the

score on test R shows that different abilities are measured by these

tests.

The Combinadon of Isolated Experiences as a Characteristic

Process in Reasoning.—4 R may therefore be regarded as a

function distinct from that of association by contiguity. As it

concerns the ability to form a spontaneous combination of parts

of separate experiences, it becomes a fundamental process in the

formation of new patterns of behavior. In this sense it is an ability
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which trialffis it possible for an animal to meet new sitnations, not by

trial and error, but by a reorganization of parts of its past experi-

ences. It is a capacity which is akin to reasoning or creativeness

in man, and may therefore be regarded as the fundamental charac-

teristic of reasoning. Therefore we shall regard aUlity R as the

psychological function which characterizes the reasoning process.

Because of its existence, it is necessary that we consider the

possibility of its functioning in ordinary learning situations. Its

presence will undoubtedly greatly

facilitate the mastery of a task which

allows for the reorganization of experi-

ence, but to what extent it plays a role

is often difficult to determine.

Reasoning in Maze Situations

That the ordinary maze may involve

more than the formation of associa-

|6 tions is suggested by Lashley’s study

(1929) of maze learning by rats with

brain lesions. Although the learning of

discrimination habits was little affected

by brain injuries, maze learning was

greatly retarded, but in no case abol-

shortert^outTtoWte defected
^shed. Since ability L does not appear

without previous trials. After to be affected by lesions, and since maze

fr<^™L^“arHS"potrtn learning is affected, it is possible to

(food place), it is capable of regard the reduction in maze learning

“ 4“ t" learning .M-
food is placed there. {Modified ity. In other words, the effect of the
fro/tn. Maitr, 1929, p. 63.) brain injury was to force rats to depend

more on learning in order to master the maze. The mastery of

discrimination habits depends largely on selection, and the presence

of reasoning ability is of little advantage. Loss of reasoning ability,

therefore, does not handicap the animal in the acquisition of

simple discrimination habits.

Maze situations which more definitely involve higher mental

processes have been designed. We have already discussed experi-

ments (pp. 408/,) in which the animals ran the maze without food at

the end. The learning which takes place in such trials is therefore

not dependent on an association with food. Because the introduc-
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tion of food suddenly makes for accurate performance, it is likely

that the past experiences in the maze have become organized in

terms of food.

The ability of the rat to choose the shorter route to food may in

some cases involve reasoning. Certainly it is the case when the

shorter route is chosen without first trying the alternatives. Fig.

loi shows a maze used by Maier (rgzpa) in which this was demon-
strated. Rats freely explored all parts of the maze, and also were
taught to go from A to F by means of pathways 2-4 and 3-5. They

Fig. 102.—Apparatus for tesling “insight.” After the animal has learned

the three routes to food, it is required to choose route 3 when a block is placed

at B, but to choose route 2 when the block is placed at A. (ModlJieJ front

Tolman and Honzik, 1930b, p. 223.)

were not permitted to go to the food by way of A', however. The

pathways leading to X were experienced onlj during an exploration

period. After the rats had learned to go from .1 to P for food and

showed no inclirxation to visit X, the food was moved to A'. The

rats experienced the food in the new location only by being placed

there to eat. They were then removed and placed at A, one at a

time. Of 7 rats, 4 went directly from A to A'
; 3 went to F and then

from F directly to X. On the second run all rats went from .1

directly to X. Thus despite the habit of going from -4 to F, some

of the rats were able not only to refrain from going to F, but also

were able to take the shortest route to X without ever having gone

to X for food previously. Since previous visits to table X were part
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of the general exploratory behavior with no particular route fol-

lowed, and since the learned pattern would cause the rat to go from

A to F, the above performance can only be explained by assuming a

reorganization of experience.

Tolman and Honzik (19305) used a maze, the principle of which is

shown in Fig. 102. It will be seen that there are three routes to

food, all of different length. A preference for the shorter routes soon

developed, but by blocking these, the long route was also taken

All routes thus became learned. In the figure two blocks are

Pig. 103.—Shepard's test of '‘reasoning.'’ The odd numbers indicate true

path; the even, blind alleys. - After rats have learned the maze, the section

indicated by X' is removed, thereby causing a previous blind alley to become a

short cut through the maze. On discovering the change, rats immediately use

the short out. {Courteiy uf J, F. Shefard.)

indicated. By means of block A, route i can be barred, and by

means of block £ both routes i and 2 can be barred. As the rats

prefer route i, what wUl be their next choice if this route is blocked

at B? Of the 25 rats tested, 21 took route 3 on the first test after

finding route i blocked at B, When the block is placed at -4
,

however, the majority of the rats take route 2, which is then usable

and shorter.

Shepard (1933) used mazes such as the one shown in Fig. 103.

The starting point and the food box are to the left. The odd num-

bers indicate the true pathways; the even numbers, the blind alleys;

and the letters of the alphabet indicate different sections of the alleys.

Such a maze is readily learned by the rat. After mastery of the route
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from starting point to food box, a change is made in the maze by
removal of the wall indicated by X in the blind alley 4c. This
change, being at the end of a blind alley, remains unnoticed by the

rat until it reaches alley iic which is part of the true path. The
characteristic response of the rat is to explore this new opening for

a short distance, then to return to alley iic and complete the run.

When next placed at the starting point, the rat shows a marked
change in its performance. It chooses the former blind alley 4
and uses it as a short cut to i ic. This experiment gives a remarkable
illustration of the rat’s ability to reorganize its experience. Shepard
points out that an animal’s ability to make such a short cut is not

highly correlated with its ability to learn the maze. This lack of

relationship between learning and ability to reorganize experience

substantiates the belief that these are qualitatively different func-

tions. Different situations involve them in different proportions.

Problems Solved bv Other Animal Forms

With a considerable body of evidence demonstrating processes

more complex than association formation in the rat, there is little

doubt that cats, dogs, raccoons, and primates have similar and more

highly developed capacities along the same line. We must now
analyze the behavior of some of these forms in various situations

and determine how adequately our concept of reasoning applies to

the solutions they achieve.

Edhler’s Experiments with Chimpanzees.—^The classical experi-

ments of Kohler (1926) first reported in 1917 demonstrated the

remarkable capacity of the chimpanzee to meet problem situations

intelligently. Taken as a whole, the behavior of the chimpanzee

in solving these problems excludes interpretation in terms of accident

or previous learning. In many cases these possible interpretations

are not excluded to the satisfaction of the skeptic, but his alternative

explanations are convincing only when isolated cases are examined.

When all of the evidence is considered, one becomes convinced that

the ape behaved intelligently or had what Kbhler called insight^

into the situation. Since rats have abilities other than learning,

1 The term insight is used to describe the animal’s behavior rather than its

experience. It is true that the term ordinarily refers to a characteristic experi-

ence. Such experiences are, however, accompanied by characteristic behavior.

If an animal behaves as if it had insight, this behavior can be described as insight-

ful, whether or not its experience corresponds to that of a human being.
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Fig. 104.—Photograph of chimpanzee obtaining food by the nee of a long pole.

(From KShler, 1926, opposite p. 73, Sy permission of Harcourt, Brace 6“

Company.)
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it is futile to argue in favor of solutions by accident or trial and error

in the case of the chimpanzee.

Kohler found the chimpanzee very adept at using a stick to haul
in food lying out of reach outside the cage. Some of them also

succeeded in using a short stick to pull in a larger one which was
adequate for reaching food a long distance from the cage. Others
failed to make the intermediate step and tried in vain to obtain the

food with the short stick. When food was suspended in mid-air,

the animals used long poles, hut instead of using them to knock down
the food, they used them to climb up to the food. They were able

to climb the pole and grab the food before the pole fell over.

Figure 104 is a photograph of such a solution. This solution sur-

prised KShler, as he had expected them to use the poles to knock

down the food, but poles had different associative connections for

Kdhler than they had for the apes. The solution, being an integra-

tion of different past experiences, was therefore different for the

experimenter and his subjects.

The animals also succeeded in obtaining suspended food by stack-

ing boxes. Some of them had difficulty in making their structures

stand, but falls did not discourage them. Figure 105 is aphotograph

of three boxes successfully stacked. One ape achieved a four-box

structure as shown in Fig. 106. Solutions requiring a stack of boxes

and a pole to knock down food were also achieved. The use of

the human as something to climb upon occurred in the absence of

other material. The keeper was instructed not to resist when Sultan

(an ape) led him under the food, but was told to kneel down as soon

as the animal climbed to his shoulder. Kbhler describes what

happened as follows:

Sultan climbs on his shoulders, after he has dragged him underneath

the objective, and the keeper quickly bends down. The animal gets off,

complaining, takes hold of the keeper by his seat with both hands, and

tries with all his might to push him up. A surprising way to try to

improve the human implement! [P. 146.]

Solutions of the above types appear even when the equipment and

the position of the food are greatly varied. The animal has therefore

not learned how to obtain food from a certain position, but its

behavior tends to be adapted to meet the difficulties in each situa-

tion. In other words, we may say that the experiences with boxes,

poles, and the positions of the food are obtained in various connec-
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Fio. lo^.^Chlmpanzee obtaining food by means of a stack of boxes. (Profn

KdMert 19261 opposite p, 143. By permissio^t of Harcourt, Brace &* Company.)
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tions. To solve a problem, these experiences must be reorganized so

as to overcome the dif&culty. Without reorganization, certain

mistakes would necessarily arise. The experience of a box in an

altogether different connection will cause the animal to recall the

box when the need arises. Thus a box seen in a building on some

other occasion will be dragged out into the open when some feature

of the problem situation recalls the “box experience.” Mistakes

that are made by the animals from time to time clearly show the

need of the proper reorganization of experience to meet the various

situations. For example, one of the duller chimpanzees often

stacked boxes below points where the food had previously hung,

and not under the new position of the food. He also stacked boxes

inside the cage, instead of using a stick, when food was lying on the

ground outside the cage. In many such instances, the recurrence

of habitual or learned acts prevented the animal from making

clear-cut solutions.

The Element of Learning in Box Stacking.—Bingham (19290.)

attempted to make a standardized analysis of box stacking. He
found that chimpanzees without experience in stacking, but with

previous experience with boxes in other situations, readily move

them fairly accurately under a suspended incentive. They also

stack boxes when first confronted with a situation which requires it,

but the adequacy of the structure improves with experience in such

situations. Apparently certain things must be learned before an

organization of experience, which involves several boxes, becomes

efficient. That two boxes give more height than one seems to

require no separate experience, but that two boxes must be placed in

certain ways in order to remain stacked must be learned. When
once learned, this experience can be organized with other experiences

without previous repetition. The stacking of four boxes, for exam-

ple, readily develops from the stacking of two.

The selection of a box large enough to meet the demands of a

situation adequately also seems to improve with practice. The

up-ending of boxes to obtain greater height, however, appeared

rather readily, which shows considerable ability to select adequate

dimensions. Up-ending seemed to be easier than the stacking of

two boxes, although the latter developed readily from the former.

Bingham points out that “
. . . insight involves little if any

behavior that is strictly new. More likely, it is composed of response

factors which have been combined, perhaps practiced, in other
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fusions ” (pp. 90-9 1) . In other words, we may regard the mtelligent

behavior of chimpanzees as new organizations of elements of past
experience. In another study, Bingham (19296) points out that

solutions depend upon the animal’s having had adequate past
experience. This means that parts of several past experiences can-

not be integrated until all parts have been previously encountered.

He also finds cases in which past habits blocked solutions. A
tendency to go directly to food, for example, tends to block the

formation of a solution which is a roundabout way to food. Thus
apes as well as rats make habitual attempts to obtain food before a

new combination is formed.

Instrumentation in Monkeys.—The use of tools in problem solving

is usually regarded as a mark of intelligence. This form of activity

is primarily confined to primates, and the manner in which the tools

are used suggests that the presence of a high degree of intelligence is

necessary. Nevertheless, it must not be overlooked that primates

have a highly developed sensory and motor equipment which is very

essential for the manipulation of tools. Since monkeys are similar

in structure to chimpanzees, any possible difference in tool manipula-

tion between these forms would suggest a basis for a comparison

in intelligence. Nellmann and Trendelenburg (1926) tested mon-

keys in a variety of problem situations and found them markedly

inferior to apes in the use of tools. For example, a box was used to

reach food only under most favorable conditions. A box out of

sight was never used, and boxes were never stacked. Poles were

used successfully for pulling in food only when the pole was arranged

with a cross piece (forming a sort of rake) so that simply pulling the

stick in was required. Their use of poles did not indicate any under-

standing of how to arrange the tool to bring the food toward them.

Yerkes and Yerkes (1929) in their monumental work concluded

that only apes and man were able to use implements in any complex

fashion in problem solving. Monkeys were capable only of simple

forms of instrumentation. They regarded the difference in instru-

mentation between monkeys and apes as indicative of a “ great gulf
”

between these forms. However, Klliver (1933) in his extensive

study of the behavior of monkeys found a Cebtts monkey capable of a

high degree of instrumentation. His monkey used sticks and other

objects to pull in food lying out of reach. It even used a short stick

or other objects to obtain a long stick which would reach a goal object

a long distance away. When the stick was fastened to a post by
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mpana of a rope and thus could not be carried to the scene of the

food, the monkey at first failed to unhook the rope from the post,

On a later occasion the animal did succeed in freeing the stick by

unhooking the rope. It is not clear, however, to what extent good

fortune may have entered into this solution.

The monkey failed when the solution depended upon stacking two

boxes. It solved problems, however, by combining the use of one

box and a stick. The monkey had to find the box and place it fairly

accurately under the food. Only after several trials was the box

placed so that by standing on it the food could be knocked down

with the stick. Practice greatly improved instrumentation.

Bierens de Haan (1931) succeeded in getting a monkey to stack

boxes. The first problem required that the animal move a box under

the suspended fruit. In the next test, with the fruit suspended still

higher and one box placed directly under it, the monkey stacked a

second box on top of the first. After this test, the animal succeeded

in stacking the two boxes when both were placed in dilTorent ports of

the room. With two boxes stacked under the food by the experi-

menter, a third was placed on top of these by the monkey. Then

with only one box properly placed, the monkey succeeded in stacking

the other two boxes on top of it. Finally, the animal stacked all

three boxes from the ground up. It also achieved the solution when

some of the boxes were not in view at the time of the test.

In many cases the placement of the boxes under the fruit was

inaccurate, and the boxes often were so poorly stacked that they

fell over before the fruit was obtained. Practice improved these

details. The production of these solutions was greatly assisted by

learning. The simple problems at the beginning taught the animal

how to place and stack boxes. It is therefore difficult to know to

what extent the solutions were spontaneous. In any case the mon-

key cannot be regarded as markedly inferior to the chimpanzee on

the basis of instrumentation.

Problems Solved by Raccoons.—^The early experiments of Cole

(1907) suggest that raccoons are rather apt at problem solving.

They mastered complex problem boxes with a combination of

locks almost as well as did monkeys. They were also trained

to climb to a platform for food when the experimenter pushed a

lever which raised a certain card, and not to respond when some

other card was exposed. Of interest is the fact that the raccoons

soon began clawing at the cards. If a “no-food” card appeared.
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it was ignored or clawed down and another card attacked until a
‘‘food”^card was clawed up. Cole argues that the raccoon has an
image in mind and seeks the stimulus which corresponds to it.

The experiments suggest that the raccoon is intelligent, but they
do not give us any idea as to the nature of the ability required. No
ability other than learning need be postulated to account for the
behavior.

McDougall and McDougall (1931) used the situation illustrated in
Fig. 107. When the raccoon was at D, food was placed at C. As
it attempted to go from D to C, the animal was restrained because of

Pig. 107.—The chain and post problem. The raccoon must circle post B
in a clockwise direction in order to obtain the food. {Redrawn from McDougall
and McDougall, 1931. p. 257. By permission of the Journal of Comparative
Psychology.)

post B. After struggling for the food for some time, the animal

wandered off apparently disinterested. In doing so, it walked

around post B. A little later it went in the direction of the food and

succeeded in getting it. On the next four trials it obtained food by
apparently wandering about B. Only on the sixth trial did it make a

direct trip around B to C. From the description given one cannot

determine whether or not these solutions were accidental. That the

animal finally attained a clear-cut solution proves nothing, because

it had a suitable opportunity to learn. A monkey in a similar

situation lifted its chain over B, but again it is difficult to determine

whether or not this was accidental The monkey was restrained by

the chain and tugged at it. It did not go directly to the point of

difficulty and lift the chain over the post.
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It is clear that experiments of this sort are not convincing. An
animal may apparently be demonstrating unusual capacities, but

accident and trial and error learning may account for their success.

On the other hand, animals capable of complex processes may appear

stupid in a problem because the situation encourages a number of

stupid acts. One cannot teU the animal to remain seated until it has

inhibited its first impulses. Only clear-cut solutions carry weight,

and even then one knows only that the animal has solved the

problem, but little of the nature of the processes involved in solving it.

Experiments on Birds Fail to Meet Criterion for Reasoning.

Evidence for reasoning thus far presented has been obtained from

animals having a well-defined cortex. The question which now
arises is, to what extent do animals below the rodents in the series

show an ability to reorganize experience?

We have already seen that birds do very well in problem-box and

discrimination situations. In tests involving intelligence, however,

they seem to behave rather stupidly. Kohler (1926) describes hens

as struggling at a wire fence when food is on the other side.

Although familiar with the environment, they are unable to use their

past experience to achieve an indirect route around the fence. By
running back and forth in an excited fashion they may finally get

around the fence if the detour is not too great.

Miss Hertz (1928), however, attempted to make a case for intelli-

gent behavior in birds. She presented various problems to a crow.

The best of these were her obstacle experiments. After the bird

had learned to open a door for food, three stones were placed on a

ledge on the front side of the cage. One of the stones prevented the

door from opening. This test was to determine whether the bird

would attack the offending stone. In the first experiment the bird

walked back and forth before the door, stumbling over the stones.

It then attacked the offending stone (the middle stone, nearest the

door) which resisted, and so the other two were attacked and finally

removed. Only later did the bird move the critical stone. The next

day all stones were again attacked and removed by the crow. On

the fifth day the critical stone was moved first, btd on this day the other

stones were 70 cm. away and so out of thefood situation. The evidence

here does not indicate an ability to solve the problem by reasoning.

The stones were new and may have been attacked for reasons other

than because they blocked the door. Further, the offending stone

was only removed, without a general attack on all the stones, on the
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fifth day, and then only when the accompanying stones were some
distance away. None of Hertz's experiments showed clear-cut

responses, and in all cases the situation was repeated several times

before there was an indication of problem solving. Before birds

can be credited with ability to reorganize experience, much mt)re

convincing evidence must be obtained.

In the ant we have found evidence of learning rather complicated

mazes. Schneirla’s (1934) evidence, however, indicates that such

learning is stereot3rped and not subject to spontaneous reorganiza-

tion. The bird, though very highly developed in many ways, has a

rudimentary cortex, and it is probable that it is largely incapable of

reorganizing its experiences in order to adapt to a new situation.

Certainly no convincing evidence to the contrary has yet been

obtained.

The Role oe Reasoning in Adaptive Behavioe

We have seen how learning releases an animal from the limited

forms of behavior furnished by maturation. Learning likewise has

its limitations. At best the animal (through learning) can respond

to a range of equivalent stimuli This range is increased to its

maximum through abstraction, in which case the response is made to

a very limited part of the situation. By this process the number of

equivalent stimuli is increased. But mere learning cannot fit an

animal for meeting entirely new situations. (In abstraction experi-

ments, new situations are not met because they are equivalent to

the old.) New situations may release a number of unspecific

responses which may be useful, but a specific integration must

eventually be attained, and the process of association cannot furnish

this without previous repetitions.

In the ability to reorganize experience, the animal is released

from stereotyped forms of behavior which are laid down by learning.

With the development and dominance of this ability, learning takes

on a new role. Past experience ceases to furnish the patterns of

response, and instead furnishes the data from which new patterns

may be formed. This ability frees the animal from a particular bit

of learning and makes possible almost unlimited patterns of response.
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in amphibians, 203-208, 217,

272-274

in birds, 241-249, 279-280

in mammals, 276-278, 330

Coordination, problem of conduction

in, 71-73. 77, 80-83, 92, 114-116,

137-143, 212-213, 247, 272-274,

314-317, 330

Cortex, 225, 238, 26O

association areas in, 327, 331

equipotential areas in, 328

Fortuyn’s areas in, 322, 327-328, 330

function in complex behavior situa-

tions, 326-327, 331-333, 391,

429-430, 445, 464-466
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Cortez, function in complex discrimi-

natione, 323-326

in problem box learning, 318-320

in simple discriminations, 320-323

motor area in, 328-330

projection areas in, 327-33r, 333

structure of, 317, 327-328

visual area in, 322-323, 330-333

Crows, 250, 460, 478-479

Crustacea, r2i, 124-123, 127, 129,

131-132, 233-136

D

Delayed reaction, 446-433

analysis of, 4SO-4S3

comparison of results in, 448-431

direct method in study of, 448-449

indirect method in study of, 446-449

orienting attitude in, 447-448, 432-

4S3

relation of, to learning, 4S!>"4S3

Development, 170-173, 287-290, 207-

209, 242-249, 267-286

compared with learning, 373-374

of concepts, 4SS-4S8

influence of learning on, 271-273,

243-249, 283-286, 334-336

neural changes in, 271-276, 327

of reasoning, 479
stages in, 207-208, 269, 272-274

study of, 268-270, 276-280

theories of, 267-268

Discrimination, auditory, 306-322,

322, 332

nervous conduction in, 287-288, 308,

324-323, 330-331, 333
in other senses, 311-322, 322-323,

331, 35«. 356-337

pattern, 323-3251 35°. 3S6-3S7f

4SS-4S7
problem of, 287-292, 322, 372-373,

389, 404, 453
. visual, 137-138, 193-196, 223-228,

238, 261, 287-306, 320-322,

349-355

Discriminalion problem, 290-292, 302-

303

Discrimination problem, analysis of,

349-358, 370-371

association in learning of, 349-330,

370-371

learning of, 320-326, 349-3Sii 365-

367, 455
relation to neurosis, 371-373

response to relations, 331-338

selection in learning of, 330-331,

370-3711 466

use in abstraction studies, 433-437

Distribution of efiort, 438-441

effect of, on attention and motiva-

tion, 440-441

Dogs, 268, 269, 271, 298, 303, 310-311,

318, 33S»., 337-342, 338, 371,

430, 449 . 439
Dominance, in experience, 340, 420,

427, 431-432

problem of, 36-62, 64-68, 70-71,

74-78, 90-92, 284, 201-203,

237-239. 272-276

in social groups, 239-262

(See also Cephalization; Individua-

tion)

Dragonfly, 147-148

E

Earthworm, learning in, 98-102, 337

levels of activity in, 89-90

locomotion in, 92-93

orientation in, 93-98

responses of, to light, 87-89

Echinoderms, 36-78

equipment of, 37

learning in, 73-78

locomotion in, 62, 64-73

nerve net in, 62-63, 72

righting response in, 38, 60-61, 68-

72, 74-77

Effect, law of, 432

relation to attention, 433
to learning, 432-434

Effectors, phyletically considered, in

plants, 10

in Protista, 20

in coelenterates, 37
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Effectors, pliyletically considered, in

echinoderms, S7

in flatworms, 8i

in annelids, 8i

in mollusks, 104

in arthropods, lai, 143-146

in fishes, 177

in amphibians, 300

in reptiles, 219

in birds, 23^-236

in mammals, 364

Effectors, fatigue in, 59, 63, 90

importance of threshold, 72-73,

31S-316
as related to behavior, 272, 316, 360

362, 447i 4S4
to environment, 8, 180, 199-301

and stimulus intensity, gs, 203-304,

314-317

tonus in, 63, 75, 89-90, 183-187,

232-233

Environment, as determiner of behav-

ior, 267-269, 343
in relation to behavior, 7-8, 23-23,

122-134, 149-1SS. i74i
179-

180, 199-201, 230, 333, 236,

243-246, 248, 230, 238, 263,

269-370, 282-384, 333

Equilibration, 183-187, 237-238

Equivalence of stimuli, 355-3371 479

and abstraction, 453-458, 460, 479

and transfer of training, 436-437

Errors, due to anticipation, 3867387,

39S-396
due to centrifugal swing, 394-393

due to chance, 424-436

due to inattention, 420-434

due to lack of motivation, 407-411

due to position of food, 395-396,

400, 40s

order of elimination of, in maze,

398-401, 405

Euglena, 26

Evolution, 120, 444

Experience, 343-344, 348-3SO1 3fii»

420, 42/, 4S«i 4S4i 474

definition of, 33 7w.

Eiqserience, reorganization of, 460-

469) 474-47S1 478, 479

F

Facilitation, 86, 438
Feeding activities (see Behavior)

Fetal behavior (see Behavior, em-
bryonic)

Fishes, 176-198, 213, 266, 290, 293, 333
feeding in, 180-184

learning in, 182, 192-198, 215

locomotion in, 184-187

migration in, 187-190

sexual behavior in, 190-191

Flagcllata, gn.

(See also Euglena)

Flatworms, 79-83

cephalization in, So-83

locomotion in, 79-82

nerve net, 80-81

Foraging activities, 125-126, 149-133,

159, 172-173, 211, 230-233

Forced movement, theory of, 97, 98,

132-137

(See also Tropism)

Forward-going tendency, 392-394

Frequency, 338, 344, 431

relation of, to association, 427-428

to selection, 428-430

Frog, 202-206, 209-211, 213-217

G

Gastropods (see Slugs; Snails; Mol-

lusks)

Goal-gradient hypothesis, 401-404

Gregarious behavior, 238-259

Growth (see Development)

Gustation, 182-183, 313-214, 281, 28a,

3«

H

Habit (see Discrimination; Learning;

Maze)

Handedness, 330
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Heredity, as determiaer of behavior,

267-269, 337-339

in Protozoa, 21-22

as related to behavior, 120-148, 176,

232-234, 261, 263, 269-271, 280-

282

Hibernation, 124, 166, 203

Higher mental processes, 331, 361,

405-406, 444-479

(•See also Delayed reaction; Intel'

ligence; Reasoning)

History, as related to behavior prob-

lems, 4
Homing, 149-155, i72-i 74j 2 i4j

239-

241

Human beings (see Man)
Humidity, 86-87, 1 23-1 24, 199-201,

271

Hydra, general behavior of, 40-42

(See also Coelenterates)

Hypothesis, 5-6

I

Ideas, 443-448, 430, 432-433

Incentives, eCectiveness of, 412-414,

4i6-4r8

relation of physiological condition

to, 416-418

Individual difierences, 346, 424-426

Individuation, 275-278

in mammals, 276-278, 373-374
in motor functions, 276-277, 373
in sensory functions, 277, 373

Inhibition, 71-72, 118, 317, 229, 238,

243, 276, 316-317, 443
Insects, 149-175, 292

(See also Arthropods)

Instinct, 120-148, 241, 267, 275, 284-

28s
(See also Natively determined

behavior)

Instrumentation, 471-476

in chimpanzees, 471-475

in monkeys, 475-476

Integration, in learning, 343-344,

404-406

neural, 313-317

Integration, in reasoning, 460-469,

474-473 , 478, 479
in sensory functions, 111-114, 117-

118, 162-164, 180-184, 186-

187, 193-194, 196-198, 201-

203, 209-2t4, 217, zrS, 223,

237-239, 275-278, 287-289,

313-317

Intelligence, 351, 361, 388, 406, 427,

438, 444-479
definition of, 35i».

(See also Reasoning)

Internal condition, phyleticaUy con-

sidered, in Protozoa, 18-21

in flatworms, 83-84

in annelids, 88-90, 96

in arthropods, 122-123, 129, 146,

162-164, 171-173, 280-282, 284

in fishes, 188-191

in amphibians, 201, 205

in reptiles, 222-233, 230-232

in birds, 236-237, 249-251, 253-

257, 863

in mammals, 268»., 317, 340,

346, 365, 416-418

Invertebrate animals, 9-175

Irritability, a characteristic of life, i

(See also Sensitivity)

J

Jellyfish (see Coelenterates)

K
KiUifish, 183-185

Kinesthesis, 194, 237, 269, 311, 348-

349, 366-367

in maze learning, 376-388, 404

relation of anticipatory behavior to,

386-387

L

Learning, phyleticaUy considered,

primitive, 33-35, 46-47, S4, 73~

78, 84

in flatworms, 84-85

in annelids, 98-102

in moUusks, 116-119
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Learning, phyletically considered, in

ardiropods, iS2-iS3i 1SS-164,
168

in fishes, 182, 192-198

in amphibians, 213-217

in reptiles, 223-228, 232-234

in birds, 238, 240, 342-249, 261-

263

in mammals, 318-443

Learning, 270-271, 275, 279-284, 335-

443
abstraction, 456, 458-460

analysis, of behavior in, 345-346

of stimuli used in, 346, 375-388

compared with development, 373-

374
definition of, 343-344, 460

dependence on native mechanisms,

283-284

as difierent from reasoning, 465

effect, of extirpation on, 318-328,

331-333, 375-376, 379, 391, 466

of frequency on, 338, 344
factors affecting mastery in, 427-443

and instrumentation, 474-476

limitation of, 479

patterns formed in, 348-374, 404-406

performance an index of, 344-345

prerequisites to, 265-333, 339-340,

343-344

problem of, 335-337, 347

rate of, 346-347, 438-443

relation of, to neurosis, 371-373

situations correlated, 368-369, 424-

426, 465

(See also Conditioned response;

Discrimination; Maze; Problem

box)

Learning curve, sudden drop in, 453-

455
Life, definition of, i

Light, 26, 37, 61, 83-85, 87-89,

95-98, 104-108, 112-114, 124, 126-

128, 130-137, 1S*-IS3, 159, 163

167, 200-202, 210, 287-288

effect of, on birds, 249-250

skioptic reaction, 108-109, 117

(.See also Vision)

523

Light grader, 131

Lizard, 222-223, 228-229

Localization, theory of, 318, 327-333
Locomotion (see Behavior)

M

Mammals, i76»., 2So»., 264-267,

276-278, 280-289, 296-303. 305-

312, 318-333, 335-478

analysis of learning in, 337-406

of performance in, 407-426

fetal behavior, 276-278

function of brain in, 318-333

higher processes in, 444-479

sexual behavior in, 280-282

Man, 2, 296, 303, 309-311, 328-329,

332, 339»., 343, 352, 354, 361, 438.

442, 446-448, 457, 459, 466

Mass action, limitations of, 331-333

theory of, 327-328

Mastery in learning, effect, 432-433

factors related to, 427-443, 454

frequency, 427-430

meaning and organization, 437-438

motivation, 434
past experience, 434-437

recency, 430-432

relation to higher processes, 437-

438, 458

Mating activities, 124, 125, 140, r66,

191, 205-206, 253-257

Maturation, 208, 243-245, 247-249,

269, 277-279, 28r, 373-374

limitation of, 479

Maze, 152-153, 159-164, I93i 214-

2 i6, 223-224, 261-262, 268, 270,

344) 345, 364) 380, 381, 386

analysis of learning in, 365-367

375-406

anticipatoiy behavior in, 386-387,

395-396,400

association in learning of, 365, 367-

368, 404

attention in learning of, 422-434,

440-441

chance in learning of, 424-436
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Maze, learning of, 326, 364, 371-3731

375-406, 408-413, 4191 433-436,

429-436, 439-4431 456-457

as learning instrument, 367-368

motivation in learning of, 408-412,

419, 440-441

problems in learning of, 364-365, 37S

quantitative differences in, 388-392

reasoning in learning of, 466-469

selection in learning of, 367-368,

404

sensory control in, 155-156, 162-

164, 193-1941 214-216, 375-388

serial position of blinds in, 398-401

techniques, 365, 375

T problem, 98^101, 118-119, 348,

430

types of blind alley in, 396-398

of junction in, 392-394

of true path in, 394-396, 405

Weber’s law in learning of, 389

(jSee also Blind alleys)

Meaning, 437-438

in relation to association, 438

Metabolism, 58, 77, 83-84, 123-124,

131-1331 1651 18^190, I99i

*35. *68, 317

(See also Physiological gradient)

Metaphyta, 9-11

Metazoa, compared with Protozoa, 36
general structure of, 36

(See also Porifera; Coelenterates;

etc.)

Methodology, adequacy of, 278, 297-

298, 301-303, 306-310, 312, 335-

336, 346, 3St>-3Sii 371. 416-418,

420,444
as related to behavior problems, 3-4,

266, 278

Methods, used in studying attention,

420-423

in studying chance factors, 424-

426

in studying discrinunation, 289-

2921 350-3511 355-357

in studying higher processes,

446-447. 455. 458-462, 468-

469, 471-479

Methods, used in studying learning,

336-338. 342. 350-353. 355-

359. 364-365

in studying motivation, 407-411,

414-41S
Migration, 187-190, 201, 236-237, 241,

249-253

Mind, 444
Minimal effort, principle of, 389
Modifiability, 265-267, 335-479

(See also Learning; Reasoning)

Mollusks, 103-119

equipment of, 104

feeding in, iio-iii, 112-113

learning in, 116-119

locomotion in, 103-107, 114-115

nervous system of, 114-116

orientation of, 105-107

Monkeys, 282, 284, 298-299, 305-306,

318-320, 329, 332-333. 335»-.

355-357 , 363, 412, 436-437, 449,

432, 457 , 460, 475-476

Moth, 125, 140-141

Motility, a characteristic of life, i

Motivation, 162-164, 172-173, 236-

237. 239-240, 251-252, 284, 364-

365, 389, 407-420, 424, 458
and age, 419, 440-441
changes in, 408-412

and distribution of effort, 439-441

and health, 417-418, 423

importance of, 407-408, 418-420,

424

incentives used in studying, 412-418

maze investigations of, 408-413,

416, 419

obstruction box investigations of,

414-418

relation of, goal gradient to, 401-

404

to learning, 408, 434

to performance, 407-420, 424,

433

Multiple choice, 458-460

and correct choice, 45^460
and incorrect choice, 458-459

Mutations, 122
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N

Natively determined behavior, no-
148, 265-286

as adaptive, 284-289

in discrimination tests, 289-290

evidence for, 271-275

experiments on, 278-283

as modified by learning, 283-286

nature of, 120-148, 269-271

Neopallium, 213, 225, 238

(See also Cortex)

Nereis, 86-87, 9®

[See also Annelids)

Nervous impulse, 273-274, 314-317,

3*4-323. 331

all-or-nothing law, 31s»-

frequency of, 314-316

importance of threshold for, 314-317

intensity of, 314-316

refractory period, 314-315

Nervous system, centralization of,

82-83, 9°~9*i loi. 114-116) 119.

137-143. 176-179. 313-314

cephalic ganglion, 80-82, 85, 91-92,

114-116, 118, 121, 137-143

cerebellum, 186-187

destruction in, 66, 71-72, 81-82, 92,

loi, 140-142, 182, 185, 186,

197. 206, 216, 271, 313, 317-

333. 373. 379. 39i. 429-43°.

443. 464-466

effect of stimulus intensity on, 2S9

forebrain, 186, 197, 212, 225, 323

ganglion cells, 49, 79, 137-143. 317

giant fibers, 94-9S

ladder type, 121, 137^143. 176

nerve net, 43, 46, 48-54, 62-63,

72, 77. 8o-8r

neuroid transmission, 39, 49

neurone threshold, 95
origin of, 43

problem of dominance, 16-23, 56-

61, 64-68, 79-83. 90-92. 137-

140, 176-179, 180-181, 184,

203-206, 238-239, 272-276

radial type, 57, 77

refractory period, 46, 314-31S

S2S

Nervous system, as related to be-

havior, 271-275, 313-333
to environment, 8, 92, 266

spinal cord, 179, 203-206, 272-274,

313

synaptic, 90-93, 114-116, 121, 137-

143

vertebrate, 177-179. 200, 219, 224-

225, 236, 238-239, 264, 313-333
(See also Coordination; Brain)

Neuroses, experimental, 371-373

Nocturnal activities, 125, 126, 128

0

Octopus, 113-117

(See also MoUusks)

Olfaction, 177, 179, ig6, 212, 239,

281, 311

Ontogenetic problem, 120, 122-148,

267-286

Optimum, 12-13, 123-124, 136, 180,

188, 233, 284

Otganism, definition of, 1, 7

importance of structure to, 7

the sponge as an, 36-39

Organization, 73, 80-83, loz

in association process, 438, 460-469,

474-47S, 478, 479

in development, 271-280

in maze learning, 162-163, 466-469

in perception, 287-289, 438

in social behavior, 167-170, 257-261

(See also Coordination)

Orientation, phyletically considered, in

annelids, 95-98

in mollushs, 105-107

in arthropods, 124, 130-137.

149-164

in fishes, 182, 184-187, 192-194

in amphibians, 214-215

in reptiles, 232

in birds, 239-241, 251-253

in mammals, 310-311

P

Paramecium, backing reaction of.

29-31, 33-34
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’^6

Paramecium, locomotion in, 26, 27-31

modifiable behavior in, 33-34

Part-whole learning, 441-443

Pattern vision, phyletically considered,

in birds, 3°3
~
3oSi 4S7

in rats, 301-303, 324-326. 4SS-4Sd

in dogs, 30s

in primates, 305-306, 457

Perception, 237-238, 288-289, 36°!

4SS. 4S8

of form, 300-306, 324-326, 333,

4SS-4S 7
illusion in, 303-304, 305

of space, 277-278, 280

Performance, effect, of attention on,

420-424

of chance on, 424-426

of motivation on, 408-420, 433

in relation to consequences, 429,

431-433

to learning, 344-34S. 36S1 3691

37Si 388-389, 407-408

Phylogenetic problem, 120-122

Physiological gradient, 18-19, ^ 7 i 33i

79, 94, loi, 268, 317

as determined by heredity, 25-27

by stimulation, 16-19, 317

Pigeons, 239-240, 256-258, 261-262,

294-296

Flanaria, 79-82, 98

(5ee also Flatworma)

Plants, behavior of, 9-11

Plasticity, 209-217, 224, 234, 333,

346, 3Si«., 437 . 479
Platyhelminthes, 79-85

(JSee also Flatworms)

Polymorphism, 143-144, 166, 173-174

Porifera, 36-39

(JSee also Sponges)

Position habit, 153-136. 348-349. 366

Problem box, 262, 358-359, 361

analysis of learning in, 262, 358-362,
’

423
_

association in learning of, 339-360

learning of, 318-320, 362-363, 436,

438-439. 443 . 453
selection, in learning of, 359-360,

370, 428

Problem box, used as intelligence test,

433-454

Proprioception, 94, 98, 104, 106-107,

269, 311

(See also Kinesthesis)

Protista, gn., 12-35

equipment of, 10

(See also Bacteria; Protozoa)

Protozoa, gn., 13-35, 84

behavior variability m, 27-33

modifiable behavior in, 33-35
specialized conduction in, 27

(See also Amoeba; Euglena; Para-

mecium; Stentor)

Punishment, 348, 370
effect of, 407-408, 417-418

and reward, 413-418

use of shock in, 195, 226, 291-292,

407-408

Psychological standing, i, 54, 56, 77-

78, HI-112, 116, 192, 201, 216-

217, 263

R

Raccoon, 335»., 363, 447, 449, 476-47?

Rats, 269-271, 276-277, 280-283,

296-298, 301-303. 311. 319-333.

33 S»-. 350, 333 . 362-364. 366,

368, 376-406, 408-426, 429-430,

432-

436, 439-442, 443. 447-452,

433-

457, 460-469

Reaction time, 50, 69, 107-108, i4i».,

210-211

Reasoning, 405, 460-478

combining isolated experiences in,

460-466

definition of, 460-462, 465-466

as different from learning, 465

effect of extirpation on, 464-465

isolation of R and L as test of, 462-

465

in maze situations, 466-469

as related to box-stacking, 471-476

to brain function, 318, 327, 331-

332

in various problem situations,.460-

478
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Recency, relation of, to asaociatioa,

43«>-43i

to selection, 431-452

Receptors, auditory, 121, 130, 177,

200, 2x9, 236, 264

chemical, iio-tii, lai, 177, 200,

201, 319, 236, 264

contact, 121, 177, 200, 2ig, 23d, 264

compound eye, 121, 127-128, 133-

136, 139, 149, IS4

gustatory, 182-183, 200, 219, 236,

264

lateral line, 177, 185-186, 199, 200

lens eye, 109-110, 177, 183-184,

200, 219, 225, 227, 236-238,

264, 298, 324, 330-331, 333

ocelli, 37, I3I, 126, 139, 154

olfactory, 181-182, 200, 219, 236,

264

as related to environment, 8, 266

static, 121, 177, iSs-186, 200, 219,

236, 264

vomeronasal, 199, 2i3«., 219, 231-

233

(See also Sensitivity)

Reflexes, 61-66, 269, 275, 284-285, 313

local action, 4s-4-7i SSSh
80. 94, 102, rr4-iifl, i3®"

144, 180, 182-184, 203-206, 213,

242, 245-246, 270, 271, 276-

277, 280, 281, 284-285

Relationships, responses to, 351-358

Repetitions, massed versus distrib-

uted, 438-441

part versus whole, 441-443

Reproductive cycle, 187-191, 24^257

Reproductivity, a characteristic of

life, I

Reptiles, xj6n., 21&-234, 266

feeding in, 228-234

learning in, 223-228, 232-234

protective devices in, 220-223

striking response of, 229-231

Retention, 261-262, 271, 340, 428,

430-432

effect of extirpation on, 3i9"328

Reward, 139, i9S> 291-292, 34®, 37o>

406

Reward, amount of, 412-413

anticipation of, 411-41

2

effect of, 395-396, 400-404, 406,

408-411, 429, 43t

introduction and removal of, 40S-

412

and punishment, 413-416

Rhizopoda, g».

(see Amoeba)

S

Salamander, tpg, 201, 207-209, 212,

271-274, 278-279

Salmon, 187-190

Scallops, 1 12

(See abo MoUusks)

Sea anemone (see Coelenterates)

Sea urchin, 61-62

(See abo Echinodeims)

Segmentation, 85, 92-95, 138, 140-

143, 176-178, 204-206

Selection, in higher processes, 458

in leaming, aS^iSS, 3S9-3d°> 367-

371, 404, 427. 438. 454

in relation to frequency, 428-430

to recency, 43i"432

Sensitivity, phyletically considered, in

plants, 10

in Protista, lo

in sponges, 37

in coelenterates, 37, 41

in echinoderms, 57

in flatwoims, 81

in annelids, 81, 85-88

in mollusks, 104, 107-1 14

in arthropods, 121, 1 23-130

in fishes, 176-187

In amphibians, aoo-203

in reptiles, 219

in birds, 236-339, 246

in mammals, 364

Sensitivity, adaptation in, 44"48i 54-

88-89, 98, 109, ity, 133-1341 *95

changes in, 75-78* 210-212

as a determiner of behavior, 123-130

importance of threshold to, 41-4*

44-45. 5». 71-73. 58*
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Sensitivity, as related to behavior, 8,

go, 107-111, 119, 126-128, 149-

iSS, 168, 179, 180-184, 188-190,

192, 199-203, 219, 230-241, 243-

346, 249-250, 252-253, 264, 266,

270, 272, 317, 319-3*01 360

Sexual activities [see Behavior; Repro-

ductive cyde)

Sheep, 34*1 37*-373

Slugs, 105-107

(See also MoUusks)

Snails, 110-115, 117-119

(See also MoUusks)

Snakes, 221, 229-334

Social activities (see Behavior, sodal)

Societies, in birds, 257-261

in insects, 164-165

Spermatophyta (see Plants)

Spiders, 128-129, i44-i4Si

Sponges, adult behavior, 38-39

equipment of, 37

larval behavior, 36

neuroid transmission in, 39
Starfishes, compared with coelenter-

ates, 56-58

description of, 70, 75

feeding in, 63-64

learning in, 74-78

locomotion in, 64-73

ray dominance in, 56-61

righting response in, 58, 60-61,

68-72, 74-77

(See also Echinod'erms)

Stentor, adaptive behavior in, 31-33

feeding in, 27

Stereotypy in behavior, 120, 130,

146, 154, 164, 179-180, 184, 303,

213. 215, 317. 328, 333, 235, 241,

363, 265, 280-281, 313, 373,

430, 44Si 479

after brain injury, 429-430, 445
Stimulation, effect of intensity in,

16-21, 41, 44, 30, 51, 61-63, 67-

68, 72-73, 95-96, 132, 142,

303-204, 276, 287-288, 314-316,

318, 407-408, 417-418

Stimulation, as related to behavior

245-246, 270, 272, 276-27?,

281, 283-285, 287-289

to dominance, 59-61, 180-184

in social behavior, 168-174, 256-261

(See also Summation)

Structure, phyleticolly considered, of

Amoeba, 13

of sponges, 37-38

of coelenterates, 37, 42, 48
of echinoderms, 57
of flatworms, 81

of annelids, 81, 91
of moUusks, 104

of arthropods, 121

of fishes, 177

of amphibians, 1 99-201

of reptiles, 219, 221-225, 231-232

of birds, 236-237

of mammals, 264, 335, 360

Structure, as related to behavior, 7,

40, 51, 109-110, 121-122, 143-

144 ) 173-181, 19a, 199-aoi,

219-223, 231-233, 235-339, 265-

267, 281-283, 319, 360, 362, 447,

4S4 . 4S 7
Summation, 18-19, 33 , 4S. 49 > Si-S*i

83. 83-84, 90, 115, 127-128, 186-

187, 202-203, 210-211, 222-223

Symmetry, bilateral, 79, 85-86, 98, loi

radial, 56

its significance, 56

T

Teleology, 7, 122, 147-148, 221-223,

284-286

Temperature, 23, 105-106, 123-124,

132, 189-190, 194, 222, 235-236,

256, 268, 371

Arrhenius equation, 106, 322

homoiothermism, 235-236
poUdlothermiam, 123, 319

relation, of locomotion to, 23, 48n.

to migration, 249-251
Termites, 129, 144
Theory, definition of, 5

evaluation of, 6
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Theory, importance of, $-6, 33S"336

Toads, aoi-203,' 205-206, 210-212,

214, 229

Touch (see Contact)

Transfer of training, 355, 434-438, 4S8

and equivalence of stimuli, 436-437,

435-438
general eSects, 433-436, 458

secondary eSects, 434-435

specific effects, 435

Trial and error, 31, 97, 123, 455

in higher processes, 455, 478

in learning, 159-160, 339*361, 4*7“

428, 443 . 455
in tropisms, 97

Trophallaxis, 167-168, 171-173

Tropisms, definition of, 95

geotropism, 106-107

photokinesis, 84, 130-131

phototropism, 9-10, 95-98, 130-

nit 153. 156-137, 167, 289

rheotropism, 135, 184-186

sign of, 87, 95-97, 131

theory of, 96-98, 132-137

thigmotaxis, 128

(See also Sensitivity; Orientation)

Turtle, 220, 223-224, 229

V

Variability, 27-33, 5°, 54. 6t, 74-77.

83-84, 88-90, 96, 98, 112-113, 119,

122-123, 133-134, 136, m , 203-

204, 23s, 263, 319, 360, 370-371

in perception, 458
in performance, 407, 423, 445

Vertebrate animals, 176-480

'lesion, H3-114, 124, 126-128, 152-

155, 179, 183-185, 201-203, 213-

215, 220, 230-233, 235-239,

246-248, 281, 282

binocular, 264, 324

color, 157-158, 195-196, 292-300

discrimination in, 157-158, 225-

228, 238, 261, 287-306, 320-321,

330-331, 351-355

panoramic, i83»., 219, 236, 237, 264

pattern, 150, 153-155, 214, 300-

306, 323-325, 455-457

(See also Light)

Vitalism, 6».

W

Wasps, 146-147, ISO, 158, i6s




